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CHAPTER LXXXVL

CENTRAL GREECE: THE ACCESSION OP
PHILIP OF MACEDON TO THE BIRTH OF ALEXANDER

359356 B C.

MY last preceding chapters have followed the history of the

Sicilian Greeks through long years of despotism, c
suffering, and impoverishment, into a period of Greece re-

renovated freedom and comparative happiness,
eumed.

accomplished under the beneficent auspices of Timoleon,
between 344 336 B. c. It will now be proper to resume
the thread of events in Central Greece, at the point where

they were left at the close of the eightieth chapter the

accession of Philip ofMacedon in 360 359 B.C. The death
of Philip took place in 336 B. c.; and the closing years of

his life will bring before us the last struggles of full Hel-
lenic freedom; a result standing in melancholy contrast

with the achievements of the contemporary liberator Timo-
leon in Sicily.

No such struggles could have appeared within the
limits of possibility, even to the most far-sighted politician
either of Greece or of Macedon at the time when Philip
mounted the throne. Among the hopes and fears of most
Grecian cities, Macedonia then passed wholly unnoticed; in

Athens, Olynthus, Thasns, Thessaly, and a few others, it

formed an item not without moment, yet by no means of

first-rate magnitude.

VOL. xi. B
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The Hellenic world was now in a state different from

B c 360-369
anything which had heen seen since the repulse
of Xerxes in 480 479 B.C. The defeat and

Central degradation of Sparta had set free the inland
Greece in states from the only presiding city whom they
360-359 B.C. , , j ,

J
,
r

, P rr J
i

Dagrada- had ever learned to look up to. Her imperial
tion of ascendency,long possessed and grievously abused,

had been put down by the successes of Epami-
nondas and the Thebans. She was no longer the head of a
numerous body of subordinate allies

, sending deputies to

her periodical synods submitting their external politics
to her influence placing their military contingents under
command of her officers (xenagi) and even administering
their internal government through oligarchies devoted to

her purposes, with the reinforcement, wherever needed,
of a Spartan harmost and garrison. She no longer found
on her northern frontier a number of detached Arcadian

villages, each separately manageable under leaders devoted
to her, and furnishing her with hardy soldiers; nor had she

the friendly city of Tegea, tied to her by a long-standing

philo-Laconian oligarchy and tradition. Under the strong
revolution of feeling which followed on the defeat of the

Spartans at Leuktra, the small Arcadian communities,

encouraged and guided by Epaminondas, had consolidated

themselves into the great fortified city of Megalopolis,
now the centre of a Pan-Arcadian confederacy, with a synod
(called the Ten Thousand) frequently assembled there to

decide upon matters of interest and policy common to the

various sections of the Arcadian name. Tegea too had

undergone a political revolution; so that these two cities,

conterminous with each other and forming together the

northern frontier of Sparta, converted her Arcadian neigh-
bours from valuable instruments into formidable enemies.

But this loss of foreign auxiliary force and dignity was
not the worst which Sparta had suffered. On her north-

western frontier (conterminous also with Megalopolis) stood

the newly-constituted city of Messene, representing an

amputation of nearly one-half of Spartan territory and
substance. The western and more fertile half of Laconia
had been severed from Sparta, and was divided between
Messene and various other independent cities

; being tilled

chiefly by those who had once been Perkski and Helots of

Sparta.
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In the phase of Grecian history on which we are now
about to enter when the collective Hellenic

MeKalo .

world, for the first time since the invasion of lis-Mes-

Xerxes, was about to be thrown upon its defence
|ear~of

heir

against a foreign enemy from Macedonia this Sparta no

altered position of Sparta was a circumstance ce tral
.

. -VT i. i
action in

of grave moment. Not only were the Pelopon- Peioponne-
nesians disunited, and deprived of their common BUS -

chief; but Megalopolis and Messene
, knowing the intense

hostility of Sparta against them and her great superiority
of force, even reduced as she was, to all that they could

muster lived in perpetual dread of her attack. Their

neighbours the Argeians, standing enemies of Sparta, were

well-disposed to protect them; but such aid was insufficient

for their defence, without extra-Peloponnesian alliance.

Accordingly we shall find them leaning upon the support
either of Thebes or of Athens, whichever could be had;
and ultimately even welcoming the arms of Philip of

Macedon, as protector against the inexpiable hostility of

Sparta. Elis placed in the same situation with reference

to Triphylia, as Sparta with reference to Messene com-

plained that the Triphylians ,
whom she looked upon as

subjects, had been admitted as freemen into the Arcadian
federation. We shall find Sparta endeavouring to engage
Elis in political combinations, intended to ensure, to both,
the recovery of lost dominion. 1 Of these combinations
more will be said hereafter

;
at present I merely notice the

general fact that the degradation of Sparta, combined with
her perpetually menaced aggression against Messene and

Arcadia, disorganised Peloponnesus, and destroyed its

powers of Pan-hellenic defence against the new foreign
enemy now slowly arising.

The once powerful Peloponnesian system was in fact

completely broken up. Corinth, Sikyon, Phlius, B-C< 360-359.

Troezen, and Epidaurus, valuable as secondary Corinth,
states and as allies of Sparta, were now detached Siky n

>
*c-

from all political combination, aiming only to keep clear,
each for itself, of all share in collision between Sparta and
Thebes. 2 It would appear also that Corinth had recently
been oppressed and disturbed by the temporary despotism

1 Demosthenes, Orat. pro Megalo- which is an instructive exposition
polit. p. 203, 204. s. 6-10

; p. 206. 8. of policy.
IS and indeed the whole Oration,

2 Xen. Hellen. vii. 4, 6, 10.

B 2
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of Timophanes, described in my last chapter; though the
date of that event cannot be precisely made out.

But the grand and preponderating forces of Hellas

c
now resided, for the first time in our history,

tiveiy good without, and not within, Peloponnesus; at Athens
C
f

n
Athe

n anc* Thebes. Both these cities were in full

vigour and efficiency. Athens had a numerous
fleet, a flourishing commerce, a considerable body of mari-
time and insular allies

, sending deputies to her synod and

contributing to a common fund for the maintenance of the

joint security. She was by far the greatest maritime power
in Greece. I have recounted in preceding chapters ,

how
her general Timotheus had acquired for her the important
island ofSamos, togetherwithPydna, Methone, andPotidaea

,

in the Thermaic Gulf; how he failed (as Iphikrates had
failed before him) in more than one attempt upon Amphi-
polis; how he planted Athenian conquest and settlers in

the Thracian Chersonese
;
which territory, after having

been attacked and endangered by the Thracian prince

Kotys, was regained by the continued efforts of Athens in

the year 358 B.C. Athens had sustained no considerable

loss, during the struggles which ended in the pacification
after the battle of ALantineia; and her condition appears
on the whole to have been better than it had ever been
since her disasters at the close of the Peloponnesian war.

The power ofThebes also was imposing and formidable.

Power of She had indeed lost many of those Peloponne-
Thebes. sian allies who formed the overwhelming array
of Epaminondas, when he first invaded Laconia, under the

fresh anti-Spartan impulse immediately succeeding the

battle of Leuktra. She retained only Argos, together
with Tegea, Megalopolis, and Messene. The three last

added little to her strength, and needed her watchful sup-

port; a price which Epaminondas had been perfectly wil-

ling to pay for the establishment of a strong frontier against

Sparta. But the body of extra-Peloponnesian allies group-
ed round Thebes was still considerable

;

l the Phokians
1 Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 5, 23; vii.^ not certain. But as the Theban

6,4. Diodor. xv. 62. The Akarna- ascendency overThessaly was much
mans had been allies of Thebes at greater at the last of those two
the time of the first expedition of periods than at the first, we may
Epaminondas into Peloponnesus ;

be sure that they had not lost

whether they remained so at the their hold upon the Lokrians and
time of his last expedition, is Malians, who (as well as the Pho-
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andLokrians, the Malians,theHerakleots, most of theThes-

salians, and most (if not all) of the inhabitants of Euboea;
perhaps also the Akarnanians. The Phokians were indeed re-

luctant allies, disposed to circumscribe their obligations with-

in the narrowest limits of mutual defence incase of invasion:

and we shall presently find the relations between the two

becoming positively hostile. Besides these allies, the The-
bans possessed the valuable position of Oropus, on the
north-eastern frontier of Attica; a town which had been
wrested from Athens six years before, to the profound
mortification of the Athenians.

But over and above allies without Boeotia, Thebes had

prodigiously increased the power of her city within Boeo-
tia. She had appropriated to herself the territories of

Platsea and Thespiae on her southern frontier, and of Ko-
roneia and Orchomenus near upon her northern; by con-

quest and partial expulsion of their prior inhabitants. How
and when these acquisitions had been brought about, has
been already explained :

i here I merely recall the fact, to

appreciate the position of Thebes in 359 B.C. That these
four towns, having been in 372 B.C. autonomous joined
with her only by the definite obligations of the Boeotian

confederacy and partly even in actual hostility against
her had now lost their autonomy with their free citizens,
and had become absorbed into her property and sover-

eignty. The domain of Thebes thus extended across Boeo-
tia from the frontiers of Phokis 2 on the north-west to the

frontiers of Attica on the south.

The new position thus acquired by Thebes in Boeotia,

purchased at the cost of extinguishing three or Extinction
four autonomous cities, is a fact of much moment of the free

in reference to the period now before us; not Botia by
simply because it swelled the power and pride the Thebans

of the Thebans themselves; but also because it
~
a
T

nft"
raised a strong body of unfavourable sentiment Grecian

against them in the Hellenic mind. Just at the feelin -

time when the Spartans had lost nearly one-half of Laco-

nia, the Thebans had annexed to their own city one-third
of the free Boeotian territory. The revival of free Messenian

kians) lay between Boeotia and * Orchomenus was conterminous

Thessaly. with the Phokian territory (Pan-
1 See Chaps. LXXVIL, LXXVIII., sanias, ix. 39, 1).

and LXXX.
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citizenship, after a suspended existence of more than
two centuries, had recently been welcomed with universal

satisfaction. How much would that same feeling be shock-
ed when Thebes extinguished, for her own aggrandize-
ment, four autonomous communities, all of her own Boeo-

tian kindred one of these communities too being Orcho-

menus, respected both for its antiquityand its traditionary

legends! Littlepainsweretaken to canvass the circumstances
of the case, and to inquire whether Thebes had exceeded
the measure of rigour warranted by the war-code of the

time. In the patriotic and national conceptions of every
Greek, Hellas consisted of an aggregate of autonomous,
fraternal, city-communities. The extinction of any one of

these was like the amputation of a limb from the orga-
nized body. Repugnance towards Thebes, arising out of

these proceedings, affected strongly the public opinion of

the time, and manifests itself especially in the language
of Athenian orators, exaggerated by mortification on ac-

count of the loss of Oropus.
'

The great body of Thessalians, as well as the Magnetes
Thessaiy an(l *ne Phthiot Achaeans, were among those

despots of subject to the ascendency of Thebes. Even the

powerful and cruel despot, Alexander ofPherse,
was numbered in this catalogue.

2 The cities of fertile

Thessaiy, possessed by powerful oligarchies with numerous

dependent serfs, were generally a prey to intestine conflict

and municipal rivalry with each other; disorderly as well

as faithless. 3 The Aleuadse, chiefs at Larissa and the

Skopadse, atKrannon hadbeen once the ascendent families

*
Isokrates, Or. viii. De Pace, 8. "Pergit ire (the Roman consul

21; Demosthenes adv. Leptinem, p. Quinotius Flaminiug) in Thessa-

490. s. 121; pro Megalopol. p. 208. liam
;
ubinon liberandae modo civi-

B. 29; Philippic ii. p. 69. s. 16. tates erant, sed ex omni colluvione
* Xenoph. Hellen. vii. 5,4; Plu- et confusione in aliquam tolerabi-

tarch, Pelopidas, c. 35. Wachsmuth lem formam redigendae. Nee enim

states, in. my judgement, errone- temporum modo vitiis, ac violentia

ously, that Thebes was disap- et licentia regia (i. e. the Macedo-

pointed in her attempt to establish nian) turbati erant: sed inquieto

ascendency in Thessaiy. (Hollo- etiam ingenio gentis, neccomitia,
nisch. Alterthumer, vol. ii. z. p. nee conventum, nee concilium ul-

338). lum, non per seditionem et tumul-
*
Plato, Kriton, p.53D; Xenoph. turn, jam inde a principio ad no-

Memorab. i. 2, 24; Demosthen. strara usque aetatem, traducentis"

Olynth. i. p. 15. s. 23; Demosth. (Livy, xxxiv. 61).

cont. Aristokratem, p. 658. a. 133.
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in the country. But in the hands of Lykophron and
the energetic Jason, Pherae had been exalted to the first

rank. Tinder Jason as tagus (federal general), the whole
force of Thessaly was united, together with a large num-
ber of circumjacent tributaries, Macedonian, Epirotic, Do-

lopian, &c., and a well-organized standing army of merce-
naries besides. He could muster 8000 cavalry, 20,000

hoplites, and peltasts or light infantry in numbers far more
considerable. 1 A military power of such magnitude, in

the hands of one alike able and aspiring, raised universal

alarm, and would doubtless have been employed in some

great scheme of conquest, either within or without Greece,
had not Jason been suddenly cut off by assassination in

370 B.C., in the year succeeding the battle of Leuktra. 2

His brothers Polyphron and Polydorus succeeded to his

position as tagus, but not to his abilities or influence.

The latter, a brutal tyrant, put to death the former, and
was in his turn slain, after a short interval, by a successor

yet worse, his nephew Alexander, who lived and retained

power at Pherse, for about ten years (368-358 B.C.).

During a portion of that time Alexander contended
with success against the Thebans, and maintained Alexander
his ascendency in Thessaly. But before the ?

Phera
t. Aii /> nt- j.- L 1. Ji L his cruel-
battle of Mantmeia m 362 B.C., he had been re- ties his as-

duced into the condition of a dependent ally of sassination.

Thebes, and had furnished a contingent to the army which
marched under Epaminondas into Peloponnesus. During
the year 362-361 B.C., he even turned his hostilities against
Athens, the enemy of Thebes; carrying on a naval war

against her, not without partial success, and damage to her
commerce. 3 And as the foreign ascendency of Thebes

everywhere was probably impaired by the death of her

great leader Epaminondas, Alexander of Pherse recovered

strength; continuing to be the greatest potentate in Thes-

saly, as well as the most sanguinary tyrant, until the time
of his death in the beginning of 359 B.C.* He then perished,

1 Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 1, 19. and Appendix, c. 16) in thinking
1 Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 4, 32. that this is the probable date of
* Demosthenes ady. Polyklem, p. the assassination of Alexander of

120r. s. 5, 6; Diodor. xv. 61-95. See Phera!; which event is mentioned

Chap. LXXX. by Diodorus (xvi. 14) under the

I concur with Mr. Fynes Clin- year 357-356 B.C., yet in conjunction
ton (Fast. Hellen. ad ann. 359 B.C., with a series of subsequent events,
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in the vigour of age and in the fulness of power. Against
oppressed subjects or neighbours he could take security

by means of mercenary guards; but he was slain by the
contrivance of his wife Thebe and the act of her brothers:

a memorable illustration of the general position laid

down by Xenophon, that the Grecian despot could calculate

neither on security nor on affection anywhere, and that his

most dangerous enemies were to be found among his own
household or kindred. The brutal life of Alexander, and
the cruelty of his proceedings, had inspired his wife with

mingled hatred and fear. Moreover she had learnt from
words dropped in a fit of intoxication, that he was intend-

ing to put to death her brothers Tisiphonus, Pytholaus,
and Lykophron and along with them herself; partly be-

cause she was childless, and he had formed the design of

re-marrying with the widow of the late despot Jason, who
resided at Thebes. Accordingly Thebe, apprising her
brothers of their peril, concerted with them the means of

assassinating Alexander. The bed-chamber which she
shared with him was in an upper story, accessible only by
a removeable staircase or ladder; at the foot of which
there lay every night a fierce mastiff in chains, and a
Thracian soldier tattooed after the fashion of his country.
The whole house moreover was regulary occupied by a

company of guards; and it is even said that the wardrobe
and closets of Thebe were searched every evening for con-

cealed weapons. These numerous precautions of mistrust,

however, were baffled by her artifice. She concealed her

brothers during all the day in a safe adjacent hiding-place.
At night, Alexander, coming to bed intoxicated, soon fell

fast asleep; upon which Thebe stole out of the room-
directed the dog to be removed from the foot of the stairs,

and in a manner scarcely con- the Thebans, avenging the dea;h

straining us to believe that he of Pelopidas, reduced that despot
meant to affirm the assassination to submission. Now this reduction
itself as having actually taken place cannot be placed later than 363 E.G.

in that year. That interval therefore which Plu-

To the arguments adduced by tarch calls "a little while," vill

Mr. Clinton, another may be added, be three years, if we place the

borrowed from the expression of assassination in 359 B.C., six years,
Plutarch (Pelopidas, c. 36) 6XiYOv if we place it in 357-356 B.C. Tlree

uotepov. He states that the assas- years is a more suitable interpre-
eination of Alexander occurred "a tation of the words than six ysars.
little while" after the period when *

Xenoph.Hiero, i. 38; ii.10; ;ii.8.
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under pretence that the despot wished to enjoy undisturb-

ed repose and then called her armed brothers. After

spreading wool upon the stairs, in order that their tread

might be noiseless, she went again up into the bed-room,
and brought away the sword of Alexander, which always
hung near him. Notwithstanding this encouragement,
however, the three young men, still trembling at the mag-
nitude of the risk, hesitated to mount the stair; nor could

they be prevailed upon to do so, except by her distinct

threat, that if they flinched, she would awaken Alexander
and expose them. At length they mounted, and entered
the bed-chamber, wherein a lamp was burning; while

Thebe, having opened the door for them, again closed it, and

posted herself to hold the bar. The brothers then ap-
proached the bed; one seized the sleeping despot by the

feet, another by the hair of his head, and the third with a
sword thrust him through.

l

After successfully and securely consummating this

deed, popular on account of the odious character _,. .

r J.L i i j. mi*! *. j. j j. Tisaphonus
of the slam despot, Thebe contrived to win over despot at

the mercenary troops, and to ensure the sceptre
*>her8B~

IP T i 1 i i i ii rrv i l ss of
to herself and her eldest brother Tisiphonus. power in the

After this change, it would appear that the ?h"K
t

an

power of the new princes was not so great as
ynas y '

that of Alexander had been, so that additional elements of

weakness and discord were introduced into Thessaly. This
is to be noted as one of the material circumstances paving
the way for Philip of Macedon to acquire ascendency in

Greece as will hereafter appear.
It was in the year 360-359 B.C., that Perdikkas, elder

brother and predecessor of Philip on the throne ,
c -/r a i j.i a c i Macedon

ot Macedonia, was slain, in the flower ot his reign and

age. He perished, according to one account, in $,
eat

j
h
.,,

f

1.1 11 j.j.1 -j.1 ii TII i Perdikkas.
a bloody battle with the lllyrians, wherein
4000Macedonians fell also; according to another statement,

by the hands of assassins and the treacherous subornation
of his mother Eurydike.

2

1 Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 4, 36, 37; mitted nothing positively incon-

Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 35
; Conon, sistent with his statements,

ap. Photium, Narr. 50. Codex, 186; 7
Justin, vii. 5; Diodor. xvi. 2.

Ciceio, de Offic. ii. 7. The details The allusion in the speech of Phi-

of the assassination, given in these lotas immediately prior to his

authors, differ. I have principally execution (Curtius, vi. 43. p. 591,

followed Xenophon, and have ad- Mutzell) supports the affirmation of
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Of the exploits of Perdikkas during the five years of
his reign we know little. He had assisted the Athenian

general Timotheus in war against the Olynthian confeder-

acy, and in the capture of Pydna, Potidaea, Torone, and
other neighbouring places; while on the other hand he had

opposed the Athenians in their attempt againstAmphipolis,
securing that important place by a Macedonian garrison,
both against them and for himself. He was engaged in

serious conflicts with the Illyrians.
* It appears too that

he was not without some literary inclinations was an ad-

mirer of intellectual men, and in correspondence with Plato
at Athens. Distinguished philosophers or sophists, like

Plato and Isokrates, enjoyed renown, combined with a
certain measure of influence, throughout the whole range
of the Grecian world. Forty years before, Archelaus

king of Macedonia had shown favour to Plato, 2 then a

young man, as well as to his master Sokrates. Amyntas,
the father both of Perdikkas and of Philip, had throughout
his reign cultivated the friendship of leading Athenians,

especially Iphikrates and Timotheus
;
the former of whom

he had even adopted as his son; Aristotle, afterwards so

eminent as a philosopher (son of Nikomachus the con-

fidential physician of Amyntas 3
),
had been for some time

studying at Athens as a pupil of Plato
;
moreover Perdikkas

during his reign had resident with him a friend of the

philosopher Euphraeus of Oreus. Perdikkas lent himself

much to the guidance of Euphraeus, who directed him in

the choice of his associates, and permitted none to be his

guests except persons of studious habits; thus exciting
much disgust among the military Macedonians.* It is a

signal testimony to the reputation of Plato, that we find

Justin that Perdikkas was assas- *
Diogenes Laert. v. 1, 1.

sinated. *
Athenreus, xi. p. 506 E. p. 508 E.

1 Antipater (the general of Philip The fourth among the letters of

and viceroy of his son Alexander Plato (alluded to by Diogen&s
in Macedonia) is said to have left Lae'rt. iii. 62) is addressed to Per-
an historical work, rUp5ixxouirpi$si dikkas, partly in recommendation

"IXXupixa? (Suidas, v. 'AvTircotTpo?), and praise of Euphraeus. There
which can hardly refer to any appears nothiug to prove it to be
other Perdikkas than the one now spurious ;

but whether it be spu-
before us. rious or genuine, the fact that

*
Athenccus, xi. p. 506 E. nXotujv, Plato corresponded with Perdikkas

Jv Ziwiatnrco? <fft
a<. -^IXioTov OVTOC is sufficiently probable.

'AsXaoi, &c.
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his advice courted, at one and the same time, by Dionysius
the younger at Syracuse, and by Perdikkas in Macedonia.

On the suggestion of Plato, conveyed through
Euphraeus, Perdikkas was induced to bestow upon his own
brother Philip a portion of territory or an appanage in

Macedonia. In 368 B.C. (during the reign of Alexander
elder brother of Perdikkas and Philip), Pelopidas had re-

duced Macedonia to partial submission, and had taken

hostages for its fidelity; among which hostages was the

youthful Philip, then about fifteen years of age. In this

character Philip remained about two or three years at

Thebes. * How or when he left that city, we cannot clearly
make out. He seems to have returned to Macedonia after

the murder of Alexander by Ptolemy Alorites; probably
without opposition from the Thebans, since his value as a

hostage was then diminished. The fact that he was confided

(together with his brother Perdikkas) by his mother Eury-
dike to the protection of the Athenian general Iphikrates,

1
Justin, vf. 9; vii. 5. "Philippus

Obses triennio Tbebis habitus," &c.

Compare Plutarch, Pelopidas, c.

26; Diodor. xv. 67; xvi. 2; and the

copious note of Wesseling upon
the latter passage. The two pas-

sages of Diodorus are not very

consistent; in the latter, he states

that Philip had been deposited at

Thebes by the Illyrians, to whom
he had been made over as a hostage

by his father Amyntas. This is

highly improbable; as well for

other reasons (assigned by Wesse-

ling), as because the Illyrians, if

they ever received him as a hostage,
would not send him to Thebes but

keep him in their own possession.
The memorable interview described

by JEschin6s between the Athe-

nian general Iphikrates and the

Macedonian queen Eurydikd with

her two youthful sons Perdikkas
and Philip must have taken place
some time before the death of

Ptolemy Alorites, and before the

accession of Perdikkas. The ex-

pressions of .aSschines do not, per-

haps, necessarily compel us to sup-

pose the interview to have taken

place immediately after the death
of Alexander (yEschiiies, Fal. Leg.
p. 31, 32); yet it is difficult to re-

concile the statement of the orator
with the recognition of three years'
continuous residence at Thebes.
Flathe (Geschichte Makedoniens,
vol. i. p. 39-47) supposes JEschines
to have allowed himself an ora-

torical misrepresentation, when he
states that Philip was present in

Macedonia at the interview with

Iphikrates. This is an unsatisfac-

tory mode of escaping from the

difficulty; but the chronological
statements, as they now stand, can

hardly be all correct. It is possible
that Philip may have gone again
back to Thebes, or may have betn
sent back, after the interview with

Iphikrates ;
we might thus obtain

a space of three years for his stay,
at two several times, in that city.

We are not to suppose that his

condition at Thebes was one of

durance and ill-treatment. See Mr.

Clinton, Fast Hell. App. iv. p. 229.
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then on the coast of Macedonia has been recount-
ed in a previous chapter. How Philip fared during the

regency of Ptolemy Alorites in Macedonia, we do not know
;

we might even suspect that he would return back to The-
bes as a safer residence. But when his brother Perdikkas,

having slain Ptolemy Alorites, became king, Philip resided
in Macedonia, and even obtained from Perdikkas (as

already stated), through the persuasion of Plato, a separate
district to govern as subordinate. Here he remained until

the death of Perdikkas in 360-359 B.C.; organising a

separate military force of his own (like Derdas in 382 B.C.,

when the Lacedaemonians made war upon Olynthus
J

) ;
and

probably serving at its head in the wars carried on by
his brother.

The time passed by Philip at Thebes, however, from

Philip as a fifteen to eighteen years of age, was an event
youth at of much importance in determining his future

ideas
e

t

s

here character. 2 Though detained at Thebes, Philip
acquired was treated with courtesy and respect. He re-

laju? of^Ms sided with Pammenes, one of the principal ci-

future mm- tizens; he probably enjoyed good literary and
tary ability. rhetoricai teaching, since as a speaker, in after

life, he possessed considerable talent;
3 and he may also

have received some instruction in philosophy, though he
never subsequently manifested any taste for it, and though
the assertion of his having been taught by Pythagoreans
merits little credence. But the lesson, most indelible of

all, which he imbibed at Thebes, was derived from the

society and from the living example ofmen like Epaminon-
das and Pelopidas. These were leading citizens, mani-

festing those qualities which ensured for them the steady

1 Athenaeus, xi. p. 506. 8ia-rp<pujv home an altered man on many
6' svTotuOa 8uvan.iv (Philippus), Ac. points.
About Derdas, see Xenoph, Hellen. See the case of Demetrius, younger
T. 2, 38. son of the last Philip ofMacedon,

1 It was in after times a frequent and younger brother of Perseus

practice with the Boman Senate, (Livy, xxxiii. 13
; xxxix. 53

; xl. 5),

when imposing terms of peace on of the young Parthian princes,

kings half-conquered, to require Vonon&s (Tacitus, Annal. ii. 1, 2),

hostages for fidelity, with a young Phraates (Tacit. Annal. vi. 33),

prince of the royal blood among Meherdates (Tacit. Ann. xii. 10, 11).

the number; and it commonly hap- * Even in the opinion of very
pened that the latter, after a few competent judges : see

years' residence at Borne, returned Fals. Leg. c. 18. p. 253.
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admiration of a free community and of a Theban com-

munity, more given to action than to speech; moreover they
were both of them distinguished military leaders one of

them the ablest organiser and the most scientific tactician

of his day. The spectacle of the Theban military force,
excellent both as cavalry and as infantry, under the training
of such a man as Eparninondas, was eminently suggestive
to a young Macedonian prince; and became still more
efficacious when combined with the personal conversation

of the victor ofLeuktra the first man whom Philip learnt

to admire, and whom he strove to imitate in his military
career. J His mind was early stored with the most advanced

strategic ideas of the day, and thrown into the track of

reflection, comparison, and invention, on the art of war.

When transferred from Thebes, to the subordinate

government of a district in Macedonia under his B.C. seo-359.

elder brotherPerdikkas, Philip organised a mili- Condition

tary force; and in so doing had the opportunity the death of
of applying to practice, though at first on a Perdikkas.

limited scale, the lessons learnt from the illustrious Thebans.
He was thus at the head of troops belonging to and or-

ganised by himself when the unexpected death of Per-
dikkas opened to him the prospect of succeeding to the
throne. But it was a prospect full of doubt and hazard.

Perdikkas had left an infant son
;
there existed, moreover,

three princes, Archelaus, Aridseus, and Menelaus, 2 sons of

Amyntas by another wife or mistress Grygsea, and therefore

half-brothers ofPerdikkas and Philip: there were also two
other pretenders to the crown Pausanias (who had before

aspired to the throne after the death ofAmyntas), seconded

by a Thracian prince and Argseus, aided by the Athenians.
To these dangers was to be added, attack from the

1
Plutarch, Pelopidas, c. 26. TJ- pus (.ZElian, V. H. xii. 43). Out

Xumqi; Y T0v^vai 8osv 'Eiio[xEivibv- information respecting the rela-

800, TO rcspl TOO? noXe|jLoo<; xat TOU tions of the successive kings, and

OTpaTT)Yi<; Spaar^piov laioq xotTavoT)- pretenders to the throne, in Mace-

cas, 5 [Aixpov TJV T7J?Tou avSpo? operas donia, is obscure and unsatisfac-

|x6piov, &c. tory. Justin (I. c.) agrees with
2
Justin, vii. 4. Menelaus, the Lilian in calling the father ofAmyn-

father of Amyntas and grandfather tas Menelaus; but Dexippus (ap.

of Philip, is stated to have been Syncellum, p. 263) calls him Ari-

an illegitimate son : while Amyntas dtcus
;
while Diodorus (xiv. 92) calls

himself is said to have been origin- him Tharraleus.

ally an attendant or slave of'^Kro-
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neighbouring barbaric nations, Illyrians, Paeonians, and
Thracians always ready

J to assail and plunder Macedonia
at every moment of intestine weakness. It would appear
that Perdikkas, shortly before his death, had sustained a
severe defeat, with the loss of 4000 men, from the Illyrians:
his death followed, either from a wound then received, or

by the machinations of his mother Eurydike. Perhaps
both the wound in battle and the assassination may be real

facts. 2

Philip at first assumed the government of the country
Embarrass- as guardian of his young nephew Amyntas the
ments and son of Perdikkas. But the difficulties of the con-

witti'which juncture were so formidable, that the Mace-
he had to donians around constrained him to assume the
contend. crown.3 Of his three half-brothers, he put to

death one, and was only prevented from killing the other
two by their flight into exile

;
we shall find them hereafter

at Olynthus. They had either found, or were thought
likely to find, a party in Macedonia to sustain their preten-
sions to the crown. 4

The succession to the throne in Macedonia, though
Macedo- descending in a particular family, was open to

nian go- frequent and bloody dispute between the indi-
vemment. vidual members of that family, and usually fell

to the most daring and unscrupulous among them. None
but an energetic man, indeed, could well maintain himself

there, especially under the circumstances of Philip's
accession. The Macedonian monarchy has been called a
limited monarchy; and in a large sense of the word, this

proposition is true. But what the limitations were, or

how they were made operative, we do not know. That
there were some ancient forms and customs, which the

king habitually respected, we cannot doubt: 5 as there

1
Justin, xxix. 1. thios aggreditur (Philip): recepe

* Diodor. xvi. 2; Justin, vii. 5; rant enim per misericordiam, post

Quint. Curt. vi. 48, 26. caedem unius, duos fratres ejus,

Justin, vii. 6. Amyntas lived quosPhilippng, exnovercagenitos,
through the reign of Philip, and velut participes regni, interflcere

was afterwards put to death by gestiebat."

Alexander, on the charge of con- *
Arrian, Exp. Alex. iv. 11. 06

spiracy. See Justin, xii.G
; Quintus j?ia, aXXa vojxip Max86vu>v ap^ovtEc

Curtius, vi. 34, 17
; with the note of SisreXesav (Alexander and his an-

Mutzell. cestors before him).
4
Justin, viii. 3. "Post htec Olyn-
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probably were also among the Illyrian tribes, the Epirots,
and others of the neighbouring warlike nations. A general
assembly was occasionally convened, for the purpose of

consenting to some important proposition, or trying some

conspicuous accused person. But though such ceremonies
were recognised and sometimes occurred, the occasions

were rare in which they interposed any serious consti-

tutional check upon the regal authority.
* The facts of

Macedonian history, as far as they come before us, exhibit

the kings acting on their own feelings and carrying out

their own schemes consulting whom they please and
when they please subject only to the necessity of not

offending too violently the sentiments of that military

population whom they commanded. Philip and Alexander,

combining regal station with personal ability and unex-

ampled success, were more powerful than any of their

1 The trial of Philotas, who is

accused by Alexander for conspi-

racy before an assembly of the

Macedonian soldiers near to head-

quarters, is the example most in-

sisted on of the prevalence of this

custom, of public trial in criminal

accusations. Quintus Curtius says

(vi. 32, 25), "De capitalibus rebus

vetusto Macedonum more inquire-
bat exercitus : in pace erat vulgi:
et nihil potestas regum valebat,
nisi prius valuisset auctoritas."

Compare Arrian, iii. 26; Diodor.

xvii. 79, 80.

That this was an ancient Mace-
donian custom, in reference to con-

spicuous persons accused of treason,
we may readily believe; and that

an officer of the great rank and

military reputation of Philotas, if

suspected of treason, could hardly
be dealt with in any other way.
If he was condemned, all his re-

latives and kinsmen, whether im-

plicated or not, became involved

in the same condemnation. Several

among the kinsmen of Philotas

either fled or killed themselves;
and Alexander then issued an edict

pardoning them all, except Par-

menio
;
who was in Media, and

whom he sent secret orders instantly
to despatch. If the proceedings
against Philotas, as described by
Curtius, are to be taken as correct,
it is rather an appeal made by
Alexander to the soldiery, for their

consent to his killing a dangerous
enemy, than an investigation of

guilt or innocence.

Olympias, during the intestine

contests which followed after the

death of Alexander, seems to have

put to death as many illustrious

Macedonians as she chose, without

any form of trial. But when her

enemy Kassander got the upper
hand, subdued and captured her,
he did not venture to put her to

death without obtaining the con-

sent of a Macedonian assembly
(Diodor. xix. 11, 51; Justin, xiv. 6;

Pausanias, i. 11, 2). These Mace-
donian assemblies, insofar as we
read of them, appear to be sum-
moned chiefly as mere instruments
to sanction some predetermined
purpose of the king or the military

leader predominant at the time.

Flathe (Geschicht. Makedon. p. 43

45) greatly overrates, in my judge-

ment, the rights and powers enjoyed

by the Macedonian people.
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predecessors. Each of them required extraordinary efforts

from their soldiers, whom they were therefore obliged to

keep in willing obedience and attachment; just as Jason
of Pherae had done before with his standing army of

mercenaries. 1 During the reign of Alexander the army
manifests itself as the only power by his side, to which
even he is constrained occasionally to bow; after his death,
its power becomes for a time still more ascendent. But
so far as the history of Macedonia is known to us, I perceive
no evidence of co-ordinate political bodies, or standing

apparatus (either aristocratical or popular) to check the

power of the king such as to justify in any way the

comparison drawn by a modern historian between the

Macedonian and English constitutions.

The first proceeding of Philip, in dealing with his

numerous enemies, was to buy off the Thracians

ings of by seasonable presents and promises; so that
Philip the competition of Pausanias for the throne

nmnerous became no longer dangerous. There remained

ir
emi

u
S

c
as assa^an^s the Athenians with Argaeus from

Thracians seaward, and the Illyrians from landward.
Athe- jjut Philip showed dexterity and energy

sufficient to make head against all. While he
hastened to reorganise the force of the country, to extend
the application of those improved military arrangements
which he had already been attempting in his own province,
and to encourage his friends and soldiers by collective

harangues,
2 in a style and spirit such as the Macedonians

had never before heard from regal lips he contrived to

fence off the attack of the Athenians until a more conve-

nient moment.
He knew that the possession of Amphipolis was the

He evacu- great purpose for which they had been carrying

ates_Am^hi-
on war against Macedonia for some years, and

defeats the for which they now espoused the cause of
Athenians Argaeus. Accordingly he professed his readiness
and Arcrse- . <? *,, ,, . .

ans-his at once to give up to them this important place,
mild treat-

withdrawing the Macedonian garrison whereby
Athenian Perdikkas had held it against them, and leaving
prisoners, the town to its own citizens. This act was

probably construed by the Athenians as tantamount to an

actual cession; for even if Amphipolis should still hold

1 Xenopb. Hellen. vi. 1, 6, 1C. a Diodor. xvi. 2, 3.
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out against them, they doubted not of their power to

reduce it when unaided. Philip farther despatched letters

to Athens, expressing an anxious desire to be received

into her alliance, on the same friendly terms as his father

Amyntas before him.i These proceedings seem to have
had the effect of making the Athenians lukewarm in the

cause of Argseus. For Mantias the Athenian admiral,

though he conveyed that prince by sea to Methone, yet

stayed in the seaport himself, while Argseus marched
inland with some returning exiles, a body of mercenaries,
and a few Athenian volunteers to ./Egae or Edessa; 2

hoping to procure admission into that ancient capital of

the Macedonian kings. But the inhabitants refused to

receive him; and in his march back to Methone, he was
attacked and completely defeated by Philip. His fugitive

troops found shelter on a neighbouring eminence, but
were speedily obliged to surrender. Philip suffered the

greater part of them to depart on terms, requiring only
that Argseus and the Macedonian exiles should be delivered

up to him. He treated the Athenian citizens with especial

courtesy, preserved to them all their property, and sent

them home full of gratitude, with conciliatory messages
to the people of Athens. The exiles, Argseus among them,

having become his prisoners, were probably put to death. 3

The prudent lenity exhibited by Philip towards the

Athenian prisoners, combined with his evacu- Philip
ation of Amphipolis, produced the most favour- makes

.

i_i > i

J
c ,, A ,, peace with

able enect upon the temper of the Athenian Athens-

public, and disposed them to accept his pacific
renounces

C T j- i T j i TTI -T his claim to
oners. Jreace was accordingly concluded. Philip AmpMpo-
renounced all claim to Amphipolis, acknow- lis -

ledging that town as a possession rightfully belonging to

Athens. 4 By such renunciation he reallyabandoned no right-
ful possession; for Amphipolis had never belonged to the
Macedonian kings; nor had any Macedonian soldiers ever
entered it until three or four years before, when the citizens

had invoked aid from Perdikkas to share in the defence

againstAthens. But the Athenians appeared to have gained
the chief prize for which they had been so long struggling.

'Demosthenes cont. Aristocrat, piuv TIVOC; rcoXiTUJv, Ac. Justin, vii. 6.

p. 660. s. 144. Diodor. xvi. 3.

2 Diodor. xvi. 3; Demosthen. cont. * Diodor. xvi. 4.

Aristokrat. p. 660 ut sup. ?d>v T)[AST-

VOL. XI.
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They congratulated themselves in the hope, probably set

forth with confidence by the speakers who supported the

peace, that the Amphipolitans alone would never think

of resisting the acknowledged claims of Athens.

Philip was thus relieved from enemies on the coast,

Victories of and had his hands free to deal with the Illyrians
P
h"

1

p
> ver an(^ I>8eo:niaiis f *ne interior. He marched into

nianslmd the territory of the Pseonians (seemingly along
niyrians. the upper course of the river Axius), whom he
found weakened by the recent death of their king Agis.
He defeated their troops, and reduced them to submit to

Macedonian supremacy. From thence he proceeded to

attack the Illyrians a more serious and formidable

undertaking. The names Illyrians, Pceonians, Thracians,

&c., did not designate any united national masses, but
were applied to a great number of kindred tribes or clans,
each distinct, separately governed, and having its par-
ticular name and customs. The Illyrian and Paeonian

tribes occupied a wide space of territory to the north and
north-west of Macedonia, over the modern Bosnia nearly
to the Julian Alps and the river Save. But during the

middle of the fourth century before Christ, it seems that

a large immigration of Gallic tribes from the westward
was taking place, invading the territory of the more

northerly Illyrians and Pseonians, circumscribing their

occupancy and security, and driving them farther south-

ward; sometimes impelling them to find subsistence and

plunder by invasion of Macedonia or by maritime piracies

against Grecian commerce in the Adriatic, t The Illvriana

had become more dangerous neighbours to Macedonia
than they were in the time of Thucydides; and it seems
that a recent coalition of their warriors, for purposes of

invasion and plunder, was now in the zenith of its force.

It was under a chief named Bardylis, who had raised

himself to command from the humble occupation of a
charcoal burner; a man renowned for his bravery, but yet
more renowned for dealings rigidly just towards his

i See the remarks of Niebuhr, on iiber alte Geschichte, vol. iii. p 225,

these migrations of Gallic tribes 281; also the earlier work of the

from the west, and their effect same author Kleine Schriften,

upon the prior population estab- Untersuchungen iiber die Gescb.

lished between the Danube and der Skythen, p. 375).

the JEgean Sea (Niebuhr, Vortrage
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soldiers, especially in the distribution of plunder.
l Bardy-

lis and his Illyrians had possessed themselves of a con-

siderable portion of Western Macedonia (west of Mount

Bermius), occupying for the most part the towns, villages,
and plains,

2 and restricting the native Macedonians to the

defensible, yet barren hills. Philip marched to attack

them, at the head of a force which he had now contrived

to increase to the number of 10,000 foot and 600 horse.

The numbers ofBardylis were about equal; yet on hearing
of Philip's approach, he sent a proposition tendering
peace, on the condition that each party should retain what
it actually possessed. His proposition being rejected, the
two armies speedily met. Philip had collected around
him on the right wing his chosen Macedonian troops, with
whom he made his most vigorous onset; manoeuvring at

the same time with a body of cavalry so as to attack the
left flank of the Illyrians. The battle, contested with the
utmost obstinacy on both sides, was for some time un-

decided; nor could the king of Macedon break the oblong
square into which his enemies had formed themselves. But
at length his cavalry were enabled to charge them so

effectively in flank and rear, that victory declared in his

favour. The Illyrians fled, were vigorously pursued with
the loss of 7000 men, and never again rallied. Bardylis
presently sued for peace, and consented to purchase it by
renouncing all his conquests in Macedonia; while Philip
pushed his victory so strenuously, as to reduce to subjection
all the tribes eastward of Lake Lychnidus. 3

These operations against the inland neighbours of
Macedonia must have occupied a year or two. B c- 359.353

During that interval Philip left Amphipolis to A.,,,.? . .,, , ,.
r

.,,, ,t r
. Amphipolis

itselt, having withdrawn irom it the Macedonian evacuated

garrison as a means of conciliating the Athe- ^ ^.'"Pre
. TIT 1.1 i

tne Athem-
nians. We might have expected that they ans neglect
would forthwith have availed themselves of the it-

1 Theopompus, Fragm.35, ed. Di- he placed his own greatest strength
dot

;
Cicero de Officiis, ii. 11

;
Diodor. in his right wing, attacked and beat

xvi. *. their left wing; then came upon
1
Arrian, vii. 9, 2, 3. their centre in 'flank and defeated

' Diodor. xvi.4-8. Frontinus(Stra- their whole array. Whetherthis be
tegem. ii. 3, 2) mentions a battle the battle alluded to, we cannot say.
gained by Philip against the Illy- The tactics employed are the same
rians

; wherein, observing that their as those of Epaminondas at Leuk-
chosen troops were in the centre, tra and Mantineia; strengthening

c 2
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opening and taken active measures for regaining Amphi-
polis. They knew the value of that city: they considered
it as of right theirs: they had long been anxious for its

repossession, and had even besieged it five years before,

though seemingly only with a mercenary force, which was

repelled mainly by the aid of Philip's predecessor Per-
dikkas. Amphipolis was not likely to surrender to them,

voluntarily; but when thrown upon its own resources, it

might perhaps have been assailed with success. Yet they
remained without making any attempt on the region at

the mouth of the river Strymon. We must recollect (as
has been already narrated 1

), that during 359 B.C., and the
first part of 358 B.C., they were carrying on operations in

the Thracian Chersonese, against Charidemus and Ker-

sobleptes, with small success and disgraceful embarrass-
ment. These vexatious operations in the Chersonese in.

which peninsula many Athenians were interested as private

proprietors, besides the public claims of the city may
perhaps have absorbed wholly the attention of Athens, so

as to induce her to postpone the acquisition of Amphipo-
lis until they were concluded; a conclusion which did not
arrive (as we shall presently see) until immediately before

she became plunged in the dangerous crisis of the Social

War. I know no better explanation of the singular cir-

cumstance, that Athens, though so anxious, both before
and after, for the possession of Amphipolis, made no

attempt to acquire it during more than a year after its

evacuation by Philip ;
unless indeed we are to rank this

opportunity among the many which she lost (according
to Demosthenes 2

) from pure negligence; little suspecting
how speedily such opportunity would disappear.

In 358 B.C., an opening was afforded to the Athenians
B.C. 358. for regaining their influence in Euboea; and for
State of this island, so near their own shores, they struck

Thebans*
'*

a more vigorous blow than for the distant pos-
foment re- session of Amphipolis. At the revival of the

atuck't'he maritime confederacy under Athens (immedi-
isiand ately after 378 B.C.), most of the cities in Euboea

IffortB
i0

o
U
f"

had joined it voluntarily ;
but after the battle of

Athens. Leuktra (in 371 B.C.), the island passed under

one wing peculiarly for the offen- ' See Chap. LXXX.
give, and keeping back the rest 7 Demosthenes, Orat. de Cherso-

of the army upon the defensive. neso, p. 98. a. 34. <psps -yap, itpoc
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Theban supremacy. Accordingly Euboeans from all the
cities served in the army of Epaminondas, both in his first

and his last expedition into Peloponnesus (369-362 B.C.I).

Moreover, Oropus, the frontier town of Attica and Boeotia

immediately opposite to Euboea, having been wrested
from Athens 2 in 366 B.C. by a body of exiles crossing the
strait fromEretria, through the management of theEretrian

despot Themison had been placed in the keeping of the

Thebans, with whom it still remained. But in the year
358 B.C., discontent began in theEuboean cities, from what
cause we know not, against the supremacy of Thebes;
whereupon a powerful Theban force was sent into the
island to keep them down. A severe contest ensued, in

which if Thebes had succeeded, Chalkis and Eretria might
possibly have shared the fate of Orchomenus. 3 These cities

sent urgent messages entreating aid from the Athenians,
who were powerfully moved by the apprehension of seeing
their hated neighbour Thebes reinforced by so large an

acquisition close to their borders. The public assembly,
already disposed to sympathise with the petitioners, was
kindled into enthusiasm by the abrupt and emphatic appeal
of Timotheus son of Konon. 4 "How! Athenians (said he),
when you have the Thebans actually in the island, are you
still here debating what is to be done, or how you shall

deal with the case? Will you not fill the sea with triremes?
Will you not start up at once, hasten down to Peiraeus, and

Aio?, el Xoyov ufxa? aitaiTipsiav oi p. 259. a. 123.

"EXXiQvsi; tl)v vuvl irapeixotTS xoipibv
*
Demosthenes, Orat. de Cherso-

Sid paSufuav, &c. nes. p. 108.8. 80. TOU^ Euposa? stutUtv,
1 Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 5, 23. EiposTi; ot: SrjfSaioi xatsSouXouvT

1

autoo?, <fcc.

iito naotbv Tii)v iioXstov : also vii. 6, 4. compare Demosthen. de Corona, p.

BoiiDTOo? l^tuv navta; xai E6[3oeac 259. s. 123. 6?)paiu)v o'fETSpiCojASviov

(Epaminondas), Ac. Tr]vE'j(ioiav, &c.
;
andjEschines cont.

Winiewski, in his instructive Ktesiphont. p. 397. c. 31. eneiSr) Sis-

commentary upon the historical firjarav eU Eufioiav BrjpaToi, xaTaSoo-

facts of the Oration of Demosthe- ).oj<jao9ai ra? itoXsi? ueipd)|xsvot, Ac.

n6s de Corona, states erroneously " Demosth. Orat. de Chersones. p.

that Euboea continued in the de- 108.8.80. Etns fxoi, pouXsosaQs, I<p7]

pendence of Athens without inter- (Timotheus), Srjpatou? I^OVTS? ev

ruption from 377 to 358 B.C. (Wi- VTJUUJ, tl ^pi^asoQs, xai -ri 8si itoisiv;

niewski, Commentarii Historic! et Oux efxitX^usTS Ty)v8aXaaaav,u> avSps?

Chronologic! in Demosthenis Ora- 'AS^MOtioi, Tptr)pd>v; Oux dvauTavTs?

tionem de Corona, p. 30). TJSr) TtopsuosaQe eU tov Ilstpata; Ou
1 Xenoph. Hellen. vii. 4, 1; Dio- xa8sX$Ts T<X vau?;

dor. xv. 76; Demosthen. de Corona,
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haul the triremes down to the water?" This animated

apostrophe, reported and doubtless heard by Demosthenes

himself, was cordially responded to by the people. The
force of Athens, military as well as naval, was equipped
with an eagerness, and sent forth with a celerity, seldom

paralleled. Such was the general enthusiasm, that the

costly office of trierarchy was for the first time undertaken

by volunteers, instead of awaiting the more tardy process
of singling out those rich men whose turn it was to serve,
with the chance of still farther delay from the legal process
called Antidosis or Exchange of property,

1 instituted by
any one of the persons so chosen who might think himself

hardly used by the requisition. Demosthenes himself was

among the volunteer trierarchs; he and a person named
Philinus being co-trierarchs of the same ship. We are

told that in three or in five days the Athenian fleet and

army, under the command of Timotheus, 2 were landed in

full force on Eubcea; and that in the course of thirty days
the Thebans were so completely worsted, as to be forced

to evacuate it under capitulation. A body of mercenaries
under Chares contributed to the Athenian success. Yet
it seems not clear that the success was so easy and rapid

1
See, in illustration of these

delays, Demosthenes, Philippic i.

p. 50. s. 42.

Any citizen who thought that he

had been called upon out of his

fair turn to serve a trierarchy or

other expensive duty, and that

another citizen had been unduly
spared, might tender to this latter

an exchange of properties, offering
to undertake the duty if the other's

property were made over to him.

The person, to whom tender was

made, was compelled to do one of

three things ; either, 1. to show, at

legal process, that it was not his

turn, and that he was not liable;

2. or to relieve the citizen tender-

ing from the trierarchy just imposed
upon him ; 3. or to accept the ex-

change, receiving the other's prop-

erty, and making over his own
property in return ;

in which case

the citizen tendering undertook

the trierarchy.
This obligatory exchange of prop-

erties, with the legal process at-

tached to it, was called Antidosis.
* That Timotheus was com-

mander, is not distinctly stated by
Demosthenfis, but may be inferred

from Plutarch, De Gloria. Athen. p.

360 F. iv
(jj Tt|i69so? Eupoiav rjXeu-

Bepou, which, in the case of a mili-

tary man like Timotheus, can hardly
allude merely to the speech which
he made in the assembly. Diokles
is mentioned by Demosthenes as

having concluded the convention
with the Thebans

;
but this does not

necessarily imply that he was com-
mander: see Demosth. cont. Mei-

diam, p. 570. s. 219.

About Philinus as colleague of
Demosthenes in the trierarchy, see

Demosthen. cont. Meidiam, p. 566.

s. 204.
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as the orators are fond of asserting. However, their boast,
often afterwards repeated, is so far well-founded, that

Athens fully accomplished her object, rescued the Eubosans
from Thebes, and received the testimonial of their gratitude
in the form of a golden wreath dedicated in the Athenian

acropolis.
2 The Euboean cities, while acknowledged as

autonomous, continued at the same time to be enrolled as

members of the Athenian confederacy, sending deputies to

the synod at Athens
;
towards the general purposes of which

they paid an annual tribute
,
assessed at five talents each

for Oreus (or Histisea) and Eretria. 3

On the conclusion of this Euboean enterprise, Chares
with his mercenaries was sent forward to the

o 3g8
Chersonese

,
where he at length extorted from surrena er

Charidemus and Kersobleptes the evacuation of of the Cher-

that peninsula and its cession to Athens, after a A t g^
to

long train of dilatory manoeuvres and bad faith

on their part. I have, in my preceding chapters, described

these events, remarking at the same time that Athens
attained at this moment the maximum of her renewed

foreign power and second confederacy, which had begun in

378 B.C." But her period of exaltation was very short. It

was speedily overthrown by two important events the

Social War, and the conquests of Philip in Thrace.
The Athenian confederacy, recently strengthened by

the rescue ofEuboea, numbered among its mem- Social War
bers a large proportion of the islands in the Kos^Kho-
^Egean as well as the Grecian seaports in Thrace, des,

1

and

The list included the islands Lesbos, Chios, JS^fH,
Samos (this last now partially occupied by a Athens.

body of Athenian Kleruchs or settlers) , Kos and Rhodes;
together with the important city of Byzantium. It was

shortly after the recent success in Euboea, that Chios, Kos,

1 Diodorus (xvi. 7) states that the p. 397. c. 31).

contest in Eubcea lasted for some About Chares and the mercenaries,
considerable time. see Demosthenes cont. Aristokrat.

Demosthenes talks of the expedi- p. 678. a. 206.

tion as having reached its destina- * Demosthenes cont. Androtion.
tion in three days, ^schinfes in five p. 616. s. 89. cont. Timokrat. p. 756.

days; the latter states also that s. 205.

within thirty days the Thebans ' .aSschines cont. Ktesiphont. p.
were vanquished and expelled (De- 401, 403, 404. c. 32, 33

; Demosthenes
mosthenSs cont. Androtion. p. 597. pro Megalopolitan. p. 204. a. 16.

s. 17; .ffischines cont. Ktesiphont. See Chap. LXXX.
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Rhodes, and Byzantium revolted from Athens by concert,

raising a serious war against her, known by the name of

the Social War.

Respecting the proximate causes of this outbreak we
find unfortunately little information. There

Causes of j i_ j i n ~n
the Social was now, and had always been since 378 B.C., a

d^
a
t~

C
f?h

syn d- of deputies from all the confederate cities

Athenians habitually assembling at Athens; such as had
Synod at not subsisted under the first Athenian empire

in its full maturity. How far the Synod worked

efficiently, we do not know. At least it must have afforded

to the allies, if aggrieved, a full opportunity of making
their complaints heard; and of criticising the application
of the common fund to which each of them contributed.

But the Athenian confederacy which had begun (378 B.C.)
in a generous and equal spirit of common maritime defence, 1

had gradually become perverted, since the humiliation of

the great enemy Sparta at Leuktra, towards purposes and
interests more exclusively Athenian. Athens had been con-

quering the island ofSamos Pydna, Potidaea, andMethone,
on the coast of Macedonia and Thrace and the Thracian

Chersonese; all ofthem acquisitions made for herself alone,
without any advantage to the confederate synod and made
too in great part to become the private property of her
own citizens as Kleruchs, in direct breach of her public
resolution passed in 378 B.C., not to permit any appropri-
ation of lands by Athenian citizens out of Attica.

In proportion as Athens came to act more for her
Athens acts own separate aggrandizement, and less for in-
more

^for
terests common to the whole confederacy, the

separate adherence of the larger confederate states grew
interests, more and more reluctant. But what contri-

tibat ot\er buted yet farther to detach them from Athens,
allies -her was the behaviour of her armaments on service,armaments '. .. . ,. ., .

on service consisting in great proportion of mercenaries,
badly paid scantily and irregularly paid; whose disorderlymercenaries -,

J
. -11 . e

their ex- and rapacious exaction, especially at the cost of
tortions. the confederates of Athens, is characterised in

strong terms by all the contemporary orators Demosthe-

nes, JEschines, Isokrates, &c. The commander, having no

1 Demosthenes, De Bhodior. Li- -rloaiv BUTUJV
bertat. p. 194. g. 17.

itotpbv autoit ou(x(ia^eiv, &c.

(the Bhodians) "EXXTjai xal fisX-
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means of paying his soldiers, was often compelled to obey
their predatory impulses, and conduct them to the easiest

place from whence money could be obtained; indeed some
of the commanders, especially Chares, were themselves not
less ready than their soldiers to profit by such depreda-
tions. ! Hence the armaments sent out by Athens some-
times saw little of the enemy whom they were sent to com-

bat, preferring the easierand lucrative proceeding of levying
contributions from friends, and of plundering the trading
vessels met with at sea. Nor was it practicable for Athens
to prevent such misconduct, when her own citizens refused

to serve personally, and when she employed foreigners,
hired for the occasion, but seldom regularly paid.

2 The

suffering, alarm, and alienation, arising from hence among
the confederates, was not less mischievous than discredit-

able to Athens. We cannot doubt that complaints in

abundance were raised in the confederate synod; but they
must have been unavailing, since the abuse continued until

the period shortly preceding the battle of Chseroneia.

Amidst such apparent dispositions on the part of

Athens to neglect the interests of the confeder-

acy for purposes of her own, and to tolerate or
" '

encourage the continued positive depredations cities de-

ofunpaid armaments discontent naturallygrew cl*re
t\

i*m -

up, manifesting itself most powerfully among dependent
some of the larger dependencies near the Asiatic of Athens-

coast. The islands of Chios, Kos, and Rhodes, ference of

together with the important city of Byzantium the Karian
D

, , m i T> i- i 1 i J. Mausolus.
on the Thracian joospnorus, took counsel to-

gether, and declared themselves detached from Athens and

1 Diodor. xv. 95. ol(iEV6^9poixaTaY ^u)<Ilv '

'Demosthenes, Philip, i. p. 46. 8 e oopi |xo y;o i T e9 vaoi T
(j>

SESI

I. 28. e ou 8' OOTO xaS' auTtx ra toucToiouToucaitoaTiXouc*
svixa ujiiv oTpotTSUSTOu, too? 91X001; Ibid. p. 53. s. 53. Nov 8' sU Tot)9'

vixa xot TOU<; au(xf.dixou;, oi 8' gySpoi rjxst Ta itpaYjAOiTa aia^uvi);, UJOTS

(iet^out too 8ovTO<; YSY VO[OIV - ^a ' Tl^v aTpatrjlfibv IxaaTo? 8l<; xat Tpl?

itapax6'j;avTa enl TOV T^ itoXsw? no- xpivSTai -rcotp' Ofiiv icspi QaMaTO'J, KDO?

Xejiov, itpoc 'AptopaCov f\ navTa^ou 8s TOO; E^flpoOc o68slq ou5' onaE au-

(xoX-Xov oiystai nXe&vta' 6 8e a"po- tu)v aYCUvtiaa'Joii Ttepi fjavaTou To>(xij,

Tr)f6 ax&XouOsi* EIXOTUK- ou ^op dXXa tov TU>V dvSpo^oSia-rwv xal Xu>-

SOTIV "p5(tv (xr; 8i8ovta (iiaffov. noS'JTUiv 6ava~ov jj.dXXo'J aipouvrav
Ibid. p. 63. s.51. "Onoi 8' fiv OTpa- too itpoiir;xovTOS.

TTjfbv xal <{/yjtpia(xa
xevov xai TO? dwo Compare Olynthiac ii. p. 26. s.

tou 3r]|xaTO? eXTiiSa? exTCE|j.^r)Tc, 06- 28; De Chersoneso, p. 95. s. 24-27,

sv O(AIV TUJV SeovTWv ^iyviTai, dXX' cont. Aristokrat. p. 639. s. 69; Da
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her confederacy. According to the spirit of the 'conven-

tion, sworn at Sparta, immediately before the battle of

Leuktra, and of the subsequent alliance, sworn at Athens,
a few months afterwards 1

obligatory and indefeasible

confederacies stood generally condemnedamoug the Greeks,
so that these islands were justified in simply seceding when
they thought fit. But their secession, which probably
Athens would, under all circumstances, have resisted, was

proclaimed in a hostile manner, accompanied with accusa-
tions that she had formed treacherous projects against
them. It was moreover fomented by the intrigues, as well

as aided by the arms, of the Karian prince Mausolus. 2

Since the peace of Antalkidas, the whole Asiatic coast had
been under the unresisted dominion either of satraps or of
subordinate princes dependent upon Persia,whowere watch-
ing for opportunities of extending their conquests in the

neighbouring islands. Mausolus appears to have occupied
both Rhodes and Kos

; provoking in the former island a
revolution which placed it under an oligarchy, not only
devoted to him, but farther sustained by the presence of
a considerable force of his mercenary troops.

3 The govern-
ment of Chios appears to have been always oligarchical;
which fact was one ground for want of sympathy between
the Chians and Athens. Lastly, the Byzantines had also

a special ground for discontent
;

since they assumed the

privilege of detaining and taxing the cornships from the
Euxine in their passage through the Bosphorus 4 while

Athens, as chief of the insular, confederacy, claimed that

right for herself, and at any rate protested against the
use of such power by any other city for its own separate
profit.

.Republ. Ordinand. rcepl 2urr<ieto?, otoXoc,, <piXo; eivot <ptxaxcov 'Po8iu)v,

p. 167. s. 7. AUo jEschines de Fals. T/JV cXEu'Jspiav autdv dtp ijpT]|iSvoc.

Iiegat. p. 264. c. 24; Isokratds, De * Deraostben. de Rhodior. Libert.

Pace, s. 67, 160.
.' p. 195. a. 17. p. 198. a. 34; de Pace,

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. vi. 3, 18; vi. p. 63. s. 26; Diodor. xvi. 7.

6, 2.
4 Demosthen. de Pace, p. 63. a.

* Demosthenes, De Rhodior. Li- 25. (eu>(xEv) t6v Kopa ti? v^aou?
bertat. p. 191. 8. 3. griicjavro Yap xaTaXa|ifiavsiv, Xtov xoi Kibv xol

Tjfxa? tiupouXe'ieiv auToi? Xtot xal 'PoSov, xal BuC avT louc xata ft 1 1

BuCaivTiot xoi
l

Po8iot xoi 8ii rauia Ta rcXoia, &c.

ouvEOT7)oav itp' r/(ia? TOV TeXsotolov Compare Demosthenes adv. Po-

TOUTOvl icoXeftov tpavrjagToi 6' 6 y.ii lykl. p. 1207. s. 6. p. 1211. s. 22;

itpuTovsuaot -oii-a xai itsiaa; Ma6- adv. Leptiuem, p. 475. 8. 68.
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This revolt, the beginning ofwhat is termed the Social

War, was a formidable shock to the foreign as- B c 868

cendency of Athens. Among all her confeder- G
'

re

'

at force

ates, Chios was the largest and most powerful, of the re-

the entire island being under one single govern- a7mam
8

ent

ment. Old men, like Plato and Isokrates, might despatched

perhaps recollect the affright occasioned at
aga^ena

Athens fifty-four years before(B.c.412)bythenews Chios

of the former revolt of Chios, shortly after the {_**
great disaster before Syracuse. And probably the repulse of

alarm was not much less, when the Athenians niant* and
were now apprised of the quadruple defection death' of

among their confederates near the Asiatic coast. Chabnas -

The joint armament of all four was mustered at Chios,
whither Mausolus also sent a reinforcement. The Athe-
nians equipped a fleet with land-forces on board, to attack

the island; and on this critical occasion we may presume
that their citizens would overcome the reluctance to serve

in person. Chabrias was placed in command of the fleet,

Chares of the land force; the latter was disembarked on
the island, and a joint attack upon the town of Chios, by
sea and land at the same moment, was concerted. When
Chares marched up to the walls, the Chians and their allies

felt strong enough to come forth and hazard a battle, with
no decisive result; while Chabrias at the same time attempt-
ed with the fleet to force his way into the harbour. But
the precautions for defence had been effectively taken, and
the Chian seamen were resolute. Chabrias, leading the at-

tack with his characteristic impetuosity, became entangled
among the enemy's vessels, was attacked on all sides,
and fell gallantly fighting. The other Athenian ships
either were not forward in following him, or could make
no impression. Their attack completely failed, and the
fleet was obliged to retire, with little loss apparently, ex-

cept that of the brave admiral. Chares with his land force

having been again taken aboard, the Athenians forthwith
sailed away from Chios. 2

1 Thucyd. viii. 15. livered three years afterwards, meu-
* The account of this event comes tions the death of Chabrias, and

to us in a meagre and defective eulogises his conduct at Chios

manner, Diodorus,xvi. 7; Cornelius among his other glorious deeds;
Nepos, Chabrias, c. 4

; Plutarch, but gires no particulars (Demosth.
Phokion, c. 6. cont. Leptin. p. 481, 482).

Demosthenes, in an harangue de- Cornel. Nep. says that Chabrias
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This repulse at Chios was a serious misfortune to

Athens. Such was the dearth of military men
and the decline of the military spirit, in that

Farther ar- ., ,, , ,, , ,.,
J... r

,'

maments of city, that the loss ot a warlike citizen, daring as

^"".
ens a soldier and tried as a commander, like Chabr ias,

Timotheus', was never afterwards repaired. To the Chians
and Chares and their allies, on the other hand, the event

cessfui

"

was highly encouraging. They were enabled,
operations no t merely to maintain their revolt, but even

lespont,a

6

nd to obtain fresh support, and to draw into the
quarrel be- like defection other allies of Athens among
general^."

them seemingly Sestos and other cities on the

Hellespont. For some months they appear to

have remained masters of the sea, with a fleet of 100 tri-

remes, disembarking and inflicting devastation on the Athe-
nian islands of Lemnos, Imbros, Samos, and elsewhere, so

as to collect a sum for defraying their expenses. They were
even strong enough to press the town of Samos by close

siege, until at length the Athenians, not without delay and

difficulty, got together afleet of 120 triremes,under the joint
command of Chares, Iphikrates with his son Menestheus,
and Timotheus. Notwithstanding that Samos was under

siege, the Athenian admirals thought it prudent to direct

their first efforts to the reduction of Byzantium; probably
from the paramount importance of keeping open the two
straits between the Euxine and and the ^Egean, in order
that the corn-ships, out of the former, might come through
in safety,

i To protect Byzantium, the Chians and their

allies raised the siege of Samos, and sailed forthwith to the

Hellespont, in whichnarrow strait both fleets were collected

as the Athenians and Lacedaemonians had beeen during
the closing years of the Peloponnesian war. A plan of

naval action had been concerted by the three Athenian

commanders, and was on the point of taking place, when
there supervened a sudden storm, which, in the judgement
both of Iphikrates and Timotheus, rendered it rash and

waa not commander, but only and general scarcity of corn during

serving as a private soldier on this year 357 B.C. Demosthenes

shipboard. I think this less prob- adv. Leptinem, p. 467. s. 38. itpo-
able than the statement of Dio- itepuoi aitoSstasnapa naoiv avfipib-

dorus, that he was joint-commander TIOI; Yevo(j.svr)<;, Ac. That oration

with Chares. was delivered in 355 B.C.

1 It appears that there was a great
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perilous to assist in the execution. They therefore held

off, while Chares, judging differently, called upon the trier-

archs and seamen to follow him, and rushed into the fight
without his colleagues. He was defeated, or at least was

obliged to retire without accomplishing anything. But so

incensed was he against his two colleagues, that he wrote
a despatch to Athens accusing them of corruption and

culpable backwardness against the enemy. >

The three joint admirals were thus placed not merely
in opposition, but in bitter conflict, among them- B KS
selves. At the trial of accountability, undergone ipbikrats
by all of them not long afterwards at Athens, and Timo-

Chares stood forward as the formal accuser of
accused'by

his two colleagues, who in their turn also Chares at

accused him. He was seconded in his attack by
Athens -

Aristophon, one of the most practised orators of the day.
Both of them charged Iphikrates and Timotheus with

1 I follow chiefly the account

given of these transactions by Dio-

dorus, meagre and unsatisfactory
as it is (xvi. 21). Nepos (Timo-

theus, c. 3) differs from Diodorus
on several points. He states that

both Samos and the Hellespont
had revolted from Athens ;

and
that the locality in which Chares

made his attack, contrary to the

judgement of his two colleagues,
was near Samos not in the Hel-

lespont. He affirms farther that

Menestheus, son of IphikratSs,
was named as colleague of Chares;
and that Iphikrates and Timotheus
were appointed as advisers of Me-
nestheus.

As to the last assertion that

Timotheus only served as adviser

to his junior relative and not as

a general formally named this is

not probable in itself; nor seem-

ingly consistent with Isokrates

(Or. xv. De Permutat. s. 137), who
represents Timotheus as afterwards

passing through the usual trial of

accountability. Nor can Nepos be
correct in saying that Samos had
now revolted

; for we find it still

in possession of Athens after the

Social War, and we know that a
fresh batch of Athenian Kleruchs
were afterwards sent there.

On the other hand, I think Nepos
is probably right in his assertion,
that the Hellespont now revolted

("descierat Hellespontus"). This
is a fact in itself noway improbable,
and helping us to understand how
it happened that Chares conquered
Sestos afterwards in 353 B.C. (Dio-
dor. xvi. 34), and that the Athe-
nians are said to have then re-

covered the Chersonesus from Ker-

sobleptSs.

Polysenus (iii. 2, 29) has a story

representing the reluctance of Iphi-
krates to fight, as having been
manifested near Embata; a locality
not agreeing either with Nepos or

with Diodorus. Embata was on
the continent of Asia, in the ter-

ritory of Erythrte.
See respecting the relations of

Athens with Sestos, my preceding

chapter, Chap. LXXX.
Our evidence respecting this pe-

riod is so very defective, that no-

thing like certainty is attainable.
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having received bribes from the Chians and Rhodians, 1

and betrayed their trust; by deserting Chares at the critic-

al moment when it had been determined beforehand to

fight, and when an important success might have been

gained.
How the justice of the case stood, we cannot decide.

The characters of Iphikrates and Timotheus raise strong
presumption that they were in the right and their accuser
in the wrong. Yet it must be recollected that the Athe-
nian public (and probably every other public ancient or

modern Roman, English, or French) would naturally sym-
pathise with the forward and daring admiral, who led the

way into action, fearing neither the storm nor the enemy,
and calling upon his colleagues to follow. Iphikrates and
Timotheus doubtless insisted upon the rashness of his pro-

ceedings, and set forth the violence of the gale. But this

again would be denied by Chares, and would stand as a

point where the evidence was contradictory; captains and
seamen being produced as witnesses on both sides, and the

fleet being probably divided into two opposing parties.
The feeling of the Athenian Dikasts might naturally be,
that Iphikrates and Timotheus ought never to have let

their colleague go into action unassisted, even though they
disapproved of the proceeding. Iphikrates defended him-
self partly by impeaching the behaviour of Chares, partly

by bitter retort upon his other accuser Aristophon. "Would
you (he asked) betray the fleet for money?" "No," was
the reply. "Well, then, you, Aristophon, would not betray
the fleet; shall /, Iphikrates, do so?" 2

The issue of this important cause was, that Iphikrates
was acquitted, while Timotheus was found

SKSitid, gui% and condemned to the large fine of 100
Timotheus

'

talents. Upon what causes such difference of

rer8
d
from sentence turned, we make out but imperfectly.

Athens. And it appears that Iphikrates, far from exoner-

ating himself by throwing blame on Timotheus,

emphatically assumed the responsibility of the whole

1 Deinarchus cont. Philokl. 8. 17. bribery is alluded to, though ay-ro;

IxotTov TotXavtwv TijiTjaavTEi; (Ti|i6- Icpr] is put in place of O'JTOV 'Api3TO-

9eov), ?TI ypr( |A<xT' a6t6v 'ApiaT<xpu>v cp<i>v iyr\, seemingly by mistake of

ItpTj irotpiXUov elXrjtpsvoti xoti' Pooiiuv : the transcriber,

compare Deinarch. cont. Demosth. * See Aristotel. Rhetoric, ii. 24;

8.16, where the same charge of iii.10. Qnintilian,Inst. Or. v. 12, 10.
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proceeding; while his son Menestheus tendered an accurate

account, within his own knowledge, of all the funds received
and disbursed by the army.

1

The cause assigned by Isokrates, the personal friend
of Timotheus, is, the extreme unpopularity of

Arrogance
the latter in the

city. Though as a general and and unpo-

on foreign service, Timotheus conducted himself TUifotneus*

not only with scrupulous justice to every one, attested by

but with rare forbearance towards the maritime igokratss.
allies whom other generals vexed and plundered

yet at home his demeanour was intolerably arrogant and

offensive, especially towards the leading speakers who
took part in public affairs. While recognised as a man of

ability and as a general who had rendered valuable service,
he had thus incurred personal unpopularity and made
numerous enemies; chiefly among those most able to do
him harm. Isokrates tells us that he had himself frequently
remonstrated with Timotheus (as Plato admonished Dion)
on this serious fault, which overclouded his real ability,
caused him to be totally misunderstood, and laid up
against him a fund of popular dislike sure to take melan-

choly effect on some suitable occasion. Timotheus (ac-

cording to Isokrates), though admitting the justice of the

reproof, was unable to conquer his own natural disposition.
3

If such was the bearing of this eminent man, as described

by his intimate friend, we may judge how it would incense

unfriendly politicians, and even indifferent persons who
knew him only from his obvious exterior. Iphikrates,

though by nature a proud mao, was more discreet and con-

ciliatory in his demeanour, and more alive to the mischief

of political odium. 3 Moreover he seems to have been an

1 Isokrates, Or. xv. (Permutat.) 146. TOUTIX 8' axo-Jiov 6p9u>c (xe

8. 137. el TOjaOTot |xev TCoXen eXovta, Itpaaxi (xe Xlyew, ou (XTJV olo? T' ^v

f*.T)6e(xiov
8' oitoXeotxvTa, ntp'i npoSo- TJV cpuaiv [xsTocpaXsiv, &c.

alas expive (TJ itoXt; TijxASsov), xal Isokrates goes at some length
itdXiv el 8t86vTO euOovai; auTou, xotl into the subject from a. 137 to 8.

TO<; (xev rcpaeic "Iipixpatou? avaSE^o- 147. The discourse was composed

{I.EVOU, TOV 8'
OTtep TU>V ^pT)(jLaTU)v seemingly in 353 B.C., about one

Xoyov Me-jeafleux, TOOTOU? (xsv aite- year after the death of Timotbeus,

Xoue, Ti(i69eov 8e TOOOUTOH; e^T](xlu)ers and four years after the trial here

Xp^jAOtoiv, 8001? ouSeva UWIIOTE T<I>v described.

itpoYeTev7l(
xsvlov '

* Demosthenes cont. Meidiam, p.
>
IsokratSs, Or. xv. (Permutat.) 8. 534, 53S; Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 2, 39.
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effective speaker
1 in public, and his popularity among

the military men in Athens was so marked, that on this very
trial many of them manifested their sympathy by appearing
in arms near the Dikastery.

2 Under these circumstances, we
may easily understand that Chares and Aristophon might
find it convenient to press their charge more pointedly

against Timotheus than against Iphikrates; and that the

Dikastery, while condemning the former,may have been less

convinced of the guilt of the latter, and better satisfied in

every way to acquit him. 3

1 Dionysius Halikarnass., Judi-

cium de IJysia, p. 481; Justin, vi.

e. 5. Aristotle in his llhe torioa bor-

rows several illustrations on rhe-

torical points from the speeches
of Iphikrates; but none from any
speeches of Timotheus.

*
Polysenus, iii. 9, 29. That this

may have been done with the pri-

vity and even by the contrivance

of IphikratSs, is probable enough.
But it seems to me that any ob-

vious purpose of intimidating the

Dikastery would have been likely
to do him more harm than good.

Rehdantz (Vitae Iphicratis,

ChabriaB, et Timothei, p. 224 seqq.),

while collecting and discussing in-

structively all the facts respecting
these two commanders, places the

date of this memorable trial in the

year 354 B.C.; three years after the

events to which it relates, and two

years after the peace which con-

cluded the Social War. Mr Clin-

ton (Fast. Hellenici, B.C. 354) gives
the same statement. I dissent from

their opinion on the date ;
and

think that the trial must have oc-

curred very soon after the abortive

battle in the Hellespont that is in

367 B.C. (or 356 B.C.), while the So-

cial War was still going on.

Rehdantz and Mr. Clinton rely
on the statement of Dionysius
Halikarnass. (De Dinarcho Judi-

cium, p. 667). Speaking of an

oration falsely ascribed to Deinar-

chus, Dionysius says, that it was

spoken before the maturity of that

orator EiprjTai fop ITI TOO OTpoTi)-

po TtjAoBsoo CUJVTO?, xaTa TOV y_povov

TTJt |ATa Msveofieux; oTpaTT)Yia<;, if' ^
tat eofiova? U7toaj(U)v, eiXco. TIJJLO-

6eo<; 8s tat eu9iva<; OTiea^Tjxev ETti

AtOTl(JLOU, TOO |ATa KaXXlOTpOTOV,
8ts xai These are the last

words in the MS., so that the sen-

tence stands defective; Mr. Clinton

supplies eTeXsuTTjoev, which is very
probable.
The archonship of Diotimns is

in 354353 B.C.; so that Dionysius
here states the trial to have taken

place in 354 B.C. But on the other

hand, the same Dionysius, in

another passage, states the same
trial to have taken place while the

Social War was yet going on; that

is, some time between 358 and 355

B.C. DeLysia <Tudicium,p.480. evfop
Tqi uu|A|xa)rtxtj)itoX[jLu> TTJV elaayY^iov

'I<pixpdT7)t ^Y^viaTai, xai tat eufiuva?

6rc3);T]xs TTJ; aTpaTrjYtat, u> ? 4E

aitou TOU Xoyoo f if VSTOI xa-

TO9avsi;' outot Ss 6 roXsjjioi; iriitrei

xara 'AYa9oxXea xat 'EXicUr]v ap^ov-

tat. The archonships ofAgathoklgs
and Elpines cover the interval be-

tween Midsummer 357 B.C. and
Midsummer 355 B.C.

It is plain that these two pas-

sages of Dionysius contradict each

other. Rehdantz and Mr. Clinton

notice the contradiction, but treat

the passage first cited as contain-

ing the truth, and the other as

erroneous. I cannot but think that
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A fine of 100 talents is said to have been imposed
upon Timotheus, the largest fine (according to Exile of

Isokrates) ever imposed at Athens. Upon his ^J"***^
condemnation he retired to Chalkis, where he 8oon after-

died three years afterwards, in 35 4 B.C. In the wards,

year succeeding his death, his memory was still very
unpopular; yet it appears that the fine was remitted to

his family, and that his son Konon was allowed to com-

promise the demand by a disbursement of the smaller sum
of ten talents for the repairs of the city walls. It seems
evident that Timotheus by his retirement evaded payment
of the full fine; so that his son Konon appears after him
as one of the richest citizens in Athens.

The loss of such a citizen as Timotheus was a fresh

misfortune to her. He had conducted her armies
I

with signal success, maintained the honour of no more
S

her name throughout the Eastern and Western employed

Seas, and greatly extended the list of her foreign fo^Athens

allies. She had recently lost Chabrias in battle;
in these two

a second general, Timotheus, was now taken 8

from her; and the third, Iphikrates, though acquitted at

the last trial, seems, as far as we can make out, never to

have been subsequently employed on military command.
These three were the last eminent military citizens at

Athens; for Phokion, though brave and deserving, was not
to be compared with either of them. On the other hand,
Chares, a man of great personal courage, but of no other

the passage last cited is entitled his colleagues, probably accom-
to most credit, and that the true panied with great excitement in

date of the trial was 357-356 B.C., the fleet, could 'have remained
not 354 B.C. "When Dionysius without judicial settlement for

asserts that the trial took place three years. Lastly, assuming the

while the Social War was yet statement about the archonship of

going on, he adds, "as is evident Diotimus to be a mistake, we can
from the speech itself UK e? OOTOU easily see how the mistake arose.

jiYvetat TOU XOYU xaTOKpavsi;." Here Dionysius has confounded the year
therefore there was no possibility in which Timotheus died, with the

of being misled by erroneous year of his trial. He seems to have
tables; the evidence is direct and died in 354 B.C. I will add that the

complete; whereas he does not text in this passage is not beyond
tell us on what authority he made suspicion.
the other assertion, about the ar- ' Cornelius Nepos, Timoth. c. 4;

cbouship of Diotimus. Next, it is Kehdantz, Vit. Iph., Ch. et Timoth.

surely improbable that the abortive p. 235; Isokrates, Or. xv. (Per-
combat in the Hellespont, and the mutat.) s. 108, 110, 137.

6erce quarrel between Chares and

VOL. XI. D
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merit, was now in the full swing of reputation. The recent

judicial feud between the three Athenian admirals had
been doubly injurious to Athens, first as discrediting

Iphikrates and Timotheus, next as exalting Chares, to

whom the sole command was now confided.

In the succeeding year 356 B.C., Chares conducted

E another powerful fleet to attack the revolted

ofcharSs allies. Being however not furnished with ade-
Athens

quate funds from home to pay his troops, chiefly

peaceful! foreign mercenaries, he thought it expedient,
herrevoited on his own responsibility, to accept an offer

cognising from Artabazus (satrap of Daskylium and the
their full region south of the Propontis), then in revolt
autonomy. .

, ,, -r-> ,
r

, /-,!
'

. -, ,

against the Persian king.
1 Chares joined Arta-

bazus with his own army, reinforced by additional bodies

of mercenaries recently disbanded by the Persian satraps.
"With this entire force he gave battle to the king's troops
under the command of Tithraustes, and gained a splendid

victory; upon which Artabazus remunerated him so

liberally, as to place the whole Athenian army in temporary
affluence. The Athenians at home were at first much dis-

pleased with their general, for violating his instructions,
and withdrawing his army from its prescribed and legitimate

1 Diodor. xvi. 22. Demosthenfig occurs somewhat earlier, p. 44.

(Philippic i. p. 46. s. 28) has au a. 22.

emphatic passage, alluding to this It seems evident, from this pas-

proceeding on the part of Chards; page, that the Athenians were at

which he represents as a necessary first displeased with such diversion

result of the remissness of the from the regular purpose of the

Athenians, who would neither war, though the payment from Ar-

serve personally themselves, nor tabazus afterwards partially recon-

supply their general with money ciled them to it; which is some-
to pay his foreign troops and as what different from the statement
a measure which the general could of Diodorus.
not avoid. From an inscription (cited in

E ou 8' OLUTOC xo9' 0670 TO Rehdantz, Vita; Iphicratis, Chabrisc,

Sevixo ujjuv {jTpotTEOEtai, touc (piXou? &c. p. 158) we make out that Chares,
vixa xal too<; au(jL|Aayou<;, oi 6' Ey'Jpoi Charidemus, and Fhokion, were

jjLtiCo'Jc TOU 8oMTOc Y EY vololv > xa ^ 1ta " about this time in joint-command

pox6'](avTo 4itl TOV TTJs itoXeio; r.6- of the Athenian fleet near Lesbos,

Xtfxov, itp6 'AprdtpaCov xai and that they were in some nego-

itotvTayoo jxaXXov OI/ETOI itXsov- tuition as to pecuniary supplies
TO- 6 SE otpoiTTjYO? dxoXouQEi- elxoTUJ? with the Persian Orontes on the

06 yap IOTIV apyeiv, (ATJ 8i86vT mainland. But the inscription is

|ii-0')i. Compare the Scholia on so mutilated, that no distinct

the same oration, a passage which matter of fact can be ascertained-
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task. The news of his victory, however, and of the lucrative

recompense following it, somewhat mollified them. But
presently they learned that the Persian king, indignant at

such a gratuitous aggression on their part, was equipping
a large fleet to second the operations of their enemies.

Intimidated by the prospect of Persian attack, they became
anxious to conclude peace with the revolted allies; who
on their part were not less anxious to terminate the war.

Embassies being exchanged, and negotiations opened, in

the ensuing year (355 B.C., the third of the war) a peace
was sworn, whereby the Athenians recognised the complete
autonomy, and severance from their confederacy, of the

revolted cities Chios, Rhodes, Kos, and Byzantium. l

Such was the termination of the Social War, which fa-

tally impaired the power, and lowered the End of the

dignity, of Athens. Imperfectly as we know Social War

the events, it seems clear that her efforts to ^f
8
po^Jerto

meet this formidable revolt were feeble and Athens,

inadequate; evincing a sad downfall of energy since the

year 412 B.C., when she had contended with transcendent

vigour against similar and even greater calamities, only a

year after her irreparable disaster before Syracuse. In-

glorious as the result of the Social War was, it had never-

theless been costly, and left Athens poor. The annual
revenues of her confederacy were greatly lessened by the

secession of so many important cities, and her public

treasury was exhausted. It is just at this time that the acti-

vity of Demosthenes as a public adviser begins. In a speech
delivered this year (355 B.C.), he notes the poverty of the

treasury; and refers hack to it in discourses of after time
as a fact but too notorious. 2

But the misfortunes arising to Athens from the Social

War did not come alone. It had the farther effect of

Diodor. xvi. 22. I place little 481. s. 90), respecting the behaviour

reliance on the Argument prefixed of the Chians towards the memory
to the Oration of Isokrates De Pace. of-Chabrias seems rather to imply
As far as I am able to understand that the peace with Chios had been

the facts of this obscure period, it concluded before that oration was

appears to me that the author of delivered. . It was delivered in the

that Argument has joined them very year of the peace 355 B.C.

together erroneously, and miscon- * Demosthenes adv. Leptinem, p.

ceived the situation. 464. s. 26, 27; and De Corona, p.

The assertion of Demosthenes, in 305 s. 293.

the Oration against Leptines (p.

D 2
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rendering her less competent for defence against the early

aggressions of Philip of Macedon.
That prince, during the first year of his accession

Renewed (359 B.C.), had sought to conciliate Athens by
action of various measures, but especially by withdrawing
u^s'si'eff^

6
kis garrison from Amphipolis ,

while he was
to Amphi- establishing his military strength in the interior
poiis.

against the Illyrians and Paeonians. He had

employed in this manner a period apparently somewhat
less than two years; and employed it with such success, as

to humble his enemies in the interior, and get together a

force competent for aggressive operations against the cities

on the coast. During this interval, Amphipolis remained
a free and independent city; formally renounced by Philip,
and not assailed by the Athenians. Why they let slip this

favourable opportunity of again enforcing by arms preten-
sions on which they laid so much stress I have before

partially (though not very satisfactorily) explained. Philip
was not the man to let them enjoy the opportunity longer
than he could help, or to defer the moment of active opera-
tions as they did. Towards the close of 358 B.C., finding
his hands free from impediments in the interior, he forth-

with commenced the siege of Amphipolis. The inhabitants

are said to have been unfavourably disposed towards him,
and to have given him many causes for war. 1 It is not

easy to understand what these causes could have been,

seeing that so short a time before, the town had been gar-
risoned by Macedonians invoked as protectors against
Athens; nor were the inhabitants in any condition to act

aggressively against Philip.

Having in vain summoned Amphipolis to surrender,

Philip commenced a strenuous siege, assailing the walls

B.C. 358. with battering-rams and other military engines.
The Amphi- The weak points of the fortification must have
poiitans been well known to him, from his own soldiers

assistance who had been recently in garrison. The inhab-

AuTn itants defended themselves with vigour; but

manoeuvres such was now the change of circumstances, that
of Philip to

they were forced to solicit their ancient enemy
Athens not Athens for aid against the Macedonian prince,
to interfere. Their envoys Hierax and Stratokles, reaching
Athens shortly after the successful close of the Athenian

Dioclor. xvi. 8.
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expedition to Euboea, presented themselves before the

public assembly, urgently inviting the Athenians to come
forthwith and occupy Amphipolis, as the only chance of

rescue from Macedonian dominion. l We are not certain

whether the Social War had yet broken out; if it had,
Athens would be too much pressed with anxieties arising
out of so formidable a revolt

,
to have means disposable

even for the tempting recovery of the long-lost Amphi-
polis. But at any rate Philip had foreseen and counter-

worked the prayers of the Amphipolitans. He sent a

courteous letter to the Athenians, acquainting them that

he was besieging the town, yet recognising it as belonging
of right to them, and promising to restore it to them when
he should have succeeded in the capture.

2

Much of the future history of Greece turned upon the

manner in which Athens dealt with these two

conflictingmessages. The situation of Amphi-
' ' '

polis,commanding the passage over the Strymon, nians deter-

was not only all-important as shutting up
ine not

Macedonia to the eastward and as opening the Amphipoiis

gold regions around Mount Pangseus but was th
?
ir

i -i IP -111 ii A ^1 c motives
also easily defensible by the Athenians trom importance

seaward, if once acquired. Had they been clear- of tins re-

.,,,1,1 i c i j solution.
sighted in the appreciation ot chances, and vi-

gilant in respect to future defence, they might now have

acquired this important place, and might have held it

against the utmost efforts of Philip. But that fatal inac-

tion which had become their general besetting sin, was on
the present occasion encouraged by some plausible, yet
delusive, pleas. The news of the danger of the Amphipo-
litans would be not unwelcome at Athens where strong

'Demosthenfis, Olynth. i. p. 11. OTI QiXircito?, OTS |xsv 'Afi<pitoXtv erco-

8. 8 si Yap, 59' rjxofisv E6- Xiopxst, V ufitv TtapaStji, itoXiopxtiv

POSUSI pspor|9T)xoT, xat napTJaav 'Afi- Iftf eitsiS?) 8' eXa(5c, xai IloTiSaiav

<pnto).it<I>v 'Ispa xat STpaTox^rj? eit !
. irpoaatpsiXsto.

to'Jti TO PJJH.SI xsXsuovTe? >)|xoU JtXetv Also the Oration De Halonneso,
xai napaXaii^ivsiv TTJV itoXtv, trjv p. 83. 8.28 TTJS 8' eiuoToXfj?,

OUTTJV itapsiyojxEQ' onep TJIXUJV auT(I>-i
yjv itpo? 0(xa< Ittp'tyzv (Philip) OT'

po9u(jLiv yjvTtep uitsp T^; E-i[ioEU)-( 'A[A?iitoXtv STcoXiopxEi, sittXsX7)STai,

ccuT^piai;, E"X ST' Sv 'A|A<piitoXiv TOTS kv
IQ tujxoXoYst T7]v'A(xtpiitoXtv&|j.sTpav

xai TiavTiov TU)V (ASTO TauTa dv ^T eivai- I^TJ fop exKoXiopxrjaai; uixiv

aKaXXaYfievot irpaYiJ-aTcav. ditoSojastv ux; ousav ujxeTepav, dXX'
1 Demosthenes cont. Aristokrat. ou -civ ijrovTtov.

p. 659. a. 138 xoxsivo Et8oTE<;.
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aversion was entertained towards them, as refractory oc-

cupants of a territory not their own, and as having occa-
sioned repeated loss and humiliation to the Athenian arms.
Nor could the Athenians at once shift their point of view,
so as to contemplate the question on the ground of policy
alone, and to recognise these old enemies as persons whose
interests had now come into harmony with their own. On
the other hand, the present temper of the Athenians to-

wards Philip was highly favourable. Not only had they
made peace with him during the preceding year, but they
also felt that he had treated them well both in evacuating
Amphipolis and in dismissing honourably their citizens

who had been taken prisoners in the army of his competi-
tor Argseus.

' Hence they were predisposed to credit his

positive assurance, that he only wished to take the place
in order to expel a troublesome population who had wrong-
ed and annoyed him, and that he would readily hand it

over to its rightful owners the Athenians. To grant the

application of the Amphipolitans for aid, would thus ap-

pear, at Athens, to be courting a new war and breaking
with a valuable friend, in order to protect an odious ene-

my, and to secure an acquisition which would at all events

come to them, even if they remained still, through the

cession of Philip. It is necessary to dwell upon the motives
which determined Athens on this occasion to refrain from

interference; since there were probably few of her resolu-

tions which she afterwards more bitterly regretted. The
letter of assurance from Philip was received and trusted;
the envoys from Amphipolis were dismissed with a refusal.

Deprived of all hope of aid from Athens, the Amphi-
politans still held out as long as they could.

Capture of , . . ,,
J

Amphipolis Butaparty in the town entered into correspond-
by Philip, ence with Philip to betray it, and the defence

treason o'f a thus gradually became feebler. At length he
party in the made a breach in the walls, sufficient, with the

aid of partisans within, to carry the city by as-

sault, not without a brave resistance from those who still

remained faithful. All the citizens unfriendly to him were

expelled or fled, the rest were treated with lenity; but we
are told that little favour was shown by Philip towards

those who had helped in the betrayal.
2

'Demosthenes cont. Aristokrat. l Piodor. xvi. 8, with the passage

p. 660. s. 144. from Libanius cited in Wesseling's
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Amphipolis was to Philip an acquisition of unspeak-
able importance, not less for defence than for T

n. r T , , , i , Importance
offence. It was not only the most convenient Of Ampin-
maritime station in Thrace, but it also threw P" 1

.

1
'? ^

open to him all the country east of the Strymon, disappoint-

and especially the gold region near Mount ment of the

rt TI i i_i- i 11- ic CL i i Athenians
irangaeus. Jde established himself firmly in his at his

new position, which continued from hencefor- breach of

ward one of the bulwarks of Macedonia, until
p

the conquest of that kingdom by the Romans. He took
no steps to fulfil his promise of handing over the place to

the Athenians, who doubtless sent embassies to demand it.

The Social War, indeed, which just now broke out, absorb-

ed all their care and all their forces, so that they were

unable, amidst their disastrous reverses at Chios and else-

where, to take energetic measures in reference to Philip
and Amphipolis. Nevertheless he still did not perempto-
rily refuse the surrender, but continued to amuse the Athe-
nians with delusive hopes, suggested through his partisans,

paid or voluntary, in the public assembly.
It was the more necessary for him to postpone any

open breach with Athens, because the Olynthians T
, . *_!.' L Philip

had conceived serious alarm from his conquest amuses the

of Amphipolis, and had sent to negotiate a Athenians
p -i J IT -it- J.-L A xi with false

treaty of amity and alliance with the Athenians, assurances

Such an alliance, had it been concluded, would ne in-

have impeded the farther schemes of Philip. t reject

^

But his partisans at Athens procured the dis- advances
i f j.' r\i J.L- u j from the

missal of tne Ulynthian envoys, by renewed oiynthians
assurances that the Macedonian prince was still proposed

the friend of Athens, and still disposed to cede p^dmTfor
Amphipolis as her legitimate possession. They Ampnipo-

represented, however, that he had good ground
for complaining that Athens continued to retain Pydna,
an ancient Macedonian seaport.

1
Accordingly they pro-

posed to open negotiations with him for the exchange of

note. Demosthenes, Olyntb. 5. p. 10. banishment against Philo and Stra-

s. 5. tokles. See Boeckh, Corp. Inscr.

Hierax and Stratokles were the No. 20(K

Amphipolitan envoys despatched ' Thucyd. i. 61, 137; Diodor. xiii.

to Athens to ask for aid against 49. Pydna had been acquired to

Philip. An Inscription yet remains, Athens by Timotheus.

recording the sentence of perpetual
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Pydna against Amphipolis. But as the Pydnaeans were
known to be adverse to the transfer, secrecy was indispen-
sable in the preliminary proceedings; so that Antiphon
and Charidemus, the two envoys named, took their instruc-

tions from the Senate and made their reports only to the
Senate. The public assembly being informed that nego-
tiations, unavoidably secret, were proceeding, to ensure
the acquisition of Amphipolis was persuaded to repel the
advances of Olynthus, as well as to look upon Philip still

as a friend. l

The proffered alliance of the Olynthians was thus re-

Phiiip acts jected, as the entreaty of the Amphipolitans
in a hostile for ai(j h^ previously been. Athens had goodmanner ,

A
,
J

,. _,, o
against reason to repent ot both. The secret negotia-
Athens he tion brought her no nearer to the possession of

Pydn^and Amphipolis. It ended in nothing, or in worse
P

ives
i

poti
*^an n thing> as it amused her with delusive

daTa to the expectations, while Philip opened a treaty with
Olynthians the Olynthians, irritated, of course, by their re-
remiss- ", /- * ii JIIT

ness of the cent repulse at Athens. As yet he had mam-
Athenians. tained pacific relations with the Athenians, even
while holding Amphipolis contrary to his engagement.
But he now altered his policy, and contracted alliance with
the Olynthians ;

whose friendship he purchased not only by
ceding to them the district of Anthemus (lying between

Olynthus and Therma, and disputed by the Olynthians
with former Macedonian kings), but also by conquering
and handing over to them the important Athenian pos-
session of Potideea. 2 We know no particulars of these im-

portant transactions. Our scanty authorities merely inform

us, that during the first two years (358-356 B.C.), while
Athens was absorbed by her disastrous Social War, Philip

began to act as her avowed enemy. He conquered from
her not only Pydna and other places for himself, but also

Potidsea for the Olynthians. We are told that Pydna was

betrayed to Philip by a party of traitors in the town; 3 and

1 This secret negotiation, about Theopompus, Fr. 189, ed. Didot).
the exchange of Fydna for Amphi- *

Demosthenes, Philipp. ii. p. 71.

polis, is alluded to briefly by De- s. 22.

mosthcnfis, and appears to have * Demosthen. adv. Leptinem, p.
teen fully noticed by Theopompus 476.8.71 <fipt 87) xaxslvo seta-

(Demostheries, Olynth. ii. p. 19. s. au>|i.tv, ot itpoBovrec TTJV floSvotv xai

6. with the comments of Ulpiaii; -roXXa y_u)pla t({> OiXljtnu) TJ) HOT"
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he probably availed himself of the propositions made by
Athens respecting the exchange of Pydna for Amphipolis,
to exasperate the Pydnaeans against her bad faith; since

they would have good ground for resenting the project of

transferring them underhand, contrary to their own in-

clination. Pydna was the first place besieged and cap-
tured. Several of its inhabitants, on the ground of prior
offence towards Macedonia, ' are said to have been slain,

while even those who had betrayed the town were con-

temptuously treated. The siege lasted long enough to

transmit news to Athens, and to receive aid, had the Athe-
nians acted with proper celerity in despatching forces.

But either the pressure of the Social War or the im-

patience of personal service aswellasof pecuniary payment
orboth causes operatingtogether made thembehindhand

with the exigency. Several Athenian citizens were taken
in Pydna and sold into slavery, some being ransomed by
Demosthenes out of his own funds ; yet we cannot make
out clearly that any relief at all was sent from Athens. 2

If any was sent, it came too late.

Equal tardiness was shown in the relief sent to Poti-

daea 3
though the siege, carried on jointly by Philip and

the Olynthians, was both long and costly
4 and though

enap4ivTE% ufxac TjStxo'Jv; rj rtdoi upo- See Ulpian ad Demostbenem,
8r)Xov TOUTO, ?tt TaTc itap' exeivou Olynth. i. p. 10. s. 5

;
also Diodor.

Sujpsoti;, ac[8ii touTa iozaSat otpisiv xvi. 8; and Wesseling's note.

JjfoOvTo ;
' In tbe public vote of gratitude

Compare Olynthiac i. p. 10. s 5. passed many years afterwards by
This discourse was pronounced the Athenian assembly towards

in 35f> B.C., thus affording confir- Demosthenes, his merits are re-

matory evidence of the date as- cited; and among them we find

signed to the surrender of Pydna this contribution towards the relief

and Potidaea. of captives at Pydna, Mothone, and
What the "other places" here al- Olynthus (Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator,

laded to by Demosthenes are (be- p. 851).

sides Pydna and Potidsea), we do * Compare Demosthenes, Olyn-
not know. It appears by Diodorus thiac i. p. 11. 8. d; Philippic i. p.

(xvi. 31) that Methone was not taken 50. s. 40 (where ne mentions the

till 354-353 B.C. expedition to Potid.ra as having
' The conquests of Philip are al- come too late, but does not men-

ways enumerated by Demosthenes tion any expedition for relief of

in this order, Amphipolis, Pydna, Pydna).
Potidn-a, Methdne, Ac., Olynthiac ' Demosthenes cont. Aristocrat.

i. p. 11. 8. 9. p, 13. s. 13; Philippic p. 656. s. 128. tp6$ UJJLO? tcoXsfiujv,

i. p. 41. g. 6; De Corona, p. 248. ypVjjiaTa noXXa avaXwaa; (Philip,
8. 85. iu the siege of Potidrea). In tins
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there were a body of Athenian settlers (Kleruchs) resident

there, whom the capture of the place expelled from their

houses and properties.
1 Even for the rescue of these

fellow-citizens, it does not appear that any native Athe-
nians would undertake the burden of personal service. The
relieving force despatched seems to have consisted of a

general with mercenary foreigners ; who, as no pay was

provided for them, postponed the enterprise on which they
were sent, to the temptation of plundering elsewhere for

their own profit.
2 It was thus that Philip, without any

express declaration of war, commenced a series of hostile

measures against Athens, and deprived her of several va-

luable maritime possessions on the coast of Macedonia and

Thrace, besides his breach of faith respecting the cession

of Amphipolis.
3 After her losses from the Social War,

and her disappointment about Amphipolis, she was yet

oration (delivered B.C. 352) Demo- mitted to stay at Potidsea even after

sthenes treats the capture ofPoti- the first capture,
dsea as mainly the work of Philip;

2 The general description given
in the second Olynthiac, bespeaks in the fli-st Philippic ofDemosthe-
as if Philip had been a secondary nes, of the arcojToXoi from Athens,

agent, a useful adjunct to the may doubtless be applied to the

Olynthians in the siege, rcdXiv au expedition for the relief of Potidwa

icpo? IloTi5otiav 'OXuv(Hoi; stpdvT) TI Demosthenes, Philippic i. p. 46.

TOUTO auvot|ACpoTpov i. e. theMace- a. 28. p. 63. s. 52. and the general
(Ionian power was TtpoafhrjXT) TI? ou tenor of the harangue.

ojAixpd .... The first representa-
* Dipdorus (xvi. 8), in mention-

tion, delivered two or three years ing the capture of Potida?a, con-

before the second, is doubtless the siders it an evidence of the kind

more correct. disposition of Philip, and of his
1 DemosthenSs, Philipp. ii. p. 71. great respect for the dignity of

a. 22. OoTiOaiav 8' gOiSou, TOUS 'AS?)- Athens (tXa-j9pd)iiio; itpoavSYX!i|AS-
vauov OTtoixoui; Ex^aXXio* (Philip vo) that he spared the persons of

gave it to the Olynthians), xoi -r
t

i these Athenians in the place, and

(xev ey_9pdv upo; r)(x? ay-6; dvTjprjTo, permitted them to depart. But it

TTJV ytupav 8' Exsivoic eSiOtbxii xip- was a great wrong, under the cir-

itoua'iai. The passage in the Oratio cumstances, that he should expel
de Halonneso (p. 9 s. 10) alludes and expropriate them, when no
to this same extrusion and expro- offence had been given to him, and

priation of the Athenian Kleruchs, when there was no formal war

though Voemel and Franke (er- (Demosth. Or. de Halonneso, p. 79.

roneously, I think) suppose it to s. 10).

allude to the treatment of these Diodorus states also that Philip
Kleruchs by Philip some years gave Pydna, as well as Potida;a,

afterwards, when he took Potida;a to the Olynthians j
which is not

for himself. We may be sure that correct,

no Athenian Kleruchs were per-
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farther mortified by seeing Pydna pass into his hands, and
Potidaea (the most important possession in Thrace next to

Amphipolis) into those of Olynthus. Her impoverished
settlers returned home, doubtless with bitter complaints

against the aggression, but also with just vexation against
the tardiness oftheircountrymen in sending relief.

These two years had been so employed by Philip as

to advance prodigiously his power and ascend-
B c 3gg

ency. He had deprived Athens of her hold
jn

'

reag

upon the Thermaic gulf, in which she now seems the power

only to have retained the town of Methone, in- of Philip-

stead of the series of ports round the gulf phmp'pi,
8

acquired for her by Timotheus. l He had con- opens gold

ciliated the good-will of the Olynthians by his Mo^ntP^n-
cession of Anthemus and Potidaea; the latter g^us, and

place, from its commanding situation on the ja/ge^e-
isthmus of Palleue, giving them the mastery of venues

that peninsula,
2 and ensuring (what to Philip

f

was of great importance) their enmity with Athens. He not

only improved the maritime conveniences of Amphipolis,
but also extended his acquisitions into the auriferous regions
of Mount Pangaeus eastward of the Strymon. He possessed
himself of that productive country immediately facing the

island of Thasos
;
where both Thasians and Athenians had

once contended for the rights of mining, and from whence,

apparently, both had extracted valuable produce. In the

interior of this region he founded a new city called Phi-

lippi, enlarged from a previous town called Krenides,

recently founded by the Thasians. Moreover, he took
such effective measures for increasing the metallic works
in the neighbourhood, that they presently yielded to him
a large revenue; according to Diodorus, not less than 1000
talents per annum. 3 He caused a new gold coin to be

struck, bearing a name derived from his own. The fresh

source of wealth thus opened was of the greatest moment
to him, as furnishing means to meet the constantly increasing

expense of his military force. He had full employment to

keep his soldiers in training; for the nations of the interior

1 Demosthenes, Philippic i. p. 41. Demosthenes, Philipp. ii. p. 70.

s. 6 sijrojxsv TIOTJ Tlp.si s. 22.

O'JBvav xai flotiSaiav xai M;9u)v7)v,
' Diodor. xvi. 4-8; Harpokration

xat iroMTOt tov Tonov TC/uTOv v. AoTOv. Herodot. ix. 74.

Otxeiov xuxX<{>, &c.
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Illyrians, Pseonians, and Thracians humbled but not

subdued, rose again in arms, and tried again jointly to

reclaim their independence. The army of Philip under
his general Parmenio, of whom we now hear for the
first time defeated them, and again reduced them to sub-

mission. l

It was during this interval too that Philip married

B.C. 366. Olympias, daughter of Neoptolemos prince of

Marriage of
*^e Colossi, 2 and descended from the ancient

Philip with Molossian kings, who boasted of an heroic

MrthTf"" ^Eakid genealogy. Philip had seen her at the

Alexander religious mysteries in the island of Samothrace,
the Great. where both were initiated at the same time. In
violence of temper in jealous, cruel, and vindictive dis-

position she forms almost a parallel to the Persian queens
Amestris and Parysatis. The Epirotic women, as well as

the Thracian, were much given to the Bacchanalian reli-

gious rites, celebrated with fierce ecstasy amid the moun-
tain solitudes in honour of Dionysus.

3 To this species
of religious excitement Olympias was peculiarlysusceptible.
She is said to have been fond of tame snakes playing around

her, and to have indulged in ceremonies of magic and in-

cantation.* Her temper and character became, after no

long time, repulsive and even alarming to Philip. But in

the year 356 B.C. she bore to him a son, afterwards re-

nowned as Alexander the Great. It was in the summer of

this year, not long after the taking of Potidaea, that Phi-

lip received nearly at the same time, three messengers with

good news the birth of his son; the defeat of the Illyrians

by Parmenio; and the success of one of his running horses
at the Olympic games.

5

1 Diodor. xvi. 22; Plutarch, Alex- tis xaToy_a?, xai TOO? ivQoujiasfxo'jj
and. c. 3. e^otfoyiJa fiapJJapixiu-rspov, 0951; (AS-

*
Justin, vii. 6. faXou; x slP^ei e'-psiXxeio TOI; (hoc-

*
Plutarch, Alexand. c. 2, 3. The aoi;, &c.

Eacchse of Kuripides contains a Compare Duris apud Athenaeum,
powerful description of these ex- xiii. p. 660.

citing ceremonies. 5
Plutarch, Alexand. c. 3; Justin,

4
Plutarch, Alexander, c. 2.

TJ St xii. 19.

< (xdXXov iTtp(uv ^TjXwaaaa
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CHAPTER LXXXVII.

FROM THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE SACRED WAR
TO THAT OF THE OLYNTHIAN WAR.

IT has been recounted in the preceding chapter, how Philip,

during the continuance of the Social War, aggrandised
himself in Macedonia and Thrace at the expense of Athens,
by the acquisition of Amphipolis, Pydna, and Potidaea

the two last actually taken from her, the first captured only
under false assurances held out to her while he was be-

sieging it: how he had farther strengthened himselfby enlist-

ing Olynthus both as an ally of his own, and as an enemy
of the Athenians. He had thus begun the war against
Athens

, usually spoken of as the war about Amphipolis,
which lasted without any formal peace for twelve years.
The resistance opposed by Athens to these his first ag-

gressions hadbeen faint and ineffective partly owing to em-
barrassments. But the Social War had not yet terminated,
when new embarrassments and complications, of a far more
formidable nature, sprang up elsewhere known by the
name of the Sacred War, rending the very entrails of the

Hellenic world, and profitable only to the indefatigable

aggressor in Macedonia.
The Amphiktyonic assembly, which we shall now find

exalted into an inauspicious notoriety, was an causes of

Hellenic institution ancient and venerable, but the Sacred

rarely invested with practical efficiency. Though AmphittV
political by occasion, it was religious in its main onto as-

purpose, associated with the worship of Apollo
sembly-

at Delphi and of Demeter at Thermopylae. Its assemblies

were held twice annually in spring at Delphi ,
in autumn

at Thermopylae; while in every fourth year it presided at

the celebration of the great Pythian festival near Delphi,
or appointed persons to preside in its name. It consisted

of deputies called Hieromnemones and Pylagorse, sent by
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the twelve ancient nations or fractions of the Hellenic name,
who were recognised as its constituent body: Thessalians,

Boeotians, Dorians, lonians, Perrhsebians, Magnetes, Lokri-

ans, (Etseans or JEnianes, Achaeans, Malians, Phokians,

Dolopes. These were the twelve nations, sole partners in

the Amphiktyonic sacred rites and meetings: each nation,
small and great alike, having two votes in the decision and
no more

;
and each city, small and great alike, contributing

equally to make up the two votes of that nation to which
it belonged. Thus Sparta counted only as one of the

various communities forming the Dorian nation: Athens,
in like manner in the Ionian, not superior in rank to Ery-
thrae or Priene. '

That during the preceding century, the Aphiktyonic
Political assembly had meddled rarely ,

and had never
complaint meddled to any important purpose, in the poli-

befor^the ^ca^ affairs of Greece is proved by the fact

assembly, that it is not once mentioned either in the his-

The'bes' ^ory of Thucydides, or in the Hellenica ofXeno-
against phon. But after the humiliation of Sparta at

Leuktra, this great religious convocation of the

Hellenic world, after long torpor, began to meet for the

despatch of business. Unfortunately its manifestations of

activity were for the most part abusive and mischievous.

Probably not long after the battle of Leuktra, though we
do not know the precise year the Thebans exhibited be-

fore the Amphiktyons an accusation against Sparta, for

having treacherously seized the Kadmeia (the citadel of

Thebes) in a period of profound peace. Sentence of con-

demnation was pronounced against her, 2
together with a

fine of 500 talents, doubled after a certain interval of non-

payment. The act here put in accusation was indispu-

tably a gross political wrong; and a pretence, though a

very slight pretence, for bringing political wrong under

cognizance of the Amphiktyons, might be found in the
tenor of the old oath taken by each included city.

3
Still,

every one knew that for generations past ,
the assembly

had taken no actual cognizance of political wrong; so that

1 .K-rlli::r-. llf- Fills. Legal, p. .'''/'/.

280. c. 36. For particulars respecting
* Diodor. xvi. 23-29; Justin, viii. 1.

the Amphiktyonic assembly, see *
JEschiuds, De Fala. Leg. p. 279.

the treatise ofTittman, Ueber den c. 35.

Ampliiktyonischeu Bund, p. 37, 45,
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both trial and sentence were alike glaring departures from
understood Grecian custom proving only the humiliation

of Sparta and the insolence of Thebes. The Spartans of

course did not submit to pay, nor were there any means of

enforcement against them. No practical effect followed

therefore, except (probably) the exclusion of Sparta from

the Amphiktyonic assembly as well as from the Delphian,

temple and the Pythian games. Indirectly, however,
the example was most pernicious, as demonstrating that

the authority of a Pan-hellenic convocation, venerable

from its religious antiquity, could be abused to satisfy
the political antipathies of a single leading state.

In the year 357 B.C., a second attempt was made by
Thebes to employ the authority of the Amphik- BC 357

tyonic assembly as a means of crushing her Next b

neighbours the Phokians. The latter had been, Thebes

from old time, border- enemies of the Thebans, f^^an^
Lokrians, and Thessalians. Until the battle of The fho-

Leuktra, they had fought as allies of Sparta Condemned
against Thebes, but had submitted to Thebes and heavily

after that battle, and continued to be her fined -

allies, though less and less cordial, until the battle of

Mantineia and the death of Epaminondas. ' Since that

time, the old antipathy appears to have been rekindled,

especially on the part of Thebes. Irritated against the
Phokians probably as having broken off from a sworn

alliance, she determined to raise against them an accusation
in the Amphiktyonic assembly. As to the substantive ground
of accusation, we find different statements. According to

one witness, they were accused of having cultivated some

portion of the Kirrhsean plain, consecrated from of old to

Apollo; according to another, they were charged with an

aggressive invasion of Boeotia; while acpording to a third,
the war was caused by their having carried off Theano, a
married Theban woman. Pausanias confesses that he
cannot distinctly make out what was the allegation against
them. 2 Assisted by the antipathy of the Thessalians and

' Compare Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 5, 43 of the Lokrians and Phokians,
23, and vii. 5, 4. About the feud Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 5, 3; Pausanias,
of the Thessalians and Phokians, iii. 9. 4.

see Herodot. vii 176, viii. 27;
* Diodor. xvi. 23

; Justin, viii.l;

TKschines, De Fals. Leg. p. 239. c. Pausanias, x. 2, 1
;
Duris ap. Athe-
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Lokrians, not less vehement than her own, Thebes had no

difficulty in obtaining sentence of condemnation against
the Phokians. A fine was imposed upon them; of what

amount, we are not told, but so heavy as to be far beyond
their means of payment.

It was thus that the Thebans, who had never been

able to attach to themselves a powerful confed-
B.O. 367.

eracy such as that which formerly held its

The as- meetings at Sparta, supplied the deficiency by
semblypags , .

e
,, .

*
j AI. A u-i j.

a vote con- abusing their ascendency in the Amphiktyomc
secrating assembly to procure vengeance upon political
the Pbo- * i j.- 11 j e T
kian terri- enemies. A certain time was allowed lor liqui-
tory to

dating the fine, which the Phokians had neither

means nor inclination to do. Complaint of the

fact was then made at the next meeting of the Amphikty-
ons, when a decisive resolution was adopted, arid engraven
along with the rest on a column in the Delphian temple,
to expropriate the recusant Phokians, and consecrate all

their territory to Apollo as Kirrha with its fertile plain
had been treated two centuries before. It became necessary,
at the same time, for the maintenance of consistency and

equal dealing, to revive the mention of the previous fine

still remaining unpaid by the Lacedaemonians; against
whom it was accordingly proposed to pass a vote of

something like excommunication.
Such impending dangers, likely to be soon realized

H lution
unc^er ^ne instigation of Thebes, excited a

of the Pho- resolute spirit of resistance among the Phokians.

resist
^ wea^tn

>'
a"d leading citizen of the Phokian

Phiiomeius town Ledou, named Philomelus son of Theotimus,
their stood forward as the head of this sentiment,

setting himself energetically to organize means
for the preservation of Phokian liberty as well as property.
Among his assembled countrymen, he protested against
the gross injustice of the recent sentence, amercing them
in an enormous sum exceeding their means; when the

naeum, xiii. p. 660. Justin says, cilium superbe accusaverunt. Lace-
"Causa et origo hujus mali,Thebani daemoniis crimini datum, quod
fuere; qui cum rerum potirentur, arcem Thebanam induciarum tem-
gecundam fortunam imbecillo pore occupassent; Phocensibus,
animo ferentes, victos armis Lace- quod Boeotiam depopulati essent;
dsemonios etPhoceuues, quasi parva prorsus quasi post arma et helium.

supplicia cfcdibus et rapinis luis- locum legibus reliquissent."

cent, apud commune Graecio; con-
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strip of land, where they were alleged to have trespassed
on the property of the god, was at best narrow and

insignificant. Nothing was left now to avert from them
utter ruin, except a bold front and an obstinate resistance;
which he (Philomelus) would pledge himself to conduct
with success, if they would entrust him with full powers.
The Phokians (he contended) were the original and

legitimate administrators of the Delphian temple a

privilege of which they had been wrongfully dispossessed
by the Amphiktyonic assembly and the Delphians. "Let
us reply to our enemies (he urged) by re -asserting our
lost rights and seizing the temple; we shall obtain support
and countenance from many Grecian states, whose interest

is the same as our own, to resist the unjust decrees of the

Amphiktyons. ' Our enemies the Thebans (he added) are

plotting the seizure of the temple for themselves, through
the corrupt connivance of an Amphiktyonic majority: let

us anticipate and prevent their injustice."
2

Here a new question was raised, respecting the right
of presidency over the most venerated sanctuary Question of

in Greece; a question fraught with ruin to the
ŝ

g
j*

r

t̂

ised

peace of the Hellenic world. The claim of the presidency

Phokians was not a mere fiction, but founded on
e

f th
,

e_
an ancient reality, and doubtless believed by oiT^ight
themselves to be iust. Delphi and its inhabitants ^

th<
?

TI j.- j? j.1. TU i Phokians
were originally a portion ot the Phokian name, against that

In the Homeric Catalogue, which Philomelus *. the Del -

emphatically cited, it stands enumerated among the
la

Am
an

the Phokians commanded by Schedius and phiktyons.

1 Diodor. xvi. 23, 24
;
Pau-:anias, that the Athenians would presently

x. 2, 1. see Thebes besieged by Philip, and
1 That this design, imputed to the Boeotian towns restored; and

the Thebans, was a part of the case furthermore, TUJ 9stp 8s Ta )rpig|AOiTa

made out by the Phokians for them- et3rpo(TT6|Ava,ouitapd <J>(uxEtov, dXXii

selves, we may feel assured from ispot 67)3 a iu>v TU>V (5ooXeo{rdv-
the passage in Demosthenes, Fals. TU>V TTJV xat d XT)'.|MV TOO iepoO
Leg. p. 247. 8. 22. Demosthenes StSdaxsiv yap auto? 697) TOV OtXiir-

chargesJEscbines with having made itov ?TI o'iSsv TJTTOV TjuepT/xct a iv

false promises and statements to oi ptf)oi)Xt)x$T*< TOJV -ai

the Athenian assembly, on return- yspai irpaav-u>v, xai 8ia Tauta

ing from his embassy in 346 B.C. ypVjjJiaQ' auT<]> TOO? Srjpaioui; iiti-

JEsohin6s told the Athenians (so xsxrjpuysvai.
Demosthenes affirms) that he had How far .ZEschinfes really pro-

persuaded Philip to act altogether mised to the Athenians that which

in theinterest and policy ofAthens
;

Demosthenes here alleges him to

VOL. XI. B
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Epistrophus, under the name of the "rocky Pytho" a

name still applied to it by Herodotus. 1 The Delphians
had acquired sufficient force to sever themselves from their

Phokian brethren to stand out as a community by them-

selves and to assume the lucrative privilege of administer-

ing the temple as their own peculiar. Their severance had
been first brought about, and their pretensions as ad-

ministrators espoused, by Sparta,
2 upon whose powerful

interest they mainly depended. But the Phokians had
never ceased to press their claim, and so far was the dispute
from being settled against them, even in 450 B.C., that they
then had in their hands the actual administration. TheSpar-
tans despatched an army for the express purpose of taking
it away from them and transferring it to the Delphians :

but very shortly afterwards, when the Spartan forces had

retired, the Athenians marched thither, and dispossessed
the Delphians,

3
restoring the temple to the Phokians. This

contest went by the name of the Sacred War. At that

time the Athenians were masters of most parts of Bceotia,
as well as of 3Iegara and Pegae; and had they continued

so, the Phokians would probably have been sustained in

their administration of the holy place; the rights of the

Delphians on one side, against those of the Phokians on
the other, being then obviously dependent on the compara-
tive strength of Athens and Sparta. But presently evil

days came upon Athens, so that she lost all her inland pos-
sessions north of Attica, and could no longer uphold her
allies in Phokis. The Phokians now in fact passed into

allies of Sparta, and were forced to relinquish their temple
management to the Delphians; who were confirmed in it

by a formal article of the peace of Nikias in 421 B.C.,
4 and

retained it without question, under the recognised Hellenic

have promised is a matter to be lefore the actual occupation of the

investigated when we arrive at the temple by the Phokians; if they
transactions of the year 346 B.C. were falsely charged with con-
But it seems to me clear that the ceiving it, the false charge would
imputation (true or false) against also be preferred at the time. De-
the Thebans, of having been them- mosthenfis would hardly invent it

selves in conspiracy to seize the twelve years after the Pbokian
temple, nutst have emanated first occupation.
from the Phokians, as part of the ' Herodot. i. 54.

justification of their own proceed- *
Strabo, ix. p. 423.

ings. If theThebans everconceived ]

Thucyd. i. 12.

an idea, it must have been Thucyd. v. 18.
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supremacy of Sparta, down to the battle of Leuktra. Even
then, too, it continued undisturbed; since Thebes was
nowise inclined to favour the claim of her enemies the

Phokians, but was on the contrary glad to be assisted in

crushing them by their rivals the Delphians ; who, as

managers of the temple, could materially contribute to a
severe sentence of the Amphiktyonic assembly.

We see thus that the claim now advanced by Philome-
lus was not fictitious, but genuine, and felt by Active
himself as well as by other Phokians to be the measures

recovery ofan ancient privilege, lost onlythrough l^io,^
superior force. ! His views being heartily em- lus. He
braced by his countrymen, he was nominated sarta
general with full powers. It was his first obtains aid

measure to go to Sparta, upon whose aid he Archida-
g

counted, in consequence of the heavy fine which mus. He
still stood imposed upon her by the Am-

Defphi-
phiktyonic sentence. He explained his views defeats the

privately to King Archidamus, engaging, if the Loknans -

Phokians should become masters of the temple, to erase

the sentence and fine from the column of record. Archi-
damus did not dare to promise him public countenance or

support; the rather, as Sparta had always been the chief

supporter of the Delphian presidency (as against the Pho-

kian) over the temple. But in secret he warmly encouraged
the scheme; furnishing a sum of fifteen talents, besides a

few mercenary soldiers, towards its execution. With this

aid Philomelus returned home, provided an equal sum of

fifteen talents from his purse, and collected a body of

peltasts, Phokians as well as strangers. He then executed
his design against Delphi, attacking suddenly both the

town and the temple, and capturing them, as it would

appear, with little opposition. To the alarmed Delphians,

generally,

he promised security and good treatment; but
e put to death the members of the Gens (or Clan) called

Thrakidse, and seized their property: these men constituted

one among several holy Gentes, leading conductors of the

political and religious agency of the place.
2 It is probable,

1 Justin (viii. 1) takes no notice even at first
; "velutdeoirasceiites."

of this first position of the Pho- ! Diodor. xvi. 24. Hesychius (v.

kians in regard to the temple of AaippiaSat) mentions another phra-

Delphi. He treats them as if they try or gens at Delphi, called La-

had been despoilers of the temple phriadse See Wilhelm Gotte, Das

2B
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that when thus suddenly assailed, they had sent to solicit

aid from their neighbours the Lokrians of Amphissa; for

Philomelus was scarcely in possession of Delphi, when
these latter marched up to the rescue. He defeated them

howeverwith serious loss, and compelledthem to returnhome.

Thus completely successful in his first attempt, Philo-

Phiiomeiua melus lost no time in announcing solemnly and for-

fortifies^the ma]iy his real purpose. He proclaimed that he had

ieies
e

im- come only to resume for the Phokians their ancient
merous rights as administrators: that the treasures of
mercenaries ,.

& ii-iii c j L j v.

-tries to the temple should be safe and respected as be-
conciiiate fore . ^hat no impiety or illegality of any kind

timenufy
11 "

should be tolerated; and that the temple and
promising ^s oracle would be opened, as heretofore, for

the
P
t

e

e

C

mpie visitors, sacrificers, and inquirers. At the same
property. time, well aware that his Lokrian enemies at

Grecian Amphissa were very near, he erected a wall to
w
-d

rl

d
di"

Pr tect the town and temple, which appears to

have been hitherto undefended especially its

western side. He farther increased his levies of troops.
While the Phokians, inspirited with this first advantage,

obeyed his call in considerable numbers, he also attracted

new mercenaries from abroad by the offer of higher pay.
He was presently at the head of 5000 men, strong enough
to hold a difficult post like Delphi against all immediate
attack. But being still anxious to appease Grecian senti-

ment and avert hostility, he despatched envoys to all the

principal states not merely to Sparta and Athens, but
also to his enemy Thebes. His envoys were instructed to

offer solemn assurances, that the Phokians had taken Del-

phi simply to reclaim their paternal right of presidency,
against past wrongful usurpation ;

that they were prepared

Delphische Orakel, p. 83. Leipsic, abandon this resolution (Pausan.
1839. iii. 10, 4).

It is stated by Pausanias, that At what moment the Phokians
the Phokians were bent upon deal- ever determined on this step or,

ing with Delphi and its inhabitants indeed, whether they ever really
in the harshest manner; intending determined on it we cannot feel

to kill all the men of military age, any certainty. Nor can we decide
to sell the remaining population confidently, whether Pausanias bor-

as slaves, and to raze the whole rowed the statement from Theo-
town to the ground. Archidamus pompus, whom he quotes a little

king of Sparta (according to 1'au- before,

eanias) induced the Phokians to
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to give any security required by the Hellenic body, for

strict preservation of the valuables iu the temple, and to

exhibit and verify all, by weight and number
,
before ex-

aminers; that conscious of their own rectitude of purpose,

they did not hesitate to entreat positive support against
their enemies, or at any rate, neutrality.

*

The answers sent to Philornelus were not all of the

same tenor. On this memorable event, the sentiments of

the Grecian world were painfully divided. While Athens,

Sparta, the Peloponnesian Achaeans and some other states

in Peloponnesus, recognised the possession of the Phokians,
and agreed to assist them in retaining it the Thebans
and Thessalians declared strenuously against them, sup-

ported by all the states north of Bceotia, Lokrians, Dorians,

1 Diodor. xvi. 27.
I

0(xotio<; 5s xai

npo? Ta; aXXa< Tot? Eirt<jTi|j.oTd7a<;

TIOV xaTa TTJV *EXXd5a roXstuv ditE-

otiiXs-;, droXoYou(jLEvo;, STI xaTiXr]i:-

TOCI toils AsXcpo'js, ou TOI; iepoi?

Xpr^fxaaiv ETCipouXfiuiov, dXA.d TTJ? TOU

lEpoo upojTatjioti; ctjji'fKj^i'jTOJv' eivai

Yap <l>u>xU)v OUTTJV ISiav ev TOIC

naXaioi? )rpovoi? dito5StY[Avr)v. T(I)v

cs jrpT^aTiuv TOV Xoyov stpT) jrdji toT?

'EXXrjaiv dntiSibaEiv, xai TOV TS oTaG-

(i6v xal tov dpiBfxov TIJUV dvafiTjixaTtov

ETOifxo; Eivai napaSiOovai TOI? POU).O-

(XEvoi; e^sTa^eiv. H;iou 8=, ov TH
81' e^Spdv ri tpOovov noXEjAr) <J>u)Xuoi,

(jidXioTa (xsv SujAixa^Elv, et SE
JJLI^ ft,

TT)V yjou^iav SYSIV.

In reference to the engagement
taken by Philornelus, that he would
exhibit and verify, before any gen-
eral H-ellenic examiners, all the

valuable property in the Delphian
temple, by weight and number of

articles the reader will find in-

teresting matter of comparison in

the Attic Inscriptions, No. 137-142,

vol. i. of Boeckh's Corpus Inscript.
Grsecarum with Boeckh's valuable

commentary. These are the records

of the numerous gold and silver

donatives, preserved in the Parthe-

non, handed over by the treasurers

of the goddess annually appointed,
to their successors at the end of

the year, from one Fanathenaic
festival to the next. The weight
of each article is formally recorded,
and the new articles received each

year (ETCE'TEICX) are specified. Where
an article is transferred without

being weighed (ajTafljiov), the fact

is noticed. That the precious do-
natives in the Delphian temple
also, were carefully weighed, we
may judge by the statement of

Herodotus, that the golden lion

dedicated by Kroesus had lost a
fraction of its weight in the con-

flagration of the building (Herodot.
i. 50).

Fausanias (x. 2, 1) does not ad-

vert to the difference between the

first and the second part of the

proceedings of Philornelus: first,

the seizure of the temple, without

any spoliation of the treasure, but

simply upon the plea that the Pho-
kians had the best right to admi-
nister its affairs; next, the seizure

of the treasure and donatives of

the temple which he came to after-

wards, when he found it necessary
for defence.
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J3nianes, Phthiot-Achaeans, Magnates, Perrhsebians, Atha-

manes, and Dolopes. Several of these last were depend-
ents of the Thessalians, and followed their example; many
of them moreover, belonging to the Amphiktyonic consti-

tuency, must have taken part in the votes of condemnation

just rescinded by the Phokiaus.

We may clearly see that it was not at first the inten-

Phiiomeiug tion of Philomelus or his Phokian comrades to
tries to

lay hands on the property ofthe Delphian temple ;

prophetic and Philomelus, while taking pains to set

agency himself right in the eyes of Greece, tried to

conduct of keep the prophetic agency of the temple in its

the Pythia. ordinary working, so as to meet the exigences
of sacrificers and inquirers as before. He required the

Pythian priestess to mount the tripod ,
submit herself to

the prophetic inspiration, and pronounce thewordsthus put
into her mouth, as usual. But the priestess chosen by
the Delphians, and probably herself a member of one among
the sacred Delphian Gentes obstinately refused to obey
him; especially as the first question which he addressed
concerned his own usurpation, and his chances of success

against enemies. On his injunctions, that she should pro-

phesy according to the traditional rites she replied, that

these rites were precisely what he had just overthrown;

upon which he laid hold of her, and attempted to place
her on the tripod by force. Subdued and frightened for

her own personal safety, the priestess exclaimed involun-

tarily, that he might do what he chose. Philomelus gladly
took this as an answer favourable to his purpose. He
caused it to be put in writing and proclaimed, as an oracle

from the god, sanctioning and licensing his designs. He
convened a special meeting of his partisans and the Del-

phians generally, wherein appeal was made to this encour-

aging answer, as warranting full confidence with reference
to the impending war. So it was construed by all around,
and confirmatory evidence was derived from farther signs
and omens occurring at the moment. 1 It is probable how
ever that Philoraelus took care for the future to name
a new priestess, more favourable to his interest, and dis-

posed to deliver oracular answers under the new admini-
strators in the same manner as under the old.

1 Diodor. xvi. 25, 26, 27.
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Though so large a portion of the Grecian name had
thus declared war against the Phokians, yet none Battles of

at first appear to have made hostile movements,
phiiomeiu8

except the Lokrians, with whom Philomelus i^u'rlans
6

was fully competent to deal. He found himself hu success.

strong enough to overrun and plunder their territory,

engaging in some indecisive skirmishes. At first the Lok-
riaiis would not even give up the bodies of his slain soldiers

for burial, alleging that sacrilegious men were condemned

by the general custom of Greece to be cast out without

sepulture. Nor did they desist from their refusal until he
threatened retaliation towards the bodies of their own
slain. l So bitter was the exasperation arising out of this

deplorable war throughout the Hellenic world ! Even
against the Lokrians alone, however, Philomelus soon
found himself in want of money, for the payment of his

soldiers native Phokians as well as mercenary strangers.

Accordingly, while he still adhered to his pledge to respect
the temple property, he did not think himself precluded
from levying a forced contribution on the properties of his

enemies, the wealthy Delphian citizens; and his arms were
soon crowned with a brilliant success against the Lokrians,
in a battle fought near the Rocks called Phsedriades; a

craggy and difficult locality so close to Delphi, that the
Lokrians must evidently have been the aggressors, march-

ing up with a view to relieve the town. They were de-

feated with great loss, both in slain and in prisoners; sever-

al of them only escaping the spear of the enemy by casting
themselves to certain death down the precipitous cliffs. 2

This victory, while imparting courage to the Phokians,
proved the signal for fresh exertions among their

- mil i i j. c J.L. B -c - 356-355.
numerous enemies. 1 he loud complaints or the E
defeated Lokrians raised universal sympathy ; O f the The-

and the Thebans, now pressed by fear, as well ba
.

ns to

as animated by hatred, of the Phokians, put federacy
themselves at the head of the movement. Send- against the

ing round envoys to the Thessalians and the

other Amphiktyonic states, they invoked aid and urged the

necessity of mustering a common force "to assist the

god," tovindicate the judicial dignity of the Amphiktyonic
assembly, and to put down the sacrilegious Phokians. 3

1 Diodor. xvi. 25. * Diodor. xvi. 28. (Ji^iaaiAe^iov 8s

* Diodor. xvi. 23. td)v 'Ajjupiv/tuivouv TOY Jipo; <>iuy.e ;
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It appears that a special meeting of the assembly itself

was convened; probably at Thermopylae, since Delphi was
in possession of the enemy. Decided resolutions were here

taken to form an Amphiktyonic army of execution
;
accom-

panied by severe sentences of fine and other punishments,

against the Phokian leaders by name Philomelus and

Onomarchus, perhaps brothers, but at least joint command-

ers, together with others. l

The peril of the Phokians now became imminent.

B.C. 355-354. Their own unaided strength was nowise suf-

Danger of ficient to resist the confederacy about to arm in
the Pho- defence of the Amphiktyonic assembly; 2 nor
kians they , ,, ,* .,,*' A , -i 'A,

take part does it appear that either Athens or Sparta
of the had as yet given them anything more than
treasures j j. mi i i

of the promises and encouragement. Their only chance
temple, in of effective resistance lay in the levy of a large
a
r

merce-
pay

mercenary force; for which purpose neither their

nary force, own funds, nor any farther aid derivable from

private confiscation, could be made adequate. There
remained no other resource except to employ the treasures
and valuables in the Delphian temple, upon which accord-

ingly Philomelus now laid hands. He did so, however, as
his previous conduct evinced, with sincere reluctance,

probably with various professions at first of borrowing
only a given sum, destined to meet the actual emergency,
and intended to be repaid as soon as safety should be

provided for. 3 But whatever may have been his intentions

itoXefxov, noXX-j) upayV) xai SidoTaat? aid from Sparta (Xenoph. Hellen.

rjv xa9' 5Xr,v TTJV 'EXXdSa. Oi pi; vi. 1, 1).

7<ip expivav ftor^siv TCJJ &EUJ, xai too?
* Diodor. xvi. 30. fyvctyxAIUTO (Pbi-

<&toxei?, (i> iepoa'JXou?, xoXi^eiv oi lomelus) Toi? isp-.Tc dva9r,(xaaiv e*i-

Si Jtpot Tii)i
Ttuv <J>u>xeio fibrflmt; flaXeiv TO; yEipai; xai ouXav TO [iav-

dczexXivav. TSIOV. A similar proposition had
1 Diodor. xvi. 32. about Onomar- been started by the Corinthian

chus ToXXai; Yap xai ixefaXai; envoys in the congress at Sparta,
olxat? OTCO T<I>v *A|xtptx*u6 .tuv

fjv
xa- shortly before tlie Peloponnesian

To5j8txa3(xevo ojxoiiuc; TOK SXXotfj war; they suggested as one of their

4c. ways and means the borrowing
Onomarchus is denominated the from the treasures of Delphi aiid

colleague of Philomelus, cap. 31, Olympia, to be afterwards repaid
and his brother, cap. 61. (Thucyd. i. 121). Periklds made the

7 Even in 374 B.C., three years like proposition in the Athenian
before the battle of Leuktra, the assembly; "for purposes of sc-

1'hokians had been unable to defend curity," the property of the templps
themselves against Thebes \\ithout might be employed to defray the
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at the outset, all such reserves or limits, or obligations to

repay, were speedily forgotten in practice. When the

feeling which protected the fund was broken through, it

was as easy to take much as little, and the claimants

became more numerous and importunate; besides which,
the exigences of the war never ceased, and the implacable

repugnance raised by the spoliation amidst half of the

Grecian world, left to the Phokians no security except
under the protection of a continued mercenary force. 1

Nor were Philomelus and his successors satisfied without
also enriching their friends and adorning their wives or

iavourites.

Availing himself of the large resources of the temple,
Philomelas raised the pay of his troops to a B.C. 355-354.

sum half as large again as before, and issued Numerous

proclamations inviting new levies at the same "mp"^*"
68

rate. Through such tempting offers he was by the Pho-

speedily enabled to muster a force, horse and

cost of war, subject to the obliga-
tion of replacing the whole after-

wards (ypr;a2|xsvoy<; T 67tl ou>Tr,pia

i'-pr) xpfj
1
* 011 M eXaacto avtixaTajTrj-

oat itaXiv, Thucyd. ii. 13). After

the disaster before Syracuse, and

during the years of struggle in-

tervening before the close of the

war, the Athenians were driven by
financial distress to appropriate to

public purposes many of the rich

donatives in the Parthenon, which

they were never afterwards able to

replace. Of this abstraction, proof
is found in the Inscriptions pub-
lished by Boeckh, Corp. luscript.

No. 137-142, which contain the

official records of the successive

Boards of Treasurers of Athene.
It is stated in an instructive recent

Dissertation, by J. L. Ussing (De
Parthenone ejusque partibus Dispu-

tatio, p. 3. Copenhagen, 1849),

"Multfe in arce Athenarum inventre

sunt tabulae Qusestorum Minervce,
in quibus quotannis inscribebant,
quaenam vasa aurea aliseque res

pretiosa? in aede Minervse dedicata

extarent. Harum longe maxima

MM?"

pars ante Euclidem archontem

scripta e?t Nee tamen una
tabula templi dona continebat uni-

versa
,
sed separatim quoe in Pronao,

quse in Hecatompedo, quse in Par-
thenone (the part of the temple
specially so called), servabantur,
separatim suis quseque lapidibus

consignata erant. Singular! qua-
darn fortuna contigit, ut inde ab
anno 434 B.C. ad 407 B.C., tarn multa

fragmenta tabularum servata sint,
ut hos donorum catalogos aliqua-
tenus restituere possimus. In quo
etiam ad historian! illius temporis

pertinet, quod florentibus Athe-
narum rebus opes Dese semper
augeri, fractis autem bello Siculo,
inde ab anno 412 B.C., eas paulatim
deminui videmus. . .. TJrgentepe-
cunias inopia Atheniemes ad Beam
confugiebaut, etiam ante annum 406

B.C., pleraque Pronai donaablata
esse videmus. Proximis annis sine

dubio nee Hecatompedo necParthe-
noni pepercerunt; necmirum est,post

bellumPeloponnesiacum exantiquis
illis donis fere nulla comparere.'

7

1

Ttieopompus, Frag. 182, ed.
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ferocity of foot together, said to amount to 10,000 men;
defeaiTand chiefly, as we are told, men of peculiarly wicked
death of and reckless character, since no pious Greek
Philomelas. WQuld en}[si in such a service. With these he
attacked the Lokrians, who were however now assisted by
the Thebans from one side, and by the Thessalians with
their circumjacent allies from the other. Philomelus

gained successive advantages against both of them, and
conceived increased hopes from a reinforcement of 1500

Achaeans who came to him from Peloponnesus. The war
assumed a peculiarly ferocious character; for the Thebans, 1

confident in their superior force and chance of success,
even though the Delphian treasure was employed against
them, began by putting to death all their prisoners, as

sacrilegious men standing condemned by the Amphiktyonic
assembly. This so exasperated the troops of Philomelus,
that they constrained him to retaliate upon the Boeotian

prisoners. For some time such rigorous inflictions were
continued on both sides, until at length the Thebans felt

compelled to desist, and Philomelus followed their example.
The war lasted awhile with indecisive result, the Thebans
and their allies being greatly superior in number. But
presently Philomelus incautiously exposed himself to

attack in an unfavourable position, near the town of Neon,
amidst embarrassing woods and rocks. He was here de-

feated with severe loss, and his army dispersed; himself

receiving several wounds, and fighting with desperate
bravery, until fai'ther resistance became impossible. He then
tried to escape, but found himself driven to the brink of a

precipice, where he could only avoid the tortures of

captivity by leaping down and perishing. The remnant of

his vanquished army was rallied at some distance by
Onomarchus.2

The Thebans and their allies, instead of pressing the
B.C. 354-353. important victory recently gained over Philome-
Onomar- lus, seem to have supposed that the Phokians

ai'^Mh'e
61"

would now disperse or submitof'theirownaccord,

Didot; Athenic. xiii. p. 605, vi. p. ypovui xp-r,30vTi, TO-J TS TOTCOV

232; Ephorus, Frag. 155, ed. Didot
;

anavta TO-* TEpijyovTaxaTiayr.oovte;,
Diodor. xvi. C4. TIUV TS ^pr^i-nov TIOV i-i A).cc'ji?

1

Isokrates, Oral. v. (ad Philip- rEptTSv^joixivot TOU; ex TUJV iSiuiv

pum) s. 60. T>,tUTU)VTfi; 8i Kpo; Saitiviii;.

<t>u>xeocs ro).|j.ov i^veyxai (the The- * Diodor. xvi. 31; Pausan. x. 2, 1.

bans), tin TU>V -i TtiXeiov it 6X1741 The dates and duration of theso
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and accordinglyreturned home. Their remissness

gave time to Onomarchus to re-organize his

dispirited countrymen. Convening at Delphi a his power

general assembly of Phokians and allies, he jg^JJJl**
strenuously exhorted them to persevere in the naries.

projects, and avenge the death, of their late

general. He found however no inconsiderable amount of

opposition; for many of the Phokians noway prepared
for the struggle in which they now found themselves

embarked, and themselves ashamed of the spoliation of the

temple were anxious by some accommodation to put
themselves again within the pale of Hellenic religious senti-

ment. Onomarchus doubtless replied, and with too good
reason, that peace was unattainable upon any terms short of

absolute ruin; and that there was no course open except to

maintain their ground as they stood, by renewed efforts of

force. But even if the necessities of the case had been less im-

perative, he would have been able to overbear all opposition
of his own countrymen through the numerous mercenary
strangers, now in Phokis and present at the assembly
under the name of allies. ' In fact, so irresistible was his

ascendency by means of this large paid force under his

command, that both Demosthenes and ^Eschines 2 de-

nominate him (as well as his predecessor and his successor)
not general, but despot, of the Phokians. The soldiers

were not less anxious than Onomarchus to prosecute the

war, and to employ the yet unexhausted wealth of the

temple in every way conducive to ultimate success. In
this sense the assembly decreed, naming Onomarchus gen-
eral with full powers for carrying the decree into effect.

His energetic measures presently retrievedthePhokian
cause. Employing the temple funds still more Violent

profusely than Philomelus, he invited fresh sol- Qnomar-
8 f

diers from all quarters, and found himself after chus he

some time at the head of a larger army than ^ploys

before. The temple exhibited many donatives, treasures of

not only of gold and silver, but also of brass **
.gZ^*

and iron. While Onomarchus melted the pre- bribes

cious metals and coined them into money, he at ^."^
the

the same time turned the brass and iron into cities.

events are only known to us in a (xeta TU>V aufxfidxiov e
'

l? x^ 1
''*)

1
*

loose and superficial manner from ExxX^jisv, e[3o'j),E'iovTO nspi ~&u r.o-

the narrative of Diodorus. Xe[j.o'J.

1 Diodor. xvi. 32. Oi 6i OCUXEI;
2 JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 286. o

trivTjXQovstt AsX'fO'j; xal auvsXQoviec 41. TIJJV ev Cicoxsuji Tupavvtov, &c.
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arms; 1 so that he was enabled to equip both his

own soldiers disarmed in the recent defeat, and a class of

volunteers poorer than the ordinary self-armed mercenaries.

Besides paying soldiers, he scattered everywhere presents
or bribes to gain influential partisans in the cities favour-

able to his cause; probably Athens and Sparta first of all.

We are told that the Spartan king Archidamus, with his

wife Deinicha, were among the recipients; indeed the same

corrupt participation was imputed, by the statement of the

hostile minded Messenians, 2 to the Spartan Ephors and
Senate. Even among enemies, Onomarchus employed his

gold with effect, contriving thus to gain or neutralise a por-
tion of the Thessalians; among them the powerful despots
of Pherae, whom we afterwards find allied to him. Thus
was the great Delphian treasure turned to account in every
way: and the unscrupulous Phokian despot strengthened
his hands yet farther, by seizing such of his fellow-coun-

trymen as had been prominent in opposition to his views,

putting them to death, aud confiscating their property.
3

Through such combination of profuse allurement, cor-

B o 354 353
ruption, and violence, the tide began to turn

Success again in favour of the Phokians. Onomarchus
of Onomar- found himself shortly at the head of a formidable
chus he

army, with which he marched forth from
advances aa -*-*-.".. n , n -, i ji T i

far as Ther- Delphi, and subdued successively the Loknans
mopyhe-he O f Amphissa, the Epiknemidian Lokrians, and
invades ,, .

r
, ,

'
.

r
. c T\ TT

Boeotia is the neighbouring territory of Dons. He car-

fh
pU
T

ed by Tie^ k*s conquests even as far as the vicinity of

bans. Thermopylae; capturing Thronium, one of the
towns which commanded that important pass,

and reducing its inhabitants to slavery. It is probable that
he also took Niksea and Alponus two other valuable

positions near Thermopylae, which we know to have been

Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 661. which they had once stood (Plu-
8. 147. 4>a6XXo; 6 (tujxey; >)

TI? aXXo? tarch, De Pythise Oraculis, p. 400).

8yvasTT)<;, Ac. 2 Theopompus, Frag. 255, ed.
1
Diodor, xvi. 33. The numerous Didot; Pausauias, Hi. 10, 2; iv. 5, 1.

iron spits, dedicated by the cour- As Archidamus is said to have
tezanRhod6pis at Delphi,may prob- furnished fifteen talents privately
ably have been applied to this to Philomelus (Diodor. xvi. 24), he

military purpose. Herodotus (ii. may, perhaps, have received now
135) saw them at Delphi ;

in the repayment out of the temple prop-
time of Plutarch, the guide of the erty.

temple only showed the place in ' Diodor. xvi. 33.
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in the power of the Phokians until tne moment immediately

preceding their ruin since we find him henceforward
master of Thermopylae, and speedily opening his communi-
cations with Thessaly.

' Besides this extension of dominion
to the north and east of Phokis, Onomarchus also invaded
Boeotia. The Thebans, now deprived of their northern

allies, did not at first meet him in the field, so that he was
enabled to capture Orchomenus. But when he proceeded
to attack Chseroneia, they made an effective effort to relieve

the place. They brought out their forces, and defeated him,
in an action not very decisive, yet sufficient to constrain

him to return into Phokis.

Probably the Thebans were at this time much press-

ed, and prevented from acting effectively against B.C. 353-352.

the Phokians, by want of money. We know at The The-

least, that in the midst of the Phokian war they
* ****

hired out a force of 5000 hoplites commanded pammenes
by Pammenes, to Artabazus the revolted Phry- to assist

TT T> * -it. v_- u- Artabazus
gian satrap. Here Pammenes with his soldiers in Asia

acquired some renown, gaining two important
Minor,

victories over the Persians. 2 The Thebans, it would seem,

having no fleet and no maritime dependencies, were less

afraid of giving offence to the Great King than Athens
had been, when she interdicted Chares from aiding Arta-

bazus, and acquiesced in the unfavourable pacification
which terminated the Social War. How long Pammenes
and the Thebans remained in Asia, we are not informed.
But in spite of the victories gained by them, Artabazus
was not long able to maintain himself against the Persian

1 Diodor. xvi. 33. His account of Fals. Leg. p. 286. c. 41.

the operations of Onomarchus is, . . . . npsafki? rcpo? u^ai; (the Athe-
as usual, very meagre el? 8e TTJV nians) ^XQov ex OU>XEU>/, porjOsiv

itoXsjiiov ejifiocXibv, 6poviov (J.EV sxno- aurot? xeXsuovTE?, xai ETtayyeXXofASvoi

Xiopx^oa? e5T)v8ponto8laaTO,'A(x<piaj2t? itapaSibuEiv 'AXittovov xai 0p6'nov xal

8sxaTarXT,?a[AEv<K, TO? 8' ev Aiopisuai Nixatocv, Ta tibv irotpoSmv ttbv el

noXeii; TopBrjoo?, TTJV /ibpav auTd) 1

* IluXa; /tupta xupia.

tS^ioisv. In order to conquer Thronium,
That Thronium, with Alpdnus Onomarchus must have marched

and Nikaea, were the three places through and mastered the Epikne-
which commanded the pass of Ther- midian Lokrians; and though no

mopylee and that all the three were place except Thronium is specified
in possession of the Fhokians im- hy Diodorus, it seems plain that

mediately before they were con- Onomarchus cannot have conquered
quered by Philip of Macedon in Thronium alone.

346 BO., we know from .^Eschines,
* Diodor. xvi. 34.
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arms. Three years afterwards, we hear of him and his

brother-in-law Memnon as expelled from Asia, and as exiles

residing with Philip of Macedon. 1

While Pammenes was serving under Artabazus, the

B.C. 353. Athenian general Chares recaptured Sestos in

Conquest of the Hellespont, which appears to have revolted
Sestos by from Athens during the Social War. He treat-
Chares and i 1 1 !_ 01 i- -ii ii-

the Athe- ed the captive bestians with rigour; putting
mans. to death the men of military age, and selling the

remainder as slaves. 2 This was an important acquisition
for Athens, as a condition of security in the Chersonese
as well as of preponderance in the Hellespont.

Alarmed at the successes of Chares in the Hellespont,
the Thracian prince Kersobleptes now entered

Intrigues of j. -ii T> * A
Kerso- on an intrigue with Pammenes in Asia, and
bieptes with Philip of Macedon (who was on the coast

Athens he of Thrace, attacking Abdera and Maroneia), for
is com- the purpose of checking the progress of the
pelled to A xi TII -V
cede to her Athenian arms. Philip appears to have made a
his portion forward movement, and to have menaced the pos-
sonesl

iei~

sessions ofAthens in theChersonese; but his access
Athenian thither was forbidden by Amadokus, another

thither
8

,

8

^" prince of Thrace, master of the intermediate
well as to

territory, as well as by the presence of Chares
with his fleet off the Thracian coast, s

Apollo-
nides of Kardia was the agent of Kersobleptes; who how
ever finding his schemes abortive, and intimidated by the

presence of Chares, came to terms with Athens, and sur-

rendered to her the portion of the Chersonese which still

remained to him, with the exception of Kardia. The
Athenians sent to the Chersonese a farther detachment of

Kleruchs or out-settlers, for whom considerable room must
have been made as well by the depopulation of Sestos, as

by the recent cession from Kersobleptes.
4 It was in the

1 Diodor. xvi. 52. Weber's edition, whose note ought
'Diodor. xvi. 34. to be consulted). Demosthenes gays,
1
Polysenus, iv. 2, 22, seems to <J>iXt7titoo yap sU Mapibvsiov eX9ov-o;

belong to this juncture. Iit|X'{ie (Kersobleptes) irpo; a&tov
4 "We derive what is here stated 'A7toXXum5ir]v, nijTei; O'!K sxetvuj xat

from the comparison of two pas- riot|ji|AvEi xai si
fir; xpartuv trjs y^api^

sages, put together as well as the 'AjjidSoxo; awslits (tHXircjrtu (it)
iu-

uncertainty of their tenor admits, patvstv, o'jSsv 5v ^v ev (iiam itoXe^eiv

Diodor. xvi. 34, withDemosth. cont. ripoU tpfK Kotp5tavO'!>; ffirt
xai KEpso-

Aristokrat. p. 681. s. 219 (s. 183, in (Usiftr)v. Kat Utti TOUT' dXr
(9^ lifw
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ensuing year (352 B.C.) that the Athenians also despatched
a fresh batch of 2000 citizens as settlers to Samos, in ad-

dition to those who had been sent thither thirteen years
before. l

The mention of Philip as attacking Maroneia and men-

acing the Thracian Chersonese, shows the in- BiC 3 53_3r, 2i

defatigable activity of that prince and the steady Activity

enlargement of his power. In 358 B.C., he had
taken Amphipolis ;

before 355 B.C., he had cap-
tured Pydna and Potidaea, founded the new
town of Philippi, and opened for himself the

resource of the adjoining auriferous region; he
had established relations with Thessaly, assisting
the great family of the Aleuadae at Larissa in their

struggles against Lykophron and Peitholaus, the despots of

Pherse: 2 he had farther again chastised the interior tribes

and con-
S

g*s of"
Philip-he

of thens -

Xape -Y]-< XiprjTOi; iitiatoX^v.
The mention of PammenSs, as

being within reach of communica-
tion with Kersobleptes the men-
tion of Chare's as being at the Cher-

sonese ,
and sending home de-

spatchesand the notice of Philip
as being at Maroneia all conspire
to connect this passage with the

year 353-352 B.C., and with the facts

referred to that year by Diodor,
xvi. 34. There is an interval of five

years between the presence of Cha-

re's here alluded to, and the presence
of Chare's noticed before in the

same oration, p. 678. s. 206, imme-

diately after the successful expe-
dition to Euboea in 358 B.C. During
these five years, Kersobleptfis had
acted in a hostile manner towards
Athens in the neighbourhood of

the Chersonese (p. 680. a. 214), and

also towards the two rival Thracian

princes, friends of Athens. At the

same time Sestos had again re-

volted; the forces of Athens being

engaged in the Social War, from
358 to 255 B.C. In 353 B.C. Chare's

is at the Hellespont, recovers

Sestos, and again defeats the in-

trigues of Kersobleptes, who makes

cession to Athens of a portion of

territory which he still held in the

Chersonese. Diodorus ascribes this

cession of Kersoblept6s to the mo-
tive of aversion towards Philip and
goodwill towards the Athenians.

Possibly these may have been the

motivespretended by Kersobleptfis,
to whom a certain party at Athens

gave credit for more favourable

dispositions than the Demosthenic
oration against Aristokrates re-

cognisesas we may see from that

oration itself. But I rather ap-
prehend that Diodorus, in de-

scribing Kersoblept6s as hostile to

Philip, and friendly to Athens, has

applied to the year 353 B.C. a state

of relations which did not become
true until a later date, nearer to

the time when peace was made be-

tween Philip and the Athenians in

346 B.C.

1 Dionysius Hal. Judic. de Di-

narcho, p. 664
; Strabo, xiv. p. 638.

1 Diodor. xvi. 14. This passage
relates to the year 357-356 B.C., and

possibly Philip may have begun to

meddle in the Thessalian party-

disputes, even as early as that year ;

but his effective interference comes
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bordering on Macedonia, Thracians, Pseonians, and Illyri-

ans, who were never long at rest, and who had combined
to regain their independence.

1 It appears to have been
in 354-353 B.C., that he attacked Methone, the last remain-

ing possession of Athens on the Macedonian coast.

Situated on the Thermaic Gulf, Methone was doubtless a

convenient station for Athenian privateers to intercept

trading vessels, not merely to and from Macedonian ports,
but also from Olynthus and Potidaea; so that the Olyn-
thians, then in alliance with Philip against Athens, would
be glad to see it pass into his power, and may perhaps have
lent him their aid. He pressed the siege of the place with
his usual vigour, employing all the engines and means of

assault then known; while the besieged on their side were
not less resolute in the defence. They repelled his attacks

for so long a time, that news of the danger of the place
reached Athens, and ample time was afforded for sending
relief, had the Athenians been ready and vigorous in their

movement. But unfortunately they had not even now
learnt experience from the loss of Pydna and Potidaea.

Either the Etesian winds usual in summer, or the storms
of winter, both which circumstances were taken into ac-

count by Philip in adjusting the season of his enterprises
2

or (which is more probable) the aversion of the Athenian

respectable citizens to personal service on ship-board, and
their slackness even in pecuniary payment caused so much
delay in preparations, that the expedition sent out did
not reach Methone until too late. 3 The Methonaeans, hav-

ing gallantly held out until all their means were exhaust-

ed, were at length compelled to surrender. Diodorus
tells us that Philip granted terms so far lenient as to allow
them to depart with the clothes on their backs. 4 But this

two orthrec years later. See the gen-
*
Demosthenes, Philipp. i. p. 60

eral order of Philip's aggressions s. 40; Olynth. i. p. 11. s. 9.

indicated by Demosthenes, Olynth.
* Diodorus (xvi. 31-34) mentions

i. p. 12. s. 13. the capture of Meth6n6 by Philip
1 Diodor. xvi. 22. twice, in two successive years; first

'See a striking passage in De- in 354-353 B.C.
; again, more copious-

mosthenes, Philip, i. p. 48. s. 35. ly, in 353-352 B.C. In my judgement,
There was another place called Me- the earlier of the two dates is the
th6n the Thracian Meth&ne moreprobable. In353-352B.c.,Phi]ip
situated in the Chalkidic or Thra- carried on his war in Thrace, near
cian peninsula, near Olynthus and Abdera and Maroneia and also his

Apollonia of which we shall war against Onomarchus inThessa-
hear presently. ly ;

which transactions seem enougli
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cau hardly be accurate, since we know that there were
Athenian citizens among them sold as slaves, some ofwhom
were ransomed by Demosthenes with his own money.

Being now master of the last port possessed by Athens
in the Thermaic Gulf an acquisition of great 353.352

importance, which had never before 2
belonged Philip

to the Macedonian kings Philip was enabled to marches

extend his military operations to the neigh- sa j y against
bourhood of the Thracian Chersonese on the the despots

one side, and to that of Thermopylae on the

other. How he threatened the Chersonese, has been already
related; and his campaign in Thessaly was yet more import-
ant. That country was, as usual, torn by intestine dis-

putes. Lykophron the despot of Pherae possessed the

greatest sway; while the Aleuadae of Larissa, too weak to

contend against him with their own forces, invited assist-

ance from Philip ;
who entered Thessaly with a powerful

army. Such a reinforcement so completely altered the
balance of Thessalian power, that Lykophron in his turn
was compelled to entreat aid from Onomarchus and the
Phokians.

So strong were the Phokians now, that they were more
than a match for the Thebans with their other Great

hostile neighbours, and had means to spare for P wer of

combating Philip in Thessaly. As their force chusTand

to fill up the time. From the But it seems to me impossible that

language of Demosthenes (Olynth. Philip, who had no considerable
i. p. 12. s. 13), we see that Philip power at sea, can have taken Pa-
did not attack Thessaly until after gasse, before his wars in Thessaly,
the capture ofMeth&ne. Piodorus and before he had become master
as well as Strabo (vii. p. 330), and of Pherse, which events did not oc-

Justin (vii. 6) state that Philip was cur until one year or two years
wounded and lost the sight of one afterwards. Pagaste is the port of

eye in this siege. But this seems Pherse, and Lykophron the despot
to have happened afterwards, near of Pherse was still powerful and
the Thracian Meth6n6. unconquered. If, therefore, the

Compare Justin, vii. 6
; Polysenus, word intended by Diodorus be fla-

iv. 2,15. Under the year 354-353 B.C., Y" a < instead of nayon, I think

Diodorus mentions not only the the matter of fact asserted cannot

capture of Meth6ne by Philip, but be correct.

also the capture of Pagoe. flayis
' This fact is mentioned in the

08 ^ipu>3<xp.sv<K, T)vdYxaov unota- public vote of gratitude passed by

fijvat. Pagoe is unknown, anywhere the Athenian people to Demosthe-

near Macedonia and Thessaly. Wes- nes (Plutarch, Vitse X. Orat. p. 851).

seling and Mr. Clinton suppose
* Thucyd. vi.7. MeSibvrjvTjjv Jpopov

Pagasce in Thessaly to be meant. Maxsoovio, <&c.

VOL. XI. P
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the Pho- consisted of a large body of mercenaries, whom
kians ,, 3 f A.

plans of they were constrained for security to retain in pay
Athens and keep them employed beyond the borderwas a
Sparta tho . . , .

r
, -,

J TT ji J-T
Spartans point not undesirable. Hence they readily en-
contem- tered upon the Thessalian campaign. Atthismo-
platehostili- , j . ,-, T-
ties against mentthey counted,mthe comparative assessment
Megaio- of Hellenic forces, as an item of first-rate magni-

tude. They were hailed both by Athenians and

Spartans as the natural enemy and counterpoise of Thebes,
alike odious to both. While the Phokians maintained

their actual power, Athens could manage her foreign policy

abroad, and Sparta her designs in Peloponnesus, with di-

minished apprehensions of being counterworked by The-
bes. Both Athens and Sparta had at first supported the

Phokians against unjust persecution by Thebes and abuse
of Amphiktyonic jurisdiction, before the spoliation of the

Delphian temple was consummated or even anticipated.
And though, when that spoliation actually occurred, it was
doubtless viewed with reprobation among Athenians, ac-

customed to unlimited freedom of public discussion as

well as at Sparta, in so far as it became known amidst the

habitual secrecy of public affairs nevertheless political
interests so far prevailed ,

that the Phokians (perhaps in

part by aid of bribery) were still countenanced, though not

much assisted, as useful rivals to Thebes. l To restrain

"the Leuktric insolence of the Thebans," 2 and to see the

Boeotian towns Orchomenus, Thespiae, Plataea, restored to

their pristine autonomy, was an object of paramount desire

with each of the two ancient heads of Greece. So far both
Athens and Sparta felt in unison. But Sparta cherished

a farther hope in which Athens by no means concurred
to avail herself of the embarrassments of Thebes for the

purpose of breaking up Megalopolis and Messene
,
and re-

covering her former Peloponnesian dominion. These two

1 Such is the description of Athe- 9o"jaiv, oox 0X6710; ouS' dSixio; a>i-

nian feeling, as it then stood, given TOI; cpYt'opfot. *c.

by Demosthenes twenty-four years * Diodor. xvi. 58. BouXofizvo? ti
afterwards in the Oration De Co- Asyxtpixa <ppov^[/.aTa auoiiiXat :<!>'

rona, p. 230. 8. 21. BOUDTUJV, <&c., an expression used

Tou fap <J>umxo!i sustivTO; rcoXi- in reference to Philip a few years

aou, Tcpuitov p.:v O|AEI? o'jTio OtjxsijO:, afterwards, but more animated and

(09TE <I>u)XE3? (isv po'JXea9at atoBJjvai, emphatic than we usually find in

xatTttp o'l Sixaia itotouvta? opiime;, Dicdorus; who, perhaps, borrowed

0Tjpaiot? 6' 6-riouv fiv ttpTjo&TJvai ita- it from Tbeopompus.
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new Peloponnesian cities, erected by Epaminondas on the

frontier of Laconia, had been hitherto upheld against

Sparta by the certainty of Theban interference if they
were menaced. But so little did Thebes seem in a con-

dition to interfere, while Onomarchus andthePhokians were

triumphant in 353 352 B.C., that the Megalopolitans de-

spatched envoys toAthens to entreat protection and alliance,

while the Spartans on their side sent to oppose the petition.
It is on occasion of the political debates in Athens

during the years 354 and 353 B.C., that we first Fir8t ap_

have before us the Athenian Demosthenes, as pearance

adviser of his countrymen in the public assembly. gtheA's as

His first discourse of public advice was deliver- public

ed in 354 353 B.C., on an alarm of approach- f^Vhe
1

ing war with Persia; his second, in 353 352 Athenian

B.C., was intended to point out the policy prop-
a

er for Athens in dealing with the Spartan and Hegalo-
politan envoys.

A few words must here be said about this eminent

man, who forms the principal ornament of the
Parentage

declining Hellenic world. He was above twenty- and early

seven Years old : being born, according to what y uth f

j.i 111 j- j.
Demo-

Seems the most probable among contradictory sthenes

accounts, in 382-381 B.C. 1 His father, named ^a
f*th J_

also Demosthenes, was a citizen of considerable dishonesty

property, and of a character so unimpeachable of hi
?.

ii J TE\ i J.L- i i.- guardians.
that even -oiischmes says nothing against him

;

his mother Kleobule was one of the two daughters and co-

heiresses of a citizen named Grylon,
2 an Athenian exile,

1 The birth-year of Demosthenes In adopting the year Olymp. 99.

is matter of notorious controversy. 3 (the archonship ofEvander, 382-

No one of the statements respecting 381 B.C.), I agree with the conclusion
it rests upon evidence thoroughly of Mr. Clinton and of K. F. Herr-

convincing. mann
; differing from Dr. Thirlwall,

The question has been examined who prefers the previous year
with much care and ability both (Olymp. 99. 2) and from Bohnecke,
by Mr. Clinton (Fasti Hellen. Ap- who vindicates the year affirmed

pend. xx.) and by Dr. Thirlwall by Dionysius (Olymp. 99. 4).

(Histor. Gr. vol. v. Append, i. p. 485 Mr. Clinton fixes the first month
seq.); by Bohnecke (Forschungen, of Olymp. 99. 3, as the month in

p. 1-94) more copiously, but still which Demosthenes was born. This
with much instruction ; also by appears to me greater precision
K. F. Herrmann (De Anno Natali than the evidence warrants.

Demosthenis) and many other * Plutarch, Demosth. c. 4; ^Eschi-
critics. n6s adv. Ktesipb. p. 78. c. 67j
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who, having become rich as a proprietor of land and ex-

porter of corn in Bosphorus, sent his two daughters to

Athens; where, possessing handsome dowries, they mar-

ried two Athenian citizens Demochares and the elder

Demosthenes. The latter was a man of considerable

Demosth. cont. Aphob. B. p. -835.

According to JEschinfis, Gylon was

put on his trial for having betrayed

Nymphseum to the enemy, but not

appearing, was sentenced to death

in his absence, and became an exile.

He then went to Bosphorus (Pan-

tikapseum), obtained the favour of

the king (probably Satyrus see

Mr. Clinton's Appendix on the

kings of Bosphorus Fasti Helle-

nic. Append, xiii. p. 282), together
with the grant of a district called

Kepi, and married the daughter of

a rich man there
; by whom he had

two daughters. In after-days, he

sent these two daughters to Athens,
where one of them, Kleobuld, was
married to the elder Demosthenes.
.aEschines has probably exaggerated
the gravity of the sentence against

Gylon, who seems only to have
been fined. The guardians of De-
mosthenes assert no more than that

Gylon was fined, and died with

the fine unpaid, while Demosthenes
asserts that the fine teas paid.

Upon the facts here stated by
.ZEschines, a few explanatory re-

marks will be useful. Demosthenes

being born 382-381 B.C., this would

probably throw the birth of his

mother KleobulS to some period
near the close of the Peloponnesian

war, 405-404 B.C. We see, there-

fore, that the establishment of

Gylon in the kingdom of Bospho-
rus, and his nuptial connection

there formed, must have taken

place during the closing years of

the Peloponnesian war ; between 412

B.C. (the year after the Athenian ca-

tastrophe at Syracuse) and 405 B.C.

These were yeara of great mis-

fortune to Athens. After the dis-

aster at Syracuse, she could no

longer maintain ascendency over,
or grant protection to, a distant

tributary like Nymphaeum in the

Tauric Chersonese. It was there-

fore natural that the Athenian
citizens there settled, engaged
probably in the export trade of

corn to Athens, should seek se-

curity by making the best bargain

they could with the neighbouring
kings of Bosphorus. In this trans-

action Gylon seems to have stood

conspicuously forward, gaining
both favour and profit to himself.

And when, after the close of the

war, the corn trade again became
comparatively unimpeded, he was
in a situation to carry it on upon
a large and lucrative scale. Another

example of Greeks who gained

favour, held office, and made for-

tunes, under Satyrus in the Bos-

phorus, is given in the Oration

(xvii.) Trapezitica of Isokrates, s.

3, 14. Compare also the case of

Mantitheus the Athenian (Lysias
pro Mantitheo, Or. xvi. e. 4), who
was sent by his father to reside
with Satyrus for some time, before
the close of the Peloponnesian
war

; which shows that Satyrus was
at that time, when Nympbseum was

probably placed under his protec-

tion, in friendly relations with
Athens.
I may remark that the woman

whom Gylon married, though
jKschines calls her a Scythian
woman, may be supposed more

probably to have been the daughter
of some Greek (not an Athenian)
resident in Bosphorus.
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wealth, and carried on two distinct manufactories; one of

swords or knives
, employing thirty-two slaves the other,

of couches or beds, employing twenty. In the new sche-

dule of citizens and of taxable property, introduced in the

archonshipofNausinikus(378 B.C.), the elder Demosthenes
was enrolled among the richest class, the leaders of Sym-
mories. But he died about 375 B.C., leaving his son De-
mosthenes seven years old, with a younger daughter about
five years of age. The boy and his large paternal property
were confided to the care of three guardians named under
his father's will. These guardians though the father, in

hopes of ensuring their fidelity, had bequeathed to them
considerable legacies, away from his own son, and though
all of them were rich men as well as family connections
and friends administered the property with such negli-

gence and dishonesty, that only a sum comparatively small

was left, when they came to render account to their ward.
At the age of sixteen years complete, Demosthenes
attained his civil majority, and became entitled by the

Athenian law to the administration of his own property.
During his minority, his guardians had continued to enrol

him among the wealthiest class (as his father had ranked

before), and to pay the increased rate of direct taxation

chargeable upon that class; but the real sum handed over
to him by his guardians was too small to justify such a po-
sition. Though his father had died worth fourteen talents,
which would be diminished by the sums bequeathed as

legacies, but ought to have been increased in greater pro-

portion by the interest on the property for the ten years
of minority, had it been properly administered the sum
paid to young Demosthenes on his majority was less than
two talents, while the guardians not only gave in dishonest

accounts, but professed not to be able to produce the fa-

ther's will. After repeated complaints and remonstrances,
he brought a judicial action against one of them Apho-
bus, and obtained a verdict carrying damages to the amount
of ten talents. Payment however was still evaded by the
debtor. Five speeches remain delivered by Demosthenes,
three against Aphobus, two against Onetor, brother-in-law
of Aphobus. At the date of the latest oration, Demosthe-
nes had still received nothing; nor do we know how much
he ultimately realised, though it would seem that the dif-

ficulties thrown in his way were such as to compel him to
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forego the greater part of the claim. Nor is it certain

whether he ever brought the actions, of which he speaks
as intended, against the other two guardians Demophon
and Therippides.

l

Demosthenes received during his youth the ordinary
Youth of grammatical and rhetorical education of a

wealthy Athenian. Even as a boy, he is said

sickly "ana to have manifested extraordinary appetite and
feeble con- interest for rhetorical exercise. By earnest

want'o?"" entreaty, he prevailed on his tutors to conduct
physical ]jim to hear Kallistratus, one of the ablest

and^bo'diiy speakers in Athens, delivering an harangue in

vigour. the Dikastery on the matter of Oropus.
2 This

harangue, producing a profound impression upon Demo-

sthenes, stimulated his fondness for rhetorical studies.

Still more was the passion excited, when on attaining his

majority he found himself cheated of most of his paternal

property, and constrained to claim his rights by a suit at

law against his guardians. Being obliged, according to

Athenian practice, to plead his own cause personally, he
was made to feel keenly the helpless condition of an incom-

petent speaker, and the necessity of acquiring oratorical

power, not simply as an instrument of ambition, but even
as a means of individual defence and safety.

3 It appears

' Demosth. cont. Onetor. 11. p. be made out respecting this famous
880. xexo|ittJ|Aevov |XT]6' ottouv, xol trial

;
neither the date, nor the exact

tain' eQeXovTa icoiew UJAIV ay-rote, point in question, nor the manner
etTi TUJV 8eovTU)v ipouXeoSe tcpd-Teiv. in which Kallistratus was concerned
That he ultimately got much less in it nor who were his opponents.

than he was entitled to, appears Many conjectures have been pro-
from bis own statement in the posed, differing materially one from
oration against Meidias, p. 540. the other, and all uncertain.

See \Ves t ennann, De Litibus quas These conjectures are brought t o-

Deinostlienes oravit ipse, cap. i. p. gether and examined in Behdantz,
16, 16. Vitse Iphicratis, Chabri, et Ti-

Plutarch (Vit. X. Oratt. p. 844) mothei, p. 111-114.

says that be voluntarily refrained In the month of November, 361

from enforcing the judgement ob- B.C., Kallistratus was in exile at Me-
tained. I do not clearly understand thdnS on the Thermaic Gulf. He
what la meant by Jschin6s (cont. had been twice condemned to death

Ktesiph. p. 78), when he designates by the Athenians (Demosth. cont.

Demosthenes as -ca
natpijyi xaTafe- Polykl. p. 1221). But when these

XiTU>? nposjjisvoi;. condemnations took place, we do
1
Plutarch, Demosth. c. 6

; Vit. X. not know.
Orator, p. 844; Hermippus ap. Aul. Plutarch, Demosth. c. 4. Such
Cell. iii. 13. Nothing positive can a view of the necessity of a power
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also that he was, from childhood, of sickly constitution and
feeble muscular frame; so that partly from his own disin-

clination, partly from the solicitude of his mother, he took
little part either as boy or youth in the exercises of the

palsestra. His delicate clothing, and somewhat effeminate

habits, procured for him as a boy the nickname ofBatalus,
which remained attached to him most part of his life, and
which his enemies tried to connect with degrading impu-
tations. l Such comparative bodily disability probably
contributed to incite his thirst for mental and rhetorical

acquisitions, as the only road to celebrity open. But it at

the same time disqualified him from appropriating to him-
self the full range of a comprehensive Grecian education,
as conceived by Plato, Isokrates, and Aristotle; an educa-

tion applying alike to thought, word, and action com-

bining bodily strength, endurance, and fearlessness, with
an enlarged mental capacity and a power of making it felt

by speech. The disproportion between the physical energy,
and the mental force, of Demosthenes, beginning in child-

hood, is recorded and lamented in the inscription placed
on his statue after his death. 2

of public speaking is put forward

by Kallikles in the Gorgias of Plato,

p. 486, 511. C. 90, 142. TTJV pH)Topixf(
v

tT)v tv TOI 8ixaa-T)pi.oti; Siaotu^o'J-

aov, Ac. Compare Aristot. Rhetoric.

i. 1, 3. "Atoitov, tl t< otbjxatt (xsv

aioj(pof |J.T)
8'!>vaj9at porjftsiv

sauTif), Xoftu 8s, oux aljypor o |AaX-

The comparison of Aristotle is

instructive as to the point of view

of a free Greek. "If it be disgrace-

ful not to be able to protect your-
self by your bodily force, it is

equally so not to be able to pro-

tect yourself by your powers of

speaking; which is in a more pe-

culiar manner the privilege of man."

See also Tacitus, Dialog, de Orator.

c. 6.

1 Plutarch. Demosth. c. 4; JEschi-

nes cont. Timarch. p. 17, 18, c. 27,

with Scholia, DeFal.Leg. p. 41. c.

31. el yap TI? oou t xo}x'j<i TSOT

yXivloxia sEpixXibjA'vr,!; xai TOVJ^ (ia-

Xaxo'Js yiTuwaxoui;, sv 01? to r

J? xarcc

T(i)v cpiXu)-* XoY rJ'J? Ypa^st?, nspiEv^Y-

xa;, 8oir] S'K to< ^sipas TU>V 8ixaoT<I)v,

oijiai otv atjTO'j;, etTt? (ATJ itposiriuv

TaOta noi^iiisv, anopV]3i- etre yuvai-

xb; sits dvSpo? eD.T^'faaiv eaQ^TO.

Compare Tlisch. Fal. Leg. p. 45.

The foundation of the nickname
Batalus is not clear, and was dif-

ferently understood by different

persons; compare also Libanius,
Vita Demosth. p. 294, ap. Wester-

mann, Scriptores Biographic!. But
it can hardly have been a very dis-

creditable foundation, since De-
mosthenes takes the name to him-

self, De Corona, p. 289.

1
Plutarch, Demosth. c. 30.

yrsT
1

av 'EXX^vtov
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As a youth of eighteen years of age, Demosthenes

Training of found himself with a known and good family
Demo-

position at Athens, being ranked in the class of
sthenfis for r. , ... j T ?i j.v. c
a speaker richest citizens and liable to the performance
his nistruc- of liturgies and trierarchy as his father had been

isams before him'; yet with a real fortune very in-
piato his

adequate to the outlay expected from him

study
e

of embarrassed by a legal proceeding against
Thucydidgs. guardians wealthy as well as unscrupulous and
an object of dislike and annoyance from other wealthy
men, such as Meidias and his brother Thrasylochus,

2 friends

of those guardians. His family position gave him a good
introduction to public affairs, for which he proceeded to

train himself carefully ;
first as a writer of speeches for

others, next as a speaker in his own person. Plato and
Isokrates were both at this moment in full celebrity,
visited at Athens by pupils from every part of Greece ;

Isseus also, who had studied xinder Isokrates, was in great

reputation as a composer ofjudicial harangues for plaintiffs
or defendants in civil causes. Demosthenes put himself

under the teaching of Isseus (who is said to have assistedhim
in composing the speeches against his guardians), and also

profited largely by the discourse of Plato, of Isokrates, and
others. As an ardent aspirant he would seek instruction

from most of the best sources, theoretical as well as prac-
tical writers as well as lecturers. 3 But besides living

teachers, there was one of the past generation who con-

tributed largely to his improvement. He studied Thucy-
dides with indefatigable labour and attention; according
to one account, he copied the whole history eight times

over with his own hand; according to another, he learnt it

1 Position of DemosthenSs, na-rf,p tendered by Thrasylochus, who had

Tpiijpap^ixbi; ypuosot xpTjnlt, KOTOI just been put down for a trierarchy.

IKvSapov, Ac. (Lucian, Encomium If the exchange had been effected,
Demosth. vol. iii. p. 499, ed. Heitz.). Thrasylochus would have given the

1 See the account given by De- guardians a release. Demosthenes
mosthengg (cont. Meidiam, p. 539, could only avoid it by consenting
640) of the manner in which Meidias to incur the cost of the trierarcby
and Thrasylochus first began their 20 miuEe.

persecution of him, while the suit DemosthenSs both studied at-

against his guardians wasstill going tentively the dialogues, and heard
on. These guardians attempted to the discourse, of Plato (Cicero,

get rid of the suit by inducing Brutus, 31,121; Orator, 4,15; Plu-

Thrasylochus to force upon him an tarch, Vit. X. Orator, p. 844). Taci-

exchange of properties (Antidosis), tus, Dialog, de Orator, c. 32.
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all by heart, so as to be able to rewrite it from memory
when the manuscript was accidentally destroyed. Without

minutely criticising these details, we ascertain at least

that Thucydides was the object of his peculiar study and
imitation. How much the composition of Demosthenes
was fashioned by the reading of Thucydides reproducing
the daring, majestic and impressive phraseology, yet with-

out the overstrained brevity and involutions of that great
historian and contriving to blend with it a perspicuity
and grace not inferior to Lysias may be seen illustrated

in the elaborate criticism of the rhetor Dionysius.
*

While thus striking out for himself a bold and ori-

ginal style, Demosthenes had still greater diffi- indefati-

culties to overcome in regard to the external gable efforts

requisites of an orator. He was not endowed ?then60to

by nature, like ^Eschines. with a magnificent surmount
t-\ T\ j -J.L. j a e hls natural

voice; nor, like Demades, with a ready now ot defects as

vehement improvisation. His thoughts required
a speaker,

to be put together by careful preparation; his voice was
bad and even lisping his breath short his gesticulation

ungraceful; moreover he was overawed and embarrassed

by the manifestations of the multitude. Such an accumu-
lation of natural impediments were at least equal to those

of which Isokrates complains, as having debarred him all

his life from addressing the public assembly, and restrained

him to a select audience of friends or pupils. The energy
and success with which Demosthenes overcame his defects,
in such a manner as to satisfy a critical assembly like the

Athenian, is one of the most memorable circumstances in

the general history of self-education. Repeated humilia-

tion and repulse only spurred him on to fresh solitary
efforts for improvement. He corrected his defective

elocution by speaking with pebbles in his mouth
;
he pre-

pared himself to overcome the noise of the assembly by
declaiming in stormy weather on the sea-shore-ofPhalerum;
he opened his lungs by running, and extended his powers
of holding breath by pronouncing sentences in marching
up-hill; he sometimes passed two or three months without

interruption in a subterranean chamber, practising night
and day either in composition or declamation, and shaving
one-half of his head in order to disqualify himself from

1 Dionys. Hal. De Thucydide Judicium, p. 944; De Admirab. Vi.

Dicend. Demosthen. p. 982, 983.
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going abroad. After several trials without success before

the assembly, his courage was on the point of giving way,
when Eunomus and other old citizens reassured him by
comparing the matter of his speeches to those ofPerikles,
and exhorting him to persevere a little longer in the cor-

rection of his external defects. On another occasion, he
was pouring forth his disappointment to Satyrus the actor,

who undertook to explain to him the cause, desiring him
to repeat in his own way a speech out of Sophokles, which
he (Satyrus) proceeded to repeat after him, with suitable

accent and delivery. Demosthenes, profoundly struck

with the difference, began anew the task of self-improve-

ment; probably taking constant lessons from good models.
In his unremitting private practice, he devoted himself

especially to acquiring a graceful action, keeping watch
on all his movements while declaiming before a tall looking-
glass.

! After pertinacious efforts for several years, he
was rewarded at length with complete success. His

delivery became full of decision and vehemence, highly
popular with the general body of the assembly; though
some critics censured his modulation as artificial and out
of nature, and savouring of low stage-effect; while others,
in the same spirit, condemned his speeches as over-laboured
and smelling of the lamp.

2

1 These and other details are given fovevat sopdftax^ov, 6 8j OaXr,-
In Plutarch's Life of Demosthenes, ps'J; TO-J !|ifxTpo-( exsl-.v opxov OJJLOOCII

c. 4, 9. They depend upon good KOTE zpoc TOV STJJAC/V ujs?:ep evOou-
evidence

; for he cites Demetrius oiiovta. Again, c. 11. Toi; p.sv o'l>v

the Phalerean, who heard them itoXXoU uitoxpi'iojjijvo? rjpsaxi baujxo-
himself from Demosthenes in the OTU)?, oi 6s yjpievtES tarceivov
latter years of his life. The sub- rjyoimo xoi dfsvvt? no too TO
terranean chamber where Demo- Xd ojxa xat (xaXoxo v, <I>v xat AT)-

sthenSs practised was shown at (ir( Tpio; 6 <I>3tXj;p'i; sariv.

Athens even inthetime of Plutarch. This sentence is illustrated by a
Cicero (who also" refers to De- passage in Quintilian, i. 8.2. "Sit

metrius Phalereus), De Divinat. ii. autem in pritnis lectio virilis, et

46, 96. Libauius, Zosimus, and cum suavitate quadam gravis: et

Photius, give generally the same nou quidem prosae similis quia

statements, with some variations, carmen est, et se poetce canere tes-
1
Plutarch, Demosth. c. 9. 'Enit tantur non tnmen in canticum dis-

ToX|xav YS xal Oapso; oi XeyOevTe? On' soluta, nee plasmale (ut nunc a

aiToii Xoyc/t TIJJV Yp5?''*uJ'' (xaXXov plerisque fit) effeminata."

elyov ei TI 8ti nisTE'isiv 'EpatooSivti The meaning of plasma, in tho

xoti AT)(xr(Tpi(p :(}! (taXTjpei xol toT? technical language of rhetoricians

x(D;xiy.it;. 'Qv 'EpaTos^ivYjc |xtv 9r,triv contemporary with Quintilian,
OUTOV 4< TOI? Xoyoi; noXXay_ou 71- seems different from that which it
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So great was the importance assigned by Demosthenes
himself to these external means of effect, that he Value get
is said to have pronounced "Action" to be the by Demo-

first, second, and third requisite for an orator. * t '1

o
e

|* tion
If we grant this estimate to be correct, with in oratory,

reference to actual hearers we must recollect
j^

1 * mind

that his speeches are (not less truly than the thought!

history ofTnucydides) "an everlasting possession rhow ,
., J

.,
J T i / re j. formed.

rather than a display for momentary effect.

Even among his conteinporaries,the effect of the speeches,
when read apart from the speaker, was very powerful.
There were some who thought that their full excellence

could only be thus appreciated;* while to the after-world,
who know them only by reading, they have been and still

are the objects ofan admiration reaching its highest pitch in

the enthusiastic sentiment ofthe fastidious rhetorDionysius. 2

The action of Demosthenes consummate as it doubtless

was, and highly as he may himself have prized an accom-

plishment so laboriously earned produced its effect only
in conjunction with the matter of Demosthenes; his

thoughts, sentiments, words, and above all, his sagacity in

appreciating and advising on the actual situation. His

political wisdom, and his lofty patriotic ideal, are in truth

quite as remarkable as his oratory. By what training he
attained either the one or the other of these qualities, we
are unfortunately not permitted to know. Our informants
have little interest, in him except as a speaker; they tell

us neither what he learnt, nor from whom, nor by what

companions, or party-associates, his political point of view
was formed. But we shall hardly err in supposing that

bears in Dionysius, p. 1060-1061. But otcLv, which Plutarch cites from
whether Plutarch has exactly ren- Demetrius Phalereus, hardly suits

dered to us what Demetrius Phale- well with tcntsivov xoci <iyr/j.
reus said of Demosthengs whether 'Plutarch, Demosth. c. 11. Ai-

Demetrius spoke of the modulation jtcova 8i <p7)aiv "Epiitirrcoq, epioTT)-
of Demosthenes as being low and QjvTot rspl TUJV itdiXot prjtopiov xat

vulgar I cannot but doubt. jEschi- T<!>V xoB' oiUTiv, elrcstv, tu dxo'jcov

nes urges very different reproaches JASV av ti? eQaufiaasv exeivou? euxoa-

against him overmuch labour and (AUK xai fiiy^onpsirtl)? T<JJ O^JAIO

affectation, but combined with bit- StotXsyoixsvoo*;, ova f t VUXJXOJJIEV o i

terness and malignity (adv. Ktesaph. SE oi Ar](to<j 9 i vou XoYottoXv)
p. 77-86). He denounces the char-

T^J xotTotoxsufj xai 5uva|AEi Sta'pepouaiv.
ac<er of Demosthenes as low and 2 Dionys. Hal. De Adra. ViDicend.

vulgar but not^his oratorical de- Demosth. p. 1022, a very lemar-

livery. The expression iLvntp i-i'i'.'j- kable passage.
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his attentive meditation of Thucydides supplied him, not

merely with force and majesty of expression, but also

with that conception of Athens in her foretime which he is

perpetually impressing on his countrymen Athens at the

commencement of the Peloponnesian war, in days of

exuberant energy, and under the advice of her noblest

statesman.

In other respects, we are left in ignorance as to the

He becomes mental history of Demosthenes. Before he
first known

acquired reputation as a public adviser, he was

graphe^or already known as a logographer, or composer of
composer of discourses to be delivered either by speakers in
speeches for ,-, . v 11 r. TI- .1

speakers the public assembly or by litigants in the
and Dikastery; for which compositions he was paid.
litigants. a 1 i i- L A j.i TT i -i

according to usual practice at Athens. He had
also pleaded in person before the Dikastery; in support of

an accusation preferred by others against a law, proposed
by Leptines, for abrogating votes of immunity passed by
the city in favour of individuals, and restraining such

grants in future. Nothing is more remarkable, in this

speech against Leptines, than the intensity with which the

young speaker enforces on the people the necessity of

strict and faithful adherence to engagements, in spite of

great occasional inconvenience in so doing. It would

appear that he was in habitual association with some

wealthy youths among others, with Apollodorus son of
the wealthy banker Pasion whom he undertook to instruct

in the art of speaking. This we learn from the denuncia-
tions of his rival jEschines; 1 who accuses him of having
thus made his way into various wealthy families especially
where there was an orphan youth and a widowed mother

using unworthy artifices to defraud and ruin them. How
much truth there may be in such imputations, we cannot
tell. But JEschines was not unwarranted in applying to

his rival the obnoxious appellations of logographer and

sophist; appellations all the more disparaging, because
Demosthenes belonged to a trierarchic family, of the

highest class in point of wealth. 2

1
JEschinescont.Timarch.p.16, 24. a-<otvv), TOC itarpuia xaTaY s H'T<j>;

* .'K-ohinrH cont. Timarchum, p. rcposjAEvo;, Ac.

13, 17, 25. cont. Ktesiphont. p. 78. See also Demosthenes. De Fals.

npi 6s TT)v xi6' TjjAJpotv Siairav TI? Legal, p. 417 420.

esriv; 'Ex tpir,pap)roy XofGYpa'-pX Compare the shame of the rich
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It will be proper here to notice another contemporary
adviser, who stands in marked antithesis and Phokion

rivalry to Demosthenes. Phokion was a citizen ^e s

*"
"nd

of small means, son of a pestle-maker. Born rivalry with

about the year 402 B.C., he was about twenty fth'"jg_
years older than Demosthenes. At what pre- his char-

cise time his political importance commenced, actor and
i A i tit T Tj.ii L -position

we do not know; but he lived to the great age ot his hravery

84, and was a conspicuous man throughout the nd
.

in-

last half-century of his life. He becomes known
first as a military officer, having served in subordinate

command under Chabrias, to whom he was greatly attached,
at the battle of Naxos in 376 B.C. He was a man of

thorough personal bravery, and considerable talents for

command; of hardy and enduring temperament, insensible

to cold or fatigue; strictly simple in his habits, and above

all, superior to every kind of personal corruption. His
abstinence from plunder and peculation, when on naval

expeditions, formed an honourable contrast with other

Athenian admirals, and procured for him much esteem on
the part of the maritime allies. Hence probably his sur-

name of Phokion the Good. 1

I have already remarked how deep and strong was the

hold acquired on the Athenian people, by any Lastin

public man who once established for himself a hold ac-

character above suspicion on the score of per- 2]*8

ir

fn
i

te^
r

sonal corruption. Among Athenian politicians, grity on

but too many were not innocent on this point ;

*

f^^^g
moreover, even when a man was really innocent, Number of

there were often circumstances in his life which
j,

1

^*
11**

rendered more or less of doubt admissible against elected

him. Thus Demosthenes being known not 8eneral -

only as a person of somewhat costly habits, but also as fre-

quenting wealthy houses, and receiving money for speeches
composed or rhetoric communicated was sure to be ac-

cused, justly or unjustly, by his enemies, of having cheated
rich clients, and would never obtain unquestioned credit for

a high pecuniary independence, even in regard to the pub-
lic affairs; although he certainly was not corrupt, nor

youth Hippokrates, in the 'Platonic sophist (Plato, Protagor. p. 154 F,
dialogue called Protagoras, when 163 A, cap. 819).
the idea is broached that he is '

.SSlian, V. H. iii. 47 ; Plutarch,
about to visit Protagoras for the Phokion, c. 10; Cornelius Nepos :

purpose of becoming himself a Phokion, c. 1.
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generally believed to be corrupt at least during the period
which this volume embraces, down to the death of Philip.
But Phokion would receive neither money nor gifts from

any one was notoriously and obviously poor went bare-

footand without an uppergarment even in very cold weather
had only one female slave to attend on his wife; while

he had enjoyed commands sufficient to enrich him if he had
chosen. His personal incorruptibility thus stood forth

prominently to the public eye. Combined as it was with

bravery and fair generalship, it procured for him testimo-

nies of confidence greater than those accorded even to

Perikles. He was elected no less than forty-five times to

the annual office of Strategus or General of the city that

is, one of the Board of Ten so denominated, the greatest
executive function at Athens and elected too, without

having ever on any occasion solicited the office, or even
been present at the choice. 2 In all Athenian history ,

we
read of no similar multiplication of distinct appointments
and honours to the same individual.

According to the picture of Athens and her demo-

His manner cracy? as usually presented by historians, we are

of speaking taught to believe that the only road open to

brevity
8 honours or political influence, was, by a seduc-

contempt tive address, and by courting the people with
of oratory. gne Speeches, unworthy flattery, or unmeasured

promises. Those who take this view of the Athenian char-

acter, will find it difficult to explain the career of Phokion.
He was no orator from disdain rather than incompetence.

3

1 I introduce here this reser- eu opo-/ouvToc<; TOV Srjjxov, ?TI icXeisTO

vation as to time, not as meaning TOO Oioxicovo? dvTixpooovTO? OUTIIJ

to affirm the contrary with regard xai (xr,5ev E'IZOVTO; irtbrcoTe (iT)8e itpa-

to the period after Philip's death, avTO? Jtpo; yapiv, uiaicep dioOai
but as wishing to postpone for the TOO; Paoi/sic TOI? x6Xat ypTjaOoti

present the consideration of the (JLSTOC TO XSTCC y^ipix^ Goujp, ejrprjTo

later charges against Demosthenes outo; TOI<; (j.ev xo|x'^OTEpui<; xai tXa-

the receipt of money from Persia, poi? ev rcaiSiai; (xspEi 6ri(iOffu>foi<;j

and the abstraction from the s- ;
. Se TOI; ap/d; del vr^tpiov xai OTtoo-

treasures of Harpalus. I shall exam- 6a^u>v TOV aua-T)po-aTov xai <ppo-n-

ine these pointgat the propertime. piuTaTov exdXei TU>< icoXiTtuv xai
*
Plutarch, Phokion, c. 8. "Opio- JAOVOV rj jxaXXov TOI pcuX^aeotv oo-

XoyciTai yap, ?TI nim xai TEOiapa- TOU xai opjjiat; dvTiTaaoojiEvOv.

XOVT OTpaTTiyia? iXapev ouo' 5r:aS
* Tacit. Dialog, de Clar. Orator,

dp^atpiijioii; napaTUjribv, dXX' ditovTa c. 2. "Aper, communi eruditiono

|x*T3::(.7:o(xsvu)v ayTOv dei xai X EI P0- imbutus,contemnebat potiusliteras
TovotivTiuv, u>9Ti QaufxaCciv TO'j; oOx quam nesciebat."
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Besides receiving
a good education, he had profited by the

conversation of Plato as well as of Xenokrates, in the Aca-

demy; 1 and we are not surprised that in their school he
contracted a contempt for popular oratory, as well as a

love for brief, concentrated, pungent reply. Once when
about to speak in public, he was observed to be particu-

larly absorbed in thought. "You seem meditative, Pho-

kion," said a friend. "Ay, by Zeus," was the reply "I am
meditating whether I cannot in some way abridge the

speech which I am just about to address to the Athenians."
He knew so well, however, on what points to strike, that

his telling brevity, strengthened by the weight of character
and position, cut through the fine oratory ofDemosthenes
more effectively than any counter-oratory from men like

JEschines. Demosthenes himself greatly feared Phokion
as an opponent, and was heard to observe, on seeing him
rise to speak, "Here comes the cleaver of my harangues."

2

Polyeuktus himself an orator and a friend of Demosthe-
nes drew a distinction highly complimentary to Phokion,
by saying

" That Demosthenes was the finest orator, but
Phokion the most formidable in speech."

3 In public pol-

icy, in means of political effect
,
and in personal character

Phokion was the direct antithesis of Demosthenes; whose
warlike eloquence, unwarlike disposition,paid speech-writ-

ing, and delicate habits of life he doubtless alike de-

spised.
As Phokion had in his nature little of the professed

orator, so he had still less of the flatterer. He H -

f k
affected and sustained the character of a blunt ness his

"

soldier, who speaks out his full mind without contempt

suppression or ornament, careless whether it be Athenian

acceptable to hearers or not.* His estimate of people-ins
i ,, i i -1 i- 11 imperturba-
nis countrymen was thoroughlyand undisguisedly binty his

contemptuous. This is manifest in his whole repulsive
j- j . 11 11 manners.

proceedings; and appears especially in the

memorable remark ascribed to him, on an occasion when
1
Plutarch, Phokion, c. 4, 14. exaet reply of the tribune Subrius

*
Plutarch, Phokion, c. 5. rj TU>V Flavius, when examined as an ac-

epiuv XOYU)V xoni{ nopsoTiv. complice in the conspiracy against
'Plutarch. Phokion, c. 5. t'urstv Nero "Ipsaretuli verba: quia non,
8tt pi^Tiop (xev opioToc e*T) Arjfio- ut Seneca:, vulgata erant; nee mi-

o9evr;;, z'meiv 6i SeiviTotTO? 6 fl>to- nua nosci decebat sensus militaris

xitov. viri incomptos sed validos.'1

* So Tacitus, after reporting the
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something that he had said in the public assembly met
with peculiar applause. Turning round to a friend, he
asked "Have I not unconsciously said something bad?"
His manners, moreover, were surly and repulsive, though
his disposition is said to have been kind. He had learnt

in the Academy a sort of Spartan self- suppression and

rigour of life. l No one ever saw him either laughing, or

weeping, or bathing in the public baths.

If then Phokian attained the unparalleled honour of

being chosen forty-five times general, we may be
Phokion J

,, ,
J

.

and Eubu- sure that there were other means or reaching
jus

the it besides the arts of oratory and demagogy.leaders of -,. . ,
-, , .,,

J
. ,

& &J
the peace- W e may indeed ask with surprise, how it was
p^tyj possible for him to attain it, in the face of so many
presented repulsive circumstances, by the mere force of
thestrongiy bravery and honesty; especially as he never
predomi- < j AI i

nant senti- performed any superemment service,
2 though

ment at on various occasions he conducted himself with
credit and ability. The answer to this question

may be found in the fact, that Phokion, though not a
flatterer of the people, went decidedly along with the

capital weakness of the people. While despising their

judgement, he manifested no greater foresight, as to the

public interests and security of Athens, than they did.

The Athenian people had doubtless many infirmities and
committed many errors

;
but the worst error of all, during

the interval between 360-336 B.C., was their unconquerable
repugnance to the efforts, personal and pecuniary, required
for prosecuting a hearty war against Philip. Of this

aversion to a strenuous foreign policy, Phokion made
himself the champion;

3
addressing, in his own vein,

sarcastic taunts against those who called for action against

Philip, as if they were mere brawlers and cowards, watching
for opportunities to enrich themselves at the public expense.
Eubulus the orator was among the leading statesmen who
formed what maybe called the peace-party at Athens, and
who continually resisted or discouraged energetic warlike

efforts, striving to keep out of sight the idea of Philip as

1
Plutarch, Phokion, c. 4, 6. tegrity.

* Cornelius Nepos (Phokion, c. '
Plutarch, Phokion, c. 8. OJTIO

1) found in his authors no account 54 ou-Tact; iauiov sTtoXiTi'Jito u:v
of the military exploits of Phokion, dsi itpo? elp^<rt

v xal Tjsu^iav, &c.

but much about big personal in-
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a dangerous enemy. Of this peace -party, there were
doubtless some who acted corruptly, in the direct pay of

Philip. But many others of them, without any taint of

personal corruption, espoused the same policy merely
because they found it easier for the time to administer

the city under peace than under war because war was
burdensome and disagreeable, to themselves as well as to

their fellow-citizens and because they either did not, or
would not, look forward to the consequences of inaction.

Now it was a great advantage to this peace -party, who
wanted a military leader as partner to their civil and
rhetorical leaders, to strengthen themselves by a colleague
like Phokion; a man not only of unsuspected probity, but

peculiarly disinterested in advising peace, since his import-
ance would have been exalted by war. ' Moreover most of

the eminent military leaders had now come to love only
the license of war, and to disdain the details of the war-
office at home; while Phokion, 2 and he almost alone among
them, was content to stay at Athens, and keep up that
combination of civil with military efficiency which had
been formerly habitual. Hence he was sustained, by the

peace-party and by the aversion to warlike effort prevalent

among the public, in a sort of perpetuity of the strategic
functions, without any solicitation or care for personal
popularity on his own part.

The influence of Phokion as a public adviser, during
the period embraced in this volume, down to

the battle of Chaeroneia, was eminently mischie- Phokion
vous to Athens ; all the more mischievous, partly

mi
.

s -

(like that of Nikias) from the respectability of durlng^ne
his personal qualities partly because he es- ei sn of

poused and sanctioned the most dangerous thaYtime*

infirmity of the Athenian mind. His biographers
Athens

mislead our judgement by pointing our attention rfvaned
Ve

chiefly to the last twenty years of his long life,
ove

f
Mace-

after the battle of Chseroneia. At that time,
d

when the victorious military force of Macedonia had been
fully organized and that of Greece comparativelyprostrated,
it might be argued plausibly (I do not say decisively, even

then) that submission to Macedonia had become a fatal

necessity; and that attempts to resist could only end by
1
Plutarch, Phokion, c. 16. See Phokion.

the first repartee there ascribed to 5
Plutarch, Phokion. c. 7.

VOL. XI. G
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converting bad into worse. But the peace-policy of Phokion
which might be called prudence, after the accession of

Alexander was ruinously imprudent as well as dishonour-

able during the reign of Philip. The odds were all against

Philip in his early years; they shifted and became more
and more in his favour, only because his game was played
well, and that of his opponents badly. The superiority of

force was at first so much on the side of Athens, that if

she had been willing to employ it, she might have made
sure of keeping Philip at least within the limits of Mace-
donia. All depended upon her will; upon the question,
whether her citizens were prepared in their own minds to

incur the expense and fatigue of a vigorous foreign policy
whether they would handle their pikes, open their

purses, and forego the comforts of home, for the mainten-
ance of Grecian and Athenian liberty against a growing,
but not as yet irresistible, destroyer. To such a sacrifice

the Athenians could not bring themselves to submit; and
in consequence of that reluctance, they were driven in the

end to a much graver and more irreparable sacrifice the

loss of liberty, dignity, and security. Now it was precisely
at such a moment, and when such a question was pending,
that the influence of the peace-loving Phokion was most
ruinous. His anxiety that the citizens should be buried
at home in their own sepulchres his despair, mingled
with contempt, of his countrymen and their refined habits

his hatred of the orators who might profit by an increased

war-expenditure ' all contributed to make him discourage
public effort, and await passively the preponderance of the

Macedonian arms; thus playing the game of Philip, and

siding, though himself incorruptible, with the orators in

Philip's pay.
The love of peace, either in a community, or in an

Change in individual, usually commands sympathy without
the military farther inquiry, though there are times of grow-
spirit of j r *

-,1 L i i_ ii j
Greece ing danger irom without, in which the adviser
since the Of peace is the worst guide that can be followed.

ne8ianw*ar. Since the Peloponnesian war, a revolution had
Decline of been silently going on in Greece, whereby the
the citizen . ,. ~ /,.

&
, P , , , /

soldiership: duties or soldiership hadpassed to a great degree
increased from citizen militia into the hands of paid mer-

nfercenary cenaries. The resident citizens generally had
1 See the replies of Phokion in Plutarch, Phokion, c. 23.
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become averse to the burthen of military ser- troops.

vice; while on the other hand the miscellane- ^"wlVn
ous aggregate of Greeks willing to carry arms the Pen-

anywhere and looking merely for pay, had great- "^De^o-
ly augmented. Very differently had the case sthenic

once stood. The Athenian citizen of 432 B.C.
citizen -

by concurrent testimony of the eulogist Perikles and of

the unfriendly Corinthians was ever ready to brave the

danger, fatigue, and privation, of foreign expeditions, for

the glory of Athens. "He accounted it holiday work to

do duty in her service (it is an enemy who speaks ') ;
he

wasted his body for her as though it had been the body of

another." Embracing with passion the idea of imperial
Athens, he knew that she could only be upheld by the

energetic efforts of her individual citizens, and that the

talk in her public assemblies, though useful as a prelimi-

nary to action, was mischievous if allowed as a substitute

for action. 2 Such was the Periklean Athenian of 431 B.C.

But this energy had been crushed in the disasters closing
the Peloponnesian war, and had never again revived. The
Demosthenic Athenian of 360 B.C. had as it were grown

1 I have more than once referred Xaooujtv eXd^isTot T u> v 6 rc a p-

to the memorable picture of the ^ovrtov, 8ta TO dsl xTaaQai xai

Athenian character, in contrast H^T* 4opTT)v aXXo TiT)Y ' ff 9ai
with the Spartan, drawn by the

rj TO TO BSONTSI npatitxi, ?U|x<po-

Corinthian envoy at Sparta in 432
pdtv TC o>jjr jjouov rjou^lav djipaf(jiova

B.C. (Thucyd. i. 70, 71). Among fj do^oXtav ETilnovov, &c.

the many attributes indicative of To the same purpose Petiklfis

exuberant energy and activity, I expresses himself in his funeral

select those which were most re- oration of the ensuing year; ex-

quired, and most found wanting, tolling the vigour and courage of

as the means of keeping back his countrymen, as alike forward

Philip. and indefatigable yet as com-
1. Ilapd 6'Jvafj.iv ToX(ir,Tai, xal bined also with a love of public

irotpot YVIOJATJV xivSoveutai, xal e~i discussion, and a taste for all the

TOI? 8eivot<; eusXisiSes. refinements of peaceful and in-

2. "Aoxvot irpoi; Ojta? (AsXXrjTac, tellectual life (Thucyd. ii. 40, 41).

xal a it 06 7]|AY]Tal jt pot ev8j)[xo-
* Thucyd. ii. 40,41.43. TTJ<; ito-

TTOU? (in opposition to you, Xeto; Sovajitv xa8' Tjjispav ?pf(jj flsu>(jLe-

Spartans). -<oo xal epotsTo Y lTv t
JL ^vt>o<: OUT?]?,

3. To it (X8V atufxaotv aXXo- xal ?Tav OjxTv (XsyiiXig SoEij eivai, ev-

TptU>TOTOl J)tSp T>) ItoXsiO? Ou(AOU[X^OU5 5ri TOX(1I)-JTE? Xat

^pI)vTai, T^ pu)
l
jll9 8j oiXitoTaT^) YIYVUJSXOVTS? Ta SsovTa xal ev TOIC

5 TO itpasostv TI OKEp ouxy;?, Ac. IpYoi? alo^uvopisvot ovSpsi; aiTa
4. Kal TauTot (ASTa novcov exT^sa-^TO, Ac.

itdvTa xal xtvS'ivtov 8t' oXou Compare ii. 63 the last speech
1'i'i '.uvo ; JAO f 9oii <ji, xal a n- o of PeriklSs.

n 2
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old. Pugnacity, Pan-hellenic championship, and the love

of enterprise, had died within him. He was a quiet, home-

keeping, refined citizen, attached to the democratic con-

stitution, and executing with cheerful pride his ordinary
city-duties under it; but immersed in industrial or pro-
fessional pursuits, in domestic comforts, in the impressive
manifestations of the public religion, in the atmosphere of

discussion and thought, intellectual as well as political.
To renounce all this for foreign and continued military
service, he considered as a hardship not to be endured, ex-

cept under the pressure of danger near and immediate.

Precautionary exigences against distant perils, however

real, could not be brought home to his feelings; even to

pay others for serving in his place, was a duty which he
could scarcely be induced to perform.

Not merely in Athens, but also among the Pelopon-
Deciine of nesian allies of Sparta, the resident citizens had
military contracted the like indisposition to militaryreadiness . T ., j.i_ T i
also among service. In the year 431 B.C., these Peloponne-
tbe Peio- sians (here too we have the concurrent testimony
ames

eS

of of Perikles and Archidamus *) had been forward
Sparta. for service with their persons, and only back-

ward when asked for money. In 383 B.C., Sparta found
them so reluctant to join her standard, especially for oper-
ations beyond sea, that she was forced to admit into her

confederacy the principle of pecuniary commutation; 2
just

as Athens had done (about 460-450 B.C.) with the unwar
like islanders enrolled in her confederacy of Delos. 3

Amidst this increasing indisposition to citizen military

Muiti lica-
BeTVlce

>
*ne floating, miscellaneous, bands who

tion of met- made soldiership a livelihood under any one who
cenary sol- Would pay them, increased in number from year
mischiev- to year. In 402-401 B.C., when the Cyreian army
ou3 conse-

(the Ten Thousand Greeks) were levied, it had

necessity of been found difficult to bring so many together;
providing large premiums were given to the chiefs or en-

listing agents; the recruits consisted, in great
part, of settled men tempted by lucrative promises away
from their homes. 4 But active men ready for paid foreign

1 Thucyd. i. 80, 81, 141. Mnasippus to Korkyra (Xenopb
1 Xenoph. Hellen. v. 2, 21. The Hellen. vi. 2, 16).

allied cities furnished money in- ' Thucyd. i. 99.

stead of men in the expedition of Isokratfis, Orat. (v. Phi'lipp.) a.
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service were perpetually multiplying, from poverty, exile, or

love ofenterprise ;

' they wereput under constant training and

greatly improved, by Iphikrates and others, as peltasts or

light infantry to serve in conjunction with the citizen force

of hoplites. Jason of Pherse brought together a greater
and better trained mercenary force than had ever been seen
since the Cyreians in their upward march; 2 the Phokians
also in the Sacred War, having command over the Delphian
treasures, surrounded themselves with a formidable array
of mercenary soldiers. There arose (as in the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries in modern Europe) Condottieri
like Charidemus and others generals having mercenary
bands under their command, and hiring themselves out to

any prince or potentate who would employ and pay them.
Of these armed rovers poor, brave, desperate, and held

by no civic ties Isokrates makes repeated complaint, as

one of the most serious misfortunes of Greece. 3 Such

wanderers, indeed, usually formed the natural emigrants in

112 ev exeivoti; Si tots ypo-
votc oix ^v evixov ouSsv, OJUT' ovocy-

xat6|Av<H SsvoXoysTv ex TU>V TtoXeuw,

rcXsov dvi^Xiaxov st? Ttx? 8i8o|J.sva<; toi<

ooXXeYoujt iStopsa?, rj TTJV eU Toix;

atpaTiiutot? (jLiaflotpopdv.

About the liberal rewards of

Cyrus to the generals Klearchus,
Proxenus, and others, for getting

together the army, and to the sol-

diers themselves also, see Xenoph.
Anabas. i. 1, 9; i. 3, 4; iii. 1, 4;
vi. 8, 48.

1 See the mention of the merce-

nary Greeks in the service of the

satrapess Mania in yKolis of the

satraps Tissaphernes and Pharna-

bazus, and of the Spartan Agesilaus
of Iphikrates and others, Xenoph.

Hellen. iii. 1, 13; iii. 3, 15; iv. 2,

5 ; iy. 3, 16
;
iv. 4, 14

;
iv. 8, 35

;
vii.

6, 10.

Compare Harpokration Ssvtxov

sv KopivQiu and Demosthenes, Phi-

lipp. i. p. 46.

* Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 1, 5.
"
Isokrates pours forth this com-

plaint in many places: in the fourth
or Panegyrical Oration (B.C. 380) ;

in

the eighth or Oratio de Pace (356

B.C.); in the fifth or Oratio ad Phi-

lippum (346 B.C.). The latest of

these discourses is delivered in the

strongest language. See Orat. Pane-

gyr. s. 195. TO'!)? 8' ETC! evr)<; [AETOC

itaiSujv xal YWSIXIUV dXaaQai, jroX-

Xou 8s 81' evSiiov tdbv xo9' i)(Aepav

eittxoupsiv (t. e. to become an eiti-

xoupos, or paid soldier in foreign

service) dvaYxci^O|jiEvou4 unep twv

E^Qpibv TCHC tpiXote |xa)rO|jLSvou<; oito-

9vT|3xeiv. See also Orat. de Pace

(viii.) s. 53, 56, 58, Orat. ad Philipp.

(V.) 8. 112. OUTU> Y"P ^XSl T " T^
'EXXi8oi;, OUSTS paov i/at oujT^oai

OTpaTOItsSoV (ASt^OV XOl XpSlTTOV EX

T(I)V JcXovO)jJLSVU)V ?! TU)V 5toXtTUO(A-

vtov,&c also s. 142, 149
; Orat.

de Permutat. (xv.) s. 122. ev TOI?

otpoiTOTtESoii; TOI? rcXavu)(AEvot<; xaTa-

TTpi(ji|ASvO(;, &c. A melancholy pic-
ture of the like evils is also pre-
sented in the ninth Epistle of Iso-

krates, to Archidamus, s. 9, 12.

Compare Demosth. cont. Aristo-

krat. p. 665. s. 162.

For an example of a disappointed
lover who seeks distraction by

taking foreign military service, eee

Theokritus, xiv. 58.
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new colonial enterprises. But it so happened that few
Hellenic colonies were formed during the interval between
400-350 B.C.; in fact, the space open to Hellenic coloniza-

tion was becoming more circumscribed by the peace ofAn-
talkidas by the despotism of Dionysius and by the in-

crease of Lucanians, Bruttians, and the inland powers
generally. Isokrates, while extolling the great service

formerly rendered to the Hellenic world by Athens, in set-

ting on foot the Ionic emigration, and thus providing new
homes for so many unsettled Greeks insists on the abso-

lute necessity of similar means of emigration in his own
day. He urges on Philip to put himself at the head of an
Hellenic conquest of Asia Minor, and thus to acquire ter-

titory which might furnish settlement to the multitudes of

homeless, roving, exiles, who lived by the sword, and
disturbed the peace of Greece. 1

This decline of the citizen militia, and growing aversion

D . to personal service, or military exercises to-

tion of the gether with the contemporaneous increase of
Grecian the professional soldiery unmoved by civic
military ,,. A

, . . * j.i_ - i c L c J.L.

force oc- obligations is one of the capital facts or the
curred at Demosthenic age. Though not peculiar to
the same . , , -j_ , -i , -i i , A ii
time with Athens, it strikes us more iorcibly at Athens,
the great where the spirit of self-imposed individual effort

ment of the had once been so high wrought but where also
Macedonian the charm and stimulus 2 of peaceful existence

was most diversified, and the activity of in-

dustrial pursuit most continuous. It was a fatal severance
of the active force of society from political freedom and

intelligence; breaking up that many- sided combination, of

cultivated thought with vigorous deed, which formed the
Hellenic ideal and throwing the defence of Greece upon

1 Isokrates ad Philipp. (v.) 8. 142- XTJSIV ij tot; pappdpon, Ac.

144. icpo'8i TOUTOI? XTIOOU TtoXet?
*
Thucyd. ii. 41 (the funeral har-

itci TOUTIJI Ttji TOitip, xai xa-roixioov angue of Perikles) ovsX(bv ts

TOO? vuv |xiv nXavu)(i4vou<; 81 ivSstotv XeYcu tr^ TS itoXtv Ttaoav TJJ? 'EXXdt-

TU>V xa9' r)(jLtpav
xal Xu|xaivo|AevoiK 8o itai8uotv stvai, xat xa6' sxaoTO-<

oTc iv ivTu^iuotv. 05 t\
JA>)

1:0690- 8oxsiv av (AOI TOV OUTOV ov8pa itap'

(i*v o9poiCo(jLtvou?, ptov ootoT ixavov rjjAtbv eiri i:XetaT' fiv elSr) xoi (jiSTa

rcopioavTts, Xi^aouaiv T)[xo TOOOOTOV /oiptTtuv [xaXiat' v *uTpa7:sXun TO

Yv6|xevoi TO uX^9o, ujati |XTjSiv ^T- o(I)(j. auTapxs; Ttapiyssflai.
ttvai ofiiooc Toi"tX-
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armed men looking up only to their general or their pay-
master. But what made it irreparably fatal, was that just
at this moment the Grecian world was thrown upon its

defence against Macedonia led by a young prince of inde-

fatigable enterprise; who had imbibed, and was capable
even of improving, the best ideas of military organization

1

started by Epaminondas and Iphikrates. Philip (as de-

scribed by his enemy Demosthenes) possessed all that for-

ward and unconquerable love of action which the Athenians
had manifested in 431 B.C., as we know from enemies as

well as from friends; while the Macedonian population also

retained, amidst rudeness and poverty, that military apti-
tude and readiness which had dwindled away within the

\valls of the Grecian cities.

Though as yet neither disciplined nor formidable, they
were an excellent raw material for soldiers, in Budeness
the hands of an organising genius like Philip,

and

They were still (as their predecessors had been ^eulce-
in the time of the first Perdikkas, 2 when the donians

king's wife baked cakes with her own hand on ^^^
the hearth), mountain shepherds ill-clothed and for

ill-housed eating and drinking from wooden *

jg^ShTp
platters and cups destitute to a great degree, genius Of

not merely of cities, but of fixed residences. 3 PhlllP-

1 The remarkable organization of "This poor condition of the

the Macedonian army, with its Macedonian population at the ac-

systematic combination of different cession of Philip, is set forth in

arms and sorts of troops, was the the striking speech made thirty-six
work of Philip. Alexander found years afterwards by Alexander the

it ready made to his hands, in the Great (in 323 B.C., a few months

very first months of his reign. It before his death) to his soldiers,

must doubtless have been gradually satiated with conquest and plunder,

we are left without any informa- xai ditopouc, sv SupQIpotn; too;

tion about the military measures Xoo; vJfiO^-ai; ova TOC oprj upopata
of Philip, beyond bare facts and XSTOC 6X175, xai itspi TOOTU>V xaxoj?

results. Accordingly I am com- (x9y_o[AJvou? 'IXXuptoii; xai TpipaXXoT?
veiled to postpone what is to be xai TOI? ojjiopot? 9pv., xXa|Ao8aq (jisv

said about the Macedonian mili-
OjjLtv av-i TU>V Si'^Qipuiv^opsiv ISioxi,

tary organization until the reign xatTj7aY 8s sx Tbv 6p<I)v s ti te-

of Alexander, about whose opera- 817, &c.

tions we have valuable details. Other points are added in the
* Herodot. viii. 137. version given by Quintus Curtius
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The men of substance were armed with breastplates and
made good cavalry; but the infantry were a rabble destitute

of order, l armed with wicker shields and rusty swords, and

contending at disadvantage, though constantly kept on the

alert, to repel the inroads of their Illyrian or Thracian

neighbours. Among some Macedonian tribes, the man who
had never slain an enemy was marked by a degrading
badge. 2 These were the men whom Philip on becoming
king found under his rule; not good soldiers, but excellent

recruits to be formed into soldiers. Poverty, endurance,
and bodies inured to toil, were the natural attributes, well

appreciated by ancient politicians, of a military population
destined to make conquests. Such had been the native

Persians, at their first outburst under Cyrus the Great ;

such were even the Greeks at the invasion of Xerxes, when
the Spartan king Demaratus reckoned poverty both as an
inmate of Greece, and as a guarantee of Grecian courage.

3

Now it was against these rude Macedonians, to whom
camp-life presented chances of plunder without any sacrifice,
that the industrious and refined Athenian citizen had to

go forth and fight,renouncing his trade, family, and festivals;

a task the more severe, as the perpetual aggressions and

systematised warfare of his new enemies could be counter-

vailed only by an equal continuity of effort on his part. For
such personal devotion, combined with the anxieties of pre-
ventive vigilance, the Athenians of the Periklean age
would have been prepared, but those of the Demo-
sthenic age were not; though their whole freedom and

security were in the end found to be at stake.

"Without this brief sketch of the great military change
in Greece since the Peloponnesian war the decline of the

of the same speech (x. 10) "En thus (Hellen. v. 2, 40).

tandem 1 Illyriorum paulo ante et That the infantry were of little

Persarura tributariis, Asia et tot military efficiency, we see from the

gentium spolia fastidio sunt. Modo judgement of Brasidas Thucyd.
sub Philippo seminudis, amicula iv. 126: compare also ii. 100.

ex purpura sordent: aurum et ar- See O. Muller's short tract on the

gentum oculi ferre non possunt; Macedonians, annexed to his His-

lignea enim vasa desiderant, et ex tory of the Dorians, s. 33.

cratibus scuta et rubiginem gla-
* Aristot. Polit. vii. 2, 6.

diorum." ' Herodot. vii. 102. -eg "EXXdoi
1 Thucydides (ii. 100) recognises itevir, jiev oUi XOTS o6vTpo?6; tffti, Ac.

the goodness of the Macedonian About the Persians, Herodot. i.

cavalry; so also Xenophon, in the 71; Arrian, v. 4, 13.

Spartan expedition against Olyn-
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citizen force and the increase of mercenaries the reader

would scarcely understand either the proceedings ofAthens
in reference to Philip, or the career of Demosthenes on
which we are now about to enter.

Having by assidous labour acquired for himself these

high powers both of speech and of composition, Firgt
Demosthenes stood forward in 354 B.C. to devote Hamentary
them to the service of the public. His first ^

a
e

r

^
gueof

address to the assembly is not less interesting, 8tben6s

objectively, as a memorial of the actual Hellenic on the sym -

{... .
J '

, , .
, , . ,, , . ,. , mories

political world in that year than subjectively, alarm felt

as an evidence of his own manner of appreciating
about

its exigences.
l At that moment, the predominant

apprehension at Athens arose from reports respecting the
Great King, who was said to be contemplating measures of

hostility against Greece, and against Athens in particular,
in consequence of the aid recently lent by the Athenian

Sjneral
Chares to the revolted Persian satrap Artabazus.

y this apprehension which had already, in part, deter-

mined the Athenians (a year before) to make peace with
their revolted insular allies, and close the Social AVar the

public mind still continued agitated. A Persian armament
of 300 sail, with a large force of Grecian mercenaries and
an invasion of Greece was talked of as probable. 2 It

appears that Mausolus, prince or satrap of Karia, who had
been the principal agent in inflaming the Social War, still

prosecuted hostilities against the islands even after the

peace, announcing that he acted in execution of the

king's designs; so that the Athenians sent envoys to re-

monstrate with him. 3 The Persians seem also to have
been collecting inland forces, which were employed some

years afterwards in reconquering Egypt, but of which the

1 The oration De Symmoriis is way in which DemosthenSs argues,
placed by Dionysius of Halikar- in the Oration De Symmoriis (p. 187.

missus in the arclionsliip of Dio- s. 40-42), as to the relations of the

timus, 364-353 B.C. (Dionys. Hal. ad Thebans with Persia will gee that

Ammseum,p.724). And it is plainly he cannot have known anything
composed prior to the expedition about assistance given by the The-
gent by the Thebans under Pam- bans to Artabazus against Persia.

mer.es to assist the revolted Arta- 2 Diodor. xvi. 21.

bazus against the Great King ;
which * Demosthenes cont. Timokratem.

expedition is placed by Diodorus s. 15: see also the second Argument
(xvi. 34) in the ensuing year 353- prefixed to that Oration.

62 B.C. Whoever will examine the
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destination was not at this moment declared. Hence the

alarm now prevalent at Athens. It is material to note
as a mark in the tide of events that few persons as yet
entertained apprehensions about Philip of Macedon, though
that prince was augmenting steadily his military force as

well as his conquests. Nay, Philip afterwards asserted, that

during this alarm of Persian invasion, he was himself one
of the parties invited to assist in the defence of Greece. 1

Though the Macedonian power had not yet become

obviously formidable, we trace in the present speech of

Demosthenes that same Pan-hellenic patriotism which after-

wards rendered him so strenuous in blowing the trumpet
against Philip. The obligation incumbent upon all Greeks,
but upon Athens especially, on account of her traditions

and her station, to uphold Hellenic liberty against the

foreigner at all cost, is insisted on with an emphasis and

dignity worthy of Perikles. 2 But while Demosthenes thus

impresses upon his countrymen noble and Pan-hellenic

purposes, he does not rest content with eloquent declama-

tion, or negative criticism on the past. His recommendations
as to means are positive and explicit; implying an attentive

survey and a sagacious appreciation of the surrounding
circumstances. While keeping before his countrymen a
favourable view of their position, he never promises them
success except on condition of earnest and persevering in-

dividual efforts, with arms and with money. He exhausts
all his invention in the unpopular task of shaming them,
by direct reproach as well as by oblique insinuation, out of

that aversion to personal military service which, for the
misfortune of Athens, had become a confirmed habit. Such

positive and practical character as to means, always con-

templating the full exigences of a given situation combined
with the constant presentation of Athens, as the pledged
champion of Grecian freedom, and with appeals to Athenian

foretime, not as a patrimony to rest upon, but as an

example to imitate constitute the imperishable charm of

1 See Epistola Philipp. ap. De- yeaQat JAOI 8oxei ttbv I8ia it oujx-

mosthen. p. 160. g. 6. 9spovTtov 8toixoujjivoi tibv 5XXu>v
1 DemosthenSe, De Symmoriis, p. 'EXX^voov afjieXrjOsi, ofxiv 8' oyS' d8i-

179. 8. 7. 068 Yap o08' arc' ICFTJ; 6p<I> XOU|AJVOI itapa tibv aSixouvTiov xaX6v

tots T" SXXon "EXXiqai xai u|Atv Ttspi tan Xopsiv TOOTTJ-J TTJV SixTjv, sajoi

To>v irpbt t&v paatXea TT)V poyXiijv TIVO? O'!)TU)V uno T<f> pap^df tp ysveaQai.
ojaav dXX' exsivtuv JAEV ro>.Xoi( jv8i-
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these harangues of Demosthenes, not less memorable
than their excellence as rhetorical compositions. In the

latter merit, indeed, his rival ^Eschines is less inferior to

him than in the former.

In no one of the speeches of Demosthenes is the spirit
of practical wisdom more predominant than in pog j tive re.

this his earliest known discourse to the public commend,

assembly on the Symmories delivered by a
the8peech

young man of twenty-seven years of age ,
who mature

could have had little other teaching except *agality

a'nd

from the decried classes of sophists , rhetors, which they

and actors. While proclaiming the king of Per- ""P 1^
sia as the common and dangerous enemy of the Grecian

name, he contends that no evidence of impending Persian
attack had yet transpired , sufficiently obvious and glaring
to warrant Athens in sending round l to invoke a general

league of Greeks, as previous speakers had suggested. He
deprecates on the one hand any step calculated to provoke
the Persian king or bring on a war and on the other hand,

any premature appeal to the Greeks for combination, be-

fore they themselves were impressed with a feeling of com-
mon danger. Nothing but such common terror could bring
about union among the different Hellenic cities

; nothing
else could silence those standing jealousies and antipathies,
which rendered intestine war so frequent, and would prob-
ably enable the Persian king to purchase several Greeks
for his own allies against the rest.

"Let us neither be immoderately afraid of the Great

King, nor on the other hand be ourselves the first to begin
the war and wrong him as well on our account as from
the bad feeling and mistrust prevalent among the Greeks
around us. If indeed we, with the full and unanimous force

of Greece, could attack him unassisted, I should have held
that even wrong ,

done towards him
,
was no wrong at all.

But since this is impossible ,
I contend that we must take

care not to give the king a pretence for enforcing claims

of right on behalf of the other Greeks. While we remain

quiet, he cannot do any such thing without being mistrust-

ed; but if we have been the first to begin war, he will na-

turally seem to mean sincere friendship to the others, on
account of their aversion to us. Do not, therefore, expose
to light the sad distempers of the Hellenic world, by

1 Demosthen. De Symmor. p. 181. a. 14.
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calling together its members when you will not persuade
them, and by going to war when you will have no adequate
force

;
but keep the peace, confiding in yourselves, and

making full preparation."
l

It is this necessity of making preparation, which con-

His pro-
stitutes the special purpose of Demosthenes in

posed pre- his harangue. He produces an elaborate plan,

and's'cheme matured by careful reflection,
2 for improving

for and extending the classification by Symmories;
the

e

basTa
8

proposing a more convenient and systematic
of the distribution of the leading citizens as well as of
Symmories. ^e total financial and nautical means such as

to ensure both the ready equipment of armed force when-
ever required, and a fair apportionment both of effort and
of expense among the citizens. Into the details of this

plan of economical reform, which are explained with the

precision ofan administrator and not with the vagueness of a

rhetor, I do nothere enter; especially as wedo notknowthat
itwas actually adopted. Butthespiritinwhichit was propos-
ed deserves all attention, as proclaiming, even at this early

day, the home-truth which the orator reiterates in so many
subsequent harangues. "In the preparation which I propose
to you, Athenians (he says) ,the first and most important point
is, thatyour minds shall be so set, as that eachman individually
will be willing and forward in doing his duty. For you see

plainly that ofall those matters on which you have determined

collectively, and on which each man individually has looked

upon the duty of execution as devolving upon himself not
one has ever slipped through your hands; while, on the

1 Demostben. De Symmor. p. 188. uitoirTdc v eirj TOIOUTO -ri itpamov
i. 42-46 QJT' oyte (poJtelaOotl itoXsjxov 8g KoiTjoajjisvtov itporiptu*

pt)(xt SEIV itEpa tr,~t (xEtptou, o69' eixotioe av 8oxo ir^ 8 ta 77) v it p 6 e

uirajr^TjYai itpo-tpoos extpspsiv tov no- ojjia; e/QpaviotcaXXon tpiX&c
Xt(xov . . . sivai pouXesSai. M) ouv eEXy-
.... TO-JTOV VAII; 9o?lu>[it9a; (JtTjSa r]Tti>xaxu>c ;(E lT a'EXXr(

-

U.UK' dXXdt |XT)8' aSixuifxEv, a<jT(I>v vixi, auYxaXouvTS? ot' ou HEI-

>)(iu>v2vExaxaiTij<;T(I)vaXXw< OETE, xat iroXE|xouvTi; ?T' o'!>

t iac eitsl Et -f 6|xo8u(xa66v ^v (AST a Sapp'ouvTS^ xai i:apaoxsuaCi-
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contrary, whenever, after determination has been taken,

you have stood looking at one another, no man intending
to do anything himself, but every one throwing the burthen
of action upon his neighbour nothing has ever succeeded.

Assuming you, therefore, to be thus disposed and wound

up to the proper pitch, I recommend," ' &c.
This is the true Demosthenic vein of exhortation,

running with unabated force through the Phi- spirit of

lippics and Olynthiacs, and striving to revive * Demo-

that conjunction ofwhichPerikles had boasted exhorta-

as an established fact in the Athenian character 2 tions

energetic individual action following upon full impressing

public debate and collective resolution. How the
e

.

often here, and elsewhere, does the orator of personal
denounce the uselessness of votes in the public

effort and

assembly, even after such votes had been passed conditions

if the citizens individually hung back, and of success,

shrunk from the fatigue or the pecuniary burthen indis-

pensable for execution! Demus in the Pnyx (to use, in an
altered sense, an Aristophanic comparison

3
) still remained

Pan-hellenic and patriotic, when Demus at home had come
to think that the city would march safely by itself without

any sacrifice on his part, and that he was at liberty to

become absorbed in his property, family, religion, and
recreations. And so Athens might really have proceeded,
in her enjoyment of liberty, wealth, refinement, and in-

dividual security could the Grecian world have been

guaranteed against the formidable Macedonian enemy from
without.

It was in the ensuing year, when the alarm respecting
Persia had worn off, that the Athenians were B-Ci 354.353.

called on to discuss the conflicting applications Affairs of

of Sparta and of Megalopolis. The success of ^eiopon-
J.T TIL. i i i i i i j. nesus pro-
the irhokians appeared to be such as to prevent jects of
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Sparta Thebes, especially while her troops, under
against '* r J

. ,. . <

r
.

Megaiopo- Jrammenes, were absent in Asia, from mter-
Hs-her

fering in Peloponnesus for the protection of
attempt to -,, ,. rK, . A j.i T
obtain Megalopolis. There were even at Athens poh-
cpopera- ticians who confidently predicted the ap-
Atuens. preaching humiliation of Thebes, l

together with

the emancipation and reconstitution of those Boeotian

towns which she now held in dependence Orchomenus,
Thespise, and Plataea; predictions cordially welcomed by
the miso-Theban sentiment at Athens. To the Spartans,
the moment appeared favourable for breaking up Mega-
lopolis and recovering Messene; in which scheme they
hoped to interest not only Athens, but also Elis, Phlius,
and some other Peloponnesian states. To Athens they
offered aid for the recovery of Oropus, now and for about
twelve years past in the hands of the Thebans; to Elis and
Phlius they also tendered assistance for regaining respect-

ively Triphylia and the Trikaranum, from the Arcadians
and Argeians.

2 This political combination was warmly
espoused by a considerable party at Athens; being recom-
mended not less by aversion to Thebes than by the anxious
desire for repossessing the border town of Oropus. But
it was combated by others, and by Demosthenes among
the number, who could not be tempted by any bait to ac-

quiesce in the reconstitution of the Lacedaemonian power
as it had stood before the battle of Leuktra. In the

Athenian assembly, the discussion was animated and even

angry; the envoys from Megalopolis, as well as those from

Sparta on the other side, finding strenuous partisans.
3

Demosthenes strikes a course professedly middle be-

Views and tween the two, yet really in favour of defending
recommen- Megalopolis against Spartan reconquest. We
dationa of i .1 -

b
. / .- T-

Demo- remark in this oration (as in the oration De
sthenes-he Symmoriis, a year before) that there is no
advises that f, .

'

-,-.1 .-,. . ', .. ,

Athens allusion to Jrhilip; a point to be noticed as

1 Demosthenes, Orat. pro Mega- 0Tjffe!oi, tojitsp ailtooc 8st, Ac.

lopolitauis, p. 203. s. 5. p. 210. s. 36. Compare Demosthen6s cont. Aris-

"Eaii toivuv ev TIVI TOtv!>T<p xaipui tokrat. p. 654. s. 120.

TO JtpYH.*~3 *u -

'|
i * l &*i T 'C Z'PV

* Demosthenes pro Megalopolit.
uivoic itoXXaxtc nap' 6(xTv Xdfoi; p. 206. s. 18; compare Xenoph. Hel-

TEXfxr^paaQai, <Z>3Te 9r,3*o'J? (xev 'Op- len. vii. 2, 1-5.

/OIAZVOU xat 0aitiu)-( xat OXaTanJuv * Demosthenes pro Megalopolit.
oix'.j'jt'.jojv ovOeveit 7evEj9at, &c. p. 202. 8. 1.

*A* xi-< Toiv'Jv xaTaito)-(xr/Juj;tv ol
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evidence of the gradual changes in the Demo- shf

}

u
ld

sthenic point of view. All the arguments urged Messenfi

turn upon Hellenic and Athenian interests,
a d Mega-

without reference to the likelihood of hostilities
opo

from without. In fact, Demosthenes lays down, as a po-
sition not to be disputed by any one, that for the interest

of Athens, both Sparta and Thebes ought to be weak;
neither of them in condition to disturb her security;

1 a

position, unfortunately, but too well recognised among all

the leading Grecian states in their reciprocal dealings with
each other, rendering the Pan-hellenic aggregate com-

paratively defenceless against Philip or any skilful

aggressor from without. While, however, affirming a

general maxim, in itself questionable and perilous, Demo-
sthenes deduces from it nothing but judicious consequences,
In regard to Sparta, he insists only on keeping her in stain

quo, and maintaining inviolate against her the independence
of Megalopolis and Messene. He will not be prevailed
upon to surrender to her these two cities, even by the
seductive prospect of assistance to Athens in recovering
Oropus, and in reviving the autonomy of the Boeotian
cities. At that moment the prevalent disposition among
the Athenian public was antipathy against Thebes, com-
bined with a certain sympathy in favour of Sparta, whom
they had aided at the battle of Mantineia against the

Megalopolitans.
2 Though himself sharing this sentiment, 3

Demosthenes will not suffer his countrymen to be misled

by it. He recommends that Athens shall herself take up
the Theban policy in regard to Megalopolis and Messene,
so as to protect these two cities against Sparta; the rather,
as by such a proceeding the Thebans will be excluded from

Peloponnesus, and their general influence narrowed. He
even goes so far as to say, that if Sparta should succeed
in reconquering Megalopolis and Messene, Athens must

again become the ally of the Thebans to restrain her
farther aggrandisement.

3

1 Oeinosthen. pro Megalopolit. p.
* See Demosthen. cont.Leptineiru

203. g.5, 6. Compare a similar senti- p. 469 s. 172 (delivered 355 B.C.)
-

T

meat, Demosthenes cont. Arista- aud Olynthiac. i. p. 16. a. 27.

krat. p. 654. a. 120. 4 Demosthenes pro Megalopolit..
'' Demosthen. pro Megalopolit. p. p. 207. s. 21.

03. s. 7, 9. p. 207. s. 22.
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As far as we make out from imperfect information, it

seems that the views of Demosthenes did not prevail, and
that the Athenians declined to undertake the protection
of Megalopolis against Sparta; since we presently find the

Thebans continuing to afford that protection, as they had
done before. The aggressive schemes ofSparta appear to

havebeen broachedat the moment when thePhokians under

Onomarchus were so decidedly superior to Thebes as to

place that city in some embarrassment. But the superior-

ity of the Phokians was soon lessened by their collision

with a more formidable enemy Philip of Macedon.

That prince had been already partially interfering in

B.C. 353-352. Thessalian affairs,
* at the instigation of Eudikus

Philip in and Simus. chiefs of the. Aleuadae of Larissa,
Thessaiy against Lykophron the despot of Pherae. But
he attacks

, / r
.

r
A .

ivykophron his recent acquisition or Methone left him more
of PhersB, a liberty to extend his conquests southward,who calls j . i c a-
in Onomar- and to bring a larger force to bear on the dis-

the
18 and sensions of Thessaiy. In that country, the great

Phokians cities were, 2 as usual, contending for supremacy,
Onomar- an(j holding in subjection the smaller by means
chus ,, . 1*1 T i i c TIL
defeats of garrisons; while .Lykophron of Pherae was
Philip. exerting himself to regain that ascendency over
the whole, which had once been possessed by Jason and
Alexander. Philip now marched into the country and at-

tacked him so vigorously as to constrain him to invoke aid

from the Phokians. Onomarchus, at that time victorious

over the Thebans and master as far as Thermopylae, was
interested in checking the farther progress of Philip south-
ward and extending his own ascendency. He sent into

Thessaiy a force of 7000 men, under his brother Phayllus,
to sustain Lykophron. But Phayllus failed altogether;

being defeated and driven out of Thessaiy by Philip, so

thatLykophron of Pherse was in greater danger than ever.

Upon this, Onomarchus went himself thither with the full

force of Phokians and foreign mercenaries. An obstinate,
and seemingly a protracted contest now took place, in the
course of which he was at first decidedly victorious. He
defeated Philip in two battles, with such severe loss that
the Macedonian army was withdrawn from Thessaiy, while

1 Diodor. xvi. 14; Demosthenes, *
Isokrates, Orat. viii. (De Pace)

De Corona, p. 241. a. 60. Uarpo- s. 143, 144.

kration v. 2iio.
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Lykophron with his Phokian allies remained masters of

the country.
'

This great success of the Phokian arms was followed

up by farther victory in Boeotia. Onomarchus Successes

renewed his invasion of that territory, defeated ^u
n
i

mar~

the Thebans in battle, and made himself master Boeotia

of Koroneia, in addition to Orchomenus, which
he held before. 2 It would seem that the The-
bans were at this time deprived of much of P W -

their force, which was serving in Asia under Artabazus,
and which, perhaps from these very reverses, they presently
recalled. The Phokians, on the other hand, were at the

height of their power. At this juncture falls, probably,
the aggressive combination of the Spartans against Me-

galopolis, and the debate, before noticed, in the Athenian

assembly.

Philip was for some time in embarrassment from his

defeats in Thessaly. His soldiers, discouraged B>c _ 353.352.

and even mutinous, would hardly consent to Philip

remain under his standard. By great pains,
*ePaiw his

and animated exhortation, he at last succeeded marches
1*

in reanimating them. After a certain interval S,?
ain i

,

nt
^

for restoration and reinforcement, he advanced his
e

ccmi-~~

with a fresh army into Thessaly, and resumed P?ete

i- i- -ATI 11 i victory
his operations against L/ykophron ;

who was ob- over the

liged again to solicit aid from Onomarchus, and Phokians

to promise that all Thessaly should hencefor- chases'"

ward be held under his dependence. Onomar- slain,

chus accordingly joined him in Thessaly with a large army,
said to consist of 20,000 foot and 500 cavalry. But he
found on this occasion, within the country, more obstinate

resistance than before; for the cruel dynasty ofPherae-had

probably abused their previous victory by aggravated vio-

lence and rapacity, so as to throw into the arms of their

enemy a multitude of exiles. On Philip's coming into

Thessaly with a new army, the Thessalians embraced his

cause so warmly, that he soon found himself at the head of
an army of 20,000 foot and 3000 horse. Onomarchus met
him in the field, somewhere near the southern coast of

Thessaly; not diffident of success, as well from his recent

victories, as from the neighbourhood of an Athenian
fleet under Chares, cooperating with him. Here a battle

1 Diodor. xvi. 35. * Diodor. xvi. 35.

VOL. XI.
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was joined, and obstinately contested between the two ar-

mies, nearly equal in numbers of infantry. Philip exalted

the courage of his soldiers by decorating them with laurel

wreaths, 1 as crusaders in the service of the god against the

despoilers of the Delphian temple ;
while the Thessalians

also, forming the best cavalry in Greece and fighting with
earnest valour, gave decisiveadvantage to his cause. The
defeat of the forces of Onomarchus and Lykophron was

complete. Six thousand of them are said to have been

slain, and three thousand to have been taken prisoners;
the remainder escaped either by flight, or by throwing
away their arms, and swimming off to the Athenian ships.
Onomarchus himself perished. According to one account,
he was slain by his own mercenaries, provoked by his cow-
ardice: according to another account, he was drowned

being carried into the sea by an unruly horse, and trying
to escape to the ships. Philip caused his dead body
to be crucified, and drowned all the prisoners as men
guilty of sacrilege.

2

This victory procured for the Macedonian prince great
renown as avenger of the Delphian god and

Philip
53"352 became an important step in his career of ag-

conquers grandisement. It not only terminated the pow-

Pag
T

a
iLa
-d er of the Phokians north of Thermopylae ,

but
becomes also finally crushed the powerful dynasty of

an
8

Thes-
f p

.

her* in Thessaly. Philip laid siege to that

saly ex- city, upon which Lykophron and Peitholaus,

?
ul
w, v, surrounded by an adverse population and unable

Lykophron. J ^
-.,. i j. j

to make any long detence, capitulated, and sur-

rendered it to him; retiring with their mercenaries, 2000
in number, into Phokis. 3

Having obtained possession of

Pherae and proclaimed it a free city, Philip proceeded to

besiege the neighbouring town of Pagasae, the most valu-

able maritime station in Thessaly. How long Pagasae re-

sisted, we do not know; but long enough to send intimation

1 This fact is mentioned by Justin * Diodor. xvi. 55; Fausan. x. 2,

(viii. 2), and seems likely to be 3; Philo Jutkeus apud Eusebium

true, from the severity with which Prsep. Evang. viii. p. 392. Diodorus

Philip, after his victory, treated states that Chares with the Athe-

the Phokian prisoners. But the nian fleet was sailing by, accident-

farther statement of Justin is not ally. But this seems highly im-

likely to be true that the Phoki- probable. It cannot but be sup-

ans, on beholding the insignia of posed that he was destined to co-

the god, threw away their arms and operate with the Phokians.
fled without resistance. ' Diodor. xvi. 37.
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to Athens, with entreaties for succour. The Athenians,
alarmed at the successive conquests of Philip, were well-

disposed to keep this important post out of his hands,
which their naval power fully enabled them to do. But
here again (as in the previous examples of Pydna, Potidsea,
and Methone), the aversion to personal service among the

citizens individually and the impediments as to apportion-
ment of duty or cost, whenever actual outgoing was called

for produced the untoward result, that though an expe-
dition was voted and despatched, it did not arrive in time, i

Pagasae surrendered and came into the power of Philip ;

who fortified and garrisoned it for himself, thus becoming
master of the Pagasaean Gulf, the great inlet of Thessaly.

Philip was probably occupied for a certain time in

making good his dominion over Thessaly. But B.C. 353-352.

as soon as sufficient precautions had been taken Philip in-

for this purpose, he sought to push this advan- vades Ther-

A. -rii i i. j- jv mopylae
tage over the Phokians by invading them in the Athe-

their own territory. He marched to Thermo- **** send a

pylae, still proclaiming as his aim the liberation thither and

of the Delphian temple and the punishment of arrest his

., ., *. , , r ,., f , ,-, progress.
its sacrilegious robbers; while he at the same Their

time conciliated the favour of the Thessalians
f,|?

rm at

by promising to restore to them the Pylaea, or ture,

J

'and

half-yearly Amphiktyonic festival at Thermo- unu
.suai

pylae, which the Phokians had discontinued. 2 movement

it seems to be placed in 354-353

B.C.; if nYB4 is to be taken for

1 Demosthenga, Philippic i. p. 50.

S. 40. KaiTOl, Tl 8^1tOT8 VOI/A^etE .....

TOUS ditooToXou? Tcdvta; ujjuv 6atepi-
Csiv Ttl>v xaipojv, TOV el? MsSwvrjv,
7ov el<; II 3709^1;, TOM el? IloTt-

Demosthenes, Olynth. i. p. 11. a.

fl. Kai naXiv ^vixa IIu8va, IIoTiSoia,

MsQwvT), IlaYcoat itoXiopxou-
jxsva (i7:T)YY^'- eTO ) s

'

t TOTE TOU-

TWV evl Tqi irpu)T({> itpo96(jL(u? xai cos

UpOOTJXEV J?OT]6Tjcra(AV auTOl, &C.

The first Philippic was delivered

in 352-351 B.C., which proves that

Philip's capture of Pagasse cannot
have been later than that year.
Nor can it have been earlier than
his capture of Pherse as I have
before remarked in reference to the

passage of Diodorus(xvi. 31), where

I apprehend that the first cam-

paign of Philip in Thessaly against
the Phokians, wherein he was
beaten and driven out by Onomar-

chus, may be placed in the summer
of 353 B.C. The second entrance

into Thessaly, with the defeat and
death of Onomarchus, belongs to

the early spring of 352 B.C. The
capture of Pherse and Pagasse comes

immediately afterwards
;
then the

expedition of Philip to Thermo-

pylae, where his progress was ar-

rested by the Athenians, comes
about Midsummer 352 B.C.

1
Demosthenes, De Pace, p. 62. a.

H 2
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The Phokians, though masters of this almost

inexpugnable pass, seemed to have been so much
disheartened by their recent defeat, and the death of Ono-

marchus, that they felt unable to maintain it long. The
news of such a danger, transmitted to Athens, excited extra-

ordinary agitation. The importance of defending Ther-

mopylae and of prohibiting the victorious king of Mace-
don from coming to cooperate with the Thebans on the
southern side of it,

l not merely against the Phokians, but

probably also against Attica were so powerfully felt, that

the usual hesitations and delay of the Athenians in respect
to military expedition were overcome. Chiefly from this

cause but partly also, we may suppose, from the vexatious

disappointment recently incurred in the attempt to relieve

Pagasae an Athenian armament underNausikles (amount-
ing to 5000 foot and 400 horse, according to Diodorus)

2

was fitted out with not less vigour and celerity than had
been displayed against the Thebans in Eubcea, seven years
before. Athenian citizens shook off their lethargy, and

promptly volunteered. They reached Thermopylae in good
time, placing the pass in such a condition of defence that

Philip did not attack it at all. Often afterwards does De-

mosthenes, 3 in combating the general remissness of his

countrymen when military exigences arose, remind them of

this unwonted act of energetic movement
,
crowned with

complete effect. With little or no loss, the Athenians suc-

ceeded in guarding both themselves and their allies against
a very menacing contingency, simply by the promptitude
of their action. The cost of the armament altogether was
more than 200 talents; and from the stress which Demos-
thenes lays on that portion of the expense which was de-

frayed by the soldiers privately and individually,
4 we may

gather that these soldiers (as in the Sicilian expedition
under Nikias 5

) were in considerable proportion opulent
citizens. Among a portion of the Grecian public, however,

23
; Philippic ii. p. 71. 8. 27 ;

De OiXmirov |nrj3e 6r
(3aio'J? ;

Legat. Fals. p. 443. a. 365. * Diodor. xvi. 37, 38.

> Demosthenfis, De Fals. Leg. p.
9
Demosthenes, Philippic i. p.

367. 8. 94. p. 446. 8. 375. Ti Tap 44. s. 20; De Corona, p. 236. 8. 40;
oox oiSev ufi<I>v oti -ii> <bur/.iuri rco- De Fals. Leg. p. 444. B. 366.

xal TO) xupioo? eivoti ITuXu>v *
DemostbenSs, De Fals. Leg. p.

OK, fj
Te arc6 6n)flsiu oSsia 367. a. 95.

ev rjfiiv, xat to (xr)6eito"' sXfleiv
* Thucyd. vi. 31.

rUXojrow)aov (xr)8' uf)oiav
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the Athenians incurred obloquy as accomplices in the Pho-
kian sacrilege, and enemies of the Delphian god.

*

But though Philip was thus kept out of Southern

Greece,and the Phokians enabled tore-organise themselves

against Thebes, yet in Thessaly and without the straits

of Thermopylae, Macedonian ascendency was henceforward
an uncontested fact. Before we follow his subsequent

proceedings, however, it will be convenient to turn to events

both in Phokis and in Peloponnesus,
In the depressed condition of the Phokians after the

defeat of Onomarchus, they obtained reinforce- B 353

ment not only from Athens, but also from Spar- phayllua
ta (1000 men), and from the Peloponnesian takes the

Achseans (2000 men), i Phayllus, the successor c
$

I
?

ia
S

,, fi-ii_j_-L\pr\ i_ j.

* tb-e Pno-
(by some called brother) ot Onomarchus, put kians

himself again in a condition of defence. He had *!*'? SP;,,.,,. , ,i , i , j nation of
recourse a third time to that yet unexhausted the temple
store the Delphian treasures and valuables, ^"^^of
He despoiled the temple to a greater extent thcTpho-

than Philomelus, and not less than Onomarchus
; ^*^fe7ga.

incurring aggravated odium from the fact, that ttoVaMThe
he could not now supply himself without laying

leaders,

hands on offerings of conspicuous magnificence and an-

tiquity, which his two predecessors had spared. It was thus
that the splendid golden donatives ofthe Lydian king Kroe-
sus were now melted down and turned into money ;

1 1 1

bricks or ingots ef gold, most of them weighing two talents

each; 360 golden goblets, together with a female statue

three cubits high, and a lion, of the same metal said to

have weighed in the aggregate thirty talents. 3 The
1
Justin, vii. 2. His rhetorical is not incorrect as to the main

exaggerations ought not to make fact, though overstated in the ex-

us reject the expression of this pression. For the Athenians, corn-

opinion against Athens, as a real manding a naval force, and on
fact. this rare occasion rapid in their

* Demosthenes (Fals. JJeg. p. 443) movements, reached Thermopylae
affirms that no one else except in time to arrest the progress of

Athens assisted or rescued the Philip, and before the Pelopon-
Phokians in this emergency. But nesian troops could arrive. The
Diodorus (xvi. 37) mentions sue- Athenian expedition to Thermo-
cours from the other allies also ; pylie seems to have occurred about
and there seems no ground for May 352 B.C. as far as we can

disbelieving him. The boast of make out the chronology of the

DemosthenSs, however, that Athens time,

single-handed saved the Phokians,
3 Diodor. xvi. 56. The, account
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abstraction ofsuch ornaments, striking and venerable in the

eyes of the numerous visitors of the temple, was doubtless

deeply felt among the Grecian public. And the indig-
nation was aggravated by the fact, that beautiful youths or

women, favourites of Onomarchus or Phayllus, received

some of the most precious gifts, and wore the most noted

ornaments, which had decorated the temple even the

necklaces of Helen and Eriphyle. One woman, a flute-

player named Bromias
,
not only received from Phayllus a

silver cup and a golden wreath (the former dedicated in

the temple by the Phokaeans, the latter by the Pepare-
thians), but was also introduced by him, in his capacity of

superintendent of the Pythian festival, to contend for the

prize in playing the sacred Hymn. As the competitors
for such prize had always been men

,
the assembled crowd

so loudly resented the novelty, that Bromias was obliged
to withdraw. 1 Moreover profuse largesses, and flagrant
malversation, became more notorious than ever. 2 The
Phokian leaders displayed with ostentation their newly-
acquired wealth, and either imported for the first time

bought slaves, or at least greatly multiplied the pre-existing

of these donatives of Krresus may t8s captured on the 'coast of Ko*-
be read in Herodotus (i. 50, 51), kyra, was coming to the aid and
who saw them at Delphi. As to atthe request oftheLacedxmonians,
the exact weight and number, then at war with Athens (Xenoph.
there is some discrepancy between Hellen. vi. 2, 33). It was therefore

him and Diodorus; moreover the a fair capture for an Athenian gen-
text of Herodotus himself is not eral, together with all on board,
free from obscurity. If, amidst the cargo, there hap-

1 Theopomp. Fragm. 182, 183
; pened to be presents intended for

Phylarchus, Fragm. 60, ed. Didot ; Olympia and Delphi, these, as

Anaximenes and Ephorus ap. being on board of ships of war,

Athenaeum, vi. p. 231, 232. The would follow the fate of the other

Pythian games here alluded to persons and things along with them,
must have been those celebrated They would not be considered as

in August or September 350 B.C. the property of the god until they
It would seem therefore that had been actually dedicated in his

Phayllus survived over that period, temple. Nor would the person
* Diodor. xvi. 56, 57. The story sending them be entitled to invoke

annexed about Iphikrates and the the privilege of a consecrated

ships of Dionysius of Syracuse a cargo unless he divested it of all

story which, at all events, comes hostile accompaniment. The letter

quite out of its chronological of complaint to the Athenians,
place appears to me not worthy which Diodorus gives as having
of credit, in the manner in which been sent by Dionysius, seems to

Diodorus here gives it. The squad- me neither genuine nor even plau-
ron of Dionysius, which Iphikra- sible.
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number. It had before been the practice in Phokis
, we

are told, for the wealthy men to be served by the poor
youthful freemen of the country; and complaints arose

among the latter class that their daily bread was thus
taken away.

l

Notwithstanding the indignation excited by these pro-
ceedings not only throughout Greece, but even
- Til. i -A if TL n i i_- -o.f B-- 352-351.
in Phokis itself Phayllus carried his 1

point of

levying a fresh army of mercenaries, and of purchasing new
alliances among the smaller cities. Both Athens and Spar-
ta profited more or less by the distribution; though the

cost of the Athenian expedition to Thermopylae, which
rescued the Phokians from destruction, seems clearly to

have been paid by the Athenians themselves. 2 Phayllus
carried on war for some time against both the Boeotians

and Lokrians. He is represented by Diodorus to have lost

several battles. But it is certain that the general result

was not unfavourable to him; that he kept possession of

Orchomenus in Boeotia
;
and that his power remained with-

out substantial diminution. 3

The stress of war seems, for the time, to have been
transferred to Peloponnesus, whither a portion B 0- 352-351.

both of the Phokian and Theban troops went -^^ in
to cooperate. The Lacedaemonians had at length Peiopon-

opened their campaign against Megalopolis, of
gpartaias

116

which I have already spoken as having been attack

debated before the Athenian public assembly. ŝ

e

fner~
Their plan seems to have been formed some ference of

months before, when Onomarchus was at the Thebes -

maximum of his power, and when Thebes was supposed
to be in danger; but it was not executed until after his

defeat and death, when the Phokians, depressed for the

time, were rescued only by the prompt interference of

Athens and when the Thebans had their hands com-

paratively free. Moreover, the Theban division which had
been sent into Asia under Pammenes a year or two

before, to assist Artabazus, may now be presumed to have

returned; especially as we know that no very long time

afterwards, Artabazus appears as completely defeated by
the Persian troops expelled from Asia and constrained

1
Timaeus, Fragm. 67, ed. Didot; mosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 367.

ap. Athenaeum, vi. p. 264272. Diodor. xvi. 37, 38.

* Diodor. xvi. 57; compare De-
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to take refuge, together with his brother-in-law Memnon,
under the protection of Philip.

1 The Megalopolitans had
sent envoys to entreat aid from Athens, under the appre-
hension that Thebes would not be in a condition to assist

them. It may be doubted whether Athens would have

granted their prayer, in spite of the advice ofDemosthenes;
but the Thebans had now again become strong enough to

uphold with their own force their natural allies in Pelo-

ponnesus.
Accordingly, when the Lacedaemonian army under

B.C. 352-351. king Archidamus invaded the MegalopoUtan
Hostilities territory, a competent force was soon brought
cisive're-" together to oppose them; furnished partly by
suit peace the Argeians who had been engaged during

;autono- the preceding year in a border warfare with

myofMega- Sparta, and had experienced a partial defeat at

again* re- Orneae 2
partly by the Sikyonians and Messe-

cognised. nians, who came in full muster. Besides this, the

forces on both sides from Boeotia and Phokis were trans-

ferred to Peloponnesus. The Thebans sent 4000 foot, and
500 horse, under Kephision, to the aid of Megalopolis;
while the Spartans not only recalled their own troops
from Phokis, but also procured 3000 of the mercenaries in

the service of Phayllus, and 150 Thessalian horse from

Lykophron, the expelled despot of Pherae. Archidamus
received his reinforcements, and got together his aggregate
forces, earlier than the enemy. He advanced first into

Arcadia, where he posted himself near Mantineia, thus

cutting off the Argeians from Megalopolis; he next invaded
the territory of Argos, attacked Orneae, and defeated the

Argeians in a partial action. Presently the Thebans

arrived, and effected a junction with their Argeian and
Arcadian allies. The united force was greatly superior in

number to the Lacedaemonians
;
but such superiority was

counterbalanced by the bad discipline of the Thebans, who
had sadly declined on this point during the interval of ten

years since the death of Epaminondas. A battle ensued,

partially advantageous to the Lacedaemonians ;
while the

Argeians and Arcadians chose to go home to their neigh-

bouring cities. The Lacedaemonians also, having ravaged
a. portion of Arcadia, and stormed the Arcadian town of

Helissus, presently recrossed their own frontier and
1 Diodor. xvi. 52. Diodor. xvi. 34.
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returned to Sparta. They left however a division in

Arcadia under Anaxander, who, engaging with the Thebans
near Telphusa, was worsted with great loss and made

prisoner. In two other battles, also, the Thebans were

successively victorious; in a third, they were vanquished

by the Lacedaemonians. With such balanced and undecided
success was the war carried on, until at length the Lace-

daemonians proposed and concluded peace with Megalopolis.
Either formally, or by implication, they were forced to

recognise the autonomy of that city; thus abandoning, for

the time at least, their aggressive purposes, which Demo-
sthenes had combated and sought to frustrate before the

Athenian assembly. The Thebans on their side returned

home, having accomplished their object of protecting

Megalopolis and Messene; and we may presume that the

Phokian allies of Sparta were sent home also. *

The war between the Boeotians and Phokians had
doubtless slackened during this episode in B-0- 351.350.

Peloponnesus; but it still went on, in a series m.guccess
of partial actions, on the river Kephissus, at of the Pho-

Koroneia, at Abas in Phokis, and near the B^otia
Lokrian town of Naryx. For the most part, death of

the Phokians are said to have been worsted; ^o^s'suc-
and their commander Phayllus presently died ceedea by

of a painful disease the suitable punishment
Phalsekus -

(in the point of view of a Grecian historian 2
) for his

sacrilegious deeds. He left as his successor Phalaekus, a

young man, son of Onomarchus, under the guardianship
and advice of an experienced friend named Mnaseas. But
Mnaseas was soon surprised at night, defeated, and slain,

by the Thebans; while Phalsekus, left to his own resources,
was defeated in two battles near Chaeroneia, and was
unable to hinder his enemies from ravaging a large part
of the Phokian territory.

3

We know the successive incidents of this ten years'
Sacred War only from the meagre annals of B .c. 350-349.

Diodorus; whose warm sympathy in favour of The The-

the religious side of the question seems to betray ^oney^rom
him into exaggeration of the victories of the the Persian

Thebans, or at least into some omission of coun- king-

terbalancing reverses. For in spite of these successive

1 Diodor. xvi. 39. * Diodor. xvi. 33.
1 Diodor. xvi. 38. 38.
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victories, the Phokians were noway put down, but remain-
ed in possession of the Boeotian town of Orchomenus;
moreover the Thebans became so tired out and impover-
ished by the war, that they confined themselves presently
to desultory incursions and skirmishes. * Their losses fell

wholly upon their own citizens and their own funds
;
while

the Phokians fought with foreign mercenaries and with
the treasures of the temple.

2 The increasing poverty of

the Thebans even induced them to send an embassy to the
Persian king, entreating pecuniary aid

;
which drew from

him a present of 300 talents. As he was at this time 01*-

ganising a fresh expedition on an immense scale, for the

reconquest of Phenicia and Egypt, after more than one

preceding failure he required Grecian soldiers as much
as the Greeks required his money. Hence we shall see

presently that the Thebans were able to send him an

equivalent.
In the war just recounted on the Laconian and Arca-

B.O. 352-351. dian frontier, the Athenians had taken no part,

increased Their struggle with Philip had been becoming
power and from month to month more serious and embar-

attiuide of rassing. By occupying in time the defensible

PMiip. pass of Thermopylae, they had indeed prevented
which

1

he n im both from crushing the Phokians and from
now begins meddling with the Southern states of Greece,

throughout
But the final battle wherein he had defeated

the Grecian Onomarchus, had materially increased both his

power and his military reputation. The num-
bers on both sides were very great; the result was decisive,
and ruinous to the vanquished; moreover, we cannot doubt
that the Macedonian phalanx, with the other military im-

provements and manoeuvres which Philip had been gradu-

ally organising since his accession, was now exhibited in

formidable efficiency. The king of Macedon had become
the ascendent soldier and potentate hanging on the skirts

of the Grecian world, exciting fears, or hopes, or both at

1 Diodor. TLvi. 40. ETII 8s TOOTUJV, Ttpisei; 8e xato TOUTOV TOV sviaotov

67)paioi xdt|x-me T<J> irpo< O(uxst (351-350 B.C. according to tho

T.o/,;(jL(i>, xol )rp7j(AaTiov anopoujAEvoi, chronology of Diodorus) O'j aov-

TCpesfUn eeite|A'.pav itpo; TOV TUJV lisp- ETeXsaO^oav.
u(I>v flaoiXea .... Toi 8e BoiuiToii;

*
Isokrates, Oral. v. (adPhilipp.)

-t.il TO!( 4>u>xeuatv &*pofk>Xtapol MV s. 01.

xai -ftafi^ xoTaSpojxat ouveoTTjsav,
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once, in every city throughout its limits. In the first

Philippic of Demosthenes, and in his oration against
Aristokrates (delivered between Midsummer 352 B.C. and
Midsummer 351 B.C.), we discern evident marks of the

terrors which Philip had come to inspire, within a year
after his repulse from Thermopylae, to reflecting Grecian

politicians. "It is impossible for Athens (says the orator ')

to provide any landforce competent to contend in the field

against that of Philip."
The reputation of his generalship and his indefatigable

activity was already everywhere felt; as well as that of the

officers and soldiers, partly native Macedonians, partly
chosen Greeks, whom he had assembled round him 2 es-

pecially the lochages or front rank men of the phalanx and
the hypaspistse. Moreover, the excellent cavalry of Thessaly
became embodied from henceforward as an element in the

Macedonian army; since Philip had acquired unbounded

ascendency in that country, from his expulsion ofthePhersean

despots and their auxiliaries the Phokians. The philo-Ma-
cedonian party in the Thessalian cities had constituted him
federal chief (or in some sort Tagus) of the country, not only

enrolling their cavalry in his armies, but also placing at his

disposal the customs and market-dues, which formed a stand-

ing common fund for supporting the Thessalian collective

administration. 3 The financial means of Philip, for payment
of his foreign troops, and prosecution of his military

enterprises, were thus materially increased.

But besides his irresistible land-force, Philip had now
become master of no inconsiderable naval power BC
also. During the early years of the war, though T
i_ i_ j , -i i

j i- T i i n Philip ac-
he had taken not only Amphipolis but also all quires a

the Athenian possessions on the Macedonian cnsi<ier-

coast, yet the exports from his territory had been power

1

Demosthenes, Philippic i. p. 46. Demosthen. Olynth. i. p. 15. s. 23

8. 26 (352-351 B.C.). (349 B.C.). rjxouov 8' ITU>YS Ttvwv

Compare Philippic iii. p. 124. s. 63. UK ouSs TOO? XIJASVOI? xal 734 070-
* Demosthenes, Olynth. ii. p. 23. pi? ITI 8 w ao ie- ati-rcp xapirouoSai'

s. 17 (delivered in 350 B.C.). T<X 7ap xoiva Ti 9src <xX<I>v OITIO TO-i-

. . . . Oi 8e
CT) jtspi O'jTOv OVTS<; ita-i 8soi $ioixeiv, o 1

!) $lXlit<W XOJA-

evoi xai netUtaipot 86$av (isv s%wa\.-i ptxvstv si 8i To'itcov ontooTsySrasTai

(I)? slai 8aU|j.ot3Toi xal auYxsxpOTT,|A- TU>V ypr.jx'JTWv, sis OTSVOV

VOt TO TOO ^oXsjXO'J, *C. T^? TpOtpJj? TOl? ;JVOl( O'

1 Demosthenes cont. Aristokrat. atr^z-ti.

p. 657. s. 133 (352-351 B.C.); also
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Athenian
commerce
and coast.

importance interrupted by the naval force of Athens, so as
of the Gulf ,, r

i ii j /?!_
of Pagasa to lessen seriously the produce ot his export
to him his duties. J But he had now contrived to get to-

squadrons gether a sufficient number of armed ships and
annoy the

privateers, if not to ward off such damage from

himself, at least to retaliate it upon Athens.
Her navy indeed was still incomparably supe-

rior, but the languor and remissness of her citizens refused

to bring it out with efficiency; while Philip had opened for

himself a new avenue to maritime power by his acquisition
of Pherae and Pagasae, and by establishing his ascendency
over the Magnetes and their territory, round .the eastern

border of the Pagasaean G-ulf. That Gulf (now known by
the name of Volo) is still the great inlet and outlet for

Thessalian trade; the eastern coast of Thessaly, along the

line of Mount Pelion, being craggy and harbourless. 2 The
naval force belonging to Pherse and its seaport Pagasae
was very considerable, and had been so even from the times

of the despots Jason and Alexander; 3 at one moment pain-

fully felt even by Athens. All these ships now passed
into the service of Philip, together with the dues on export
and import levied round the Pagasaean Gulf, the command
of which he farther secured by erecting suitable fortifica-

tions on the Magnesian shore, and by placing a garrison
in Pagasae.

4 Such additional naval means, combined with

tpiufjievot Ilayaoa? dicaiTSiv, xai Ttepi

Mayvirjola; Xoyouc jtoieisOai. I take
the latter expression to state the
fact with more strict precision; the

Thessalians passed a vote to re-

monstrate with Philip ;
it is not

probable that they actually hindered
him. And if he afterwards "gave
to them Magnesia,

r as we are told

in a later oration delivered 344 B.C.

(Philippic ii. p. 71. s. 24), he prob-

ably gave it with reserve of the

fortified posts to himself; since we
know that his ascendency over

Thessaly was not only not relaxed,
but became more violent and com-

pressive.
The value which the Macedonian

kings always continued to set, from
this time forward, upon Magnesia
and the recess of the Pagasican

1 Demosthenes cont. Aristokrat.

p. 657. s. 131-133 (352-351 B.C.) ;
com-

pare Isokrates, Orat. v. (ad Phi-

lipp.) s. 6.

1 Xenoph. Hellen. v. 4, 5G; Her-

mippus ap. Athenseum, i. p. 27.

About the lucrative commerce in

the Gulf, in reference to Demetrias
and Thebse Phtbiotides, see Livy,
xxxix. 25.

* Demosthenes cont. Polykl. p.

1207; De Corona Trierarchica, p.

1230; Diodor. xv. 95; Xenoph. Hel-
len, vi. 1, 11.

4
Demosthenes, Olynth. i. p. 15.

s. 23. Kat fop noyaoaq drcatTsiv

aitov elsiv sir/f njpievoi (the Thessa-
lians redemand the place from

Philip), xai Mayvrjaiav xsxuiXuxaai

7iiy_tt;iv. In Olynth. ii. p. 21. s.

11 it stands xtxt 7op vuv etjiv
e-]//j-
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what he already possessed at Amphipolis and elsewhere,
made him speedily annoying, if not formidable, to Athens,
even at sea. His triremes showed themselves everywhere,

probably in small and rapidly moving squadrons. He
levied large contributions on the insular allies of Athens,
and paid the costs of war greatly out of the capture of

merchant vessels in the ^Egean. His squadrons made in-

cursions on the Athenian islands of Lemnos and Imbros,

carrying off several Athenian citizens as prisoners. They
even stretched southward as far as Grersestus, the southern

promontory of Euboea, where they not only fell in with
and captured a lucrative squadron of corn-ships, but also

insulted the coast of Attica itself in the opposite bay of

Marathon, towing off as a prize one of the sacred triremes. l

Such was the mischief successfully inflicted by the flying

squadrons of Philip, though Athens had probably a con-

siderable number of cruisers at sea, and certainly a far su*

perior number of ships at home in Peiraeus. Her com-
merce and even her coasts were disturbed and endanger-
ed; her insular allies suffered yet more. Euboea especially,
the nearest and most important of all her allies, separated

Gulf, is shown in the foundation

of the city of Demetrius in that

important position by Demetrius

Poliorketes, about sixty years after,

wards. Demetrias, Chalkis, and
Corinth came to be considered the

most commanding positions in

Greece.

This fine bay, with the fertile

territory lying on its shores under
Mount Pelion, are well described

by Colonel Leake, Travels in

Northern Greece, vol. iv. ch. 41. p.

373 seqq. I doubt whether either

Ulpian (ad Demosthen. Olynth. i.

p. 24) or Colonel Leake (p. 381)

are borne out in supposing that

there was any town called Magne-
sia on the shores of the Gulf. None
such is mentioned either by Strabo

>r by Skylax; and I apprehend
that the passages above cited from

DemosthenSs mean Magnesia the

region inhabited by the Masrnetes ;

as in Demosthenes cont. Xeserain,

np(I)TOV [iEV, TOV (AE^IS-OV TiI>V SXStVOU

itopcov acpaiprjoeaQE- esTt 8' o&TosTi?;
dnO TOJV U|AETpU>V 6(AIV 1toXE(XSt a'JjX-

Trjv SdXaaaav. 'EitEiTa, TI itpoi; TOUTO
TOU TCao^eiv ouTol xotxib? s^u) Tsv^

-

aeaGc, ouy looicep TOV TiapsXflovTOt
Vftn^nyPir A VIII.'JAM Tf ni Tttflnn\i eii I3/Y\*1M

,

)r povov eiq Ayjfxvov xnt
"

'

ayfjuv, npo? -rip FspaiaTqi TO itXoia

ouXXn^ujv o(jLu9riTa ^p^fxat' sieXs^,
Ta TtXeuTaia gl? MapaBI>vo diceprj,

xai TT)V tspav OTIO
TTJI; yrfapau; <$%s-'

ly(U)V Tpt^pT), &C.

We can hardly he certain that

the Sacred Trireme thus taken was
either the Paralus or the Salaminia ;

there may have been other sacred

triremes besides these two.
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only by a narrow strait from the Pagassean Grulf and the
southern coast of Phthiotis, was now within the immediate
reach not only of Philip's marauding vessels, but also of
his political intrigues.

It was thus that the war against Philip turned more

B.C. SSL and more to the disgrace and disadvantage of

Philip
^e Athenians. Though they had begun it in

carries on the hope of punishing him for his duplicity in

Thrace appropriating Amphipolis, they had been them-
Ws in- selves the losers by the capture of Pydna, Poti-

anumg the daea, Methone, &c.
;
and they were now thrown

Thracian upon the defensive, without security for their
princes. maritime allies, their commerce, or their coasts. l

The intelligence of these various losses and insults endured
at sea, in spite of indisputable maritime preponderance,
called forth at Athens acrimonious complaints against the

generals of the state, and exaggerated outbursts of enmity
against Philip.

2 That prince, having spent a few months,
after his repulse from Thermopylae, in Thessaly, and having
so far established his ascendency over that country that he
could leave the completion of the task to his officers, push-
ed with his characteristic activity into Thrace. He there
took part in the disputes between various native princes,

expelling some, confirming or installing others, and extend-

ing his own dominion at the cost of all. 3 Among these

princes were probably Kersobleptes and Amadokus; for

Philip carried his aggressions to the immediate neigh-
bourhood of the Thracian Chersonese.

In November 352 B.C., intelligence reached Athens,
He besieges that he was inTliracebesiegingHerseonTeichos;

Teichos-
a P^ace so near * *^e Chersonese, 4 that the

alarm at Athenian possessions and colonists in that pen-
Athens ; a insula were threatened with considerable danger,
passed to So great was the alarm and excitement caused

1 Demosthenes, Philippic i. p. 52. OiXinzo? outoat, &c. (this harangue
8. 49. 6pu>v TTJV fAJv <xpx*i v T0" r-'J ~ a l so between Midsummer 352 and

Xejxou feYevT)|j.vT]v unep too Ti(AU>p^- Midsummer 351 B.C.).

939801 <I>iXuiTiov, TTJJ 8e TSXSUTTJV
'
Demosthenes, Olynth. i. p. 13.

ousav TJSn] uitep TOO (XT)
itaflelv xaxuK 8. 13.

UTIO <l>i).iititoo. (Between Midsum- 4 Demosthenes, Olynth. iii. p. 29.

mer 352 and Midsummer 351 B.C.). a. 5 (delivered in the latter half of
1 Demosthenfis cont. Aristokrat. 350 B.C.).

p. 660. 8. 144. p. 666. 8. 130. 'AXX' 6 .'.... 01:^775X87) 4>iXiitnoc Ofxiv

(xiXioTa 6oxu>v vuv >)|Atv sy_9pb? eivoi svSpixiQ, -rptTov 7] TtTapiov JTOTOUT ;

.,
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by this news, that a vote was immediately passed ^
d
fl

"uA a

in the public assembly to equip a fleet of forty Philip

e

triremes to man it with Athenian citizens, all ^
lls

fl

s

e

i

gt

k :
.

persons up to the age of 45 being made liable no t gent.

to serve on the expedition and to raise 60 talents by a

direct property-tax. At first active steps were taken to

accelerate the armament. But before the difficulties of detail

could be surmounted before it could be determined,amidst
the general aversion to personal service,what citizens should

go abroad, and how the burthen of trierarchy should be
distributed fresh messengers arrived from the Chersonese,

reporting first that Philip had fallen sick, next that he was

actually dead. 1 The last-mentioned report proved false;
but the sickness of Philip was an actual fact, and seems to

have been severe enough to cause a temporary suspension
of his military operations. Though the opportunity became
thus only the more favourable for attacking Philip, yet
the Athenians, no longer spurred on by the fear of farther

immediate danger, relapsed into their former languor, and
renounced or postponed their intended armament. After

passing the whole ensuing summer in inaction, they could

only be prevailed upon, in the month of September 351, to

despatch to Thrace a feeble force under the mercenary

'Hpctlov Til^o? itoXtopxibv, tiTe tolvuv

(J.TJV (xsv ^v Mai(xaxTTjpiu)v, Ac.

This Tliracian expedition ofPhilip

(alluded to also in Demosthenes,

Olynth. i. p. 13. a. 13) stands fixed

to the date of November 352 B.C.,

on reasonably good grounds.
That the town or fortress called

'Hpouov Tsij(0? was near to the Cher-

sonese, cannot be doubted. The
commentators identify it with

'Hpottov, mentioned by Herodotus

(iv. 90) as being near Perinthus.

But this hypothesis is open to much
doubt. 'Hpaiov Teliae is not quite
the same as 'Hpotiov; nor was the

latter place very near to the Cher-

sonese; nor would Philip be yet
in a condition to provoke or menace
so powerful a city as Perinthus

though he did so ten years aftcr-

vrards (Diodor. xvi. 74).

I cannot think that we know
where 'Hpottov Tei^ro? was situated ;

except that it was in Thrace, and
near the Chersonese.

1 Demosthens, Olynth. iii. p. 29,
30. u> fapTjYT^T] $Uiiticoc oaSevtbv

T) xeSvEUK (qXSe Y<*p au^o-capa), &c.

These reports of the sickness and
death of Philip in Thrace are al-

luded ito in the first Philippic, p.

43. s. 14. The expedition of Philip

threatening the Chersonese, and the

vote passed by the Athenians when
they first heard of this expedition,
are also alluded to in the first

Philippic, p. 44. s. 20. p. 61. s. 46.

xal Ofisi?, Sv ev Xeppov^atp n697]a9e

(MXiititov, exsToe flot)9stv !J>7j9i!Us9s,

Ac. When Philip was besieging

'Hpottov Tel)(0c, he was said to be
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chiefCharidemus
;
ten triremes, withoutany soldiers aboard,

and with no more than five talents in money.
l

At this time Charidemus was at the height of his

Popularity popularity. It was supposed that he could raise

ceiiary"-'
an<^ maintam a mercenary band by his own in-

neraichari- genuity and valour. His friends confidently

votThThis aven%ed before the Athenian assembly that he
favour pro- was the only man capable of putting down Philip

Ari^ ki an<^ conquering Amphipolis. 2 One of these

tss speech partisans, Aristokrates, even went so far as to

b
0n
Demo^ propose that a vote should be passed ensuring

stkenes inviolability to his person, and enacting that
against it. anv one who killed him should be seized where-
ever found in the territory of Athens or her allies. This

proposition was attacked judicially by an accuser named
Euthykles, who borrowed a memorable discourse from the

pen of Demosthenes.
It was thus that the real sickness, and reported death,

T .of Philip, which ought to have operated as a
Languor of . - ,

r
', ., A ,, . , *. .,

the Athe- stimulus to the Athenians by exposing to them

"rin^rai
16 their enemy during a moment of peculiar weak-

peace- ness, proved rather an opiate exaggerating their

Eub
6"' chronic lethargy, and cheating them into a

'

belief that no farther efforts were needed.
* Ci >

]

p
.
rop08e That belief appears to have been proclaimed

energetic by the leading, best-known, and senior speakers,
gai?st those who gave the tone to the public assembly,

Philip De- j i --n Tjr e j
mosthenes and who were principally relied upon tor advice.
u dertakes These men probably Eubulus at their head,the duty. , ^,1 , .

r J
. ,

and Jrhokion, so constantly named as general,

along with him either did not feel, or could not bring
themselves to proclaim, the painful necessity of personal
military service and increased taxation. Though repeated
debates took place on the insults offered to Athens in her
maritime dignity, and on the sufferings of those allies to

whom she owed protection combined with accusations

against the generals, and complaints of the inefficiency of

such mercenary foreigners as Athens took into commission

1

Demosthenes, Olynth. iii. p. 30. and Midsummer 351 B.C., seems to

s. 6. have been prior to November 352
1 Demosthenes cont. Aristokrat. EC., when the news reached Athens

p. 625. s. 14. p. 682, 683. This oration, that Philip was besieging 'Hpaiov
delivered between Midsummer 352 Teio;.
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but never paid still the recognised public advisers shrank

from appeal to the dormant patriotism or personal en-

durance of the citizens. The serious, but indispensable, duty
which they thus omitted, was performed for them by a

younger competitor, far beneath them in established footing
and influence Demosthenes, now about thirty years old

in an harangue known as the first Philippic.
"We have already had before us this aspiring man, as

a public adviser in the assembly. In his first

parliamentary harangue two years before,
* he

had begun to inculcate on his countrymen the

general lesson of energy and self-reliance, and
to remind them of that which the comfort,

activity, and peaceful refinement of Athenian

B o m
Spring.

j

h
_

e

3̂

8
>

B

1 I adopt the date accepted by
most critics, on the authority of

Dionygins of Halikarnassus, to the

first Philippic; the archonship of

Aristodemus 352-351 B.C. It be-

longs, I think, to the latter half

of that year.
The statements of Dionysius bear-

ing on this oration have been much
called in question; to a certain ex-

tent, with good reason, in what he

states about the sixth Philippic

(ad Ammseum, p. 736). What he

calls the sixth, is in reality the

fifth in his own enumeration,

coming next after the first Philippic
and the three Olynthiacs. To the

Oratio de Pace, which is properly
the sixth in his enumeration, he

assigns no ordinal number what-

ever. What is still more perplex-

ing he gives as the initial words

of what he calls the sixth Philippic,

certain words which occur in the

middle of the first Philippic, im-

mediately after the financial scheme
read by Demosthenes to the people ,

the words A |xev )(xst?, <L dvSpsi;

'ASrjvaToi, 8s8oviq[As9a E&pslv, too-'

toTiv (Philipp. i. p. 48). If this were

correct, we should have to divide

the first Philippic into two parts,
and recognise the latter part (after

the words i JAEV rjjAii;) as a separate

VOL. SI,

and later oration. Some critics,

among them Dr. Thirlwall, agree
so far with Dionysius as to separate
the latter part from the former, and
to view it as a portion of some
later oration. I follow the more
common opinion, accepting the

oration as one. There is a con-

fusion either in the text or the

affirmations of Dionysius, which
has never yet been, perhaps cannot

be, satisfactorily cleared up.
Bohnecke (in his ITorschungen

auf dem Gebiete der Attischen

Bedner, p. 222 seq.) has gone into

a full and elaborate examination
of the first Philippic and all the

controversy respecting it. He re-

jects the statement of Dionysius
altogether. He considers that the
oration as it stands now is one

whole, but delivered three years
later than Dionysius asserts

;
not

in 351 B.C., but in the Spring of
348 B.C., after the three Olynthiacs,
and a little before the fall of Olyn-
thus. He notices various chrono-

logical matters (in my judgement
none of them proving his point)

tending to show that the harangue
cannot have been delivered so early
as 351 B.C. But I think the diffi-

culty of supposing that the oration

was spoken at so late a period of

I
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life, had a constant tendency to put out of sight: That
the City, as a whole, could not maintain her security and

dignity against enemies, unless each citizen individually,
besides his home-duties, were prepared to take his fair

share, readily and without evasion, of the hardship and
cost of personal service abroad. l But he had then been
called upon to deal (in his discourse De Symmoriis) only
with the contingency of Persian hostilities possible

indeed, yet neither near nor declared
;
he now renews the

same exhortation under more pressing exigences. He has

to protect interests already suffering, and to repel
dishonourable insults, becoming from month to month
more frequent, from an indefatigable enemy. Succes-

sive assemblies have been occupied with complaints from

sufferers, amidst a sentiment of unwonted chagrin and

helplessness among the public yet with no material

comfort from the leading and established speakers; who
content themselves with inveighing against the negligence
of the mercenaries taken into service by Athens but
never paid and with threatening to impeach the generals.
The assembly, wearied by repetition of topics promising
no improvement for the future, is convoked, probably to

hear some farther instance of damage committed by the

Macedonian cruisers, when Demosthenes, breaking through
the common formalities of precedence, rises first to address
them.

It had once been the practice at Athens, that the

herald formally proclaimed, when a public assembly was

opened "Who among the citizens above fifty years old

wishes to speak? and after them, which of the other citi-

zens in his turn ?" 2 Though this old proclamation had fall-

en into disuse, the habit still remained, that speakers of

advanced age and experience rose first after the debate
had been opened by the presiding magistrates. But the

relations of Athens with Philip had been so often discuss-

ed, that all these men had already delivered their senti-

ments and exhausted their recommendations. "Had their

the Olynthian war, and yet that earlier date.

nothing is said in it about that ' Demosthenes, De Symmor. p.

war, and next to nothing about 182. e. 18.

Olyntlius itself is greater than any * JEschines cont. Ktesiphont. p.
of those difficulties which Bohnecke 366.

tries to make good against the
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recommendations been good, you need not have been now
debating the same topic over again"

l

says Demosthenes
as an apology for standing forward out of his turn to pro-
duce his own views.

His views indeed were so new, so independent of party-
sympathies or antipathies ,

and so plain-spoken .,

.' r
11 j Remarks

in comments on the past as well as in demands and recom-

for the future that they would hardly have mendation
t j i. i_ i !. i. -j.i_ f the first
been proposed except by a speaker instinct with Philippic,

the ideal of the Periklean foretime, familiar to ^
e

e

v
n
ere com"

him from his study of Thucydides. In explicit the
n

p

S

at
n

language, Demosthenes throws the blame of the apathy of

public misfortunes, not simply on the past ad-

visers and generals of the people, but also on the people
themselves. 2 It is from this proclaimed fact that he starts,
as his main ground of hope for future improvement. Athens
contended formerly with honour against the Lacedaemon-

ians; and now also,she will exchange disgrace for victory
in her war against Philip, if her citizens individually will

shake off their past inertness and negligence, each of them
henceforward becoming ready to undertake his full share
of personal duty in the common cause. Athens had un-

dergone enough humiliation, and more than enough, to

teach her this lesson. She might learn it farther from her

enemy Philip himself, who had raised himself from small

beginnings, and heaped losses as well as shame upon her,

mainly by his own personal energy, perseverance, and abil-

ity ;
while the Athenian citizens had been hitherto so back-

ward as individuals, and so unprepared as a public, that

even if a lucky turn of fortune were to hand over to them

1 Demosthen&s, Philipp. i. init. ouvtouv 6(jL(bv xocxux; T<X upayfjuxTa
... El (AEV irepl xaivoo TIVO; itpaY- I^Sf etst Tot, el Tudcvfi' a itpoayjxs

fxato? upouTtfisto XeYeiv, E7iiayibv ov 7tpaTT6vriov OUTWC sl^ev, o'I)8' av eX-

la>? 01 TcXeiatot TU>V elcuBoiiov si? ^v au-ra psXrito -(svsofyau., Ac.

Yv<i>|*.7)v aTtecpigvavTO .... sitetSrj 8e Again, p. 42. "Av toivuv xal 6(Aii;

itepi <!>< iroXXaxt; sip^xaoiv OUTOI Eiti T^? roiauTT)? eflsX^oKj-cs Yevsa9ai

Ttpotepov oujx^alvet xol vuvi OXOHEIV, Y vt*)
C-''l

<: ''uv, eTCeiS^itep o-J itpo-

T)YU(xaixai itptLTOt dvaaTO<; Tspov, .... xal itaiisrjafls a-iTO? JIEV

eixotuj? av ouYY v(*)
t
x '*l^ "UYX^VSIV el ouSjv Ixaoto itoii^oetv sXTti^tov, TOV

Y<ip ex TOU itapsXrjXuBoTo? ^povou Tot 8e itXTjolov itdvQ' ujtep oOrou rcpa-
5eov-a OUTOI ouvepouXsuerav, ou8iv av siv, &o.

v|ia? vuv eSsi pouXeu9at. Compare the previous harangue,
1
Demosthenes, Philippic i. p. 40, De Symmoriis, p. 182. s. 18.

41. *OTV ouSev TOJV Seovtcov noi-

I 2
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Amphipolis, they would be in no condition to seize it.*

Should the rumour prove true, that this Philip were dead,

they would soon make for themselves another Philip equal-

ly troublesome.
After thus severely commenting on the past apathy

of the citizens, and insisting upon a change of disposition
as indispensable, Demosthenes proceeds to specify the par-
ticular acts whereby such change ought to be manifested.

He entreats them not to be startled by the novelty of his

plan, but to hear him patiently to the end. It is the re-

sult of his own meditations; other citizens may have bet-

ter to propose; if they have, he shall not be found to stand
in their way. What is past, cannot be helped ;

nor is ex-

temporaneous speech the best way of providing remedies
for a difficult future. 2

He advises first, that a fleet of fifty triremes shall be
immediately put in readiness; that the citizensHe insists i_ n r i i -L j

on the ne- shall firmly resolve to serve in person on board,

Vz
ity tbat wnenever the occasion may require, and that

shall serve triremes and other vessels shall be speciallym
person,

fitted out for half of the horsemen of the
city,

poses' the who shall serve personally also. This force is

formation to be kept ready to sail at a moment's notice,

acting fleet and to meet Philip in any of his sudden out-
and arma- marches to Chersonesus, to Thermopylae, to

Olynthus, &c.3

Secondly, that a farther permanent force shall be set

on foot immediately, to take the aggressive, and carry on
active continuous warfare against Philip, by harassing him
in various points of his own country. Two thousand in-

fantry, and 200 horse, will be sufficient; but it is essential

that one-fourth part 500 of the former and 50 of the

latter shall be citizens of Athens. The remainder are to

1 Demosthenes, Philippic i. p. 43, xcti TTjjiEpov ei^o-mc fiaXioTa
> 15. u>? Se vuv I/_TE, ooSe SiSav- Xeyouaiv, &c.

TUJV T(I>v xccipiiv "AjAipiitoXiv 6eaa6at .... Oijiai toivuv eyu> Tautoi Xe-

fluvatoS* 5v, aitTjpTTjixevot xal tot? Yeiv *Xeiv > W xtoXutov ei TI? aXXo?

itapaaxgootli; xal toti? Yvcbjiotc. ejcayY^XXcTai TI.

* Demosthenes, Philipp. i. p. 44. This deprecatory tone deserves
. . . iitetSdv aitavTo oxouarjTe, xpi- notice, and the difficulty which the

VCITZ
IXYJ itpdrepov itpoXap.fiaveTf (XTJ&' speaker anticipates in obtaining a

av E
ap'/Tjc;

6ox<i> nvt xotivTjv hearing.

itapaoxeuTjv Xsyetv, ovapiXXeiv (te
'
Demosthenes, Philipp. i. p. 44, 45.

ta jcpiyixa-a rjYsiaftw o'i YP ol TX'->
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be foreign mercenaries
;
ten swift sailing war triremes are

also to be provided to protect the transports against
the naval force of Philip. The citizens are to serve by
relays, relieving each other; every one for a time fixed

beforehand, yet none for a very long time. The orator

then proceeds to calculate the cost of such a standing force

for one year. He assigns to each seaman, and to each foot

soldier, ten drachmae per month, or two oboli per day; to

each horseman, thirty drachmae per month, or one drachma

(six oboli) per day. No difference is made between the
Athenian citizen and the foreigner. The sum here assigned
is not full pay, but simply the cost of each man's mainten-
ance. At the same time, Demosthenes pledges himself,
that if thus much be furnished by the state, the remainder
of a full pay (or as much again) will be made up by what
the soldiers will themselves acquire in the war; and that

too, without wrong done to allies or neutral Greeks. The
total annual cost thus incurred will be 92 talents

(
= about

22,000?.). He does not give any estimate of the probable
cost of his other armament, of 50 triremes; which are to

be equipped and ready at a moment's notice for emer-

gences, but not sent out on permanent service.

His next task is, to provide ways and means for

meeting such additional cost of 92 talents. H .

g

Here he produces and reads to the assembly, financial

a special financial scheme, drawn up in writing. p.
r p-

Not being actually embodied in the speech, the

scheme has been unfortunately lost; though its contents

would help us materially to appreciate the views ofDemo-
sthenes. 2 It must have been more or less complicated in

its details
;
not a simple proposition for an eisphora or prop-

erty-tax, which would have been announced in a sentence

of the orator's speech.

Assuming the money, the ships, and the armament for

permanent service, to be provided, Demosthenes proposes
that a formal law be passed, making such permanent ser-

vice peremptory; the general in command being held

responsible for the efficient employment of the force. 3

The islands, the maritime allies, and the commerce of the

n would then become secure; while the profits of

'Demosthenes, Philipp.i. p. 45, 46. eutlv oyuj ysYPatPa'

1 Demosthens, Philipp. i. p. 48,
3
Demosthenfes, Philipp. i. p. 49.

49. "A 8' 07topai 8sT
itotp' ujxibv, TOUT' s. 37.
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Philip from his captures at sea would be arrested. 1 The

quarters of the armament might be established, during
winter or bad weather, in Skiathos, Thasos, Lemnos, or

other adjoining islands, from whence they could act at all

times against Philip on his own coast; while from Athens
it was difficult to arrive thither either during the preval-
ence of the Etesian winds or during winter the seasons

usually selected by Philip for his aggressions.
2

The aggregate means ofAthens (Demosthenes affirmed)
in men. money, ships, hoplites, horsemen, were

Mischiefs '
i -i -t Ti f j i T i.

of the past greater than could be found anywhere else. Hut
negligence hitherto they had never been properlyemployed-

preparat!on The Athenians, like awkward pugilists, waited
harm for Philip to strike, and then put up their hands

done bythe . /. ,, 1-11 mi_ i-j. i i

mercenary to follow his blow. They never sought to look
unpaid him in the face nor to be ready with a goodarmaments, ./ IPIJ !_

serving defensive system beforehand nor to anticipate
without him in offensive operations.

3 While their reli-

gious festivals, the Panathenaic, Dionysiac, and

others, were not only celebrated with costly splendour, but

pre-arranged with the most careful pains, so that nothing
was ever wanting in detail at the moment of execution

their military force was left without organisation or pre-
determined system. Whenever any new encroachment of

Philip was made known, nothing was found ready to meet

it; fresh decrees were to be voted, modified, and put in

execution, for each special occasion; the time for action was
wasted in preparation, and before a force could be placed
on shipboard, the moment for execution had passed.

4 This

1

Demosthen6s, Philipp. i. p. 49. Chersonesi, p. 93. a. 14.

a. 38, 39. '
Demosthenes, Philipp. i. p. 61.

*
Demostliengs, Philipp. i. p. 48, g. 46 ujASti; 6e, irXEtsTY]v 8uva-

49. "The obstinacy and violence of jxiv anivTtov slimes, Tpirjpei?, 6rcXU

the Etesian winds, in July and TO;, titnsTo;, )rpr(|A!XT<m rcpoaoSov,

August, are well known to those TOUTIOV
\ik-i H-^XP 1 tr^ Tr,(xepov f)|Apai;

who have had to struggle with ouSsvl *ii)jcoTe eU Ssov T t
xE-/p7]a9e.

them in the JEgean during that 4 Demosthenes, Philpp. i. p. 50.

season" (Colonel Lcake, Travels gv 8e tot? itepi TOU itoXejiou OT7XTO,
in Northern Greece, vol. iv. ch. 42. dSiop9u>Ta, oopiaToc, aitovto. ToiY ap-
p. 426). ouv 5|xa dx7)x6a(xsv TI xat tpiT)pop-
The Etesian winds, blowing from ^004 x<x9iaT|Aev, *ai TOUTOIC avri-

the north, made it difficult to reach 86aei itoiO'JjxeSa xai ne

Macedonia from Athens. itopou jxoTioOu-sv, &c.

Compare Demosthenes, De Rebus
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practice of waiting for Philip to act offensively, and then

sending aid to the point attacked, was ruinous; the war
must be carried on by a standing force put in motion be-

forehand. >

To provide and pay such a standing force, is one of

the main points in the project of Demosthenes; the abso-

lute necessity that it shall consist, in large proportion at

least
,
of citizens , is another. To this latter point he re-

verts again and again, insisting that the foreign mercena-
ries sent out to make their pay where or how they could,
and unaccompanied by Athenian citizens were at best

useless and untrustworthy. They did more mischief to

friends and allies
,
who were terrified at the very tidings

of their approach than to the enemy. 2 The general
unprovided with funds to pay them, was compelled to fol-

low them wheresoever they chose to go, disregarding his

orders received from the city. To try him afterwards for

that which he could not help, was unprofitable disgrace.
But if the troops were regularly paid; if, besides, a con-

siderable proportion ofthem were Athenian citizens, them-
selves interested in success, and inspectors of all that was

done; then the general would be found willing and able to

attack the enemy with vigour and might be held to a

rigorous accountability, if he did not. Such was the only
way in which the formidable and evergrowing force of their

enemy Philip could be successfully combated. As matters
now stood

,
the inefficiency of Athenian operations was so

ridiculous, that men might be tempted to doubt whether
Athens was really in earnest. Her chief military officers

her ten generals, ten taxiarchs, ten phylarchs, and two

hipparchs, annually chosen were busied only in the affairs

of the city and in the showy religious processions. They
1 "Demosthenes, Philipp. 1. p. 48, TB^OI (iaXXov oi)(T<u nXeovta, 6 8i

49. Set
|AT) portion itoXsfmv (uaTe- atpaTTjYoc dxoXooSsT' elxo-rux' ou fop

pioofxsv Y<*p 4itdvtu>v) dXXa itapa- IOTIV ap/siv JJLT)
8i86vta (xtsQov. Ti

oxeu^j ouveyei xotl Suvdjxst. ouv xsXeuui; TO? Ttpo'-pdasn; dipeXsiv

Compare his Oration Be Rebus xoi. TOU aTpotTjfou xoi TUV ffTpatiio-

Chersonesi, p. 92. s. 11. i(I>v, piaOov iropisavTa? xal atpa-
4 Demosthenes, Philipp. i. p. 46. TIUITS; olxtiou; dxjusp eitoTtTst? tcbv

s. 28. t? ou 8' a6ta xa8' a&to to aTpotT7)fo'J|AEviuv TCapaxaTsmgtjavrac,
^SilXO U(XIV JTpOtTEUETai, TOU5 tpiXoUC &C.

nxS xal tous oo[i(xa}(om, oi 8' ex- p. 53. B. 61. yctl oi fiiv

Spot IAEI'O'J? TOO 8eovro<; ^eYovooi* ex^P
'

1 xaTY ^")5tv ' ' ^* '^WX01

xai itapoxo'^avta eiti TOV T^ it6Xeto<; Ttfivooi
TIJJ 8ssi TOU? TOioviTO'Ji dnoc

itoXejxov, itpoe '^pTdpa^ov xai irov- OToXo'J?, &c.
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left the real business of war to a foreign general named
Menelaus. l Such a system was disgraceful. The honour
of Athens ought to be maintained by her own citizens,
both as generals and as soldiers.

Such are the principal features in the discourse called

Character-
*ne First Philippic; the earliest public harangue

istios of delivered by Demosthenes to the Athenian as-

Phin
rst

ic sembly, in reference to the war with Philip. It

prudent is not merely a splendid piece of oratory, em-
advice and

phatic and forcible in its appeal to the emotions :

early warn- f . . , ,. ,
cr ,.. '

ings of De- bringing the audience by many different roads,
mosthenes. ^o ^he main conviction which the orator seeks

to impress ; profoundly animated with genuine Pan-hellenic

patriotism, and with the dignity of that free Grecian world
now threatened by a monarch from without. It has other

merits besides, not less important in themselves, and lying
more immediately within the scope of the historian. We
find Demosthenes, yet only thirty years old young in po-
litical life and thirteen years before the battle of Chaero-

neia taking accurate measure of the political relations

between Athens and Philip; examining those relations

during the past, pointing outhow they had become every year
more unfavourable, and foretelling the dangerous contin-

gences of the future, unless better precautions were taken;

exposing with courageous frankness not only the past mis-

management of public men, but also those defective dispo-
sitions of the people themselves wherein such management
had its root; lastly ,

after fault found
, adventuring on his

own responsibility to propose specific measures of correc-

tion, and urging upon reluctant citizens a painful impo-
sition of personal hardship as well as of taxation. We
shall find him insisting on the same obligation, irksome
alike to the leading politicians and to the people,

2 through-
out all the Olynthiacs and Philippics. We note his

1 Demosthen6s, Philipp. i. p. 47
pT)oiao(jiai. 'EpouX6(xr)v 8' fiv, uiarcsp

c*el vbv fe YeXtoi; 08' *" XP^H-6" 01 ^Ti "M-'v oo|*<pEpei ti psXtista txxou-

TOI itpaYpaai. Etv olSa, GUTUX; el8evai ouvoiaov xai
1 Demosthenes, Philipp. i. p. 54.

Ttj
T psX-riaia EITCOVTI'. itoXXiji fiip

a. 68. 'Eyuj (.ev oo/ O&T" aXXoTs 5v TJStov EIKOV. Nuv 8 '
in' dSigXott

ictbrcoTe itpb? X'P 1^ stX6(j.r)v Xeyetv, oooi toi? on6 TOUTCOV
eptaoTij) YEVIJ-

5,Ti Sv
(iT|

xai auvolimv iccicciafxi- oojxivoii;, ?(iu)<; M TU> aovoiasiv 0(xTv,

voc I), vuv TS a Y'T^uJoxw itd-(8' a- &v icpd^lte, TOUTa neiteioflai Xiysi-*
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warnings, given at this early day, when timely prevention
would have been easily practicable ;

and his superiority to

elder politicians likeEubulusandPhokion, in prudent appre-
ciation, in foresight, and in the courage of speaking out un-

palatable truths. More than twenty years after this period,
when Athens had lost the game and was in her phase of

humiliation, Demosthenes (in repelling the charges of those

who imputed her misfortunes to his bad advice) measures
the real extent to which a political statesman is properly
responsible. The first of all things is, "To see events in

their beginnings to discern tendencies beforehand, and

proclaim them beforehand to others to abridge as much
as possible the rubs, impediments, jealousies, and tardy
movements

, inseparable from the march of a free city
and to infuse among the citizens harmony, friendly feelings,
and zeal for the performance of their duties." The first

Philippic is alone sufficient to prove, how justly Demo-
sthenes lays claim to the merit of having "seen events in

their beginnings" and given timely warning to his coun-

trymen. It will also go to show, along with other proofs
hereafter to be seen, that he was not less honest and judi-
cious in his attempts to fulfil the remaining portion of the

statesman's duty that of working up his countrymen to

unanimous and resolute enterprise; to the pitch requisite
not merely for speaking and voting, but for acting and

suffering, against the public enemy.
We know neither the actual course, nor the con-

cluding vote ofthis debate, wherein Demosthenes B c 351
took a part so unexpectedly prominent. But Ad ^.ice f

we know that neither of the two positive Demo-
measures which he recommends was carried into

sthen^s
not

effect. The working armament was not sent out, effect: no

nor was the home-force, destined to be held in seri us
.

, , . measures
reserve tor instant movement in case of emer- adopted by

gency, ever got ready. It was not until the fol- Athens -

lowing month of September (the oration being delivered

1
Demosthenes, De Corona, p. 308. Iti TO? 4xaoTy_ou ppaSutrJTa?, 8x-

8. 306. "AXXa
(iiijv

<I>v f' ov 6 p)T(Up vou?, aYvoia.;, <piXovixia;, & rcoXiTixi

U7teu9ovo? E"T)J naoav e!;Taatv X|JL- talc noXsst irpoosaTiv ditdtaai? xai

pave
1 06 itapaiTOufisi. Tiva ouv soti avaYxaia 6|ji.3pT/;|JiaTa, Tau9' u) eU

TaoTot; 'ISsiv TO itpiyfJiaTa apyofxsva, eXaytaTa oua-iiXat, xai TO'lvavTiov

xai KpoaiaSioQai xai jtposntsiv TOI? elc 6|x6voiotv xat oiXtav xol TOU ta

fiXXon. Tau"a 7rsr:paxTat [xoi. Kai 8sovia iwetv 6p(xirjv rcpOTpi'^ai.
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some time in the first half of 35 1 B.C.), that any actual force
was sent against Philip ;

and even then nothing more was
done than to send the mercenary chief Charidemus to the

Chersonese, with ten triremes, and five talents in money,
but no soldiers. * Nor is there any probability that De-
mosthenes even obtained a favourable vote of the assembly;
though strong votes against Philip were often passed with-
out being ever put in execution afterwards. 2

Demosthenes was doubtless opposed by those senior

Opponents
statesmen whose duty it would have been to

of Demo- come forward themselves with the same pro-

Atbeiis
*

positions, assuming the necessity to be undeni-

speakers in able. But what ground was taken in opposing

PhliFp

f him
>
we ^0 n t know. There existed at that

alarm time in Athens a certain party or section who

Peraian
h8 undervalued Philip as an enemy not really

king still formidable far less formidable than the Persian
continues,

king.
3 The reports of Persian force and prepa-

ration, prevalent two years before when Demosthenes
delivered his harangue on the Symmories, seem still to

have continued, and may partly explain the inaction against

Philip. Such reports would be magnified, or fabricated, by
another Athenian party much more dangerous; in commu-
nication with, and probably paid by, Philip himself. To
this party Demosthenes makes his earliest allusion in the
first Philippic,

4 and reverts to them on many occasions
afterwards. We may be very certain that there were
Athenian citizens serving as Philip's secret agents, though
we cannot assign their names. It would be not less his

interest to purchase such auxiliaries, than to employ paid
spies in his operations of war; 5 while the prevalent political

1 Demosthenes, Olynth. iii. p. 29. eviooi; OiXiirnou |*iv i)<; op' oft6svo;

8. 6. dEiou iroXXaxt? 6XiYiopouvTa, paoiX^a
* DemosthenSs, Philipp. i. p. 48. 8' <b tayupov ejrOpov olc fiv itpoeXrj-

s. 34; Olynth. ii. p. 21. 8. 12; Olynth. roti spo^oufjisvoui;. Et 8s TOV (xev
iii. p. 29. s. 5. p. 32. s. 16; De Rho- u> <; tpauXov ciux <i|j.uvou|Ae9a,
diorum Libcrtatc, p. 190. 8. 1. And TUJ 8 tix; <popsp(ji i:dtv9' Onei^oiiev,
not merely votes against Philip, Tpo<; -riva; itapa-ao|Ae9oc;
but against others also, remained This oration -was delivered in

either unexecuted or inadequately 351-350 no.; a few months after the
executed (Demosthenes, De He- first Philippic,

publica Ordinanda, p. 175, 176).
*
Demosthenes, Philipp. i. p. 45.

Demosthends, De Rhodior. Li- e. 21
; Olynthiac ii. p. 19. 8. 4.

bertat. p. 197. tt. 31. 6pd> 8' 6|xu>*
s Compare the advice of the The-
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antipathies at Athens, couj led with the laxity of public

morality in individuals, would render it perfectly practi-
cable to obtain suitable instruments. That not only at

Athens, but also at Amphipolis, Potidsea, Olynthus and

elsewhere, Philip achieved his successes, partly by pur-

chasing corrupt partisans among the leaders of his enemies
is an assertion so intrinsically probable, that we may

readily believe it, though advanced chiefly by unfriendly
witnesses. Such corruption alone, indeed, would not have
availed him, but it was eminently useful when combined
with well-employed force and military genius.

bans to Mardonius in 479 B.C. during the Persian invasion of Greece

(Herod ot. ix. 2).
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CHAPTER LXXXVIII.

EUBOIC AND OLYNTHIAN WARS.

IF even in Athens, at the date of the first Philippic of

B.C. 36i. Demosthenes, the uneasiness about Philip was
Change of considerable, much more serious had it become

Itoi^nthus among his neighbours the Olynthians. He had
-the gained them over, four years before, by trans-

?d
b
of
n"

ferring to them the territory of Anthemus
Philip and the still more important town of Potidsea,

peace
m
with captured by his own arms from Athens. Grateful

Athens. for these cessions, they had become his allies in

his war with Athens, whom they hated on every ground.
But a material change had since taken place. Since the

loss of Methone, Athens, expelled from the coast of Thrace
and Macedonia, had ceased to be a hostile neighbour, or

to inspire alarm to the Olynthians; while the immense
increase in the power of Philip, combined with his ability
and ambition alike manifest, had overlaid their gratitude
for the past by a sentiment of fear for the future. It was
but too clear that a prince who stretched his encroaching
arms in all directions to Thermopylae, to Illyria, and to

Thrace would not long suffer the fertile peninsula
between the Thermaic and Strymonic gulfs to remain

occupied by free Grecian communities. Accordingly, it

seems that after the great victory of Philip in Thessaly
over the Phokians (in the first half of 352 B.C.), the

Olynthians manifested their uneasiness by seceding from
alliance with him against Athens. They concluded peace
with that city, and manifested such friendly sentiments
that an alliance began to be thought possible. This peace
seems to have been concluded before November 352 B.C. l

1 Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. (xouv sicetSt] Si eiSov (xel^cu TTJ? p6
668. 8. 129. ixeivoi (Olynthians) Ito; OUTOOI; itlaTctu? YiYv6(xsvov

fj,4v iibpiov aiTiv (Philip) TTjXixoiJTOv 6|xo, oo; fotxuiv aTtdvTtuv ov9pii>it(ov

7)X.lxo? I)v HISTO? ujr7)p7_e, o6(A(jL5);ol r^iot" &v xi to'i exeivou ^plXou? xai

T* ijaav, xol 81* exsivov ijfxTv enoXi- OUTOV TOV <l>i).tnTtov onoxteivsma?,
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Here was an important change of policy on the part
of the Olynthians. Though they probably unfriendly

intended it, not as a measure of hostility against p
e

h
e

^j
ng8 of

Philip, but simply as a precaution to ensure to towards

themselves recourse elsewhere in case of becom- ^
l3^^

U8~

ing exposed to his attack, it was not likely that in'to^ivr in

he would either draw or recognise any such 86 B--

distinction. He would probably consider that by the cession

of Potidsea, he had purchased their cooperation against
Athens, and would treat their secession as at least making
an end to all amicable relations.

A few months afterwards (at the date of the first

Philippic ') we find that he, or his soldiers, had attacked,
and made sudden excursions into their territory, close

adjoining to his own.
In this state of partial hostility, yet without proclaim-

ed or vigorous war, matters seem to have remained

throughout the year 351 B.C. Philip was engaged during
that year in his Thracian expedition, where he fell sick,
so that aggressive enterprise was for the time suspended.
Meanwhile the Athenians seem to have proposed to Olyn-
thus a scheme of decided alliance against Philip.

2 But the

Olynthians had too much to fear from him, to become
themselves the aggressors. They still probably hoped that

he might find sufficient enemies and occupation elsewhere,

among Thracians, Illyrians, Paeonians, Arymbas and the

Epirots, and Athenians; 3 at any rate, they would not be
the first to provoke a contest. This state of reciprocal
mistrust 4 continued for several months, until at length

cpiXoui; itenolrjvtai, (past 8i xal OUJA- eQp'JXXoov tsu)?, 'OXuvQlooc
(Adjoin Ttotijasadat. exrco Xs(x?)<ja t SEIV QiXinituj, fi-
We know from Dionysius that yovEv oOTOptaTOv, xotl tauS" tb<; 3v

this oration was delivered between Ofjuv [xaXitiTa ou|xtpspot. El (xsv yp
Midsummer 352 B.C. and Midsummer 69' 6|xu>v itsiaQev-ss avelXovio TOV

351 B.C. I have already remarked uoXsjxov, otpaXspol a6(i(xo^oi xai P-SXP 1

that it must have been delivered, TOUTBUT' av YVU)X TS(; ?)<Jav toco;, &c.

in my judgement, before the month Compare Olynth. iii. p. 30. s. 9.

Maemakterion (November) 352 B.C. and p. 32. s. 18. ou^ 8<: e* itoXt|Mg-
1 Demosthenes, Philippic i. p. 44. aotiev, toijj.<u? atuastv unia/voujxeOa,

8. 20 eiil TO? eaicpvT](; Tauta? OUTOI vuv itoXs(xouv7at ;

ai:6 trj? olxsta? X^P35 OUTOU otpa-
'
Demosthenes, Olynth. i. p. 13.

Teia?, el? IluXo? xai Xspp6vT]<JOv xai s. 13.

"OXu^Sov xat 8noi pouXsTai.
* Demosthengs, Olynth. iii. p. 30.

1 Demosthenes, Olynthiac i. p. 11. s. 8. O&TS OiXiititot sSd^psi TOUTOU?,
8.7. ...... vovi Yap, 6 irctvrsi; oy9' OUTOI OiXvit^ov, 4o,
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Philip began serious operations against them; not very
long after his recovery from the sickness in Thrace, and

seemingly towards the middle of 350 B.C.;
1 a little before

the beginning of Olympiad 107, 3.

It was probably during the continuance of such semi-
hostile relations that two half-brothers of Philip.

Fugitive P ,
. ,. ,1 A , 1 ,1 ii

half- sons of his father Amyntas by another mother,

Ph^r
6rS f sousht an^ obtained shelter at Olynthus. They

obtain came as his enemies; for he had put to death
shelter at

already one of their brothers, and they them-
selves only escaped the same fate by flight.

Whether they had committed any positive act to provoke
his wrath, we are not informed; but such tragedies were
not unfrequent in the Macedonian regal family. While

Olynthus was friendly and grateful to Philip, these exiles

would not have resorted thither; but they were now fa-

vourably received, and may perhaps have held out hopes
that in case of war they could raise a Macedonian party
against Philip. To that prince, the reception of his fu-

gitive enemies served as a plausible pretence for war
which he doubtless would under all circumstances have

prosecuted against Olynthus; and it seems to have been
so put forward in his public declarations. 2

But Philip, in accomplishing his conquests, knew well

intrigues how ^ blend the influences of deceit and seduc-
of Philip in tion with those of arms, and to divide or corrupt
his^esmJT those whom he intended to subdue. To such
of corrup- insidious approaches Olynthus was in many
Vomentfng

f

ways open. The power of that city consisted,
intestine in great part, in her position as chief of a nu-

merous confederacy, including a large proportion,
1 Demosthenes, Olynth. i. p. 13. cordingly, it is hardly reasonable

8. 13 Tjoftivirioe' icoXiv potoai; to assign to the interval here de-

oOx titi T& po6u(itiv aicixXivtv, dXX' signaled by u86<; (that between
eufl 6? "0 Xuv 6ioi? in e% t iprjaev. Philip's recovery and his serious

What length of time is denoted attack upon the Olynthians) a

by the adverb iu96?, must, of course, longer time than six months. We
be matter of conjecture. If the should then suppose this attack to

expression had been found in the have been commenced about the

Oration De Corona, delivered last quarter of Olymp. 107, 2; or

twenty years afterwards, we might in the first half of 360 B.C. This is

have construed tu9u<; very loosely, the view of Bbhnecke, and I think

But it occurs here in an oration very probable (Forschungen, p. 211).

delivered probably in the latter *
Justin, viii. 3; Orosius, iii. 12.

half of 350 B.C., certainly not later Justin states this as the cause of the

than the first half of 318 c.c. Ac- attack made by Philip on Olynthus
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though probably not all, of the Grecian cities in the penin-
sula of Chalkidike. Among the different members of such

a confederacy, there was more or less of dissentient interest

or sentiment, which accidental circumstances might inflame

so as to induce a wish for separation. In each city, more-

over, and in Olynthus itself, there were ambitious citizens

competing for power, and not scrupulous as to the means

whereby it was to be acquired or retained. In each of

them, Philip could open intrigues, and enlist partisans; in

some, he would probably receive invitations to do so; for

the greatness of his exploits, while it inspired alarm in some

quarters, raised hopes among disappointed and jealous
minorities. If, through such predisposing circumstances,
he either made or found partisans and traitors in the dis-

tant cities of Peloponnesus, much more was this practicable
for him in the neighbouring peninsula of Chalkidike. Olyn-
thus and the other cities were nearly all conterminous with
the Macedonian territory, some probably with boundaries
not clearly settled. Perdikkas II. had given to the Olynth-
ians (at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war 1

) a por-
tion of his territory near the Lake Bolbe: Philip himself
had given to them the district of Anthemus. Possessed
of so much neighbouring land, he had the means, with little

loss to himself, of materially favouring or enriching such
individual citizens, of Olynthus or other cities, as chose to

promote his designs. Besides direct bribes, where that

mode of proceeding was most effective, he could grant the

right of gratuitous pasture to theflocksand herds of one,and
furnish abundant supplies of timber to another. Master as

he now was of Amphipolis andPhilippi, he could at pleasure
open or close to them the speculations in the gold mines of
Mount Pangseus, for which they had always hankered. 2 If

his privateers harassed even the powerful Athens, and the

islands under her protection, much more vexatious would

they be to his neighbours in the Chalkidic peninsula, which

they as it were encircled, from the Thermaic Gulf on one
side to the Strymonic Gulf on the other. Lastly, we cannot
doubt that some individuals in these cities had found it

which I do not believe. But thus when the city was taken, and
I see no ground for doubting the put both of them to death,

fact itself or for doubting that Thucyd. i. 58.

Philip laid hold of it as a pretext. * Demosthenes, Kals. Leg. p. 425,

He found thehaif-hrotherainOlyn- 426; Xenophon, Hellen. v. 2.17.
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profitable to take service, civil or military, under Philip,
which would supply him with correspondents and ad-
herents among their friends and relatives.

It will thus be easily seen, that with reference to Olyn-
thus and her confederate cities, Philip had at his command
means of private benefit and annoyance to such an extent,
as would ensure to him the cooperation of a venal and
traitorous minority in each; such minority of course blend-

ing its proceedings, and concealing its purposes, among the

standing political feuds of the place. These means however
were only preliminary to the direct use of the sword. His
seductions and presents commenced the work, but his ex-

cellent generalship and soldiers the phalanx, the hypas-
pistse, and the cavalry, all now brought into admirable

training during the ten years of his reign completed it.

Though Demosthenes in one passage goes so far as to

say that Philip rated his established influence
Conquest J

i i AU nu 1

and de- so high as to expect to incorporate the Chal-

f
*ru

^
t
,

ion f kidic confederacy in his empire without serious
the Olynth- , ., , , .',

r . .,

ian con- difficulty and without even real war J there is
federate

ground for believing that he encountered

Philip be- strenuous resistance, avenged by unmeasured

sT^Bo
~

rig urs afterthe victory. The two years and a half

terrible between Midsummer 350 B.C., and the commence-
phse- ment of 347 B.C. (the two last years of Olym-

piad 107 and the nine first months of Olympiad
108), were productive of phenomena more terror-striking
than anything in the recent annals of Greece. No less

than thirty-two free Grecian cities in Chalkidike were
taken and destroyed, the inhabitants being reduced to slave-

ry, by Philip. Among them was Olynthus, one of the
most powerful, flourishing, and energetic members of the

Hellenic brotherhood; Apollonia, whose inhabitants would
now repent the untoward obstinacy of their fathers (thirty-
two years before) in repudiating a generous and equal con-

federacy with Olynthus, and invoking Spartan aid to revive

the falling power of Philip's father, Amyntas; andStageira,
the birth-place of Aristotle. The destruction of thirty-two
free Hellenic communities in two years by a foreign prince,

1 Demosthenes, Olynth. i. p. 15. TOTeTJXTtiCeTdirpdtYn.otTaaNaip^oeaQou,
8. 22. O&T" Sv iqveyxe TOV itiXefiov xaTa 8te'J/suaT<xt. TOUTO 8r) Ttpwtov
T.rjtt. TOUTOV exgivoc, el itoXEjxsTv ipiiQi) a&tov Tapattei Tcapo 7vu)|iT]v ft-

ltr,a*it O&TOV, dXX' i>? iniwv aitavto 701161;, Ac.
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was a calamity the like of which had never occurred since

the suppression of the Ionic revolt and the invasion of

Xerxes. I have already recounted in a previous chapter 1

the manifestation of wrath at the festival of the 99th Olym-
piad (384 B.C.) against the envoys of the elder Dionysius
of Syracuse, who had captured and subverted five or six

free Hellenic communities in Italy. Far more vehement
would be the sentiment of awe and terror, after the

Olynthian war, against the Macedonian destroyer of thirty-
two Chalkidic cities. We shall find this plainly indicated
in the pheenomena immediately succeeding. "We shall see
Athens terrified into a peace alike dishonourable and im-

provident, which even Demosthenes does not venture to

oppose: we shall see ^schines passing out of a fi'ee-spoken
Athenian citizen into a servile worshipper, if not a paid
agent, of Philip: we shall observe Isokrates, once the

champion of Pan-hellenic freedom and integrity, ostenta-

tiously proclaiming Philip as the master and arbiter of

Greece, while persuading him at the same time to use his

power well for the purpose of conquering Persia. These
were terrible times; suitably illustrated in their cruel de-
tails by the gangs of enslaved Chalkidic Greeks of both

sexes, seen passing even into Peloponnesus'2 as the property
of new grantees who extolled the munificence of the donor

Philip; and suitably ushered in by awful celestial signs,
showers of fire and blood falling from the heavens to the

earth, in testimony of the wrath of the gods.
3

1 See Ch. LXXXIII. acumen excogitat. Quippe in-
1 Demosthenes, Fals. IJeg. p. 439. gentium malorum fuere prcenuntia ;

.ZEschines himself met a person sed ea accidisse non quia hsec facta
named Atrestidas followed by one sunt arbitror, verum hasc ideo facta,
of these sorrowful troops. We may quia incasura erant ilia: raritate

be sure that this case was only one autem occultam eorum esse ra-

among many. tionem, ideoque non sicut exortus
*
Pliny, H. N. ii. 27. "Fit et coeli supra dictos defectusque et multa

ipsius hiatus, quod vocant chasma. alia nosci."

Fit et sanguined specie (quo nihil The precision of this chronolo-
terribilius mortalium timori est) gical note makes it valuable,
incendium ad terras cadens inde

; Olymp. 107, 3 corresponds to the

sicut Olympiadis centesimce septimce year between Midsummer 350 and
anno tertio, cum rex Philippus Midsummer 349 B.C.

Graciam quateret. Atque ego hsec Taylor, who cites this passage
statis temporibus natura?, ut cetera, in his Prolegomena ad Demosthe-
arbitror existere

;
non (ut plerique) nem (ap. Reiske Oratt. Gr. vol. viii.

variis de causis, quas ingeniorum p. 756), takes the liberty, without

VOL. XI. K
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B.C. 350.

Philip
attacks the

Olynthians
and Chal-
kidians

beginning
of the

Olynth'an
war. 350

B.C.

While, however, we make out with tolerable clearness

the general result of Philip's Olynthian war,
and the terror which it struck into the
Grecian mind we are not only left without in-

formation as to its details, but are even per-

plexed by its chronology. I have already re-

marked, that though the Olynthians had con-

tracted such suspicions of Philip, even before

the beginning of 351 B.C., as to induce them to

make peace with his enemyAthens they had, nevertheless,
declined the overtures of Athens for a closer alliance, not

wishing to bring upon themselves decided hostility from
so powerful a neighbour, until his aggressions should be-

come such as to leave them no choice. We have no pre-
cise information as to Philip's movements after his opera-
tions in Thrace and his sickness in 351 B.C. But we know
that it was not in his nature to remain inactive; that he
was incessantly pushing his conquests; and that no con-

quest could be so important to him as that of Olynthus
and the Chalkidic peninsula. Accordingly, we are not

surprised to find, that the Olynthian and Chalkidian con-

federates became the object of his direct hostility in 350

B.C. He raised pretences for attack against one or other

of these cities separately; avoiding to deal with the con-

federacy as a whole, and disclaiming, by special envoys,
l

all purposes injurious to Olynthus.
of little force orpertiuence. I follow
him generally in placing the be-

ginning of the Olynthian war, and

theOlynthiacs of Demosthenes, be-

fore Olymp. 107,4. This is the best

opinion which I can form, on mat-
ters lamentably unattested and un-
certain.

1 Demosthen. Philipp. iii. p. 113.

That Philip not only attacked,
but even subdued, the thirty two
Chalkidic cites, before he marched

directly and finally to assail Olyn-
thus is stated in the Fragment of

Kallisthengs ap. Stobseum, Eclog.
Tit. vii. p. 92.

KullisthenCs, whose history is

lost, was a native of Olynthus,
born a few years before the capture
of the city.

any manuscript authority, of alter-

ing tertio into quarto; which
Bohnecke justly pronounces to be

unreasonable (Forschungen, p. 212).

The passage as it stands is an evi-

dence, not merely to authenticate

the terrific character of the time,
but also to prove, among other

evidences, that the attack of Philip
on the Olynthians and Chalkidians

began in 350-349 B.C. not in the

following Olympic year, or in the

time after Midsummer 349 B.C.

Bohnecke (Forschungen, p. 201-

221) has gone into an examination
of the dates and events of this

Olynthian war, and has arranged
them in a manner different from

any preceding critic. His exami-
nation is acute and instructive,

including however some reasonings
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Probably the philippising party in that city may have
dwelt upon this disclaimer as satisfactory, and TheOiynth-

given as many false assurances about the pur-
ian * c

^'.

poses of Philip, as we shall find ^Eschines here- ance with

after uttering at Athens. But the general body
Athens,

of citizens were not so deceived. Feeling that the time

had come when it was prudent to close with the previous
Athenian overtures, they sent envoys to Athens to pro-

pose alliance and invite cooperation against Philip. Their
first propositions were doubtless not couched in the

language of urgency and distress. They were not as yet
in any actual danger ;

their power was great in reality, and
estimated at its full value abroad; moreover, as prudent
diplomatists, they would naturally overstate their own

dignity and the magnitude of what they were offering. Of
course they would ask for Athenian aid to be sent to

Chalkidike since it was there that the war was being
carried on; but they would ask for aid in order to act

energetically against the common enemy, and repress the

growth of his power not to avert immediate danger
menacing Olynthus.

There needed no discussion to induce the Athenians
to accept this alliance. It was what they had _,, .

long been seeking, and they willingly closed nians con-

with the proposition. Of course they also pro-
tract al

.

u/
j T_O.-JJ i j. i j ii_ ance with

mised what indeed was almost involved in the Olynthus

acceptance to send a force to cooperate against ?,*
rli

tt
t
-

TI -I- /~ii n TI r\ J.T.- n i_ !> Olynthiao
Philip in (Jhalkidike. On this first recognition gpeech of

of Olynthus as an ally or perhaps shortly
D m -

afterwards, but before circumstances had at all

changed Demosthenes delivered his earliest Olynthiac
harangue. Of the three memorable compositions so de-

nominated, the earliest is, in my judgement, that which
stands second in the edited order. Their true chronological
order has long been, and still is, matter of controversy;
the best conclusion which I can form, is that the first and
the second are erroneously placed, but that the third is

really the latest;
l all of them being delivered during the

six or seven last months of 350 B.C.

1 Some remarks will be found first, second, and third, according
on the order of the Olynthiacs in to the common and edited order;
an Appendix to the present chapter, though I cannot adopt that order

It must be understood that I al- as correct,

ways speak of the Olynthiacs as

K2
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In this his earliest advocacy (the speech which stands

The Second printed as the second Olynthiac), Demosthenes

piynthiac insists upon the advantageous contingencywhich

euUeftt hasjustturnedup forAthens,throughthe blessing
its tone and of the gods, in the spontaneous tender of so
tenor. valuable an ally. He recommends that aid be

despatched to the new ally; the most prompt and
effective aid will please him the best. But his recom-
mendation is contained in a single sentence, in the middle
of the speech; it is neither repeated a second time, nor

emphatically insisted upon, nor enlarged by specification
of quantity or quality of aid to be sent. No allusion is

made to necessities or danger of Olynthus, nor to the

chance that Philip might conquer the town; still less to

ulterior contingences, that Philip, if he did conquer it,

might carry the seat of war from his own coasts to those
of Attica. On the contrary, Demosthenes adverts to the

power of the Olynthians to the situation of their terri-

tory, close on Philip's flanks to their fixed resolution

that they will never again enter into amity or compromise
with him as evidences how valuable their alliance will

prove to Athens; enabling her to prosecute with improved
success the war against Philip, and to retrieve the dis-

graceful losses brought upon her by previous remissness.

The main purpose of the orator is to inflame his coun-

trymen into more hearty and vigorous efforts for the pro-
secution of this general war; while to furnish aid to tho

Olynthians, is only a secondary purpose, and a part of the

larger scheme. "I shall not (says the orator) expatiate on
the formidable power of Philip as an argument to urge you
to the performance of your public duty. That would be
too much both of compliment to him and of disparagement
to you. I should, indeed, myself have thought him truly

formidable, if he had achieved his present eminence by
means consistent with justice. But he has aggrandised
himself, partly through your negligence and improvidence,
partly by treacherous means by taking into pay corrupt
partisans at Athens, and by cheating successively Olynth-
ians, Thessalians, and all his other allies. These allies,

havingnow detected his treachery,aredesertinghim; without

them, his power will crumble away. Moreover, the Ma-
cedonians themselves have no sympathy with his personal
ambition; they are fatigued with the labour imposed upon
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them by his endless military movements and impoverished

by the closing of their ports through the war. His vaunted
officers are men of worthless and dissolute habits; his

personal companions are thieves, vile ministers of amuse-

ment, outcasts from our cities. His past good fortune im-

parts to all this real weakness a fallacious air of strength ;

and doubtless his good fortune has been very great. But
the fortune of Athens, and her title to the benevolent

aid of the gods is still greater if only you, Athenians,
will do your duty. Yet here you are, sitting still, doing
nothing. The sluggard cannot even command his friends

to work for him much less the gods. I do not wonder,
that Philip, always in the field, always in movement, doing
everything for himself, never letting slip an opportunity

prevails overyouwho merely talk, inquire, and vote, without
action. Nay the contrary would be wonderful if under
such circumstances, he had not been the conqueror. But
what I do wonder at is, that you Athenians who in

former days contended for Pan-hellenic freedom against
the Lacedaemonians who, scorning unjust aggrandisement
for yourselves, fought in person and lavished your substance

to protect the rights of other Greeks that you now shrink

from personal service and payment of money for the de-

fence of your own possessions. You, who have so often

rescued others, can now sit still after having lost so much
of your own! I wonder you do not look back to that con-

duct of yours which has brought your affairs into this state

of ruin, and ask yourselves how they can ever mend, while
such conduct remains unchanged. It was much easier at

first to preserve what we once had, than to recover it

now that it is lost; we have nothing left now to lose we
have every thing to recover. This must be done by our-

selves, and at once; we must furnish moiJey, we must serve

in person by turns; we must give our generals means to do
their work well, and then exact from them a severe
account afterwards which we cannot do, so long as we
ourselves will neither pay nor serve. We must correct that

abuse which has grown up, whereby particular symmories
in the state combine to exempt themselves from burthen-
some duties, and to cast them all unjustly upon others. "VVe

must not only come forward vigorously and heartily, with

person and with money, but each man must embrace faith-

fully his fair share of patriotic obligation."
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Such are the main points of the earliest discourse de-

livered by Demosthenes on the subject of Olyn-
Disposition , , T ii j c ^ a J.T- j.

to magnity thus, in the mind or modern readers, as in that
the piac- of the rhetor Dionysius,

l there is an unconscious

oVthe
6

tendency to imagine that these memorable plead-
speechesof [UgS must have worked persuasion, and to

sthene's magnify the efficiency of their author as an
his

true^ historical and directing person. But there are

he'i^an^ DO facts to bear out such an impression. De-
opposition mosthenes was still comparatively ayoungman
speaker. .1 i < i-j-jij-i.-

thirty-one years or age; admired indeed tor his

speeches and his compositions written to be spoken by
others;

2 but as yet not enjoying much practical influence.

It is moreover certain to his honour that he descried

and measured foreign dangers before they were recognised

by ordinary politicians; that he advised a course, energetic
and salutary indeed, but painful for the people to act upon,
and disagreeable for recognised leaders to propose; that

these leaders, such as Eubulus and others, were accordingly
adverse to him. The tone of Demosthenes in these speeches
is that of one who feels that he is contending against heavy
odds combating an habitual and deep-seated reluctance.

He is an earnest remonstrant an opposition speaker
contributing to raise up gradually a body of public sen-

timent and conviction which ultimately may pass into act.

His rival Eubulus is the ministerial spokesman, whom the

majority, both rich and poor, followed; a man not at all

corrupt (so far as we know), but of simple conservative

routine, evading all painful necessities and extraordinary

precautions; conciliating the rich by resisting a property-

1 Dionys. Hal. ad Ammse. p. 736. Demosthends cont. Meidiam, p.

fxrra Y<xp opyovra KaXXi(jia)fOv, if' 575, 576 (spoken in the yearfollow-
o5 T(i eU "OXuvflov poTj(Uia<; drs- ing 349-348 B.C.).

STeiXav 'ASrjvatot, its laQevts? oic 6 I observe, not without regret,

ArjixoaS EVOO?, Ac. that Demosthenes himself is not

He connects the three Olynthiacs ashamed to put the like sneers

of Demosthenes with the three into the mouth of a client apeak-
Athenian armaments sent to ing before the Dikastery against

Olynthus in the year following Iiakritus "this very clever man,
"Midsummer 349 B.C.

;
for which who has paid ten mince to Isokra-

armamcnts he had just before cited t6s for a course of rhetoric, and
I'hilochorus. thinks himself able to talk you

1 This is evident from the sneers over as he pleases," &c. (Demosth.
of Meidias : see the oration of adv. Lakri t. p. 938).
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tax, and the general body of citizens by refusing to meddle
with the Theoric expenditure.

The Athenians did not follow the counsel of Demo-
sthenes. They accepted the Olynthian alliance, phinp con.

but took no active step to cooperate with Olyn- tiuues to

thus in the war against Philip.
1 Such unhappily oTynttdan

was their usual habit. The habit of Philip was cou-

the opposite. "We need no witness to satisfy fncreasSr
us that he would not slacken in his attack and danger of

that in the course of a month or two, he would
f^e^appli-

master more than one of the Chalkidic cities, cations to

perhaps defeating the Olynthian forces also. The Athens -

Olynthians would discover that they had gained nothing
by their new allies; while the philippising party among
themselves would take advantage of the remissness of

Athens to depreciate her promises as worthless or insin-

cere, and to press foraccommodationwith the enemy. 2 Com-

plaints would presently reach Athens, brought by fresh

envoys from the Olynthians, and probably also from the

Chalkidians, who were the greatest sufferers by Philip's
arms. They would naturally justify this renewed appli-
cation by expatiating on the victorious progress of Philip;

they would now call for aid more urgently, and might even

glance at the possibility of Philip's conquest of Chalki-

dike. It was in this advanced stage of the proceedings

1 An orator of the next genera-
2 Demosth. Olynth. i. p. 9. to?

tion (Deinarchus cent. Demosthen. IUTI paXiaTa TOUTO 8*0;, (AT) rcavoup-

p. 102. s. 99) taunts Demosthenes YS (^>v xa ' 8sivo? avOpioiroc (Philip)
as a mere opposition talker, in ^37(1.391 yprjiQoi TS (xiv eTxtov vjvix"

contrast with the excellent admin- otv TU/IQ, TO 6' ditsiXtuv, T<X 8' Tju.a-

istration of the finances and Sia^dXXtuv xal TTJV O7:ooiav TTJV
marine under Eubulus rototi 7<ip 'OjASTSpov Tpi'j/fl te xal napaoTid-

TOUTOV (Demosthenes) luansp eiti This occurs in the next subse-

E'jpcmXou, t^ TioXsi; 15
noioi vsiuaoi- quent speech of Demosthenes, in-

xoi TOUTOU i:oXiTUo|j.svou Y^YO'^acji ; timating what Philip and his par-
The administration of Eubulus tisans had already deduced as in-

must have left a creditable re- ference from the past neglect of

membrance, to be thus cited after- the Athenians to send any aid to

wards. Olynthus. Of course no such in-

See Theopompus ap. Harpokr. ference could be started until some
v. Eu[5ouXo? ; Plutarch, Reipubl. time had been allowed for expecta-
Gerend. Prrecept. p. 812. Compare tion and disappointment ;

which is

also Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 435; one among many reasons for be-

and .fEschines adv. Ktesiph. p. 57. lieving the first Olynthiac to be
c. 11. posterior in time to the second.
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that Demosthenes again exerted himself in the cause,

delivering that speech which stands first in the printed
order of the Olynthiacs.

Here we have, not a Philippic, but a true Olynthiac.

Demo- Olynthus is no longer part and parcel of a lar-

sthenes de- ger theme, upon the whole of which Demosthe-

aJother
nes "^nds to discourse; but stands out as the

oiyntMac prominent feature and specialty of his pleading,

tna^which " *s now pronounced to be in danger and in

stands first pressing need of succour; moreover its preser-

p'rin'ted
vation is strenuously pressed upon the Athe-

order. its nians
,
as essential to their own safety. While

tenor. ft gtands with its confederacy around it, the
Athenians can fight Philip on his own coast

;
if it falls,

there is nothing to prevent him from transferring the war
into Attica, and assailing them on their own soil. l Demo-
sthenes is wound up to a higher pitch of emphasis, complain-
ing of the lukewarmness of his countrymen on a crisis

which calls aloud for instant action. 2 He again urges that a
vote beat once passed to assist Olynthus, and two armaments

despatched as quickly as possible; one to preserve to Olyn-
thus her confederate cities the other, to make a diversion

by simultaneous attack on Philip at home. Without such
twofold aid (he says) the cities cannot be preserved.

3 Ad-
vice of aid generally he had already given, though less

emphatically, in his previous harangue ;
but. he now super-

adds a new suggestion that Athenian envoys shall be
sent thither, not merely to announce the coming of the

force, but also to remain at Olynthus and watch over the
course of events. For he is afraid, that unless such imme-
diate encouragement be sent, Philip may ,

even without
the tedious process ofa siege, frighten or cajole the Olyiith-
ian confederacy into submission; partly by reminding
them that Athens had done nothing for them, and by de-

nouncing her. as a treacherous and worthless ally.
4

Philip
would be glad to entrap them into some plausible capitu-

1 Demosth. Olynth. i. p. 12, 13. xai TO> TTJJ cxeivou -juipi-t xctxibj
a Demostli. Olynth. i. p. 9. TICHEIV xotl Tpi^psai xal OTpaTttu-au?
' Demosth. Olynth. i. p. 14. 4>r

(|u etspon' ei Ss Oatipou TO'JTIUV 6X1710-

8rj Sijrrj p&rjQrjTgov etvai TOI? npiif- pf^usTS, 6xv(I>
(if, piaTato; UJAUJV >j

fxastv ujxtv tip T* TO? 516X114 OTpa-rsio fi-ir^tn.

'OXuv6ioi? atb^etv, xai TO'JC touto 4 Demostli. Olyuth. i. p. 9, 10.
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lation; and though they knew that they could have no se-

curity for his keeping the terms of it afterwards, still he

might succeed, if Athens remained idle. Now, if ever, was
the time for Athenians to come forward and do their duty
without default; to serve in person and submit to the ne-

cessary amount of direct taxation. They had no longer
the smallest pretence for continued inaction

;
the very con-

juncture which they had so long desired, had turned up of

itself war between Olynthus and Philip, and that too upon
grounds special to Olynthus not at the instigation of

Athens. > The Olynthian alliance had been thrown in the

way of Athens by the peculiar goodness of the gods ,
to

enable her to repair her numerous past errors and short-

comings. She ought to look well and deal rightly with

these last remaining opportunities, in order to wipe off the

shame of the past; but if she now let slip Olynthus, and
suffer Philip to conquer it, there was nothing else to hin-

der him from marching whithersoever he chose. His am-
bition was so insatiable, his activity so incessant, that, as-

suming Athens to persist in her careless inaction, he would

carry the war forward from Thrace into Attica of which
the ruinous consequences were but too clear. 2

"I maintain (continued the orator) that you ought to

lend aid at the present crisis in two ways; by preserving
lor the Olynthians their confederated cities, through a body
of troops sent out for that expresspurpose and by employ-
ing at the same time other troops and other triremes to

act aggressively against Philip's own coast. If you
neglect either of these measures, I fear that the expedition
will fail. As to the pecuniary provision, you have already
more money than any other city, available for purposes of

war; if you will pay that money to soldiers on service, no
need exists for farther provision if not, then need exists;

but above all things, money must be found. "What then!

I shall be asked are you moving that the Theoric fund
shall be devoted to war pui'poses ? Not I, by Zeus. I me-

rely express my conviction, that soldiers must be equip-

ped, and that receipt of public money, and performance

1 Demosth. Olynth. i. p. 11. TO xcoXuov IT' OCUTGV laToci [iaSiCetv
a Demosth. Olynth. i. p. 12, 13, 16. ozoi po'lXsTai.

st Si itpor)<j6(jiE9a xni TO'JTO'J? .... ti; OUTUX; sir^On)? EOT'IV 0|j.d)v

-;o ;j? av9pd>TCOU?, EIT' "OXuvfiov sxsivcn SUTK afvosT TOV exEtflsv TcoXejAov Ssopo

xaTaaTpJ'^iTOii, tppaaatu) Tt; |A'yi, Tt f,ov-a, a-; a(it).igatO(Jitvj
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of public service, ought to go hand in hand
;
but your

practice is to take the public money, without any such con-

dition, for the festivals. Accordingly, nothing remains

except that all should directly contribute
; much, if much

is wanted little, if little will suffice. Money must be had
;

without it, not a single essential step can be taken. There
are moreover different ways and means suggested by others.

Choose any one of these which you think advantageous;
and lay a vigorous grasp on events while the opportunity
still lasts." i

It was thus that Demosthenes addressed his country-
Just appre- men some time after the Olynthians had been
c
^
ati " of received as allies, but before any auxiliary force

tion by had been either sent to them or even positivelyD
fmo- decreed yet when such postponement of action

sthenfcs. He , , . .
J

-. ,, .,,
r

.
r

,

approaches had inspired them with mistrust, threatening
the

f f
^ ^nrow them, even without resistance into the

tile

6

Theoric hands ofPhilip and their own philippising party.
Fund. "VYe observe in Demosthenes the same sagacious

appreciation, both of the present and the future, as we
have already remarked in the first Philippic foresight of
the terrible consequences of this Olynthian war, while as

yet distant and unobserved by others. We perceive the
same good sense and courage in invoking the right reme-
dies

; though his propositions of personal military service,
direct taxation, or the diversion of the Theoric fund were
all of them the most unpopular which could be made. The
last of the three, indeed, he does not embody in a substan-

tive motion; nor could he move it without positive illegal-

ity, which would have rendered him liable to the indict-

ment called Graphe Paranomon. But he approaches it

near enough to raise in the public mind the question as it

really stood that money must be had; that there were

only two ways of getting it direct taxation, and appro-
priation of the festival fund; and that the latter of these

ought to be resorted to as well as the former. We shall

find this question about the Theoric Fund coming forward

again more than once, and shall have presently to notice

it more at large.
Atsometimeafterthis new harangue ofDemosthenes

how long after it, or how far in consequence of it, we can-

not say the Athenians commissioned and sent a body of

Domosth. Olynth. i. p. 15.
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foreign mercenaries to the aid of the Olynthians and Chal-

kidians. The outfit and transport of these troops..... j, ,
r

, ,-
r B.C. 350.

was in part defrayed by voluntary subscriptions
p i Aii Tu T> i A j.i_ Assistance
from rich Athenian citizens. .But no Athe- sent by
nian citizen-soldiers were sent; norwas anymoney .

then
.?

to
, ,, ,, ,. ,, .

J
rnu

J
Olynthus.

assigned for the pay ot the mercenaries. The Partial suc-

expedition appears to have been sent towards cess against

the autumn of 350 B.C., as far as we can pre-
tend to affirm anything respecting the obscure chronology
of this period.

1 It presently gained some victory over

1 In my view, it is necessary to

separate entirely the proceedings
alluded to in the Demosthenic

Olynthiacs, from the three expedi-
tions to Olynthus, mentioned by
Philochorus during the following

year 349-348 B.C., the archonship
of Kallimachus. I see no reason

to controvert the statement of Pbi-

lochorus, that there were three

expeditions during that year, such

as he describes. But he must be

mistaken (or Dionysius must have

copied him erroneously) in setting
forth those three expeditions as

the whole Olynthian tear, and the

first of the three as being the be-

ginning of the war. The Olynthian
war began in 350 B.C., and the three

Olynthiacs of Demosthenes refer,

in my judgement, to the first

months of the war. But it lasted

until the early spring of 347 B.C.,

ao that the armaments mentioned

by Philochorus may have occurred

during the last half of the war. I

cannot but think that Dionysius,

being satisfied with finding three

expeditions to Olynthus which

might be attached -as results to the

three orations of Demosthenes, has

too hastily copied out the three

from Philochorus, and has assigned
the date of 349-348 B.C. to the three

orations, simply because he found

that date given to the three expedi-

tions by Philochorus.

The revolt in Euboea, the expe-
dition of Phokion with the battlo

of Tamynte and the prolonged war
in that island, began about January
or February 349 B.C., and continued

throughout that year and the next.
Mr. Clinton even places these events
a year earlier; in which I do not

concur, but which, if adopted,
would throw back the beginning
of the Olynthian war one year
farther still. It is certain that

there was one Athenian expedition
at least sent to Olynthus before
the Eulcean war (Demosthen. cont.

Meidiam. p. 566-578) an expedition
so considerable, that voluntary
donations from the rich citizens

were obtained towards the cost.

Here is good proof (better than

Philochorus, if indeed it be incon-

sistent with what he really said)
that the Athenians not only con-

tracted the alliance of Olynthus,
hut actually assisted Olynthns,
during the year 350 B.C. Now the

Olynthiacs of Demosthenes present
to my mind strong evidence of

belonging to the earliest months
of the Olynthian war. I think it

reasonable therefore to suppose
that the expedition of foreign mer-
cenaries to Olynthus, which tho

third Olynthiac implies as having
been sent, is the same as that for

which the s^tSoasti; mentioned in

the Meidiana were required. Sec

Bb'hnecke, Forschungen, p. 202;

and K. F. Herrmann, De Anno
Natali Deinosthenis, p. 9.
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Philip or Philip's generals, and was enabled to transmit

good news to Athens, which excited much exultation there,
and led the people to fancy that they were in a fair way of

taking revenge on Philip for past miscarriages. Accord-

ing to some speakers, not only were the Olynthians be-

yond all reach of danger, but Philip was in a fair way of

being punished and humbled. It is indeed possible that

the success may really have been something considerable,
such as to check Philip's progress for the time. Though
victorious on the whole, he must have experienced partial
and temporary reverses, otherwise he would have con-

cluded the war before the early spring of 347 B.C. AVhether
this success coincided with that of the Athenian general
Chares over Philip's general Adaeus, l we cannot say.

But Demosthenes had sagacity enough to perceive,
I'artiai and and frankness to proclaim, that it was a success

af*<f
gei

n noway decisive of the war generally; worse than

fidence at nothing, if it induced the Athenians to fancy
i
he \ that they had carried their point.The Athe- m , , i -i i r L\ , i

nians lose To correct the delusive fancy, that enough
sight of had been done to combat that chronic malady
of

e

oiyn? under which the Athenians so readily found

tjius.

Third
encouragement and excuses for inaction to

of^Demo- revive in them the conviction that they had
sthenes. contracted a debt, yet unpaid, towards their

Olynthian allies and towards their own ultimate security
is the scope of Demosthenes in his third Olynthiac

harangue; third in the printed order, and third also,

according to my judgement, in order of time; delivered

towards the close of the year 350 B.C. 2 Like Perikles, he

1 Theopompus ap. Atbense. xii. p. forward from that date, -pi-t-i ITOC
5!2. This victory would seem to means the next year but one; that

belong more naturally (as Dr. is the Attic year Olymp. 107.3, or

Thirlwall remarks) to the opera- the year between Midsummer 360

t ions of CharSs aud Onomarchus and Midsummer 349 B.C. Dionysius
against Philip in Thessaly, in 353- of Halikarnassus says (p. 726)

352 BC. But the point cannot be KaXXijjiiyo'J TOU Tpttou IASTCX 6jua).o>
determined. 5pavto; though there was only

1 Demosth. Olynth. iii. p. 29. U.|A- one archon between Thessalus and

vrjaOt, ?T' d7cr
(YYe)-9j) <J>i).irno<; 0|Atv Kallimachus. When Demosthenfis

it 6paxip, Tp
: t<jv r) TztapTov ETOC eays tpiTov TJ TtToiprciv ETO; it is

TOU-ij'Hpsiov Teiyos so).iopx(Juv -OTS clear that both cannot be accurate:

TOtvuv
(xiljv jAsv r/' M ji(jL7XTT( Gitov, &c. we must choose one or the other;

This wag the month Ma'makterion aud TpiTov ETOC brings us to the
or November 352 BC. Calculating year 350349 B.C.
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was not less watchful to abate extravagant and unseason-

able illusions of triumph in his countrymen, than to raise

their spirits in moments of undue alarm and despondency.
1

"The talk which I hear about punishing Philip (says

Demosthenes, in substance) is founded on a
Tenor and

false basis'. The real facts of the case teach substance

us a very different lesson. 2 They bid us look f
.
the third

11 i -i ii j i_ Olynthiac.
well to our own security, that we be not our-

selves the sufferers, and that we preserve our allies. There
was indeed a time and that too within my remembrance
not long ago when we might have held our own and

punished Philip besides; but now, our first care must be to

preserve our own allies. After we have made this sure,

then it will be time to think of punishing others. The

present juncture calls for anxious deliberation. Do not

again commit the same error as you committed three years

ago. When Philip was besieging Herseum in Thrace, you
passed an energetic decree to send an expedition against
him: presently came reports that he was sick, and that he

was dead: this good news made you fancy that the ex-

pedition was unnecessary, and you let it drop. If you had

To show that the oration was

probably spoken during the first

half of that year, or before Fe-

bruary 349 B.C., another point of

evidence may be noticed.

At the time when the third Olynth-
iao was spoken, no expedition of

Athenian citizens had yet been sent

to the help of Olynthus. But we
shall see presently, that Athenian
citizens were sent thither during
the first half of 349 B.C.

Indeed, it would be singular, if

the Olynthiacs had been spoken

after the expedition to Eubcea, that

Demosthenes should make no al-

lusion in any one of them to that

expedition, an affair of so much
moment and interest, which kept
Athens in serious agitation during
much of the year, and was followed

by prolonged war in that neigh-

bouring island. In the third Olynth-

iac, Demosthenes alludes to

taking arms against Corinth and

Megara (p. 34). Would he be likely

to leave the far more important

proceedings in Euboea unnoticed?

Would he say nothing about the

grave crisis in which the decree of

Apollodorus was proposed? This

difficulty disappears when we re-

cognise the Olynthiacs as anterior

to the Euhoic war.
1 Thucyd. ii. 65. "Orco-s Y^v "*"'

BOITO -t OCUTOOS ;:otpa yatpov ofipsi

BapaouvTOti;, XSY U)V xotT7tXr]<jaEv (Pe-

rikles) eU to wojkTafiar xal 8sSto-:a<;

au 01X6710; dv~txa9loTT) itdXtv eiu TO

Qapuxiv.

Compare the argument of the third

Olynthiac by Libanius.
2 iJemosth. Olynth. iii. p. 28, 29.

Too; [JLSV Yap XOYO'J? nspi TOU TijAWpy,-

aaaQai OiXiTrzov 6pu> yiYvojxIvoix;, Ta

8s rcpotY[Wca si? TOUTO rpor,xovTa.
u>3T OTIUK [AT) it;i3o(Ai9a autol rrpo-

Tspov xaxujt; axs'^isQat Ssav.

TOO!)' ixavbv itpoXa3iiv ^(jiTv

etvCU TYJV Ttpd)TT)V, SnU)? TOO? <JU(i(ii-
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executed promptly what you resolved, Philip would have
been put down then, and would have given you no farther
trouble. l

"Those matters indeed are past, and cannot be mended.
But I advert to them now, because the present war-crisis

is very similar, and I trust you will not make the like

mistake again. If you do not send aid to Olynthus with
all your force and means, you will play Philip's game for

him now, exactly as you did then. You have been long
anxious and working to get the Olynthians into war with

Philip. This has now happened: what choice remains,

except to aid them heartily and vigorously? You will be
covered with shame, if you do not. But this is not all.

Your own security at home requires it of you also
;
for

there is nothing to hinder Philip, if he conquers Olynthus,
from invading Attica. The Phokians are exhausted in

funds and the Thebans are your enemies.

"All this is superfluous, I shall be told. We have

already resolved unanimously to succour Olynthus, and we
will succour it. We only want you to tell us how. You
will be surprised, perhaps, at 'my answer. Appoint Nomo-
thetse at once. 2 Do not submit to them any propositions
for new laws, for you have laws enough already but only

repeal such of the existing laws as are hurtful at the pre-
sent juncture I mean, those which regard the Theoric
fund (I speak out thus plainly), and some which bear on
the citizens in military service. By the former, you hand
over money, which ought to go to soldiers on service, in

Theoric distribution among those who stay at home. By
the latter, you let off without penalty those who evade

service, and discourage those who wish to do their duty.
When you have repealed these mischievous laws, and
rendered it safe to proclaim salutary truths, then expect
some one to come forward with a formal motion such as

you all know to be required. But until you do this, ex-

pect not that any one will make these indispensable pro-

positions on your behalf, with the certainty of ruin at your
hands. You will find no such man; especially as he would

only incur unjust punishment for himself without any
benefit to the city while his punishment would make it

yet more formidable to speak out upon that subject in

future, than it is even now. Moreover, the same men who
1 Demosth. Olynth. iii. p. 30. 2 Demosth. Olynth. iii. p. 31, 32.
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proposed these laws should also take upon them to pro-

pose the repeal ;
for it is not right that these men should

continue to enjoy a popularity which is working mischief

to the whole city, while the unpopularity of a reform
beneficial to us all, falls on the head of the reforming
mover. But while you retain this prohibition, you can
neither tolerate that any one among you shall be powerful
enough to infringe a law with impunity nor expect that

any one will be fool enough to run with his eyes open into

punishment."
I lament that my space confines me to this brief and

meagre abstract of one of the most splendid _
j T j it. ii_ j ri xi Courage of

harangues ever delivered the third Ulynthiac Demo-
of Demosthenes. The partial advantage gained sthenes in

TII ! i f i L j J.T- combat-
Over Jrhilip being prodigiously over-rated, the ing the

Athenians seemed to fancy that they had prevalent
, j. f , | sentiment.

done enough, and were receding irom their re-

solution to assist Olynthus energetically. As on so many
other occasions, so on this Demosthenes undertook to

combat a prevalent sentiment which he deemed unfounded
and unseasonable. With what courage, wisdom, and

dexterity so superior to the insulting sarcasms of

Phokion does he execute this self-imposed duty, well

knowing its unpopularity!
Whether any movement was made by the Athenians

in consequence of the third Olynthiac ofDemo-
ii_ LJJ. TTT L B - c - 350-349.

sthenes, we cannot determine. We have no

ground for believing the affirmative; while we Euboea
are certain that the specific measure which he from

recommended the sending of an armament of

citizens personally serving was not at that time (before
the end of 350 B.C.) carried into effect. At or before the

commencement of 349 B.C., the foreign relations of Athens

began to be disturbed by another supervening embarrass-
ment the revolt of Eubcea.

After the successful expedition of 358 B.C., whereby
the Athenians had expelled the Thebans from intrjgueg
Euboea, that island remained for some years in of Philip in

undisturbed connection with Athens. Chalkis,
Euboea -

Eretria, and Oreus, its three principal cities, sent each a
member to the synod of allies holding session at Athens,
r.nd paid their annual quota (seemingly five talents each)
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to the confederate fund. 1 During the third quarter of

352 B.C., Menestratus the despot or principal citizen of

Eretria is cited as a particularly devoted friend of Athens. 2

But this state of things changed shortly after Philip con-

quered Thessaly and made himself master of the Pagasaean
Gulf (in 353 and the first half of 352 B.C.). His power was
then established immediately over against Oreus and the

northern coast of Eubcea, with which island his means of

communication became easy and frequent. Before the date

of the first Philippic of Demosthenes (seemingly towards
the summer of 351 B.C.) Philip had opened correspondences
in Eubcea, and had despatched thither various letters,

some of which the orator reads in the course of that speech
to the Athenian assembly. The actual words of the letters

are not given; but from the criticism of the orator himself,
we discern that they were highly offensive to Athenian

feelings; instigating theEuboeans probably to sever them-
selves from Athens, with offers of Macedonian aid towards
that object.

3
Philip's naval warfare also brought his

cruisers to G-eraestus in Eubcea, where they captured
several Athenian cornships;

4
insulting even the opposite

coast of Attica at Marathon, so as to lower the reputation
of Athens among her allies. Accordingly, in each of the

Eubcean cities, parties were soon formed aiming at the

acquisition of dominion through the support of Philip;
while for the same purpose detachments of mercenaries
could also be procured across the western Eubcean strait,

out of the large numbers now under arms in Phokis.
About the beginning of 349 B.C. while the war of

B.C. 349. Philip, unknown to us in its details, against the
Plutarch of Olynthians and Chalkidians, was still going on,
Eretria -fi i c L. i c
asks aid with more or less ot help trom mercenaries sent
from by Athens hostilities, probably raised by the

Aid
e

ig

8

8ent intrigues of Philip, broke out at Eretria in

to him Eubcea. An Eretrian named Plutarch (we do

iticfn?

"
n0^ know what had become of Menestratus),

though De- with a certain number of soldiers at his disposal,

dissuades* ^u^ opposed by enemies yet more powerful,
it. professed to represent Athenian interests in his

1 jEschines adv. Ktesiphont. p. xai auTij. '|ir,'^t3aa9ai, TJ <I>iuXXo; 6

67, 68. <l>(uiu'J, Ac.
1 Demosthen&s cont. Aristokrat. ' Demosthenes. Philipp. i. p. 51.

p. 661. (pip', eov SE STJ xai Meveaipa-
4
DemosthenSs, Philipp. i. p. 49.

TO? ^[AO; 6 'EptTpuo? <x;iot TO 7>jT
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city, and sent to Athens to ask for aid. Demosthenes

suspecting this man to be a traitor, dissuaded compliance
with the application.

1 But Plutarch had powerful friends

at Athens, seemingly among the party of Eubulus; one of

whom, Meidias, a violent personal enemy of Demosthenes,
while advocating the grant of aid, tried even to get up a

charge against Demosthenes, of having himself fomented
these troubles inEubosa against the reputed philo-Athenian
Plutarch. 2 The Athenian assembly determined to despatch
a force under Phokion; who accordingly crossed into the

island, somewhat before the time of the festival Anthesteria

(February) with a body of hoplites.
3 The cost of fitting

out triremes for this transport was in part defrayed by
voluntary contributions from rich Athenians; several of

whom, Nikeratus, Euktemon, Euthydemus, contributed
each the outfit of one vessel. 4 A certain proportion of the

horsemen of the city were sent also; yet the entire force

was not very large, as it was supposed that the partisans
there to be found would make up the deficiency.

This hope however turned out fallacious. After an

apparently friendly reception and a certain stay Treachery

at or near Eretria, Phokion found himself !5d^ge
a
r

rch
f

betrayed. Kallias, an ambitious leader of Phokion

Chalkis, collected as much Eubcean force as Athenians
he could, declared openly against Athens, and in Eubcea

called in Macedonian aid (probably from Philip's p^okion at

commanders in the neighbouring Pagassean Tamynse.

Grulf); while his brother Taurosthenes hired a detachment
of mercenaries out of Phokis. 5 The anti-Athenian force

1
Demosthenes, De Pace, p. 58. .ZEschines cont. Ktesiphont. p.

* Demosthenes cont. Meidiam p. 399 TaupojOsvr]?, TOO? Oioxi-

650 xotl TtJbv v Eo^oia ftpay- xou<; EVOU 6iafii.pdaoti;, Ac. There

|xdiu>v, o ID.ooTapyo? 6 TOUTG'J SSMOI; is no ground for inferring from
xai (piXo? Sisnpi^oiTO, ii>; if(b amo? this passage (with Bohnecke, p.

Etfti xaisaxi'iooe, irpo TOU TO KpaYua 20, and others), that the Phokians

fsvsoQai (porvspov 6ia flXouTctpyou ys- themselves seconded Philip in or-

YQVO?. ganising Euhoean parties against
1 Demosthenes cont. Meidiam, Athens. The Pliokians were then

p. 558; cont. Boeotum de Nomine in alliance with Athens, and would
p. 999. The mention of the /6s not be likely to concur in a step
in the latter passage, being the alike injurious and offensive to her,
second day of the festival called without any good to themselves.

Anthesteria, identifies the month. But some of the mercenaries on
4 Demosthenes cont. Meidiam, p. service in Phokis might easily be

566, 567. tempted to change their service

VOL. XI. L
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thus became more formidable than Phokion could fairly

cope with; while the support yielded to him in the island

was less than he expected. Crossing the eminence named

Kotylseum, he took a position near the town and hippo-
drome of Tamynse, on high ground bordered by a ravine;
Plutarch still professing friendship, and encamping with
his mercenaries along with him. Phokion's position was

strong; yet the Athenians were outnumbered and belea-

guered so as to occasion great alarm. l Many of the slack

and disorderly soldiers deserted; a loss which Phokion
affected to despisethough he at the same time sent to Athens
to make known his difficulties and press for reinforcement.

Meanwhile he kept on the defensive in his camp, which the

enemy marched up to attack. Disregarding his order, and

acting with a deliberate treason which was accounted at

Athens unparalleled Plutarch advanced forward out of

the camp to meet them
;
but presently fled, drawing along

with his flight the Athenian horse, who had also advanced
in some disorder. Phokion with the infantry was now in

the greatest danger. The enemy, attacking vigorously,
were plucking up the palisade, and on the point of forcing
his camp. But his measures were so well taken, and his

hoplites behaved with so much intrepidity and steadiness

in this trying emergency, that he repelled the assailants

with loss, and gained a complete victory. Thallus and
Kineas distinguished themselves by his side; Kleophanes
also was conspicuous in partially rallying the broken horse-

men; while ^Eschines the orator, serving amongthehoplites,
was complimented for his bravery, and sent to Athens to

carry the first news of the victory.
2 Phokion pursued his

and cross to Eubcea, by the pro- Nothing indeed can be more obs-

mise of a handsome gratuity. cure and difficult to disentangle
1 Demosth. cont. Meidiam, p. than the sequence of Eubcean

567. eiteiSr) 8e ito)uopxsiu8ai TO-JC ev transactions.

To(xuvaii;oTpaTtibTa? eS7]YY^XXeTo,<Sc. It is to be observed that JKschi-
1
2Eschines, Fals. Leg. p. 300. c. n6s lays the blame of the treachery,

53; cont. Ktesiphont. p. 399. c. 32; whereby the Athenian army was

Plutarch, Phokion, c. 23. Plutarch entrapped and endangered, on Kal-

(the biographer) has no clear idea lias of Chalkis; while DemosthenSs
of the different contests carried on throws it on Plutarch of Eretria.

in the island of Eubcea. He passes Probably both Plutarch andKallias

on, without a note of transition, deserve the stigma. But Demo-
from this war in the island (in sthene's is on this occasion inora

349348 B.C.) to the subsequent worthy of credit than JEschines,
war in 341 BO. since the harangue against Meidias,
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success, expelledPlutarchfromEretria, and captureda strong
fort called Zaretra,near the narrowest part of the island. He
released all his Greek captives, fearing that the Athenians,
incensed at the recent treachery, should resolve upon
treating them with extreme harshness. ' Kallias seems to

have left the island and found shelter with Philip.
2

The news brought by ^Eschines, (before the Dionysiac
festival) of the victory of Tamynse, relieved the

Athenians from great anxiety. On the former

despatch from Phokion, the Senate had resolved fe^tf/a"*at

to send to Eubcea another armament, including Athens in

the remaining halfof the cavalry, areinforcement 349
r

B.c._
of hoplites, and a fresh squadron of triremes, insult

But the victory enabled them to dispenses with ^emo-
t

any immediate reinforcement, and to celebrate sthenes by

the Dionysiac festival with cheerfulness. The J

festival was on this year of more than usnal notoriety.
Demosthenes, serving in it as choregus for his tribe the

Pandionis, was brutally insulted, in the theatre and amid
the full pomp of the ceremony, by his enemy the wealthy
Meidias; who, besides other outrages, struck him several

times with his fist on the head. The insult was the more

poignant, because Meidias at this time held the high office

of Hipparch, or one of the commanders of the horse. It

was the practice at Athens to convene a public assembly
immediately after the Dionysiac festival, for the special

purpose of receiving notifications and hearing complaints
about matters which had occurred at the festival itself. At
this special assembly Demosthenes preferred a complaint
against Meidias for the unwarrantable outrage offered, and
found warm sympathy among the people, who passed an

in which the assertion occurs, was went to Philip. But I think this

delivered 'only a few months after is probably an exaggeration. The
the battle of Tamynse ;

while the orator is making a strong point

allegation of JEschines is contain- against Kallias, who afterwards
ed in his harangue against Kte- became connected with Deinosthe-

siphon, which was not spoken till nes, and rendered considerable scr-

many years afterwards. vice to Athens in Euboea.
1
Plutarch, Phokion, c. 13. The treason of Kallias and Tau-

1 JEschim's indeed says, that rosthenes is alluded to by Deinar-

Kallias. having been forgiven by chus in his harangue against De-
Athens on this occasion, after- mosthenes, s. 45.

wards, gratuitously, and from pure J Demosthenes cont. Meidiam,
hostility and ingratitude to Athens, p. 507.

.T, 2
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unanimous vote of censure. This procedure (called Prebole)
did not by itself carry any punishment, but served as a
sort ofprcejudicium, or finding of a true bill; enabling De-
mosthenes to quote the public as a witness to the main
fact of insult, and encouraging him to pursue Meidias
before the regular tribunals; which he did a few months

afterwards, but was induced to accept from Meidias the

self-imposed fine of 30 minae before the final passing of

sentence by the Dikasts. l

From the despatches of Phokion, the treason of

Plutarch of Eretria had become manifest; so

against

C

De- that Demosthenes gained credit for his previous
mosthenes remarks on the impolicy of granting the arma-

been absent ment: while the friends of Plutarch Hegesilaus
from the an(j others of the party of Eubulus incurred
battle of ,. , j -j. a
Tamynae displeasure ;

and some, as it appears, were after-
he goes wards tried. 2 But he was reproached by his

service'to enemies for having been absent from the battle
Kubcea as a of Tamynse; and a citizen named Euktemon, at

h?s named the instigation of Meidias, threatened an indict-
senator for ment against him for desertion of his post.B''

Whether Demosthenes had actually gone over

to Euboea as a hoplite in the army of Phokion, and
obtained leave of absence to come back for the Dionysia
or whether he did not go at all we are unable to say. In
either case, his duties as choregus for this year furnished

a conclusive excuse
;
so that Euktemon, though he formally

hung up before the statues of the Eponymous Heroes

public proclamation of his intended indictment, never

thought fit to take even the first step for bringing it to

1 JEschines cont. Ktesiph. p. 61
;

the Dikasts -was about to come

Plutarch, Demosth. c. 12. Wester- on, for estimation of the penalty
mann and many other critics (De may have accepted the offer of

Litibus quas Demosthenes oravit the defendant to pay a moderate

ipse, p. 2528) maintain that the fine (compare Demosth. cont. Xeee-

discourse against Meidiascan never ram, p. 1348) in fear of exasper-
have been really spoken by De ating too far the powerful friends

mosthenes to the Dikastery, since around Meidias. The action of De-

if it had been spoken, he could mosthenes against Meidias was cer-

not afterwards have entered into tainly an aytbv TI|XTJTO. About
the compromise. But it is surely itpopoXrj, see Meier and Schb'mann,

possible that he may have delivered Der Attische Prozess. p. 271.

the discourse and obtained judge-
l Demosthenes, De Pace, p. 58

;

ment in his favour; and then after- De Fals. Leg. p. 434 with the

wards when the second vote of Scholion.
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actual trial, and incurred legal disgrace for such non

performance of his engagement.
1 Nevertheless the oppro-

brious and undeserved epithet of deserter was ever after-

wards put upon Demosthenes by ^Eschines and his other

enemies; and Meidias even applied the like vituperation
to most of those who took part in that assembly 2 wherein
the Probole or vote of censure against him had been passed.
Not long after the Dionysiac festival, however, it was found

necessary to send fresh troops, both horsemen and hoplites,
to Euboea

; probably to relieve either some or all of those

already serving there. Demosthenes on this occasion put
on his armour and served as a hoplite in the island. Meidias
also went to Argura in Euboea, as commander of the horse-

men
; yet, when the horsemen were summoned to join the

Athenian army, he did not join along with them, but
remained as trierarch of a trireme the outfit of which he
had himself defrayed.

3 How long the army stayed in

Euboea, we do not know. It appears thatDemosthenes had
returned to Athens by the time when the annual Senate
was chosen in thelast month oftheAttic year (Skirrophorion

June); having probably by that time been relieved. He
was named (by the lot) among the Five Hundred Senators
for the coming Attic year (beginning Midsummer 349

B.C. = Olymp. 107, 4);
4 his old enemy Meidias in vain

impugning his qualification as he passed through the

Dokimasy or preliminary examination previous to entering
office.

What the Athenian army did farther in Euboea, we
cannot make out. Phokion was recalled we H .

do not know when and replaced by a general in Eubosa,
named Molossus; who is said to have managed g-Yo^f
the war very unsuccessfully, and even to have
been made prisoner himself by the enemy. 5 The hostile

parties in the island, aided by Philip, were not subdued,

J Demosth. cont. Meidiam, p. refrained from bringing it before

p. 548
e<p' $ yip exslvo? (Euk- the Dikastery (JEsoh. Fals. Leg.

tSmon) T]Tt(jnoxiV OUTOV oox sirs^iX- p. 292).

'Jibv, ous[iiii<; eyioy' KTI itpoaoiojAai
* Demosthens cont. Meid. p. 577.

Six?)?, dXX' ixavrjv iy_u).
* Demosthenes cont. Heid. p. 558-

^Eschines says that Nikodemus 567.

entered an indictment against De- * Demosthenes cont. Meid. p. 551.

mosthends for deserting his place 5 Plutarch Phokion, c. 14
;
Pau-

in the ranks; but that he was sanias, i. 36, 3.

bought off by Demosthenes, and
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nor was it until the summer of 348 B.C. that they applied
for peace. Even then, it appears, none was concluded, so

that the Euboeans remained unfriendly to Athens until

the peace with Philip in 346 B.C.

But while the Athenians were thus tasked for the

maintenance of Euboea, they found it necessary to undertake
more effective measures for the relief of Olynthus, and they
thus had upon their hands at the same time the burthen
of two wars. We know that they had to provide force for

both Euboea and Olynthus, at once; 1 and that the occasion

which called for these simultaneous efforts was one of

stringent urgency. The Olynthian requisition and commu-
nications made themselves so strongly felt, as to induce
Athens to do, what Demosthenes in his three Olynthiacs
had vainly insisted on during the preceding summer and
autumn to send thither a force of native Athenians, in

the first half of 349 B.C. Of the horsemen who had gone
from Athens to Eubcea under Meidias, to serve under

Phokion, either all, or a
part,

crossed by sea from Euboea,

to Olynthus, during that half-year.
2 Meidias did not cross

1 Demosthenes cont. Neaeram, p.

1346 aujjipavTot; T$ rcoXsi xai-

pOU TOIO'JTO'J Xa'l TCO).|AOO, SV
<]> TJV 1}

xpmquaatv tl|AlV (JLSYiaTOl? T<I>'< 'liX-

XTJVIOV etvoti, xai dva|A<pta[}'/]TT)TU>; t

T3 UJXETEpCt aUTUW XiV.OIJ-i.jOcU Xai

xaTaitercoXe(ir)XEvat<I>iXtTCitov
] ooTep^trooi t ^ fl o T)

e i a

xai itpoe|xevoi? TOO? au|A|Aa-

)rou?, 81' drcopiav jrprjtxaTiov xata-

XuOevto? TOO uTpaTOTceSou, TOUTOU? V
onoXsoai xai tots a>,).oi<; *EXX)tv
d-ia-ro'j? eivai SOXEIV, xat xiv8uvsi)tv

itepl T<I>v uKoXotitwv, irepi re AigjAvou

xoi "IjjLfipou
xai Sx'Jpou xai XsppoviQ-

aoo xai (jLXX6vTU)v aTpatsu-
ca9ai ojiibv itav8y)(jiii il$ Te

E&floiav xai '0 Xu v9 o v Iypa']/

^ipiajxa ev T^ pouX^ 'AitoXX68ujpo;

pooXsOwv, Ac.

This speech was delivered before

the Dikastery by a person named

Theomnestus, in support of an in-

dictment against Nerera perhaps
six or eight years after 349 B.C.

Whether Demosthenes was the

author of the speech or not, its

value as evidence will not be

materially altered.
* Demosthen. cont. Meidiam, p.

578 &UTOS T(I)v (xsQ' iauTo'j

OTpaTSUoa|Avu)v ii:i:su>v, STS el;
"OXuvOov SiepTjaav, eXQibv itpoj

ujjia? el? TTJV sxxXrjdiav xaTTjYopei.

Compare the same oration, p. 553

Ttcpi 8s T<i>v ouJTp7-yoa;j.svu)v el;

'ApYO'jpav (in Euboea) ISTJ 6y
;
itO'j

itivTi? oia eSTiiATjopTiUi itap' 6(iTv,

S t' f^xsv exX a ). x i 80 ?, xaTif)YOp(Lv
xai cpaaxujv o-;tCfj; i;XQiiv TTJV OTpa-
TlAv TaUTTjV T) Tt6).El.

This transit of the Athenian
horsemen to Olynthus, which took

place after the battle of Tamynae,
is an occurrence distinct from the

voluntary contributions at Athens
towards an Olynthian expedition

(tntSoatic U "OXuvOov Demosth.
cont. Meidiam, p. 56) ;

which con-
tributions took place before the

battle of Tamynre, and before tho

expedition to Eubcea, of which that

battle made part.

These horsemen went from Euboea
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with them, but came back as trierarch iii his trireme to

Athens. Now the Athenian horsemen were not merely
citizens, but citizens of wealth and consequence; moreover
the transport of them by sea was troublesome as well as

costly. The sending of such troops implies a strenuous

effort and sense of urgency on the part of Athens. We may
farther conclude that a more numerous body of hoplites
were sent along with the horsemen at the same time; for

horsemen would hardly under any circumstances be sent

across sea alone; besides which Olynthus stood most in

need of auxiliary hoplites, since her native force consisted

chiefly of horsemen and peltasts.
'

The evidence derived from the speech against Neaera

being thus corroborated by the still better evi- Great

dence of the speech against Meidias, we are efforts of

made certain of the important fact, that the 349 1^., for

first half of the year 349 B.C. was one in which the support

Athens was driven to great public exertions an^uie'
1"18

even to armaments of native citizens for the main-

support of Olyiithus as well as for the mainten- Euboea"^
ance of Eubcea. What the Athenians achieved, the same

indeed, or helped to achieve, by these ex-
i

peditions to Olynthus or how long they stayed there

we have no information. But we may reasonably presume
though Philip during this year 349 B.C., probably con-

quered a certain number of the thirty-two Ohalkidic towns
that the allied forces, Olynthian, Chalkidic and Athenian,

contended against him with no inconsiderable effect, and
threw back his conquest of Chalkidike into the following

year. After a summer's campaign in that peninsula, the

Athenian citizens would probably come home. We learn

to Olynthus before Meidias returned the new year (Demosth. cont. Meid.

to Athens. But we know that he p. 651).

returned to Athens before the be- It seems therefore clear that the

ginning of the new Attic or Olym- Athenian expedition certainly

pic year (Olymp. 107, 4, 349-348 horsemen, and probably hoplites

B.C.); that is, speaking approxi- also went to Olynthus before July

matively, before the 1st of July 1, 349 B.C. I alluded to this ex-

349 B.C. For he was present at pedition of Athenian citizens to

Athens and accused Demosthenes Olynthus in a previous note as

in the senatorial Dokiraasy, or pre- connected with the date of the

liminary examination, which all se- third Olynthiac of Demosthen&s.
nators underwent before they took ' Xenoph. Helleu. v. 2, 41; v. 3,

their seats with the beginning of S-6.
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that the Olynthians made prisoner a Macedonian of rank
named Derdas, with other Macedonians attached to him. '

So extraordinary a military effort, however, made by
. the Athenians in the first half of 349 B.C. to

embarrass- recover Eubcea and to protect Olynthus at once

Athens
f

naturally placed them in a state of financial

Motion' of embarrassment. Of this, one proof is to be found
Apollo- jn the fact, that for some time there was not
dorus about /r. , ,1 -r\-i i i

the Theoric sufficient money to pay the Dikastenes, which
Fund. The accordingly sat little

; so that few causes were
assembly J.-IP - * i_ i

appropriate tried for some time lor how long we do not
the surplus know. 2

of revenue m ,. ., . A on
to military To meet in part the pecuniary wants of themo-
purposes ment,acourageous effort was made by the senator
ApollO- A 11 J TT 3 J il Cl
dorus is in- Apollodorus. He moved a decree in the Senate,
dieted and that it should be submitted to the vote of the

public assembly, whether the surplus of revenue,
over and above the ordinary and permanent peace establish-

ment of the city, should be paid to the Theoric Fund
for the various religious festivals or should be devoted
to the pay, outfit, and transport of soldiers for the actual

war. The Senate approved the motion of Apollodorus.
and adopted a (probouleuma) preliminary resolution author-

ising him to submit it to the public assembly. Under
such authority, Apollodorus made the motion in the as-

sembly, where also he was fully successful. The assembly
(without a single dissentient voice, we are told) passed a
decree enjoining that the surplus of revenue should under
the actual pressure of war be devoted to the pay and other
wants of soldiers. Notwithstanding such unanimity, how-

ever, a citizen named Stephanus impeached both the decree
and itsmover on the score ofillegality, under theGraphePara-
nomon. Apollodorus was brought before the Dikastery, and
therefound guilty; mainly (accordingto his friend and relative

the prosecutor of Neaera) through suborned witnesses and
false allegations foreign to the substance of the impeachment.
When the verdict of guilty had been pronounced, Stepha-
nus as accuser assessed the measure of punishment at the

1

Theopompus, Fragm. 155; ap. p.iaQ6{ EitoplsSr) tot? 8vxojTTjptoi<:,

Athenaeum, x. p. 436; -Elian, V. SI^TOV $ v 8^).ov Jtl . This oration
** ii. 41. Was spoken shortly after the battle

1 See Demosthenes, adv. Bosotum of Xamynse, p. 999.

De Nomine, p. 999..... xai tl
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large fine of fifteen talents, refusing to listen to any sup-

plications from the friends of Apollodorus, when they en-

treated him to name a lower sum. The Dikasts however,
more lenient than Stephanus, were satisfied to adopt the

measure of fine assessed by Apollodorus upon himself

one talent which he actually paid.
*

There can hardly be a stronger evidence both of the

urgency and poverty of the moment, than the The diver-

fact, that both Senate and people passed this sion t tfa e

decree of Apollodorus. That fact there is no Fund"
room for doubting. But the additional state- proves the

ment that there was not a single dissentient, anxiety of

and that every one, both at the time and after- the moment

wards, always pronounced the motion to have at tnens -

been an excellent one 2 is probably an exaggeration. For
it is not to be imagined that the powerful party, who habitu-

ally resisted the diversion of money from the Theoric Fund
to war purposes, should have been wholly silent or actually
concurrent on this occasion, though they may have been
out-voted. The motion of Apollodorus was one which
could not be made without distinctly breaking the law,
and rendering the mover liable to those penal consequences
which afterwards actually fell upon him. Now, that

even a majority, both of senate and assembly, should have

overleaped this illegality, is a proof sufficiently remarkable
how strongly the crisis pressed upon their minds.

The expedition of Athenian citizens, sent to Olynthus
before Midsummer 349 B.C., would probably re- B . c . 349.345.

turn after a campaign of two or three months, Three expe-
and after having rendered some service against

ditions sen t

the Macedonian army. The warlike operations tj chaikl-

of Philip against the Chalkidians and Olynth- dikg in

1 J TX J J.U 349-3*8 B.C.
lans were noway relaxed. He pressed the according
Chalkidians more and more closely throughout to Phiio-

all the ensuing eighteen months (from Midsum-
mer 349 B.C. to the early spring of 347 B.C.). During the

year Olymp. 107,4, if the citation from Philochorus 3 is to

1 Demosthenes cont. Near. p. ad Amm. p. 734, 735. Philochorus

1346, 1347. tells us that the Athenians now
1 Demosthenes cont. Neser. p. contracted the alliance with Olyn-

1346. dXXa xai vuv ITI, av rcoo Xoyo? thus; which certainly is not ac-

fiyvT)-tai, ,6[Ao).ofEiTai itapa itdvruw, curate. The alliance had been
to; to piXtiuTa tir.m a5ixa jtaQoi. contracted in the preceding year.

1 Philochorus ap. Dionys. Hal.
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be trusted, the Athenians despatched to their aid three

expeditions; one at the request of the Olynthians, who
sent envoys to pray for it consisting of 2000 peltasts under

Chares, in thirty ships partly manned by Athenian seamen.
A second went thither under Charidemus, at the earnest

entreaty of the suffering Chalkidians; consisting of 18 tri-

remes, 4000 peltasts and 150 horsemen. Charidemus, in

conjunction with the Olynthians, marched over Bottiaea
and the peninsula ofPallene, laying waste the country;
whether he achieved any important success, we do not
know. Respecting both Chares and Charidemus, the anec-
dotes descending to us are of insolence, extortion, and
amorous indulgences, rather than of military exploits.

l It
is clear that neither the one nor the other achieved any-
thing effectual against Philip, whose arms and corruption
made terrible progress in Chalkidike. So grievously did
the strength of the Olynthians fail, that they transmitted
a last and most urgent appeal to Athens; imploring the
Athenians not to abandon them to ruin, but to send them
a force of citizens in addition to the mercenaries already
there. The Athenians complied, despatching thither 17

triremes, 2000 hoplites, and 300 horsemen, all under the
command of Chares.

To make out anything of the successive steps of this

B.C. 348. important war is impossible ;
but we discern that

Final during this latter portion of the Olynthian war,

Phlif
8 f ^e eS rts made by Athens were considerable,

capture Demosthenes (in a speech six years afterwards)

Ch^k'di
affirms that the Athenians had sent to the aid

towns and of Olynthus 4000 citizens, 10,000 mercenaries,
ofOiynthus. and 50 triremes. 2 He represents the Chalkidic
cities as having been betrayed successively to Philip by
corrupt and traitorous citizens. That the conquest was
achieved greatly by the aid of corruption, we cannot doubt;
but the orator's language carries no accurate information.

Mekyberna and Torone are said to have been among the
towns betrayed without resistance. 3 After Philip had

captured the thirty-two Chalkidic cities, he marched

against Olynthus itself, with its confederate neighbours
the Thracian Methone and Apollonia. In forcing the

passage of the river Sardon, he encountered such resistance

Theopomp. Fragm. 183238; Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 428.

Athenaeus, xii. p. 532.
* Diodor. xvi. 52.
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that his troops were at first repulsed; and he was himself

obliged to seek safety by swimming back across the river

He was moreover wounded in the eye by an Olynthian
archer named Aster, and lost the sight of that eye com-

pletely, notwithstanding the skill of his Greek surgeon
Kritobulus. On arriving within forty furlongs ofOlynthus,
he sent to the inhabitants a peremptory summons, in-

timating that either they must evacuate the city, or he
must leave Macedonia. 2 Rejecting this notice, they deter-

mined to defend their town to the last. A considerable

portion of the last Athenian citizen-armament was still in

the town to aid in the defence;
3 so that the Olynthians

might reasonably calculate that Athens would strain every
nerve to guard her own citizens against captivity. But
their hopes were disappointed. How long the siege lasted

or whether there was time for Athens to send farther

reinforcement we cannot say. The Olynthians are said

to have repulsed several assaults of Philip with loss; but

according to Demosthenes, the philippising party, headed

by the venal Euthykrates and Lasthenes, brought about
the banishment of their chief opponent Apollonides,
nullified all measures for energetic defence, and treasonably
surrendered the city. Two defeats were sustained near
its walls, and one of the generals of this party, having 500

cavalry under his command, betrayed them designedly into

the hands of the invader. 4 Olynthus, with all its in-

habitants and property, at length fell into the hands of

Philip. His mastery of the Chalkidic peninsula thus
Taecame complete towards the end of winter 348-347 B.C.

Miserable was the ruin which fell upon this flourishing

peninsula. The persons of the Olynthians men,
women, and children were sold into slavery.
The wealth of the city gave to Philip the means oiwithLS

6

of recompensing his soldiers for the toils of the prisoners-

war; the city itself he is said to have destroyed, [3" Aide's

together with Apollonia, Methone, Stageira, &c. in Chaiki-

in all,thirty-two Chalkidic cities. Demosthenes,
dlk6 '

1 Kallisthenes ap. Stobseum, t. est, extracta Philippi regis oculo

vii. p. 92; Plutarch, Parallel, c. 8; sagitta et citra deformitatem oris

Demosth. Philipp. iii. p. 117. Kri- curata, orbitate luminis" (Pliny,
tobulus could not save the sight H. N. vii. 37).

of the eye, but he is said to have 2 Demosthenfis, Philipp. iii. p. 113.

prevented any visible disfigure- JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 30.

rnont. "Magua et Critobulo fama Demosthenes, Pbilipp. iii. p.
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speaking about five years afterwards, says that they
were so thoroughly and cruelly ruined as to leave their

very sites scarcely discernible. 1 Making every allow-

ance for exaggeration, we may fairly believe, that they
were dismantled and bereft of all citizen proprietors; that

the buildings and visible marks of Hellenic city-life were
broken up or left to decay ;

that the remaining houses, as

well as the villages around, were tenanted by dependent
cultivators or slaves now working for the benefit of new
Macedonian proprietors, in great part non-resident, and

probably of favoured Grecian grantees also. 2 Though
various Greeks thus received their recompense for services

rendered to Philip, yet Demosthenes affirms that Euthy-
krates and Lasthenes, the traitors who had sold Olynthus,
were not among the number; or at least that not long
afterwards they were dismissed with dishonour and con-

tempt.
3

In this Olynthian war ruinous to the Chalkidic

Cost in- Greeks, terrific to all other Greeks, and doubling
curred by the power of Philip Athens too must have
Athens in .

r
-,

~
-jTT n -,

the oiynth- incurred a serious amount or expense. We find
ian war. ft stated loosely, that in her entire war against

Philip from the time of his capture of Amphipolis in

358-357 B.C. down to the peace of 346 B.C. or shortly after-

wards, she had expended not less than 1500 talents. 4 On

125128; Fals. Leg. p. 426; Diodor.

xvi. 63.

1 Demostb. Philipp. Hi. p. 117;

Justin, viii. 3.

1 Demosthenes (Fals. Leg. p.

386) says, that both Philokrates

and JEschines received from Philip,
not only presents of timber and

corn, but also grants of productive
and valuable farms in the Olynth-
ian territory. Ho calls some

Olynthian witnesses to prove his

assertion ;
but their testimony is

not given at length.
* Demosth. De Chersones. p. 99.

The existence of these Olynthian
traitors, sold to Philip, proves
that he could not have needed the

aid of the Stageirite philosopher
Aristotle to indicate to him who
\vere the richest Olynthian citizens,

at the time when the prisoners
were put up for sale as slaves.

The Athenian DemocharSs, about

forty years afterwards, in his viru-

lent speech against the philo-

sophers, alleged that Aristotle had
rendered this disgraceful service

to Philip (Aristokles ap. Eusebium

Prwp. Ev. p. 792). Wesseling (ad
Diodor. xvi. 53) refutes the charge
by saying that Aristotle was at

that time along with Hermeias at

Atarneus
;

a refutation not very
conclusive, which I am glad to be
able to strengthen.

4
.35schines, Fals. Leg. p. 36. c.

24. Demosthenes (Oiynth. iii. p.

36) mentions the same amount of

public money as having been
wasted ei; ouOsv 8iov even in the

early part of the Olynthiao war
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these computations no great stress is to be laid; but we

may well believe that her outlay was considerable. In spite
of all reluctance, she was obliged to do something; what
she did was both too little, too intermittent, and done

behind-time, so as to produce no satisfactory result; but
nevertheless the aggregate cost, in a series of years, was
a large one. During the latter portion of the Olynthian
war, as far as we can judge, she really seems to have made
efforts, though she had done little in the beginning. We
may presume that the cost must have been defrayed, in

part at least, by a direct property-tax; for the condemnation
of Apollodorus put an end to the proposition of taking
from the Theoric Fund. ' Means may also have been found
of economising from the other expenses of the state.

Though the appropriation of the Theoric Fund to

other purposes continued to be thus interdicted
Theoric

to any formal motion, yet in the way of sugges- Fund not

tion and insinuation it was from time to time ^J^ ^*^
glanced at, by Demosthenes and others. And purposes
whenever money was wanted for war, the J

1
.

1

?*'
1 *.

,. -i ! -i i 111 j_ i c ii little before

question whether it should be taken from this the battle

source orfrom direct property-tax, was indirectly
j mi ; rii mi -n i Chseroneia.

revived. The appropriation ot the 1 heoric r und
however remained unchanged until the very eve of the

battle of Chaeroneia. Just before that Dies Irse, when
Philip was actually fortifying Elateia, the fund was made
applicable to war- purposes; the views of Demosthenes
were realized, twelve years after he had begun to enforce
them.

This question about the Theoric expenditure is rarely

presented by modern authors in the real way views
that it affected the Athenian mind. It has been 8iven

.

re -

sometimes treated as a sort of alms -giving to theVhe6-
the poor and sometimes as an expenditure by ric F nd.

and before the Eubcean war. As with death.

evidences of actual amount, such The authority of Ulpian is not
statements are of no value. sufficient to accredit this state-

1 Ulpian, in his Commentary on ment. The fine inflicted by the

the first Olynthiac, tells us that Dikastery upon Apollodorus was
after the fine imposed upon Apol- lenient; we may therefore reason-

lodorus, Eubulus moved and car- ably doubt whether the popular
ried a law, enacting that any fu- sentiment would go along with
ture motion to encroach on the the speaker in making the like

TheCric Fund should be punished offence capital in future.
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the Athenians upon their pleasures. Neither the one nor
the other gives a full or correct view of the case; each

only brings out a part of the truth.

Doubtless, the Athenian democracy cared much for

the pleasures of the citizens. It provided for them the

largest amount of refined and imaginative pleasures ever
tasted by any community known to history; pleasures
essentially social and multitudinous, attaching the citizens

to each other, rich and poor, by the strong tie of com-

munity of enjoyment.
But pleasure, though an usual accessory, was not the

primary idea or predominant purpose of the

general

'

Theoric expenditure. That expenditure was

A
1

?.

4 f
f essentially religious in its character, incurred

reiig?ous

r

only for various festivals, and devoted exclusively
festivals to the honour of the gods. The ancient religion,

ship

r
not simply at Athens, but throughout Greece

distribu- an(J the contemporary world very different in

part*of ft this respect from the modern included within
character itself and its manifestations nearly the whole

ancient range of social pleasures.
1 Now the Theoric

religious Fund was essent ially the Church-Fund at Athens
;

stiva s. ^a Up0n wn ich were charged all the expenses
incurred by the state in the festivals and the worship of
the gods. The Diobely, or distribution of two oboli to

each present citizen, was one part of this expenditure;

given in order to ensure that every citizen should have the

opportunity of attending the festival, and doing honour to

the god; never given to any one who was out of Attica
because of course he could not attend; 2 but given to all

1 Among the many passages zopauvsiv (Herod, ix. 7). Pre-

which illustrate this association in sently the Athenian envoys come
the Greek mind, between the idea to Sparta to complain of the delay
of a religious festival, and that of in the following language 'T^ti?

enjoyment we may take the ex- JJ.EV, " Awt8cuji6vioi| aiioii t^8e
pressions of Herodotus about the (j.-m;c, TotxivO id SYETE xai

great festival at Sparta called Hya- nal^ets, xaTottpoJov-ei; tou< aojx-

kinthia. In the summer of 479 (X7-/&'J5.

B.C., the Spartans were tardy in Here the expressions "to fulfil

bringing out their military force the requirements of the god"
for the defence of Attica being and "to amuse themselves" are

engaged in that festival. Oi yip used in description of the same

AaxefiatjAivtoi 3pTa6v tt tov y_povov festival, and almost as equivalents.

TOOTOV, xai o<pi ijt Taxivdia- jrepi
*
Harpokration, v. 6su>pixdi

nXeioTOO 8' ijyov TO tou ftsoii Jimijuv EujfouXo; tU trjv 9uoiav,
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alike within the country, rich or poor.
1 It was essential

to that universal communion which formed a prominent
feature of the festival, not less in regard to the gods, than
in regard to the city;

2 but it was only one portion of the

total disbursements covered by the Theoric Fund. To this

general religious fund it was provided by law that the

surplus of ordinary revenue should be paid over, after all

the cost of the peace establishment had been defrayed.
There was no appropriation more thoroughly coming home
to the common sentiment, more conducive as a binding
force to the unity of the city, or more productive of satis-

faction to each individual citizen.

We neither know the amount of the Theoric Fund,
nor of the distributions connected with it. We No other
cannot therefore say what proportion it formed branch of

of the whole peace-expenditure itself unknown
J^an^eace-

also. But we cannot doubt that it was large. establish-

To be sparing of expenditure in manifestations
î

e

p

n t

ve^ish-
ibr the honour of the gods, was accounted the ed or

reverse of virtue by Greeks generally; and the t^twrhtd-
Athenians especially, whose eyes were every day ric expendi-

contemplating the glories of their acropolis,
ture>

would learn a different lesson; moreover magnificent
religious display was believed to conciliate the protection
and favour of the gods.

3 We may affirm, however, upon
the strongest presumptions, that this religious expenditure
did not absorb any funds required for the other branches
of a peace establishment. Neither naval, nor military, nor
administrative exigences, were starved in order to augment
the Theoric surplus. Eubulus was distinguished for his

excellent keeping of the docks and arsenals, and for his

tvst HotvTS? ioptaCum, xal |xr,8sl ibpaiiov Bpo|Ai<p x<xpiv ajx jxi y a wav-
t(I>v noXitoiv aitoXizijTai 81' daOs- TOIC, Ac. oT'favr)9opsiv eXeyOspou?
vstav ttbv lotiov . . . "On Si oux xal SouXou, Ac.

$>)* TOI a -o5rj[xoy9i Gsiopixov Xaji-
* See the boast of Isokrat&s,

pivsiv, TitcpiOT]; 6 =
6r, >.coxsv it T(Ji Orat. iv. (Panegyr.) s. 40; Plato,

XOT' 'A&x e'TP<~^oo. Alkibiad. ii. p. 148. Xenophon
1 See Demosth. adv. Leocharem, (Vectigal. vi. 1), in proposing

p. 1091, 1092; Philipp. iv. p. 141. some schemes for the improvement
Compare also Schumann, Antiq. of the Athenian revenue, sets forth

Jur. Att. s. 69. as one of the advantages, that
1 See the directions of the old "the religious festivals will be

oracles quoted by Demosthenes celebrated then with still greater
cent. Meidiam, p. 531. isTivai magnificence thaii they are now."
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care in replacing the decayed triremes by new ones. And
after all the wants of a well-mounted peace-establishment
were satisfied, no Athenian had scruple in appropriating
what remained under the conspiring impulses of piety,

pleasure, and social brotherhood.

It is true that the Athenians might have laid up that

The annual surplus annually in the acropolis, to form an
surplus accumulating war-fund. Such provision had

be<fn ac(fu-

6
been made half a century before, under the

muiated as fu\\ energy and imperial power of Athens
a -war-fund , i i j i -it.
how far when she had a larger revenue, with numerous

Athens is tribute-paying allies and when Perikles pre-blameable -i j r -i TI i . i i

fomothav- sided over her councils. It might have been
ing done so. better if she had done something of the same
kind in the age after the Peloponnesian war. Perhaps if

men, like Perikles, or even like Demosthenes, had enjoyed
marked ascendency, she would have been advised and pre-
vailed on to continue such a precaution. But before we
can measure the extent of improvidence with which Athens
is here fairly chargeable, we ought .to know what was the

sum thus expended on the festivals. What amount of

money could have been stored up for the contingency of

war, even if all the festivals and all the distributions had
been suppressed? How far would it have been possible, in

any other case than that of obvious present necessity, to

carry economy into the festival-expenditure truly deno-

minated by Demades the cement of the political system l

without impairing in the bosom of each individual, that

sentiment of communion, religious, social, and patriotic,
which made the Athenians a City, and not a simple multi-

plication of units? These are points on which we ought
to have information, before we can fairly graduate our

censure upon Athens for not converting her Theoric Fund
into an accumulated capital to meet the contingency of war.

We ought also to ask, as matter for impartial comparison,
how many governments, ancient or modern, have ever

thought it requisite to lay up during peace a stock of money
available for war?

> Plutarch, Qusestion. Platonic. |Aato<; (erroneously written

p. 1011. ii>s D-sys Ar^dSn)?, xo).),c<v -ixi).
Ta (leujpixa TOU ito).iT*u-
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The Athenian peace-establishment maintained more

ships of war, larger docks, and better-stored Attempt of

arsenals, than any city in Greece, besides ex- tl
?
e Athe -

T f i i i i 11 it. YT man prop-
pending forty talents annually upon the Horse- 6rty-

men of the state, and doubtless something classes to

,1 f,i i i i i_\ I?6 ' clear of
farther (though we know not how much) upon direct taxa-

the other descriptions of military force. All tio" by
,,.,,.,, \ j j ,, rr\\, A taking from
this, let it be observed, and the Theoric ex- the Theoric

penditure besides, was defrayed without direct Fund,

taxation, which was reserved for the extraordinary cost

incident to a state of war, and was held to be sufficient to

meet it, without any accumulated war-fund. "When the

war against Philip became serious, the proprietary classes

at Athens, those included in the schedule of assessment,
were called upon to defray the expense by a direct tax,
from which they had been quite free in time of peace.

They tried to evade this burthen by requiring that the
festival-fund should be appropriated instead;

1 thus

menacing what was dearest to the feelings of the majority
of the citizens. The ground which they took was the
same in principle, as if the proprietors in France or Bel-

gium claimed to exempt themselves from direct taxation

for the cost of a war, by first taking either all or half of

the annual sum voted out of the budget for the maintenance
of religion.

2 We may judge how strong a feeling would
be raised among the Athenian public generally, by the

1 According to the author of logous in principle, makes against
the oration against Nesera, the the Athenian proprietors, 'in de*

law did actually provide, that in gree; for even in time of peace
time of war, the surplus revenue one half of the Trench revenue is

should be devoted to warlike pur- raised by direct taxation. Voltaire

poses xsXeoovTiuv Ttbv vopituv, o-oc* observes very justly "I/argent

noXsfio? $, TO itspiovTa pr([AaTa TTJ; que le public employoit a ces spec-

Sioix^aeiu? oTpoTKOiixa eivoti (p. tacles etoit un argent sacr. C'est

1346). But it seems to me that pourquoi Demosthene emploie tant

this must be a misstatement, got de circonspection et tant de d6-

up to suit the speaker's case. If tours pour engager les Athfiniens

the law had been so, Apollodorus a employer cet argent a la guerre
would have committed no illegality centre Philippe: c'est comme si

in his motion; moreover, all the on entreprenoit en Italie de sou-

fencing and manreuvring of De- doyer des troupes avec le trfisor

mosthenes in his first and third de Notre Dame de Lorette" (Vol-

Olynthiacs would have been to no taire, Des Divers changemens ar-

purpose. rives & 1'Art Tragique. GEnvres,
1 The case here put, though ana- torn. 65. p. 73. ed. 1832, Paris).

VOL. XI. M
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proposal of impoverishing the festival expenditure in

order to save a property-tax. Doubtless, after the pro-
prietary class had borne a certain burthen of direct

taxation, their complaints would become legitimate. The
cost of the festivals could not be kept up undiminished,
under severe and continued pressure of war. As a second
and subsidiary resource, it would become essential to apply
the whole or a part of the fund in alleviation of the burthens
of the war. But even if all had been so applied, the
fund could not have been large enough to dispense with
the necessity of a property-tax besides.

We see this conflict of interests between direct

. taxation on one side and the festival-fund on
Conflict of ... 11 p c
these two the other, as a means 01 paying tor war running
A
e
*i
lings at

through the Demosthenic orations, and especiallyAthens. i j j.i < n -m -T -t

Demo- marked in the fourth Philippic.
l Unhappily

sthengs the conflict served as an excuse to both parties,
mediate be- for throwing the blame on each other, and
tweenthem

starving the war; as well as for giving effect to
calls for ,1 i j i_ i -1 i i

sacrifices the repugnance, shared by both rich and poor,
from all, against personal military service abroad. De-
especially ,1 j -, '.., , j. ,

personal niosthenes sides with neither tries to mediate
military between them and calls for patriotic sacrifice

from both alike. Having before him an active
and living enemy, with the liberties of Greece as well as

of Athens at stake he urges every species of sacrifice at

once; personal service, direct tax-payments, abnegation of
the festivals. Sometimes the one demand stands most

prominent, sometimes the other; but oftenest of all, comes
his appeal for personal service. Under such military

necessities, in fact, the Theoric expenditure became mis-

chievous, not merely because it absorbed the public
money, but also because it chained the citizens to their

home and disinclined them to active service abroad. The

great charm and body of sentiment connected with the

festival, essentially connected as it was with presence in

Attica, operated as a bane; at an exigency when one-third

or one-fourth of the citizens ought to have been doing hard

duty as soldiers on the coasts of Macedonia or Thrace,
1 Demosth. Philipp. iv. p. 141-143; But I allude to them with confi-

De Republic* Ordinanda, p. 107. donee as Demo thenic composi-
Whether these two orations were tions; put together out of Demo-
actually delivered in their present stuenic fragments and thoughts,
form may perhaps be doubted.
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against an enemy who never slept. Unfortunately for the

Athenians, they could not be convinced, by all the patriotic

eloquence of Demosthenes, that the festivals which fed

their piety and brightened their home-existence during
peace, were unmaintainable during such a war, and must
be renounced for a time, if the liberty and security of
Athens were to be preserved. The same want of energy
which made them shrink from the hardship of personal
service, also rendered them indisposed to so great a sacrifice

as that of their festivals
;
nor indeed would it have availed

them to spare all the cost of their festivals, had their
remissness as soldiers still continued. Nothing less could
have saved them, than simultaneous compliance with all

the three requisitions urged by Demosthenes in 350 B.C.;
which compliance ultimately came, but came too late, in

339-33S B.C.

APPENDIX.

ON THE ORDER OF THE OLYNTHIAC ORATIONS OB1

DEMOSTHENES.

RESPECTING the true chronological order of these three harangues, dis-

sentient opinions have been transmitted from ancient times, and still

continue among modern critics.

Dionysius of Halikarnaasus cites the three speeches by their initial

words, hut places them in a different chronological order from that in

which they stand edited. He gives the second as being first in the series ;

the third, as second
;
and the first as third.

It will be understood that I always speak of and describe these

speeches by the order in which they stand edited
; though ,

as far as I

can judge, that order is not the true one.

Edited Order I. II. III.

Order of Dionysius II. III. I.

The greater number of modern critics defend the edited order; the

main arguments for which have been ably stated in a dissertation pub-
lished by Petrenz in 1833. Dindorf, in his edition of DemosthenSs,
places this Dissertation in front of his notes to the Olynthiacs ;

affirm-

ing that it is conclusive, and sets the question at rest. Bohnecke also

(Forschungen, p. 151), treats the question as no longer open to doubt.

On the other hand, Flathe (Geschichte Makedoniens, p. 183-187) ex-

presses himself with equal confidence in favour of the order stated by
Dionysins. A much higher authority, Dr. Thirlwall, agrees in the same

opinion; though with less confidence, and with a juster appreciation

M 2
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of our inadequate means for settling the question. See the Appendix
iii. to the fifth volume of his History of Greece, p. 512.

Though I have not come to the same conclusion as Dr. Thirlwall,
I agree with him, that unqualified confidence, in any conclusion as to

the order of these harangues, is unsuitable and not warranted by the

amount of evidence. Wo have nothing to proceed upon except the inter-

nal evidence of the speeches, taken in conjunction with the contempo-
raneous history; of which we know little or nothing from information

in detail.

On the best judgement that I can form, I cannot adopt wnolly either

the edited order or that of Dionysius, though agreeing in part with both.

I concur with Dionysius and Dr. Thirlwall in placing the second Olynth-

iac first of the three. I concur with the edited order in placing the

third last. I observe, in Dr. Thirlwall's Appendix, that this arrange-

ment has been vindicated in a Dissertation by Stueve. I have not seen

this Dissertation; and my own conclusion was deduced even before I

knew that it had ever been advocated elsewhere only from an attentive

study of the speeches.
Edited Order I. II. III.

Order of Dionysius II. III. I.

Order of Stueve (which I think the most probable) II. I. III.

To consider first the proper place of the second Olynthiac (I mean
that which stands second in the edited order).

The most remarkable characteristic of this oration is, that scarcely

anything is said in it about Olynthus. It is, in fact, a Philippic rather

than an Olynthiac. This characteristic is not merely admitted, hut

strongly put forward, by Petrenz, p. 11 "Quid I quod ipsorum Olyn-
thiorum hac quidem in causa tantum uno loco facta mentio est ut uno
illo versiculo sublato, vix ex ipsSi oratione, qua in causa esset habita,
certis rationibus evinci posset." How are we to explain the absence
of all reference to Olynthus? According to Petrenz, it is because the
orator had already, in his former harangue, said all that could be ne-

cessary in respect to the wants of Olyntlius, and the necessity of up-
holding that city even for the safety of Athens; he might now therefore

calculate that his first discourse remained impressed on his countrymen,
and that all that was required was, to combat the extraordinary fear

of Philip which hindered them from giving effect to a resolution already
taken to assist the Olynthians.

In this hypothesis I am unable to acquiesce. It may appear natural
to a reader of Demosthenes, who passes from the first printed discourse
to the second without any intervening time to forget what he has just
read. But it will hardly fit the case of a real speaker in busy Athens.
Neither Demosthenes in the fluctuating Athenian assembly nor even

any orator in the more fixed English Parliament or American Con-

gresscould be rash enough to calculate that a discourse delivered
some time before had remained engraven on the minds of his audience.
If Demosthenes had previously addressed the Athenians with so strong
a conviction of the distress of Olynthus, and of the motives for Athens
to assist Olynthus, as is embodied in the first discourse if his speech,
however well received, was not acted upon, so that in the course of
a certain time he had to address them again for the same purpose I

cannot believe that he would allude to Olynthus only once by the by,
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and that he would merely dilate upon the general chances and con-

ditions of the war between Athens and Philip. However well calcu-

lated the second Olynthiac may be "ad concitandos exacerbandosque
civium animos" (to use the words of Petrenz), it is not peculiarly cal-

culated to procure aid to Olynthus. If the orator had failed to pro-

cure such aid by a discourse like the first Olynthiac, he would never

resort to a discourse like the second Olynthiac to make good
the deficiency; he would repeat anew, and more impressively than

before, the danger of Olynthus, and the danger to Athens herself if

she suffered Olynthus to fall. This would be the way to accomplish
his object, and at the same time to combat the fear of Philip in the

minds of the Athenians.

According to my view of the subject, the omission (or mere single

passing notice) of Olynthus clearly shows that the wants of that city,

and the urgency of assisting it, were not the main drift of Demosthenes
in the second Olynthiac. His main drift is

,
to encourage and stimu-

late his countrymen in their general war against Philip; taking in,

thankfully, the new ally Olynthus, whom they have Just acquired
hut taking her in only as a valuable auxiliary (EV itpoo9rjxr( (; (xepet), to

cooperate with Athens against Philip as well as to receive aid from

Athens not presenting her either as peculiarly needing succour, or as

likely, if allowed to perish, to expose the vitals of Athens.
Now a speech of this character is what I cannot satisfactorily ex-

plain, as following after the totally different spirit of the first Olynth-
iac

;
but it is natural and explicable, if we suppose it to precede the

first Olynthiac. Olynthus does not approach Athens at first in forma
pauperis, as if she were in danger and requiring aid against an over-

whelming enemy. She presents herself as an equal, offering to cooperate
against a common enemy, and tendering an alliance which the Athe-
nians had hitherto sought in vain. She will of course want aid but
she can give cooperation of equal value. Demosthenes advises to assist

her this comes of course, when her alliance is accepted : but he dwells
more forcibly upon the value of what she will give to the Athenians,
in the way of cooperation against Philip. Nay, it is remarkable that

the territorial vicinity of Olynthus to Philip is exhibited, not as a

peril to her which the Athenians must assist her in averting, but as a

godsend to enable them the better to attack Philip in conjunction with
her. Moreover Olynthus is represented, not as apprehending any danger
from Philip's arms, hut as having recently discovered how dangerous
it is to be in alliance with him. Let us thank the gods (says Demo-
sthenes at the opening of the second Olynthiac) TO TOO? ito).[Ar,jovT<x<;

tlHXircjttp Y sT v^ CI^ ai xa<t X")
P av 8|iOpov xal 8'j-;|xtv Tiva *EXTir)t*ivOO<;, xal

TO |XEY laT0 '' awavTtov, TTJV Oitsp TOO itoXsjioy ~(-tu>it.riv TOiaUTTjv i);ovTe, UXJTE

TO? rpo? EXEivOv StaXXaya?, TCpu)TOv (xlv aitisTO'j;, EITS trj? eauTtbv itatpiSo;

vO|xt!Uiv dvdtJTaiv etvai, 8aipj,ta TI-/I xat (ieta rcavTairaoiv eotxsv euepYicria

(p. 18).

The general tenor of the second Olynthiac is in harmony with this

opening. Demosthenes looks forward to a vigorous aggressive war
carried on by Athens and Olynthus jointly against Philip, and he
enters at large into the general chances of such war, noticing the

vulnerable as well as the odious points of Philip, and striving (as
Petrenz justly remarks) to "excite and exasperate the minds of the
citizens."
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Such is the first bright promise of the Olynthian alliance with

Athens. But Athens, as usual, makes no exertions; leaving the

Olynthians and Chalkidians to contend against Philip by themselves.

It is presently found that he gains advantages over them; bad news
come from Thrace, and probably complaining envoys to announce them.

It is then that Demosthenes delivers his first Olynthiac, so much more

urgent in its tone respecting Olynthus. The main topic is now "Pro-

tect the Olynthians; save their confederate cities; think what will

happen if they are ruined; there is nothing to hinder Philip in that

case from marching into Attica. " The views of Demosthenes have

changed from the offensive to the defensive.

I cannot but think, therefore, that all the internal evidence of the

Olynthiacs indicates the second as prior in point of time both to the

first and to the third. Stueve (as cited by Dr. Thirlwall) mentions

another reason tending to the same conclusion. Nothing is said in

the second Olynthiac about meddling with the The&ric Fund; whereas,
in the first, that subject is distinctly adverted to and in the third,

forcibly and repeatedly pressed, though with sufficient artifice to save

the illegality. This is difficult to explain, assuming the second to be

posterior to the first; but noway difficult, if we suppose the second to

be the earliest of the three, and to be delivered with the purpose which
I have pointed out.

On the other hand, this manner of handling the The6ric Fund in

the third oration, as compared with the first, is one strong reason for

believing (as Petrenz justly contends) that the third is posterior to the

first and not prior, as Dionysius places it.

As to the third Olynthiac, its drift and purpose appear to me cor-

rectly stated in the argument prefixed by Libanius. It was delivered

after Athens had sent some succour to Olynthus, whereas both the

first and the second were spoken before anything at all had yet been
done. I think there is good ground for following Iiibanius (as Petrenz
and others do) in his statement that the third oration recognizes Atl ens

as having done something, which the two first do not; though Dr. Thirl-

wall (p. 609) agrees with Jacobs in doubting such a distinction. The
successes of mercenaries, reported at Athens (p. 38), must surely have
been successes of mercenaries commissioned by her; and the triumphant
hopes noticed by Demosthenes as actually prevalent, are most naturally

explained by supposing such news to have arrived. Demosthenes says
no more than he can help about the success actually gained, because
he thinks it of no serious importance. He wishes to set before the

people, as a corrective to the undue con"dence prevalent, that all the

real danger yet remained to be dealt with.

Though Athens had done something, she had done little sent no
citizens provided no pay. This DemosthenSs urges her to do without

delay, and dwells upon the Theoric Fund as one means of obtaining
money along with personal service. Dr. Thirlwall indeed argues that
the first Olynthiac is more urgent than the third

,
in setting forth the

crisis
;
from whence he infers that it is posterior in time. His argu-

ment is partly founded upon a sentence near the beginning of the

first Olynthiac, wherein the safety of Athens herself is mentioned as

involved T(I>v np*-(pii-cw> yjjuv avitot; a-criXTjitTiov sattv, Eircsp UTtsp ou>-

tTjpiss auTtuv 9porri^eT* : upon which I may remark, that the reading
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is not universally admitted. Dindorf in big edition reads <X&TU>V,

referring it to npaY(i(XT(ov: and stating in his note that a>JTtJov is the

reading of the vulgate, first changed by Betake into auiu>v on the

authority of the Codex Bavaricus. But even if we grant that the first

Olynthiao depicts the crisis as more dangerous and urgent than the

third, we cannot infer that the first is posterior to the third. The third

was delivered immediately after news received of success near Olynthus ;

Olynthian affairs did really prosper for the moment and to a certain

extent though the amount of prosperity was greatly exaggerated by the

public. Demosthenes seta himself to combat this exaggeration; he

passes as lightly as he can over the recent good news, but he cannot

avoid allowing something for them, and throwing the dan-jer of Olynthus
a little back into more distant contingency. At the same time he states

it in the strongest manner, both section 2 and sections 9, 10.

Without being insensible, therefore, to the fallibility of all opinions
founded upon such imperfect evidence, I think that the true chrono-

logical order of the Olynthiacs is that proposed by Stueve, II. I. III.

With Dionysius I agree so far as to put the second Olynthiac first; and
with the common order in putting the third Olynthiac last.
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CHAPTER LXXXIX.

FROM THE CAPTURE OF OLYNTHUS TO THE TERMI-
NATION OF THE SACRED WAR BY PHILIP.

IT was during the early spring of 347 B.C., as far as we can

Sufferings
make out, that Olynthus, after having previously

of the seen the thirty Chalkidic cities conquered, un-

and
n
chL

a
i-

S derwent herself the like fate from the arms of
kidians Philip. Exile and poverty became the lot of

and'festi-
suc^ frlynthians and Chalkidians as could make

vai of Phi- their escape ;
while the greater number of both

H P- sexes were sold into slavery. A few painful
traces present themselves of the diversities of suffering
which befel these unhappy victims. Atrestidas, an Arca-
dian who had probably served in the Macedonian army, re-

ceived from Philip a grant of thirty Olynthian slaves,

chiefly women and children, who were seen following him
in a string, as he travelled homeward through the Grecian
cities. Many young Olynthian women were bought for the

purpose of having their persons turned to account by their

new proprietors. Of these purchasers, one, an Athenian
citizen who had exposed his new purchase at Athens, was
tried and condemned for the proceeding by the Dikastery.

l

Other anecdotes come before us, inaccurate probably as to

names and details,
2
yet illustrating the general hardships

brought upon this once free Chalkidic population.

1 Deinarchuscont.Deraosth.p.93; it is probably but too faithful a

Demostb. Fals. Leg. p. 439, 440. picture of real deeds, committed
Demosthenes asserts also that Olyn- by others, if not by dSschine's.

thian women were given as a l The story of the old man of

present by Philip to PhilokratSs Olynthus (Seneca, Controv. v. 10)

(p. 386440). The outrage which bought by Parrhasius the painter
he imputes (p. 401) to /Eschines and tortured in order to form a

andPhrynon in Macedonia, against subject for a painting of the suffer-

the Olynthian woman is not to ing Prometheus is more than
be received as a fact, since it is doubtful ;

since Parrhasius, already

indignantly denied by JEschjnes in high repute as a painter before

(Fals- Leg. init. and p. 48). Yet 4.0 B.C. (see Xenoph. Mem. iii. 10),
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Meanwhile the victor Philip was at the maximum of

his glory. In commemoration of his conquests, he cele-

brated a splendid festival to the Olympian Zeus in Macedo-

nia, with unbounded hospitality, and prizes of every sort,
for matches and exhibitions, both gymnastic and poetical.
His donations were munificent, as well to the Grecian and
Macedonian officers who had served him, as to the eminent

poets or actors who pleased his taste. Satyrus the comic

actor, refusing all presents for himself, asked and obtained
from him the release of two young women taken in Olyn-
thus, daughters of his friend the Pydnaean Apollophanes,
who had been one of the persons concerned in the death

of Philip's elder brother Alexander. Satyrus announced
his intention not only of ensuring freedom to these young
women, but likewise of providing portions for them and

giving them out in marriage.
l

Philip also found at Olyn-
thus his two exiled half-brothers, who had served as pre-
texts for the war and put both of them to death. 2

It has already been stated that Athens had sent to

Olynthus more than one considerable reinforce- Effect pro-

ment, especially during the last j ear of the A
u

,

ce
^

a
^

war. Though we are ignorant what these ex- the 'capture

peditions achieved, or even how much was their of Olynthus
L c a 3 L J.L j. At. especial-

exact force, we find reason to suspect that they iy by the

were employed by Chares and other generals
nu

.

mbe
.

r of

j
J mi ?ni * Athenian

to no good purpose. The opponents or bhares captives
accused him, as well as Deiares and other mer- taken in it.

cenary chiefs, of having wasted the naval and military

strength of the city in idle enterprises or rapacious extor-

tions upon the traders of the uEgean. They summed up
1500 talents and 150 triremes thus lost to Athens, besides

widespread odium incurred among the islanders by the

unjust contributions levied upon them to enrich the gener-
al. 3 In addition to this disgraceful ill-success, came now
the fearful ruin in Olynthus and Chalkidike, and the great

aggrandisementoftheirenemy Philip. Theloss of Olynthus.
with the miserable captivity of its population, would have
been sufficient of themselves to excite powerful sentiment

can hardly have been still flourish- ' Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 384401 ;

ing in 347 B.C. It discloses, how- Diodor. xvi. 65.

ever, at least, one of the many *
Justin, viii. 3.

forms of slave-suffering occasion- *
JEichiiies, Fals. Leg. p. 37. C. 24.

Ally realized.
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among the Athenians. But there was a farther cir-

cumstance which came yet more home to their feelings.

Many of their own citizens were serving in Olynthus as an

auxiliary garrison, and had now become captives along
with the rest. 1 No such calamity as this had hefallen

Athens for a century past, since the defeat of Tolmides at

Koroneia in Boeotia. The whole Athenian people ,
and

especially the relations of the captives, were full of agita-
tion and anxiety, increased by alarming news from other

quarters. The conquest threatened the security of all the

Athenian possessions in Lemnos, Imbros, and the Cherso-
nese. This last peninsula, especially, was altogether un-

protected against Philip, who was even reported to be on
his march thither

;
insomuch that the Athenian settlers

within it began to forsake their properties and transfer

their families to Athens. Amidst the grief and apprehen-
sion which disturbed the Athenian mind, many special as-

semblies were held to discuss suitable remedies. What
was done, we are not exactly informed. But it seems that

no one knew where the general Chares with his armament

was; so that it became necessary even for his friends in the

assembly to echo the strong expressions of displeasure

among the people, and to send a light vessel immediately
in search of him. 2

The gravity of the crisis forced even Eubulus, and

E others among the statesmen hitherto languid in

language of the war, to hold a more energetic language than
Eubulus before against Philip. Denouncing him now as

^schingg the common enemy of Greece, 3
they proposed

against missions into Peloponnesus and elsewhere for

the purpose of animating the Grecian states

into confederacy against him. JEschines assisted strenuously
in procuring the adoption of this proposition, and was
himself named as one of the envoys into Peloponnesus.

4

This able orator, immortalised as the rival of Demo-
increased sthenes, has come before us hitherto only as a
importance soldier in various Athenian expeditions to

JEscbines. Phlius in Peloponnesus (368) to the battle of

Mantineia (362) and to Eubcea under Phokion

1
-TF.schincs, Fals. Leg. p. 30. Eubulus) <I>iXiit7i<j>,

xol XOITO TU>V
1 ^schines, Fals. Leg. p. 37. itai8a>v lojivys? ff (ivjv diroXujXsvai
* Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 434. <J>iXi*i:ov fiv flooXtoSou, Ac.

xal ev (iv t<i> ^H-V xa-rtjpib (you Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 438, 439.
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(349 B.C.); in which last he had earned the favourable
notice of the general, and had been sent to Athens with
the news of the victory at Tamynae. ^Eschines was about
six years older than Demosthenes, but born in a much
humbler and poorer station. His father Atrometus taught
to boys the elements of letters; his mother Glaukothea
made a living by presiding over certain religious assemblies
and rites of initiation, intended chiefly for poor communi-

cants; the boy Jilschines assisting both one and the other
in a menial capacity. Such at least is the statement which
comes to us, enriched with various degrading details, on
the doubtful authority of his rival Demosthenes; ' who also

affirms, what we may accept as generally true, that JEschi-
nes had passed his early manhood partly as an actor, partly
as a scribe or reader to the official boards. For both
functions he possessed some natural advantages an
athletic frame, a powerful voice, a ready flow of un-

premeditated speech. After some years passed as scribe,
in which he made himself useful to Eubulus and others, he
was chosen public scribe to the assembly acquired
familiarity with the administrative and parliamentary
business of the city and thus elevated himself by degrees
to influence as a speaker. In rhetorical power, he seems
to have been surpassed only by Demosthenes. 2

As envoy of Athens despatched under the motion of

Eubulus, .yEschines proceeded into Peloponnesus B.C. 347.

in the spring of 347
;
others being sent at the same ^EacMnfis

time to other Grecian cities. Among other places, Athens' hi
f

hevisitedMegalopolis, where he was heard before Arcadia.

the Arcadian collective assembly called the Ten Thousand.

He addressed them in a strain of animated exhortation, ad-

juring them to combine with Athens for the defence of the

liberties ofGreece againstPhilip, and inveighing strenuously

against those traitors who, in Arcadia as well as in other

parts of Greece, sold themselves to the aggressor and

paralysed all resistance. He encountered however much

opp osition from a speaker named Hieronymus,who espoused

Demosthenes affirms this at two can be made out respecting .ffischi-

distinet times Fals. Leg. p. 415 ues.

431; De Corona, p. 313.
2 Dionys. Hal. De Adm. Vi Di-

Stechow(VitaJE3Chinis, p. 1 10) cend. Demosth. p. 1063; Cicero,

brings together the little which Orator, c. 9, 29.
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the interest of Philip in the assembly: and though he

professed to bring back some flattering hopes, it is certain

that neither in Arcadia, nor elsewhere in Peloponnesus,
was his influence of any real efficacy.

1 The strongest

feeling among the Arcadians was fear and dislike of Sparta,
which rendered them in the main indifferent, if not favour-

able, to the Macedonian successes. In returning from
Arcadia to Athens, -<Eschines met the Arcadian Atrestidas,
with the unhappy troop of Olynthian slaves following; a

sight which so deeply affected the Athenian orator, that

he dwelt upon it afterwards in his speech before the as-

sembly with indignant sympathy; deploring the sad effects

of Grecian dissension, and the ruin produced by Philip's
combined employment of arms and corruption.

JEschines returned probably about the middle of the

increasing summer of 347 B.C. Other envoys, sent to more
despond- distant cities, remained out longer; some indeed
ency and .., ',, . .

' ' m , , .,

desire for even until the ensuing winter. Though it

peace at
appears that some envoys from other cities were
induced in return to visit Athens, yet no sincere

or hearty cooperation against Philip could be obtained
in any part of Greece. While Philip, in the fulness

of triumph, was celebrating his magnificent Olympic
festival in Macedonia, the Athenians were disheartened by
finding that they could expect little support from in-

dependent Greeks, and were left to act only with their

own narrow synod of allies. Hence Eubulus and JEschines
became earnest partisans of peace, and Demosthenes also

seems to have been driven by the general despondency
into a willingness to negotiate. The two orators, though
they afterwards became bitter rivals, were at this

juncture not very discordant in sentiment. On the other

hand, the philippising speakers at Athens held a bolder
tone than ever. As Philip found his ports greatly blocked

up by the Athenian cruisers, he was likely to profit by his

existing ascendency for the purpose of strengthening his

naval equipments. Now there was no place so abundantly
supplied as Athens, with marine stores and muniments for

armed ships. Probably there were agents or speculators

1 Demosth.Fals. Leg p. 344 438; by his rival, and as admitted by
JEschin. Fals. Leg. p. 38. The himself. It was in truth among
conduct of ^sellings at this June- the most honourable epochs of his

ture is much the same, as described life.
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taking measures to supply Philip with these articles, and it

was against them that a decree of the assembly was now
directed, adopted on the motion of a senator named Ti-

marchus to punish with death all who should export from

Athens to Philip either arms or stores for ships of war. 1

This severe decree, however, was passed at the same time
that the disposition towards peace, ifpeace were attainable,
was on the increase at Athens.

Some months before the capture of Olynthus, ideas of

peace had already been started, partly through indirect

the indirect overtures of Philip himself. During fjr
e

^eace
the summer of 348 B.C., the Eubceans tried to between

negotiate an accommodation with Athens; the phmp
8

even
contest in Euboea, though we know no particu- before the

lars of it, having never wholly ceased for the last
o'/ynthus-

year and a half. Nor does it appear that any the

peace was evennow concluded; for Eubcea is spo- ^j^ynon
ken of as under the dependence of Philip during AC.

1 Demoeth. Fals. Leg. p. 433.

This decree must have been pro-
posed by Timarchus either towards
the close of Olymp. 108, 1 or to-

wards the beginning of the follow-

ing year Olymp. 108, 2
;

that is,

not long before, or not long after,

Midsummer 347 B.C. But which of

these two dates is to be preferred,
is matter of controversy. Franke

(Prolegom. adJEschin. cont. Timar-

cliuin, p. xxxviii.-xli.) thinks that

Timarchus was senator in Olymp.
108, 1 and proposed the decree

then; he supposes the oration of

.^Kschines to have been delivered
in the beginning of Olymp. 108,
8 and that the expression (p. 11)

announcing Timarchus as having
been senator "the year before"

(rcspooiv), is to be construed loosely
as signifying "the year but one
before."

Mr. Clinton, Boeckh, and Wester-
mann

, suppose the oration of

.ZE<chin6s against Timarchus to

have been delivered in Olymp. 108,
i not in Olymp. 108, 3. On that

supposition, if we take the word
TJpujiv in its usual sense, Timar-

chus was senator in 108, 3. Now
it is certain that be did not pro-

pose the decree forbidding the ex-

port of naval stores to Philip, at

a date so late as 108, 3; because
the peace with Philip was con-
cluded in Elaphebolion Olymp.
108, 2 (March 346 B.C.). But the

supposition might be admissible,
that Timarchus was senator in two
different years both in Olymp.
108, 1, and in Olymp. 109, 3 (not
in two consecutive years). In that

case, the senatorial year of Timar-

chus, to which .iEschines alludes

(cont. Timarch. p. 11) would be

Olymp. 108, 3; while the other

senatorial year in which Timarchus
moved the decree prohibiting ex-

port, would be Olymp. 108, 1.

Nevertheless, I agree with the
views of Bohnecke (Forschungen,
p. 294), who thinks that the oration

was delivered Olymp. 108, 3 and
that Timarchus had been senator
and had proposed the decree pro-

hibiting export of stores to Philip,
in the year preceding that is,

Olymp. 108, 2
;

at the beginning
of the year Midsummer 347 B.C.
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the ensuingyear.
' TheEubcean envoys, however, intimated

that Philip had desired them to communicate from
him a wish to finish the war and conclude peace with
Athens. 2 Though Philip had at this time conquered the

larger portion of Chalkidike, and was proceeding success-

fully against the remainder, it was still his interest to de-

tach Athens from the war, if he could. Her manner of

carrying on war was indeed faint and slack; yet she did

him much harm at sea, and she was the only city compe-
tent to organise an extensive Grecian confederacy against
him; which, though it had not yet been brought about, was
at least a possible contingency under her presidency.

An Athenian of influence named Phrynon had been

captured by Philip's cruisers, during the truce of the

Olympic festival in 348 B.C.: after a certain detention, he

procured from home the required ransom and obtained his

release. On returning to Athens, he had sufficient credit

to prevail on the public assembly to send another citizen

along with him, as public envoy from the city to Philip;
in order to aid him in getting back his ransom, which he

alleged to have been wrongfully demanded from one cap-
tured during the holy truce. Though this seems a strange
proceeding during mid-war, 3

yet the Athenian public took

up the case with sympathy; Ktesiphon was named envoy,
and went with Phrynon to Philip, whom they found engaged
in the war against Olynthus. Being received in the most
courteous manner, they not only obtained restitution of

the ransom, but were completely won over by Philip. With

1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 348-445. Olympic festival celebrated by
1 JEschin. Fals. Leg. p. 29. Philip himself in Macedonia, in
' There is more than one singu- the spring or summer of 347 B.C.

larity in the narrative given by This would remove the difficulty

Cachings about Phrynon. The about the effect of the truce; for

complaint of Phrynon implies an Philip of course would respect his

assumption, that the Olympic truce own proclaimed truce. But it ia

suspended the operations of war liable to another objection; that

everywhere throughout Greece, .iKschines plainly indicates the

between belligerent Greeks. But capture of Phrynon to have been
such was not the maxim recognised anterior to the fall of Olynthus.
or acted on; so far as we know Besides, JEschines would hardly
the operations of warfare. Voemel use the words ev TOI? 'OXo|*.itixat{

(Proleg. ad Demosth. De Pace, unovSai;, without any special ad-

p. 246), feeling this difficulty, dition, to signify the Macedonian
understands the Olympic truce, games,
here mentioned, to refer to the
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his usual good policy, he had seized the opportunity of

gaining (we may properly say, of bribing, since the resto-

ration of ransom was substantially a bribe) two powerful
Athenian citizens, whom he now sent back to Athens as

his pronounced partisans.

Phrynon and Ktesiphon, on their return, expatiated

warmly on the generosity of Philip, and reported First pro-

much about his flattering expressions towards S"?
1
!"

" f
... j i i .- Philokratfis

Athens, and his reluctance to continue the war granting

against her. The public assembly being favour- permission
J J -DU'l l ?*a i. toPhilipto

ably disposed, a citizen named Jrhilokrates, who send envoys
now comes before us for the first time, proposed

to Athens.

a decree, granting to Philip leave to send a herald and

envoys, if he chose, to treat for peace; which was what

Philip was anxious to do, according to the allegation of

Ktesiphon. The decree was passed unanimously in the

assembly, but the mover Philokrates was impeached some
time afterwards before the Dikastery, as for an illegal pro-

position, by a citizen named Lykinus. On the cause com-

ing to trial, the Dikastery pronounced an acquittal so

triumphant, that Lykinus did not even obtain the fifth part
of the suffrages. Philokrates being so sick as to be unable
to do justice to his own case, Demosthenes stood forward
as his supporter, and made a long speech in his favour. l

1 JEscbinSs, Fals. Leg. p. 30. c.

7; cont. Ktesipb. p. 63. Our know-

ledge of these events is derived

almost wholly from one, or other,
or both, of the two rival orators,
in their speeches delivered four or

five years afterwards, on the trial

De Falsa Legatione. Demosthenes
eeeks to prove that before the

embassy to Macedonia, in which
be and -JEschines were jointly con-
cerned -iEschines was eager for

continued war against Philip, and

only became the partisan of Philip

during and after the embassy.
^KscMnt's does not deny that he
made efforts at that juncture to

get up more effective war against

Philip; nor is the fact at all dis-

honourable to him. On the other

baud, he seeks to prove against

Demosthenfes, that he (Demosthen.>
was at that time both a partisan
of peace with Philip, and a friend

of PhilokratSs to whom he after-

wards became so bitterly opposed.
For this purpose -3Sschines adverts

to the motion of Philokratfis about

permitting Philip to send envoys
to Athens and the speech of De-
mosthenes in the Dikastery in fa-

vour of PhilokratSs.

It would prove nothing discre-

ditable to Demosthenfis if both
these allegations were held to be

correct. The motion of Philokrates

was altogether indefinite, pledging
Athens to nothing; and Demo-
sthenes might well think it un-

reasonable to impeach a states-

man for such a motion.
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The motion ot Philokrates determined nothing posi-

Effect pro- tive, and only made an opening; of which, how-
<iuced upon ever, it did not suit Philip's purpose to avail

ofthe^Athe- himself. But we see that ideas of peace had
nians by been thrown out by some persons at Athens,
numerous even during the last months of the Olynthian
captive war, and while a body of Athenian citizens were

taken"by actually assisting Olynthus against the besie-

Phiiip at ging force of Philip. Presently arrived the ter-
oiynthus. rible newg of the fall of Olynthus, and of the

captivity of the Athenian citizens in garrison there. While
this great alarm (as has been already stated) gave birth to

new missions for anti-Macedonian alliances, it enlisted on
the side of peace all the friends of those captives whose
lives were now in Philip's hands. The sorrow thus directly
inflicted on many private families, together with the force

of individual sympathy widely diffused among the citizens,

operated powerfully upon the decisions of the public as-

sembly. A century before, the Athenians had relinquished
all their acquisitions in Boeotia, in order to recover their

captives taken in the defeat of Tolmides at Koroneia; and

during the Peloponnesian war, the policy of the Spartans
had been chiefly guided for three or four years by the

anxiety to ensure the restoration of the captives of Sphak-
teria. Moreover, several Athenians ofpersonal consequence
were taken at Olynthus; among them, Eukratus and la-

trokles. Shortly after the news arrived, the relatives of

these two men, presenting themselves before the assembly
in the solemn guise of suppliants, deposited an olive branch
on the altar hard by, and entreated that care might be had
for the safety of their captive kinsmen. ' This touching

1
/Eschines, Fals. Leg. p. 30. C. by Xenophon and Diodorus (Xen.

8. TJCO 84 too? 'ot'jToO; "OXuvQo? Hell. i. 7, 8; Diodor. xiii. 101)

^Xu>, xai rcoXXol Tibv ofieTEpiuv if- after the battle of Arginusee, when

xaTeXy^Qujsav itoXtTuuv, <I)v ^v 'la- the relatives of the warriors who

TpoxXii)? xat EoxpoTO?. 'Trcep 84 had perished on board of the

TOUTCOV ixST7)piav Qevte? ot olxeiot, foundered ships, presented them-

48eovio OIAOJV en|A4Xeiav itoir,oaa9ai' selves before the assembly with

itopeXOovTe? 8' autoi? oovrjfopouv <I>t- shaven heads and in mourning
Xoxpat?]; xai AijjxoaOevTji;, dXX' oux garb. Compare also, about pre-

Ala/ivr^. sentments of solemn supplication
' To illustrate the effect of this to the assembly, Demosthenes, De
Impressive ceremony upon the Corona', p. 262 with the note of

Athenian assembly, we may recall Dissen; and JEschings contra Ti-

the memorable scene mentioned marchum, p. 9. c. 13.
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appeal, echoed as it would be by the cries of so many other
citizens in the like distress, called forth unanimous sym-
pathy in the assembly. Both Philokrates and Demosthenes

spoke in favour of it; Demosthenes probably, as having
been a strenuous advocate of the war, was the more anxious
to show that he was keenly alive to so much individual

suffering. It was resolved to open indirect negotiations
with Philip for the release of the captives, through some
of the great tragic and comic actors

; who, travelling in the
exercise of their profession to every city in Greece, were
everywhere regarded in some sort as privileged persons.
One of these, Neoptolemus, l had already availed himself
of his favoured profession and liberty of transit to assist

in Philip's intrigues and correspondences at Athens; an-

other, Aristodemus
,
was also in good esteem with Philip,

both were probably going to Macedonia to take part in

the splendid Olympic festival there preparing. They were

charged to make application, and take the best steps in

their power, for the safety or release of the captives.
2

It would appear that these actors were by no means

expeditious in the performance of their mission. B0> 347>

They probably spent some time in their pro- >ngg i n of
fessional avocations inMacedonia

;
and Aristode- the actor

mus, notbeinga responsible envoy, delayed some j^us'from
time even after his return before he made any the Athe-

report. That his mission had not been wholly ph*H
S

p
*

on

fruitless, however, became presently evident the subject

from the arrival of the captive latrokles, whom, JJ ^;
Philip had released without ransom. The Se- vpurabie
nate then summoned Aristodemus before them t/onsVe-

inviting him to make a general report of his ported

proceedings; which he did, first before the Se- fomPhiiip.

nate next before the public assembly. He affirmed that

1 Demosth. De Pace, p. 58.

* .ffischines (Fals. Leg. p. 30. c.

8) mentions only Aristodemus.

But from various passages in the

oration of Demosthenes (De Fals.

Leg. p. 344, 346, 371, 443), we gather
that the actor Neoptolemus must
have been conjoined with him;
perhaps also the Athenian Ktesi-

phon, though this is less certain.

Demosthenes mentions Aristode-

VOL. XI.

mus again, in the speech De Co-
rona (p. 232) as the first originator
of the peace.
DemosthenSs (De Pace, p. 58)

had, even before this, denounced

Neoptolemus as playing a corrupt

game for the purposes of Philip
at Athens. Soon after the peace,

Neoptolemus sold up all his prop-

erty at Athens, and went to reside

in Macedonia.

N
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Philip had entertained his propositions kindly, and that
he was in the best dispositions towards Athens; desirous

not only to be at peace with her, but even to be admitted
as her ally. Demosthenes, then a senator, moved a vote
of thanks and a wreath to Aristodemus. *

This report, as far as we can make out, appears to

have been made about September or October
347 B.C.; JEschines, and the other roving com-

missioners sent out by Athens to raise up anti-Macedonian

combinations, had returned with nothing but disheartening
announcement of refusal or lukewarmness. And there oc-

curred also about the same time in Phokis and Thermopylae,
other events of grave augury to Athens

, showing that the
Sacred War and the contest between the Phokians and
Thebans was turning as all events had turned for the last

ten years to the farther aggrandisement of Philip.

During the preceding two years, the Phokians, now
Course of under the command of Phalsekus in place of
the Sacred

Phayllus, had maintained their position against

gradual Thebes had kept possession of the Boeotian
decline and towns Orchomenus, Koroneia, and Korsia and
impoverish- ..,, p A i mi
ment of the were still masters of Alponus, Thromum, and
Phokians. Nikaea, as well as of the important pass of Ther-
Dissensions ,... -r , ,1 i , i 11
among mopylse adjoining.

2 Hut though on the whole
themselves, successful in regard to Thebes, they had fallen

into dissension among themselves. The mercenary force,

necessary to their defence, could only be maintained by
continued appropriation of the Delphian treasures; an ap-

propriation becoming from year to year both less lucrative

and more odious. By successive spoliation of gold and
silver ornaments, the temple is said to have been stripped
of 10,000 talents (=> about 2,300,000?.), all its available

wealth; so that the Phokian leaders were now reduced to

dig for an unauthenticated treasure, supposed (on the faith

of a verse in the Iliad
,
as well as on other grounds of sur-

mise) to lie concealed beneath its stone floor. Their search
however was not only unsuccessful, but arrested, as we are

told, by violent earthquakes, significant of the anger of

Apollo.
3

1 JEschin. Fala. Leg. p. 30. c. 8. Leg. p. 45. c. 41.
* Diodor. xvi. 68; Demosth. Fals. ' Diodor. xvi. 56.

Leg. p. 385 387
; JEschiues, Fals.
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As the Delphian treasure became less and less, so the

means of Phalsekus to pay troops and maintain
p&rt

ascendency declined. While the foreign mer- posed to'

cenaries relaxed in their obedience
,
his oppo- ? hl *k

,

u
.

s

, T-ii i L j j VL 1 Phokis
nents in Phokis mamiested increased animosity Phaiaekus

against his continued sacrilege. So greatly did "deposed

these opponents increase in power, that they tinueB to

deposed Phalaekus, elected Deinokrates with hold Ther-

two others in his place, and instituted a strict with
y
the

inquiry into the antecedent appropriation of mercan-

tile Delphian treasure. Gross peculation was
found to have been committed for the profit of individual

leaders, especially one named Philon; who, on being seized

and put to the torture, disclosed the names of several ac-

complices. These men were tried, compelled to refund,
and ultimately put to death. l Phalsekus however still

retained his ascendency over the mercenaries, about 8000
in number, so as to hold Thermopylae and the places ad-

jacent, and even presently to be re-appointed general.
2

Such intestine dispute, combined with the gradual
exhaustion of the temple -funds, sensibly dimin- B.C. 347.

ished the power of the Phokians. Yet they The The-

still remained too strong for their enemies the th
8

aid
V
of

Thebans; who, deprived of Orchomenus and Philip to

Koroneia, impoverished by military efforts of ^ down

nine years, and unable to terminate the contest Phokians.

by their own force, resolved to invoke foreign aid. An
opportunity might perhaps have been obtained for closing
the war by some compromise, if it had been possible now to

bring about an accommodation between Thebes and Athens;
which some of the philo-Theban orators (Demosthenes
seemingly among them) attempted, under the prevalent
uneasiness about Philip.

3 But the adverse sentiments in

both cities, especially in Thebes, were found invincible;
and the Thebans, little anticipating consequences, deter-

mined to invoke the ruinous intervention of the conqueror

1 Diodor. xvi. 56. 57. Corona, spoken many years after
1 JEschin. Fals. Leg. p. 62. c. 41; the facts, affirms the contingency

Diodor. xvi. 59. OiXaixov, itdXiv of alliance between Athens and

TJj? atpTT)Yiai; 7]Eiu)|A^ov, Ac. Thebes at this juncture, as having
3 .ffischines cont. Ktesiph. p. 73. c. been much more probable than he

44; Demosth. De Corona, p. 231. ventures to state in the earlier

DemosthenSs, in his oration De speech De Falsa Legationo.

N2
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of Olynthus. The Thessalians, already valuable allies of

Philip, joined them in soliciting him to crush the Phokians,
and to restore the ancient Thessalian privilege of the Pylaea
(or regular yearly Amphiktyonic meeting at Thermopylae)
which the Phokians had suppressed during the last ten

years. This joint prayer for intervention was preferred in

the name of the Delphian god, investing Philip with the

august character of champion of the Amphiktyonic assembly,
to rescue the Delphian temple from its sacrilegious plun-
derers.

The king of Macedon, with his past conquests and his

Alarm well-known spirit of aggressive enterprise, was
among the now a sor^ of present Deity, ready to lend force
Phokians ,, , i i i _

J iV i e
one of the to all the selfish ambition, or blind fear and
Phokian

antipathy, prevalent among the discontented
parties in- ,. f.

J ' ,*. TT n i i -rm -i i

vites the fractions oi the Hellenic world. While his in-
Athenians

trigues had procured numerous partisans even
to occupy , L f -n -\

Thermo- in the centre ot Peloponnesus as
Pha- on return from his mission, had denounced, not

repels having yet himself enlisted in the number he
them. was now furnished with a pious pretence, and
invited by powerful cities, to penetrate into the heart
of Greece, within its last line of common defence, Ther-

mopylae.
The application of the Thebans to Philip excited much

alarm in Phokis. A Macedonian army under Parmenio
did actually enter Thessaly where we find them, three
months later, besieging Halus. i Reports seem to have
been spread, about September 34 7 B.C., that the Macedonians
were about to march to Thermopylae; upon which the

Phokians took alarm, and sent envoys to Athens as well

as to Sparta, entreating aid to enable them to hold the

pass, and offering to deliver up the three important towns
near it Alponus, Thronium, and Nikaea. So much were
the Athenians alarmed by the message, that they not only
ordered Proxenus, their general at Oreus, to take imme-
diate possession of the pass, but also passed a decree to

equip fifty triremes, and to send forth their military citizens

under thirty years of age, with an energy like that displayed
when they checked Philip before at the same place. But
it appears that the application had been made by the party
in Phokis opposed to Phalaekus. So vehemently did that

' Demosth Fals. Leg. p. 392.
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chief resent the proceeding, that he threw the Phokian

envoys into prison on their return; refusing to admit either

Proxenus or Archidamus into possession of Thermopylae,
and even dismissing without recognition the Athenian

heralds, who came in their regular rounds to proclaim the

solemn truce of the Eleusinian mysteries.
l This proceeding

on the part of Phalsekus was dictated seemingly by jealousy
of Athens and Sparta, and by fear that they would support
the party opposed to him in Phokis. It could not have

originated (as JEschines alleges) in superior confidence

and liking towards Philip; for if Phalaekus had entertained

such sentiments, he might have admitted the Macedonian

troops at once; which he did not do until ten months later,

under the greatest pressure of circumstances.

Such insulting repudiation of the aid tendered by
Proxenus at Thermopylae, combined with the

distracted state of parties in Phokis, menaced
B'' 7*

Athens with a new embarrassment. Though e^barraw-
Phalaekus still held the pass, his conduct had ment at

been such as to raise doubts whether he might ^cemTnty
not treat separately with Philip. Here was about Pha-

another circumstance operating on Athens
the^'pasTof

besides the refusal of cooperation from other Thermo-

Greeks and the danger of her captives at pylse -

Olynthus to dishearten her in the prosecution of the war,
and to strengthen the case of those who advocated peace.
It was a circumstance the more weighty because it really

1
JEschinfis, Fals. Leg. p. 46. o. ing month Elaphebolion (March),

41. It is this notice of the |XUJTT]- on the ground of some other words

piiOTiSs? oi:ov8al which serves as of -ZEschinSs, intimating "that the

indication of time for the event, news reached Athens while the

The Eleusinian mysteries were Athenians were deliberating about

celebrated in the month Boedro- the peace." Bohnecke too, supposes
inion. (September). These events that the mysteries here alluded to

took place in September 347 B.C. are the lesser mysteries, celebrated

Olymp. 108, 2 the archonship of in Anthesterion not the greater,

Themistoklfis at Athens. There is which belong to Boedromion. This

also a farther indication of time supposition appears to me im-

given by .aischin&s
;
that the event probable and unnecessary. We may

happened before he was nominated reasonably believe that there were

envoy itpivijjis y^ipoTovYjQrjvai irpsa- many discussions on the peace at

fkutTjv (p. 46. c. 41). This refutes Athens, before the envoys were

the supposition of Voamel (Proleg. actually nominated. Some of these

ad Demosth. De Pace, p. 255), who debates may well have taken placo

refers the proceeding to the follow- in the month Boe'dromion.
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involved the question of safety or exposure to her own
territory, through the opening of the pass of Thermopylae.
It was here that she was now under the necessity of keeping
watch; being thrown on the defensive for her own security
at home not, as before, stretching out a long arm for the

protection of distant possessions such as the Chersonese,
or distant allies such as the Olynthians. So speedily had
the predictions of Demosthenes been realized, that if the

Athenians refused to carry on strenuous war against Philip
on his coast, they would bring upon themselves the graver
evil of having to resist him on or near their own frontier.

The maintenance of freedom in the Hellenic world

The de- against the extra-Hellenic invader, now turned
fence of once more upon the pass of Thermopylae; as it
Greece now , ,

,
, f n -i c j it

turned on had turned 133 years before, during the onward
Tbermo- march of the Persian Xerxes,

portance'of To Philip, that pass was of incalculable
that pass importance. It was his only road into Greece;

Phiiip
t0
and it could not be forced by any land-army; while

to Athens. at sea the Athenian fleet was stronger than his.

In spite of the general remissness of Athens in warlike

undertakings, she had now twice manifested her readiness

for a vigorous effort to maintain Thermopylae against
him. To become master of the position, it was necessary
that he should disarm Athens by concluding peace keep
her in ignorance or delusion as to his real purposes
prevent her from conceiving alarm or sending aid to

Thermopylae and then overawe or buy off the isolated

Phokians. How ably and cunningly his diplomacy was

managed for this purpose, will presently appear.
1

1 It is at this juncture, in trying harangue (De Falsa Legatione) r

to make out the diplomatic trans- still remaining, wherein his charge
actions between Athens and Philip, stands embodied, enters into co-

fiom the summer of 347 to that of pious details respecting the peace
346 B.C. that we find ourselves with its immediate antecedents

plunged amidst the contradictory and consequents. We possess also

assertions of the two rival orators the speech delivered by -iEschins,
DemosthenSs and JEschines; with in his own defence, and in counter-

very little of genuine historical accusation of Demosthenes; a

authority to control them. In 343- speech going over the same ground,
342 B.C., Demosthenes impeached suitable to his own purpose and
JEschines for corrupt betrayal of point of view. Lastly, we have the

the interest of Athens in the two speeches, delivered several

second of his three embassies to years later (in 330 B.C.), of jEschi-

Philip (in 340 B.C.). The long n6s in prosecuting Ktesiphon, and
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On the other hand, to Athens, to Sparta, and to the

general cause of Pan -Hellenic independence, it was of

capital moment that Philip should be kept on the outside

of Thermopylae. And here Athens had more at stake than
the rest; since not merely her influence abroad, but the

safety of her own city and territory against invasion, was
involved in the question. The Thebans had already invited

the presence of Philip, himself always ready even without

invitation, to come within the pass; it was the first interest,
as well as the first duty, of Athens, to counterwork them,
and to keep him out. With tolerable prudence, her

guarantee of the pass might have been made effective; but
we shall find her measures ending only in shame and dis-

appointment, through the flagrant improvidence, and

apparent corruption, of her own negotiators.
The increasing discouragement as to war, and yearning-

for peace, which prevailed at Athens during B c> 347>

the summer and autumn of 347 B.C., has Motion of
been already described. We may be sure that PMiokrates

the friends of the captives taken at Olynthus Athenian
would be importunate in demanding peace, assembly

because there was no other way of procuring ^. ^"0
en~

their release; since Philip did not choose to Philip for

exchange them for money, reserving them as Peace -

of Demosthengs in defending him ;

wherein the conduct of Demosthe-
nes as to the peace of 346 B.C.

again becomes matter of contro-

versy. All these harangues are

interesting, notmerely as eloquent

compositions, hut also from the

striking conception which they
impart of the living sentiments
and controversy of the time. But
when we try to extract from them
real and authentic matter of hi-

story,they become painfully embar-

rassing; so glaring are the contra-

dictions not only between the two

rivals, but also between the earlier

and later discourses of the same
orator himself, especially ^Eschi-

n6s
; so evident is the spirit of

perversion, so unscrupulous are

the manifestations ofhostile feeling
on both sides. We can place little

faith in the allegations of either

orator against the other, except
where some collateral grounds of
fact or probability can be ad-
duced in confirmation. But the

allegations of each as to matters

which do not make against the

other, are valuable ;
even the mis-

representations, since we have
them on both sides, will some-
times afford mutual correction : and
we shall often find it practicable
to detect a basis of real matter of

fact which one or both may seek

to pervert, but which neither can

venture to set aside, or can keep

wholly out of sight. It is indeed

deeply to be lamented that we
know little of the history except
so much as it suits the one or the

other of these rival orators, each

animated by purposes totally at
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an item in political negotiation. At length, about the month
of November, the public assembly decreed that envoys
should be sent to Philip to ascertain on what conditions

peace could be made; ten Athenian envoys, and one from
the synod of confederate allies, sitting at Athens. The
mover of the decree was Philokrates, the same who had
moved the previous decree permitting Philip to send

envoys if he chose. Of this permission Philip had not
availed himself, in spite of all that the philippisers at

Athens had alleged about his anxiety for peace and alliance

with the city. It suited his purpose to have the negotia-
tions carried on in Macedonia, where he could act better

upon the individual negotiators of Athens.

The decree having been passed in the assembly, ten

Ten Athe- envoys were chosen Philokrates, Demosthenes,

vo*" sent-
^scnin s, Ktesiphon, Phrynon, latrokles, Der-

Demo
S

-

n
kyllus, Kimon, Nausikles, and Aristodemus the

JEschtn6
and acton Aglaokrepn of Tenedos was selected to

among accompany them, as representative of the allied
them.

synod. Of these envoys, Ktesiphon, Phrynon,
and latrokles had already been gained over as partisans

by Philip, while in Macedonia; moreover Aristodemus was
a person to whom, in his histrionic profession, the favour
of Philip was more valuable than the interests of Athens.
JEschines was proposed by Nausikles; Demosthenes, by
Philokrates the mover. > Though Demosthenes had been
before so earnest in advocating vigorous prosecution of

the war, it does not appear that he was now adverse to

the opening of negotiations. Had he been ever so adverse,
he would probably have failed in obtaining even a hearing,
in the existing temper of the public mind. He thought
indeed that Athens inflicted so much damage on her enemy
by ruining the Macedonian maritime commerce, that she

was not under the necessity of submitting to peace on bad
or humiliating terms. 2 But still he did not oppose the

overtures, nor did his opposition begin until afterwards,
when he saw the turn which the negotiations were taking.

Nor, on the other hand, was ^Eschines as yet suspected of

variance with that of the historian, 9. p. 31. c. 10. p. 34. c. 20; Argu-
to make known either by direct mentum ii. ad Demosth. Fals. Leg.
notice or oblique allusion. * Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 442.

s, Fals. Leg. p. 30. s. Compare p. 369, 387, 391.
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a leaning towards Philip. Both he and Demosthenes

obeyed, at this moment, the impulse of opinion generally

prevalent at Athens. Their subsequent discordant views
and bitter rivalry grew out of the embassy itself; out of

its result and the behaviour of jiEschines.

The eleven envoys were appointed to visit Philip, not

with any power of concluding peace, but simply B c 347.349.

to discuss with him and ascertain on what terms jOUmey of

peace could be had. So much is certain; though the envoys

we do not possess the original decree under
*'

which they were nominated. Having sent before them a

herald to obtain a safe-conduct from Philip, they left

Athens about December, 347 B.C., and proceeded by sea to

Oreus on the northern coast of Eubcea, where they ex-

pected to meet the returning herald. Finding that he had
not yet come back, they crossed the strait at once, without

waiting for him, into the Pagasaean Gulf, where Parmenio
with a Macedonian army was then besieging Halus. - To
him they notified their arrival, and received permission
to pass on, first to Pagasae, next to Larissa. Here they
met their own returning herald, under whose safeguard

they pursued their journey to Pella.
'

l

Our information respecting this (first) embassy pro-
ceeds almost wholly from -^Eschines. He tells

st t me t

us that Demosthenes was, from the very day of ofa;schines

setting out. intolerably troublesome both to ab ut the

i_- j i_- i j.i T L c -ii i
conduct ofmm and his brother envoys ; malignant, taithless, Demo-

and watching for such matters as might be sthenes

turned against them in the way of accusation menu
5

o~f

afterwards; lastly, boastful, even to absurd ex- *he envoys

cess, of his own powers of eloquence. In Greece, speaking
it was the usual habit to transact diplomatic p?

f

.^
e

business, like other political matters, publicly
before the governing number the council, if the constitu-

tion happened to be oligarchical the general assembly,
if democratical. Pursuant to this habit, the envoys were
called upon to appear before Philip in his full pomp and

state, and there address to him formal harangues (either

by one or more of their number as they chose), setting
forth the case of Athens; after which Philip would deliver
his reply in the like publicity, either with his own lips or

by those of a chosen minister. The Athenian envoys
1 Deiuosth. Fals. Leg. p. 302.
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resolved among themselves, that when introduced, each of
them should address Philip, in the order of seniority; De-
mosthenes being the youngest of the Ten, and ^Eschines
next above him. Accordingly, when summoned before

Philip, Ktesiphon, the oldest envoy, began with a short

address; the other seven followed with equal brevity,
while the stress of the business was left to JEschines and
Demosthenes. l

JEschines recounts in abridgement to the Athenians,
Harangue with much satisfaction, his own elaborate
addressed

harangue, establishing the right of Athens to
by .ZEschi- A ,. ',. ,, , i -ri ! , i

nss to Amphipolis, the wrong done by Philip in taking
Philip it and holding it against her, and his paramountabout Am- , ,. ,. ... '

. .

phipoiis. obligation to make restitution but touching
Failure of upon no other subject whatever. 2 He then
Demo- , . iii -n
sthenes in proceeds to state probably with yet greater
his speech, satisfaction that Demosthenes, who followed

next, becoming terrified and confused, utterly broke down,

forgot his prepared speech, and was obliged to stop short,
in spite of courteous encouragements from Philip.

3 Gross

failure, after full preparation, on the part of the greatest
orator of ancient or modern times, appears at first hearing
so incredible, that we are disposed to treat it as pure
fabrication of his opponent. Yet I incline to believe that

the fact was substantially as JEschines states it; and that
Demosthenes was partially divested of his oratorical

powers by finding himself not only speaking before the

enemy whom he had so bitterly denounced, but surrounded

by all the evidences of Macedonian power, and doubtless

exposed to unequivocal marks of well-earned hatred, from
those Macedonians who took less pains than Philip to

disguise their real feelings.*

Having dismissed the envoys after their harangues,
and taken a short time for consideration, Philip

Philip re- recalled them into his presence. He then
turn of the delivered his reply with his own lips, combating
envoys. 11 J.L e -A i_- *

especially the arguments ot -A.schmes, and.

1

JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 31. c. c. 15. Demosthenes himself says

10, 11. little or nothing about this first

1
JKschinGs, Fals. Leg. p. 31. c.ll. embassy, and nothing at all either

*
JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 32. c. about his own speech or that of

13, 14. ^Eschines.
4
JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 32, 33.
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according to that orator, with such pertinence and presence
of mind, as to excite the admiration of all the envoys, De-
mosthenes among the rest. What Philip said, we do not
learn from ^Eschines; who expatiates only on the shuffling,

artifice, and false pretences of Demosthenes, to conceal his

failure as an orator, and to put himself on a point of ad-

vantage above his colleagues. Of these personalities it is

impossible to say how much is true; and even were theytrue,
they are scarcely matter of general history.

It was about the beginning ofMarch when the envoys
returned to Athens. Some were completely fascinated by
the hospitable treatment and engaging manners of Philip,

1

especially when entertaining them at the banquet: with
others he had come to an understanding at once more
intimate and more corrupt. They brought back a letter

from Philip, which was read both in the Senate and the

assembly, while Demosthenes, senator of that year, not

only praised them all in the Senate, but also became him-
self the mover of a resolution, that they should be crowned
with a wreath of honour, and invited to dine next day in

the prytaneium.
2

We have hardly any means of appreciating the real

proceedings of this embassy, or the matters Review of

treated in discussion with Philip. JEschines -SSscMnes

tells us nothing, except the formalities of the conduct as

interview, and the speeches about Amphipolis. stated by

But we shall at any rate do him no injustice,
himself-

if we judge him upon his own account; which, if it does

not represent what he actually did, represents what he

wished to be thought to have done. His own account

certainly shows a strange misconception of the actual

1
JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 33. c. parallel. That Demosthengs should

17, 18. The effect of the manner have proposed a motion of such

and behaviour of Philip upon customary formality, is a fact of

Ktesiphon the envoy, is forcibly little moment any way. It rather

stated here by Machines. proves that the relations of Demo-
*
./EschinSs, Fals. Leg. p. 34. c. sthenes with his colleagues during

19; Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 414. the embassy, cannot have been so

This vote of thanks, and invitation ill-tempered as .33schin6s bad

to dinner, appears to have been so affirmed. Demosthen8s himself ad-

uniform a custom, that Demosthe- mits that he did not begin to

nSs (Fals. Leg. p. 350) comments suspect his colleagues until the

upon the withholding of the com- debates at Athens after the return

pliment, when the second embassy of this first embassy,
xeturned, as a disgrace without
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situation of affairs. In order to justify himself for being
desirous for peace, he lays considerable stress on the losing

game which Athens had been playing during the war, and
on the probability of yet farther loss if she persisted. He
completes the cheerless picture by adding what was
doubtless but too familiar to his Athenian audience that

Philip on his side, marching from one success to another,
had raised the Macedonian kingdom to an elevation truly

formidable, by the recent extinction of Olynthus. Yet
under this state of comparative force between the two

contending parties, ^Eschines presents himself before Phi-

lip with a demand of exorbitant magnitude for the cession

of Amphipolis. He says not a word about anything else.

He delivers an eloquent harangue to convince Philip of

the incontestable right of Athens to Amphipolis, and to

prove to him that he was in the wrong for taking and

keeping it. He affects to think, that by this process he
should induce Philip to part with a town, the most capital
and unparalleled position in all his dominions; which he
had now possessed for twelve years, and which placed him
in communication with his new foundation Philippi and
the auriferous region around it. The arguments of-3^schi-

nes would have been much to the purpose, in an action

tried between two litigants before an impartial Dikastery
at Athens. But here were two belligerent parties, in a

given ratio of strength and position as to the future,

debating terms of peace. That an envoy on the part of

Athens, the losing party, should now stand forward to

demand from a victorious enemy the very place which
formed the original cause of the war, and which had be-

come far more valuable to Philip than when he first took
it was a pretension altogether preposterous. When
-^Eschines reproduces his eloquent speech reclaiming

Amphipolis, as having been the principal necessity and
most honourable achievement of his diplomatic mission, he

only shows how little qualified he was to render real service

to Athens in that capacity to say nothing as yet about

corruption. The Athenian people, extremely retentive of

past convictions, had it deeply impressed on their minds
that Amphipolis was theirs by right; and probably the

first envoys to Macedonia Aristodemus, Neoptolemus,
Ktesiphon, Phrynon, 1 &c. had been so cajoled by the

* Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 344. Compare p. 371. TOVX; itepi TJJ
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courteous phrases, deceptions, and presents of Philip, that

they represented him on their return as not unwilling to

purchase friendship with Athens by the restoration of

Amphipolis. To this delusive expectation in the Athenian
mind JEschines addressed himself, when he took credit for

his earnest pleading before Philip on behalf of Athenian

right to the place, as if it were the sole purpose of his

mission. l We shall see him throughout, in his character
of envoy, not only fostering the actual delusions of the

public at Athens, but even circulating gross fictions and

impostures of his own, respecting the proceedings and

purposes of Philip.
It was on or about the first day of the month of Ela-

phebolion 2 (March) when the envoys reached
A XT. f i r-r>i_-v B.C. 346.
Athens on returning from the court of Philip.

They brought a letter from him couched in the ffers
P
peace

most friendly terms; expressing great anxiety
n the

a. i -j.1 Aii i i terms ofuti
not only to be at peace with Athens, but also possidetis
to become her ally : stating moreover that he "port made

j j. i i ui t>y the
was prepared to render her valuable service, Athenian
and that he would have specified more particu- envoys on

larly what the service would be, if he could have
felt certain that he should be received as her ally.

3 But
in spite of such amenities of language, affording an occasion

elp^v7)c upsoflsti; rcejxrsiv UK OiXiir- did make an eloquent speech about
Ttov eneioQijTs On' 'AptsioSijfiOU xal Amphipolis before Philip.

NeoitToXe|xou xai KfTjoiwumoc, xai * The eighth day of Elaphebolion
td>v ctXXtov Tcjjv exEtSsv dnaYYeXXov- fell some little time after their ar-

TIDV 008' 6-ctouv oyiE?} &c. rival, so that possibly they may
1 There is great contradiction have even reached Athens on the

between the two orators, JEschines last days of the month Antheste-

and Demosthenes, as to this speech rioii (Machines adv. Ktesiph. p. 63.

of .ZEschines before Philip respect- c. 24). The reader will understand

ing Amphipolis. Demosthenes re- that the Grecian lunar months do

presents .ZEschines as having said not correspond precisely, but only
in this report to the people on his approximatively, with ours,

return, "I (Machines) said nothing
a Demosth. Fals. Leg. p.353, 354.

about Amphipolis, in order that 6 fip si? trjv itpotipav
I might leave that subject fresh Yp'^a<; siciu ToXrjv, TJV r)veT xa -

for Demosthenes, Ac. (X EV ')(A *i> 8ti "eYponpov t' av xai

Compare Demosth. Fals. Leg. . SiappfyOigv, T)vlxa 6(xa<; EU 1:01^5(0, el

421; JEschines, Pals. Leg. p. 33,
U

ijfieiv xal TTJV oufijiaxiav (xoi YSVTJ-

34. c. 18, 19, 21. ao|ASvr]v, Ac. Compare Pseudo-De-
As to this particular matter of mosth. DeHalonneso, p. 85. JEschi-

fact, I incline to believe ./Eschines nes alludes to this letter, Fala.

rather than his rival. He probably Leg. p. 34. c. 21.
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for his partisans in the assembly ^Eschines, Philokrates,

Ktesiphon, Phrynon, latrokles, and others to expatiate

upon his excellent dispositions Philip would grant no
better terms of peace than that each party should retain

what they already possessed. Pursuant to this general
principle, the Chersonesus was assured to Athens, of which
JEschines appears to have made some boast. l Moreover,
at the moment when the envoys were quitting Pella to re-

turn home, Philip was also leaving it at the head of his

army on an expedition against Kersobleptes in Thrace.
He gave a special pledge to the envoys that he would not
attack the Chersonese until the Athenians should have
had an opportunity of debating, accepting, or rejecting,
the propositions of peace. His envoys, Antipater and Par-

menio, received orders to visit Athens with little delay;
and a Macedonian herald accompanied the Athenian envoys
on their return. 2

Having ascertained on what terms peace could be had,
B.C. 3*6. the envoys were competent to advise the Athe-

(March.) nian people, and prepare them for a definite

conclusion, as soon as this Macedonian mission should ar-

rive. They first gave an account of their proceedings to

the public assembly. Ktesiphon, the oldest
,
who spoke

first, expatiated on the graceful presence and manners of

Philip, as well as upon the charm of his company in wine-

drinking.
3 ^Eschines dwelt upon his powerful and perti-

Pro- nent oratory; after which he recounted the

?u
ed

i
n
t

8 in
principal occurrences of the journey, and the

the Athe- -Si, -,i -r>u-v * * xv *
nianassem- debate with Philip, intimating that in the pre-
b
ft
y

th
vious understanding of the envoys among them-

return of selves
,
the duty of speaking about Amphipolis

motion
78 ^a^ been confided to Demosthenes, in case any

of Demo- point should have been omitted by the previous
ethenes.

speakers. Demosthenes then made his own
statement, in language (according to ^Eschines) censorious

and even insulting towards his colleagues; especially affirm-

ing that ^Eschines in his vanity chose to preoccupy all

the best points in his own speech, leaving none open for

1 Demoeth. Fals. Leg. p. 365. (Kersobleptea) TJS-rj oTpotTeio, Ac.
*

.35schines, Fals. Leg. p. 39. o.
*
Machines, Fals. Leg. p. 34. c.

26; Cachings cont. Ktesiphont. p. 20. Trj<; ev tot; HOTOH siuSE

63. c. 23. jcaprjYfeXXeTO 8' ir.' aiiov oujxitislv 8Etv6? f,v (c. 21).
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any one else. 1 Demosthenes next proceeded to move va-

rious decrees; one, to greet by libation the herald who had

accompanied them from Philip and the Macedonian en-

voys who were expected; another, providing that the pry-
taneis should convene a special assembly on the eighth day
of Elaphebolion (a day sacred to ^Esculapius, on which gen-
erally no public business was ever transacted) ,

in order
that if the envoys from Macedonia had then arrived

,
the

people might discuss without delay their political relations

with Philip; a third, to commend the behaviour of the
Athenian envoys (his colleagues and himself), and to in-

vite them to dinner in the prytaneium. Demosthenes far-

ther moved in the Senate, that when Philip's envoys came,

they should be accommodated with seats of honour at the

Dionysiac festival. 2

Presently these Macedonian envoys Antipater, Par-

menio, and Eurylochus arrived: yet not early Arrival of

enough to allow the full debate to take place the Mace-

on the assembly of the eighth of Elaphebolion. e"
a

at

Accordingly (as it would seem, in that very as- Athens

sembly), Demosthenes proposed and carried a
f

i

r
y
d^

xed

fresh decree, fixing two later days for the cussing the

special assemblies to discuss peace and alliance Peace -

with- Macedonia. The days named were, the eighteenth
and nineteenth days of the current month Elaphebolion

1
JEschines, Fals. Leg. p 34, 35

c. 21; Dem. Fals. Leg. p. 421. Yet

.SSschines, when describing the

same facts in his oration against

Ktesiphon (p. 62. c. 23), simply says
that Demosthenes gave to the as-

sembly an account of the proceed-

ings of the first embassy, similar

to that given by the other envoys
-raiti TOli; SXXoi; TtpsufUsiv OLTI-^-J-

feiXs, &c.

The point noticed in the text

(that Demosthenes charged JEschi-

nes with reluctance to let any one
else have anything to say) is one

which appears both in -33schins

and Demosthenes, De Fals. Legat.,
and may therefore in the main be

regarded as having really occurred.

But probably the statement made
by Demosthenes to the people as

to the proceedings of the embassy,

was substantially the same as that

of his colleagues. For though the
later oration of JEschines is, in

itself, less trustworthy evidence
than the earlier yet when we find

two different statements of JEschi-

nes respecting Demosthenes, we
may reasonably presume that the

one which is least unfavourable is

the most credible of the two.
1
JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 34, 35,

42. C. 20, 21, 34
; ^schines adv.

Ktesiphont. p. 62, 63. c. 23, 24. In
the first of the two speeches,
JEschines makes no mention of the

decree proposed by Demosthenfis
relative to the assembly on the

eighth of Elaphebolion. He men-
tions it in the speech against Kte-

siphon, with considerable speci-

fication.
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(March) ; immediately after the Dionysiac festival and the

assembly in the temple of Dionysus which followed upon
it. * At the same time Demosthenes showed great person-
al civility to the Macedonian envoys, inviting them to a

splendid entertainment, and not only conducting them to

their place of honour at the Dionysiac festival, but also

providing for them comfortable seats and cushions. 2

Besides the public assembly held by the Athenians

B o 346
themselves

,
to receive report from their ten

(March.) envoys returned out of Macedonia, the synod of
Resolution Athenian confederates was also assembled, to

the
e

synod
^ear *ne report of Aglaokreon ,

who had gone
of allies at as their representative along with the Ten. This
Athens.

synod agreed to a resolution, important in refer-

ence to the approaching debate in the Athenian assembly,

yet unfortunately nowhere given to us entire, but only in

partial and indirect notice from the two rival orators. It

has been already mentioned, that since the capture of

Olynthus, the Athenians had sent forth envoys throughout
a large portion of Greece, urging the various cities to unite

with them either in conjoint war against Philip, or in con-

joint peace to obtain some mutual guarantee against his

farther encroachments. Of these missions, the greater
number had altogether failed, demonstrating the hopeless-
ness of the Athenian project. But some had been so far

successful, that deputies, more or fewer, were actually pre-
sent in Athens, pursuant to the invitation: while a certain

number were still absent and expected to return the same
individuals having perhaps been sent to different places at

some distance from each other. The resolution of the synod
(noway binding upon the Athenian people, but merely re-

commendatory) was adapted to this state of affairs, and to

the dispositions recently manifested at Athens towards

conjoint action with other Greeks against Philip. The
synod advised, that immediately on the return of the envoys

1
.ffischines, Fals. Leg. p. 36. o. 34; adv. Ktesiphont. p. 62. o. 22;

22. eTspov |(if,!si3(ia )
JEsch. adv. Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 414; De

Ktesiph. p. 63. c. 24. This last Corona, p. 234. This courtesy and

decree, fixing the two special days politeness towards the Macedonian
of the month, could scarcely have envoys is admitted by Demosthenes
heen proposed until after Philip's himself. It was not a circumstance

envoys had actually reachedAthens, of which he had auy reason to bo
1
Machines, Fals. Leg. p. 42. c. ashamed.
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still absent on mission (when probably all such Greeks, as

were willing even to talk over the proposition, would send
their deputies also), the Athenian prytaneis should convene
two public assemblies, according to the laws

,
for the pur-

pose of debating and deciding the question of peace. What-
ever decision might be here taken, the synod adopted it

beforehand as their own. They farther recommended that

an article should be annexed, reserving an interval of three

months for any Grecian city not a party to the peace, to

declare its adhesion, to inscribe its name on the column of

record, and to be included under the same conditions as

the rest. Apparently this resolution of the synod was

adopted before the arrival of the Macedonian deputies in

Athens, and before the last-mentioned decree proposed by
Demosthenes in the public assembly; which decree, fixing
two days (the 18th and 19th of Elaphebolion) for decision

of the question of peace and alliance with Philip, coincided

in part with the resolution of the synod. *

1 I insert in the text what appears
to me the probable truth about

this resolution of the confederate

synod. The point is obscure, and
has been differently viewed by
different commentators.
Demosthenes affirms, in his earlier

speech (De Fals. Leg. p. 346), that

-11 schi m' s held disgraceful language
in his speech before the public

assembly on the 19th Elaphebolion

(to the effect that Athens ought to

act for herself alone, and to take

no thought for any other Greeks

except such as had assisted her) ;

and that, too, in the presence and

hearing of those envoys from other

Grecian cities, whom the Athe-

nians had sent for at the instigation
of .ZEschines himself. The presence
of these envoys in the assembly,
here implied,is not the main charge,
but a collateral aggravation ; never-

theless, .aSschines (as is often

the case throughout hisdefence)be-
stows nearly all his care upon the

aggravation, taking comparatively
little notice of the main charge.
He asserts with great emphasis

VOL. XI.

(Fals. Leg. p. 35), that the envoys
sent out from Athens on mission
had not returned, and that there

were no envoys present from any
Grecian cities.

It seems to me reasonable here

to believe the assertion of Demo-
sthenes, that there were envoys
from other Grecian cities present :

although he himself in his later

oration (De Corona, p. 232, 233)

speaks as if such were not the

fact, as if all the Greeks had been

long found out as recreants in the
cause of liberty, and as if no en-

voys from Athens were then absent
on mission. I accept the positive
assertion of JEschinfis as true that

there were Athenian envoys then
absent on mission, who might pos-

sibly, on their return, bring in

with them deputies from other

Greeks; but I do not admit his

negative assertion that no Athe-
nian envoys had returned from
their mission, and that no deputies
had come in from other Greeks.

That among many Athenian envoys
sent out, all should fail appears
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Accordingly, after the great Dionysiac festival, these

B.C. 346, two prescribed assemblies were held on the
(March.) igth and 19th of Elaphebolion. The three am-

Assemblies . ., -or -f -r> A L-
held to bassadors from Fhilip rarmemo, Antipater,
discuss the andEurylochus were present both at the festi-
peace, in .

n
J . . ,. r m , , .

presence of val and the assemblies. 1 Ihe general question

donufn
06"

f tne re^ations between Athens and Philip
envoys being here submitted for discussion, the resolu-
r
f
S
?
n
ution ^on ^ ^ne confe(ierate synod was at the same

synod com- time communicated. Of this resolution the most
municated

significant article was, that the synod accepted
importance beforehand the decree of the Athenian assembly,

to me very improbable.
If we follow the argument of

^Eschinfis (in the speech De Fals.

keg.), we shall see that it is quite

enough if we suppose some of the

envoys sent out on mission, and
not all of them, to be absent. To
prove this fact, he adduces (p. 35,

36) the resolution of the confederate

synod, alluding to the absent en-

voys, and recommending a certain

course to be taken after their return.

This does not necessarily imply
that all were absent. Stechow re-

marks justly, that some of the

envoys would necessarily be out

a long time, having to visit more
than one city, and perhaps cities

distant from each other (Vita

jjischinis, p. 41).

I also accept what .SEschinSs

says about the resolution of the

confederate synod, as being sub-

stantially true. About the actual

import of this resolution, he is

consistent with himself, both
in the earlier and in the later

oration. Winiewski (Comment.
Historic, in Demosth. De Corona,
p. 74 77) and Westermann (De
Litibus quas Demosthenes oravit

ipse, p. 3842) affirm, I think with-

out reason, that the import of this

resolution is differently represent-
ed by JEschinfis in the earlier and
in the later orations. What is

really different in the two orations,

is the way in which .55schins per-
verts the import of the resolution

to inculpate DemosthenSs ;
affirm-

ing in the later oration, that if

Athens had waited for the return

of her envoys on mission, she might
have made peace withPhilip jointly
with a large body of Grecian allies

;

and that it was Demosthenes who
hindered her from doing this by
hurrying on the discussions about
the peace (.ZEsch. adv. Ktesiph.

p. 61-63), &c. Westermanu thinks

that the synod would not take

upon them to prescribe bow many
assemblies the Athenians should
convene for the purpose of de-

bating about peace. But it seems
to have been a common practice
with the Athenians, about peace
or other speoial and important

matters, to convene two assem-
blies on two days immediately

succeeding; all that the synod
here recommended was, that the

Athenians should follow the usual

custom itpoYpi'j'oti 7004 icputaven

xx),T]aiois 660 xatoi TO'x ^6)j.0'j;, Ac.

That two assemblies, neither less

nor more, should be convened for

the purpose, was a point of no
material importance; except that

it indicated a determination to

decide the question at once -sans

dlsemparer.
1 JEschine'8 adv. Ktesiph. p. 64.
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whatever that might be; the other articles were $**$*
to

recommendations, doubtless heard with respect, wards by
and constituting a theme for speakers to insist the two

on, yet carrying no positive authority. But in

the pleadings of the two rival orators some years after-

wards (from which alone we know the facts), the entire

resolution of the synod appears invested with a factitious

importance; because each of them had an interest in pro-

fessing to have supported it each accuses the other of

having opposed it; both wished to disconnect themselves
from Philokrates, then a disgraced exile, and from the

peace moved by him, which had become discredited. It

was Philokrates who stood forward in the assembly as the

prominent mover of peace and alliance with Philip. His
motion did not embrace either of the recommendations of

the synod, respecting absent envoys, and interval to be left

for adhesions from other Greeks; nor did he confine him-

self, as the synod had done, to the proposition Phiiokrates

of peace with Philip. He proposed that not moves to

I i- j IT i ij t. i j J conclude
only peace, but alliance, should be concluded peace and

between the Athenians and Philip: who had ^Vh'ph-r
expressed by letter his great anxiety both for He pro-

1

one and for the other. He included in his pro- poses to
... -,-,, .,. .., n i IT exclude the

position Philip with all his allies on one side Phokians
and Athens with all her allies on the other; specially.

making special exception, however, oftwo among the allies

of Athens the Phokians and the town ofHalus near the

Pagasaean Gulf, recently under siege by Parmenio. *

What part ./Eschines and Demosthenes took in refer-

ence to this motion, it is not easy to determine. Part taken

In their speeches delivered three years after- by -^schi-

wards, both denounce Philokrates; each accuses r>emo-

the other of having supported him; each affirms sthenes in
i ir A i L i ji reference to
nimselt to have advocated the recommen- motion.

dations of the synod. The contradictions be- Contradic-

tween the two, and between .JDschines in his twe'en

earlier and ^Eschines in his later speech, are them.

here very glaring. Thus, Demosthenes accuses his rival

of having, on the 18th of the month or on the first of the

1 Demosthen. Falg. Leg. p. 391. OivTOc utp' 0|xd>v TOO <I>iXoxpaTOUc
TT)n TS fap sip^Tjv oij^t 8uv7](isvTuJv TOUTa (xjv dnaXsl'^ai, Yp^'fat 8" <XVTI-

ti>? 4itE)reip7)aav O'JTOI, "TtXrjv 'AXecov xp
;J4

tt> A 9r)va IOIK *l Tou^'AST]-
aai QCDXSUJV, "

ypd'j/ai aXV avayxaa- vatuv a u
JJL JJL

a
jr
o u ?,

" Ac.

o 2
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two assemblies, delivered a speech strongly opposed to

Philokrates
;

> but of having changed his politics during
the night, and spoken on the 19th in support of the latter

so warmly, as to convert the hearers when they were pre-

disposed the other way. ^Eschines altogether denies such
sudden change of opinion; alleging that he made but one

speech, and that in favour of the recommendation of the

synod; and averring moreover that to speak on the second

assembly-day was impossible, since that day was exclusively
consecrated to putting questions and voting, so that no

oratory was allowed. 2 Yet ^Eschines, though in his earlier

harangue (De Fals. Leg.) he insists so strenuously on this

impossibility of speaking on the 19th in his later harangue
(against Ktesiphon) accuses Demosthenes of having spoken
at great length on that very day the 1 9th, and of having
thereby altered the temper of the assembly.

3

In spite, however, of the discredit thus thrown by
-<Eschines upon his own denial, I do not believe the sudden

change of speech in the assembly ascribed to him by De-
mosthenes. It is too unexplained, and in itself too improb-
able to be credited on the mere assertion of a rival. But
I think it certain that neither he, nor Demosthenes, can
have advocated the recommendations of the synod, though
both profess to have done so if we are to believe the

statement of ./Eschines (we have no statement from Demo-
sthenes) as to the tenor of those recommendations. For
the synod (according to ^Kschines) had recommended to

await the return of the absent envoys before the question
of peace was debated. Now this proposition was imprac-
ticable under the circumstances; since it amounted to

nothing less than an indefinite postponement of the question.
But the Macedonian envoys Antipater and Parmenio were
now in Athens, and actually present in the assembly, hav-

ing come, by special invitation, for the purpose either of

concluding peace or of breaking off the negotiation; and.

Philip had agreed (as .^Eschines 4 himself states) to refrain

from all attack on the Chersonese, while the Athenians were

debating about peace. Under these conditions, it was im-

peratively necessary to give some decisive and immediate
answer to the Macedonian envoys. To tell them "We
can say nothing positive at present; you must wait until

1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 345, 346. JEschinSs adv. Ktesiph. p. 63, Cl.

a
Machines, Fals, Leg. p. 36. JEschinfis, Fuls. Leg. p. 39.
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our absent envoys return, and until we ascertain how many
Greeks we can get into our alliance" would have been not

only in itself preposterous, but would have been construed

by able men like Antipater and Parmenio as a mere dilatory
manoeuvre for breaking off the peace altogether. Neither
Demosthenes nor ^schines can have really supported such
a proposition, whatever both may pretend three years
afterwards. For at that time of the actual discussion, not

only JEschines, himself, but the general public of Athens,
were strongly anxious for peace; while Demosthenes, though
less anxious, was favourable to it. i Neither of them was

1 From the considerations here

stated, we can appreciate the

charges of JEschinfis against De-

mosthenes, even on his own
showing; though the precise course

of either is not very clear.

He accuses Demosthenes of

having sold himself to Philip (adv.

Ktes. p. 63, 64); a charge utterly
futile and incredible, refuted by
the whole conduct ofDemosthenes,
both before and after. Whether
Demosthenes received bribes from

Harpalus or from the Persian

court will be matter of future in-

quiry. But the allegation that he

had been bribed by Philip is

absurd. ./Eschines himselfconfesses

that it was quite at variance with

the received opinion at Athens

(adv. Ktes. p. 62. c. 22).

Ha accuses DemosthenSs of

having, under the influence of these

bribes, opposed and frustrated

the recommendation of the con-

federate synod of having hurried

on the debate about peace at ones

and of having thus prevented
Athens from waiting for the

return of her absent envoys, which

would have enabled her to make

peace in conjunction with a power-
ful body of cooperating Greeks.

This charge is advanced by JEschi-

nfis, first in the speech De Fals.

Leg. p. 36 next, with greater

length and emphasis, in the later

speech, adv. Ktesiph. p. 63, C4.

From what has been said in the

text, it will be seen that such in-

definite postponement, when Anti-

pater and Parmenio were present
in Athens by invitation, was

altogether impossible, without

breaking off the negotiation. Not
to mention, that JEschines himself

affirms, in the strongest language,
the ascertained impossibility of

prevailing upon any other Greeks
to join Athens, and complains
bitterly of their backward dis-

positions (Fals. Leg. p. 38. c. 25).

In this point Demosthenes per-

fectly concurs with him (De Coron&,
p. 231, 232). So that even if post-

ponement could have been had, it

would have been productive of no

benefit, nor of any increase of

force, to Athens, since the Greeks
were not inclined to cooperate
with her.

The charge of ./EschinSs against
Demosthengs is thus untenable,
and suggests its own refutation,
even from the mouth of the accuser

himself. Demosthenes indeed re-

plies to it in a different manner.
When JEschines says "You hurried

on the discussion about the peace,
without allowing Athens to await

the return of her envoys, then

absent on mission" Demosthenes
answers "There were no Athenian

envoys then absent on mission.
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at all disposed to frustrate the negotiations by insidious

delay; nor, if they had been so disposed, would the Athe-
nian public have tolerated the attempt.

On the best conclusion which I can form, Demosthenes
.ZEschines supported the motion of Philokrates (enacting

ffj?!2f* both peace and alliance with Philip), exceptthe motion . , -11 i_- i_ ij i L ii. .n
of Phiio- only that special clause which excluded both the
k
etber

10~ Phokians and the town of Halus, and which was
Demos- ultimately negatived by the assembly.

1 That
thenes sup- ^Eschines supported the same motion entire,
ported it . . ,-n v.c i

also, and in a still more unqualified manner, we may
xc

.

e

h
pt as infer from his remarkable admission in the ora-

exciusion tion against Timarchus 2
(delivered in the year

of thePho- after the peace, and three years before his own
guage of trial), wherein he acknowledges himself as joint
Eubuius. author of the peace along with Philokrates, and
avows his hearty approbation of the conduct and language
of Philip, even after the ruin of the Phokians. Eubuius,
the friend and partisan of ^Eschines, told the Athenians 3

All the Greeks had been long ago question to him, and obtained an
detected as incurably apathetic" answer concerted beforehand. How
(De Corona, p. 233). This is a much of this is true, I cannot say.

slashing and decisive reply, which The version given by .ZEschines in

it might perhaps be safe for his later speech, is, as usual, dif-

Demosthenes to hazard, at an ferent from that in his earlier.

interval of thirteen years after The accusation against Demo-
the events. But it is fortunate sthends, of corrupt collusion with
that another answer can be pro- Antipater, is incredible and ab-

vided; for I conceive the assertion surd.

to be neither correct in point of " ^Eschin. adv. Timarch. p. 24,

fact, nor consistent with the state- 25. c. 34. it3p:|A3<iXXu>^ (Demo-
ments of Demosthenes himself in sthenSs) T [*.<*<: Sr]]Ar)yopi3<;, xai

the speech de Falsa Legatione. -^sYtov TTJV sip^vrjv TTJV Si'

Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 391 430. eu.ou xai <t>i>. oxpirou?

with Philip. He professes to give -.u>, &c.

the precise phrase used by De- ' Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 434.

mosthends which he censures as
cpigsoii; (Eubuius) xcfraftat-'Eiv el?

an inelegant phrase &0 Ssiv drop- FUipaia Sstv
ffi'f\

nod
jrpr,[xiT' elu-

p^at T>J? etpTjvrji; Tyjv sujxaayjav, Ac. cpip-tv X7t Ta Bstopixi OTpiTtujTixa
He adds that Demosthengs called Ttoitiv f) -/sipo-rovstv a ouvsiitt JJLEV

up the Macedonian ambassador An- GOTO; (JEscliin^s) sYp7']/s
6' 6 p6j-

tipater to the rostrum, put a Xupo; 4>iXoxpa-rj;.
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the plain alternative: "You must either march forthwith

to Peirseus, serve on shipboard, pay direct taxes, and con-

vert the Theoric Fund to military purposes or else you
must vote the terms of peace moved by Philokrates." Our
inference respecting the conduct of-fflschines is strengthen-
ed by what is here affirmed respecting Eubulus. Demo-
sthenes had been vainly urging upon his countrymen, for

the last five years, at a time when Philip was less formi-

dable, the real adoption of these energetic measures: Eu-
bulus his opponent now holds them out in terrorem, as an

irksome and intolerable necessity, constraining the people
to vote for the terms of peace proposed. And however

painful it might be to acquiesce in the statu quo, which re-

cognised Philip as master of Amphipolis and of so many
other possessions once belonging to Athens I do not be-

lieve that even Demosthenes, at the time when the peace
was actually under debate, would put the conclusion of it

to hazard, by denouncing the shame of such unavoidable

cession, though he professes three years afterwards to have

vehemently opposed it. l

I suspect therefore that the terms of peace proposed
by Philokrates met with unqualified support Motion of

from one of our two rival orators, and with only
PhHokratSs

partial opposition to one special clause, from the the assem-

other. However this may be, the proposition blv > for
,

j .,, -n ',. / c peace and
passed, with no other modification (so far as we alliance

know) except the omission of that clause which with Philip,

specially excepted Halus and the Phokians. Philokrates

provided that all the possessions actually in the hands
of each of the belligerent parties, should remain to each,
without disturbance from the other: 2 that on these prin-

ciples, there should be both peace and alliance between
Athens with all her allies on the one side, and Philip with
all his allies on the other. These were the only parties

1 Demosthen. Fals. JJeg. p. 385. sessions for the future. Though
7 Pseudo-Demosth. De Halon- Voemel (Proleg. ad Demosth. De

neso, p. 8183. Demosthenes in Pace, p. 265) and Bohnecke (p. 303)
one passage (Fals. Leg. p. 385) insert these words as a part of the

speaks as if it were a part of the actual formula, I doubt whether
Athenian oath that they would they are anything more than a con-

oppose and treat as enemies all structive expansion, given by De-
who should try to save from Philip mosthenSa himself, of the import
and to restore to Athens the places of the formula,
now recognised as Philip's pos-
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included in the treaty. Nothing was said about other

Greeks, not allies either of Philip or of Athens. Nor was

any special mention made about Kersobleptes.
2

Such was the decree of peace and alliance, enacted on

B.C. 346. the second of the two assembly-days the nine-
(March.) teenth of the month Elaphebolion. Of course

without the fault of any one it was all to the advantage
of Philip. He was in the superior position; and it sanction-

ed his retention of all his conquests. For Athens, the in-

ferior party, the benefit to be expected was, that she would

prevent these conquests from being yet farther multiplied,
and protect herself against being driven from bad to worse.

But it presently appeared that even thus much was

Assembly n t realized. On the twenty-fifth day of the
to provide game month 3

(six days after the previous as-

and
fi

sweaj> sembly), a fresh assembly was held, for the pur-
ing of the pose of providing ratification by solemn oath
treaty. JQr ^ ft treaty which had been just decreed. It

was now moved and enacted, that the same ten citizens,

who had been before accredited to Philip, should again be
sent to Macedonia for the purpose of receiving the

oaths from him and his allies. 4 Next, it was resolved

1 This fact we learn from the sub-

sequent discussions about amend-

ing the peace, mentioned inPseudo-
Demosth. De Halonneso, p. 84.

*
2Eschins, Fals. Leg. p. 39. c.26.

This date is preserved by JEschi-

n8s adv. Ktesiph. p. 64. c. 27. exrig

99wovTO? TOO 'EXatpr,poXi(Lvo? (J.TJ-

vo;, Ac. In the earlier oration (De
Falg. Leg. p. 40. c. 29) JEschines
states that Demosthenes was among
the Proedri or presiding senators
of a public assembly held

e386(JiiQ

<p9lvovro<; the day before. It is

possible that there might have been
two public assemblies held, on
two successive days (the 23rd and

24th, or the 24th and 25th, accord-

ing as the month Elaphebolion
happened in that year to have 30

days or 29 days), and that Demo-
sthenSs may have been among the

Proedri in both. But the trans-

action described (in the oration

against Ktesiphon) as having hap-
pened on the later of the two days
must have preceded that which

is mentioned (in the Oration De
Fals. Leg.) as having happened on
the earlier of the two days ;

or at

least cannot have followed it; so

that there seems to be an inac-

curacy in one or in the other. If

the word exTij ,
in the oration

against Ktesiphon, and s'-i^uar, in

the speech on the False Legation,
are both correct, the transactions

mentioned in the one cannot be

reconciled chronologically with

those narrated in the other. Various

conjectural alterations have been

proposed. See Voemel, Prolegg. ad

Demosth. Orat. De Pace, p. 257;

Bohnecke, Forschungen, p. S99.

JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 39. rjST)

SE rj|jnl)v xeysipOTOVTjfxsvtov el? too;

Spxouq, oliitu) 8s oiffipxoTuiv eiti TTjv
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that the Athenians, together with the deputies of their al-

lies then present in Athens, should take the oath forth-

with, in the presence of Philip's envoys.
But now arose the critical question, Who were to be

included as allies ofAthens? Were the Phokians
Que u

and Kersobleptes to be included? The one and who were

the other represented those two capital positions 1 to be re-

mi i -i.Li.TTii i i_ ceived as

Thermopylae and the Hellespont which allies of

Philip was sure to covet, and which it most A
b
the

?
8

t
t~

behoved Athens to ensure against him. The Phokians

assembly, by its recent vote, had struck out the ?"d Kerso-

special exclusion of the Phokians proposed by
Philokrates, thus by implication admitting them as allies

along with the rest. They were in truth allies of old

standing and valuable; they had probably envoys present
in Athens, but no deputies sitting in the synod. Nor had

Kersobleptes any such deputy in that body; but a citizen

of Lampsakus, named Kritobulus, claimed on this occasion

to act for him, and to take the oaths in his name.
As to the manner of dealing with Kersobleptes,

^schines tells us two stories (one in the earlier The envoy

oration, the other in the later) quite different f
Ker

.-

f
'

i ,r j i J.T bleptes is
i roin each other; and agreeing only in this admitted,
that in both Demosthenes is described as one of

*>^
h b

.y
the

the presiding magistrates of the public assembly, assembly
and as having done all that he could to prevent ?"d b? the

the envoy of Kersobleptes from being admitted donian

to take the oaths as an ally of Athens. Amidst envoys.

such discrepancies, to state in detail what passed is

impossible. But it seems clear both from ^Eschines (in
his earliest speech) and Demosthenes first, that the envoy
from Kersobleptes, not having a seat in the confederate

synod, but presenting himself and claiming to be sworn as

an ally of Athens, found his claim disputed; secondly, that

upon this dispute arising, the question was submitted to

the vote of the public assembly, who decided that Kerso-

Oatipav icpsopslav, xx>.7)ata flvs-
' Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 397.

tot, Ac. xattoi 860 7_pijcrt[jiu)TSpo'J? T6itou; TTJC

This dxxXr)aia seems to be the olxoujjievrj? 066' av et? erciBstfai T$
same as that which is named by icoXei, xaxo [xsv yrjv, IlyXiov sx 6a-

^EschinSs in the speech against XaTTr,; 8s TOu'EXXTjarcovTO'j- o cruvn^i-

Ktesiphon, as having been held (potspa OUTOI itsitpdxauiv cuayptlx; xai.

on the 25th Elaphebolion. xaQ
1

UJAU)V eYxsX l
P' xa31 ^>t ^-'K 'c(

{
)i
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bleptes was an ally, and should be admitted to take the
oath as such. '

Antipater and Parmenio, on the part of Philip, did

not refuse to recognise Kersobleptes as an allyThe Mace- ,, A . , , . , ,-,
r

-rt j. i

donian of Athens, and to receive his oath. Hut in regard
envoys to the Phokians, they announced a determination

refuse to distinctly opposite. They gave notice, at or after
admit the the assembly of the 25th Elaphebolion, that

Philip positively refused to admit the Phokians
as parties to the convention.

This determination, formally announced by Antipater
Difficulty at Athens, must probablyhave been made known
of Phiio-

by Philip himself to Philokrates and ^schines,
about the when on mission in Macedonia. Hence Philo-
admission.

krates, in his motion about the terms of peace,
assurances had proposed that the Phokians and Halus
about the should be specially excluded (as I have already
inten-

gc
related). Now, however, when the Athenian

tions of
assembly, by expressly repudiating such ex-

towards the elusion, had determined thatthePhokiaus should
Phokians. be received as parties, while the envoys of Philip
were not less express in rejecting them the leaders of

the peace, ^Eschines and Philokrates, were in great
embarrassment. They had no other way of surmounting
the difficulty, except by holding out mendacious promises,
and unauthorised assurances of future intention in the

name of Philip. Accordingly, they confidently announced
that the king of Macedon

, though precluded by his

relations with the Thebans and Thessalians (necessary to

him while he remained at war with Athens) from openly

receiving the Phokians as allies, was nevertheless in his

1 Compare JEschines, Fals. Leg. Demosthen. Philipp. iv. p. 133.

p. 39. c. 26, with Machines cont. Philip, in his letter some years

Ktesiphont. p. 64. c. 27. afterwards to the Athenians, affirm-

Franke(Proleg. adDemosth.Fals. ed that Kersobleptes wished to be

Leg. p. 30, 31) has some severe admitted to take the oaths, but

comments on the discrepancy be- was excluded by the Athenian

tween the two statements. generals, who declared him to be

That the question was put, and an enemy of Athens (Epist. Phil,

affirmed by vote, to admit Kerso- ap. Demosth. p. 160). If it be true

bleptfig, appears from the statement that the generals tried to exclude

of -33schin6s in the speech De Fals. him, their exclusion must have

Leg. t& '|f,<pi3|A* e'Jiij? ioQr) e-J*r]-
been overruled by the vote of tha

<pi<j|xsvou 84 TOO S^IAOU. Compare assembly.
Demosth. De Fals. Leg. p. 3'J, and
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heart decidedly adverse to the Thebans; and that, if his

hands were onci set free by concluding peace with Athens,
he would interfere in the quarrel just in the manner that

the Athenians would desire; that he would uphold the

Phokians, putdown the insolence of Thebes, and even break

up the integrity of the city restoring also the autonomy
of Thespise, Plataea and the other Boeotian towns, now in

Theban dependence. The general assurances previously
circulated by Aristodemus, Ktesiphon, and others of

Philip's anxiety to win favourable opinions from the

Athenians were now still farther magnified into a sup-

posed community of antipathy against Thebes; and even
into a disposition to compensate Athens for the loss of

Amphipolis, by making her complete mistress of Eubcea
as well as by recovering for her Oropus.

By such glowing fabrications and falsehoods, confi-

dently asseverated, Philokrates, JEschines, and The Pho-

the other partisans of Philip present, completely
kians are

JIJJJ.L. 1.1 j j jj.u "I tacitly ex-
deluded the assembly; and induced them, not eluded

indeed to decree the special exclusion of the the Athe-

Phokians, as Phitokrates had at first proposed their
8

allies

but to swear the convention with Antipater swear to

and Parmenio without the Phokians. 1 These wHifout
6

latter were thus shut out in fact, though by the them.

1 Demosthenes, Fals. Leg. p. 444. xat' "A |Aif lit 0X1 v eu itoi^sstv
evtsuOsv ol P.SV itap' exslvou u

JJL
a c, sav TU^IJ tijs stpi^vT]?,

jtpeopEn npouXsyov 6(xiv ott Eupoiav, 'Qpcuuov txTtoScbastv si

<I>(oxea? ou nps8i^ttat d>l- TOUT* S'ITCOVTE? xat OrcooyojASvoi na-/t'

XtTcito? au(A (xd /_
ou <;, O&TOI 8' eSrjTcaT^xadi xal Tiscpsvaxixaji, &c.

ex8ex6(xsvoi TOiotut' eSr)|A-/]Yo- Compare also, p. 346, 388, 391,

pouv, u>; cpavep u> ; ptev '''>'/,' about false promises under which

xaXu>e^EiTqJ<I>iXtreit(})itpoo- the Athenians were induced to

8eao9ai TOU <J)(oxea5 oup.jj.d- consent to the peace TU>V unoays-

)rou;,Sia TOU; Srjfiaioui;, av SE fs-iri-cii OEOJV, scp'
at? eupiaxsto (Philip) TT)V

TUJV irpaYH-'1740 '' *upiot xal Trj? il- sipir^Tjv.
The same false promises

pT^vrjc tu^iQ, Sitep ov ouvQsaUai vuv put forward before the peace and

dtiibaat|XEv auiov, Tauia TTOIT^OEI determining the Athenians to con-
tots. Trjv fxsv Toivuv slpVjvvjv elude it, are also noticed by
tautoi? toci? iXitiai xcti tat? Demosthenes in the second Phi-

i-KttfWfais eupovto itop' up-tiiv lippic (p. 69), ta<; ujtoa/sasn, 9'

5vtu <I>u)xeu>v. at; trjc Eip^v>)(; stu^sv (Philip) p.

Ibid. p. 409. El 8s rcavta Tavav- 73. toys ivsyxovta; to? Oicou^SijEt?,
TlTO'JT(i>v xal itoA.Xa xai tpiXdvQptUTCa ecp' at nsla87]te itoii^iaiQai tTjv

^novts? OiXntitov, ^iXsiv trjv noXiv, elp^-<7]v. This second Philippic is

(Dioxsa ooJuEtv, 97)3aiou^ ita'Jssiv trj? one year earlier in date than the

uftpsu);, Iti itpo; tO'iton jjisi^ova fj oration de Falsa Legatione, and is
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general words of the peace, Athens had recognised their

right to be included. Their deputies were probably present,
claimed to be admitted, and were refused by Antipater,
without any peremptory protest on the part of Athens.

This tissue, not of mere exaggerations, but of impudent
Buinous an(* monstrous falsehood, respectingthepurposes
mistake of Philip will be seen to continue until he had

oJAtiienfin
carried his point of penetrating within the pass

abandoning of Thermopylae, and even afterwards. "We can

kiami
~

hardly wonder that the people believed it, when
Demo- proclaimed and guaranteed to them by Philo-
ethenes did krat s jEschines, and the other envoys, who
not protest , ,

'
. . -ir j e j.i_

against it had been sent into Macedonia for the express
at the time.

purp0se of examining on the spot and reporting,
and whose assurance was the natural authority for the

people to rely upon. In this case, the deceptions found
easier credence and welcome, because they were in complete
harmony with the wishes and hopes of Athens, and with
the prevalent thirst for peace. To betray allies like the

Phokians appeared of little consequence, when once it

became a settled conviction that the Phokians themselves
would be no losers by it. But this plea, though sufficient

as a tolerable excuse for the Athenian people, will not
serve for a statesman like Demosthenes; who, on this

occasion (as far as we can make out even from his own
language), did not enter any emphatic protest against the
tacit omission of the Phokians, though he had opposed the
clause (in the motion oi'Philokrates) which formally omitted
them by name. Three months afterwards, when the ruin

of the isolated Phokians was about to be consummated as

a fact, we shall find Demosthenes earnest in warning and

denunciation; but there is reason to presume that his

opposition
4 was at best only faint, when the positive refusal

better authority than that oration, that is, on the supposition that

not merely on account of its the promises made by Machines
earlier date, but because it is a turned out to be realized,

parliamentary harangue, not taint- In his speech De Face (p. 59) he
ed with an accusatory purpose, takes credit for his protests on
nor mentioning JEschines by name, behalf of the Phokians ; but only

1 Demosthenes speaks of the for protests made after his return

omission of the Phokians in taking from the second embassy not for

the oaths at Athens, as if it were protests made when Antipater re-

ft matter of small importance (Fals. fused to admit the Pbokians to th')

Leg. p. 387, 388: compare p. 372): oaths.
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of Aniipater was first proclaimed against that acquiescence
on the part of Athens, whereby the Phokians were really
surrendered to Philip. Yet in truth this was the great
diplomatic turning-point, from whence the sin of Athens,
against duty to allies as well as against her own security,
took its rise. It was a false step of serious magnitude,
difficult, if not impossible, to retrieve afterwards. Probably
the temper ofthe Athenians then eager for peace, trembling
for the lives of their captives, and prepossessed with the

positive assurances of ^Eschines and Philokrates would
have heard with repugnance any strong protest against

abandoning the Phokians, which threatened to send Anti-

pater home in disgust and intercept the coming peace ;
the

more so as Demosthenes, if he called in question the

assurances of ^Eschines as to the projects of Philip, would
have no positive facts to produce in refuting them, and
would be constrained to take the ground ofmere scepticism
and negation;i of which a public, charmed with hopeful
auguries and already disarmed through the mere comfortable

anticipations of peace, would be very impatient. Never-

theless, we might have expected from a statesman like

Demosthenes, that he would have begun his energetic

opposition to the disastrous treaty of 346 B.C., at that

moment when the most disastrous and disgraceful portion
of it the abandonment of the Phokians was first

shuffled in.

Weatermann (De Litibus quas he did not expect the promises of

Demosthenes oravit ipse, p. 48) .SSschines to be realized; this

suspects that Demosthends did not was after the second embassy, but
see through the deception of it illustrates the temper of the

JEschinfis until the Phokians were assembly even before the second

utterly ruined. This, perhaps, goes embassy) ibid. p. 349. it? f&p &v

beyond the truth; but at the time T]VU)rTo, TTjXixauTot xat TOiaota lae-

when the oaths were exchanged at aQoci icpoa8oxu>v oifaQoi, 3\ rouO" to?

Athens, he either had not clearly o&x etjrai \ifovtos TIVCK, %
detected the consequences of that xaTTiyopoiivTO? TU>V rceirpctYfisMUJv
miserable shuffle into which Athens TOUTOI; ;

was tricked by Philokratfes, Ac. How unpopular it was to set up
or he was afraid to proclaim them mere negative mistrust against

emphatically. glowing promises of benefits to
1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 355. come is here strongly urged by

Tpa^stus 8' 6jj.(I>v T(j> "|AY]8 e rcpoa- Demosthenfis.
8 ox a" a

Y. vtcov &c. (the Athenian ^Respecting the premature disarm-

public were displeased with De- ing of the Athenians, see De-
mosthenes when he told them that mosth. De Corona, p. 234.
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Afterthe assembly of the 25thElaphebolion, Antipater

B o 346
administered the oaths of peace and alliance to

(March.) Athens and to all her other allies (seemingly in-

The oaths eluding the envoy of Kersobleptes) in the Board-
are taken room of the Generals. ' It now became the duty
tipater, ex- of the ten Athenian envoys, with one more from
eluding the the confederate synod the same persons who

had been employed in the first embassy to go
and receive the oaths from Philip. Let us see how this

duty was performed.
The decree of the assembly, under which these envoys

B.C. 346. held their trust, was large and comprehensive.

Second em- They were to receive an oath of amity and alli-

bassy from ance with Athens and her allies, from Philip as

Philip
8 t0 we^ as from th chief magistrate in each city

The ten allied with him. They were forbidden (by a

to Deceive
curious restriction) to hold any intercourse singly

from him and individually with Philip;
2 but they were

^eac^and
*

^ar^er enjoined, by a comprehensive general
alliance. clause, "to do anything else which might be
within their power for the advantage of Athens." "It was
our duty as prudent envoys (says JEschines to the Athenian

people) to take a right measure of the whole state of

affairs, as they concerned either you or Philip."
3 Upon

these rational views of the duties of the envoys, however,
^Eschines unfortunately did not act. It was Demosthenes
who acted upon them, and who insisted, immediately after

the departure of Antipater and Parmenio, on going straight
to the place where Philip actually was, in order that they
might administer the oath to him with as little delay as

possible. It was not only certain that the king of Hacedon,
the most active of living men, would push his conquests up
to the last moment; but it was farther known to JEschines

and the envoys that he had left Pella to make war against

Kersobleptes in Thrace, at the time when they returned

from their first embassy.
4 Moreover on the day of, or the

1
JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 39. c. 27. IOTIV

fj fliXircrcov, TOUTO qSr) lipyov
* Demostlien. Fals. Leg. p. 430. iott itpeopetov cppovlfxtov 'Ayif-

O'i TO (xev fyrtfioii.1, "0'j8o[|Aot> (AOVOU; (AsOoi
8'

rjjAEt? iyovTe? TOU S^fiou fy-ij-

svToy)ravsiv ^iXiititcjj," OUTOI 8' oux (fiap.*, ev
tfi fifpamtti, IIpdiTTCiv

ercauoavTO iota 5(pY/(AaTi^ovT6; 8e TOO? Ttpeaptic, xoi tXX'S,Tt
1
JIEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 41. c. &v 8uv<i>vta l dfaSd v.

32. To 8e (nr e p T<I)v SXiov 6 p6 (Jj?
*
Machines, Fals. Leg. p. 39. c. 26.

3 o u XE 6 3 aaO a
i, oia, xaO' (x a c
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day after, the public assembly last described (that is, on
the 25th or 26th of the month Elaphebolion), a despatch
had reached Athens from Chare's, the Athenian commander
at the Hellespont, intimating that Philip had gained import-
ant advantages in Thrace, had taken the important place
called the Sacred Mountain, and deprived Kersobleptes of

great part of his kingdom. Such successive conquests on
the part of Philip strengthened the reasons for despatch
on the part of the envoys, and for going straight to Thrace
to arrest his progress. As the peace just concluded was
based on the uti possidetis, dating from the day on which
the Macedonian envoys had administered the oaths at

Athens Philip was bound to restore all conquests made
after that day. But it did not escape Demosthenes that

this was an obligation which Philip was likely to evade;
and which the Athenian people, bent as they were on peace,
were very unlikely to enforce. 2 The more quickly the

envoys reached him, the fewer would be the places in dis-

pute, the sooner would he be reduced to inaction or at

least, if he still continued to act, the more speedily would
his insincerity be exposed.

Impressed with this necessity for an immediate inter-

view with Philip, Demosthenes urged his col- Demo.

leagues to set out at once. But they resisted sthengs

his remonstrances, and chose to remain atAthens; rges
the^

which, we may remark, was probably in a state gc/imme-
of rejoicing and festivity in consequence of the |*i*

tely
.

to

recent peace. So reckless was their procrastin- order to

ation and reluctance to depart, that on the third f^!^
6*

of the month Munychion (April nine days after Philip

the solemnity of oath-taking before Antipater ^ ey *ef?e
se

and Parmenio) Demosthenes made complaint iay o'n the

and moved a resolution in the Senate, peremp- journey and

torily ordering them to begin their journey forth-

with, and enjoiningProxenus, the Athenian commander at

1
JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 40. c. lost every thing that he had. It

29. STI KepooftXircTT]? ditoXibXsxs suited the argument of .aSschinfts

T7)v dp^Tjv, xoi TO Upov Spos xocTei- to give the statement in a sweeping

Xrjips $lXiiticOC' and exaggerated form.

There is no fair ground for sup- 2 See the just and prudent rea-

posing that the words dreoXibXsxe soning of Demosthenes, Fals. Leg.

t7)v dpx'*)'' are the actual words p. 388, and De Corona, p. 234.

used by Chares, or thatKersoblepts Compare also Pseudo-Demosthe-
was affirmed by Chares to have nfts, De Halonneso, p. 85, 86.
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Oreus in Euboea, to transport them without delay to the

place where Philip was, wherever that might be. 1 But

though the envoys were forced to leave Athens and repair
to Oreus, nothing was gained in respect to the main object ;

for they, as well as Proxenus, took upon them to disobey
the express order of the Senate, and never went to find

Philip. After a certain stay at Oreus, they moved forward

by leisurely journeys to Macedonia; where they remained
inactive at Pella until the return of Philip from Thrace,
fifty days after they had left Athens. 2

Had the envoys done their duty asDemosthenes recom-

Phiiipcom- mended, they might have reached the camp of

pietes his Philip in Thrace within five or six days after

Thrace
8t f ^6 conclusion of the peace at Athens

;
had they

during the been even content to obey the express orders of
interval. ^g genate, they might have reached it within
the same interval after the third of Munychion; so that

from pure neglect, or deliberate collusion, on their part,

Philip was allowed more than a month to prosecute his

conquests in Thrace, after the Athenians on their side had

sworntopeace. During this interval, he capturedDoriskus
with several other Thracian towns; some of them garri-
soned byAthenian soldiers; and completely reduced Kerso-

bleptes, whoseson hebrought back as prisoner and hostage.
3

The manner in which these envoys, employed in an import-
ant mission at the public expense, wasted six weeks of a

critical juncture in doing nothing and that too in defiance

of an express order from the Senate confirms the

1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 389; De this decree, is given in Demosth.

Corona, p. 234. JKschinfts (Fals. De Corona, p. 234
;
but the authen-

Leg. p. 40. o. 29, 30) recognises ticity is too doubtful to admit of

the fact that this decree was passed citing it.

by the Senate on the third of * Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 390.

Munychion, and that the envoys '
.iEschinSs, Fals. Leg. p. 38. c.

left Athens in consequence of it. 26; Demosth. De Halonneso, p. 85;

He does not mention that it was Fals. Leg. p. 390448; compare
proposed by Demosthenes. TEschi- Philippic, iii. p. 114. Among the

nes here confirms, in a very im- Thracian places captured by Philip

portant manner, the fact of the during this interval, Demosthenes

delay, as alleged by DemosthenSs, enumerates the Sacred Mountain,

while the explanation which he But this is said to have been cap-

gives, why the envoys did not go tured before the end of Elaphebo-
to Thrace, is altogether without lion, if ^Eschines quotes correctly
value. from the letter of Chares, Fals.

A document purporting to bo Leg. p. 40. c. 29.
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supposition before stated, and would even of itself raise a

strong presumption, that the leaders among them were

lending themselves corruptly to the schemes of Philip.
The protests and remonstrances addressed by Demo-

sthenes to his colleagues became warmer and B 846

more unmeasured as the delay was prolonged.
l (May.)

His colleagues doubtless grew angry on their Embassies

side
,
so that the harmony of the embassy was Grecian*^

overthrown. ^Eschines affirms that none of the states at

other envoys would associate with Demosthenes,
Pella<

either on the road or at the resting-places.
2

Pella was now the centre of hope, fear, and intrigue,
for the entire Grecian world. Ambassadors were already
there from Thebes, Sparta, Euboea, and Phokis

;
moreover

a large Macedonian army was assembled around, ready for

immediate action.

At length the Athenian envoys, after so long a delay
of their own making, found themselves in the presence of

Philip. And we should have expected that they would
forthwith perform their special commissionby administering
the oaths. . But they still went on postponing this cere-

mony ,
and saying nothing about the obligation incumbent

on him, to restore all the places captured since the day of

taking the oaths to Antipater at Athens; 3
places, which

had now indeed become so numerous, through waste of

time on the part of the envoys themselves, that Philip was
not likely to yield the point even if demanded. _ ,.

T c i 11 -,i i n -in i Consulta-
ln a conference held with his colleagues, J&scm- tions and
nes assuming credit to himself for a view, lar- ^^nsi

th
n
e

ger than that taken by them, of the ambassado- Ten'Atb.e-

rial duties treated the administration of the nian envoys

oath as merely secondary; he insisted on the taken by

propriety of addressing Philip on the subject ^schines
* AU j. I-.L- i mi i of the

ot the intended expedition to Thermopylae ambas-

(which he was on the point of undertaking, as sadprial

was plain from the large force mustered near

1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 390. a talent in money, destined to aid
1
JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 41. c. some of the poor prisoners towards

SO. DemosthenSs (and doubtless their ransom.
the other envoys also) walked on Demosth. Falg. Leg. p. 388.

TJ

the journey, with two slaves to Y"P p6vtiov (we the envoys) xat

carry his clothes and bedding. In xati to '^(piajia a&T&v (Philip)
the pack carried by one slave, was $opxcoodvT(ov, o |j.sv siX^et TTJ?

VOL. XI. P
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Pella), and exhorting him to employ it so as to humble
Thebes and reconstitute the Boeotian cities. The envoys
(he said) ought not to be afraid of braving any ill-will that

might be manifested by the Thebans. Demosthenes (ac-

cording to the statement of ^Eschines) opposed this recom-
mendation insisting that the envoys ought not to mingle
in disputes belonging to other parts of Greece, but to con-

fine themselves to their special mission and declared that

he should take no notice of Philip's march to Thermopylae.
l

At length, after much discussion, it was agreed among the

envoys, that each of them, when called before Philip,
should say what he thought fit, and that the youngest
should speak first.

According to this rule, Demosthenes was first heard,
The envoys and delivered a speech (if we are to believe

phT
68
! -^Eschines) not only leaving out all useful com-

harangue of ment upon the actual situation, but so spiteful
^schines. towards his colleagues, and so full of extravagant
flattery to Philip, as to put the hearers to shame.* The
turn now came to JEschines, who repeats in abridgement
his own long oration delivered to Philip. "VVe can reason

upon it with some confidence, in ourestimate of JEschines,

though we cannot trust his reports about Demosthenes.
JEschines addressed himself exclusively to the subject of

Philip's intended expedition to Thermopylae. He exhorted

Philip to settle the controversy, pending with respect to

the Amphiktyons and the Delphian temple, by peaceful
arbitration and not by arms. But if armed interference

was inevitable, Philip ought carefully to inform himself of

the ancient and holy bond whereby the Amphiktyonic synod
was held together. That synod consisted of twelve differ-

ent nations or sections of the Hellenic name, each in-

cluding many cities, small as well as great; each holding two
votes and no more; each binding itself by an impressive
oath, to uphold and protect every other Amphiktyonic

woXtuK, AnoScuaetv, TUJV Se Xom<I>v totally at variance with all that

<x<pe(ieo9ai rj ^ H<HOOVTO<; TOUT* Demosthenes affirms, over and

O7taYT e^ e 'v W^s tCiffioK 8eOpo, &c. over again, respecting his own
Machines, Fals. Leg. p. 42. c. proceedings; and (in my judge-

33. TiopeueTcu <tuXir.KO; eU [I6Xac nient) with all the probabilities of

ifui 8' 4Y xotMrcTO|Aai, * c - This is the case.

the language which JEschines *
JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 42. c.

affirms to have been held by Demo- 34.

sthenes during the embassy. It is
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city. Under this venerable sanction, the Boeotian cities,

being Amphiktyonic like the rest, were entitled to protec-
tion against the Thebans their destroyers. The purpose
of Philip's expedition, to restore the Amphiktyonic coun-

cil, was (^Eschines admitted) holy and just.
l He ought to

carry it through in the same spirit; punishing the indivi-

duals originally concerned in the seizure of the Delphian
temple, but not the cities to which they belonged, provided
those cities were willing to give up the wrongdoers. But
if Philip should go beyond this point, and confirm the un-

just dominion of Thebes over the other Boeotian towns, he
would do wrong on his own side, add to the number of his

enemies, and reap no gratitude from those whom he fa-

voured. 2

Demosthenes, in his comments upon this second em-

bassy, touches little on what either -/Eschines or position of
himself said to Philip. He professes to have Demo-

gone on the second embassy with much reluc- tMs'second

tance, having detected the treacherous purposes embassy

of ^Eschines and Philokrates. Nay, he would
{ f

have positively refused to go (he tells us) had word home,

he not bound himself by a promise made during home
C me

the first embassy, to some of the poor Athenian but was

prisoners in Macedonia, to provide for them the Prevented -

means of release. He dwells much upon his disbursements
for their ransom during the second embassy, and his efforts

to obtain the consent of Philip.
3 This (he says) was all that

lay in his power to do, as an individual; in regard to the
collective proceedings of the embassy, he was constantly
outvoted. He affirms that he detected the foul play of

./Eschines and the rest with Philip; that he had written a

despatch to send home for the purpose of exposing it; that
his colleagues not only prevented him from forwarding it,

but sent another despatch of their own with false informa-
tion. 4 Then, he had resolved to come home personally,

1
JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 43. c. *

JKschiiie's, Fals. Leg. p. 43. c.

36. TTJV IASV ouv opx*) v T^5 otpTel? 37: compare Demosth. Fals. Leg.

TauTrj? oatav xai Stxaiav a7te<pr]v<i(j.T]v p. 347.

ttvai, &c.

.... A 9T,v4M, 8 ep-ol
39;Demos

then.Fals. Leg. p. 393,

Soxei 8ixatov eivat, (AT) itspiopav
'

xaTc<JXot[A|ieva<; TO? sv BotuKotc Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 390.

itoXgif, 8tt
8rj YJoav "AiA^ixiuoviSsi; xai TTJV |j.sv YP'tpsTjav sitioTo).T]v uit'

xai evcpxoi. iaoo itpoj ujxa? dnE']>r,tpi(javTo j/.^

P 2
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for the same purpose ,
sooner than his colleagues, and had

actually hired a merchant-vessel but was hindered by
Philip from sailing out of Macedonia. l

The general description here givenbyDemosthenes, of

his own conduct during the second embassy, is probably
true. Indeed it coincides substantially with the statement

of JEschines, who complains of him as in a state of constant

and vexatious opposition to his colleagues. We must re-

collect that Demosthenes had no means of knowing what
the particular projects of Philip really were. This was a

secret to every one except Philip himself, with his confi-

dential agents or partisans. Whatever Demosthenes might
suspect, he had no public evidence by which to impress his

suspicions upon others, or to countervail confident asser-

tions on the favourable side transmitted home by his col

leagues.
The army of Philipwas now ready, and he was on the

March of point of marching southward towards Thessaly
Philip to and Thermopylae. That pass was still held by

pyi"-he the Phokians, with a body of Lacedaemonian
masks his auxiliaries

;

2 a force quite sufficient to maintain

hoidinTout
ii; against Philip's open attack, and likely to be

delusive strengthened by Athens from seaward, if the

the
P
op-

t0 Athenians came to penetrate his real purposes.
posing It was therefore essential to Philip to keep alive

intrigues
a cer>tain belief in the minds of others that he

to gain his was marching southward with intentions favour-
favour.

ofo[Q faQ Phokians though not to proclaim
it in any such authentic manner as to alienate his actual

allies the Thebans and Thessalians. And the Athenian

envoys were his most useful agents in circulating the im-

posture.
Some of the Macedonian officers round Philip gave

explicit assurance, that the purpose of his march was to

conquer Thebes, and reconstitute the Boeotian cities. So
far indeed was this deception carried, that (according to

itejiitetv, auToi 8' 6Tiouv ufiks TPa
" P 1 357 ^' "v 'K^i *l v 'xa Ssupo

'J/avTe? !ite|A'Jiav. Compare p. 419. outoitXtlv ipouXojxv, xa-rextuXuev
' Demosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 445. (Philip), &c.

ifui 6', ojoitep axTjxoa-t' rj6r) rcoXXdxi?,
* The Lacedtemonian troops re-

oo/l 6ov7)9si<; rcpoonteXflsw, dXXa xal mained at Thermopylae until a

co od (xevo <; TtXoTov XOTOI- little time before Philip reuched it

exitXeyooi. Compare (Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 365).
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JEschines) the Theban envoys in Macedonia, and the The-
bans themselves, became seriously alarmed. 1 The move-
ments of Philip were now the pivot on which Grecian af-

fairs turned, and Pella the scene wherein the' greatest
cities in Greece were bidding for his favour. While the
Thebans and Thessalians were calling upon him to proclaim
himself openly Amphiktyonic champion against the Pho-
kians the Phokian envoys,

2
together with those from

Sparta and Athens, were endeavouring to enlist him in

their cause against Thebes. Wishing to isolate the Pho-
kians from such support, Philip made many tempting pro-
mises to the Lacedaemonian envoys; who on their side came
to open quarrel, and indulged in open menace, against those
of Thebes. 3 Such was the disgraceful auction wherein
these once great states, in prosecution of their mutual an-

tipathies, bartered away to a foreign prince the dignity of

the Hellenic name and the independence of the Hellenic
world: 4

following the example set by Sparta in her

jam emerant." I do not understand
to what facts Justin refers, when
ho states, that the Phokians "had

already purchased thrice from

Philip a postponement of war."
3 Demosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 365.

TOV) Aaxe8ai|AOvtoU(; [xeTsnejA^eTo,
navta roe 7cpdiY(J.aTa urco<i);6[ji.Evcn upd-

us, Fals. Leg. p. 46. c.

41. ctutoiSe oox rjitopouv xai

e^opouvTO ol TU>V 0T)paitov
it p e o P e i 5 ;

.... ttbv 8' eratpujv
rive? TWvQiXlTCTcoo 06 8 tapprj-

Srjvicpi? Tivac 6|xu>v IXeyov,
8ri t a <; ev BoiujTia it6Xei?

xotTOixisiQiXtnTco?; SyjpaToi 8"

oux 4$eXr)X68sav itotvSrjjjiEi, <>HU(JTOOY-

TE<; tote itpotyjAajtv;

Demosthenes greatly eulogises
the incorruptibility and hearty
efforts of the Theban envoys (Fals.

Leg. p. 384) ;
which assertion is

probably nothing better at bottom
than a rhetorical contrast, to dis-

credit JEschines fit to be inserted

in the numerous list of oratorical

exaggerations and perversions of

history, collected iu the inter-

esting Treatise of Weiske, Do
Hyperbole, errorum in Historia

1'hilippi commissorum genitrice

(Meissen, 1819).
2 Demosth. Philipp. iii. p. 113;

Justin, viii. 4. "Contra Phocensium

legati, adhibitis Lacedaemoniis et

Atheniensibus, bellum deprecaban-
tur, cujus ab eo dilationem ter

s, Fals. Leg. p. 46. c. 41.

AaxsSatjiovtoi 8s ou (isO' Tjfitbv Td-

votvTia 6rjploii; sitpsapsuov, xol TS-

XeuTwvTe? itpoosxpouov (pavepdx: ev

MaxsSovia, xal SirjitetXouv tot? T(bv

8 -

r)3aiu)v Ttpsupsaiv;
4 This thought is strikingly pre-

sented by Justin (viii. 4), probably
from Theopompus "Foadum . pror-
sus miserandumque spectaculum,

Grseciam, etiam nunc et viribus et

dignitate orbis terrarum principem,

regum certe gentiumque semper
victricem et multarum adhuc ur-

bium dominam, alienis excubare

sedibus, aut rogantem bellum' aut

deprecantem: in alterius ope om-
nem spem posuisse orbis terrarum

viudices; eoque discordia sua ci-

vilibusque bellis redactos, ut adu-
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applications to the GreatKing, during the latter years of the

Peloponnesian war, and at the peace of Antalkidas. Amidst
such a crowd of humble petitioners and expectants ,

all

trembling to offend him with the aid too of .JSschines,

Philokrates, and the other Athenian envoys who consented

to play his game Philip had little difficulty in keeping
alive the hopes of all, and preventing the formation of any
common force or decisive resolution to resist him. '

After completing his march southward through Thes-

B.O. 346 saly, he reached Pherae near the Pagasaean Gulf,
at the head of a powerful army of Macedonians
an(j allies. The Phokian envoys accompanied
, . , , , .% /> j
his march, and were treated, if not as friends,
at least in such manner as to make it appear
-, t . P , 1,1 -TIL-I- Ji i

doubtful whether Philip was going to attack

the Pnokians or tne Thebans. 2 It was at Pherse

(June).

The envoys
administer
the oaths
to Philip at

Pherse, the
last thing

reheir
rture

They'return that the Athenian envoys at length administered
to Athens, the oath both to Philip and to his allies. 3 This
was done the last thing before they returned to Athens;
which city they reached on the 1 3th of the month Skirro-

phorion;
4 after an absence of seventy days, comprising all

the intervening month Thargelion, and the remnant (from
the third day) of the month Munychion. They accepted,
as representatives of the allied cities, all whom Philip sent

to them; though Demosthenes remarks that their instruc-

tions directed them to administer the oath to the chief

lentur ultro sordidam paulo ante

clientele sure part o in : et hrcc po-
tissimum facero Thebanos Lace-

dccmouiosque, autea inter so im>

perii, nuno gratia imperantis,
jemulos."

i Justin, viii. 4.

* Demosth. Philipp. iii. p. 113.

TOUTO 8' et? fttoxioi; u>? tpf>; ou|jiuid-

X<x>? iitopeoeto, xol itpo[Uiq <l>cuxetuv

^aav ot itapTjxoXouOouv autijj itopeuo-

(levtp
1 xal nap' >)(Aiv ^pi^v noXXoi,

6T)[)aioi oi Xu3iTeX^aetv TTJV Ixsivoy

i:apo8ov. The words nap' T)|j.Iv

denote the Athenian envoys (of

whom Demosthenes was one) and
the persons around them, marching
along with Philip ; the oaths not

having been yet taken.

* Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 390. Tho
oath was administered in the inn

in front of the chapel of the Dios-

kuri, near Pherec.
4 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 359. In

more than one passage, he states

their absence from Athens to have
lasted three entire months (p. 390;

also De Corona, p. 235). But this

is an exaggeration of the time.

The decree of the Senate, which
constrained them to depart, was

passed on the third of Munychion.
Assuming that they set out on
that very day (though it is more

probable that they did not set out

until the ensuing day), their ab-

sence would only have lasted

seventy daya.
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magistrate in each city respectively 1. And among the cities

whom they admitted to take the oath as Philip's allies,

was comprised Kardia, on the borders of the Thracian

Chersonese. The Athenians considered Kardia as within

the limits of the Chersonese, and therefore as belonging to

them.2
It was thus that the envoys postponed both the ex-

ecution of their special mission, and their return, pians of

until the last moment, when Philip was within
j{jy^

on

three days' march of Thermopylae. That they pyite-cor-

so postponed it, in corrupt connivance with him,
ruP l con '

A 11 j.- f T\ AT. * L j i. nivance of
is the allegation of Demosthenes, sustained by the Athe-

all the probabilities of the case. Philip was man envoys
7 mi it.-, letter

anxious to come upon Thermopylae by surprise,
3

from piniip

and to leave as little time as possible either to which they
., T-I i Ail f brought
the Phokians or to Athens tor organising back to

defence. The oath which ought to have been -Athens,

administered in Thrace but at any rate at Pella was
not taken until Philip had got as near as possible to the

important pass; nor had the envoys visited one single city

among his allies in execution of their mandate. And as

-<Eschines was well aware that this would provoke inquiry,
he took the precaution of bringing with him a letter from

Philip to the Athenian people, couched in the most friendly
terms

;
wherein Philip took upon himself any blame which

might fall upon the envoys, affirming that they themselves
had been anxious to go and visit the allied cities, but that

he had detained them in order that they might assist him
in accommodating the difference between the cities of

Halus and Pharsalus. This letter, affording farther pre-

sumption of the connivance between the envoys and Philip,
was besides founded on a false pretence; for Halus was

1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 430. The artjsai TO!? TrpafjAaoi TOUTOI?, xl
Magnesian and Achaean cities round 8eov &p.a; dxousat itepl TU>V rcpY|Jia-
the Pagassean Gulf, all except ttov, eita potiXsusaaQai, |A"d TauTtx

Halus, were included in the oath 85 itpdtteiv O,TI {6?ai, Spa dxoosiv

as allies of Philip (Epistola Phi- xdxetvov itotpeivai, xal
[xr)5' O,TI XPT)

lippi ap. Demosthen. p. 159). itotsw paStov slireiv etvat. Compare
1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 395. Demosth. De Corona, p. 236. ito-

Compare Pseudo -Demosth. De Xiv wvsiToti nap' OOTOJV OTTW; (AT)

Halonneso, p. 87. <xniu>|j.v EX MaxsSo-jia? eu); T<k TJJ;
1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 351.

-^v otpoiTsta? trj? ini TO!); Oioxeat

Yap TOUTO itpu>TOv ditavT(i>v tI)v sutps^^ noi^aaito, Ac.

d6tXT)|A.dTWV, TO TOV OUllCKOV 4l-
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(either at that very time or shortly afterwards) conquered
by his arms, given up to the Pharsalians, and its population
sold or expelled.

1

In administering the paths
at Pherae to Philip and

jEschines his allies, -3Cschines and the majority of the
and the Athenian envoys had formally and publicly pro-
envoys pro- , ,, TI i j. i_ 111 i L
claim the nounced the Jrhokians to be excluded and out

^''b^'ex
8 ^ ^e *rea*y> an^ had

?
a"^ nothing about Ker-

euded rom sobleptes. This was, if not a departure from
th

.

e
.?,

t
,

h
M. their mandate, at least a step beyond it; for the

with Philip . ., i i j i i -i ji

protest of Athenian people had expressly rejected the
Demosthe- game exclusion when proposed by Philokrates

Senate, on at Athens; though when the Macedonian envoy
arriving at declared that he could not admit the Phokians,
agai'nst' the the Athenians had consented to swear the treaty
behaviour without them. Probably Philip and his allies

colleagues would not consent to take the oath, to Athens
vote of and her allies, without an express declaration

approving that the Phokians were out of the pale.
2 But

MS protest, though Philokrates and.^Eschines thus openly
repudiated the Phokians, they still persisted in affirming
that the intentions of Philip towards that people were

highly favourable. They affirmed this probably to the
Phokians themselves, as an excuse for having pronounced
the special exclusion; they repeated it loudly and em-

phatically at Athens, immediately on their return. It was
then that Demosthenes also, after having been outvoted
and silenced during the mission, obtained an opportunity
for making his own protest public. Being among the

senators of that year, he made his report to the Senate

1 Demosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 352, sthenfis, Fals. Leg. p. 444) to join

353; ad Philipp. Epistol. p. 152. his army on this expedition. The
Demosthenes affirms farther that old rivalry between the cities here

JEschinSs himself wrote the letter again appears,
in Philip's name. .ZEschineSs denies 2 Demosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 355.

that ho wrote it, and sustains his x TOO, BTS TOO? Spxou? T)|ieXXe Ol-

denial upon sufficient grounds. Xiitno? 6[AN&vai TOO? irepl trji; elp^vr)?,
But he does not deny that he exoit 6 vom <i rc o<pct vO rJMoei t out

brought it (JEschines, Fals. Leg. <J>ioxdai; uno TOUTUJV, 6 <jiu>itav xai

p. 44. c. 40, 41). e5v elxo< f,v, strcsp ^(AeXXovoib^eoSai.
The inhabitants of Pharsalus Compare p. 395. Hpunov [xev toivuv

were attached to Philip; while <I>u>xeI<; exoicovS ou x <xl 'A Xe t

those of Phera; were opposed to oite97jvav xal Kepoo3XsirTT)M, ttapa
him as much as they dared, and TO '^^tpia(ia xai Ta p6? ujxa? e

'

l PTl-
oven refused (according to Demo- [Aiva, Ac.

;
also p. 430.
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forthwith, seemingly on the day, or the day next but one,
after his arrival, before a large audience of private citizens

standing by to witness so important a proceeding. He
recounted all the proceedings of the embassy recalling
the hopes and promises under which ^Eschines and others

had persuaded the Athenians to agree to the peace
arraigning these envoys as fabricators, in collusion with

Philip, of falsehoods and delusive assurances and accusing
them of having already by their unwarrantable delays

betrayed Kersobleptes to ruin. Demosthenes at the same
time made known to the Henate the near approach and

rapid march of Philip; entreating them to interpose even
now at the eleventh hour, for the purpose of preventing
what yet remained, the Phokians and Thermopylae, from

being given up under the like treacherous fallacies. l A
fleet of fifty triremes had been voted, and were ready at a
moment's notice to be employed on sudden occasion. 2 The
majority of the Senate went decidedly along with Demo-
sthenes, and passed a resolution in that sense to be sub-

mitted to the public assembly. So adverse was this re-

solution to the envoys, that it neither commended them
nor invited them to dinner in the prytaneium; an insult

(according to Demosthenes) without any former pre-
cedent. 3

On. the 16th of the month Skirrophorion, three days
after the return of the envoys, the first public

B - c - 3* 6 -

assembly was held; where, according to usual pubiicTs"-'*

form, the resolution just passed by the Senate ^ bly at

ought to have been discussed. But it was not successful

even read to the assembly; for immediately on address
i /. i f T\ j.1 * A. 11 made to it
the opening of business (so Demosthenes tells by ^ischi-

us), jEschines rose and proceeded to address nSs his

the people, who were naturally impatient to rancesTo
1

hear him before any one else, speaking as he the people.

1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 346. moved it. The document is not
7 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 444. stp' found verbatim, but Demosthenes

i)v at itevfqxovTot Tpifjpet<; 5[A<o<; e'f>u)p- comments upon it before the Di-

(louv, Ac. Compare .iEschines, Fals. kasts after it has been read, and

Leg. p. 33. especially points out that it con-
* Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 350, 351. tains neither praise nor invitation,

DemosthenSs causes this resolution which the Senate was always in

of the Senate (npoftauXtUji.?) to be the habit of voting to returning
read to the Dikasts, together with envoys. This is sufficient to refute

the testimony of the senator who the allegation of -2Eschin6s (Fals.
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did in the name of his colleagues generally.! He
said nothing either about the recent statements of De-
mosthenes before the Senate, or the senatorial resolution

following, or even the past history of the embassy but

passed at once to the actual state of affairs, and the coming
future. He acquainted the people that Philip, having
sworn the oaths at Pherae, had by this time reached Ther-

mopylae with his army. "But he comes there (said _<Eschi-

nes) as the friend and ally of Athens, the protector of the

Phokians, the restorer of the enslaved Boeotian cities, and
the enemy of Thebes alone. We your envoys have satis-

fied him that the Thebans are the real wrong-doers, not

only in their oppression towards the Boeotian cities, but
also in regard to the spoliation of the temple, which they
had conspired to perpetrate earlier than the Phokians.
I (JEschines) exposed in an emphatic speech before Philip
the iniquities of the Thebans, tor which proceeding they
have set a price on my life. You Athenians will hear, in

two or three days, without any trouble of your own, that

Philip is vigorously prosecuting the siege of Thebes. You
will find that he will capture and break up that city that

he will exact from the Thebans compensation for the
treasure ravished from Delphi and that he will restore

the subjugated communities of Plataea and Thespiae. Nay
more, you will hear of benefits still more direct, which we
have determined Philip to confer upon you, but which it

would not be prudent as yet to particularize. Eubcea will

be restored to you as a compensation for Amphipolis: the

Euboeans have already expressed the greatest alarm at the

confidential relations between Athens and Philip, and the

probability of his ceding to you their island. There are

other matters too, on which I do not wish to speak out

fully, because I have false friends even among my own

colleagues." These last ambiguous allusions were generally
understood, and proclaimed by the persons round the

orator, to refer to Oropus, the ancient possession of Athens,
now in the hands of Thebes. 2 Such glowing promises, of

Leg. p. 44. c. 38), that Demosthenes ' Demostli. Fals. Leg. p. 347, 351,

himselfmoved a resolution topraise 352. TOUTO (xiv ouSel? OVZYVU> t(Ji

the envoys and invite them to a S^jiqi-co npojioyXeujxa, o'j5' rjxoyosv 6

banquet in the Prytaneium. .aSschi- SjjjiO?, avaa-i? 8' OOTOS eSrijATiyopsi.

n6s does not produce such reso- The date of the 16th Skirrophorion

lution, nor cause it to be read be- is specified, p. 359.

fore the Dikasts. * I have here condensed the
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benefits to come, were probably crowned by the announce-

ment, more worthy of credit, that Philip had engaged
to send back all the Athenian prisoners by the coming
Panathenaic festival, which fell during the next month
Hekatombseon.

The first impression of the Athenians, on hearing
jEschines, was that of surprise, alarm, and dis- The Athe-

pleasure, at the unforeseen vicinity of Philip; 2 nian people
*

i i i PL L- e j vi L- 3 i believe the
which left no time for deliberation, and scarcely promises of

the minimum of time for instant precautionary Pniiokratss
, . / mi 1-^1 and -iEschi-

occupation of Thermopylae, if such a step were nss-pro-
deemed necessary. But the sequel of the speech * est of

,_

i
. .

j. ii j.i 3 1-1. Deraosthe-
proclaiming to them the speedy accomplish- n a s not

ment of such favourable results, together with listened to.

the gratification of their antipathy against Thebes effaced

this sentiment, and filled them with agreeable prospects.
It was in vain that Demosthenes rose to reply, arraigned
the assurances as fallacious, and tried to bring forward the
same statement as had already prevailed with the Senate.
The people refused to hear him; Philokrates with the other

substance of what is stated by
Demosthen6s, Fals. Leg. p. 347,

348, 351, 352, 364, 411, Ac. Another

statement, to the same effect, made

by Demosthen&s in the Oration De
Pace (delivered only a few months
after the assembly here described,
and not a judicial accusation

against JEschinSs, but a delibera-

tive harangue before the public

assembly), is even better evidence

than the accusatory speech De
Falsa Legatione rjvtxa TOU? ?pxou?

TO(K tepl Trjs eip^vT)c oiuiXiqcpoTei

^XOJASV oi rcplopets, T6ie 6:51:101?

Tivtov xai IIXaToidi; &Ttiat)(vou|Asvu>v

olxioQijoeoQai, xal TO!)<; (XEV Otoxsot?

TOV <I>iXinjtov, 8v Y^vrl
Tai xupio?,

otbaeiv, TT]V 8s 6r]pai(ov itoXiv Siotxi-

eiv, xal T&V "QptOK&v 6(xiv 6i:ap^Eiv,

xal TTJV E&poiay OVT" 'AfxtptKoXsw?

ito8o8iQ3Si39at, xal toiauTai; eXi:i8a

xai 9svaxio[AOOi;, ot? ejca^9svT<; UJXEI?

O&TE aujjitpopioi; out
1

IUUK OUTE xaXd)?

itposTo9e <I>u)xsa? .... ouSEv TOOTOUV

o8T' e^aicaTijiai; O!JTS oiY^sa? EYU>

(pav^aoftat, dXXd npoenrwv ufiw, ibc

018' STI (AvrijjtovsuiTS, ?TI Taura OOTZ

oiSa O&TS 7tpoo8ox<I>, vojjii^uj 8s TOV

XsyovTa XijpEiv (De Pace, p. 59).

Compare also Philippic ii. p. 72,

73, where Demosthenes repeals the

like assertion: also DeChersoneso,
p. 105; De Corona, p. 236, 237.

1 Demosthenes states (Fals. Leg.
p. 394. si? Td IlavaO^yata tp^aa-;

ai:oits(A'j)ctv) that he received this

assurance from Philip, while he was
busying himself during the mission
in efforts to procure the ransom
or liberation of the prisoners. But
we may be sure that JEschiuls, so

much more in the favour of Philip,
must have received it also, since

it would form so admirable a point
for his first speech at Athens, in

this critical juncture.
' Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 352. u>j9'

&IJLO? EXitE7iXr|Y|AEvou? TJJ itapouaia
TOU OiXlitjioo, xal TOUTOI? ipYt^ojAJ-
vo'-K eiti

T(J) (XT) itporjYEXxsvai, upaois-

pou Ys^s'Qai TIVO?, i:dv9' 83* efJou-

Xso9' 6(x

&C.
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friends of ^Eschines hooted him off; and the majority were
so full of the satisfactory prospect opened to them, that all

mistrust or impeachment of its truth appeared spiteful and
vexatious. * It is to be remembered that these were the

same promises previously made to them by Philokrates
and others, nearly three months before, when the peace
with Philip was first voted. The immediate accomplish-
ment of them was now again promised on the same author-

ity by envoys who had communicated a second time with

Philip, and thus had farther means of information so that

the comfortable anticipation previously raised was confirm-

. ed and strengthened. No one thought of the danger of

admitting Philip within Thermopylae, when the purpose
of his coming was understood to be the protection of

the Phokians, and the punishment of the hated Thebans.
Demosthenes was scarcely allowed even to make aprotest, or

to disclaim responsibility as to the result. ^Eschines trium-

phantly assumed the responsibility to himself; while Phi-

lokrates amused the people by saying "No wonder, Athe-

nians, that Demosthenes and I should not think alike.

He is an ungenial water-drinker; I am fond of wine." 2

It was during this temper of the assembly that the
tetter of letter of Philip, brought by the envoys, was

fw-llPraLiv produced and read. His abundant expressionslavourabiy >
. P ? i ni

received by ot regard, and promises ot tuture benefit, to

biy mo~ Athens, were warmly applauded; while, pre-
tion of possessed as the hearers were, none of them dis-

carr'ied'^de-
cerneĉ > nor was anv speaker permitted to point

creuing out, that these expressions were thoroughly

aHiance
nd vague and general, and that not a wordwas said

with him about the Thebans or the Phokians. 3 Philo-
for ever. krates next proposed a decree, extolling PhilipResolution f , . . ,

r ,*; '
.

8
. ,. r

to compel tor his just and beneficent promises providing

k]
e

n
Ph
t~

^at ^e Peace an^ alliance with him should be

Rive up extended, not merely to the existing Athenians,
Delphi. but also to their posterity and enacting that
if the Phokians should still refuse to yield possession of

the Delphian temple to the Amphiktyons, the people of

Athens would compel them to do so by armed intervention. 4

1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 348, 349,
* Dem. Fals. Leg. p. 356; Phil.

352. ol8'dvttX<yovte6j(^ < ii. p. 73.

&XXu xal po*8xavla xoTetpai-
* Dem. Fals. Leg. p. 363.

vto, Ac. * Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 356.
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During the few days immediately succeeding the return

of the envoys to Athens (on the 13th of Skirro-
Letter

phorion), Philip wrote two successive letters, Phmp to

inviting the Athenian troops to join him forthwith the Athe -

, mi T-> i iii ii L nians m-
at Thermopylae.

'

.Probably these were sent at viting them
the moment when Phalaekus, the Phokian leader * send

at that pass, answered his first summons by a t

r

joi

S

n

negative reply.
2 The two letters must have

jj,'

m at

been despatched one immediately after the pyi"
"

other, betraying considerable anxiety on the policy of

part of Philip ;
which it is not difficult to under- letter* the

stand. He could not be at first certain what Athenians

effect would be produced by his unforeseen ar-

rival at Thermopylae on the public mind at Athens. In

spite of all the persuasions of ^Eschines and Philokrates,
the Athenians might conceive so much alarm as to obstruct

his admission within that important barrier; while Pha-
Isekus and the Phokians having a powerful mercenary
force, competent, even unaided, to a resistance of some

length were sure to attempt resistance, if any hope of

aid were held out to them from Athens. Moreover it

would be difficult for Philip to carry on prolonged military

operations in the neighbourhood, from the want of pro-

visions; the lands having been unsown through the continued
antecedent war, and the Athenian triremes being at hand
to intercept his supplies by sea. 3 Hence it was important
to him to keep the Athenians in illusion and quiescence
for the moment; to which purpose his letters were well

OOTOS (.33schin8s) rjv 6 Xsywv urcep
' Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 357.

OUTGO xai &!ua^&'lfi.evos' irpo? 6s Demosthenes causes the two letters

TOU jtapa TOIITOO Xofous iup(jiTjx6-as
to be read, and proceeds At jxsv

XafJcbv 6fi5? 6 <l>iXoxpdTT]?, iffpayn TOIVJV ETUcjToXoti xotXouaiv o&rai, xai

TOUT' eU TO <Jir(<piafia, av
(xr) KOIUJUI vrj Ala qSv) ~(z.

<I>u)xeT? o Set, xoi jtapaSiSujui TOI? So also JEschines, Fals. Leg. p.

"AjjupixTuoai TO Upov, ?TI poTjfl'^asi 6 46. c. 41. 6|xiv 6s TaOS' optbv oux

o^pio? 6 'AGrjvaitov 4nX T&U? Siaxio- lypa-j/tv ETCIOTOXTJV 6 OiXiTtTio?, iUvai
/.'iovTa? Tau-a YtYVEoSai. Ttooij Tfj Suvajxsi, por)0^3ovTai; TOI?

The fact, that by this motion of Sixatou; J3Eschin6s only notices one
Philokrate's the peace was extended of the two letters. Bohnecke (For-
to "the posterity" of the Athenians schungen, p. 412) conceives the

is dwelt upon by Demosthenes letters as having been -written and
as "the greatest disgrace of all;" sent between the 16th and 23rd of

with an intensity of emphasis which the month Skirrophorion.
it is difficult to enter into (Philip-

* Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 359.

pic ii. p. 73). Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 379.
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adapted, in whichever way they were taken. If the Athe-
nians came to Thermopylae, they would come as his allies

not as allies of the Phokians. Not only they would be

in the midst of his superior force, and therefore as it were

hostages;
1 but they would be removed from contact with

the Phokians, and would bring to bear upon the latter an
additional force of intimidation. If, on the contrary, the

Athenians determined not to come, they would at any rate

interpret his desire for their presence as a proof that he

contemplated no purposes at variance with their wishes and

interests, and would trust the assurances, given by^Eschines
and his other partisans atAthens, that he secretly meant well
towards the Phokians. This last alternative was what Philip
both desired and anticipated. He wished only to deprive
the Phokians of all chance of aid from Athens, and to be left

to deal with them himself. His letters served to blind the

Athenian public, but his partisans took care not to move
the assembly 2 to a direct compliance with their invitation.

Indeed the proposal of such an expedition (besides the stand-

ing dislike of the citizens towards military service) would
have been singularly repulsive, seeing that the Athenians
would have had to appear, ostensibly at least, in arms against
their Phokian allies. The conditional menace of the Athe-
nian assembly against the Phokians (in case of refusal to

surrender the temple to the Amphiktyons), decreed on the

motion of Philokrates, was in itself sufficiently harsh,

against allies often years' standing; and was tantamount
at least to a declaration that Athens would not interfere on
their behalf which was all that Philip wanted.

Among the hearers of these debates at Athens were

Phokian deputies from these very Phokians, whose fate

envoys now hung in suspense. It has already been

deba
d
tes

h
at

e
stated that during the preceding September,

Athens while the Phokiaus were torn by intestine dis-

PhaViEk'us sensions, Phalsekus, the chief of the mercenaries,
at Ther- had repudiated aid (invited by his Phokian op-
mopyias.

ponents) both from Athens and Sparta;
3
feeling

1 This was among the grounds 41); who treats the objection with

of objection, taken by Demosthenes contempt, though it seems well

and his friends, against the de- grounded and reasonable,

gpatch of forces to Thermopylce Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 356, 357-

in compliance with the letter of *
JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 46. C.

Philip according to the assertion 41.

of JEschinua (Fals. Leg. p. 46. c.
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strong enough to hold Thermopylae by his own force.

During the intervening months, however, both his strength
and his pride had declined. Though he still occupied

Thermopylae with 8000 or 10,000 mercenaries, and still

retained superiority over Thebes, with possession of Orcho-

menus, Koroneia, and other places taken from the The-
bans '

ryet his financial resources had become so insufficient

for a numerous force, and the soldiers had grown so disor-

derly from want of regular pay,
2 that he thought it pru-

dent to invite aid from Sparta during the spring, while
Athens was deserting the Phokians 'to make terms with

Philip. Archidamus accordingly came to Thermopylae,
with 1000 Lacedaemonian auxiliaries. 3 The defensive force

thus assembled was amply sufficient against Philip by land;
but that important pass could not be held without the

cooperation of a superior fleet at sea. 4 Now the Phokians
had powerful enemies even within the pass theThebans;
and there was no obstacle, except the Athenian fleet under
Proxenus atOreus, 5 to prevent Philip from landing troops
in the rear of Thermopylae, joining theThebans, andmaking
himself master of Phokis from the side towards Boeotia.

To the safety of the Phokians, therefore, the con-

tinued maritime protection of Athens was in-

dispensable; and they doubtless watched with ence" of the

trembling anxiety the deceitful phases of Athe- Phokians
-,. -P j j.i i. i c upon Athe-

nian diplomacy during the winter and spring ot nian aid to

347-346 B.C. Their deputies must have been hold Ther-

present atAthens when the treaty was concluded

1 Demostb. Fals. Leg. p. 387. misium was not less essential than
1
.SSschines, Fals. Leg. p. 46. c. the land force of Leonidas en-

41. This statement of .iEschines camped in the pass itself,

about the declining strength of the 5 That the Phokians could not

Phokians and the causes thereof maintain Thermopylae without the

has every appearance of being aid of Athens and that Philip
correct in point of fact; though it could march to the frontier of

will not sustain the conclusions Attica, without any intermediate

which he builds upon it. obstacle to prevent him, if

Compare Demosth. Olynth. iii. Olynthus were suffered to fall into

p. 30. (delivered four years earlier), his hand -is laid douu emphatic-

dwEipT,x6-:ov 8s yp^txacji Oioxsujv, &c. ally by Demosthenes in the first

1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 365
; Olynthiac, nearly four years before

Diodor. xvi. 59. the month of Skirrophorion, 340

4 For the defence of Thermopylae, B.C.

at the period of the invasion of "*Av 8' ixgtva <K).iit:io<; Xifir;, tl?

Xerxes, the Grecian fleet at Arte- u-ov yu)/.'J3i :
rJo'j flaSi'iiv; 6r

(
-
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and sworn in March 346 B.C. Though compelled to

endure not only the refusal of Antipater excluding
them from the oath, but also the consent of their Athe-
nian allies, tacitly acted upon without being formally an-

nounced, to take the oath without them they nevertheless

heard the assurances, confidently addressed by Philokrates

and jEschines to the people, that this refusal was & mere
feint to deceive the Thessalians and Thebans that Philip
would stand forward as the protector of the Phokians
and that all his real hostile purposes were directed against
Thebes. How the Phokians interpreted such tortuous and

contradictory policy, we are not told. But their fate hung
upon the determination of Athens; and during the time
when the Ten Athenian envoys were negotiating or in-

triguing with Philip at Pella, Phokian envoys were there

also, trying to establish some understanding with Philip,

through Lacedaemonian and Athenian support. Both

Philip and ^Eschines probably amused them with favour-

able promises. And though, when the oaths were at last

administered to Philip at Pherae, the Phokians were

formally pronounced to be excluded still the fair words
of ^Eschines, and his assurances of Philip's good intentions

towards them, were not discontinued.

While Philip marched straight from Pherge to Ther-

News re- mopylae and while the Athenian envoys re-

ceived at turned to Athens Phokian deputies visited

pyi"? "the Athens also, to learn the last determination of
determina- the Athenian people, upon which their own

A"ens destiny turned. Though Philip, on reaching
against the the neighbourhood of Thermopylae, summoned
phokians.

t^e phokian leader Phalaekus to surrender the

pass, and offered him terms Phalsekus would make no

reply until his deputies returned from Athens. 1 These

deputies, present at the public assembly of the 16th

Skirrophorion, heard the same fallacious assurances as

Paioi; ot, el
(XT)

Xiav mxpov elntiv, 6 <DiXin-o; i-> IloXaic rj8r) xal tot?

xal o'jvJiofisXoOaiv eToifAUK. 'AXXa <PioxsOotv sjnr)YY^-^eTO **>v o^Sev EJU-

<J>u)Xl?; ot Trjv oixelav O'jy otiji TS oieuov exst/oi. 2r)(jieTov 8s ou 7<ip

'ivtec cpuXatTsiv, iav fxrj P'JT)')TJ <JS
(J' oiv osup ^xov iij<; o|i6U .... naprjaav

Ou.sic'MDemosth. Olynth. i. p. 10), Y'P ' '<*> Ocoxecov itpsopsi? evUaoe,
1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 359. xol r

t
t OUTOI? xotl Ti ditoYY^Xouaiv

TjV.oiJisv
8e Ssupo dico TTJC; itpjsfjsioii;

e/'jTQi (^Kscliines, Philokrates, &c.)

TYJ? eiti TO 1

'): Opiou; TpitlQ eJti Ssxa xsi ti '|(rj'fisTo9e UJJLEI?, ei:i|jLEXe

TOO 2xtppo<popi(i>vo; jxTjvoc, xal itapijv ;irm.
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before, respecting Philip's designs, repeated by Philokra-
tes and ^Eschines with unabated impudence, and still

accepted by the people. But they also heard, in the very
same assembly, the decree proposed by Philokrates and

adopted, that unless the Phokians restored the Delphian

temple
1

forthwith to the Amphiktyons, the Athenian people
would compel them to do so by armed force. If the Pho-
kians still cherished hopes, this conditional declaration of

war, from a city which still continued in name to be
their ally, opened their eyes, and satisfied them that no

hope was left except to make the best terms they could
with Philip.

J To defend Thermopylae successfully without
Athens much more against Athens was impracticable.

Leaving Athens after the assembly of the 16th

Skirrophorion, the Phokian deputies carried B .o. 346.

back the tidings ofwhat had passed to Phalsekus, (June.)

whom they reached at Niksea near Thermopylae Phaiaekus

about the 20th of the same month. 2 Three Thermo-*
8

days afterwards, Phalsekus, with his powerful pyjse under

army of 8000 or 10,000 mercenary infantry and toVhiiip
"

1000 cavalry, had concluded a convention with He with -

Philip. The Lacedaemonian auxiliaries, per- hislorces,

ceiving the insincere policy of Athens and the and a
.

n

certain ruin of the Phokians, had gone away a who
k
cnose

little before. 3 It was stipulated in the conven- to accom-

tion that Phalaekus should evacuate the territory,
pany bim>

1 Deraosth. Fals. Leg. 357. oi

fAEV -roivuv <I>u>XET<;, ib? TGC Ttotp' 6|xu)v

E-'jflovTo ex TTJ; sxxX^oia? xai TO TS

4nQ?io|xa TOUT' eXafiov TO TOU Oi)o-

xpd-'.u;, xai TTJV aicaYYEXiav E7t69ovro

TTJV TOUTOU xai Ta; unoc/sosi? xaTa

ravTas TOOS Tporou; drecuXovTO.

^Eschings (Fals. Leg. p. 45. c.

41) touches upon the statements

made by Demosthenes respecting
the envoys of Phalsekus at Athens,
and the effect of the news which

thay carried hack in determining
the capitulation. He complains
of them generally as being "got

up against him" (6 xaTi^Y ? ? (*
s -

(xT)^oiv7)Tat), but he does not con-

tradict them upon any specific

point. Nor does he at all succeed

VOL. XI.

in repelling the main argument,
brought home with great precision
of date by DemosthenSs.

1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 359:

compare Diodor. xvi. 59. In this

passage, Demosthenes reckons up
seven days between the final

assembly at Athens and the capi-
tulation concluded by thePhokians.
In another passage, he states the

same interval at only five days
(p. 365); which is doubtless in-

accurate. In a third passage, the

same interval, seemingly, stands at

five or six days, p. 379.
3 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 356-365.

ensiSTj 8'
rjxsv (Philip) ei<; Ili)Xa<;,

Aaxsoaifiovioi 8" aljQofxsvoi TT
(
V

eviSpav UKS^tbpTjaav, Ac.

Q
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and retire wherever else he pleased, with his entire mer-

cenary force and with all such Phokians as chose to ac-

company him. The remaining natives threw themselves

on the mercy of the conqueror.
All the towns in Phokis, twenty-two in number, to-

getherwiththe pass of Thermopylae, were placed
Ail the in the hands of Philip ;

all surrendering at dis-

phokiVsur. cretion; all without resistance. The moment
render at

Philip was thus master of the country, he joined
to

8

p
r

hiiip^
his forces with those of the Thehans

,
and pro-

who de- claimed his purpose of acting thoroughly upon
clares his .1 v c . c j
full con- their policy; ot transferring to them a consider-
currence &\)\Q portion of Phokis; of restoring to them

patby
yi
with Orchomenus, Korsiae, andKoroneia, Boeotian

the The- towns which the Phokianshad taken from Ihem;
and of keeping the rest of Boeotia in their de-

pendence, just as he found it. 1

In the meantime, the Athenians, after having passed
the decree above mentioned, re-appointed (in

B''
(June

*ke verv same assembly of the 1 6th Skirropho-

Third em-
r*on June) the same ten envoys to carry intel-

hassy sent ligence of it to Philip, and to be witnesses of

ky,
the

. the accomplishment of the splendid promisesAthenians - . , .
r

T- . T^ ji A i- i

to Philip made in his name. ButDemosthenes immediate-

return
V yS

ly swore ff> and refused to serve; while JEschi-

without nes, though he did not swear off, was neverthe-
seeing him, \ess so much indisposed as to be unable to go.on hearing .,,, . , , . , .

*
., i -iR

of the Pho- This at least is his own statement; though De-
kian con- mosthenes affirms, that the illness was a mere

concerted pretence, in order thatjEschines might
remain at home to counterwork any reaction of public feel-

ing at Athens, likely to arise on the arrival of the bad news,
1 Demosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 359, towns made any resistance De-

360, 365, 379, 413. 6 8s (JEschings) mosthenes argues that this proves
TOOOOTOV 8ei tcbv uj:apy_6vTU)v TIVO their confidence in the favourable

aly_(iaX<oTOv eri'aot, ojuf)' SXov TOTCOV dispositions of Philip, as testified

xal i:Xetv 7) (tupioy? (JLSV 6r:).iTa?, by JEschines. But he overstrains

6fxou 8e ^iXiou? in^eai; TU)V unop- this argument against JEschines.

jrovTtov sufAfxoyujv, Jntoi; alyjidtXiuTot The Phokians had no choice but

feviovtat <l>iXiic7cto oufxitapEaxeooaev. to surrender, as soon as all chance

Diodorus (xvi. 59) states the mer- of Athenian aid was manifestly
cenaries of Phalsekus at 8000 men. shut out. The belief of favourable

Because the Phokians capitulated dispositions on the part of Philip,

to Philip and not to the Thebans was doubtless an auxiliary motive,

(p. 360) because not one of their but not the primary or predominant.
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which JSschines knew tohe at hand, from Phokis. 1 Others

having been chosen in place oLEschines and Demosthenes, 2

the ten envoys set out, and proceeded as far as Chalkis in

Euboea. It was there that they learned the fatal intelli-

gence from the mainland on the other side of the Euboean
strait. On the 23rd of Skirrophorion , Phalsekus and all

the Phokian towns had surrendered
; Philip was master of

Thermopylae, had joined his forces with the Thebans, and

proclaimed an unqualified philo-Theban policy ;
on the 27th

of Skirrophorion , Derkyllus, one of the envoys, arrived in

haste back at Athens
, having stopped short in his mission

on hearing the facts.

At the moment when he arrived, thepeople were hold-

ing an assembly in the Peirseus, on matters

connected with the docks and arsenal; and to displeasure

this assembly, actually sitting, Derkyllus made at Athens
, . r \ , mi

D
'i i . .1 i motion

his unexpected report.
3 The shock to the pub- Of Kaiii-

lic of Athens was prodigious. Not only were stkenes for

all their splendid anticipations of anti-Theban city^iifa

policy from Philip (hitherto believed and wel- K od 8tata

j i_ . i i .V -i- of defence.
corned by the people on the positive assurances

of Philokrates and ^Eschines) now dashed to the ground
not only were the Athenians smitten with the conscious-

ness that they had been overreached by Philip, that they
had played into the hands of their enemies the Thebans,
and that they had betrayed their allies the Phokians to

ruin but they felt also that they had yielded up Thermo-

pylae, the defence at once of Attica and of Greece, and that

the road to Athens lay open to their worst enemies the

Thebans, now aided by Macedonian force. Under this

pressure of surprise, sorrow, and terror, the Athenians, on
the motion of Kallisthenes, passed these votes To put the

Peiraeus, as well as the fortresses throughout Attica, in

immediate defence To bring within these walls for safety
all the women and children, and all the moveable property,
now spread abroad in Attica To celebrate the approaching

1 Deinosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 378
; autou, &c.

JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 40. o. 30. Cachings (Fals. Leg. p. 46. c. 43)

It appears that the ten envoys were does not seem to deny this di-

not all the same -<!>< SXXiuv TOO? stinctly.
itXci UTOUS TO&S auto 1

!)?, &c. * Deinosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 359,
* Demosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 380. 360, 365, 379.

to dv9'

Q2
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festival of the Herakleia, not in the country, as was usual,
but in the interior of Athens. *

Such were the significant votes, the like of which had
not been passed at Athens since the Pelopon-.flischines . i-j.-Lj.-ii i- /

and other nesian war, attesting the terrible reaction of
Athenian

feeling occasioned at Athens by the disastrous
envoys visit g T-I i an f * i- j
Philip in news irom Jrhokis. .diischmes had now recover-
Phokis e(j from his indisposition; or (if we are to be-
triumphant n

.
-,-. ,-. A \ /

*
i

v
,

-,

celebration lieve Demosthenes) tound it convenient to lay
of Philip's aside the pretence. He set out as self-appoint-

ed envoy, without any new nomination by the

people probably with such of the Ten as were favourable
to his views to Philip and to the joint Macedonian and
Theban army in Phokis. And what is yet more remark-

able, be took his journey thither through Thebes itself;
2

though his speeches and his policy had been for months

past (according to his own statement) violently anti-The-

ban; 3 and though he had affirmed (this however rests upon
the testimony of his rival) that the Thebans had set a price

upon his head. Having joined Philip, JEschines took part
in the festive sacrifices and solemn paeans celebrated by
the Macedonians, Thebans, and Thessalians, 4 in commemor-
ation and thanksgiving for their easy , though long-defer-
red triumph over the Phokians, and for the conclusion of
the Ten-Years Sacred War.

i Demosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 368- of date will not permit us to be-

379. TEschines also acknowledges lieve in the authenticity of the do-

the passing of this vote, for bring- cument. Of these supposed ori-

ing in the moveahle property of ginal documents, inserted in the

Athens into a place of safety ; oration De Corona, Droysen and

though he naturally says very little other critics have shown some to

about it (Fals. Leg. p. 46. c. 42). be decidedly spurious ; and all are

In the oration of Demosthenes, so doubtful that I forbear to cite

De Corona, p. 238, this decree, them as authority,
moved by Kallisthen&s, is not only 2 Demosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 380.

alluded to, but purports to be given
*
JEschinfis, Fals. Leg. p. 41. c.

verbatim. The date as we there 32. p. 43. c. 36. .JEschines accuses
read it-the 21st of the month of DemosthenSs of traitorous partial-

Mamakterion is unquestionably ity for Thebes,

wrong; for the real decree must 4 Demosthen. Fals. Leg. p. 380;
have been passed in the concluding De Corona, p. 321. JKscIiinfis (Fals.

days of the month Skirrophorion, Leg. p. 49, 50) admits, and tries to

immediately after hearing the report justify, the proceeding.
of Derkyllus. This manifest error
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Shortly after Philip had become master of Thermopylae
and Phokis, he communicated his success in a F t

letter to the Athenians. His letter betokened fessions of

a full consciousness of the fear and repugnance Fj^Athe
which his recent unexpected proceedings had nians, after

excited at Athens: 1 but in other respects, it was his con-

conciliatory and even seductive
; expressing great Thermo-

regard for them as his sworn allies, and promis- py lse : la
^'

ing again that they should reap solid fruits from hl^par-
the alliance. It allayed that keen apprehension V 8*ns at

of Macedonian and Theban attack, which had
induced the Athenians recently to sanction the precaution-
ary measures proposed by Kallisthenes. In his subse-

quent communications also with Athens
, Philip found his

advantage in continuing to profess the same friendship
and to intersperse similar promises;

2 which, when enlarged
upon by his partisans in the assembly, contributed to

please the Athenians and lull them into repose, thus en-

abling him to carry on without opposition real measures of

an insidious or hostile character. Even shortly after Phi-

lip's passage of Thermopylae, when he was in full coopera-
tion with the Thebans and Thessalians

,
^Eschines boldly

justified him by the assertion, that these Thebans and Thes-
salians had been too strong for him, and had constrained

him against his will to act on their policy, both to the ruin

of the Phokians and to the offence of Athens. 3 And we
cannot doubt that the restoration of the prisoners taken at

1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 237, about the excellent dispositions of

238,239. It is evident that Demo- Philip towards Athens, and the

sthenes found little in the letter great benefits which Philip pro-
which could be turned against raised to confer upon her, for at

Philip. Its tone must have been least several months after this cap-

plausible and winning. ture of Thermopylae..iEschines, cont.

A letter is inserted verbatim in Timarch. p. 24. c. 33. (JHXircrcov 5s

this oration, professing to be the vuv JAEV 8toc TTJV TUJV Xoyiu'' u<p7][iiav

letter of Philip to the Athenians, gnai^ur eav 6' auto? i-> TOK itpot
I agree with those critics who ujjiok spYoi? fivytau, oto? vuv eattv

doubt or disbelievethegenuineness ev Tat;; OrcoayEascjiv, 03901X7] xal pa-
of this letter, and therefore I do 8iov TOV xa6' ai)Tou itoi^oErai Iitaivov.

not cite it. If Demosthene's had This oration was delivered ap-
had before him a letter so peremp- parently about the middle of Olymp.
tory and insolent in its tone, he 108, 3; some months after the con-

would have animadverted upon it quest of Thermopylae by Philip,
much more severely. 3 Demosth. De Pace, p. 62; Phi-

* .iEschines went on boasting lippic ii. p. 69.
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Olynthus, which must soon have occurred, diffused a lively
satisfaction at Athens, and tended for the time to counter-

vail the mortifying public results of her recent policy.
Master as he now was of Phokis, at the head of an ir-

The Am resistible force of Macedonians and Thebans,
phiktyonic Philip restored the Delphian temple to its in-

assembly is habitants ,
and convoked anew the Amphiktyo-convoked .

, i_- i i i i L n
anew. me assembly, which had not met since the seizure
Big

t

r "s ^ *ne temple by Philomelus. The Amphik-
against the tyons reassembled tinder feelings of vindictive

The
ki

are' antipathy against the Phokians, and of unqua-
exciuded lined, devotion to Philip. Their first vote was
from the to dispossess the Phokians of their place in the

and 'phili'p assembly as one of the twelve ancient Amphik-
is admitted

tyonic races, and to confer upon Philip the placein their *j. / T ^-i .
r *^ *..

place. and two votes (each of the twelve races had two

votes) thus left vacant. All the rights to which
the Phokians laid claim over the Delphian temple were

formally cancelled. All the towns in Phokis, twenty-two
in number, were dismantled and broken up into villages.
Abae alone was spared; being preserved by its ancient and
oracular temple of Apollo, and by the fact that its inhabit-

ants had taken no part in the spoliation of Delphi.
* No

village was allowed to contain more than fifty houses, nor
to be nearer to another than a minimum distance of one

furlong. Under such restriction, the Phokians were still

allowed to possess and cultivate their territory, with the

exception of a certain portion of the frontier transferred
to the Thebans

;

2 but they were required to pay to the Del-

phian temple an annual tribute of fifty talents, until the
wealth taken away should have been made good. The
horses of the Phokians were directed to be sold; their arms
were to be cast down the precipices of Parnassus, or burnt.
Such Phokians as had participated individually in the spo-
liation, were proclaimed accursed, and rendered liable to
arrest wherever they were found. 3

1 Pausanias, x. 3, 2. Leg. p. 385. ?).tuv TCOV -ciy<Lv xai
* This transfer to the Thebans is TtI)v7t6Xgcuvavatp3n. Demosthenes

n<rt mentioned by Diodorus, but causes this severe sentence of the
seems contained in the words of Amphiktyonic council to be read
Demosthengs (Fals. Leg. p. 386) to the Bikastery (Demosth. Fals.

Trj<;
T(Lv Otoxscuv x."Jp<; 6it6iv f)ou- Leg. p. 361). Unfortunately it lias

XOVTSI: compare p. 3FO. not been preserved.
* Diodor. xvi. 60; Demosth. Fals.
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By the same Amphiktyonic assembly, farther, the

Lacedaemonians, as having been allies of the Phokians,
were dispossessed of their franchise, that is, of their

right
to concur in the Amphiktyonic suffrage of the Dorian
nation. This vote probably emanated from the political

antipathies of the Argeians and Messenians. l

The sentence, rigorous as it is, pronounced by the

Amphiktyons against the Phokians, was merci- T
f i j -j.u e xi, -A- Eum and
ful as compared with some or the propositions wretched-

made in the assembly. The (Etaeans went so
p?

88
k?

f the

far as to propose, that all the Phokians of mili-

tary age should be cast down the precipice; and^Eschines
takes credit to himself for having induced the assembly to

hear their defence, and thereby preserved their lives. 2 But

though the terms of the sentence may have been thus

softened, we may be sure that the execution of it by The-

bans, Thessalians, and other foreigners quartered on the

country all bitter enemies of the Phokian name, and

giving vent to their antipathies under the mask of pious
indignation against sacrilege went far beyond the literal

terms in active cruelty. That the Phokians were stripped
and slain 3 that children were torn from their parents,
wives from their husbands, and the images of the gods
from their temples that Philip took for himself the lion's

share of the plunder andmoveable property all these are

facts naturally to be expected, as incidental to the violent

measure of breaking up the cities and scattering the in-

habitants. Of those, however, who had taken known part
in the spoliation of the temple, the greater number went
into exile withPhalaekus; and not they alone, but even all

such of the moderate and meritorious citizens as could find

means to emigrate.
4 Many of them obtained shelter at

Athens. The poorer Phokians remained at home by

1

Pausanias, x. 8, 2. solatium fuit, quod cum Philippus
2
.ZEschinSs, Fals. Leg. p. 47. c. 44. portlone pnedae socios fraudasset,

1
Justin, viii. 5. "Victi igitur nihil rerum suarum apud inimlcos

necessitate, pacta salute se dedi- viderunt."

derunt. Sed pactio ejus fidei fuit, Compare Demosthen. Fals. Leg.
cujus antea fuerat deprecati belli p. 360.

promissio. Igitur caeduntur passim *
JEschine's, Fals. Leg. p. 47. c.

rapiunturque : non liberi parentl- 44; Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 366;

bus, non conjuges maritis, non Demosthen. De Pace, p. 61. oti

deorum simulacra templis suis re- TOJ; (twxsojv tpuydSa? aibo|xev, &c.

liuquuntur. Unum tantum miseris
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necessity. But such was the destruction inflicted by the

conquerors, that even two or three years afterwards, when
Demosthenes and other Athenian envoys passed through
the country in their way to the Amphiktyonic meeting at

Delphi, they saw nothing but evidences of misery; old men,
women, and little children, without adults ruined houses,

impoverished villages, half-cultivated fields. 1 Well might
Demosthenes say that events more terrific and momentous
had never occurred in the Grecian world, either in his own
time or in that of his predecessors.

2

It was but two years since the conquest and ruin of

Olynthus, and of thirty-two Chalkidic Grecian
Irresistible .t i-j rj ji j
ascendency cities besides, had spread abroad everywhere
of Philip, the terrors and maiesty of Philip's name. But
He is named , ix j / J.-TI i i_ i

by the he was now exalted to a still higher pinnacle,
Amphik- by the destruction of the Phokians, the capture

siding
1"6

f Thermopylae, and the sight of a permanent
ceiebrator Macedonian garrison, occupying from hence-

Pythi
6
an forward Niksea and other places commanding

festival of the pass.
3 He was extolled as restorer of

the Amphiktyonic assembly, and as avenging
champion of the Delphian god, against the sacrilegious
Phokians. That he should have acquired possession of an
unassailable pass, dismissed the formidable force ofPhalse-

kus, and become master of the twenty-two Phokian cities,

all without striking a blow was accounted the most
wonderful of all his exploits. It strengthened more than
ever the prestige of his constant good fortune. Having
been now, by the vote of the Amphiktyons, invested with
the right of Amphiktyonic suffrage previously exercised

by the Phokians, he acquired a new Hellenic rank, with
increased facilities for encroachment and predominance in

1 Demosth.T'als. Leg.p. 361. Bsajxa may be reasonably referred to the

8eivov xoci. eXeeivov GTS Y<ip vuv ir.o- early part of that year, and the

p0&|l.l6a l AtXtpOUc'ig livdY- journey to Delphi was perhaps

Tirfi jv opav V)|MV ttdvTa -uauToi, oixia? undertaken for the spring meeting

xaTeaxaniASva?, ttXT
l

1cs P l^PTi!
A ^va >

^ tne Amphiktyonic council of

Xupav epri|Aov Tibv ev T^J rjXixia, f'i- that year; between two and three

vaia 6e xai iratSopia 6X170 xat r.pto- years after the destruction of the

P'JTO ovflpibrous oixTpO'j;, ou8' av Phokians by Philip.

et(; SOvout' ecpixeoQoci t<p Xoyip t<I>v z Deraosth. Fals. Leg. p. 361.

ixei xaxu)v viiv OVTUJV. ' Demostb. ad Philipp.Epistolam,
As this oration was delivered in p. 153. Ntxaiav p.sv '-ppoopa xaTe/uj*,

343-342 B.C., the adverb of time vuv &c.
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Hellenic affairs. Moreover, in the month of August 346

B.C., about two months after the surrender of Phokis to

Philip, the season recurring for celebrating the great

Pythian festival, after the usual interval of four years,
the Amphiktyons conferred upon Philip the signal honour
of nominating him president to celebrate this festival, in

conjunction with the Thebans and Thessalians; 1 an honor-

ary pre-eminence, which ranked among the loftiest aspira-
tions of ambitious Grecian despots, and which Jason of

Pherse had prepared to appropriate for himself twenty-four

years before, at the moment when he was assassinated. 2 It

was in vain that the Athenians, mortified and indignant at

the unexpected prostration of their hopes and the utter

ruin of their allies, refused to send deputies to the Am-
phiktyons affected even to disregard the assembly as

irregular and refrained from despatching their sacred

legation as usual, to sacrifice at the Pythian festival. 3

The Amphiktyonic vote did not the less pass; without the

concurrence, indeed, either of Athens or of Sparta, yet
with the hearty support not only of Thebans and Thes-

salians, but also of Argeians, Messenians, Arcadians, and
all those who counted upon Philip as a probable auxiliary

against their dangerous Spartan neighbour. 4 And when

envoys from Philip and from the Thessalians arrived at

Athens, notifying that he had been invested with the Am-
phiktyonic suffrage, and inviting the concurrence of Athens

Diodor. xvi. 60. TiQsvati 8s xtxi recognised presidents of the Isth-

tov otY<I>va T"JV riyQiiov OiXircirov mian festival. I cannot but think

(xsTtt BOIIOTUIV xccl 9iTTaX<I)-(, eta TO that Diodorus has been misled by

KoptvQiou? (jiSTcjyrjXv7i tol; 0). a confusion of these two festivals

xeijat e'n TO Qsiov itctpavO|xia?.
one with the other.

The reason here assigned by 2 Xenoph. Hellen. vi.

Diodorus, why the Amphiktyons J Demosth. IFals. Leg. p. 380 3P8,

placed the celebrationofthePythian OUTCO 8swa xal a/ETXia fjYoufisvuw
- - -

p<iaxovTa<;evidence 01 me iact excepi ims .a? TO'-ITOU? xai ^ a a xo K t > ^

passage. But the Corinthians were
'

A (X'JIXT'J ova? stvai, &c.

never invested with any authori- 4 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 61
;
Phi-

tative character in reference to the lippic ii. p. 68, 69,

Pythian festival. They were the
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in his reception, prudential considerations obliged the

Athenians, though against their feelings, to pass a vote of

concurrence. Even Demosthenes was afraid to break the
recent peace, however inglorious, and to draw upon
Athens a general Amphiktyonic war, headed by the king
of Macedon. J

Here then was a momentous political change doubly

G fatal to the Hellenic world : first, in the new
change position of Philip both as master of the keys
effected by of Greece and as recognised Amphiktyonic
this peace , -, .,, c j- i n
in Grecian leader, with means of direct access and influence
political even on the inmost cities of Peloponnesus; next,

in the lowered banner and uncovered frontier

of Athens, disgraced by the betrayal both of her Phokian
allies and of the general safety of Greece, and recompensed
only in so far as she regained her captives.

How came the Athenians to sanction a peace at once

HOW dishonourable and ruinous, yielding to Philip
Athens that important pass, the common rampart of

subscribe Attica and of Southern Greece, which he could
this <iis- never have carried in war at the point of the

peace-cor- sword? Doubtless the explanation of this pro-
ruption of ceeding is to be found, partly, in the general

r envoys.
state of ^e Athenian mind

; repugnance to

military cost and effort sickness and shame at their past
war with Philip alarm from the prodigious success of his

arms and pressing anxiety to recover the captives taken
at Olynthus. But the feelings here noticed, powerful as

they were, would not have ended in such a peace, had they
not been seconded by the deliberate dishonesty of ^Eschines
and a majority of his colleagues, who deceived their coun-

trymen with a tissue of false assurances as to the purposes
of Philip, and delayed their proceedings on the second

embassy in such manner that he was actually at Ther-

mopylae before the real danger of the pass was known at

Athens.

accuses JEschines of having been repugnance of the people, very easy
the only orator in the city who to understand, I conclude that the

spoke in favour of the proposition, decree must have passed ; since, if

there being a strong feeling in the it had been rejected, consequences
assembly and in th people against must have arisen which would havo
it. Demosthenes must have forgot- come to our knowledge.
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Making all just allowance for mistrust of Demosthenes
as a witness, there appears in the admissions

Demogthe .

of ^Eschines himself sufficient evidence of cor- nes and

ruption. His reply to Demosthenes, though ^*kto
successfully meeting some collateral aggrava- honesty and

lions, seldom touches, and never repels, the main ^a
ĝ j^ g

articles of impeachment against himself. The even from

dilatory measures of the second embassy the hl
'

8 own
e J.-L J.-L j. i i-i T>I--T admissions.

postponement of the oath-taking until .Philip
was within three days' march of Thermopylae the keeping
back of information about the danger of that pass, until

the Athenians were left without leisure for deliberating
on the conjuncture all these grave charges remain with-

out denial or justification. The refusal to depart at once
on the second embassy, and to go straight to Philip in

Thrace for the protection of Kersobleptes, is indeed ex-

plained, but in a manner which makes the case rather worse
than better. And the gravest matter of all the false

assurances given to the Athenian public respecting Philip's

purposes are plainly admitted by -32schines. l

In regard to these public assurances given by JEschi-

nes about Philip's intentions
, corrupt mendacity appears

to me the only supposition admissible. There is nothing,
even in his own account, to explain how he came to be be-

guiled into such flagrant misjudgement; while the hypo-
thesis of honest error is yet farther refuted by his own sub-

sequent conduct. "If (argues Demosthenes) ^Eschines had
been sincerely misled by Philip ,

so as to pledge his own

veracity and character to the truth of positive assurances

given
publicly before his countrymen, respecting Philip's

esigns then on finding that the result belied him, and
that he had fatally misled those whom he undertook to

guide, he -would be smitten with compunction ,
and would

in particular abominate the name of Philip as one who had

disgraced him and made him an unconscious instrument of

treachery. But the fact has been totally otherwise; imme-

diately after the peace, ^Eschines visited Philip to share
his triumph, and has been ever since his avowed partisan
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and advocate."^ Such conduct is inconsistent with the

supposition of honest mistake, and goes to prove what
the proceedings of the second embassy all bear out that
.<Eschines was the hired agent of Philip for deliberately de-

ceiving his countrymen with gross falsehood. Even as re-

ported by himself, the language of ^Eschines betokens his

ready surrender of Grecian freedom, and his recognition
of Philip as a master; for he gives not only his consent,
but his approbation ,

to the entry of Philip within Ther-

mopylae,
2
only exhorting him, when he comes there, to act

against Thebes and in defence of the Boeotian cities. This,
in an Athenian envoy, argues a blindness little short of

treason. The irreparable misfortune, both for Athens and
for free Greece generally, was to bring Philip within Ther-

mopylae, with power sufficient to put down Thebes and re-

constitute Boeotia even if it could have been made sure
that such would be the first employment of his power. The
same negotiator, who had begun his mission by the pre-

posterous flourish of calling upon Philip to give up Amphi-
polis, ended by treacherously handing over to him a new
conquest which he could not otherwise have acquired.

Thermopylae, betrayed once before by Ephialtes the Ha-
lian to Xerxes

,
was now betrayed a second time by the

Athenian envoys to an extra-Hellenic power yet more for-

midable.

of the Athenian partisans of Philip,
whose soldiers were in possession
of their country.
The reason why some of them

appeared in his favour is also ex-

plained by JEschines himself, when
he states that he had pleaded for

them before the Amphiktyonic as-

sembly, and had obtained for them
a mitigation of that extreme pen-

alty which their most violent en-

emies urged against them. To
captives at the mercy of their

opponents, such an interference

might well appear deserving of

gratitude; quite apart from the

question, how far .iEschinfis as

envoy, by his previous communi-
cations to the Athenian people,
had contributed to betray Thermo-

pylae and the Phokians to Philip.

1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 373, 374.

I translate the substance of the

argument, not the words.
1
JEschings, Fals. Leg. p. 43. c. 36.

In rebutting the charge against
him of having betrayed the Phoki-
ans to Philip, ./Eschinfis (Fals. Leg.
p. 46, 47) dwells upon the circum-

stance, that none of the Phokian
exiles appeared to assist in the

accusation, and that some three
or four Phokians and Boeotians

(whom he calls by name) were

ready to appear as witnesses in

his favour.

The reason why none of them
appeared against him appears to

me sufficiently explained by Demo-
sthenes. The Phokians were in a

state far too prostrate and terror-

stricken to incur new enmities, or

to come forward aa accusers of one
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The ruinous peace of 346 B.C. was thus brought upon
Athens not simply by mistaken impulses of her This dis-

own, but also by the corruption of JEschines and
pJace^was

the major part of her envoys. Demosthenes brought

had certainly no hand in the result. He stood Athens by
in decided opposition to the majority of the the cor-

envoys: a fact manifest as well from his own her'own
'

assurances, as from the complaints vented envoys,

against him, as a colleague insupportably troublesome,

by ^Eschines. Demosthenes affirms too, that after fruitless

opposition to the policy of the majority, he tried to make
known their misconduct to his countrymen at home both

by personal return and by letter; and that in both cases his

attempts were frustrated. Whether he did all that he
could towards this object, cannot be determined; but we
find no proof of any shortcoming. The only point upon
which Demosthenes appears open to censure, is, on his

omission to protest emphatically during the debates of the

month Elaphebolion at Athens, when the Phokians were
first practically excluded from the treaty. I discover no
other fault established on probable grounds against him,
amidst the multifarious accusations, chiefly personal and

foreign to the main issue, preferred by his opponent.
Respecting Philokrates the actual mover, in the

Athenian assembly, of all the important resolu- T
,. J,' . ,

, ,f. Impeach-
tions tending to bring about this peace we ment and

learn', that being impeached by Hyperides l not cpndemna-
''
f .

-,

&
,

r
, . T ~ J

A fi
1

..i , tion of

long afterwards, he retired from Athens without Phiio-

standing trial, and was condemned in his absence. krates.

Both he and ^Eschines (so Demosthenes asserts) had re-

ceived from Philip bribes and grants out of the spoils of

Olynthus ;
and Philokrates, especially, displayed his newly-

acquired wealth at Athens with impudent ostentation. -

These are allegations in themselves probable, though

1 Demosth. Fals.Leg. p. 376. This having made his accusation very
impeachment is alluded to by special. Having set forth the ex-

Hyperides himself in his oration press words of the decree proposed
in defence of Euxenippus, recently and carried in the public asseml ly
discovered in an Egyptian papyrus, by Philokrates, he denounces the

and edited by Mr. Churchill Bab- decree as mischievous to the

ington, along with fragments from people, and the proposer as having
another oration of Hyperides (Cam- been bribed.

bridge, 1853, p. 13). Hyperidfis > Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 375, 376,

takes some credit to himself for 377, 386.
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coming from apolitical rival. The peace,having disappointed
every one's hopes, came speedily to be regarded with shame
and regret, of which Philokrates bore the brunt as its chief
author. Both JEschines and Demosthenes sought to cast

upon each other the imputation of confederacy with Phi-
lokrates.

The pious feeling of Diodorus leads him to describe,
Miserable with peculiar seriousness, the divine judgements
death of ail wnich fell on all those concerned in despoilincrconcerned ,, -p. , , .

, , T>I i i -n i
-

in the spo- the Delphian temple, Phalaekus, with his mer-
1
i
ati n

,
of cenaries out of Phokis, retired first into Pelo-

phlan*

"

ponnesus; from thence seeking to cross to Ta-
tempie. rentum, he was forced back when actually on

shipboard by a mutiny of his soldiers, and passed into Krete.
Herehetook service with the inhabitants ofKnossus against
those of Lyktus. Over the latter he gained a victory, and
their city was only rescued from him by the unexpected
arrival of the Spartan king Archidamus. That prince, re-

cently the auxiliary of Phalsekus in Phokis, was now on
his way across the sea towards Tarentum

,
near which city

he was slain a few years afterwards. Phalsekus, repulsed
from Lyktus, next laid siege to Kydonia, and was bringing
up engines to batter the walls, when a storm of thunder
and lightning arose, so violent that his engines "were burnt

by the divine fire,"
1 and he himself with several soldiers

perished in trying to extinguish the flames. His remaining
army passed into Peloponnesus, where they embraced the
cause of someEleian exiles against the government ofElis;
but were vanquished , compelled to surrender, and either

sold into slavery or put to death. 2 Even the wives of the
Phokian leaders, who had adorned themselves with some
of the sacred donatives out of the Delphian temple, were
visited with the like extremity of suffering. And while
the gods dealt thus rigorously with the authors of the sa-

crilege, they exhibited favour no less manifest towards their

champion Philip , whom they exalted more and more
towards the pinnacle of honour and dominion. 3

1 Diodor. xvi. 63. O-o TOO Gelou majestas vindicata sit."

itop&c xatecp).x97)trav, <&c. Some of these mercenaries, how-
1 Diodor. xvi. 61, 62, 63. ever, who had been employed in
' Diodor. xvi. 64; Justin, viii. 2. Phokis, perished in Sicily in the-

"Dignum itaque qui a Diis pro- service of Timoleon as has been
ximus habeatur, per quern Deorum already related.
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CHAPTER XC.

FROM THE PEACE OP 346 B.C., TO THE BATTLE OP
CHJCEONEIA AND THE DEATH OF PHILIP.

I HAVE described in my last chapter the conclusion of the

Sacred War, and the re-establishment of the Position of

Amphiktyonic assembly by Philip; together with
P

,
hiliP af

.
ter

iij-T. < i_i_ the conclu-
the dishonourable peace of 346 B.C., whereby Sion of the

Athens, after a war feeble in management and SacredWar.

inglorious in result, was betrayed by the treachery of her
own envoys into the abandonment of the pass of Thermo-

pylae a new sacrifice, not required by her actual position,
and more fatal to her future security than any of the pre-
vious losses. This important pass, the key of Greece, had
now come into possession of Philip, who occupied it, to-

gether with the Phokian territory, by a permanent garrison
of his own troops.

* The Amphiktyonic assembly had be-

come an instrument for his exaltation. Both Thebans and
Thessalians were devoted to his interest; rejoicing in the
ruin of their common enemies the Phokians, without reflect-

ing on the more formidable power now established on
their frontiers. Though the power of Thebes had been

positively increased by regaining Orchomenus and Koro-
neia, yet, comparatively speaking, the new position of

Philip brought upon her, as well as upon Athens and the
rest of Greece, a degradation and extraneous mastery such
as had never before been endured. 2

This new position of Philip, as champion of the Am-
phiktyonic assembly, and within the line of com- sentimenis
mon Grecian defence, was profoundly felt by De- of Demo-

mosthenes. A short time after the surrender reoom
6
-

8~he

of Thermopylae, when the Thessalian and Mace- mends ac-

donian envoys had arrived at Athens, announ- jYVhe
6" 06

cingtherecentdeterminationoftheAmphiktyons peace, and

to confer upon Philip the place in that assembly
fromwhence thePhokians had been just expelled,
concurrence of Athens in this vote was invited; y

l

of
but the Athenians, mortified and exasperated Philip.

1 Demosth. Philipp. iii. p. 119. xxo|Aiij#at, xdtXXtaTa -ir.pif.-ii. i

1 Demosth. De Pace, p. 62. vuvi tit Tipojv xat 6o;av, oiajria-a, <fcc

fci 6ripaiot itpo? JASV 16 tr,v -/u>pa-'
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at the recent turn of events, were hardly disposed to

acquiesce. Here we find Demosthenes taking the cau-

tious side, and strongly advising compliance. He insists

upon the necessity of refraining from any measure cal-

culated to break the existing peace, however deplorable

may have been its conditions; and of giving no pretence
to the Amphiktyons for voting conjoint war against Athens,
to be executed by Philip.

4 These recommendations, pru-
dent under the circumstances, prove that Demosthenes,
though dissatisfied with the peace, was anxious to keep it

now that it was made; and that if he afterwards came to

renew his exhortations to war, this was owing to new en-

croachments and more menacing attitude on the part of

Philip.
We have other evidences, besides the Demosthenic

Sentiments speech just cited, to attest the effect of Philip's

t/s his**"
new Position on ^e Grecian mind. Shortly

letter to after the peace, and before the breaking up of
p

,

hilip 7-
his the Phokian towns into villages had been fully

of "rte
1On

s carried into detail, Isokrates published his letter
Hellenism, addressed to Philip the Oratio ad Philippum.
The purpose of this letter is, to invite Philip to reconcile

the four great cities of Greece Sparta, Athens, Thebes,
and Argos; to put himself at the head of their united force,
as well as of Greece generally ; and to invade Asia, for the

purpose of overthrowing the Persian empire, of liberating
the Asiatic Greeks, and of providing new homes for the

unsettled wanderers in Greece. The remarkable point
here is, that Isokrates puts the Hellenic world under sub-

ordination and pupilage to Philip, renouncing all idea of

it as a self-sustaining and self-regulating system. He ex-

tols Philip's exploits, good fortune, and power, above all

historical parallels treats him unequivocally as the chief

of Greece and only exhorts him to make as good use of

his power, as his ancestor Herakles had made in early
times. 2 He recommends him, by impartial and conciliatory
behaviour towards all, to acquire for himself the same de-

voted esteem among the Greeks as that which now prevailed

among his own Macedonian officers or as that which exist-

ed among the Lacedaemonians towards the Spartan kings.
3

Demosth. De Pace, p. 60, 61.
3 Isokrat. Or. v. ad Philipp. s. 91.

7
Isokrates, Or. v. ad Philipp. 8. ?T<XV o'j-io 8iot9/j; too<; "E).).r)va<;,

128-135. u>3iup 6pa; AaxsSai(xoviou<; Te npx
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Great and melancholy indeed is the change which had come
over the old age of Isokrates, since he published the Pane-

gyrical Oration (3 80 B.C. thirty-four years before), wherein
he invokes a united Pan-hellemc expedition against Asia,
under the joint guidance of the two Hellenic chiefs by land
and sea Sparta and Athens; and wherein he indignantly
denounces Sparta for having, at the peace of Antalkidas,
introduced for her own purposes a Persian rescript to im-

pose laws on the Grecian world. The prostration of Gre-
cian dignity, serious as it was, involved in the peace of

Antalkidas, was far less disgraceful than that recommended

by Isokrates towards Philip himself indeed personally of

Hellenic parentage, but a Macedonian or barbarian (as
Demosthenes 1 terms him) by power and position. As
jEschines, when employed in embassy from Athens to

Philip, thought that his principal duty consisted in trying
to persuade him by eloquence to restore Amphipolis to

Athens, and put down Thebes so Isokrates relies upon
his skilful pen to dispose the new chief to a good use of

imperial power to make him protector of Greece, and

conqueror of Asia. If copious and elegant flattery could
work such a miracle, Isokrates might hope for success.

But it is painful to note the increasing subservience, on
the part of estimable Athenian freemen like Isokrates, to

a foreign potentate; and the declining sentiment of Helle-

nic independence and dignity, conspicuous after the peace
of 346 B.C. in reference to Philip.

From Isokrates as well as from Demosthenes, we thus
obtain evidence of the imposing and intimida- pogjti n of

ting effect of Philip's name in Greece after the the Persian

peace of 346 B.C. Ochus, the Persian king, was ^fs

c

at this time embarrassed by unsubdued revolt measures

among his subjects; which Isokrates urges as voiters* /n"
one motive for Philip to attack him. Not only Phenicia

Egypt, but also Phenicia and Cyprus, were in
and Egypt>

revolt against the Persian king. One expedition (if not

two) on a large scale, undertaken by him for the purpose
of reconquering Egypt, had been disgracefully repulsed, in

consequence of the ability of the generals (Diophantus an
Athenian and Lamius a Spartan) who commanded the

TD'j? ioto-ribv Pa3t).jo(; I^OVTOH, TO 1

!)? to'JTtov, rjv eStXr,^? xoivo? a-aat
8' iTaipou? TOO? ao'j; icpo? oe Siaxsi- fsviaQ-u, Ac.

(AEVOU*;. "Eoti 8' ou xa^S7C v Tuy_siv
' Demosth. Philipp. iii. p. 118.

VOL. XI.
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Grecian mercenaries in the service of the Egyptian prince
Nektanebus. 1 About the time of the peace of 346 B.C. in

Greece, however, Ochus appears to have renewed with
better success his attack on Cyprus, Phenicia, and Egypt.
To reconquer Cyprus, he put in requisition the force of

the Karian prince Idrieus (brother and successor of Mau-
solus and Artemisia), at this time not only the most powerful
prince in Asia Minor, but also master of the Grecian
islands Chios, Kos, and Rhodes, probably by means of an
internal oligarchy in each, who ruled in his interest and

through his soldiers. 2 Idrieus sent to Cyprus a force of

40 triremes and 8000 mercenary troops, under the command
of the Athenian Phokion and of Evagoras, an exiled mem-
ber of the dynasty reigning at Salamis in the island. After
a long siege of Salamis itself, which was held against the

Persian king by Protagoras, probably another member of

the same dynasty and after extensive operations through-
out the rest of this rich island, affording copious plunder
to the soldiers, so as to attract numerous volunteers from
the mainland all Cyprus was again brought under the

Persian authority.
3

The Phenicians had revolted from Ochus at the same

Beconquest time as the Cypriots, and in concert withNekta-
?f

^kenicia
nebus prince of Egypt, from whom they received

perfidy 'of a reinforcement of 4000 Greek mercenaries
the si- under Mentor the Rhodian. Of the three great
prince Phenician cities, Sidon, Tyre, and Aradus
Tennes. eacn a separate political community, but ad-

ministering their common affairs at a joint town called

1

Isokrates, Or. v. Philipp. s. 118; in the latter half of 346 B.C. after

Diodor. xv. 40, 44, 48. Diodorus al- the peace.
ludes three several times to this Compare Demosth. De Bhod. Li-

repulse of Ochus from Egypt. Com- hertat. p. 121, an oration four years

pare Demosth. De Bhod. Libert, earlier.

p. 193. * Diodor. xvi. 42-46. In the In-

Trogus mentions three different scriptionNo. 87 of Boeckh's Corpus
expeditions of Ochus against Egypt Inscriptt., we find a decree passed

(Argument, ad Justin, lib. x.). by the Athenians recognising
1 Isokrates, Or. v. Philipp. s. 102. friendship and hospitality with the

"I(5ptea ft TOV euitopiOTatov tibv vuv Sidonian prince Strata from whom
itepi rijv ijicEipov, Ac. they seem to have received a do-

Demosth. De Pace, p. 63. TjfxeTi;
nation of ten talents. The note of

8j eu>|iv xat TOV Kapa -rac W,aou? date in this decree is not preserved;

xaTaXccufidtvsiv, Xiov xai Ktbv xal but M. Boeckh conceives it to date

'P68ov, Ac. An oration delivered between Olympiad 101-104.
'

.
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Tripolis, composed of three separate walled circuits, a

furlong apart from each other Sidon was at once the

oldest, the richest, and the greatest sufferer from Persian

oppression. Hence the Sidonian population, with their

prince Tennes, stood foremost in the revolt against Ochus,

employing their great wealth in hiring soldiers, preparing
arms, and accumulating every means of defence. In the first

outbreak they expelled the Persian garrison, seized and

punished some of the principal officers, and destroyed the

adjoining palace and park reserved for the satrap or king.

Having farther defeated the neighbouring satraps of

Kilikia and Syria, they strengthened the defences of the

city by triple ditches, heightened walls, and a fleet of 100

triremes and quinqueremes. Incensed at these proceedings,
Ochus marched with an immense force from Babylon. But
his means of corruption served him better than his arms.
The Sidonian prince Tennes, in combination with Mentor,
entered into private bargain with him, betrayed to him
first one hundred of the principal citizens, and next placed
the Persian army in possession of the city-walls. Ochus,

having slain the hundred citizens surrendered to him,

together with five hundred more who came to him with

boughs of supplication, intimated his purpose of taking

signal revenge on the Sidonians generally; who took the

desperate resolution, first of burning their fleet that no
one might escape next, of shutting themselves up with
their families, and setting fire each man to his own house.

In this deplorable conflagration 40,000 persons are said to

have perished; and such was the wealth destroyed, that

the privilege of searching the ruins was purchased for a

large sum of money. Instead of rewarding the traitor

Tennes, Ochus concluded the tragedy by putting him to

death, i

Flushed with this unexpected success, Ochus marched
with an immense force against Egypt. He had
in his army 10,000 Greeks: 6000 by requisition f

e<

Egypt
eS

from the Greek cities in Asia Minor; 3000 by
b? th? Per-

request from Argos; and 1000 from Thebes. 2 under Men-
To Athens and Sparta, he had sent a like request,

*or nd

but had received from both a courteous refusal.

> Diodor. xvi. 42, 43, 45. "Occisis * Diodor. xvi. 47; IsokratSs, Or.

optimatibua Sidona cepit Ochus" xii. Panathenaic. s. 171.

(Trogus, Argum. ad Justin, lib. x.).

B 2
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His army, Greek and Asiatic, the largest which Persia had
sent forth for many years, was distributed into three

divisions, each commanded by one Greek and one Persian

general; one of the three divisions was confided to Mentor
and the eunuch Bagoas, the two ablest servants of the

Persian king. The Egyptian prince Nektanebus, having
been long aware of the impending attack, had also as-

sembled a numerous force; not less than 20,000 mercenary
Greeks, with a far larger body of Egyptians and Libyans.
He had also taken special care to put the eastern branch
of the Nile, with the fortress of Pelusium at its mouth, in

a full state of defence. But these ample means of defence
were rendered unavailing, partly by his own unskilfulness

and incompetence, partly by the ability and cunning of

Mentor and Bagoas. Nektanebus was obliged to retire

into Ethiopia; all Egypt fell with little resistance into the

hands of the Persians; the fortified places capitulated
the temples were pillaged, with an immense booty to the
victors and even the sacred archives of the temples were
carried off, to be afterwards resold to the priests for an
additional sum of money. The wealthy territory of Egypt
again became a Persian province, under the satrap Phe-

rendates; while Ochus returned to Babylon, with a large
increase both of dominion and of reputation. The Greek
mercenaries were dismissed to return home, with an ample
harvest both of pay and plunder.

* They constituted in fact

the principal element of force on both sides; some Greeks
enabled the Persian king to subdue revolters,

2 while others

lent their strength to the revolters against him.

By this re-conquest of Phenicia and Egypt, Ochus re-

B.O. 346-344.
h'eved himself from that contempt into which he

Power of ha<^ fall611 through the failure of his former ex-

Mentor as pedition,
3 and even exalted the Persian empire

viceroy of *n f rce an<l credit to a point nearly as high as

the Asiatic it had ever occupied before. The Rhodian Men-

seTz'efTHer-
*or

>
an(^ ^e Persian Bagoas, both of whom had

meiau of distinguished themselves in the Egyptian cam-
Atarneua.

paign> became from this time among his most

1 Diodor. xvi. 47-61. Ley, Fata pauiXiioc ooyxaTotjTprfofxtOot, Ac.
et Conditio ^Egypti sub Begno Per- '

Isokrates, Or. iv. Philipp. e. 117,

earum, p. 25, 26. 121,160. Diodorus places the suc-
7
Isokrates, Or. iv. Philipp. s. 149. cessful expeditions of Ochus against

xai toiic 4<piaTa(A8voo? -trjs 'PX^c tj Phenicia and Egypt during the
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effective officers. Bagoas accompanied Ochus into the in-

terior provinces, retaining his full confidence : while Mentor,
rewarded with a sum of 100 talents, and loaded with Egyp-
tian plunder, was invested with the satrapy of the Asiatic

seaboard. > He here got together a considerable body of

Greek mercenaries, with whom he rendered signal service

to the Persian king. Though the whole coast was under-
stood to belong to the Persian empire, yet there were many
separate strong towns and positions, held by chiefs who
had their own military force; neither paying tribute nor

obeying orders. Among these chiefs, one of the most con-

spicuous was Hermeias, who resided in the stronghold of
Atarneus (on the mainland opposite to Lesbos), but had in

pay many troops and kept garrisons in many neighbouring
places. Though partially disabled by accidental injury in

childhood, 2 Hermeias was a man of singular energy and

ability, and had conquered for himself this dominion. But
what has contributed most to his celebrity, is, that he was
the attached friend and admirer of Aristotle; who passed
three years with him at Atarneus, after the death of Plato
in 348-347 B.C. and who has commemorated his merits in

a noble ode. By treachery and false promises, Mentor se-

duced Hermeias into an interview, seized his person, and

three years between 351-348 B.C.

(Diodor. xvi. 40-52). In my judge-

ment, they were not executed until

after the conclusion of the peace
between Philip and Athens in March
346 B.C.; they were probably brought
to a close in the two summers of

346-345 B.C. The Discourse or Letter

of Isokrates to Philip appears bet-

ter evidence on this point of chro-

nology, than the assertion ofDio-
dorus. The Discourse of Isokrates

was published shortly after the

peace of March 346 B.C., and ad-

dressed to a prince perfectly well

informed of all the public events

of his time. One of the main ar-

guments used by Isokrates to in-

duce Philip to attack the Persian

empire, is the weakness of Ochus
in consequence of Egypt and Phe-
nicia being still in revolt and un-
subduedand the contempt into

which Ochus had fallen from having
tried to reconquer Egypt and hav-

ing been ignominiously repulsed

dn-fjXOsv sxsiOsv (Ochus) oo IAOVOV TJT-

TT)9si<; dXXd xoti xtzTotYsXaaflsii;, xoei.

86?a? OUTS paaiXs'isiv OUTS <jTpatr)Yiv
ato; givai (a. 118) .... OOTUJ O9o6po

|X|jua7]|j.vG; xal xato^e^povTjixsvcn

utp' andvTcov UK ouSsic; TtiUTiote Ttbv

flaaiXs'JadvTtov (s. 160).

The reconquest of Egypt by
Ochus, with an immense army and
a large number of Greeks engaged
on both sides, must have been one
of the most impressive events of

the age. Diodorus may perhaps
have confounded the date of the

first expedition, wherein Ochug

failed, with that of the second,
wherein he succeeded.

1 Diodor. xvi. 50-52.

1
Strabo, xiv. p. 610. Suidas v.

Aristotelis QXipia? ex rcouSdi;.
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employed his signet-ring to send counterfeit orders whereby
he became master of Atarneus and all the remaining places
held by Hermeias. Thus

, by successful perfidy ,
Mentor

reduced the most vigorous of the independent chiefs on the

Asiatic coast; after which, by successive conquests of the

same kind, he at length brought the whole coast effectively
under Persian dominion. *

The peace between Philip and the Athenians lasted

without any formal renunciation on either side

tween PM- for more than six years; from March 346 B.C. to
HP and the beyond Midsummer 340 B.C. But though never

continued' formally renounced during that interval, it be-

came gradually more and more violated in prac-
tice by both parties. To furnish a consecutive

history of the events of these few years ,
is be-

yond our power. "We have nothing to guide us
but a few orations ofDemosthenes

;

2 which, while conveying
1 Diodorns places the appoint- taken in the conquest of Egypt.

ment of Mentor to the satrapy of The seizure of Hermeias by
the Asiatic coast, and his seizure Mentor must probably have taken

of Hermeias, in Olymp. 107, 4 (349- place about 343 B.C. The stay of

348 B.C.), immediately after the Aristotle with Hermeias will prob-

without
formal re-
nunciation
from 346-
340 B.C.

successful invasion of Egypt. ably have occupied the three years
But this date cannot be correct, between 347 and 344 B.C.

since Aristotle visited Hermeias Respecting the chronology of

at Atarneus after the death of these events, Mr. Clinton follows

Plato, and passed three years with Diodorus: Bohnecke dissents from
him from the archonship of Theo- him rightly, in my judgement
philus (348-347 B.C. Olymp. 108, 1), (Forschungen, p. 460-734, note),

in which year Plato died to the Bohnecke seems to think that the

archonship of Eubulus (345-344 B.C. person mentioned in Demosth.

Olymp. 108,4) (Vita Aristotelis ap. Philipp. iv. (p. 139, 140) as having
Dionys. Hal. Epist. ad Ammgeum, been seized and carried up prisoner
c. 6; Scriptt. Biographici, p. 397. to the king of Persia, accused of

ed. Westermann) ; Diogen. Laert. plotting with Philip measures of

v. 7. hostility against the latter is Her-
Here is another reason confirming meias. This is not in itself im-

the remark made in my former note, probable, but the authority of the

that Diodorus has placed the con- commentator Ulpian seems hardly

quest of Egypt by Ochus three or sufficient to warrant us in positively

four years too early; since the ap- asserting the identity,

poiutment of Mentor to the satrapy It is remarkable that Diodorus

of the Asiatic coast follows na- makes no mention of the peace of

turally and immediately after the 346 B.C. between Philip and tho

distinguished part which he had Athenians.
Delivered in

. . B.C. 344343
. . B.C. 343342

ib,

* Demosthenes, Philippic ii

De Halonneso, not genuine
De Falsa Legatione
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a lively idea of the feeling of the time, touch, by way
of allusion and as materials for reasoning , upon some few

facts; yet hardly enabling us to string together those facts

into an historical series. A brief sketch of the general
tendencies of this period is all that we can venture upon.

Philip was the great aggressor of the age. The move-
ment everywhere, in or near Greece, began ,

.., , . , -,,' ,1 , ,i Movements
with mm ,

and with those parties in the various and in-

cities
,
who acted on his instigation and looked pM"

68 of

up to him for support. We hear of his direct everywhere

intervention, or of the effects of his exciting throughout

suggestions, everywhere; in Peloponnesus, at

Ambrakia and Leukas, in Eubcea, and in Thrace. The in-

habitants ofMegalopolis, Messene and Argos, were solicit-

ing his presence in Peloponnesus, and his active coopera-
tion against Sparta. Philip intimated a purpose of going
there himself, and sent in the mean time soldiers and

money, with a formal injunction to Sparta that she must re-

nounce all pretension to Hessene. 1 He established a foot-

ing in Elis,
2 by furnishing troops to an oligarchical faction,

and enabling them to become masters of the government,
after a violent revolution. Connected probably with this

intervention in Elis, was his capture of the three Eleian

colonies, Pandosia, Bucheta, and Elateia, on the coast of

the Epirotic Kassopia, near the Gulf of Ambrakia. He
made over these three towns to his brother-in-law Alexan-

der, whom he exalted to be prince of the Epirotic Jklolos-

sians 3
deposing the reigning prince Arrhybas. He far-

ther attacked the two principal Grecian cities in that

region Ambrakia and Leukas; but herehe appears to have
failed. 4 Detachments of his troops showed themselves near

.ffischines, De Falsa, Legatione B.C. 343342
Demosthenes De Chersoneso B.C. 342341

Philipp. iii t&.

Philipp. iv B.C. 841340
ad Philipp. Epist B.C. 340339

1 Demosth. De Pace, p. 61; Phi- p. 84; Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 424-

lippic ii. p. 69. 435; Philippic iii. p. 117-120; Phi-

a Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 424; lippic iv. p. 133.

Pausan. iv. 28, 3. As these enterprises of Philip
*
Justin, viii. 6. Diodorus states against Ambrakia and Leukas are

that Alexander did not hecome not noticed in the second Philip-

prince until after the death of pic, but only in orations of later

Arrhybas (xvi. 72). date, we may perhaps presume
Pseudo-Demosth. DeHalonneso, that they did not take place till
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Hegara and Eretria, to the aid of philippising parties in

these cities and to the serious alarm of the Athenians.

Philip established more firmly his dominion over Thessaly,

distributing the country into four divisions, and planting
a garrison in Pherse, the city most disaffected to him. 1 "We
also read, that he again overran and subdued the Illyrian,
Dardanian ,

and Paeonian tribes on his northern and west-

ern boundary; capturing many of their towns, and bring-

ing back much spoil; and that he defeated the Thracian

prince Kersobleptes, to the great satisfaction of the Greek
cities on and near the Hellespont.

2 He is said farther to

have redistributed the population of Macedonia, transfer-

ring inhabitants from one town to another according as he
desired to favour or discourage residence to the great
misery and suffering of the families so removed. 3

Such was the exuberant activity of Philip ,
felt every-

, where from the coasts of the Propontis to those
Disunion of ,,,, T . ,., ^ ,1 r* -\r -n
the Grecian ot the Ionian sea and the Corinthian Gulf. Every
world no

year his power increased
;
while the cities of the

city re- Grecian world remained passive, uncombined,
cognised aruj without recognising any one of their own
as leader. , , , mP r.,. . . ,.number as leader. The philippising factions

were everywhere rising in arms or conspiring to seize the

governments for their own account under Philip's auspices;
while those who clung to free and popular Hellenism were

discouraged and thrown on the defensive. 4

It was Philip's policy to avoid or postpone any breach

Vi -lance
^ Peace w^ Athens

;
the only power under

and renew- whom Grecian combination against him was
ed warnings practicable. But a politician like Demosthenes
of Demo- j , ,

i xi -i ,

sthenes torcsaw clearly enough the coming absorption

Phnr
St ^^e Grecian world, Athens included, into the

dominion of Macedonia, unless some means could

after Olymp. 109, l=B.c. 344343. trajiciunt sic ille populoset urbes,
But this is not a very certain in- ut illi vel replenda vel derelin-
ference. quenda qusequae loca videbantur,

1 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 368, 424, ad libidinem suam transfert. Mi-
436; Philipp. iii. 117, 118. iv. p. seranda ubique facies et similis

133; De Corona, p. 324; Pseudo- excidio erat," Ac. Compare Livy,
Demosth. De Halonneso, p. 84. xl. 3, where similar proceedings
Compare Harpokration, v. Asxct- of Philip son of Demetrius (B.C.

6 *PXta - 182) are described.
J Diodor. xvi. 69, 71. See a striking passage in the
'
Justin, viii. 5, 6. "Beversus in fourth Philippic of Demosthenfs,

regnum, ut pecora pastores nunc p. 132.

in hybernos, nunc in sestivos saltus
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be found of reviving among its members a spirit of vigor-
ous and united defence. In or before the year 344 B.C.,

we find this orator again coming forward in the Athenian

assembly, persuading his countrymen to send a mission into

Peloponnesus ,
and going himself among the envoys.

' He
addressed both to the Messenians and Argeians emphatic
remonstrances on their devotion to Philip ; reminding them
that from excessive fear and antipathy towards Sparta, they
were betraying to him their own freedom, as well as that

of all their Hellenic brethren. 2 Though heard with appro-
bation, he does not flatter himself with having worked any
practical change in their views. 3 But it appears that en-

voys reached Athens (in 344-343 B.C.) to whom some an-

swer was required, and it is in suggesting that answer that

Demosthenes delivers his second Philippic. He denounces

Philip anew, as an aggressor stretching his power on every
side, violating the peace with Athens, and preparing ruin

for the Grecian world. 4 Without advising immediate war,
he calls on the Athenians to keep watch and ward, and to

organise defensive alliance among the Greeks generally.
The activity of Athens, unfortunately, was shown in

nothing but words; to set off against the vigor- Mission of

ous deeds of Philip. But they were words of 2Sb
Demosthenes, the force of which was felt by Philip-

Philip's partisans in Greece, and occasioned such ^nt^f"

annoyance to Philip himself that he sent to proposed
Athens more than once envoys and letters of J^e^t
remonstrance. His envoy, an eloquent Byzan- peace-
tine named Python, 5 addressed the Athenian a|."g S

8

fon8

assembly nvith much success, complaining of upon them.

the calumnies of the orators against Philip asserting
1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 252. Dionysius Hal. (ad Ammsenm,, p,
1 Demosth. Philipp. ii. p. 71, 72. 737) states that they came out of

Demosthenes himself reports to the P eloponnesus.
Athenian assembly (in 344-343 B.C.) I cannot bring myself to believe,
what he had said to the Messeuians on the authority of Libanius, that
and Argeians. there were any envoys present

1 Demosth. Philipp. ii. p. 72. from Philip. The tenor of the dis-
4 Demosth. Philipp. ii. p. 66-72. course appears to contradict that

Who these envoys were, or from supposition.
whence they came, does not appear 5 Pseudo - Demosth. De Halon-
from the oration. Libanius in his neso, p. 81, 82. Winiewski (Corn-
argument says that they had come rnent. Histor. in Demosth. De Co-

jointly from Philip, from the Ar- rona, p. 140) thinks that the embassy
geians, and from the Messenians. of Python to Athens is the very
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emphatically that Philip was animated with the best

sentiments towards Athens
,
and desired only to have an

opportunity of rendering service to her and offering to

review and amend the terms of the late peace. Such gen-
eral assurances of friendship, given with eloquence and

emphasis, produced considerable effect in the Athenian as-

sembly, as they had done from the mouth of ^Eschines

duriugthediscussions on the peace. The proposal ofPython
was taken up by the Athenians, and two amendments were

proposed. 1. Instead of the existing words of the peace
"That each party should have what they actually had" it

was moved to substitute this phrase "That each party
should have their own." 1 2. That not merely the allies of

Athens and of Philip, but also all the other Greeks, should
be included in the peace ;

That all of them should remain
free and autonomous

;
That if any of them were attacked,

the parties to the treaty on both sides would lend them
armed assistance forthwith. 3. That Philip should be re-

quired to make restitution of those places, Doriskus, Ser-

reium, &c., which he had captured from Kersobleptes after

the day when peace was sworn at Athens.
The first amendment appears to have been moved by

a citizen named Hegesippus, a strenuous anti-philippising

politician, supporting the same views as Demosthenes.

Python, with the other envoys of Philip, present in the

assembly, either accepted these amendments, or at least

did not protest against them. He partook of the public

hospitality of the city as upon an understanding mutually
settled. 2 Hegesippus with other Athenians was sent to

Macedonia to procure the ratification of Philip ;
who ad-

mitted the justice of the second amendment, offered arbi-

tration respecting the third
,
but refused to ratify the first

disavowing both the general proposition and the subse-

quent acceptance of his envoys at Athens. 3 Moreover he

embassy to which the second Phi- ofjioXoyeitat oixatov etm, ix.a.-i-

lippic of Demosthen&s provides or poui; iysiv Ta iauTtbv, B|ifpi;j3 rr
introduces a reply. I agree with ~zi (Philip) p.rj SsSujxivai., (iTjSi TO'J?

Bohnecke in regarding this sup- r.pirfi(.sta.ut' elpr,xvafr:po;u(jL5q,(Sc.

position as improbable. Compare Demosth. Fals. Leg. p.
1 Pseudo -Demosth. De Halon- 398.

neso, p. 81. [Ispi 6s TTJ? gipr^vi;?, TJV
* Pseudo - Demosth. De Halon-

ISooav T]|AIV oi itpssfUn; oi neso, p. 81. See Ulpian ad Demosth.

itap'ixeivo'jrcsiAtptye'JTEs gitav- Fals . Leg. p. 364.

Op9<i> ffaoSeti, ?tt EitT)vu>p9u>-
' Pseudo -Demosth. De Halon-

<jd|isfla, rcapa rcaatv dvOiiu-oii; neso, p. 81, 4, 85. a|xfifff)T]TSt JXT)
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displayed great harshness in the reception of Hegesippus
and his colleagues; banishing from Macedonia the Athe-
nian poot Xenokleides, for having shown hospitality to-

wards them. 1 The original treaty therefore remained
unaltered.

Hegesippus and his colleagues had gone to Macedonia,
not simply to present for Philip's acceptance B.C. 343.

the two amendments just indicated, but also to Dispute

demand from him the restoration of the little H aion-

island of Halonnesus (near Skiathos), which he nesus.

had taken since the peace. Philip denied that the island

belonged to the Athenians, or that they had any right to

make such a demand; affirming that he had taken it, not

from them, but from a pirate named Sostratus, who was

endangering the navigation of the neighbouring sea and
that it now belonged to him. If the Athenians disputed
this, he offered to submit the question to arbitration; to

restore the island to Athens, should the arbitrators decide

against him or to give it to her, even should they decide

in his favour. 2

Since we know that Philip treated Hegesippus and
the other envoys with peculiar harshness, it is The Athe-

probable that the diplomatic argument between nians

ft. T- j. TT i n iu refuse to

them, about Halonnesus as well as about other accept

matters, was conducted with angry feeling on cession of

,,,.,' TT . , , . -P J,, ,, , Halonnesus
both sides. Hence an island, in itselt small and as a favour,

insignificant, became the subject of prolonged claiming

altercation for two or three years. When Hege- of
S

jt as
10

sippus and Demosthenes maintained that Philip
their ght -

SsSuoxsvctt (Philip contends that he sented. But in my judgement it

never tendered the terms of peace was no construction of the original
for amendment) (xr^Ss TOO; rpsajk 1 ? treaty, nor was there any sophistry
TOUT" elprjxsvcH r po? 6[x5? on the part of Athens. It was an
TOUTO 5s to sicavop'Joujxa (the second amended clause, presented by the

amendment) 6|ioXoY<iv ev T^ SKI- Athenians in place of the original.

aToX'jjjiusoxoUi-s, Sixaiov T" eivcti xai They never affirmed that the

8ltcr9aij Ac. amended clause meant the same
1 Hegesippus was much de- thing as the clause prior to amend-

nounced by the philippising orators ment. On the contrary, they imply
at Athens (Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. that the meaning ia not the same

364). His embassy to Philip has and it is on that ground that

been treated by some authors as they submit the amended form of

enforcing a "grossly sophistical words.
construction of an article in the 2 Compare Pseudo-Demosth. De
peace," which Philip justly re- Halonneso, p. 77, and the Epistola
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had wronged the Athenians about Halonnesus, and that

it could only be received from him in restitution of rightful
Athenian ownership, not as a giftpropriomotu JEschines

and others treated the question with derision, as a contro-

versy about syllables.
* "Philip (they said) offers to give

us Halonnesus. Let us take it and set the question at rest.

What need to care whether he gives it to us, or gives it

back to us?" The comic writers made various jests on the

same verbal distinction, as though it were a mere silly

subtlety. But though party-orators and wits might here
find a point to turn or a sarcasm to place, it is certain

that well-conducted diplomacy, modern as well as ancient,
has been always careful to note the distinction as important.
The question here had no reference to capture during
war, but during peace. No modern diplomatist will accept
restitution of what has been unlawfully taken, if he is called

upon to recognise it as gratuitous cession from the captor.
The plea of Philip that he had taken the island, not from

Athens, but from the pirate Sostratus was not a valid

excuse, assuming that the island really belonged to Athens.
If Sostratus had committed piratical damage, Philip ought
to have applied to Athens for redress, which he evidently
did not do. It was only in case of redress being refused,
that he could be entitled to right himself by force; and
even then, it may be doubted whether his taking of the
island could give him any right to it against Athens. The
Athenians refused his proposition of arbitration; partly
because they were satisfied of their own right to the island

partly because they were jealous of admitting Philip
to any recognised right of interference with their insular

ascendency.
2

Halonnesus remained under garrison byPhilip, forming
Haionnesua one among many topics of angry communication
taken and by letters and by envoys, between him and
letaken .

J
. , . ., . ', ,.

J '
, .

reprisals Athens until at length (seemingly about 341
between B c \ ^e inhabitants of the neighbouring island
Philip and c 4, i -, a> i

the Athe- ot Peparethus retook it and carried off his
nians.

garrison. Upon this proceeding Philip addressed

Philippi, p. 162. The former says, Philip's letter agrees as to thp

IXeys 6s xal irpo? ujAai; TOIO'JT&'JC X6- main facts.

fOtK) 8tt p6 a&rbv titpt ofiio-
* JEschines adv. Ktesiph. p. 65. c

oaiisv, (b; Xiga-ii; acpgXofxz^oc TOCJTTJV 80. ictpi o'AXs^uw 6i7:p-po|j.s-;o, Ac

T7)v vrjiov xTr,aaiTO, xol Tipony^eiv
2 Pseudo -Pemosth. De Halou-

OUTTJV taoToii stvcti. neso, p. 78.80.
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several remonstrances, both to the Peparethians and to the

Athenians. Obtaining no redress, he attacked Peparethus,
and took severe revenge upon the inhabitants. The Athe-
nians then ordered their admiral to make reprisals upon
him, so that the war, though not yet actually declared, was

approaching nearer and nearer towards renewal. 1

But it was not only in Halonnesus that Athens found
herself beset by Philip and the philippising Movements
factions. Even her own frontier on the side .

f ^J11"'

towards Boeotia now required constant watching, fa^ons
since the Thebans had been relieved from their

*_* ^Q^
ara

Phokian enemies; so that she was obliged to _at

keep garrisons of hoplites at Drymus and Eretria-

Panaktum. 2 In Megara an insurgent party under Perilaus

had laid plans for seizing the city through the aid of a

body of Philip's troops, which could easily be sent from
the Macedonian army now occupying Phokis, by sea to

Pegse, the Megarian port on the Krisssean Gulf. Apprised
of this conspiracy, the Megarian government solicited aid

from Athens. Phokion, conducting the Athenian hoplites
to Megara with the utmost celerity, assured the safety of

the city, and at the same time re-established the Long
Walls to Nissea, so as to render it always accessible to

Athenians by sea. 3 In Euboea, the cities of Oreus and
Eretria fell into the hands of the philippising leaders, and
became hostile to Athens. In Oreus, the greater part of

the citizens were persuaded to second the views of Philip's
chief adherent Philistides; who prevailed on them to silence

the remonstrances, and imprison the person, of the opposing
leader Euphrseus, as a disturber of the public peace. Phi-
listides then, watching his opportunity, procured the

introduction of a body of Macedonian troops, by means of

1 Epistol. Philipp. ap. Demosth. any one particular outmarch to

p. 162. The oration of Pseudo- these places, but a standing guard
Demosthenes De Halonneso is a kept there since the exposure of

discourse addressed to the people the northern frontier of Attica

on one of these epistolary com- after the peace. For the great im-

munications of Philip, brought by portance of Panaktum, as a frontier

some envoys who had also ad- position between Athens and The-

dressed the people viva voce. The bes, see Thucydides, v. 35, 36, 39.

letter of Philip adverted to several " Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 368,435,
other topics besides, but that of 446, 448; Philippic iv. p. 133; De
Halonnesus came first. Corona, p. 324

; Plutarch, Phokion,
2 Demosth. Fals. Leg. p. 446. I c. 16.

take these words to denotei not
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whom he assured to himself the rule of the city as Philip's

instrument; while Euphrseus, agonised with grief and

alarm, slew himself in prison. At Eretria, Kleitarchus

with others carried on the like conspiracy. Having expelled
their principal opponents, and refused admission to Athe-
nian envoys, they procured 1000 Macedonian troops under

Hipponikus ; they thus masteredEretria itself, and destroyed
the fortified seaport called Porthmus, in order to break the

easy communication with Athens. Oreus andEretriaare re-

presented by Demosthenes as suffering miserable oppression
under these two despots, Philistides and Kleitarchus. 1

On the other hand, Chalkis, the chief city in Eubcea, appears
to have been still free, and leaning to Athens rather than
to Philip, under the predominant influence of a leading
citizen named Kallias.

At this time, it appears, Philip was personally occupied

B c. 342-341. with operations in Thrace, where he passed at

Philip in least eleven months, and probably more, 2 leav-
Thrace

in nr the. management of affairs in Euboea to his
disputes , P -,-,, i . n ml , f-r
about the commanders in Jrhokis and Ihessaly. lie was
Bosphorus now seemingly preparing his schemes for
and Hel- . ., .

J r
,

r
, ,-, . P ,, 17,

lespont mastering the important outlets irom the Euxme
Diopeithes into the J^gean the Bosphorus and Hellespontcommander j , ,

R . ., - r
,-,

for Athens and the breek cities on those coasts. Upon
in the these straits depended the main supply ofim-
Chersonese. L 3 f

"
, , -, -,

rr J
, , ,

Philip ported corn for Athens and a large part or the
takes part Grecian world; and hence the great value of the
with the . ,i c ,i rii
Kardians Athenian possession of the Chersonese.
a8ainst Respecting this peninsula, angry disputes
Athens. m xii x^
Hostile now arose. To protect her settlers there estab-
coiiisions lished, Athens had sent Diopeithes with a body
p?aints

m"

f mercenaries unprovided with pay, however,
against and left to levy contributions where they could

;

1 "'
while Philip had taken under his protection and

garrisoned Kardia a city situated within the peninsula
near its isthmus, but ill-disposed to Athens, asserting

1 The general state of things, as -De Chersoneso, p. 98, 99, 104
;

here given, at Oreus and Eretria, Philipp. iii. p. 112, 115, 125, 126.

existed at the time when Demo- 6ou),euou3iY l
JLO[5

'

rlT '-)
(
JLS '' 01

gthenes delivered his two orations xat <jTpepXouu.evoi (the people of

the third Philippic and the ora- Eretria under Kleitarchus, p. 128).

tion on the Chersonese ;
in the * Demosth. De Chersoneso, p. 99.

late spring and summer of 341 B.C.
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independenceandadmittedatthepeaceof 346B.c.,by^Eschi-
nes and the Athenian envoys, as an ally of Philip to take

part in the peace-oaths.
J In conjunction with the Kardi-

ans, Philip had appropriated and distributed lands which
the Athenian settlers affirmed to be theirs; and when they
complained he insisted that they should deal with Kardia
as an independent city, by reference to arbitration. 2 This

they refused, though their envoy ^Eschines had recognised
Kardia as an independent ally of Philip when the peace
was sworn.

Here was a state of conflicting pretensions out of which
hostilities were sure to grow. The Macedonian troops
overran the Chersonese, while Diopeithes on his side made
excursions out of the peninsula, invading portions of Thrace

subject to Philip; who sent letters of remonstrance to

Athens. 3 While thus complaining at Athens, Philip was
at the same time pushing his conquests in Thrace against
the Thracian princes Kersobleptes, Teres, and Sitalkes,

4

upon whom the honorary grant ofAthenian citizenship had
been conferred.

The complaints of Philip, and the speeches of his

partisans at Athens, raised a strong feeling ACCU-

against Diopeithes at Athens, so that the people satipns

seemed disposed to recall and punish him. It Dlopefthis
is against this step that Demosthenes protests

* Athens,

in his speech on the Chersonese. Both that
phiiip

6
-

speech, and his third Philippic were delivered pising

in 341-340 B.C.; seemingly in the last half of ?m~
341 B.C. In both, he resumes that energetic sthenes

and uncompromising tone of hostility towards h^
ds

Philip, which had characterized the first Philip- speech on

pic and the Olynthiacs. He calls upon his coun-
gone^e,

6'"

trymen not only to sustain Diopeithes, but also and third

to renew the war vigorously against Philip in
PhlllPP 10-

every other way. Philip (he says), while pretending in words
to keep the peace, had long ago broken it by acts, and by
aggressions in numberless quarters. If Athens chose to imi-

tate him by keeping the peace in name, let her do so; but
at any rate, let her imitate him also by prosecuting a

1 Demoslh. oont.Aristokrat. p. 677;
* Demosth. De Chersonese, p. 93

;

De Fals. Leg. p. 396; De Chersonese, Pseudo-Demosth. De Halonneso,
p. 104, 105. p. 87; Epistol. Philipp. ap. De-

1 Pseudo-Demosth. De Halonneso, mosth. p. 161.

p. 87. Epistol. Philipp. 1. c.
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strenuous war in reality.* Chersonesus, the ancient pos-
session of Athens, could be protected only by encouraging
and reinforcing Diopeithes; Byzantium also was sure to

become the next object of Philip's attack, and ought to be

preserved, as essential to the interests of Athens, though
hitherto the Byzantines had been disaffected towards her.

But even these interests, important as they were, must be
viewed only as parts of a still more important whole. The
IJellenic world altogether was in imminent danger;

2 over-

ridden by Philip's prodigious military force; torn in pieces

by local factions leaning upon his support; and sinking

every day into degradation more irrecoverable. There
was no hope of rescue for the Hellenic name except from
the energetic and well-directed military action of Athens.
She must stand forth in all her might and resolution; her
citizens must serve in person, pay direct taxes readily,
and forego for the time their festival-fund; when they had
thus shown themselves ready to bear the real pinch and

hardship of the contest, then let them send round envoys to

invoke the aid of other Greeks against the common enemy. 3

Such, in its general tone, is the striking harangue
B.C. 341-340. known as the third Philippic. It appears that

increased the Athenians were now coming round more
influence {J^Q harmony with Demosthenes than they had
of Demo- ,

'
f mi -. >.,,

sthenes at ever been betore. They perceived what the
Athens- orator had long ago pointed out that PhilipAthenian i p

r
.

expedition wenton pushing irom one acquisition to another,
sent upon an(j became only the more dangerous in pro-
his motion , ii_ mi
to Eubcsa portion as others were quiescent. They were
Oreus really alarmed for the safety of the two import-

and Eretria , f a. TT n j. j T> i

are liber- ant positions ot the Hellespont and Bosphorus.
ated, and From this time to the battle of Chseroneia,
detached* the positive influence of Demosthenes in deter-
from mining the proceedings of his countrymen, be-

comes very considerable. He had already been

employed several times as envoy to Peloponnesus (344-
343 B.C.), to Ambrakia, Leukas, Korkyra, the Illyrians, and

Thessaly. He now moved, first a mission of envoys to

Euboea, where a plan of operations was probably concerted
with Kallias and the Chalkidians and subsequently, the

despatch of a military force to the same island, against
1
Philippic iii. p. 112. *

Philippic iii. p. 118. 119.
'
Philippic iii. p. 129, 130.
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Oreus and Eretria. 1 This expedition, commanded by
Phokion, was successful. Oreus and Eretria were liber-

ated; Kleitarchus and Philistides, with the Macedonian

troops, were expelled from the island, though both in vain

tried to propitiate Athens. 2 Kallias also, with the Chalki-

dians of Eubcea, and the Megarians, contributed as auxili-

aries to this success. 3 On his proposition, supported by
Demosthenes, the attendance and tribute from deputies of

the Euboic cities to the synod atAthens,were renounced
;
and

iu place of it was constituted an Euboic synod, sitting at

Chalkis; independent of, yet allied with, Athens. 4 In this

Euboic synod Kallias was the leading man; forward both
&s a partisan of Athens and as an enemy of Philip. He
pushed his attack beyond the limits of Eubrea to the Gulf
of Pagasae, from whence probably came the Macedonian

troops who had formed the garrison of Oreus under Phili-

stides. He here captured several of the towns allied with
or garrisoned by Philip ; together with various Macedonian

vessels, the crews of which he sold as slaves. For these

successes the Athenians awarded to him a public vote of

thanks. & He also employed himself (during the autumn
and winter of 341-340 B.C.) in travelling as missionary

through Peloponnesus, to organise a confederacy against

Philip. In that mission he strenuously urged the cities

to send deputies to a congress at Athens, in the ensuing
month Anthesterion (February), 340 B.C. But though he
made flattering announcement at Athens of concurrence
and support promised to him, the projected congress came
to nothing.

6

1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 252. JEschinSs gives here a long de-
* Diodor. xvi. 74. tail of allegations, about the cor-

Stephanus Byz. v. '2pso?. rupt intrigues between Demo-
4
.aSschinesadv.Ktesiphont. p. 67, sthengs and Kallias at Athens.

08. .ffischinSs greatly stigmatises Many of these allegations are im-
Demosthenes for having deprived possible to reconcile with what
the Athenian synod of these im- we know of the course of history
portant members. But the Euboaan at the time. "We must recollect

members certainly had not been that JEschines makes the statement

productive of any good to Athens eleven years after the events.

by their attendance, real or nominal,
5 Epistol. Philipp. ap. Demosth.

at her synod, for some years past. p. 159.

The formation of a free Euboic 6 -^schines adv. Ktesiph. 1. c.

synod probably afforded the best JEschines here specifies the month,
chance of ensuring real harmony but not the year. It appears to
between the island and Athena.

VOL. XI. 3
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"While the important success inEuboea relieved Athens
from anxiety on that side, Demosthenes was

(Spring).
sent as envoy to the Chersonese and to Byzan-

Mission tium. He would doubtless encourage Diopei-

sthenfiB

~

thes, and may perhaps have carried to him some
to the reinforcements. But his services were prin-
Chersonese cipally useful at Byzantium. That city had lonerand Byzan- r

i -n j- j , i A ji c
6

tium his been badly disposed towards Athens from re-
important collections of the Social War, and from iealousyservices in -, , , , j , .

'
?i -n

J

detaching about the dues on corn-ships passing the Bos-
the Byzan- phorus ; moreover, it had been tor some time in
tines from *. .,, T>L-I' i_ L- -11

Philip, and alliance with Jrhilip; who was now exerting all

bringing n{s efforts to prevail on the Byzantines to join
aihance him in active warfare against Athens. So effect-
with

ively did Demosthenes employ his eloquence
at Byzantium, that he frustrated this purpose,

overcame the unfriendly sentiment of the citizens, and

brought them to see how much it concerned both their in-

terest and their safety to combine with Athens in resisting-
the farther preponderance of Philip: The Byzantines, to-

gether with their allies and neighbours the Perinthians,
contracted alliance with Athens. Demosthenes takes just

pride in having achieved for^iis countrymen this success

as a statesman and diplomatist, in spite of adverse prob-
abilities. Had Philip been able to obtain the active cooper-
ation of Byzantium and Perinthus, he would have become
master of the corn-supply and probably of the Hellespont
also, so that war in those regions would have become al-

most impracticable for Athens. J

As this unexpected revolution in the policy of Byzan-
B.O. 340.

tium was eminently advantageous to Athens, so

Philip it was proportionally mortifying to Philip ;
who

me that Anthesterion, 340 B.C. XaftovTa BoW-mov, au(AitoXe(JLiv tooc

(Olymp. 109, 4), is the most likely Bu^ovriout f-e8' ?!|J.<I>v itpos aoTOv

date ; though Bohnecke and others (eitoi7)(jsv) .... TU 6 xtuXioa? TOV

place it a year earlier. 'EXX^arcovTov dXXotpiwOyjvaixai:' exei-

1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 254, vou<; TOO? jrpovous; (p. 255.)

304, 308. pouXifxevo? TJ<; oiTonojAiua? Compare ^schinfis adv. Ktesiph.

xupioc ftvisBai, (Philip,) itapEXQtbv p. 90.

ETtl 6pixT)<; BuCavTiou? a'J|ji(xii)(OU?
That Demosthenes foresaw, sever-

ovTac ouT<J> TO JAEV rpioTov Tj?iou a'jp> al months earlier, the plans of

TtoXsjjLeTv TOV itp6 6(xd? 7i6Xe(xov, &c. Philip upon Byzantium, is evident

rj (lev [AT)
*oXiTia .... dvti 8e from the orations De Chersoneso,.

TOU t6v 'EXXrjSitovTOv iy,iv <J>iXiic7:ov, p. 93-106, and Philippic iii. p. 116.
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resented it BO much, that he shortly afterwards commences

commenced the siege of Perinthus by land and *h
f

e 8iesc

sea,
1 a little before Midsummer 340 B.C. He Perinthus

brought up his fleet through the Hellespont trough*
68

into the Propontis, and protected it in its pas- the Cher-

sage, against the attack of the Athenians in the
declaration

Chersonese, 2 by causing his land-force to tra- of war by

verse and lay waste that peninsula. This was f^/^
a violation of Athenian territory, adding one him.

more to the already accumulated causes of war.

At the same time, it appears that he now let loose his

cruisers against the Athenian merchantmen, many of which
he captured and appropriated. These captures, together
with the incursions on the Chersonese, served as last ad-

ditional provocations, working up the minds of the Athe-
nians to a positive declaration of war. 3

Shortly after Mid-
summer 340 B.C., at the beginning of the archonship of

Theophrastus, they passed a formal decree 4 to remove
the column on which the peace of 346 B.C. stood recorded,
and to renew the war openly and explicitly against Philip.
It seems probable that this was done while Demosthenes
was still absent on his mission at the Hellespont and Bos-

phorus; for he expressly states that none of the decrees

immediately bringing on hostilities were moved by him,
but all of them by other citizens;

5 a statement which we
1 Diodor. xvi. 74. quite accurate. It states that De-
1 Kpistola Philippi ap. Demosth. mostbenSs moved the decisive re-

p. 163. solution for declaring war; whereas
* That these were the two last Demosthenfis himself tells us that

causes which immediately preceded none of the motions at this junc-
and determined the declaration of ture were made by him (De Corona,

war, we may see by Demosthenfes, p. 250).

De Corona, p. 249 Koi JJL)V TTJV
* Demosth. De Corona, p. 250. It

eiprjMTjv 7' EXEIVOI; IXuae ia itXota will be seen that I take no notice

XPU>V, o>jx ?) icoXi;, Ac. of the two decrees of the Athe-

'AXX' E7tsi8rj 9avepu>; rjSr) TO itXota nians, and the letter of Philip, em-

EtjEaoXrjTO, Xsppovjjjoi; ETtopQsito, ejti bodied in the oration De Corona,

T7]v 'ATTIXTJV EnropEosfl' ov9pu)itO(;, p. 249, 250, 251. I have already
OOXET' EV d|xcpi.a3r]TTjai[A(f> TO upaY- stated that all the documents which

IXOTO ^v, dXX' evetot^xet icoXejjioi;,
Ac. we read as attached to this oration

(p. 274). are so tainted either with manifest
*
Philochorus, Frag. 135, ed. Di- error or with causes of doubt, that

dot; Dionys. Hal. ad Ammseum, p. I cannot cite them as authorities

738-741; Diodorus, xvi. 77. The in this history, wherever they
citation given by Dionysius out of stand alone. Accordingly, I take

Philochorus is on one point not no account either of the supposed

S 2
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B.C. 340.

Manifesto
of Philip,
declaring
war
against
Athens.

may reasonably believe, since he would be rather proud
than ashamed of such an initiative.

About the same time, as it would appear, Philip on
his side addressed a manifesto and declaration

ofwar to theAthenians. In this paper he enumer-
ated many wrongs done by them to him, and
still remaining unredressed in spite of formal
remonstrance

;
for which wrongs he announced

his intention of taking a just revenge by open
hostilities. 1 He adverted to the seizure, on Macedonian

soil, of Nikias his herald carrying despatches; the Athenians

(he alleged) had detained this herald as prisoner for ten
months and had read the despatches publicly in their as-

sembly. He complained that Athens had encouraged the

inhabitants of Thasos, in harbouring triremes from By-
zantium and privateers from other quarters, to the annoy-
ance of Macedonian commerce. He dwelt on the aggressive
proceedings of Diopeithes in Thrace, and of Kallias in the

Grulf of Pagasae. He denounced the application made by
Athens to the Persians for aid against him, as a departure
from Hellenic patriotism, and from the Athenian maxims
of aforetime. He alluded to the unbecoming intervention

siege of Selymbria, mentioned in

Philip's pretended letter, but men-
tioned nowhere else nor of the

twenty Athenian ships captured by
the Macedonian admiral Amyntas,
and afterwards restored by Philip
on the remonstrance of the Athe-

nians, mentioned in the pretended
Athenian decree moved by Eubu-
lug. Neither Demosthenes, nor

Philochorus, nor Diodorus, nor

Justin, says anything about the

siege of Selymbria, though all of

them allude to the attacks on By-
zantium and Perinthus. I do not
believe that the siege of Selymbria
ever occurred. Moreover, Athenian
vessels captured, but afterwards
restored by Philip on remonstrance
from the Athenians, can hardly
have been the actual cause of war.

The pretended decrees and letter

do not fit the passage of Demo-
sthenes to which they are attached.

1
Epistol. Philipp. ap. Demosth.

p. 165. This Epistle of Philip to

the Athenians appears here inserted

among the orations of Demosthe-
nes. Some critics reject it as spuri-

ous, but I see no sufficient ground
for such an opinion. Whether
it be the composition of Philip

himself, or of some Greek employed
in Philip's cabinet, is a point which
we have no means of determining.
The oration of Demosthenes,

which is said to be delivered in

reply to this letter of Philip (Orat.

xi.), is, in my judgement, wrongly
described. Not only it has no pe-
culiar bearing on the points con-
tained in the letter but it must
also be two or three months later

in date, since it mentions the aid

sent by the Persian satraps to

Perinthus, and the raising of the

siege of that city by Philip (p. 153)
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of Athens in defence of the Thracian princes Tores and

Kersobleptes, neither of them among the sworn partners
in the peace, against him; to the protection conferred by
Athens on the inhabitants of Peparethus, whom he had

punished for hostilities against his garrison in Halonnesus
;

to the danger incurred by his fleet in sailing up the Helles-

pont, from the hostilities of the Athenian settlers in the

Chersonese, who had cooperated with his enemies the By-
zantines, and had rendered it necessary for him to guard
the ships by marching a land-force through the Chersonese.
He vindicated his own proceedings in aiding his allies the

inhabitants of Kardia, complaining that the Athenians had
refused to submit their differences with that city to an

equitable arbitration. He repelled the Athenian preten-
sions of right to Amphipolis, asserting his own better right
to the place, on all grounds. He insisted especially on
the offensive behaviour of the Athenians, in refusing, when
he had sent envoys conjointly with all his allies, to "conclude
a just convention on behalf of the Greeks generally."
"Had you acceded to this proposition (he said), you might
have placed out of danger all those who really suspected
my purposes, or you might have exposed me publicly as

the most worthless of men. It was to the interest of your
people to accede, but not to the interest of your orators.

To them as those affirm who know your government
best peace is war, and war, peace ;

for they always make
money at the expense of your generals, either as accusers
or as defenders

; moreover, by reviling in the public assem-

bly your leading citizens at home, and other men of emin-
ence abroad, they acquire with the multitude credit for

popular dispositions. It would be easy for me, by the most

trifling presents, to silence their invectives and make them
trumpet my praises. But I should be ashamed of appear-
ing to purchase your good-will from them." 1

It is' of little moment to verify or appreciate the par-
ticular complaints here set forth, even if we had Complaints

adequate information for the purpose. Under of PhiliP

the feeling which had prevailed during the last the'Athe-

two years between the Athenians and Philip, ??
ans

~7io
we cannot doubt that many detached acts of a towards"

1 Eplstol. Philipp. ap. Demosth. p. 159, 164
; compare Isokratgs, Or.

Y. (Philip.) s. 82.
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Athens hostile character had been committed on their

on the'
1" '

side as well as on his. Philip's allegation that
advantages he had repeatedly proposed to them amicable
o peace.

adjustment of differences whether true or not,
is little to the purpose. It was greatly to his interest to

keep Athens at peace and tranquil, while he established

his ascendency everywhere else, and accumulated a power
for ultimate employment such as she would be unable to

resist. The Athenians had at length been made to feel,

that farther acquiescence in these proceedings would only
ensure to them the amount of favour tendered by Polyphe-
mus to Odysseus that they should be devoured last. But
the lecture, which he thinks fit to administer both to them
and to their popular orators, is little better than insulting
derision. It is strange to read encomiums on peace as if

it were indisputably advantageous to the Athenian public,
and as if recommendations of war originated only with
venal and calumnious orators for their own profit pro-
nounced by the greatest aggressor and conqueror of his

age, whose whole life was passed in war and in the elaborate

organisation of great military force; and addressed to a

people whose leading infirmity then was, an aversion almost

unconquerable to the personal hardships and pecuniary
sacrifices of effective war. This passage of the manifesto

may probably be intended as a theme for JEschines and
the other philippising partisans in the Athenian assembly.

War was now an avowed fact on both sides. At the

B.C. 340 instigation of Demosthenes and others, the Athe-
(Autumn). nians decreed to equip a naval force, which was

be
P
t

e

wern
ar sent under Chares to the Hellespont and Pro-

Philip and pontis.

niant*
110" Meanwhile Philip brought up to the siege

siege' of of Perinthus an army of 30,000 men, and a stock

J
61^^" 8 of engines and proiectiles such as had never be-

by Philip.
o * *, . ., . ,

Hi* fore been seen. l His attack on this place was

1 How much improvement Philip vi8a, XOTOI -re
TTJ-*

<I>iXl7trcoo TOO

had made in engines for siege, as 'A|iuvTou paaiXetotv, ?re eitoXtopxei
a part of his general military or- BuOzvtiout <T>i).niito<:. E'!>T)|iepei Se

ganisation is attested in a curious
TTJ -cotocuTfl TSJ^IQ HoXusiSoi; 6 Ssaoo-

passage of a later author on X6?, oft oi (Aa'JrjToi 50v8Tpot*vOVTO
mechanics. Athenseus, DeMachinis 'AXsSdtvSpip.

ap. Auctor. Mathem. Veter. p. 3, Respecting the engines employed
ed. Paris. entSoatv 8e IXaflsv 7) by Dionysius of Syracuse, see Dio-

roiotUTTj (iTjyavoitoita anaua xara Trjv dor. xiv. 42, 48, 50.

too Aiovuaio'j TOU 2ixsXiu)tou Tupav-
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remarkable not only for great bravery and per- numerous

severance on both sides, but also for the extended for^ege
scale of the military operations.

l Perinthus was
sj

eat 8cale

strong and defensible; situated on a promontory ations.*"

terminating in abrupt cliffs southward towards Obstinacy

the Propontis, unassailable from seaward, but defence,

sloping, though with a steep declivity towards The town

the land, with which it was joined by an isthmus y 'the*

5

of not more than a furlong in breadth. Across Byzantines

this isthmus stretched the outer wall, behind Grecian

which were seen the houses of the town, lofty,
mercen-

strongly built, and rising one above the other "^ the

in terraces up the ascent of the promontory. Persian

Philip pressed the place with repeated assaults 8atrap8 -

on the outer wall; battering it with rams, undermining it

by sap, and rolling up moveable towers said to be 120 feet

in height (higher even than the towers of the Perinthian

wall), so as to chase away the defenders by missiles, and to

attempt an assault by boarding-planks hand to hand. The
Perinthians, defending themselves with energetic valour,

repelled him for a long time from the outer wall. At
length the besieging engines, with the reiterated attacks

of Macedonian soldiers animated by Philip's promises, over-

powered this wall, and drove them back into the town. It

was found, however, that the town itself supplied a new
defensible position to its citizens. The lower range of

houses, united by strong barricades across the streets,
enabled the Perinthians still to hold out. In spite of all

their efforts, however, the town would have shared the fate

of Olynthus, had they not been sustained by effective foreign
aid. Not only did their Byzantine kinsmen exhaust them-
selves to furnish every sort of assistance by sea, but also

the Athenian fleet, and Persian satraps on the Asiatic side

of the Propontis, cooperated. A body of Grecian mercen-
aries under Apollodorus, sent across from Asia by the

Phrygian satrap Arsites, together with ample supplies of

stores by sea, placed Perinthus in condition to defy the

besiegers.
2

Diodor. xvi. 74-76; Plutarch,
* Demosth. ad Philip. Epistol.

Vit. Alexandra, c. 70; also Laconic, p. 153; Diodor. xvi. 75; Pausanias,

Apophthegm, p. 215, and De For- i. 29, 7.

tuna Alexand. p. 339.
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After a siege which can hardly have lasted less than

B 340 three months, Philip found all his efforts against

Philip Perinthus baffled. He then changed his plan,,
attacks withdrew a portion of his forces, and suddenly

Sange^'of appeared before Byzantium. The walls were
the place strong, but inadequately manned and prepared;

much of the Byzantine force being in service at

Perinthus. Among several vigorous attacks,

Philip contrived to effect a surprise on a dark
and stormy night,which was very near succeeding.
The Byzantines defended themselves bravely,
and even defeated his fleet; but they too were
rescued chiefly by foreign aid. The Athenians
now acting under the inspirations of Demo-

sthenes, who exhorted them to bury in a generous
oblivion all their past grounds of offence against

Byzantium sent a still more powerful fleet to

the rescue, under the vigorous guidance of Pho-
kion 1 instead of the loose and rapacious Chares.

Moreover the danger of Byzantium called forth

strenuous efforts from the chief islanders of the

^Egean Chians, Rhodians, Koans, &c., to whom it was

highly important that Philip should not become master of

the great passage for imported corn into the Grecian seas.

The large combined fleet thus assembled was fully sufficient

to protect Byzantium.
2 Compelled to abandon the siege

of that city as well as of Perinthus, Philip was farther

baffled in an attack on the Chersonese. Phokion not only
maintained against him the full security of the Propontis

relieved

by the
fleets of

Athens,
Chios,
Rhodes,
Ac. Suc-
cess of the
Athenian
fleet in
the Pro-

pontis
under
Phokion.
Philip
abandons
the sieges
both of
Perinthns
and By-
zantium.

Plutarch, Phokion, c. 14; Plu-

tarch, Vit. X. Orat. p. 848-851. To
this fleet of Phokion, Demosthengs
contributed the outfit of a trireme,
while the orator Hyperides sailed

with the fleet as trierarch. See

Boeckh, Urkunden tiber das At-
tische 8ee-Wesen, p. 441, 442, 493.

From that source the obscure chro-

nology of the period now before

us derives some light; since it be-

comes certain that the expedition
of Chares began during the archon-

sliip of Nicomachidgs; that is, in

the year before Midsummer 340 B.C. j

while the expedition of Phokion
and Kephiuophon began in the

year following after Midsummer
340 B.C.

See some anecdotes respecting
this siege of Byzantium by Philip,
collected from later authors (Dio-

nysius Byzantinus, Hesychius Mi.
lesius and others) by the diligence
of Bbhnecke Forschungen, p. 479

seqq.

Diodor. xvi. 77; Plutarch, De-
mosthen. c. 17.
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and its adjoining straits, but also gained various advantages
over him both by land and sea. 1

These operations probably occupied the last sixmonths
of 340 B.C. They constituted the most important B wo
success gained by Athens, and the most serious votes of

reverse experienced by Philip, since the com- thanks

mencement of war between tnem. Coming as ZanTium"

they did immediately after the liberation of and th

T-II *it ii I'll* Cheraone-
-Luboaa in the previous year, they materially im- 8U8 to

proved the position of Athens against Philip. Athens

Phokion and his fleet not only saved the citizens a a_
e*

of Byzantium from all the misery of a capture honours

by Macedonian soldiers,but checked privateering, puments~ to

and protected the tradeships so efficaciously,
Demo-

that corn became unusually abundant and cheap
s

both at Athens and throughout Greece: 2 and Demosthenes,
as statesman and diplomatist, enjoyed the credit of having
converted Eubcea into a friendly and covering neighbour
for Athens, instead of being a shelter for Philip's marauding
cruisers as well as of bringing round Byzantium from the

Macedonian alliance to that of Athens, and thus preventing
both the Hellespont and the corn-trade from passing into,

Philip's hands. 3 The warmest votes of thanks, together
with wreaths in token of gratitude, were decreed to Athens

by the public assemblies of Byzantium, Perinthus, and the

various towns of the Chersonese; 4 while the Athenian pub-
lic assembly also decreed and publicly proclaimed a similar

vote of thanks and admiration to Demosthenes. The
decree, moved by Aristonikus, was so unanimously popular
at the time, that neither ^Eschines nor any of the other
enemies of Demosthenes thought it safe to impeach the

mover. 5

1

Plutarch, Phokion, c. 14. purporting to be the decree of the
1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 255; Byzantines and Perinthians, and

Plutarch, De Glor. Athen. p. 350. that of the Chersonesite cities. I
3 Demosth. De Corona, p. 305, 306, do not venture to cite these as

307: comp. p. 253. fis-ro Taina 8s genuine, considering how many of

TOO? txTtootoXou? icavToti; aiisaTSiXot, the other documents annexed to

xa9' out Xspp6v7)<jo; saujQr], xal B'J- this oration are decidedly spurious,
tiwov xod TctxvTss oi aupfia/oi, Ac. i Demosth. p. 253. Aristonikus

* Demosth. De Corona, p. 255, 257. is again mentioned, p. 302. A do-
That these votes of thanks were cument appears, p. 253, purporting
passed, is authenticated by the to be the vote of the Athenians to

words of the oration itself. Docu- thank and crown Demosthenes,
ments are inserted in the oration, proposed by Aristonikus. The
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In the recent military operations, on so large a scale,

against Byzantium and Perinthus, Philip had
found himself in conflict not merely with Athens,
but also with Chians, Rhodians and others; an

unusually large muster of confederate Greeks.

To break up this confederacy, he found it con-

venient to propose peace, and to abandon his

designs against Byzantium and Perinthus the

on which the alarm of the confederates

B.C. 339.

Philip
withdraws
from By-
zantium,
concludes
peace with
the Byzan-
tines,
Chians
and others; -

.

and attacks chiefly turned. By withdrawing his forces from
the Scy-
thians.
He is

defeated
by the

Triballi,
and
wounded,
on his
return.

the Propontis, he was enabled to conclude peace
with the Byzantines and most of the maritime
Greeks who had joined in relieving them. The
combination against him was thus dissolved,

though with Athens 1 and her more intimate

allies his naval war still continued. While he

multiplied cruisers and privateers to make up
by prizes his heavy outlay during the late sieges, he under-

took with his land-force an enterprise, during the spring
of 339 B.C., against the Scythian king Atheas; whose

country, between Mount Hsemus and the Danube, he in-

vaded with success, bringing away as spoil a multitude of

youthful slaves of both sexes, as well as cattle. On his

return however across Mount Haemus, he was attacked on
a sudden by the Thracian tribe Triballi, and sustained a

defeat; losing all his accompanying captives, and being

name of the Athenian archon is

wrong, as in all the other docu-
ments embodied in this oration,
where the name of an Athenian
archon appears.

1 Diodorus (xvi. 77) mentions this

peace; stating that Philip raised

the sieges of Byzantium and Perin-

thus, and made peace itpos'AQijvalom
xoi touc aXXoos *EXX7]vas 1004 tvav-

Tiou(j.evou?.

"Wesseling (ad loc.) and "Weiske

(De Hyperbole, ii. p. 41) both doubt
the reality of this peace. Neither

Bohnecke norWiniewski recognises
it. Mr. Clinton admits it in a note
to his Appendix 16. p. 292

; though
he does not insert it in his column
of events in the tables.

I perfectly concur with these

authors in dissenting from Dio-

dorus, so far as Athens is concerned.

The supposition that peace was
concluded between Philip and
Athens at this time is distinctly

neg-atived by the language of De-
mosthenes (De Corona, p. 275, 276) ;

indirectly also by ^Machines. Both
from Demosthenes and from Philo-

chorus it appears sufficiently clear,
in my judgement, that the war be-

tween Philip and the Athenians
went on without interruption from

the summer of 340 B.C. ,
to the battle

of Chseroneia in August 338.

But I see no reason for disbe-

lieving Diodorus, in so far as he
states that Philip made peace with
the other Greeks Byzantines, Pe-

rinthians, Chians, Rhodiaus, Ac.
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himselfbadlywounded through the thigh.
1 This expedition

and its consequences occupied Philip during the spring
and summer of 339 B.C.

Meanwhile the naval war of Athens against Philip
was more effectively carried on, and her marine B>0 . 340-339.

better organised, than ever it had been before, important

This was chiefly owing to an important reform "sect^d by

Sroposed
and carried by Demosthenes, imme- Demo-

iately on the declaration of war against Philip j^^
8

in the summer of 340 B.C. Enjoying as he did, admi-

now after long public experience, the increased
o f

8

tn e
tion

confidence of his fellow-citizens, and being named Athenian

superintendent of the navy,
2 he employed his marme -

influence not only in procuring energetic interference both
as to Eubcea and Byzantium, but also in correcting deep-
seated abuses which nullified the efficiency of the Athenian
marine department.

The law of Periander (adopted in 357 B.C.) had distri-

buted the burden of the trierarchy among the A^ 8
,

es
,

,.
. , ... f. which had

1200 richest citizens on the taxable property- crept into

schedule, arranged in twenty fractions called *h
.

e
_

Symmories, of sixty persons each. Among these unfair

men. the 300 richest, standing distinguished, as apportion-
, ,' e ,, ,, .

8
. i -.i ment of

leaders of the oymmories, were invested with the burthen

the direction and enforcement of all that con- ~*^
d
*j

cerned their collective agency and duties. The ^hich the

purpose of this law had been to transfer the rich admi-

cost of trierarchy a sum of about 40, 50, or 60 haV
minae for each trireme, defraying more or less acquired

of the outfit which had originally been borne 8eives?
m~

by a single rich man as his turn came round, and afterwards

by two rich men in conjunction to a partnership more or

less numerous, consisting of five, six, or even fifteen or
sixteen members of the same symmory. The number of
such partners varied according to the number of triremes

required by the state to be fitted out in any one year. If

only few triremes were required, sixteen contributors

might be allotted to defray collectively the trierarchic cost

of each; if on the other hand many triremes were needed,

1
Justin, ix. 2, 3. .3<!schin6s al- (JEschin. cont. Ktesiph. p. 71).

ludes to this expedition against
* JEschinds cont. Ktesiph. p. 85.

the Scythians during the spring of c. 80 ejciytdtTTj? TOO VOUTIXOU.

the archonTheophrastus, or 339 B.C.
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a less number of partners, perhaps no more than five or

six, could be allotted to each since the total number of

citizens whose turn it was to be assessed in that particular

year was fixed. The assessment upon each partner was
of course heavier, in proportion as the number of partners
assigned to a trireme was smaller. Each member of the

partnership, whether it consisted of five, of six, or of six-

teen, contributed in equal proportion towards the cost. 1

The richer members of the partnership thus paid no great-
er sum than the poorer; and sometimes even evaded any
payment of their own, by contracting with some one to

discharge the duties of the post, on condition of a total sum
not greater than that which they had themselves collected

from these poorer members.

According to Demosthenes, the poorer members of

T ,. ., . these trierarchic symmories were sometimes
Individual ,

J
i_ .1. j

hardship, pressed down almost to rum by the sums de-
and bad manded; so that they complained bitterly, and
public con- , ,,

J
, f , ,

>'
. .

sequences, even planted themselves in the characteristic
occasioned attitude of suppliants at Munychia or elsewhere
by these .

, ., -,Tt, ,-, -,
, -v , .

in- in the city, vv hen their liabilities to the state

equalities, were not furnished in time, they became subject
to imprisonment by the officers superintending the outfit

of the armament. In addition to such private hardship,
there arose great public mischief from the money not

being at once forthcoming; the armament being delayed
in its departure, and forced to leave Peirseus either in bad
condition or without its full numbers. Hence arose, in

great part, the ill-success of Athens in her maritime enter-

prises against Philip, before the peace of 346 B.c.2

1 Demosthen. Da Corona, p. best expositions respecting them
260-262.

rjv yap OUTOI? (tot; 7]YE l
JL ai are to be found in Boeckh's Public

tu)v ou(i(xoptu)v) ix |Asv T&v irpoTspujv Economy of Athens (b. iv. ch.

<i(jiu)v ouvexxalSsxa XsiToupYsiv 1113), and in his other work,
o^TOtc |ASV |xtxpa xal ooSev dvaXl- TTrkunden iiber das Attische See-

oxouoiv, TOO? 8'
oiTtopo'J?

T(I>v icoXi- wesen (ch. xi. xii. xiii.); besides

T<I>v irctTpipoojtv ... ex 6g TOO EJJLOU Parreidt, De Symmoriis, part ii. p.

vifxou to YiT v
(
Jlv0 '' xaTi TTJV ouolav 22, seq.

IxaoTOv Ttflevaf xal 8uoiv stpavrj The fragment of HyperidSs (cited

Tpt^papjro? 6 T-^i (Jiia? IXTO? xai 8s- by Harpokration v. 2u(i(iopla), al-

xaTO? itpOTSpov auvTsXrji;' o68e -(itp luding to the trierarchic reform of

TpiT)papy_ou? ITI iuv6(xat;ov JauTou? , Demosthenes, though briefly and
(iXXi ouvTeXsTi;. obscurely, is an interesting con-

The trierarchy, and the trierar- firmation of the oration De Corona,
chic symmories, at Athens, are * There is a point in the earlier

subjects not perfectly known ; the oration of Demosthenes De Sym-
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The same influences, which had led originally to the

introduction of such abuses, stood opposed to opposition
the orator in his attempted amendment. The offered by

body of Three Hundred, the richest men in the citizen

state the leader or richest individual in each >d by

symmory, with those who stood second or third to
8

the

in order of wealth employed every effort to proposed

throw out the proposition, and tendered large Dem
bribes to Demosthenes (if we may credit his 8*~en6

1

8~

assertion) as inducements for dropping it. He ^hich he*

was impeached moreover under the Graphe had to

Paranomon, as mover of an unconstitutional or

illegal decree. It required no small share of firmness and

public spirit, combined with approved eloquence and an
established name, to enable Demosthenes to contend against
these mighty enemies.

His new law caused the charge of trierarchy to be
levied upon all the members of the symmories, His new
or upon all above a certain minimum of property, reform

,. ,i
, j .iii-/ distributes

in proportion to their rated property; but it the

seems, if we rightly make out, to have somewhat burthen of
r i i j ,1 ,1 , ,1 trierarchy
heightened the minimum, so that the aggregate equitably.

moriis, illustrating the grievance
which he now reformed. That

grievance consisted, for one main

portion, in the fact, that the richest

citizen in a trierarchic partnership

paid a sum no greater (sometimes
even less) than the poorest. Now
it is remarkable that this unfair

apportionment of charge might
have occurred, and is noway
guarded against, in the symmories
as proposed by Demosthenes him-

self. His symmories, each com-

prising sixty persons or '/2otn f

the total active 1200, are directed

to divide themselves into five

fractions of twelve persons each,
or '/iootn of tne 1200. Each group
of twelve is to comprise the richest

alongside of the poorest members
of the sixty (avTavauXripou-Tai; irpo<;

7?V EUTCOptOTOCTOV <isl TO'J? <XHOpU)Ta-

TOO?, p. 182), so that each group
would contain individuals very

unequal in wealth, though the

aggregate wealth of one group
would be nearly equal to that of

another. These twelve persons
were to defray collectively the

cost of trierarchy for one ship,
two ships, or three ships, accord-

ing to the number of ships which
the state might require (p. 183).

But Demosthens nowhere points
out in what proportions they
were to share the expense among
them; whether the richest citizens

among the twelve were to pay

only an equal sum with the poorest,
or a sum greater in proportion to

their wealth. There is nothing in

his project to prevent the richer

members from insisting that all

should pay equally. This is the

very abuse that he denounced

afterwards (in 340 B.C.), as actually

realized and corrected by a new
law The oration of Demosthenes
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number of persons chargeable was diminished. 1 Every
citizen rated at ten talents was assessed singly for the

charge of trierarchy belonging to one trireme
;

if rated
at twenty talents, for the trierarchy of two

;
at thirty ta-

lents, for the trierarchy of three
;
if above thirty talents,

for that of three triremes and a service boat which was
held to be the maximum payable by any single individual.

Citizens rated at less than ten talents, were grouped to-

gether into ratings of ten talents in the aggregate, in order
to bear collectively the trierarchy of one trireme; the
contributions furnished by each person in the group being
proportional to the sum for which he stood rated. This
new proposition, while materially relieving the poorer
citizens, made large addition to the assessments of the rich.

A man rated at twenty talents, who had before been char-

geable for only the sixteenth part of the expense of one

trierarchy, along with partners much poorer than himself
but equally assessed now became chargeable with the
entire expense of two trierarchies. All persons liable

were assessed in fair proportion to the sum for which they
stood rated in the schedule. When the impeachment
against Demosthenes came to be tried before the Dikastery,
he was acquitted by more than four-fifths of the Dikasts;
so that the accuser was compelled to pay the established

fine. And so animated was the temper of the public at

that moment, in favour of vigorous measures for prose-

cuting the war just declared, that they went heartily along
with him, and adopted the main features of his trierarchic

reform. The resistance from the rich, however, though
insufficient to throw out the measure, constrained him to

modify it more than once, during the progress of the dis-

cussion;
2

partly in consequence of the opposition of

De Symmoriis, omitting as it does * Deinarchus adv. Demosthen. p.

all positive determination as to 95. a. 43. Elsi Ttve? it rqi SvxaaTTjpUp
proportions of payment, helps itbv ev TOI? Tptotxooioii; YEyevr]iAsv(ov,
us to understand how the abuse SO' OUTOI; (DemosthenSs) ettSei T&V

grew up. Jtepl tibv TpiTjpocp^iov VOJJLOV. 06 (ppa-
1 ^Kscliinfis (adv. Ktesiph. p. 85) oets tote itXirjoiov Zxt Tpia TaXavToc

charges Demosthenes with "having XotjScbv (AeTEYpoccpe *i fieteaxEOaCe TOV

stolen away from the city the VOJAOV xa8" 4xa<iTT]v exxXtjoiav, xat Ta
trierarchs of 65 swift-sailing ves- |AEV gjtcbXei <I>v elXifaei tr)M tifxtjv, Tot

sels." This implies, I imagine, that 8' dnco86(xsvo oox eflspaiou;

the new law diminished the total Without accepting this assertion

number of persona chargeable with of a hostile speaker, so far as it

trierarchy. goes to accuse Demosthenes of
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JEschines,whom he accuses of having been hired by the

rich for the purpose.
l It is deeply to be regretted that

the speeehes of both of them especially those of Demo-

sthenes, which must have been numerous have not been

preserved.
Thus were the trierarchic symmories distributed and

assessed anew upon each man in the ratio of his

wealth, and therefore most largely upon the I
i| t

om*

Three Hundred richest. 2 How long the law uuccess.

remained unchanged, we do not know. But it JgJ],*
was found to work admirably well

;
and Demo- of the

sthenes boasts that during the entire war (that
na
^*|nent

is, from the renewal of the war about August under it.

340 B.C., to the battle of Chseroneia in August
338 B.C.) all the trierarchies named under the law were

ready in time without complaint or suffering; while the

ships, well equipped and exempt from the previous causes

of delay, were found prompt and effective for all exigences.
Not one was either left behind, or lost at sea, throughout
these two years.

3

having accepted bribes we may
safely accept it so far as it affirms

that he made several changes and
modifications in the law before it

finally passed ; a fact not at all

surprising, considering the intense

opposition which it called forth.

Some of the Dikasts, to whom
the speech written by Beinarchus
was addressed, had been included

among the Three Hundred (that

is, the richest citizens in the state)
when Demosthenes proposed his

'trierarchic reform. This will show,
among various other proofs which

might be produced, that the Athe-
nian Dikasts did not always belong
to the poorest class of citizens, as

the jests of Aristophanes would
lead us to believe.

1 Demosthen. De Corona, p. 329.

Boeckh (Attisch. Seewesen, p. 183,
and Publ. Econ. Ath. iv. 14) thinks

that this passage 8iT<iXavtov 5'

tiXs epavov Scopsav irapa TU>V rjfe-

jxoviuv tu)v
au|j.|i.opiu>v, if' ol sXu-

(jnjjvio TOV TptT]pap)rtx6v vofiov must
allude to injury done

to the law in later years, after it

became a law. But I am unable
to see the reason for so restricting
its meaning. The rich men would
surely bribe most highly, and raise

most opposition, against the first

passing of the law, as they were
then most likely to be successful;
and JEschinSs, whether bribed or

not bribed, would most naturally
as well as most effectively stand
out against the novelty introduced

by his rival, without waiting to see

it actually become a part of the

laws of the state.
1 See the citation from HyperidSs

in Harpokrat. v. SufAjiopla. The

Symmories are mentioned in In-

scription xiv. of Boeckh's Urkunden
iiber das Attische Seewesen (p.

465), which Inscription bears the

date of 325 B.C. Many of these In-

scriptions name individual citizens,

in different numbers, three, five, or

six, as joint trierarchs of the same
vessel.

1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 262.
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Probably the first fruits of the Demosthenic reform

B.C. 339. in Athenian naval administration, was, the fleet

New equipped under Phokion, which acted so success-
Sacred

fully at and near Byzantium. The operationsWar com- /.A.I ./ i_ j. i j . -i

mences in of Athens at sea, though not known m detail,
Greece.

appear to have been better conducted and more

prosperous in their general effect than they had ever been
since the Social War.

But there arose now a grave and melancholy dispute
in the interior of Greece, which threw her upon her defence

by land. This new disturbing cause was nothing less than
another Sacred War, declared by the Amphiktyonic as-

sembly against theLokrians of Amphissa. Kindled chiefly

by the Athenian JEschines, it more than compensated
Philip for his repulse at Byzantium and his defeat by the

Triballi; bringing, like the former Sacred War, aggran-
disement to him alone, and ruin to Grecian liberty.

I have recounted, in an earlier portion of this work, 1

the first Sacred War recorded in Grecian history

its^iain"
1

(590-580 B.C.), about two centuries before the
" ear birth oLEschines and Demosthenes. That warhad
consecrated been undertaken by the Amphiktyonic Greeks
to Apollo, t punish, and ended bv destroying, the flour-
in the first . , f .,. , -

.
J t>'

Sacred War ishing sea-port oi Kirrha, situated near themouth
under of the river Pleistus, on the coast of the fertile

plain stretching from the southern declivity of

Delphi to the sea. Kirrha was originally the port of Del-

B'li;

and of the ancient Phokian town of Krissa, to which

elphi was once an annexed sanctuary.
2 But in process

of time Kirrha increased at the expense of both; through
profits accumulated from the innumerable visitors by sea

who landed there as the nearest access to the temple. The

prosperous Kirrhaeans, inspiring jealousy at Delphi and

Krissa, were accused of extortion in the tolls levied from

visitors, as well as of other guilty or offensive proceedings.
An Amphiktyonic war, wherein the Athenian Solon stood

prominently forward, being declared against them, Kirrha
was taken and destroyed. Its fertile plain was consecrated

to the Delphian god, under an oath taken by all the

1 Chap. XXVIII. und Forschnngen In Griecheuland
* For the topography of the (Bremen, 1340), chapters i. and ii.

country round Delphi, see the in- about Kirrha and Krissa.

Btructive work of Ulrichs, Reisen
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Amphiktyonic members, with solemn pledges and formidable

imprecations against all disturbers. The entire space be-

tween the temple and the sea now became, as the oracle had

required, sacred property of the god; that is, incapable of

being tilled, planted, or occupied in any permanent way,
by man, and devoted only to spontaneous herbage with

pasturing animals.

But though the Delphians thus procured the extirpa-
tion of their troublesome neighbours at Kirrha, Necessity

it was indispensable that on or near the same
[ Ki^riT

spot there should exist a town and port, for the for the

accommodation of the guests who came from all
con

:

, , -p. , , . ,1 , venience
quarters to Delphi; the more so, as such per- of visitors

sons, not merely visitors, but also traders with g ir̂
lpbi>

goods to sell, now came in greater multitudes grows up
than ever, from the increased attractions im-

jj*^' f*
parted out of the rich spoils of Kirrha itself, the occu-

to the Pythian festival. How this want was at ^ion {

first supplied, while the remembrance of the jJOkrians of

oath was yet fresh, we are not informed. But Amphissa.

in process of time Kirrha became re-occupied and re-forti-

fied by the western neighbours ofDelphi the Lokrians of

Amphissa on whose borders it stood, and for whom prob-

ably it served as a port not less than for Delphi. These
new occupants received the guests coming to the temple,
enriched themselves by the accompanying profit, and took
into cultivation a certain portion of the plain around the

town. t

At what period the occupation by the Lokrians had
its origin, we are unable to say. So much however we
make out not merely from Demosthenes, but even from
JEschines that in their time it was an ancient and estab-

lished occupation not a recent intrusion or novelty. The
town was fortified; the space immediately adjacent being
tilled and claimed by the Lokrians as their own. 2 This
indeed was a departure from the oath, sworn by Solon
with his Amphiktyonic contemporaries, to consecrate Kirrha

1 Machines adv. Ktesiph. p. 69; stadia.

compare Livy, xlii. 5; Pausaniaa *
JEschines, 1. c.; Demosth. De

*. 37, 4. The distance from Delphi Corona, p. 277. TTJV ^cbpav fy ot

to Kirrha is given by Pausanias at JAEV 'A(A'f laasT? otpibv OUTIUV Ysujpyeiv

sixty stadia, or about seven Eng- Icpasiv, OUTOI; 8s (JEschinSsJ T*.
lish miles, by Strabo at eighty Upa; x^P ":

Ti'

T*5to etvai, &c-

VOL. XI. T
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and its lands to the Delphian god. But if that oath had
been literally carried out, the god himself, and the Del-

phians among whom he dwelt, would have been the prin-

cipal losers; because the want of a convenient port would
have been a serious discouragement, if not a positive bar-

rier, against the arrival of visitors, most of whom came by
sea. Accordingly the renovation of the town and port of

Kirrha, doubtless on a modest scale, together with a space
of adjacent land for tillage, was at least tolerated, if not

encouraged. Much of the plain, indeed, still remained un-
ttlled and unplanted, as the property of Apollo; the bound-
aries being perhaps not accurately drawn.

"While the Lokrians had thus been serviceable to the

Relations Delphian temple by occupying Kirrha, they had
between been still more valuable as its foremost auxilia-

Lokrians of ri^s and protectors against the Phokians, their
Al"phissa enemies of long standing.

1 One of the first ob-

^they
6

had jects of Philomelus the Phokian, after defeating
stood the Lokrian armed force, was to fortify the

earnestly sacred precinct of Delphi on its western side,
in the

against their attacks: 2 and we cannot doubt

Sacred War that their position in close neighbourhood to
to defend Delphi must have been one of positive suffering
Delphi r

T, c j j , ,
r

against the as well as or danger, during the years when the
Phokians. Phokian leaders, with their numerous mercenary
bands, remained in victorious occupation of the temple, and

probably of the harbour of Kirrha also. The subsequent
turn of fortune when Philip crushed the Phokians and
when the Amphiktyonic assembly was reorganised, with him
as its chief must have found the Amphissian Lokrians

among the warmest allies and sympathisers. Resuming
possession of Kirrha, they may perhaps have been embold-

ened, in such a moment of triumphant reaction, to enlarge
their occupancy round the walls to a greater extent than

they had done before. Moreover they were animated with

feelings attached to Thebes; and were hostile to Athens, as

the ally and upholder of their enemies the Phokians.
Matters were in this condition when the spring meet-

B.O. 339. ing of the Amphiktyonic assembly (February
Amphikty- or March 339 B.C.) was held at Delphi. Dio-

^
ic

a
eet-

gnetus was named by the Athenians to attend it

Delphi as Hieromnemon, or chief legate; with three
1 Diodor. xvi.24; Thucyd. iii. 101. * Diodor. xvi. 25.
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Pylagorse or vice-legates, JEschines, Meidias, ^^ry

and Thrasykles.
l We need hardly believe De-

jEsch'in'es,

mosthenes, when he states that the name of 5>
ne of the

./Eschines was put up without foreknowledge from
68

on the part of any one; and that though it pass-
Athens,

ed, yet not more than two or three hands were held up in

his favour. 2 Soon after they reached Delphi, Diognetus
was seized with a fever, so that the task of speaking in the

Amphiktyonic assembly was confided to ^Eschines.

There stood in the Delphian temple some golden or

gilt shields dedicated as an offering out of the L
spoils taken at the battle of Platsea, a century of"an

U
A^a-

and a half before with an inscription to this Phisi an

effect "Dedicated by the Athenians, out of the anfonfTthe

spoils of Persians and Thebans engaged in ioint Amphik-
t. J..H i. J.T- r\ in TI. j.1 j. tyons
battle against the Greeks." it appears that against
these shields had recently been set up afresh Athens
,1 i i_ , ", /. ,1 -in- T. new dedica-
(havmg been perhaps stnpt of their gilding by tion of

the Phokian plunderers) in a new cell or chapel, n old
.,i i. ji r 11 L c f Athenian

without the full customary forms of prayer or donative

solemnities; 3 which perhaps might be sup- in the

jV rf t. temple.
posed unnecessary, as the offering was not now
dedicated for the first time. The inscription, little noticed

and perhaps obscured by the lapse of time on the original

shields, would now stand forth brightly and conspicuously
on the new gilding; reviving historical recollections highly
offensive to the Thebans, 4 and to the Amphissian Lokrians
as friends of Thebes. These latter not only remonstrated

against it in the Amphiktyonic assembly, but were even

preparing (if we are to believe ^Eschines) to accuse Athens
of impiety; and to invoke against her a fine of fifty talents,
for omission of the religious solemnities. 5 But this is denied

1 JEschines adv. Ktesiph. p. 69. He Symmoriis, p. 187.
1 Demosthen. De Corona, p. 277. It appears that the Thebans also
1 This must have been an ditoxa- had erected a new chapel at Delphi

TaaTaai? TU>V dva8Yi(jiaTiov (compare (after 346 B.C.) out of the spoils

Plutarch, Demetr. c. 13). requiring acquired from the conquered Pho-
to be preceded by solemn cere- kians 6 duo Ou>xsu>v vot6?, ov I8pu-

monies, sometimes specially di- OOCVTO 6r)patoi (Diodor. xvii. 10).

rected by the oracle. * JEschinfis adv. Ktesipb. p. 70.

4 How painfully the Thebans of The words of his speech do not

the Demosthenic age felt the re- however give either a full or a

collection of the alliance of their clear account of the transaction;
ancestors with the Persians at Pla- -which I have endeavoured, as well

twa, we may read in DemosthenSs, as I can, to supply in the text.

T 2
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by Demosthenes; 1 who states that the Lokrians could not

bring any such accusation against Athens without send-

ing a formal summons which they never had sent. De-
mosthenes would be doubtless right as to the regular form,

probably also as to the actual fact; though .^Eschines ac-

cuses him of having received bribes 2 to defend the iniqui-
ties of the Lokrians. Whether the Lokrians went so far

as to invoke a penalty, or not at any rate they spoke in

terms of complaint against the proceeding. Such com-

plaint was not without real foundation
;
since it was better

for the common safety of Hellenic liberty against the Ma-
cedonian aggressor, that the treason of Thebes at the battle

of Plateea should stand as matter of past antiquity, rather

than be republished in a new edition. But this was not
the ground taken by the complainants, nor could they di-

rectly impeach the right of Athens to burnish up her old

donatives. Accordingly they assailed the act on the alle-

gation of impiety, as not having been preceded by the

proper religious solemnities; whereby they obtained the

opportunity of inveighing against Athens, as ally of the

Phokians in their recent sacrilege, and enemy of Thebes
the stedfast champion of the god.

"The Amphiktyons being assembled (I here give the

Speech of main recital, though not the exact words, of
.Eschines jEschines), a friendly person came to acquaint

Amphikty- us that the Amphissians were bringing on their
onic as- accusation against Athens. My sick colleagues
sembiy.

requested me immediately to enter the assembly
and undertake her defence. I made haste to comply, and
was just beginning to speak, when an Amphissian of ex-

treme rudeness and brutality perhaps even under the

influence of some misguiding divine impulse interrupted
me, and exclaimed 'Do not hear him, men of Hellas! Do
not permit the name of the Athenian people to be pro-
nounced among you at this holy season! Turn them out of

the sacred ground, like men under a curse.' With that he
denounced us for our alliance with the Phokians, and poured
out many other outrageous invectives against the city.

"To me (continues JEschines) all this was intolerable

to hear: I cannot even now think on it with calmness and
at the moment, I was provoked to anger such as I had
never felt in my life before. The thought crossed me that

1 Demosthen. De Corona, p. 277. *
.ffischinSs, adv. Ktesiph. p. 69.
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I would retort upon the Amphissians for their impious
invasion of the Kirrhsean land. That plain, lying im-

mediately below the sacred precinct in which we were

assembled, was visible throughout. 'You see, Amphik-
tyons (said I), that plain cultivated by the Amphissiaus,
with buildings erected in it for farming and pottery! You
have before your eyes the harbour, consecrated by the

oath of your forefathers, now occupied and fortified. You
know of yourselves, without needing witnesses to tell you,
that these Amphissians have levied tolls and are taking
profit out of the sacred harbour!' I then caused to be
read publicly the ancient oracle, the oath, and the impre-
cations (pronounced after the first Sacred War, wherein
Kirrha was destroyed). Then continuing, I said 'Here
am I, ready to defend the god and the sacred property,

according to the oath of our forefathers, with hand, foot,

voice, and all the powers that I possess. I stand prepared,
to clear my own city of her obligations to the gods: do you
take counsel forthwith for yourselves. You are here about
to offer sacrifice and pray to the gods for good things,

publicly and individually. Look well then where will

you find voice, or soul, or eyes, or courage, to pronounce
such supplications if you permit these accursed Amphiss-
ians to remain unpunished, when they have come under
the imprecations of the recorded oath? Recollect that

the oath distinctly proclaims the sufferings awaiting all

impious transgressors, and even menaces those who tolerate

their proceedings, by declaring, They who do not staaid

forward to vindicate Apollo, Artemis, Latona, and Athene

Pronsea, may not sacrifice undefiled or with favourable

acceptance.'
" 1

Such is the graphic and impressive description, given
by ^schines himself some years afterwards to pag8 i n
the Athenian assembly, of his own address to and

the Amphiktyonic meeting in spring 339 B.C.; excited'

on the lofty site of the Delphian Pylsea, with by his

Kirrha and its plain spread out before his eyes,
speech -

and with the ancient oath and all its fearful imprecations
recorded on the brass plate hard by, readable by every
one. His speech, received with loud shouts, roused violent

passion in the bosoms of the Amphiktyons, as well as of

the hearers assembled round. The audience at Delphi was
1 jEschines adv. Ktcsiph. p. 70.
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not like that of Athens. Athenian citizens were accustomed
to excellent oratory, and to the task of balancing opposite

arguments: though susceptible of high-wrought intellectual

excitement admiration or repugnance as the case might
be they discharged it all in the final vote, and then went
home to their private affairs. But to the comparatively
rude men at Delphi, the speech of a first-rate Athenian
orator was a rarity. When JEschines, with great rhetorical

force, unexpectedly revived in their imaginations the ancient

and terrific history of the curse of Kirrha * assisted by
all the force of visible and local association they were
worked up to madness; while in such minds as theirs, the

emotion raised would not pass off by simple voting, but

required to be discharged by instant action.

How intense and iDigovernable that emotion became,
violent is shown by the monstrous proceedings which
resolution followed. The original charge of impiety

bythe brought against Athens, set forth by the Am-
AmpMkty- phissian speaker coarsely and ineffectively, and

indeed noway lending itself to rhetorical ex-

aggeration was now altogether forgotten in the more
heinous impiety of which .JDschines had accused the Am-
phissians themselves. About the necessity of punishing
them, there was but one language. The Amphissian
speakers appear to have fled since even their persons
would hardly have been safe amidst such an excitement.

And if the day had not been already far advanced, the

multitude would have rushed at once down from the scene

of debate to Kirrha. 2 On account of the lateness of the

hour, a resolution was passed, which the herald formally
proclaimed, That on the morrow at daybreak, the whole

Delphian population, of sixteen years and upwards, freemen
as well as slaves, should muster at the sacrificing place,

provided with spades and pickaxes; That the assembly of

Amphiktyonic legates would there meet them, to act in

1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 277. optofisvouc, TOVK 'Atxtptxtuova?, TtEiQsi

u>? 8e TO TTJI; 7i6Xe<u5 dlu>|J.a Xapibv 'J>i]'.ptaao9ai, Ac.

(JEschinSs) duplxEto el? toy; 'Aptpix-
* 2Eschin. adv. Ktesiph. p. 70.

TOovas, Trivia TaXX' itptl; xai i:apt- ypoiOYY] icoXXT) xai OopyfJo? TJV T(I>v

8u>v iirepaivEv if' ol? (jiio9(b8yj, xai 'AfAffiiXTUOvcov, xai XofOi; ^v ouxiti

Xoyout eujtpostbrcotx; xat fxOOouc, 5'Jsv itept TU>V auTiiSiov a? rjjxsi? OVS^SJASV,

'/) Kippaia x^P 3 xa8tspa)8r), ouvQeU <iXV ^3r, icspi TTJ? TUJV 'AfA'f iaaiu>v

xai 8ie;5X6u)v, dv6pu)Ttou< aicei- Tijiiupia;. "Ubr
t
8i zopito TJJ? rjjxspa?

Xoyiov xai TO (xiXXov ou itpo- <j
fjzr

t ^, itpOtXQcbv 6 xi^pu?, Ac.
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defence of the god and the sacred property; That if there

were any city whose deputies did not appear, it should be
excluded from the temple, and proclaimed unholy and
accursed. l

At daybreak, accordingly, the muster took place. The
Delphian multitude came with their implements The Am _

for demolition : the Amphiktyons with JEschi- phiktyons
nes placed themselves at the head: and all

^eiVian
marched down to the port of Kirrha. Those multitude

there resident probably astounded and terri- march
t

fied at so furious an inroad from an entire popu- destroy
lation. with whom, a few hours before, they had Kirrha

f n u i j .LI. i interference
been on friendly terms abandoned the place O f the Am-
without resistance, and ran to acquaint their pnissians

fellow-citizens at Amphissa. The Amphiktyons the^r
80 '

with their followers then entered Kirrha, ,

r

h
oper'7'.

demolished all the harbour- conveniences, and offThe
"

even set fire to the houses in the town. This Amphik-

JEschines himself tells us; and we may be very
yons '

sure (though he does not tell us) that the multitude thus
set on were not contented with simply demolishing, but

plundered and carried away whatever they could lay hands
on. Presently, however, the Amphissians, whose town was
on the high ground about seven or eight miles west of

Delphi, apprised of the destruction of their property and

seeing their houses in flames, arrived in haste to the rescue,
with their full-armed force. The Amphiktyons and the

Delphian multitude were obliged in their turn to evacuate

Kirrha, and hurry back to Delphi at their best speed.

They were in the greatest personal danger. According to

Demosthenes, some were actually seized; but they must
have been set at liberty almost immediately. 2 None were

1 .ffischines adv. Ktesiph. p. 71. hardly have failed to mention it;
2 Demosthen. De Corona, p. 277. since it would have suited exactly

According to the second decree of the drift and purpose of his speech,
the Amphiktyons cited in this JEschines is by far the best wit-

oration (p. 278), some of the Am- ness for the proceedings at this

phiktyons were wounded. But I springmeeting of the Amphiktyons.
concur with Droysen, Franke and He was not only present, but the

others, in disputing the genuineness leading person concerned; if he
of these decrees

;
and the assertion, makes a wrong statement, it must

that some of the Amphiktyons were be by design. But if the facts as

wounded, is one among thegrounds stated by JEschines are at all near
for disputing it; for if such had the truth, it is hardly possible that

been the fact, JEgchines could the two decrees cited inDemosthem's
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put to death; an escape which they probably owed to the

respect borne by the Amphissians, even under such ex-

asperating circumstances, to the Amphiktyonic function.

On the morning after this narrow escape, the president,
Farther a Thessalian of Pharsalus named Kottyphus,
re
k

1U
b
0n convoked a full Amphiktyonic Ekklesia; that

the
6

Am^ is, not merely the Amphiktyons proper, or the

phiktypns legates and co-legates deputed from the various
to hold a -P- i , i i -J.-L. it, J.T-

future cities but also, along with them, the promis-
speciai cuous multitude present for purpose of sacrifice

sal take and consultation of the oracle. Loud and
measures indignant were the denunciations pronounced
for punish- . ,-P. ,. -J..LI A !_ T.-I

ing the m this meeting against the Amphissians ;
while

Lokrians. Athens was eulogised as having taken the lead

in vindicating the rights of Apollo. It was finally resolved

that the Amphissians should be punished as sinners against
the god and the sacred domain, as well as against the

Amphiktyons personally; that the legates should now go
home, to consult each his respective city ;

and that as soon
as some positive resolution for executory measures could

be obtained, each should come to a special meeting,

appointed at Thermopylae for a future day seemingly not

far distant, and certainly prior to the regular season of

autumnal convocation.

Thus was the spark applied, and the flame kindled,
of a second Amphiktyonic war, between six and

B'' 9 '

seven years after the conclusion of the former

violence *n **46 B.C. What has been just recounted comes
of the Am- to us from uEschines, himself the witness as

i-^ubiic
18 well as the incendiary. We here judge him,

mischief not from accusations preferred by his rival

a??A-
b
^ Demosthenes, but from his own depositions;-Sischmes. ' i-i_i i.-i i

and from tacts which he details not simply

can have been the real decrees pass- mattocks the exclusion from the

ed by the Amphiktyons. The sub- temple, and tho cursing, of any
stance of what was resolved, as city which did not appear to take

given by JEschines, pp. 70, 71, is part.

materially different from the first The compiler of those decrees

decree quoted in the oration of appears to have had only Demo-

Demosthenes, p. 278. There is no sthenes before him, and to have

mention, in the latter, of those known nothing of Machines. Of the

vivid and prominent circumstances violent proceedings of the Amphik-
the summoning of all the Del- tyons, both provoked and de-

phians, freemen and slaves above scribed by .iEschines, Demosthenes
16 years of age, with spades and says nothing.
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without regret, but with a strong feeling of pride. It is

impossible to read them without becoming sensible of the

profound misfortune which had come over the Grecian

world; since the unanimity or dissidence of its component
portions were now determined, not by political congresses
at Athens or Sparta, but by debates in the religious convo-

cation at Delphi and Thermopylae. Here we have the

political sentiment of the Amphissian Lokrians their

sympathy for Thebes, and dislike to Athens dictating

complaint and invective against the Athenians on the

allegation of impiety. Against every one, it was commonly
easy to find matter for such an allegation, if parties were
on the look-out for it; svhile defence was difficult, and
the fuel for kindling religious antipathy all at the command
of the accuser. Accordingly vEschines troubles himself
little with the defence, but plants himself at once on the

vantage-ground of the accuser, and retorts the like charge
of impiety against the Amphissians, on totally different

allegations. By superior oratory, as well as by the appeal
to an ancient historical fact of a character peculiarly terror-

striking, he exasperates the Amphiktyons to a pitch of

religious ardour, in vindication of the god, such as to make
them disdain alike the suggestions either of social justice
or of political prudence. Demosthenes giving credit to

the Amphiktyons for something like the equity of proce-
dure, familiar to Athenian ideas and practice affirmed

that no charge against Athens could have been made
before them by the Lokrians, because no charge would be
entertained without previous notice given to Athens. But
JEschines, when accusing the Lokrians, on a matter of
which he had given no notice, and which it first crossed
his mind to mention at the moment when he made his

speech
* found these Amphiktyons so inflammable in their

religious antipathies, that they forthwith call out and head
the Delphian mob armed with pickaxes for demolition.
To evoke, from a far-gone and half-forgotten past, the

memory of that fierce religious feud, for the purpose of

extruding established proprietors, friends and defenders
of the temple, from an occupancy wherein they rendered
essential service to the numerous visitors of Delphi to

execute this purpose with brutal violence, creating the

1 JKschiiigs adv. Ktesiph p. 70. [xT)v fivrjoSrjvat TTJ; TU>V 'Ai/.ot3ffu>v

8 ouv [xoi eni TTJV fvii>- nspi TTJV fyj'' TTJV Uj/tzv a<3$fii(i<; i Ac.
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maximum of exasperation in the sufferers, endangering the

lives of the Amphiktyonic legates, and raising another
Sacred War pregnant with calamitous results this was
an amount of mischief such as the bitterest enemy of Greece
could hardly have surpassed. The prior imputations of

irreligion. thrown out by the Lokrian orator againstAthens,
may have been futile and malicious; but the retort ofJEschi-

nes was far worse, extending as well as embittering the

poison of pious discord, and plunging the Amphiktyonic
assembly in a contest from which there was no exit except
by the sword of Philip.

Some comments on this proceeding appeared requisite,

partly because it is the only distinct matter

the pro- known to us, from an actual witness, respecting
ceeding of ^he Amphiktyonic council partly from its
-ZEschmes . J

i i -11 ii
at Athens, ruinous consequences, which will presently
Opposition appear. At first, indeed, these consequences
sthen6s" did not manifest themselves

;
and when .2Eschi-

at first ngs returned to Athens, he told his story to the

satisfaction of the people. We may presume
that he reported the proceedings at the time in the same
manner as he stated them afterwards, in the oration now
preserved. The Athenians, indignant at the accusation

brought by the Lokrians against Athens, were disposed to

take part in that movement of pious enthusiasm which
JEschines had kindled on the subject of Kirrha, pursuant
to the ancient oath sworn by their forefathers. J So forcibly
was the religious point of view of this question thrust

upon the public mind, that the opposition of Demosthenes
was hardly listened to. He laid open at once the conse-

quences of what had happened, saying "JEschines, you
are bringing war into Attica an Amphiktyonic war."

But his predictions were cried down as illusions or mere
manifestations of party feeling against a rival. 2 jEschines
denounced him openly as the hired agent of the impious
Lokrians; 3 a charge sufficiently refuted by the conduct of

these Lokrians themselves, who are described by JEschines

as gratuitously insulting Athens.

1 JEschinos adv. Ktesipb. p. 71. o>1s ot icpoyovoi ubfioaov, ou5s -rrj; dp5?
xai TOC npaSjen; TJ|J.U>V d7to6s;7jj.svo'j 066=

TTJ TOO fleou (lavTtia;.

T&u Si^fiou, xai T^? itoXeitK 110107)5
2 Demosth. Do Corona, p. 276.

7cpi3ipou(ievr) euujpsiv, *c. O'jx so.
* -ZEschin&s adv. Ktesiph. p. 69-71.

(Demosthenes) (xejjLv^aftat 7<J>v opxiov,
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But though the general feeling at Athens, immediately
after the return of vEschines, was favourable to rT i i-\ i i -.Z TJ j. i Change of
his proceedings at Delphi, it did not long con- feeling at

tinue so. Nor is the change difficult to under- ^g
116118"

stand. The first mention of the old oath, and Athenians

the original devastation of Kirrha, sanctioned [^ e

lv
n
e to

by the name and authority of Solon, would P art
8

inthe

naturally turn the Athenian mind into a strong Amphik-_,.'. ,. , ,,
' tyomc pro-

feeling of pious sentiment against the tenants ceedings
of that accursed spot. But farther information A

g
r

il

h
8

i

t

would tend to prove that the Lokrians were
more sinned against than sinning; that the occupation of

Kirrha as a harbour was a convenience to all Greeks, and
most of all to the temple itself; lastly, that the imputations
said to have been cast by the Lokrians upon Athens had
either never been made at all (so we find Demosthenes

affirming), or were nothing worse than an unauthorised
burst of ill-temper from some rude individual. Though
^Eschines had obtained at first a vote of approbation for

his proceedings, yet when his proposition came to be made
that Athens should take part in the special Amphik-

tyonic meeting convened for punishing the Amphissians
the opposition of Demosthenes was found more effective.

Both the Senate and the public assembly passed a resolu-

tion peremptorily forbidding all interference on the part
of Athens at that special meeting. "The Hieromnemon
and the Pylagorse of Athens (so the decree prescribed)
shall take no part, either in word or deed or resolution,
with the persons assembled at that special meeting. They
shall visit Delphi and Thermopylae at the regular times
fixed by our forefathers." This important decree marks
the change of opinion at Athens. JEschines indeed tells

us that it was only procured by crafty manoeuvre on the

part of Demosthenes, being hurried through in a thin

assembly, at the close of business, when most citizens (and
jEschines among them) had gone away. But there is

nothing to confirm such insinuations; moreover JEschines,
if he had still retained the public sentiment in his favour,
could easily have baffled the tricks of his rival. l

The special meeting of Amphiktyons at Thermopylae
accordingly took place, at some time between s P eci

.

al

.1 i !/ i meeting of
the two regular periods or spring and autumn, the

1 JEschines adv. Ktesiph. p. 71.
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ons at'Ther-
^ ^ega^es attended from Athens, nor any from

mopyiae, Thebes a fact made known to us by JGschines,
he

.\d and remarkable as evincing an incipient tend-
without 1 V J
Athens. ency towards concurrence, such as had never
Vote existed before, between these two important
?<fvy

8

a
C

cities. The remaining legates met, determined
force for fo levy a joint force for the purpose of punishing
punishing ,, . i -j A. ~\r P
Ampnissa. the Amphissians, and chose the president Kot-
Kottyphus typhus general. According to -2Eschines, this

force was brought together, marched against
the Lokrians, and reduced them to submission, but granted
to them indulgent terms; requiring from them a fine to

the Delphian god, payable at stated intervals sentencing
some of the Lokrian leaders to banishment as having
instigated the encroachment on the sacred domain and

recalling others who had opposed it. But the Lokrians

(he says), after the force had retired, broke faith, paid
nothing, and brought back all the guilty leaders. Demo-
sthenes, on the contrary, states that Kottyphus summoned

contingents from the various Amphiktyonic states; but
some never came at all, while those who did come were
lukewarm and inefficient; so that the purpose altogether
miscarried. 1 The account of Demosthenes is the more

probable of the two
;
for we know from ./Eschines himself

that neither Athens nor Thebes took part in the pro-

ceeding, while Sparta had been excluded from the Am-
phiktyonic council in 346 B.C. There remained therefore

only the secondary and smaller states. Of these, the Pelo-

ponnesians, even if inclined, could not easily come, since

they could neither march by land through Boeotia, nor
come with ease by sea while the Amphissians were masters
of the port ofKirrha; and the Thessalians and their neigh-
bours were not likely to take so intense an interest in the

enterprise as to carry it through without the rest. More-

over, the party who were only waiting for a pretext to

invite the interference of Philip, would rather prefer to

do nothing, in order to show how impossible it was to act

without him. Hence we may fairly assume that what
JEschines represents as indulgent terms granted to the

Lokrians and afterwards violated by them, was at best

nothing more than a temporary accommodation, concluded

because Kottyphus could not do anything probably
1 Demosthen. De Corona, p. 277; JEsehinSs adv. Ktesiph. p. 72.
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did not wish to do anything without the intervention of

Philip.
The next Pylsea, or the autumnal meeting of the Am-

phiktyons at Thermopylae, now arrived; yet the B . 0> 339

Lokrians were still unsubdued. Kottypnus and (Septem-

his party now made the formal proposition to T?
r) '

A
invoke the aid of Philip. "If you do not con- phAtyo'ns
sent ("they told the Amphiktyons 1

)) YOU must invoke the
V
P

J
j 11 f i -i interven-

come forward personally in iorce, subscribe tion of

ample funds, and fine all defaulters. Choose phiiip.

which you prefer." The determination of the Amphik-
tyons was taken to invoke the interference of Philip;

appointing him commander of the combined force, and

champion of the god, in the new Sacred War, as he had
been in the former.

At the autumnal meeting,
2 where this fatal measure

1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 277, 278.

* The chronology of events here

recounted has been differently con-

ceived by different authors. Ac-

cording to my view, the first motion
raised by Machines against the

Amphissian Lokrians, occurred in

the spring meeting of the Amphik-
tyons at Delphi in 339 B.C. (the

year of the archon Theophrastus
at Athens); next, there was held

a special or extraordinary meeting
of the Amphiktyons, and a warlike

manifestation against the Lokrians
;

after which came the regular au-

tumnal meeting at Thermopylae; (B.C.

339 September the year of the

archon Lysimachides at Athens),
where the vote was passed to call

in the military interference of

Philip.
This chronology does not indeed

agree with the two so-called decrees

of the Amphiktyons, and with the

documentary statement "Apyiuv

MvTjaiflElST]?, 'Av9CTTT]plU>VO<: SXT1Q S~t

Sixa which we read as incorporated
in the oration De Corona, p. 279.

But I have already stated that I

think these documents spurious.
The archon Mnesitheid&s (like

all the other archons named in the

documents recited in the oration

De Corona) is a wrong name, and
cannot have been quoted from any
genuine document. Next, the first

decree of the Amphiktyons is not
in harmony with the statement of

-33schin6s, himself the great mover
of what the Amphiktyons really
did. Lastly, the second decree

plainly intimates that the person
who composed the two decrees con-
ceived the nomination of Philip to

have taken place in the very same

Amphiktyonic assembly as the first

movement against the Lokrians.
The same words, ETU Upsux; KXeiva-

Yopou, EapivTJi; ituXaia? prefixed to

both decrees, must be understood
to indicate the same assembly. Mr.
Clinton's supposition that the first

decree was passed at the spring
meeting of 339 B.C. and the second
at the spring meeting of 338 B.C.

Kleinagoras being the Epony-
mus in both years appears to me
nowise probable. The special pur-
pose and value of an Eponymus
would disappear, if the same person
served in that capacity for two
successive years. Boeckh adopts
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Motives Philip was adopted, legates from
which die- Athens were doubtless present (JEschines among
tated the

them), according to usual custom; for the decree

pendence'of of Demosthenes had enacted that the usual

A
8t
hk

tbe custom should be followed, though it had for-

tyonic'

"

bidden the presence of legates at the special or
voters upon extraordinary meeting. JEschines 1 was not

backward in advocating the application to

Philip; nor indeed could he take any other course, con-

sistently with what he had done at the preceding spring
meeting. He himself only laments that Athens suffered

herself to be deterred, by the corrupt suggestions of De-

mosthenes, from heading the crusade against Amphissa,
when the gods themselves had singled her out for that

pious duty.
2 What part Thebes took in the nomination

of Philip, or whether her legates attended at the autumnal

Amphiktyonic meeting, we do not know. But it is to be
remembered that one of the twelve Amphiktyonic double

suffrages now belonged to the Macedonians themselves;
while many of the remaining members had become depend-
ent on Macedonia the Thessalians, Phthiot Achaeans,

Perrhaebians, Dolopians, Magnetes, &c. 3 It was probably
not very difficult for Kottyphus and JEschines to procure
a vote investing Philip with the command. Even those
who were not favourable might dread the charge ofimpiety
if they opposed it.

the conjecture of Reiske, altering spring meeting, came both the two

eapivjjs itoXatai; in the second decree decrees whicli we now read in the

into 6Tcu)piv7)<; rcuXala?. This would oration Be Corona. But the first

bring the second decree into better of those two decrees can never

harmony with chronology ;
but have come after the outrageous

there is nothing in the state of the proceeding described by .iEschines.

text to justify such an innovation. I will add, that in the former
Bohnecke (Forsch. p. 498-508) adopts decree, the president Kottyphus is

a supposition yet more improbable, called an Arcadian, whereas JEschi-

He supposes that JEschin&s was nSs designates him as a P/iarsalian.

chosen Pylagoras at the beginning
* Demosth. De Corona, p. 278.

of the Attic year 340-339 B.C., and * JEschines adv. Ktesiph. p. 72.

that he attended first at Delphi at .... TU>V [xsv QEU>V TTJV r)Ye|iovioc*

the autumnal meeting of the Am- TTJ? Euaepsio? r)(xw itspaSsScoxoTcov,

phiktyons 340 B.C.; that he there TTJ? 8s ArjixooQevou; 8u>po5<ma; ejx-

raised the violent storm which he 7io8ii>v YfVT)|j.vT]<;.

himself describes in his speech; and 'See Isokrates, Orat. V. (Philipp.)
that afterwards, at the subsequent s. 22. 23.
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During the spring and summer of this year 339 B.C.

(the interval between the two Amphiktyonic
meetings), Philip had been engaged in his expe-

B'' 339-

dition against the Scythians, and in his battle, cept^thn"
while returning, against the Triballi, wherein command-
he received the severe wound already mentioned. jJou^hw

3

His recovery from this wound was completed, through

when the Amphiktyonic vote, conferring upon
T1>ermo-

him the command, was passed. He readily ac-

cepted a mission which his partisans, and probably his

bribes, had been mainly concerned in procuring. Imme-

diately collecting his forces, he marched southward through
Thessaly and Thermopylae, proclaiming his purpose of

avenging the Delphian god upon the unholy Lokrians of

Amphissa. The Amphiktyonic deputies, and the Amphik-
tyonic contingents, in greater or less numbers, accompanied
his march. In passing through Thermopylae, he took
Niksea (one of the towns most essential to the security of

the pass) from the Thebans, in whose hands it had re-

mained since his conquest of Phokis in 346 B.C., though
with a Macedonian garrison sharing in the occupation. 1

Not being yet assured of the concurrence of the Thebans
in his farther projects, he thought it safer to consign this

important town to the Thessalians, who were thoroughly
in his dependence.

His march from Thermopylae, whether to Delphi and

Amphissa, or into Boeotia, lay through Phokis. _,...

That unfortunate territory still continued in the

defenceless condition to which it had been con- Ph
^
kis

j~
he

demned by the Amphiktyonic sentence of 346 occupied,

B.C., without a single fortified town , occupied and
*jegms7

, , n j- j -n j i to refortify.
merely by small dispersed villages and by a Eiateia.

population scanty as well as poor. On reaching
Eiateia, once the principal Phokian town, but now dis-

mantled, Philip halted his army, and began forthwith to

re-establish the walls, converting it into a strong place
for permanent military occupation. He at the same
time occupied Kytinium, 2 the principal town in the little

1 JEachings adv. Ktesiph. p. 73. 6j)paiu)v Nixatav
(Jisv tppo'jpa xati-

Nixatav ScTTaXoii; 5taps8u>xs, &c. * Philochorus ap. Dionys. Hal.

Compare Demosthen. ad Philipp. ad Amnuuuiu, p. 742.

Epistol. p. 153. UTton-S'JSTai 6s OTIO
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embassy to

Thebes, an-

nouncing
his inten-
tion to at-

territory of Doris, in the upper portion of the valley of

the river Kephissus, situated in the short mountain road

from Thermopylae to Amphissa.
The seizure of Elateia by Philip, coupled with his

operations for reconstituting it as a permanent
B.C. 339. *.,., i . * J.V

*

military post, was an event ot the gravest mo-

November). nient, exciting surprise and uneasiness through-
He sends an out a large portion of the Grecian world.

Hitherto he had proclaimed himself as general

acting under the Amphiktyonic vote of nomina-

tion, and as on his march simply to vindicate

tack Atttca, the Delphian god against sacrilegious Lokrians.
and asking Had such been his real purpose, however, he

a
1

free "pas's- would have had no occasion to halt at Elateia,
age for his much less to re-fortify and garrison it. Accord-

my '

ingly it now became evident that he meant

something different, or at least something ulterior. He him-

self indeed no longer affected to conceal his real purposes.

Sending envoys to Thebes, he announced that he had come
to attack the Athenians, and earnestly invited her coope-
ration as his ally, against enemies odious to her as well as

to himself. But if the Thebans, in spite of an excellent

opportunity to crush an ancient foe, should still determine

to stand aloof, he claimed of them at least a free passage

through Boaotia, that he might invade Attica with his own
forces, i

The relations between Athens and Thebes at this mo-
ment were altogether unfriendly. There had
indeed been no actual armed conflict between
them since the conclusion of the Sacred War in

346B.C.; yet the oldsentiment of enmity and jeal-

ousy, dating from earlier days and aggravated
during that war, still continued unabated. To
soften this reciprocal dislike, and to bring about

cooperation with Thebes, had always been the

aim of some Athenian politicians Eubulus

B.C. 339.

(October).

Unfriendly
relations

subsisting
between
Athens and
Thebes.
Strong
hopes of

Philip that

1 Demosthen. De Corona, p. 293-

299. Justin, ix. 3, "diu dissimula-

tum bellum Atheniensibus infert."

This expression is correct in the

sense, that Philip, who had hitherto

pretended to be on his march

agninst Amphissa, disclosed his

real purpose to be against Athens,
at the moment when he seized

Elateia. Otherwise, he had been
at open war with Athens, ever

since the sieges of Byzantium and

Perinthus in the preceding year.
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Aristophon and Demosthenes himself, whom Thebes
jEschines tries to discredit as having been com- would act

plimented and corrupted by the Thebans. ' &??*
Nevertheless, in spite of various visits and em- against

bassies to Thebes, where a philo-Athenian
Ath(

minority also subsisted, nothing had ever been accomplish-
ed. 2 The enmity still remained, and had been even

artificially aggravated (if we are to believe Demosthenes 3
)

during the six months which elapsed since the breaking
out of the Amphissian quarrel, by JEschines and the par-
tisans of Philip in both cities.

The ill-will subsisting between Athens and Thebes at

the moment when Philip took possession of Elateia, was
so acknowledged that he had good reason for looking upon
confederacy of the two against him as impossible.

4 To
enforce the request, that Thebes, already his ally, would
continue to act as such at this critical juncture, he de-

spatched thither envoys not merely Macedonian, but also

Thessalian, Dolopian, Phthiot Achaean, .JStolian, and
JEnianes the Amphiktyonic allies who were accompany-
ing his march. 5

If such were the hopes, and the reasonable hopes, of

Philip, we may easily understand how intense

was the alarm among the Athenians, when they
first heard of the occupation of Elateia. Should STltheS?
the Thebans comply, Philip would be in three when the

days on the frontier of Attica; and from the arrived
sentiment understood as well as felt to be pre- that Philip

valent, the Athenians could not but anticipate Jt
8

Elateia"
that free passage, and a Theban reinforcement

besides, would be readily granted. Ten years before,
Demosthenes himself (in his first Olynthiac) had asserted

that the Thebans would gladly join Philip in an attack on

1
.ffischin&s, Fals. Leg. p. 46, 47. ourep Ivexct to? itAXet? outot avii-

* ^EschinSs adv. Ktesiph. p. 73; xpouov, Ac. OUTUJ (ii/P 1 ^OPP 10 rP"
Demosth. De Corona, p. 281. rjYayov OUTOI TTJV eyQpdtv.

* Demosth. De Corona, p. 276,
4 Demosth. De Corona JJXEV I/tov

281, 284. "A XX' EXEiae eicdtveijit, oti (Philip) TTJV 86va[Atv xat TTJV 'EXa-

TOV ev 'AiAtpiaaig iroXejAov TOOTOU reiaM xaTsXafkv, ci) O'j8' &M si TI

(^EschinSs) (*.sv itoirjaavTOi;, OU(JLT:- Y SVOITO ^" l 'U|ATtvsuadtvT(uv 6v rjjxujv

pav|j.svw* 8i TU)V oXXiov tiov ouvep- xctl tiiv 67)3a i'U''-

7iov OUTOU
Til)v itpoi; 07)paiou? s/Bpav,

5 Philochorus ap. Dionys. Hal. ad

ouvi[)T) TOV <l>iXiititov eXQsiv e<r'
T]|A5<;, Ammaeum, p. 742.

VOL. XT. U
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%

Attica. * If such was then the alienation, it had been in-

creasing rather than diminishing ever since. As the march
of Philip had hitherto been not merely rapid, but under-
stood as directed towards Delphi and Amphissa, the

Athenians had made no preparations for the defence of

their frontier. Neither their families nor their moveable

property had yet been carried within walls. Nevertheless

they had now to expect, within little more than forty-eight

hours, an invading army as formidable and desolating as any
of those during the Peloponnesian war, under a commander
far abler than Archidamus or Agis.

2

Though the general history of this important period
can be made out only in outline, we are fortunate

Athenian , ,
.

J _ A ., .

public aa- enough to obtain from Demosthenes a striking
sembiy held

narrative, in some detail, of the proceedings at

anxYety^nd Athens immediately afterthe news of the capture
silence-no o f Elateia by Philip. It was evening when the
one \vill . , r . , .

,

speak but messenger arrived, just at the time when the
Demo- prytanes (or senators of the presiding tribe)sthenes. r</

,

v
ii IE i -jwere at supper m their omcial residence.

Immediately breaking up their meal, some ran to call the

generals whose duty it was to convoke the public assembly,
with the trumpeter who gave public notice thereof; so

that the Senate and assembly were convoked for the next

morning at daybreak. Others bestirred themselves in

clearing out the market-place, which was full of booths
and stands for traders selling merchandise. They even
set fire to these booths, in their hurry to get the space
clear. Such was the excitement and terror throughout the

city, that the public assembly was crowded at the earliest

dawn, even before the Senate could go through their

forms and present themselves for the opening ceremonies.
At length the Senate joined the assembly, and the prytanes
came forward to announce the news, producing the mes-

senger with his public deposition. The herald then pro-
claimed the usual words "Who wishes to speak?" Not
a man came forward. He proclaimed the words again and

again, yet still no one rose.

1 Demosth. Olynth. 1. p. 16. *Av /) yap ejiT] rcoXiTels, TJ? OUTO; (JEschi-
8' EXsiva QiXiKROc Xti^r), TIC auTOv nfis) xatriYopet, avTljxevTOu 6r)3iou?
xu)X6sEi Sciipo psStlUiv; 6r)3ottoi; ot, fieri OiXlrcro-j oovEfxpaXetv el? TTJV
ti

fiii)
Xiav mxpov eliteiv, xat auveio- y<bpov, 6 navrec (JJOVTO, (xs9' 7]|iiov

PaXouaiv itoiftUK. irapatot$a|jisv&y exslvov xu>Xueiv ercoi-
2 Demosth. De Corona, p. 304. T)<JSV, Ac.
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At length, after a considerable interval of silence,
Demosthenes rose to speak. He addressed A .

himself to that alarming conviction which beset Vemo-
the minds of all, though no one had yet given

*i en6s to
., . .

, ,,
B m , , '. ,

e despatch an
it utterance that the Thebans were in hearty embassy

sympathy with Pliilip. "Suffer not yourselves
immediate-

(he said) to believe any such thing. If the fact Thebes, and
had been so, Philip would have been already

to offer

on your frontier, without halting at Elateia. on'the^most
He has a large body of partisans at Thebes, liberal

procured by fraud and corruption; but he has
not the whole city. There is yet a considerable Theban
party, adverse to him and favourable to you. It is for the

purpose of emboldening his own partisans in Thebes,
overawing his opponents, and thus extorting a positive
declaration from the city in his favour, that he is making
display of his force at Elateia. And in this he will succeed,
unless you, Athenians, shall exert yourselves vigorously
and prudently in counteraction. If you, acting on your
old aversion towards Thebes, shall now hold aloof, Philip's

partisans in the city will become all-powerful, so that the
whole Theban force will march along with him against
Attica. For your own security, you must shake off these

old feelings, however well grounded and stand forward
for the protection of Thebes, as being in greater danger
than yourselves. March forth your entire military strength
to the frontier, and thus embolden your partisans in Thebes
to speak out openly against their philippising opponents,
who rely upon the army at Elateia. Next, send ten envoys
to Thebes; giving them full powers, in conjunction with
the generals, to call in your military force whenever they
think fit. Let your envoys demand neither concessions

nor conditions from the Thebans; let them simply tender
the full force of Athens to assist the Thebans in their

present straits. If the offer be accepted, you will have
secured an ally inestimable for your own safety, while

acting with a generosity worthy of Athens; if -it be refused,
the Thebans will have themselves to blame, and you will

at least stand unimpeached on the score of honour as well

as of policy."
l

1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 286, DemosthenSs represents himself to

287; Diodor. xvi. 84. I have given have said,

the substance, in brief, of what

u 2
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The advice
of Demo-
sthenes is

adopted
he is de-

spatched
with other

envoys to
Thebes.

The recommendation of Demosthenes, alike wise and

generous, was embodied in a decree and adopted
by the Athenians without opposition.

l Neither

.2Eschines, nor any one else, said a word against
it. Demosthenes himself, being named chief of

the ten envoys, proceeded forthwith to Thebes;
while the military force of Attica was at the

same time marched to the frontier.

1 This decree, or a document

claiming to be such, is given ver-

batim in Demosthenes, Do Corona,
p. 289, 290. It bears date on the

16th of the month Skirrophorion

(June), under the archonship of

Nausikles. This archon is a wrong
or pseud-eponymous archon: and
the document, to say nothing of

its verbosity, implies that Athens
was now about to pass out of pa-
cific relations with Philip, and to

begin war against him which is

contrary to the real fact.

There also appear inserted, a few

pages before, in the same speech
(p. 282), four other documents, pur-

porting to relate to the time im-

mediately preceding the capture of

Elateia by Philip. 1. A decree of

the Athenians, dated in the month
Elaphebolion of the archon Hero-

pythus. 2. Another decree, in the

month Munychion of the same
archon. 3. An answer addressed

by Philip to the Athenians. 4. An
answer addressed by Philip to the

Thebans. .

Here again, the archon called

Heropythus is a wrong and un-
known archon. Such manifest error

of date would alone be enough to

preclude me from trusting the do-
cument as genuine. Droysen is

right, in my judgement, in reject-

ing all these five documents as

spurious. The answer of Philip to

the Athenians is adapted to the

two decrees ^f the Athenians, and
cannot be genuine if they are

spurious.

These decrees, too, like that dated

in Skirrophorion, are not consistent

with the true relations between
Athens and Philip. They imply
that she was at peace with him,
and that hostilities were first un-
dertaken against him by her after

his occupation of Elateia; whereas

open war had been prevailing be-

tween them for more than a year,
ever since the summer of 340 B.C.,

and the maritime operations against
him in the Propontis. That the

war was going on without inter-

ruption, during all this period
that Philip could not get near to

Athens to strike a blow at her and
close the war, except by bringing
the Thebans and Thessalians into

cooperation with him and that for

the attainment of this last purpose,
he caused the Amphissian war to

be kindled, through the corrupt

agency of JEschines is the express
statement of Demosthenes, De Co-

rona, p. 275, 276. Hence I find it

impossible to believe in the authen-

ticity either of the four documents
here quoted, or of this supposed
very long decree of the Athenians,
on forming their alliance with The-

bes, bearing date on the 16th of
the month Skirrophorion, and cited
De Corona, p. 289. I will add, that

the two decrees which we read in

p. 282, profess themselves as having
been passed in the months Elaphe-
bolion and Munychion, and bear
the name of the archon Heropythus;
while the decree cited, p. 289, bears
date the 16th of Skirrophorion, and
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At Thebes they found the envoys of Philip and his

allies, and the philippising Thebans full of triumph*

the name of a different archon,
Nausikles. Now if the decrees were

genuine, the events which are de-

scribed in both must have hap-

pened under the same archon, at

an interval of about six weeks be-

tween the last day of Munychion
and the 16th of Skirrophorion. It

is impossible to suppose an inter-

val of one year and six weeks be-

tween them.
It appears to me, on reading

attentively the words of Demosthe-
nfis himself, that the falsarius, or

person who composed these four

first documents, has not properly
conceived what it was that Demo-
sthen6s caused to be read by the

public secretary. The point which
Demosthenes is here making is to

show how ably he had managed,
and how well he had deserved of

his country, by bringing the The-
bans into alliance with Athens

immediately afterPhilip's capture
of Elateia. For this purpose he
dwells upon the bad state of feel-

ing between Athens and Thebes
before that event, brought about

by the secret instigations of Philip

through corrupt partisans in both

places. Now it is to illustrate this

hostile feeling between Athens and

Thebes, that he causes the secretary
to read certain decrees and answers

ev oi 8' YJTE yjSr) T a rcpo<; dX Xiq-

Xou?, TOUTWvt -u)v'^r(9ia|xaTa)v dxoi>-

oa-jtst xai Tibv diTroxpijsiuv eiueofls.

Kai fioi Xeye Taura Xajituv ....
(p. 282). The documents here an-

nounced to be read do not bearupon
the relations between Athens and

Philip (which were those of active

warfare, needing no illustration)
but to the relation between Athens
and Thebes. There had plainly been

interchanges of bickering and un-

gracious feeling between the two

cities, manifested in public decree*
or public answers to complaints or

remonstrances. Instead of which,
the two Athenian decrees, which
we now read as following, are ad-

dressed, not to the Thebans, but
to Philip ;

the first of them does
not mention Thebes at all, the

second mentions Thebes only to

recite as a ground of complaint

against Philip, that he was trying
to put the two cities at variance;
and this too, among other grounds
of complaint much more grave and

imputing more hostile purposes.
Then follow two answers which
are not answers between Athens
and Thebes, as they ought to be

but answers from Philip, the first

to the Athenians, the second to the

Thebans. Neither the decrees, nor
the answers, as they here stand, go
to illustrate the point at which
Demosthenes is aiming the bad

feeling and mutual provocations
which had been exchanged a little

before between Athens and Thebes.
Neither the one nor the other justi-

fies the words of the orator imme-
diately after the documents have
been read OUTIO 6io9sU o OiXi^^o?
-a? TCoXsic Ttpo? dXXigXcn 810
TOUTIUV (through JEschins and
his supporters), xat TOUTOI? euap-
8sl? tot? 'J(7)<pi<j|Aa(ji xai 7<xi? dro-

xpiisstv, TJXSV i)f<uv trjv Suvajxiv xai

trjv 'EXaTstav xaTeXajtev, u><; ouS" ov

t Tl Y^''ot
" "I <JO|X1tVU<jdvTU>V 5v

rj(A(I)v
xal TUJV 6r)(Jaiu>v.

DemosthenSs describes Philip as

acting upon Thebes and Athens

through the agency of corrupt
citizens in each ; the author of

these documents conceives Philip
as acting by his own despatches.
The decree of the 16th Skirro-

phorion enacts, not only that there

shall be alliance with Thebes, but
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while the friends of Athens were so dispirited, that the

D . . first letters of Demosthenes, sent home imme-
state of diately on reaching Thebes, were of a gloomy

teeijngjit
cast, i According to Grecian custom, the two

influence of opposing legations were heard in turn before
the phi- the Theban assembly. Amyntas and Klearchus

v&ity
8 were the Macedonian envoys, together with the

' ffe

d
V
b eloquent Byzantine Python, as chief spokesman,

the'inace- and the Thessalians Daochus and Thrasylaus.'-
donian Having the first word, as established allies of

Thebes, these orators found it an easy theme to

denounce Athens, and to support their case by the general
tenor of past history since the battle of Leuktra. The
Macedonian orator contrasted the perpetual hostility of

Athens with the valuable aid furnished to Thebes by
Philip, when he rescued her from the Phokians, and con-

firmed her ascendency over Boeotia. "If (said the orator)

Philip had stipulated, before he assisted you against the

Phokians, that you should grant him in return a free

passage against Attica, you would have gladly acceded.

Will you refuse it now, when he has rendered to you the

service without stipulation? Either let us pass through
to Attica or join our march; whereby you will enrich

yourself with the plunder of that country, instead of being
impoverished by having Boeotia as the seat of war." 3

All these topics were so thoroughly in harmony with

Efficient the previous sentiments of the Thebans, that
and sue-

they must have made a lively impression. How
orato'ry of Demosthenes replied to them, we are not per-
Demosthe- mitted to know. His powers of oratory must have

shades
6

the*" been severely tasked; for the pre-established

also that the right of intermarriage nounce for the establishment of

between, the two cities shall be intermarriage between the two
established. Now at the moment cities.

when the decree was passed, the ' Demosth. De Corona, p. 29s.

Thebans both had been, and still 2
Plutarch, DemosthenSs c. 18.

were, on bad terms with Athens, Daochus and Thrasylaus are named
so that it was doubtful whether by Demosthenes as Thessalian par-

they would entertain or reject the tisans of Philip (Demosth. De Co-

proposition ; nay, the chances even rona, p. 324).

were, that they would reject it * Demosth. De Corona, p. 298,

and join Philip. We can hardly 299
;
Aristot. Rhetoric, ii. 23; Dion,

believe it possible, that under such Hal. ad Ammaeum, p. 744; Diodor.
a state of probabilities, the Athe- xvi. 85.

niaus would go so far as to pro-
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feeling was all adverse, and he had nothing to Thebang to

work upon, except fear, on the part of Thebes, alliance*

of too near contact with the Macedonian arms withAthens

combined with her gratitude for the sponta-
neous and unconditional tender of Athens. And
even as to fears, the Thebans had only to choose between

admitting the Athenian army or that of Philip; a choice

in which all presumption was in favour of the latter, as

present ally and recent benefactor against the former, as

standing rival and enemy. Such was the result anticipated

by the hopes of Philip as well as by the fears of Athens.
Yet with all the chances thus against him, Demosthenes
carried his point in the Theban assembly; determining
them to accept the offered alliance of Athens and to brave
the hostility of Philip. He boasts, with good reason, of

such a diplomatic and oratorical triumph ;

l by which he
not only obtained a powerful ally against Philip, but also

a benefit yet more important rescued Attica from being
overrun by a united Macedonian and Theban army. Justly
does the contemporary historian Theopompus extol the

unrivalled eloquence whereby Demosthenes kindled in the
bosoms of the Thebaus a generous flame of Pan-hellenic

patriotism. But it was not simply by superior eloquence
2

though that doubtless was an essential condition that his

triumph at Thebes was achieved. It was still more owing to

the wise and generous offer which he carried with him, and
which he had himself prevailed on the Athenians to make
of unconditional alliance without any reference to the jealou-
sies and animosities of the past, and on terms even favour-
able to Thebes, as being more exposed than Athens in the

war against Philip.
3

1 Demostb. De Corona, p. 304-307. that the Thebans were induced to

si IASV ouv
(XT) (AexeY vtu uotv eu6eco<;, join Athens, not by the oratory of

(i>? Taii-r' EiSov, oi dijffaioi, xtxl (xsQ
1

Demosthenes, but by their fear of

0(jL(Lv ifiwtto, *- Philip's near approach, and by their
1 Theopompus, Frag. 239, ed. displeasure in consequence of bav-

Didot
; Plutarch, Demosth. c. 18. ing Nikeea taken from them. De-

* We may here trust the more mosthen&s says in fact the same,

fully the boasts made by Demo- Doubtless the ablest orator must
sthen&s of his own statesmanship be furnished with some suitable

and oratory, since we possess the points to work up in his pleadings,
comments of .ifEschines, and there- But the orators on the other side

fore know the worst that can be would find in the history of the

said by an unfriendly critic. JEschi- past a far more copious collection

nes (adr. Ktesiph. p. 73, 74) gays of matters
, capable of being
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The answer brought back by Demosthenes was cheer-

B.C. 339. ing. The important alliance, combining Athens
The Athe- and Thebes in defensive war against Philip, had
nian army been successfully brought about. The Athe-
marches by i j j A ij.-

invitation man army, already mustered in Attica, was in-
to Thebes yited into Boeotia, and marched to Thebes

cooperation without delay. While a portion of them joined
of the the Theban force at the northern frontier of

Boeotia to resist the approach of Philip, the rest

were left in quarters at Thebes. And Demo-
sthenes extols not only the kindness with which they were
received in private houses, but also their correct and orderly
behaviour amidstthe families and properties of theThebans;
not a single complaint being preferred against them.

1 The

antipathy and jealousy between the two cities seemed
effaced in cordial cooperation against the common enemy. Of
the cost of the joint operations, on land and sea, two-thirds

were undertaken by Athens. The command was shared

equally between the allies; and the centre of operations
was constituted at Thebes. 2

In this as well as in other ways, the dangerous vicinity

B.C. 339 of Philip, giving increased ascendency to De-
(Autumn), mosthenes, impressedupon the counsels ofAthens

Vigorous a vigour long unknown. The orator prevailed

taken^at
08 uPon his countrymen to suspend the expendi-

Athens ture going on upon the improvement of their

ance
il

of~tne
docks and the construction of a new arsenal, in

new docks order that more money might be devoted to
suspended

military operations. He also carried a farther

Theoric point which he had long aimed at accomplishing
Fund is ^y indirect means, but always in vain; the con-
devoted to J

. P ,, ml '
A . T-, J, , .,.',

military version of the Theoric Jb und to military pur-
purposes.

poses.
3 So preponderant was the impression

of danger at Athens, that Demosthenes was now able to

propose this motion directly, and with success. Of course,
he must first have moved to suspend the standing enact-

ment, whereby it was made penal even to submit the

motion.

appealed to as causes of antipathy
* JEscbines adv. Ktesiph. p. 74.

against Athens, and of favour to * Philochorus, Frag. 135, ed.

Philip; and against this superior Didot
; Dion. Hal. ad Ammauin,

case Demosthenes bad to contend, p. 742.
' Demosth. De Corona, p. 299, 300.
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To Philip, meanwhile, the new alliance was a severe

disappointment and a serious obstacle. Having Diga
calculated on the continued adhesion of Thebes, pointment

to which he conceivedhimself entitled as a return f phiiip

for benefits conferred and having been doubt- jn

less assured by his partisans in the city that they
could promise him Theban cooperation against P0nnesian

Athens, as soon as he should appear on the allie s to

.,..'.., .
rr

, j. come and
frontier with an overawing army he was dis-

j in him
concerted at the sudden junction of these two ^'"l

8
.*

powerful cities, unexpected alike by friends and
enemies. Henceforward we shall find him hating Thebes,
as guilty of desertion and ingratitude, worse than Athens,
his manifest enemy.

l But having failed in inducing the

Thebans to follow his lead against Athens, he thought it

expedient again to resume his profession of acting on be-

half of the Delphian god against Amphissa, and to write
to his allies in Peloponnesus to come and join him, for this

specific purpose. His letters were pressing, often repeated,
and implying much embarrassment, according to Demo-
sthenes. 2 As far as we can judge, they do not seem tohave

produced much effect; nor was it easy for the Peloponne-
sians to join Philip either by land, while Boeotia was
hostile or by sea while the Amphissians held Karrha, and
the Athenians had a superior navy.

1 JEschin&s adv. Ktesiph. p. 73. do not rest any statements on its

.aSschines remarks the fact but evidence. The Macedonian month

perverts the inferences deducible Lous does not appear to coincide

from it. with the Attic Boedromiou; nor is

2 Demosthen. De Corona, p. 279. it probable that Philip, in writing
Ab? of, (xoi TYJV ETricjtoXTjv, ijv, UK ou)r to Peloponnesians, would allude

unT,xouo-( oi Sujpiloi, ice|XKi irpo<; at all to Attic months. Various
TOO? i-i IlsXoiiovvf|ij({) ou[jLjj.or/oiK

6 subsequent letters written by Philip

<H),inito<;, tv' ei6rjT xai EX TOI'JTYJS to the Peloponnesians, and inti-

9090)? OTI TTJV JAEV dtXTjflTJ r.pvfxai-i mating much embarrassment, are

TUJV 7rpaf|idtTu>v, TO TKUT' sri TTJV alluded to by Demosthenes, furthe

*E)-Xa3a xsi TOO? 07)3atoiK xat Ufxa? on 'AXXo
(jLrp oiaq TOT' Tj^Ui 'fiova

itp-Tiv, drsxpOiiTSTO, xoiva 8s xai 6 $lXlKit04 xai i'i o'ai; ^v ripayal
Tot; 'A(Hpiy.TU03t SoJavTa jr&isiv Ttpoa- sri TOUTOIC, sx TUJV EJUJTO'.UJV sxsi

sitoieiTO, &c. NOU (Ao;0f,ijio9c d)v $U rUXoirovvTjao
Then follows a letter, purporting I-ejxTttv (p. 301, 302). D^mosthene

to be written by Philip to the Pelo- causes the letters to be read pub-
ponnesians. I concur with Droysen licly, but no letters appear ver-

in mistrusting its authenticity. I ftafim.
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War was now carried on, in Phokis and on the fron-

B.O. 339-338. tiers of Bceotia, during the autumn and winter of

War of the
339 '338 B 'C The Athenians and Thebans not

Athenians only maintained their ground against Philip,

Thebans ^ut even gained some advantages over him;
against especially in two engagements called the battle

Ph'oWs
on ^e r^ver

>
and tne winter-battle of which

they gain Demosthenes finds room to boast, and which

vantages"
called forth manifestations of rejoicing and

over him sacrifice, when made known at Athens. J To
h
aidu>

S Demosthenes himself, as the chief adviser of

Demo- the Theban alliance, a wreath of gold was pro-
**

Pose(i byDemomeles andHyperides, and decreed

by the people; and though a citizen named
Diondas impeached the mover for an illegal decree, yet he
did not even obtain the fifth part of the suffrages of the

Dikastery, and therefore became liable to the fine of
1000 drachms. 2 Demosthenes was crowned with public
proclamation at the Dionysiac festival of March 333 B.C. 3

But the most memorable step taken by the Athenians

The Athe
&G^ Thebans, in this joint war against Philip,

nians and was that of reconstituting the Phokians as an
Thebans re- independent and self-defending section of the
constitute

-,-,- *f . ^ ,, f ,, m ,
,

the Pho- Hellenic name. On the part of the Thebans,
kians and hitherto the bitterest enemies of the Phokians.
their towns. ,-, . -,. . i i . />

this proceeding evinced adoption of an improved
and generous policy, worthy of the Pan-hellenic cause in

which they had now embarked. In 34G B.C., the Phokians
had been conquered and ruined by the arms of Philip,
under condemnation pronounced by the Amphiktyons.
Their cities had all been dismantled, and their population
distributed in villages, impoverished, or driven into exile.

These exiles, many ofwhom were at Athens, now returned,
and the Phokian population were aided by the Athenians
and Thebans in re-occupying and securing their towns. 4

1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 300. against the opinion of Boeckhand
1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 302; Winiewski (Comment, ad Demosth.

Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator., p. 848. De Corona, p. 250), who think that
' Thai Demosthenes was crowned he was not crowned until the

at the Dionysiac festival (March. Panathenaic festival, in the ensuing
338 B.C.) is contended by Bohnecke July.

(Forschungen, p. 534, 535); upon *
Pausanias, x. 3, 2.

grounds which seem sufficient,
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Some indeed of these towns were so small, such as Para-

potamii
l and others, that it was thought inexpedient to

re-constitute them. Their population was transferred to

the others, as a means of increased strength. Ambrysus,
in the south-western portion of Phokis, was re-fortified by
the Athenians and Thebans with peculiar care and solidity.
It was surrounded with a double circle of wall of the black

stone of the country; each wall being fifteen feet high and

nearly six feet in thickness, with an interval of six feet

between the two. 2 These walls were seen, five centuries

afterwards, by the traveller Pausanias, who numbers them

among the most solid defensive structures in the ancient

world. 3 Ambrysus was valuable to the Athenians and
Thebans as a military position for the defence of Boeotia,
inasmuch as it lay on that rough southerly road near the

sea, which the Lacedaemonian king Kleombrotus* had
forced when he marched from Phokis to the position of

Leuktra; eluding Epaminondas and the main Theban force,
who were posted to resist him on the more frequented
road by Koroneia. Moreover, by occupying the south-

western parts of Phokis on the Corinthian Gulf, they pre-
vented the arrival of reinforcements to Philip by sea out

of Peloponnesus.
The war in Phokis, prosecuted seemingly upon a large

scale and with much activity, between Philip B 33g 338
and his allies on one side, and the Athenians and

' ' "

Thebans with their allies on the other ended agafnst
with the fatal battle of Chaeroneia, fought in hiliP in

August 338 B.C.; having continued about ten great'^fiu-
months from the time when Philip, after being

ence of
Re-

named general at the Amphiktyonic assembly "uxiiiarfeT

(about the autumnal equinox), marched south- winch he

ward and occupied Elateia. 5 But respecting
pro

>

Pausanias, x. 33, 4. different authors. But it will be
*
Pausanias, x. 36, 2. found that all the difficulties and

*
Pausanias, iv. 31, 5. He places controversies regarding it have

the fortifications of Ambrysus in arisen from resting 011 the spurious
a class with those of Byzantium decrees embodied in the speech of

and Rhodes. Demosthenes De Corona, as if they
4 Pausan. ix. 13, 2; Diodor. xv. were so much genuine history. Mr.

63; Xenoph. Hell. vi. 4, 3. Clinton, in his Fasti Hellenici, cites

5 The chronology of this period these decrees as if they were parts
has caused much perplexity, and of Demosthenes himself. When we
has been differently arranged by once put aside these documents,
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the intermediate events, we are unfortunately without
distinct information. We pick up only a few hints and
allusions which do not enable us to understand what passed.
We cannot make out either the auxiliaries engaged, or the
total numbers in the field, on either side. Demosthenes
boasts of having procured for Athens as allies, theEubosans,
Achseans, Corinthians, Thebans, Megarians, Leukadians,
and Korkyrseans arraying along with the Athenian
soldiers not less than 15,000 infantry and 2000 cavalry;

1

the general statements both of De-
mosthens and .HEschiues, though
they are not precise or specific,
will appear perfectly clear and con-

sistent respecting the chronology
of the period.
That the battle of Charoneia took

place on the 7th of the Attic month
Metageitnion (August) B.C. 338

(the second month of the archon
Chaeroudas at Athens) is affirmed

by Plutarch (Camill. c. 19) and

generally admitted.

The time when Philip first occu-

pied Elateia has been stated by
Mr. Clinton and most authors as

the preceding month of Skirro-

phorion, fifty days or thereabouts

earlier. But this rests exclusively
on the evidence of the pretended
decree, for alliance between Athens
and Thebes, which appears in

Demosthenes De Corona, p. 289.

Even those who defend the authen-

ticity of the decree, can hardly
confide in the truth of the month-

date, when the name of the archon

Nausikles is confessedly wrong.
To me neither this document, nor
the other so-called Athenian de-

crees professing to bear date in

Munychion and Elaphebolion (p.

282), carry any evidence what-
ever.

The general statements both of
Demosthenes and JEschines, indi-

cate the appointment of Philip as

Amphiktyonic general to have
been made in the autumnal con-
vocation of Amphiktyons at Ther-

mopylae. Shortly after this appoint-
ment, Philip marched his army
into Greece with the professed
purpose of acting upon it. In this

march he came upon Elateia and

began to fortify it; probably
about the month of October 339

B.C. The Athenians, Thebans, and
other Greeks carried on the war
against him in Phokis for about
ten months until the battle of
Chaeroneia. That this war must
have lasted as long as ten months,
we may .see by the facts mentioned
in my last page the re-establish-

ment of the Phokians and their

towns, and especially the elaborate
fortification of Ambrysus. Bb'hn-

ecke (Forschungen, p. 533) points
out justly (though I do not agree
with his general arrangement of
the events of the war) that this

restoration of the Phokian towns

implies a considerable interval

between the occupation of Elateia
and the battle of Chseroneia. We
have also two battles gained
against Philip, one of them a

{*<*/"'',

ysijxspivTj, which perfectly suits

with this arrangement.
1 Demosth. De Corona, p. 306;

Plutarch, Demosth. c. 17. In the

decree of the Athenian people

(Plutarch, Vit. X. Orat. p. 850)

passed after the death of Demo-

sthenes, granting various honours
and a statue to his memory it

is recorded that he brought in by
his persuasions not only the allies

enumerated in the text, but also
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and pecuniary contributions besides, to no inconsiderable

amount, for the payment of mercenary troops. Whether
all these troops fought either in Phokis or at Chseroneia,
we cannot determine; we verify the Achaeans and the,

Corinthians. 1 As far as we can trust Demosthenes, the

autumn and winter of 339-338 B.C. was a season of advan-

tages gained by the Athenians and Thebans over Philip,
and of rejoicing in their two cities; not without much
embarrassment to Philip, testified by his urgent requi-
sitions of aid from his Peloponnesian allies, with which

they did not comply. Demosthenes was the war-minister
of the day, exercising greater influence than the generals

deliberating at Thebes in concert with the Boeotarchs

advising and swaying the Theban public assembly as well

as the Athenian and probably in mission to other cities

also, for the purpose of pressing military efforts. 2 The
crown bestowed upon him at the Dionysiac festival (March
338 B.C.) marks the pinnacle of his glory and the meridian
of his hopes, when there seemed a fair chance of success-

fully resisting the Macedonian invasion.

Philip had calculated on the positive aid of Thebes;
at the very worst, upon her neutrality between

B o S3g
him and Athens. That she would cordially join
Athens, neither he nor any one else imagined; efforts "of

nor could so improbable a result have been Philip in

brought about, had not the game of Athens
been played with unusual decision and judgement by
Demosthenes. Accordingly, when opposed by the un-

expected junction of the Theban and Athenian force, it is

not wonderful that Philip should have been at first re-

pulsed. Such disadvantages would hardly indeed drive him
to send instant propositions of peace;

3 but they would

the Lokrians and the Messenians ; these same facts the great person*
and that he procured from the al ascendency of Demosthenes at

allies a total contribution of above this period in an invidious point
500 talents. The Messenians, how- of view.

ever, certainly did not fight at Plutarch, Demosthenes c. 18.

Clueroneia; nor is it correct to OJOTS eTrtxTjpuxeusaflai Bsofievov elpT)-

say that Demosthenes induced the
VT)?, Ac.

Amphissian Lokrians to become It is possible that Philip may
allies of Athens. have tried to disunite the enemies

1

Strabo, ix. p. 414; Pausanias, assembled against him, by separate
Til. 6, 3. propositions addressed to some of

J Plutarch. Demosthenes c. 18. them.
.BSschines (adv. Ktesiph. p. 74) puts
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admonish him to bring up fresh forces, and to renew his

invasion during the ensuing spring and summer with
means adequate to the known resistance. It seems prob-
able that the full strength of the Macedonian army, now
brought to a high excellence of organisation after the con-

tinued improvements of his twenty years' reign would be
marched into Phokis during the summer of 338 B.C., to

put down the most formidable combination of enemies
that Philip had ever encountered. His youthful son

Alexander, now eighteen years of age, came along with
them.

It is among the accusations urged by^Eschines against

Successes Demosthenes, that in levying mercenary troops,
of Philip he wrongfully took the public money to pay
he defeats men Wh never appeared; and farther, that he
alargebody , j , ,, j

r
i > j.i A v_

of merce- placed at the disposal of the Amphissians a
nary troops lar rre body of 10,000 mercenary troops, thus
he takes .J9

-,
.
J

,-.
'

c .
J

, .,
r

.
'

Amphissa. withdrawing them from the main Athenian and
Boeotian army; whereby Philip was enabled to

cut to pieces the mercenaries separately, while the entire

force, if kept together, could never have been defeated.

jEschines affirms that he himself strenuously opposed this

separation of forces, the consequences of which were dis-

astrous and discouraging to the whole cause. 1 It would

appear that Philip attacked and took Amphissa. We read
of his having deceived the Athenians and Thebans by a
false despatch intended to be intercepted ;

so as to induce
them to abandon their guard of the road which led to that

place.
2 The sacred domain was restored, and the Amphiss-

ians, or at least such of them as had taken a leading part
against Delphi, were banished. 3

It was on the seventh day of the month Hetageitnion
(the second month of the Attic year, correspond-

B.O. 838.
jng neariy to August) that the allied Grecian

No eminent army met Philip near Chseroneia; the last Bceo-
general on .. , .,

r
,, ,. r--ri_ i TT

the side of tian town on the frontiers of Phokis. He seems
the Greeks to have been now strong enough to attempt to
Demo- . ,. j. T i- 5 ] . A

sthenes force his way into Boeotia, and is said to have

1 JEschinCs adv. Ktcsiph. p. 74. narchus adv. Demosth. p. 99).

Deinarchus mentions a Theban *
Polyrenns, iv. 2, 8.

named Proxenus, whom he calls a "We gather this from the edict

traitor, as having commanded these issued by Folysperchon some years

mercenary troops at Amphissa (Dei- afterwards (Diodor. xviii. 56).
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drawn down the allies from a strong position into
keeps up

the plain, by laying waste the neighbouring the spirits

fields. i His numbers are stated by Diodorus
afiic'^and

at 30,000 foot and 2000 horse; he doubtless had hoids'them

with him Thessalians and other allies from to8ether -

Northern Greece; but not a single ally from Peloponnesus.
Ofthe united Greeks opposed to him, the total is not known. 2

We can therefore make no comparison as to numbers,

though the superiority of the Macedonian army in organi-
sation is incontestable. The largest Grecian contingents
were those of Athens, under Lysikles and Chares and of

Thebes, commanded by Theagenes; there were, besides,

Phokians, Achaeans, and Corinthians probably alsoEuboe-

ans and Megarians. The Lacedaemonians, Messenians,

Arcadians, Eleians, and Argeians, took no part in the war. 3

All of them had doubtless been solicited on both sides
;

by Demosthenes as well as by the partisans of Philip.
But jealousy and fear of Sparta led the last four states

rather to look towards Philip as a protector against her

though on this occasion they took no positive part.
The command of the army was shared between the

Athenians and Thebans, and its movements determined by
the joint decision of their statesmen and generals. As to

statesmen, the presence of Demosthenes at least ensured
to them sound and patriotic counsel powerfully set forth;
as to generals, not one of the three was fit for an emer-

gency so grave and terrible. It was the sad fortune of

Greece, that at this crisis of her liberty, when everything
was staked on the issue of the campaign, neither an Epa-
minondas nor an Iphikrates was at hand. Phokion
was absent as commander of the Athenian fleet in the

Hellespont or the .2Egean.
4 Portents were said to have

occurred oracles, and prophecies, were in circulation

calculated to discourage the Greeks; but Demosthenes,
animated by the sight of so numerous an army hearty and
combined in defence of Grecian independence, treated all

such stories with the same indifference 5 as Epaminondas
had shown before the battle of Leuktra, and accused the

1

Polyrenus, iv. 2, 14. *
Pausanias, iv. 2, 82; v. 4, 6;

1 Diodorus affirms that Philip's viii. 6, 1.

army was superior in number; 4
Plutarch, Phokion, c. 16.

Justin states the reverse (Diodor.
5
Plutarch, Demosth. c. 19, 2n

;

xvi. 86
; Justin, ix. 3). JEschin. adv. Ktesiph. p. 72.
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Delphian priestess of philippising. Nay, so confident was
he in the result (according to the statement of jEschines),
that when Philip, himself apprehensive, was prepared to

offer terms of peace, and the Boeotarchs inclined to accept
them Demosthenes alone stood out, denouncing as a

traitor any one who should broach the proposition of

peace,
* and boasting that if the Thebans were afraid, his

countrymen the Athenians desired nothing better than a

free passage through Bceotia to attack Philip single-hand-
ed. This is advanced as an accusation by JEschines: who
however himself furnishes the justification of his rival, by
intimating that the Boeotarchs were so eager for peace,
that they proposed, even before the negotiations had begun,
to send home the Athenian soldiers into Attica, in order
that deliberations might be taken concerning the peace.
We can hardly be surprised that Demosthenes "became
out of his mind" 2

(such is the expression of JEschines)
on hearing a proposition so fraught with imprudence.
Philip would have gained his point even without a battle,

if, by holding out the lure of negotiation for peace, he
could have prevailed upon the allied army to disperse.
To have united the full force of Athens and Thebes, with
other subordinate states, in the same ranks and for the

same purpose, was a rare good fortune, not likely to be

reproduced, should it once slip away. And if Demo-
sthenes, by warm or even passionate remonstrance, pre-
vented such premature dispersion, he rendered the valuable

service of ensuring to Grecian liberty a full trial of strength
under circumstances not unpromising; and at the very
worst, a catastrophe worthy and honourable.

In the field of battle near Chaeroneia, Philip himself

B.C. 338 commanded a chosen body of troops on the wing
(August). opposed to the Athenians; while his youthful
Battle of son Alexander, aided by experienced officers,

^confiete comman(led against the Thebans on the other

victory of wing. Respecting the course of the battle, we
Philip. are gcarcely permitted to know anything. It is

1 .TEscliin. adv. Ktesiph. p. 74, 75. pouXsyaaisQE irepi TTJS eiprjvr;;, it-
* -3Dschin6s adv. Ktesipb. p. 76. TocuQa navTdiitaotv excppuiv ^YSVETO, &c.

'Ci; 8' ou uposeixov O&TOJ (ATjjxOaOivEi) It is seemingly this disposition
oi Spx<me oi iv tai? Si^aiq, oXXa on the part of Philip to open ne-

xotl too? aTpatiUJTa? too? OjASTepou? gotiations which is alluded to l>y

itdXtv aveaTps'j'av iSeXirjXufioTon, ivo Plutarch as having been (Plutarch,
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aid to have been so obstinately contested, that for some
time the result was doubtful. The Sacred Band of Thebes,
who charged in one portion of the Theban phalanx, ex-

hausted all their strength and energy in an unavailing
attempt to bear down the stronger phalanx and multiplied
pikes opposed to them. The youthful Alexander 1 here
first displayed his great military energy and ability. After
a long and murderous struggle, the Theban Sacred Band
were all overpowered and perished in their ranks,

2 while
the Theban phalanx was broken and pushed back. Philip
on his side was still engaged in undecided conflict with
the Athenians, whose first onset is said to have been so

impetuous, as to put to flight some of the troops in his

army; insomuch that the Athenian general exclaimed in

triumph, "Let us pursue them even to Macedonia." 3 It is

farther said that Philip on his side simulated a retreat, for

the purpose of inducing them to pursue and to break their

order. We read another statement, more likely to be
true that the Athenian hoplites, though full of energy
at the first shock, could not endure fatigue and prolonged
struggle like the trained veterans in the opposite ranks. 4

Having steadily repelled them for a considerable time,

Philip became emulous on witnessing the success of his

son, and redoubled his efforts; so as to break and disperse
them. The whole Grecian army was thus put to flight
with severe loss. 5

The Macedonian phalanx, as armed and organized by
Philip, was sixteen deep; less deep than that of Mace-

the Thebans either at Delium or at Leuktra. d ul
j

a"

It had veteran soldiers of great strength and ?ts

a

iong

complete training, in its front ranks; yet prob- P ik es
i_i ij- -L Ji i AI ct ^ superior in

ably soldiers hardly superior to the Sacred fr0nt

Phokion, c. 16) favourably received Ktesiph. p. 74) that Stratokles was
by Phokion. general of the Athenian troops at

1 Diodor. xvi. 86. Alexander him- or near Thebes shortly after the

self, after his vast conquests in alliance with the Thebaus was
Asia and shortly before his death, formed. But it seems that Chares
alludes briefly to his own presence and Lysiklfis commanded at Chae-

at Chseroneia, in a speech delivered roneia. It is possible therefore that

to his army (Arrian, vii. 9, 6). the anecdote reported by Polycenus
*
Plutarch, Pelopidas, o. 18. may refer to one of the earlier

1
Polysenus, iv. 2, 2. He mentions battles fought, before that of Chse-

Stratoklfis as the Athenian general roneia.

from whom this exclamation came. 4
Polyaenus, iv. 2, 7; Frontinns.

We know from .ZEschines (adv.
s Diodor. xvi. 83, 86.

VOL. XI. X
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charge to Band, who formed the Theban front rank. But
the Grecian its great superiority was in the length of the
hopiites. Macedonian pike or sarissa in the number of
these weapons which projected in front of the foremost
soldiers and the long practice of the men to manage this

impenetrable array of pikes in an efficient manner. The
value of Philip's improved phalanx was attested by his

victory at Chaeroneia.

But the victory was not gained by the phalanx alone.

The military organization of Philip comprisedExcellent I > e ,

r
organisa- an aggregate ot many sorts of troops besides
tu>n of the the phalanx; the body-guards, horse as well as

niai/army foot the hypaspistse, or light hopiites the
by Pniiip light cavalry, bowmen, slingers, &c. When we
different ,

,
, .,(

' '
. f \ , -, .1

sorts of read the military operations of Alexander, three
force com-

years afterwards, in the very first year of his

reign, before he could have made any addition of

his own to the force inherited from Philip; and when we
see with what efficiency all these various descriptions of

troops are employed in the field;
' we may feel assured that

Philip both had them near him and employed them at the
battle of Chseroneia.

One thousand Athenian citizens perished in this dis-

LOBS at the
asti'ous field; two thousand more fell into the

battle of hands of Philip as prisoners.
2 The Theban

Chseroneia.
joss js sa^ a]so ^ ave been as heavy as the

Achaean. 3 But we do not know the numbers; nor have
we any statement of the Macedonian loss. Demosthenes,
himself present in the ranks of the hopiites, shared in the

flight of his defeated countrymen. He is accused by his

political enemies of having behaved with extreme and dis-

graceful cowardice; but we see plainly from the continued
confidence and respect shown to him by the general body
of his countrymen, that they cannot have credited the im-

putation. The two Athenian generals, Chares and Ly-
sikles, both escaped from the field. The latter was after-

wards publicly accused at Athens by the orator Lykurgus

1 Arrian, Exp. Alex. i. 2, 3, 10. Corona, p. 314). The latter does
This is the statement of the not specify the number of prisoners

contemporary orators Demades though he states the slain at 1000.

(Frag. p. 179), Lykurgus (ap. Dio- Compare Pausanias, vii. 10, 2.

dor. xvi. 85
; adv. Leokratem, p.

'
Pausanias, vii. 6, 3.

236. c. 36), and Denrosthenes (Do
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a citizen highly respected for his integrity and diligence
in the management of the finances, and severe in arraigning
political delinquents. Lysikles was condemned to death

by the Dikastery.
* What there was to distinguish his

conduct from that of his colleague Chares who certainly
was not condemned, and is not even stated to have been
accused we do not know. The memory of the Theban

general Theagenes
2
also, though he fell in the battle, was

assailed by charges of treason.

Unspeakable was the agony at Athens, on the report
of this disaster, with a multitude of citizens as Distres8

yet unknown left on the field or prisoners, and and alarm

a victorious enemy within three or four days'
**

^flJl.
T- e ^1 M.

* mi. 11 i L-
on the news

march ot the city. The whole population, even of the

old men, women, and children, were spread about defeat-

the streets in all the violence of grief and terror, inter-

changing effusions of distress and sympathy, and question-

ing every fugitive as he arrived about the safety of their

relatives in the battle. 3 The flower of the citizens of mi-

litary age had been engaged; and before the extent of loss

had been ascertained, it was feared that none except the
elders would be left to defend the city. At length the
definite loss became known: severe indeed and terrible

yet not a total shipwreck, like that of the army of Nikias
in Sicily.

As on that trying occasion, so now: amidst all the

distress and alarm, it was not in the Athenian Eesoiu-

character to despair. The mass of citizens ti

t Ttl

*aken

hastened unbidden to form a public assembly,
4

for energe-
wherein the most energetic resolutions were

*j

c defence.

taken for defence. Decrees were passed enjoining and
P
confl-

every one to carry his family and property out dence

of the open country of Attica into the various Demostne-

Btrongholds; directing the body of the senators,
nSs -

who by general rule were exempt from military service,
to march down in arms to Peirseus, and put that harbour

Funebr. p. 1395. ujiibv el? exxXir)al<*v s'JiT(cpl30fro 6 8rj-

Lykurgus adv. Leokrat. p. 164, JACK, itotSa? (xsv xal fu^suxa; ex TU>V

,
c. 11; Deinarchus cont. De-

<xYp<I>v sk Ta teiyj] xaTaxo|ilt[eiv, &o.
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in condition to stand a siege ; placing every man without

exception at the disposal of the generals, as a soldier for

defence, and imposing the penalties of treason on every
one who fled;

1
enfranchising all slaves fit for bearing arms,

granting the citizenship to metics under the same circum-

stances, and restoring to the full privileges of citizens

those who had been disfranchised by judicial sentence. 2

This last mentioned decree was proposed by Hyperides;
but several others were moved by Demosthenes, who, not-

withstanding the late misfortune of the Athenian arms,
was listened to with undiminished respect and confidence.

The general measures requisite for strengthening the walls,

opening ditches, distributing military posts and construct-

ing earthworks,were decreed on his motion; and he seems
to have been named member of a special Board for super-

intending the fortifications. 3 Not only he, but also most
of the conspicuous citizens and habitual speakers in the

assembly, came forward with large private contributions

to meet the pressing wants of the moment. 4 Every man
in the city lent a hand to make good the defective points
in the fortification. Materials were obtained by felling
the trees near the city, and even by taking stones from
the adjacent sepulchres

5 as had been done after the Per-
sian war when the walls were built under the contrivance
of Themistokles. 6 The temples were stripped of the

arms suspended within them, for the purpose of equipping
unarmed citizens. 7 By such earnest and unanimous efforts,
the defences of the city and of Peiraeus were soon mate-

rially improved. At sea Athens had nothing to fear. Her
powerful naval force was untouched, and her superiority
to Philip on that element incontestable. Envoys were
sent to Troezen, Epidaurus, Andros, Keos, and other

places, to solicit aid, and collect money; in one or other of

1 Lykurgus adv. Leokrat. p. 177. X. Orator, p. 849, and Demosth.
. 13. cont. Aristog. p. 803.
* Lykurgus adv. Leokrat. p. 170. Demosth. De Corona, p. 309;

c. 11. ^vi^' 6pav TJV TOV 6jj|iov <|/7)<pi- Deinarchus adv. Demosth. p. 100.

aifiEvov TO&C (xev 806X001; eXeu9spou?, Demosth. De Corona, p. 329
;

too? 84 Sevou? 'ASrjvaiou?, TOU? 8e Deinarchus adv. Demosth. p. 100;

iiipouc irri|iou<;. The orator causes Plutarch, Vit. X. Orat. p. 851.

this decree, proposed by HyperidSs, Lykurgus adv. Leokrat. p. 172.

to be read publicly by the secretary, o. 11; .33schin6s adv. Ktesiph. p. 87.

in court. Thncyd. i. 93.

Compare Pseudo-Plutarch, Vit. T Lykurgus adv. Leokrat. 1. o.
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which embassies Demosthenes served, after he had pro-
vided for the immediate exigences of defence. *

What was the immediate result of these applications
to other cities, we do not know. But the effect

Effe

produced upon some of the JEgean islands by duced upon
the reported prostration of Athens, is remark- ?.me ,

of t]
?
e

i i A A A. -j.- j T i L* islanders in
able. An Athenian citizen named Leokrates, the .asgean

instead of staying at Athens to join in the
Defeat-

defence, listened only to a disgraceful timidity,
2 conduct of

and fled forthwith from Peiraeus with his family *l
ie Bh -

and property. He hastened to Rhodes, where
he circulated the false news that Athens was already taken
and the Peiraeus under siege. Immediately on hearing
this intelligence, and believing it to be true, the Rhodians
with their triremes began a cruise to seize the merchant-
vessels at sea. 3 Hence we learn, indirectly, that the

Athenian naval power constituted the standing protection
for these merchant-vessels

;
insomuch that so soon as that

protection was removed, armed cruisers began to prey
upon them from various islands in the JEgean.

Such were the precautions taken at Athens afterthis

fatal day. But Athens lay at a distance of three conduct of
or four days' march from the field of Chaeroneia; Philip after

while Thebes, being much nearer, bore the first Harshness
attack of Philip. Of the behaviour of that prince towards

after his victory, we have contradictory state- g^^s
ments. According to one account, he indulged lenity to

in the most insulting and licentious exultation Atnens -

1 Lykurgus (adv. Leokrat. p. 171. nian who fled, or tried to flee.

c. 11) mentions these embassies
; Another was seized in the attempt

Deinarchus (adv. Demosth. p. 100) (according to .iEschines) and con-
affirms that Demosthen6s provided demned to death by the Council
for himself an escape from the city of Areopagus (JEschines adv. Kte-
as an envoy OCUTO<; ai)Tov itpsafku- siph. p. 89). A member of the

TTJV xaTocoxeoaaa?, iv* ex T% itAXecoi; Areopagus itself, named Autolykus
<X7io8pai7], Ac. Compare JEschines (the same probably who is men-
adv. Ktesiph. p. 76. tioned with peculiar respect by

The two hostile orators treat
^"chines cont. Timarchum, p. 12),

such temporary absence of Demo- sent awav his familv for safety 5

sthenes on the embassy to obtain ^ykurgus afterwards impeached

aid, a, if it were a cowardly deser-
him for " and he was condemned

tion of his post. This is a con-
bv ^ e Dikastery (Harpokration

truction altogether unjust.
v> AuToXuxo?)-

* Lykurgus adv. Leokrat. p. 149.
1 Leokrates wasnottheonlyAthe- OUTIO 8s a9o8pa Taut" i^iiTSUuav oi
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on the field of battle, jesting especially on the oratory and
motions of Demosthenes; a temper, from which he was

brought round by the courageous reproof of Demades, then

his prisoner as one of the Athenian hoplites.
J At first he

even refused to grant permission to inter the slain, when
the herald came from Lebadeia to make the customary
demand. 2 According to another account, the demeanour
of Philip towards the defeated Athenians was gentle and

forbearing.
3 However the fact may have stood as to his

first manifestations, it is certain that his positive measures
were harsh towards Thebes and lenient towards Athens.

He sold the Theban captives into slavery; he is said also

to have exacted a price for the liberty granted to bury
the Theban slain which liberty, according to Grecian

custom, was never refused, and certainly never sold, by the

victor. Whether Thebes made any farther resistance, or

stood a siege, we do not know. But presently the city fell

into Philip's power. He put to death several of the leading

citizens, banished others, and confiscated the property of

both. A council of Three Hundred composed of philip-

pising Thebans, for the most part just recalled from exile

was invested with the government of the city, and with

powers of life and death ,over every one. 4 The state of

Thebes became much the same as it had been when the

Spartan Phoebidas, in concert with the Theban party
headed by Leontiades, surprised the Kadmeia. A Mace-
donian garrisonwas nowplaced in theKadmeia, as aSpartan
garrison had been placed then. Supportedby this garrison,
the philippising Thebans were uncontrolled masters of the

city; with full power, and no reluctance, to gratify their

political antipathies. At the same time, Philip restored
the minor Boeotian towns Orchomenus and Plataea, prob-
ably also Thespiae and Koroneia to the condition of free

communities instead of subjection to Thebes. 5

At Athens also, the philippising orators raised their

*P68ioti (OUTS tpnqpen itXirjptbaovTe?
'
Justin, ix. 4; Polybius, v. 10;

to itXoioe xatiJYov, &c. . Theopomp. Frag. 262. See the note
1 Diodor. xvi. 87. The story of "Wieners ad Theopompi Frag-

lespecting DemadGs is told some- menta, p. 259.

what differently in Sextus Empi- 4
Justin, ix. 4. Deinarch. cont.

ricus adv. Grammaticos, p. 281. Demosth. 8. 20, p. 92.
1
Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator, p. 849. Pauganias, iv. 27, 6

;
ix. 1, 3.
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voices loudly and confidently, denouncing Demo- Conduct of
sthenes and his policy. New speakers,

' who would .SJschines-

hardly have come forward before, were now put fen
a
a
d
g

6s is

up against him. The accusations however alto- envoy to

f
ether failed; the people continued to trust PbiliP-

im, omitting no measure of defence which he suggested.

JEschines, who had before disclaimed all connection with

Philip, now altered his tone, and made boast of the ties of

friendship and hospitality subsisting between that prince
and himself. 2 He tendered his services to go as envoy to

the Macedonian camp; whither he appears to have been

sent, doubtless with others, perhaps with Xenokrates and
Phokion.s Among them was Demades also, having been

just released from his captivity. Either by the persuasions
of Demades, or by a change in his own dispositions, Philip
had now become inclined to treat with Athens on favour-

able terms. The bodies of the slain Athenians were burned

by the victors, and their ashes collected to be carried to

Athens; though the formal application of the herald, to

the same effect, had been previously refused. 4 -<Eschines

(according to the assertion of Demosthenes) took part as

a sympathising guest in the banquet and festivities whereby
Philip celebrated his triumph over Grecian liberty.

5 At
length Demades with the other envoys returned to Athens,
reporting the consent of Philip to conclude peace, to give
back the numerous prisoners in his hands, and also to

transfer Oropus from the Thebans to Athens.

1 Demosth. De Corona,, p. 310. the philosopher Xenokrat6s.
6 Si' eauribv T6 ys rcpunov, dtXXa 81' 4 Demades, Fragment. Orat. p. 179.

<I>v (xdXtoO
1

OTteXafjifJavov dtfvofjOij- ^iXitov Ta<pr] 'A9/)vaitov (AapTupst [xot,

flat, Ac. xrjSeofietija taii; TU>V evavtitov yepaiv,
So the enemies of Alkibiades put &<; dvti itoXEjxtto-j (piXls? sitoxTjootToic

up against him in the assembly djcoSavouoiv. 'EvTouSa smoTa? T&T?

speakers of affected candour and itpaY(Aoiv sfpatyv TYJV etprjvTjv 6|AO-

impartiality aXXout pf(Topa? svisv- Xoyd). "E'cpatfia xol
<DiXiititi{> Tijxof

TSS, Ac. Thucyd. vi. 29. oux apvou|xaf Sio^tXtoy? f p a\y\t.<t-
1 Bemosth. De Corona, p. 319, XIOTOIK avsu Xorpcuv xal ^IXiaitoXi-

320. T<i>v o(b|xaTa X^P'* *iQpuxo?, xal TOV
* Demosth, De Corona, p. 319. 'QptOTtov aveu itpso3sia<; Xapo>v Ojjuv,

05 suSsux; (Asta TTJV (xx7
l
v tp-opeuTr)? taot' eypa'J/a. See also Suidas v.

iitopEOou itpo? OiXijtJiov, &c. Com- A^aior,?.

pare Plutarch, Phokion, c. 16. Demosth. De Corona, p. 321.

Diogen. Laert. iv. 6, in his life of
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Demades proposed the conclusion of peace to the

Peace of Athenian assembly, by whom it was readily
Demades, decreed. To escape invasion and siege by the

between*"* Macedonian army, was doubtless an unspeakable
Philip and relief; while the recovery of the 2000 prisoners

nUns^The without ransom, was an acquisition of great
Athenians importance, not merely to the city collectively,,

"iied^o kut ^ *^ e symPathies of numerous relatives,

recognise Lastly, to regain Oropus a possession which

of
n
the

Chief
^key had once enJ yed, and for which they had

Hellenic long wrangled with the Thebans was a farther
world- cause of satisfaction. Such conditions were
doubtless acceptable at Athens. But there was a submission
to be made on the other side, which to the contemporaries
of Perikles would have seemed intolerable, even as the price
of averted invasion or recovered captives. The Athenians
were required to acknowledge the exaltation of Philip to

.the headship of the Grecian world, and to promote the
like acknowledgement by all other Greeks, in a congress
to be speedily convened. They were to renounce all

pretensions to headship, not only for themselves, but for

every other Grecian state; to recognise not Sparta or

Thebes, but the king of Macedon, as Pan-hellenic chief; to

acquiesce in the transition of Greece from the position of
a free, self-determining, political aggregate, into a provin-
cial dependency of the kings of Pella and -2gse. It is not

easy to conceive a more terrible shock to that traditional

sentiment of pride and patriotism, inherited from fore-

fathers, who, after repelling and worsting the Persians,
had first organised the maritime Greeks into a confederacy
running parallelwith and supplementary to the non-maritime
Greeks allied with Sparta; thus keeping out foreign domin-
ion and casting the Grecian world into a system founded
on native sympathies and free government. Such traditional

sentiment, though it no longer governed the charact* of
the Athenians or impressed upon them motives of action,
had still a strong hold upon their imagination and memory,
where it had been constantly kept alive by the eloquence
of Demosthenes and others. The peace of Demades, recog-

nising Philip as chief of Greece, was a renunciation of all

this proud historical past, and the acceptance of a new
and degraded position, for Athens as well as for Greece

generally.
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Polybius praises the generosity of Philip in granting
such favourable terms, and even affirms, not very

accurately, that he secured thereby the steady poiyMus

gratitude and attachment of the Athenians. 1 on the De-

But Philip would have gained nothing by killing ^Ce^
his prisoners; not to mention that he would means of

ij i -i-i , r resistance
have provoked an implacable spirit ot revenge Btin P0g.

among the Athenians. By selling his prisoners sessed by

for slaves he would have gained something, but

by the use actually made of them he gained more. The
recognition of his Hellenic supremacy by Athens was the

capital step for the prosecution of his objects. It insured
him against dissentients among the remaining Grecian

states, whose adhesion had not yet been made certain, and
who might possibly have stood out against a proposition
so novel and so anti-Hellenic, had Athens set them the

example. Moreover, if Philip had not purchased the re-

cognition of Athens in this way, he might have failed in

trying to extort it by force. For though, being master of

the field, he could lay waste Attica with impunity, and
even establish a permanent fortress in it like Dekeleia yet
the fleet of Athens was as strong as ever, and her prepon-
derance at sea irresistible. Under these circumstances,
Athens and Peiraeus might have been defended against
him, as Byzantium and Perinthus had been, two years be-

fore; the Athenian fleet might have obstructed his opera-
tions in many ways ;

and the siege of Athens might have
called forth a burst of Hellenic sympathy, such as to em-
barrass his farther progress. Thebes an inland city, hated

by the other Boeotian cities was prostrated by the battle

of Chseroneia, and left without any means of successful

defence. But the same blow was not absolutely mortal to

Athens, united in her population throughout all the area
of Attica, and superior at sea. We may see therefore

that with such difficulties before him if he pushed the
Athenians to despair Philip acted wisely in employing
his victory and his prisoners to procure her recognition of

his headship. His political game was well played, now as

always; but to the praise of generosity bestowed by Po-

lybius, he has little claim.

1 Polybius, v. 10
;
xvii. 14

; Diodor. Fragm. lib. xsxii.
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Besides the recognition of Philip as chief of Greece,

Honorary the Athenians, on the motion of Demades, passed
votes pass- various honorary and complimentary votes in
ed at i f c L j j
Athens to his lavour; ot what precise nature we do not
Philip. know. 1 Immediate relief from danger, with the

restoration of 2000 captive citizens, were sufficient to ren-

der the peace popular at the first moment; moreover, the

Athenians, as if conscious of failing resolution and strength,
were now entering upon that career of flattery to powerful
kings, which we shall hereafter find them pushing to dis-

graceful extravagance. It was probably during the pre-
valence of this sentiment, which did not long continue, that

the youthful Alexander ofMacedon, accompanied by Anti-

pater, paid a visit to Athens. 2

Meanwhile the respect enjoyed by Demosthenes among
impeach-

^is countrytnen was noway lessened. Though
ments his political opponents thought the season fa-

a'aims^De- vourable for bringing many impeachments
mosthenes against him, none of them proved successful.

the
A
Athe!~ ^n(^ wnen the ^ime came for electing a public

mans stand orator to deliver the funeral discourse at the
by him.

obsequies celebrated for the slain at Chseroneia

he was invested with that solemn duty, not only in pre-
ference to JSschines, who was put up in competition, but

also to Demades the recent mover of the peace.
3 He was

farther honoured with strongmarks of esteem and sympathy
from the surviving relatives of these gallant citizens. More-
over it appears that Demosthenes was continued in an

important financial post as one of the joint managers of

the Theoric Fund, and as member of a Board for purchas-

ing corn; he was also shortly afterwards appointed super-
intendent of the walls and defences of the city. The orator

Hyperides, the political coadjutor of Demosthenes, was

impeached by Aristogeiton under the Graphe Paranomon,
for his illegal and unconstitutional decree (proposed under
the immediate terror of the defeat at Chseroneia), to grant
manumission to the slaves, citizenship to metics, and resto-

1 Demades. Fragm. p. 179. I^pa^a ad Gent. p. 36 B. TOV Maxs86va <I>i-

xol <I>iXimt<p Tifiai;, o'ix <xpvoy|J.at, &c. Xinitov 4v Kuvooapf si vo[io8etouvT?

Compare Arrian, Kxp. Alex. i. 2, 3 npoaxuvsiv, Ac.

xal itXeiova ITI TU>V OiXlnituj SoQsv- 2
Justin, ix. 4.

Tiov 'AXs!;av8pt|j e? Tijxrjv i-oyyiupTJaai,
' Demosth. De Corona, p. 310-320.

<c., and Clemens Alex. Admouit.
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ration of citizenship to those who had been disfranchised

by judicial sentence. The occurrence of peace had removed
all necessity for acting upon this decree; nevertheless

an impeachment was entered and brought against its mover.

Hypendes, unable to deny its illegality, placed his defence

on the true and obvious ground "The Macedonian arms

(he said) darkened my vision. It was not I who moved
the decree; it was the battle of Chaeroneia." * The sub-

stantive defence was admitted by the Dikastery ;
while the

bold oratorical turn attracted notice from rhetorical critics.

Having thus subjugated and garrisoned Thebes

having reconstituted the anti-Theban cities in B-0- 338.337.

Boeotia having constrained Athens to sub-
Expedition

mission and dependent alliance and having of Philip

established a garrison in Ambrakia, at the same l^nn^g"
time mastering Akarnania, and banishing the He invades

leading Akarnanians who were opposed to him Lacoma.

Philip next proceeded to carry his arms into Peloponnesus.
He found little positive resistance anywhere, except in the

territory of Sparta. The Corinthians, Argeians, Messeni-

ans, Eleians, and many Arcadians, all submitted to his do-

minion; some even courted his alliance, from fear and anti-

pathy against Sparta. Philip invaded Laconia with an

army too powerful for the Spartans to resist in the field.

He laid waste the country, and took some detached posts;
but he did not take, nor do we know that he even attacked,

Sparta itself. The Spartans could not resist; yet would

they neither submit, nor ask for peace. It appears that

Philip cut down their territory and narrowed their bound-
aries on all the three sides; towards Argos, Messene, and

Megalopolis.
2 We have no precise account of the details

of his proceedings; but it is clear that he did just what
seemed to him good, and that the governments of all the

Peloponnesian cities came into the hands of his partisans.

Sparta was ihe only city which stood out against him;

maintaining her ancient freedom and dignity, under cir-

cumstances of feebleness and humiliation, with more un-
shaken resolution than Athens.

1
Plutarch, Vit. X. Orat. p. 849. 4. viii. 27, 8. From Diodorus xvii.

*
Polybius, ix. 28, 33. xvii. 14; 3. we see how much this adhesion

Tacitus, Annal. iv. 43; Straho, viii. to Philip was obtained under the

p. 361; Pausanias, ii. 20, 1. viii. 7, pressure of necessity.
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Philip next proceeded to convene a congress of Gre-

B. o. 337. ci&n cities at Corinth. He here announced him-

rnn self as resolved on an expedition against the
Congress . .

r t>

held at Persian king, for the purpose both of liberating
1

Philip's
*ne Asiatic Greeks, and avenging the invasion

chosen of Greece by Xerxes. The general vote of the

Gnjcfks*
the congress nominated him leader of the united

against Greeks for this purpose, and decreed a Grecian
Persia. force to join him, to be formed of contingents
furnished by the various cities. The total of the force

promised is stated only by Justin, who gives it at 200,000

foot, and 15,000 horse; an army which Greece certainly
could not have furnished, and which we can hardly believe

to have been even promised. * The Spartans stood aloof

from the congress, continuing to refuse all recognition of

the headship of Philip. The Athenians attended and con-

curred in the vote
;
which was in fact the next step to carry

out the peace made by Demades. They were required to

furnish awell-equipped fleet to serve underPhilip ;
and they

were at the same time divested of their dignity of chiefs

of a maritime confederacy, the islands being enrolled as

maritime dependencies of Philip, instead of continuing to

send deputies to a synod meeting at Athens. 2 It appears
that Samos was still recognised as belonging to them 3 or

at least such portion of the island as was occupied by the

numerous Athenian kleruchs or outsettlers, first estab-

lished in the island after the conquest by Timotheus in 365

B.C., and afterwards reinforced. For several years after-

wards, the naval force in the dockyards of Athens still

continued large and powerful; but her maritime ascendency
henceforward disappears.

The Athenians, deeply mortified by such humiliation,
Mortifica- were reminded by Phokion that it was a neces-

Athen?an sarv resu^ f the peace which they had accepted
feelings on the motion of Demades, and that it was now
d
osition

d
of

^ ^e ^ murmur -
4 We cannot wonder at

1
Justin, ix. 6. ^PTMJ 9" fiaXicTct exdxtoae, v^oous

*
Plutarch, Phokion, c. 16

;
Pau- TE a9),6(xevoi; xai TTJC eU tot vautixi

Banias, i. 25, 3. To yip dT'J/;T,|j.a
TO nauaa? dp^rji;.

ii Xaipuml* Siraai TOI? "liXXrjatv
* Diodor. xviii. 56. 2i|xov 8e SlSo-

jpe xaxou, xai o'j)f TJXIOTO SouXoo? (JLEV 'AilJvalotCi eitsi8r) xai OiXiTtno?

eitoirjae TOU? &nepi86vT<x<;, xai 8oot IStuxsv 6 rcaTTjp. Compare Plutarch,

H.ETO MotxeSivtuv sTi/Q^oav. Ta? fisv Alexand. c. 28.

Jr) itoXXcti; OiXiTcno? tcbv itoXscuv 4
Plutarch, Phokion, c. 10.

tTX*v. 'AflyivaioK; 8s Xoycp OUV^SJASVO;,
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their feelings. Together with the other free ^1

r̂

n
e

'

ec
a
e
nd

cities of Greece, they were enrolled as contri- NO genuine

butory appendages of the king of Macedon; a Deling
in

i . i iv J.V. a. Ureeco now
revolution, to them more galling than to the towards

rest, since they passed at once, not merely from
r against

simple autonomy, but from a condition ofsuperior

dignity, into the common dependence. Athens had only
to sanction the scheme dictated by Philip and to furnish

her quota towards the execution. Moreover, this scheme
the invasion of Persia had ceased to be an object of

Sjnuine
aspiration throughout the Grecian world. The

reat King, no longer inspiring terror to Greece collective-

ly, might now be regarded as like]y to lend protection

against Macedonian oppression. To emancipate the Asiatic

Greeks from Persian dominion would be in itself an enter-

prise grateful to Grecian feeling, _ though all such wishes
must have been gradually dying out since the peace of

Antalkidas. But emancipation, accomplished by Philip,
would be only a transfer of the Asiatic Greeks from
Persian dominion to his. The synod of Corinth served no

purpose except to harness the Greeks to his car, for a
distant enterprise lucrative to his soldiers and suited to

his insatiable ambition.

It was in 337 B.C. that this Persian expedition was
concerted and resolved. During that year pre- B c _ 837

parations were made of sufficient magnitude to Pre ara_

exhaust the finances of Philip;
1 who was at the tions of

same time engaged in military operations, and
j^,

11

^*
*

fought a severe battle against the Illyrian king sion of

Pleurias. 2 In the spring of 336 B.C., a portion
Persia-

of the Macedonian army under Parmenio and Attains, was
sent across to Asia to commence military operations;
Philip himself intending speedily to follow. 3

Such however was not the fate reserved for him. Not
long before, he had taken the resolution of

repudiating, on the allegation of infidelity, his f
^^\

re'

wife Olympias; who is said to have become oiympias,

repugnant to him, from the furious and savage
aild marries

ci i_ TTIJ i
a new wife,

impulses oi her character. He had successively Kieopatra
married several wives, the last of whom was resent-

ELleopatra, niece of the Macedonian Attains, oiympias

1 Arrian, vii. 9, 5. 2 Diodor. xvi. 93.

Justin, ix. 5; Diodor. xvi. 01.
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a
ndef-

6

di8
It was at her instance that he is said to have

sension at repudiated Olympias; who retired to her brother
court. Alexander of Epirus.

! This step provoked
violent dissensions among the partisans of the two queens,
and even between Philip and his son Alexander, who ex-

pressed a strong resentment at the repudiation of his

mother. Amidst the intoxication of the marriage banquet,
Attalus proposed a toast and prayer, that there might
speedily appear a legitimate son, from Philip and Kleopatra,
to succeed to the Macedonian throne. Upon which Alexan-
der exclaimed in wrath " Do you then proclaim me as a
bastard?" at the same time hurling a goblet at him. In-

censed at this proceeding, Philip started up, drew his

sword, and made furiously at his son; but fell to the ground
from passion and intoxication. This accident alone pre-
served the life ofAlexander; who retorted " Here is a man,

preparing to cross from Europe into Asia who yet cannot

step surely from one couch to another." 2 After this violent

quarrel the father and son separated. Alexander con-

ducted his mother into Epirus, and then went himself to

the Illyrian king. Some months afterwards, at the instance

of the Corinthian Demaratus, Philip sent for him back,
and became reconciled to him; but another cause of dis-

pleasure soon arose, because Alexander had opened a

negotiation for marriage with the daughter of the satrap
of Karia. Rejecting such an alliance as unworthy, Philip

sharply reproved his son, and banished from Macedonia
several courtiers whom he suspected as intimate with

Alexander; 3 while the friends of Attalus stood high in

favour.

Such were the animosities distracting the court and

family of Philip. A son had just been born to
B.C. 336. him from his new wife Kleopatra.

4 His ex-

1
Athenaeus, xiii. p. 657; Justin, place (xi. 2) a son named Caranus.

ix. 7. Satyrus (ap. Athenaeum, xiii. p. 557)
*

I'lutarch, Alcxand.c. 9; Justin, states that a daughter named Ku-
ix. 7; Diodor. xvi. 91-93. r6p6 was born to him by Kleopa-

*
Plutarch, Alexand. c. 10; Ar- tra.

rian, iii. 6, 5. It appears that the son was born
< * Pausanias (viii. 7, 5) mentions only a short time before the last

a son born to Philip by Kleopatra; festival and the assassination of

Piodorus (xvii. 2) also notices a Philip. But I incline to think that

son. Justin in one place (ix. 7) the marriage with Kleopatra may
mentions a daughter, and in another well have taken place two years

)
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pedition against Persia, resolved and prepared Great fe-

during the preceding year, had been actually Macedonia
commenced; Parmenio and Attalus having been ceie-

sent across to Asia with the first division, to be |j"t
"n

*[f

t

a
ae

followed presently by himself with the remaining son to

army. But Philip foresaw that during his ab- E^JP
^y

sence danger might arise from the furious Olym- and the

pias, bitterly exasperated by the recent events, ?
ig"

iage of

and instigating her brother Alexander king of daughter

Epirus. with whom she was now residing. Philip
wi *h -H6*"

i -ill-! IT i -ATI- ander of
indeed held a Macedonian garrison in Ambrakia, '

Epirus.
the chief Grecian city on the Epirotic border;
and he had also contributed much to establish Alexander
as prince. But he now deemed it essential to conciliate

him still farther, by a special tie of alliance; giving to him
in marriage Kleopatra, his daughter by Olympias.

2 For
this marriage, celebrated at JEgse in Macedonia in August
336 B.C., Philip provided festivals of the utmost cost and

splendour, commemorating at the same time the recent
birth of his son by Kleopatra.

3
Banquets, munificent pre-

sents, gymnastic and musical matches, tragic exhibitions,*

among which Neoptoleraus the actor performed in the

tragedy of Kinyras, &c. with every species of attraction

known to the age were accumulated, in order to reconcile

the dissentient parties in Macedonia, and to render the effect

imposing on the minds of the Greeks; who, from every
city, sent deputies for congratulation. Statues of the

twelve great gods, admirably executed, were carried in

solemn procession into the theatre; immediately after them,
the statue of Philip himself as a thirteenth god.

5

or more before that event, and that Great, and bearing the same name
there may have been a daughter as Philip's last wife was thus
born before the son. Certainly niece of the Epirotic Alexander,
Justin distinguishes the two, her husband. Alliances of that

stating that the daughter was killed degree of kindred were then neither

by order of Olympias, and the son disreputable nor unfrequent.

by that of Alexander (ix. 7; xi. 2).
* Diodor. xvii. 2.

Arrian (iii. 6, 6) seems to mean 4
Josephus, Antiq. xix. 1, 13;

Kleopatra the wife of Philip Suetonius, Caligula, c. 57. See

though he speaks of Eurydikd. Mr. Clinton's Appendix (4) on the
1 Diodor. xvii. 3. Kings of Macedonia, Fast. Hellen.
* This Kleopatra daughter of p. 230, note.

Philip, sister of Alexander the 8 Diodor. xvi. 93.
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Amidst this festive multitude, however, there were
not wanting discontented partisans of Olympias and Alex-

ander, to both of whom the young queen with her new-born
child threatened a formidable rivalry. There

'outra
1

'e

S was a^so a malcontent yet more dangerous Pau-
inflicted sanias, one of the royal body-guards, a noble

hFsre8et~ you^n born in the district called Orestis in

ment Upper Macedonia
; who, from causes of offence

against peculiar to himself, nourished a deadly hatred
Philip, en- f . _. ... '

.
{ , ,

couraged against Philip, ihe provocation which he had
by the par- received is onewhichwe can neither convenientlytisans of . , ,

Olympias transcribe, nor indeed accurately make out,
and Alex- amidst discrepancies of statement. It was Atta-

lus, the uncle of the new queen Kleopatra, who
had given the provocation, by inflicting upon Pausanias
an outrage of the most brutal and revolting character.

Even for so monstrous an act, no regular justice could be
had in Macedonia against a powerful man. Pausanias

complained to Philip in person. According to one account,

Philip put aside the complaint with evasions, and even
treated it with ridicule

; according to another account, he

expressed his displeasure at the act, and tried to console

Pausanias by pecuniary presents. But he granted neither

redress nor satisfaction to the sentiment of an outraged
man. 1

Accordingly Pausanias determined to take revenge
for himself. Instead of revenging himself on Attalus who
indeed was out of his reach, being at the head of the Mace-
donian troops in Asia his wrath fixed upon Philip him-

self, by whom the demand for redress had been refused.

It appears that this turn of sentiment, diverting the appe-
tite for revenge away from the real criminal, was not wholly
spontaneous on the part of Pausanias, but was artfully

instigated by various party conspirators who wished to

destroy Philip. The enemies of Attalus and queen Kleo-

patra (who herself is said to have treated Pausanias with
insult 2

) being of course also partisans of Olympias and
Alexander were well disposed to make use of the mad-
dened Pausanias as an instrument, and to direct his exas-

peration against the king. He had poured forth his

complaints both to Olympias and to Alexander; the former

1 Aristot. Polit. v. 8, 10. 'H fli- ncpi "ArcaXov, Ac. Justin, ix. 6;
Xlititou (eniOeoi;) uico Ilouoavtou, 8ia Diodor. xvi. 93.

16 daoai bppioQjjvai OUTOV 6n6 TWV *
Plutarch, Alex. c. 10.
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is said to have worked him up vehemently against her late

husband and even the latter repeated to him a verse out

of Euripides, wherein the fierce Medea, deserted by her

husband Jason who had married the daughter of the

Corinthian king Kreon, vows to include in her revenge
the king himself, together with her husband and his new
wife. 1 That the vindictive Olympias would positively

spur on Pausanias to assassinate Philip, is highly probable.

Respecting Alexander, though he also was accused, there

is no sufficient evidence to warrant a similar assertion;
but that some among his partisans men eager to consult

his feelings and to ensure his succession lent their en-

couragements, appears tolerably well established. A Greek

sophist named Hermokrates is also said to have contri-

buted to the deed, though seemingly without intention, by
his conversation; and the Persian king (an improbable
report) by his gold.

2

Unconscious of the plot, Philip was about to enter

the theatre, already crowded with spectators. B 836
As he approached the door, clothed in a white

' '

robe, he felt so exalted with impressions of his tioi?o
l

f

na

own dignity, and so confident in the admiring Philip |>y

sympathy of the surrounding multitude, that he wh'oTsVuVn
advanced both unarmed and unprotected, direct- fey the

ing his guards to hold back. At this moment guai

Pausanias, standing near with a Gallic sword concealed
under his garment, rushed upon him, thrust the weapon
through his body, and killed him. Having accomplished
his purpose, the assassin immediately ran off, and tried to

reach the gates, where he had previously caused horses to

be stationed. Being strong and active, he might have
succeeded in effecting his escape like most of the assassins

of Jason of Pherse 3 under circumstances very similar had
not his foot stumbled amidst some vine-stocks. The guards
and friends of Philip were at first paralysed with astonish-

ment and consternation. At length however some hastened
to assist the dying king ;

while others rushed in pursuit
of Pausanias. Leonnatus and Perdikkas overtook him
and slew him immediately.

4

1
Plutarch, Alex. c. 10. 4 Diodor. xvi. 94; Justin, ix. 7;

*
Arrian, Exp. Alex. ii. 14, 10. Plutarch, Alex. c. 10.

Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 4, 32.

VOL. XI. Y
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In what way, or to what extent, the accomplices of

Pausanias lent him aid, we are not permitted to

piicefof know. It is possible that they may have posted
Pausanias. themselves artfully so as to obstruct pursuit,
and favour his chance of escape; which would appear ex-

tremely small, after a deed of such unmeasured audacity.
Three only of the reputed accomplices are known to us by
name three brothers from the Lynkestian district of

Upper Macedonia Alexander, Heroraenes, and Arrhibaeus,
sons of Aeropus; 1 but it seems that there were others

besides. The Lynkestian Alexander whose father-in-

law Antipater was one of the most conspicuous and con-

fidential officers in the service of Philip belonged to a

good family in Macedonia, perhaps even descendants from
the ancient family of the princes of Lynkestis.

2 It was
he who, immediately after Pausanias had assassinated

Philip, hastened to salute the prince Alexander as king,

helped him to put on his armour, aud marched as one of

his guards to talce possession of the regal palace.
3

This "prima vox" 4 was not simply an omen or presage
to Alexander of empire to come, but essentiallyAlexander , , , . , , ,

'
. . *

the Great serviceable to him as a real determining cause
is declared or condition. The succession to the Mace-

noficrgiven donian throne was often disturbed by feud or

the
h
i!"

by Bloodshed among the members of the regal
keatiaa*

1"

family; and under the latter circumstances of
Alexander, Philip's reign, such disturbance was peculiarlyone of the v Si TT i_ j i i i .

r
-IL

conspira- probable. Jde had been on bad terms with
tors-Atta- Alexander, and on still worse terms with Olym-
qaeea Kle- pias. While banishing persons attached to

opatra, Alexander, he had lent his ear to Attalus with

infant Yon, the partisans of the new queen Kleopatra. Had
are put to these latter got the first start after the assas-

sination, they would have organisedan opposition
1
Arrian, Exp. Alex. i. 25, 1. re tali difficillimum est, prima vox;

1
Justin, xii. 14

; Quintus Curtius, duin animo spes, timer, ratio, casns
rii. 1, 6, -with the note of Mutzell. observantur; egressum cubiculo

'
Arrian, i. 25, 2; Justin, xi. 2. Vespasiannm, panel milites solito

"Soli Alexandro Lyncistarum fratri adsistentes ordine, Imperatorem.
pepercit, servans in eo auspicium salutavere. Turn ceeteri accurrere,

dignitatig sure; nam regem eum Cassarem, et Jugustum, et omnia
primus Balutav.rat." principatns vocabula cumulare ;

4
Tacitus, Hist. ii. 80. "Dura quse- mens a metu ad fortur.am trans-

ritur tempus locusque, qundque in ierat."
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to Alexander in favour of the infant prince; which

opposition might have had some chances of success, since

they had been in favour with the deceased king, and were
therefore in possession of many important posts. But the
deed of Fausanias took them unprepared, and for the
moment paralysed them; while, before they could recover
or take concert, one of the accomplices of the assassin ran
to put Alexander in motion without delay. A decisive

initiatory movement from him and his friends, at this

critical juncture, determined waverers and forestalled

opposition. We need not wonder therefore that Alexan-

der, when king, testified extraordinary gratitude and
esteem for his Lynkestian namesake; not simply exempting
him from the punishment of death inflicted on the other

accomplices, but also promoting him to great honours and

important military commands. Neither Alexander and

Olympias on the one side, nor Attalus and Kleopatra on
the other, were personally safe, except by acquiring the

succession. It was one of the earliest proceedings of

Alexander to send over a special officer to Asia, for the

purpose of bringing home Attalus prisoner, or of putting
him to death; the last ofwhich was done, seemingly through
the cooperation of Parmenio (who was in joint command
with Attalus) and his son Philotas. l The unfortunate

Kleopatra and her child were both put to death shortly
afterwards. 2 Other persons also were slain, of whom I

shall speak farther in describing the reign of Alexander.
we could have wished to learn from some person

actually present, the immediate effect produced g atigfac_

upon the great miscellaneous crowd in the tion mam-

theatre, when the sudden murder of Philip first
otynfpiaT

became known. Among the Greeks present, at the death

there were doubtlesss many who welcomed it
of phlllP-

Quintus Curtius, vii. 1, 3
;
Dio- slew the daughter of Kleopatra

dorus, xvii. 2, 6. Compare Justin, on her mother's bosom, and then

xi. 3. caused Kleopatra herself to be
* Justin, ix. 7; xi. 2. Fausanias, hanged; while Alexander put to

viii. 7,5; Plutarch, Alex. c. 10. death Caranus, the infant son of

According to Pausanias, Olym- Kleopatra. Plutarch says nothing

pias caused Kleopatra and her in- about this; but states that the

According to Justin, Olympias first and that he was much displeased

Y 2
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with silent satisfaction, as seeming to reopen for them the

door of freedom. One person alone dared to manifest

satisfaction
;
and that one was Olympias.

*

Thus perished the destroyer of freedom and inde-

Character pendence in the Hellenic world, at the age of
of Philip, forty-six or forty-seven, after a reign of twenty-
three years.

2 Our information about him is signally de-

fective. Neither his means, nor his plans, nor the diffi-

culties which he overcame, nor his interior government,
are known to us with exactness or upon contemporary
historical authority. But the great results of his reign, and
the main lines of his character, stand out incontestably.
At his accession, the Macedonian kingdom was a narrow

territory round Pella, excluded partially, by independent
and powerful Grecian cities, even from the neighbouring
sea-coast. At his death, Macedonian ascendency was
established from the coasts of the Propontis to those of

the Ionian Sea, and the Ambrakian, Messenian, and Saronic

Gulfs. Within these boundaries, all the cities recognised
the supremacy of Philip; except only Sparta, and mount-
taineers like the JEtolians and others, defended by a rugged
home. Good fortune had waited on Philip's steps, with a

few rare interruptions;
3 but it was good fortune crowning

the efforts of a rare talent, political and military. Indeed
the restless ambition, the indefatigable personal activity
and endurance, and the adventurous courage, of Philip,
were such as, in a king, suffice almost of themselves to

guarantee success, even with abilities much inferior to his.

That among the causes of Philip's conquests, one was

corruption, employed abundantly to foment discord and

purchase partisans among neighbours and enemies that

with winning and agreeable manners, he combined reckless-

ness in false promises, deceit and extortion even towards

at it. The main fact, that Kleopa- commemoration. Justin, ix. 7.

tra and her infant child were de- * Justin (ix. 3) calls Philip 47

patched by violence, seems not years of age ; Pausanias (viii. 7, 4)

open to reasonable doubt; though speaks of him as 46. See Mr. Clin-

we cannot verify the details. ton's Fast. Hellen. Appen. 4. p.
1 After the solemn funeral of 227.

Philip, Olympias took down and * Theopompus, Fragm. 265. ap.

burned the body of Pausanias Athense. iii. p. 77. xai euTox.TJJtxi

(which had been crucified), pro- itavToc <J>iXinitov. Compare Demosth.

viding for him a sepulchral monu- Olynth. ii. p. 24.

ment and an annual ceremony of
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allies, and unscrupulous perjury when it suited his purpose
this we find affirmed, and there is no reason for disbeliev-

ing it. * Such dissolving forces smoothed the way for an
efficient and admirable army, organized, and usually
commanded, by himself. Its organization adopted and

enlarged the best processes of scientific warfare employed
by Epaminondas and Iphikrates.

2 Begun as well as com-

pleted by Philip, and bequeathed as an engine ready-made
for the conquests of Alexander, it constitutes an epoch in

military history. But the more we extol the genius of

Philip as a conqueror, formed for successful encroachment
and aggrandisement at the expense of all his neighbours

the less canwe findroom for that mildness and moderation
which some authors discover in his character. If, on some
occasions of his life, such attributes may fairly be recognised,
we have to set against them the destruction of the thirty-
two Greek cities in Chalkidike and the wholesale transpor-
tation of reluctant and miserable families from one inhab-

itancy to another.

Besides his skill as a general and politician, Philip
was no mean proficient in the Grecian accomplishments
of rhetoric and letters. The testimony of JEschines as to

his effective powers of speaking, though requiring some

allowance, is not to be rejected. Isokrates addresses him
as a friend of letters and philosophy; a reputation which
his choice of Aristotle as instructor of his son Alexander,
tends to bear out. Yet in Philip, as in the two Dionysii
of Syracuse and other despots, these tastes were not found
inconsistent either with the crimes of ambition, or the

licenses of inordinate appetite. The contemporary historian

1 Theopomp. Fragm. 249; Theo- xaTarcdiT'/jasv del, xal aitovSac eiti

pompus ap. Polybium, viii. 11. d8i- ndvTt e-^suuaTO, i:ijTiv re TjTijxotaE

x<inaTov 8e xal xaxorrpaY|iovE3TaTOv (iiXiora dvSpibrcoov, Ac. By such

itepl TOU TU>V <piXu>v xcti au|x[idyiov conduct, according to Pausanias,

xaTotsxsua?, nXsista? 8s nAXei; ei)v- Philip brought the divine wrath

8pono8tu(ASvov xat nEicpaJixoirTixoTa both upon himself and upon his

(xe-ca SoXou xal pia?, Ac. race, which became extinct with

Justin, ix. 8. Pausanias, vii. 7, the next generation.

3; vii. 10, 14; viii. 7, 4. Diodor. * A striking passage occurs, too

xvi. 54. long to cite, in the third Philippic
The language of Pausanias about of Demostheuf-s (p. 123-124) attcst-

Philip, after doing justice to his ing the marvellous stride made by
great conquests and exploits, is Philip in the art and means of ef-

very strong--!!; ft xai opxou; QSUJV fective warfare.
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Theopompus, a warm admirer ofPhilip's genius, stigmatises
not only the perfidy of his public dealings, but also the

drunkenness, gambling, and excesses of all kinds in which
he indulged encouraging the like in those around him.
His Macedonian and Grecian body-guard, 800 in number,
was a troop in which no decent man could live; distin-

guished indeed for military bravery and aptitude, but sated

with plunder, and stained with such shameless treachery,

sanguinary rapacity, and unbridled lust, as befitted only
Centaurs and Lsestrygons.

* The number of Philip's
mistresses and wives was almost on an Oriental scale;

2

and the dissensions thus introduced into his court through
his offspring by different mothers, were fraught with
mischievous consequences.

In appreciating the genius of Philip, we ha-ve to

appreciate also the parties to whom he stood opposed.
His good fortune was nowhere more conspicuous than in

the fact, that he fell upon those days of disunion and
backwardness in Greece (indicated in the last sentence of

Xenophon's Hellenica) when there was neither leading

city prepared to keep watch, nor leading general to take

command, nor citizen-soldiers willing and ready to endure
the hardships of steady service. Philip combated no

opponents like Epaminondas, or Agesilaus, or Iphikrates.
How different might have been his career, had Epaminondas

1 Theopomp. Fragm. 249. 'AnXiic suffered to stand in the way of

8' eiicEiv r)Yoo|Aai toiauTd Philip's military and political

8]pla Y*fovsvat, xal TOIOUTOV Tporcov schemes, either in himself or his

TOO tpO.ou? xal too? iTtxlpoix; <I>i).i7t7rou officers. The master-passion over-

icposYOp(j8evTa, o*ou O&T To 1

!)? powered all appetites; but when

KevTsupoye TOU TO IT^Xiov xota- that passion did not require effort,

O^OVTO?, o&Te too? AaioTpoYovots TOO? intemperance was the habitual

Aeovttvov TteSlov olx^ootvTOts, O&T' relaxation. Polybius neither pro-

aXXou<; 008' OTCOIOO. duces any sufficient facts, nor cites

Compare Athena;, iv. p. 166, 167; any contemporary authority, to

Ti. p. 260, 261. Demosthen. Olynth. refute Theopompus.
ii. p. 23. It is to be observed that the

Polybius (viii. 11) censures Theo- statements of Theopompus, re-

pompus for self-contradiction, in specting both the public and private

ascribing to Philip both unprin- conduct of Philip, are as dispara-

cipled means and intemperate ging as anything in Demosthenes.

habits, and yet extolling his ability
* Satyrus ap. Athense. xiii. p. 557.

and energy as a king. But I see '0 5k flHXircitot net xaia nuXejxov
no contradiction between the two.

eydi(j.ji,
&c.

The love of enjoyment was not
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survived the victory of Mantineia, gained only two years
before Philip's accession! To oppose Philip, there needed
a man like himself, competent not only to advise and

project, but to command in person, to stimulate the zeal

of citizen -soldiers, and to set the example of braving
danger and fatigue. Unfortunately for Greece, no such
leader stood forward. In counsel and speech Demosthenes
sufficed for the emergency. Twice before the battle of

Chaeroneia at Byzantium and at Thebes did he signally
frustrate Philip's combinations. But he was not formed
to take the lead in action, nor was there any one near him
to supply the defect. In the field, Philip encountered only
that "public inefficiency," at Athens and elsewhere in

Greece, of which even -<Eschines complains;
1 and to this

decay of Grecian energy, not less than to his own distin-

guished attributes, the unparalleled success of his reign
was owing. We shall find, during the reign of his son

Alexander, the like genius and vigour exhibited on a still

larger scale, and achieving still more wonderful results;
while the once stirring politics of Greece, after one feeble

effort, sink yet lower, into the nullity of a subject province.

1 -fKschines cent. Timarchum, p. except Demosthenes persevered in

26. eito ii 9au|Aao|ASv Trp xoivrjv contending against it to the fact

anpaiav, TOIO'JTIOV prjiopiov ir.'i that men of scandalous private lives

ta.$ TOO 6^(iou iv<i>ii.x$ iitiipaufo- (like Timarchus) were permitted,

IASVUJM ; against the law, to move decrees
j-KsrhinC's chooses to ascribe this in the public-assembly. Compare

public inefficiency which many ad- JEschines, Fall. Leg. p. 37.

mitted and deplored, though few
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CHAPTER XCI.

FIRST PERIOD OF THE REIGN OF ALEXANDER THE
GREAT SIEGE AND CAPTURE OF THEBES.

MY last preceding chapter ended with the assassination of

Philip of Macedon, and the accession of his son Alexander
the Great, then twenty years of age.

It demonstrates the altered complexion of Grecian

state of history, that we are now obliged to seek for

Greece at marking events in the succession to the Mace-

der's'ac"-
donian crown, or in the ordinances of Macedon-

cession ian kings. In fact, the Hellenic world has

on^he
161106 cease<i to be autonomous. In Sicily, indeed, the

Macedon- free and constitutional march, revived by Timo-
ian kmga. leon> is still destined to continue for a few years

longer; but all the Grecian cities south of Mount Olympus
have descended into dependents of Macedonia. Such de-

pendence, established as a fact by the battle of Chseroneia
and by the subsequent victorious march of Philip over Pe-

loponnesus, was acknowledged in form by the vote of the

Grecian synod at Corinth. While even the Athenians had
been compelled to concur in submission, Sparta alone,

braving all consequences, continued inflexible in her refu-

sal. The adherence of Thebes was not trusted to the word
of the Thebans, but ensured by the Macedonian garrison
established in her citadel, called the Kadmeia. Each Hel-
lenic city, small and great maritime, inland, and insular

(with the single exception of Sparta), was thus enrolled

as a separate unit in the list of subject-allies attached to

the imperial headship of Philip.
Under these circumstances, the history of conquered

Unwilling
Greece loses its separate course, and becomes

subjection merged in that of conquering Macedonia. Never-

Greeks theless, there are particular reasons which
influence constrain the historian of Greece to carry on

inteui-
ian *ke *wo together for a few years longer. First,

gence on conquered Greece exercised a powerful action
Macedonia. on jjer conqueror "Graecia capta ferum victo-

rem cepit." The Macedonians, though speaking a language
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of their own, had neither language for communicating
with others, nor literature, nor philosophy, except Grecian
and derived from Greeks. Philip, while causing himself

to be chosen chief of Hellas, was himself not only partially

hellenised, but an eager candidate for Hellenic admiration.

He demanded the headship under the declared pretence of

satisfying the old antipathy against Persia. Next, the

conquests of Alexander, though essentially Macedonian,
operated indirectly as the initiatory step of a series of

events, diffusing Hellenic language (with some tinge of

Hellenic literature) over a large breadth of Asia opening
that territory to the better observation, in some degree
even to the superintendence, of intelligent Greeks and
thus producing consequences important in many ways to
the history of mankind. Lastly, the generation of free

Greeks upon whom the battle of Chaeroneia fell, were not

disposed to lie quiet if any opportunity occurred for shaking
off their Macedonian masters. In the succeeding chap-
ters will be recorded the unavailing efforts made for this

purpose, in which Demosthenes and most of the other
leaders perished.

Alexander (born in July 356 B.C.), like his father Philip,
was not a Greek, but a Macedonian and Epirot, Basis of

partially imbued with Grecian sentiment and Ale
,

xan
j

, IT *
-r, , ,i_ , -i der's char-

mtelligence. It is true that his ancestors, some acter not

centuries before, had been emigrants from Argos ;

Hellenic,

but the kings of Macedonia had long lost all trace of any
such peculiarity as might originally have distinguished
them from their subjects. The basis of Philip's character
was Macedonian, not Greek : it was the self-will of a bar-

barian prince, not the ingenium civile, or sense of reciprocal

obligation and right in society with others, which marked
more or less even the most powerful members of a Grecian

city, whether oligarchical or democratical. If this was true

of Philip, it was still more true of Alexander, who inherited

the violent temperament and headstrong will of his furious

Epirotic mother Olympias.
A kinsman of Olympias, named Leonidas, and an

Akarnanian named Lysimachus, are mentioned B h d
as the chief tutors to whom Alexander's child- and educa-

hood was entrusted. 1 Of course the Iliad of V?
n of

d
Homer was among the first things which he

1 Plutarcb, Alexand. c. 5, 6.
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learnt as a boy. Throughout most of his life, he retained
a strong interest in this poem, a copy of which, said to
have been corrected by Aristotle, he carried with him in

his military campaigns. We are not told, nor is it prob-
able, that he felt any similar attachment for the less war-
like Odyssey. Even as a child, he learnt to identify him-
selfinsympathy with Achilles, his ancestor by themother's

side, according to the ^Eakid pedigree. The tutor Lysi-
machus won his heart by calling himselfPhoenix Alexan-

der, Achilles and Philip, by the name of Peleus. Of
Alexander's boyish poetical recitations, one anecdote re-

mains, both curious and of unquestionable authenticity.
He was ten years old when the Athenian legation, including
both JEschines and Demosthenes, came to Pella to treat

about peace. While Philip entertained them at table, in

his usual agreeable and convivial manner, the boy Alexan-
der recited for their amusement certain passages of poetry
which he had learnt; and delivered, in response with another

boy, a dialogue out of one of the Grecian dramas. 1

At the age of thirteen, Alexander was placed under

H rec iv s
^e instruction of Aristotle, whom Philip ex-

inBtruction pressly invited for the purpose, and whose father

t^r
Aris " Nikomachus had been both friend and physician

of Philip's father Amyntas. What course of

study Alexander was made to go through, we unfortunately
cannot state. He enjoyed the teaching of Aristotle for at

least three years, and we are told that he devoted himself
to it with ardour, contracting a strong attachment to his

preceptor. His powers of addressing an audience, though
not so well attested as those of his father, were always
found sufficient for his purpose: moreover, he retained,
even in the midst of his fatiguing Asiatic campaigns, an
interest in Greek literature and poetry.

At what precise moment, during the lifetime of his

Early poiit- father, Alexander first took part in active service,

and matu? we ^ no^ know. It is said that once, when quite
rity of a youth, he received some Persian envoys during

hifquar- ^e absence of his father; and that he surprised
rels with them by the maturity of his demeanour, as

Fam
f

fiy

h
dis-

we^ as ^J t ^ie political bearing and pertinence
cord. of his questions.

2 Though only sixteen years of

age, in 340 B.C. he was left at home as regent while Philip
1 JEschinfis cent. Timarch. p. 167. 2

Plutarch, Alex. 5.
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was engaged in the sieges of Byzantium and Perinthus.

He put down a revolt of the neighbouring Thracian tribe

called Msedi, took one of their towns, and founded it anew
under the title of Alexandria; the earliest town which bore

that name, afterwards applied to various other towns

planted by him and by his successors. In the march of

Philip into Greece (338 B.C.), Alexander took part, com-
manded one of the wings at the battle of Chaeroneia, and is

said to have first gained the advantage on his side over

the Theban sacred band. '

Yet notwithstanding such marks of confidence and

cooperation, other incidents occurred producing bitter

animosity between the father and the son. By his wife

Olympias, Philip had as offspringAlexander andKleopatra :

by a Thessalian mistress named Philinna, he had a son
named Aridaeus (afterwards called Philip Aridaeus): he
had also daughters named Kynna (or Kynane) and Thessa-
lonike. Olympias, a woman of sanguinary and implacable

disposition, had rendered herself so odious to him that he

repudiated her, and married a new wife named Kleopatra.
I have recounted in my ninetieth chapter the indignation
felt by Alexander at this proceeding, and the violent alter-

cation which occurred during the conviviality ofthe marriage
banquet; where Philip actually snatched his sword, threat-

ened his son's life, and was only prevented from executing
the threat by falling down through intoxication. After
this quarrel, Alexander retired from Macedonia, conducting
his mother to her brother Alexander king of Epirus. A
son was born to Philip by Kleopatra. Her brother or

uncle Attalus acquired high favour. Her kinsmen and

partisans generally were also promoted, while Ptolemy,
Nearchus, and other persons attached to Alexander, were
banished. 2

The prospects of Alexander were thus full of uncer-

tainty and peril, up to the very day of Philip's Uncer-

assassination. The succession to the Macedonian
tajnty

of

crown, though transmitted in the same family, der'fposi-

wasbynomeansassuredastoindividualmembers ;

tion during

moreover, in the regal house of Macedonia 3
(as year^f

among the kings called Diadochi, who acquired
PM15?-

1 Plutarch, Alex. 9. Justin says
*
Plutarch, Alex. 10. Arrian, iii.

that Alexander was the companion 6, 8.

of his father during part of the ' See the third chapter of Plu-

war in Thrace (ix. 1). tarch's life of Demetrius Poliorke-
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dominion after the death of Alexander the Great), violent

feuds and standing mistrust between father, sons, and

brethren, were ordinary phenomena, to which the family
of the Antigonids formedanhonourable exception. Between
Alexander and Olympias on the one side, and Kleopatra
with her so'n and Attalus on the other, a murderous con-

test was sure to arise. Kleopatra was at this time in the

ascendent; Olympias was violent and mischievous; and

Philip was only forty-seven years of age. Hence the future

threatened nothing but aggravated dissension and diffi-

culties for Alexander. Moreover his strong will and im-

perious temper, eminently suitable for supreme command,
disqualified him from playing a subordinate part even to

his own father. The prudence of Philip, when about to

depart on his Asiatic expedition, induced him to attempt
to head these family dissensions by giving his daughter
Kleopatra in marriage to her uncle Alexander of Epirus,
brother of Olympias. It was during the splendid marriage
festival, then celebrated at JEgse, that he was assassinated

Olympias, Kleopatra, and Alexander, being all present,
while Attalus was in Asia, commanding the Macedonian

t5s ; which presents a vivid descrip-
tion of the feelings prevalent be-

tween members of regal families

in those ages. Demetrius, coming
home from the chase with his

hunting javelins in his hand, goes
up to his father Antigonus, salutes

him, and sits down by his side

without disarming. This is extolled

as an unparalleled proof of the

confidence and affection subsisting
between the father and the son.

In the families of all the other

Diadochi (says Plutarch) murders
of sons, mothers, and wives, were

frequent murders of brothers were
even common, assumed to be pre-
cautions necessary for security.

05tu>? apa itdcvTT) 6u<jy.io-(oivTjTOv 7)

op^rj xai JAEOTOV aTtiatlas xai Sua-

vcc.a?, WOTS ayaXXeofiai TOV [t-ifiyivi

TU>V *AXe avSpou 6ia86yw< xai upiO-

POTCCTOV, 5tt
JIT) <po3'i"<u TOV utov,

aXXa itposUTai TT
(
V XofyrjV syovra

TOO ou)jxa-o? jtXTjjioj. 0-i (xr( v aA/.a

xai (xovoc, *>> eliteiv, 6 olxos ou-

TOS grci itXeidTa? 8ioc8oya; Tujvtoio'i-

7( / xaxibv ExaQapeuse, [xaXXov Se

EI? (JLOVO; TUJV an' "AvTiy6vou <I>i-

Xinr&i; dvsiXev oiov. Ai 8i aXXai
o/E86v OTtaoai StaSo^oti toX
X(Juv (xev I)fouot itaiSiov, rcoXXu>v 6i

(XTjTepiov fflovoui; xai yovaixwv TO |xsv

Yap aSsXipout avaipelv, uis^sp oi fetu-

(XETpai Ta aiT^jxata Xa(ipavou9iv,

O'JTU) 5Uv6)((OpeiTO X0lv6v Tl VO-

(xtC6|ivov atTTj(xa xai pasiXt-
xov intep ao^aXsiai;.

Compare Tacitus, Histor. v. 8,

about the family feuds of the kings
of Judaea; and Xenoph. Hieron.
iii. 8.

In noticing the Antigonid family
as a favourable exception, we must
conlne our assertion to the first

century of that family. The bloody
tragedy of Perseus and Demetrius

shortly preceded the ruin of tho

empire.
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division sent forward in advance, jointly with Parmenio.
Had Philip escaped this catastrophe, he would doubtless

have carried on the war in Asia Minor with quite as much
energy and skill as it was afterwards prosecuted by Alex-
ander: though we may doubt whether the father would have
stretched out to those ulterior undertakings which, gigantic
and far-reaching as they were, fell short of the insatiable

ambition of the son. But successful as Philip might have
been in Asia, he would hardly have escaped gloomy family
feuds; with Alexander as a mutinous son, under the in-

stigations of Olympias, and with Kleopatra on the other

side, feeling that her own safety depended upon the removal
of regal or quasi-regal competitors.

Prom such formidable perils, visible in the distance,
if not immediately impending, the sword of

Iuipress jon
Pausanias guaranteed both Alexander and the produced

Macedonian kingdom. But at the moment when g^^n
the blow was struck, and when the Lynkestian death of

Alexander, one of those privy to it, ran to phlli P-

forestall resistance and place the crown on the head of

Alexander the Great l no one knew what to expect from
the young prince thus suddenly exalted at the age of

twenty years. The sudden death of Philip in the fulness

of glory and ambitious hopes, must have produced the

strongest impression, first upon the festive crowd assem-

bled, next throughout Macedonia, lastly, upon the for-

eigners whom he had reduced to dependence, from the
Danube to the borders of Paeonia. All these dependencies
were held only by the fear of Macedonian force. It re-

mained to be proved whether the youthful son of Philip
was capable of putting down opposition and upholding the

gDwerful
organisation created by his father. Moreover

erdikkas, the elder brother and predecessor of Philip,
had left a son named Amyntas, now at least twenty-
four years of age, to whom many looked as the proper
successor. 2

But Alexander, present and proclaimed at once by
his friends, showed himself, both in word and Accession

deed, perfectly competent to the emergency, of Alex-

He mustered, caressed, and conciliated, the hi^enTrgy
divisions of the Macedonian army and the chief and judge-

officers. His addresses were judicious and ment<

1
Arrian, 1. 25, 2; Justin, xi. 2.

2
Arrian, De Rebus post Alexan-

Bee preceding chapter, p. 322. drum, Fragm. ap. Photium, cod.
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energetic, engaging that the dignity of the kingdom should
be maintained unimpaired,

l and that even the Asiatic pro-
jects already proclaimed should be prosecuted with as
much vigour as if Philip still lived.

It was one of the first measures of Alexander to

Accom- celebrate with magnificent solemnities the
piices of funeral of his deceased father. While the pre-
arTsiain

8

parations for it were going on, he instituted

by Alex- researches to find out and punish the accom-

AmyntaB piices of Pausanias. Of these indeed, the most
and others illustrious person mentioned to us Olympias
by" him" was not only protected by her position from
also. punishment, but retained great ascendency over
her son to the end of his life. Three other persons are

mentioned by name as accomplices, brothers and persons
of good family from the district of tipper Macedonia called

Lynkestis Alexander, Heromenes, and Arrhabaeus, sons

of Aeropus. The two latter were put to death, but the

first of the three was spared, and even promoted to im-

portant charges as a reward for his useful forwardness in

instantly saluting Alexander king.
2 Others also, we know

not how many, were executed; and Alexander seems to

have imagined that there still remained some undetected. 3

The Persian king boasted in public letters,
4 with how much

truth we cannot say, that he too had been among the

instigators of Pausanias.

Among the persons slain about this time by Alex-

ander, we may number his first cousin and brother-in-law

Amyntas son of Perdikkas (the elder brother of the

deceased Philip): Amyntas was a boy when his father

Perdikkas died. Though having a preferable claim to the

succession, according to usage, he had been put aside by
his uncle Philip, on the ground of his age and of the
strenuous efforts required on commencing a new reign.

Philip had however given in marriage to this Amyntas
92. p. 220; Plutarch, De Fortuna of this Alexander and of Olympias
Alex. Magn. p. 327. 1:6133 5: Orvj- afforded a certain basis to those

Xot ^v TJ MaxeSoviot (after the death -who said (Curling, vi. 43) that

of Philip) itpos 'AiAtivTavditopXeno'Joa Alexander had dealt favourably
r.oi toot 'Aep67Toy rcoufia;. with the accomplices of Pausanias.

1 Diod. xvii. 2. Plutarch, Alexand. 10-27; Dio-
*
Arrian, i. 25, 2

; Curtius, vii. 1, dor. xvii. 51 ; Justin, xi. 11.

6. Alexander son of Aeropus was Arrian, ii. 14, 10.

son-in-law of Antipater. The case
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his daughter (by an Illyrian mother) Kynna. Nevertheless,
Alexander now put him to death, l on accusation of con-

spiracy: under what precise circumstances does not appear
but probably Amyntas (who besides being the son of

Philip's elder brother, was at least twenty-four years of

age, while Alexander was only twenty) conceived himself
as having a better right to the succession, and was so con-

ceived by many others. The infant son of Kleopatra by
Philip is said to have been killed by Alexander, as a rival

in the succession
; Kleopatra herself was afterwards put to

death by Olympias during his absence, and to his regret.
Attains, also, uncle of Kleopatra and joint commander
of the Macedonian army in Asia, was assassinated under
the private orders of Alexander, by Hekataeus and Philo-
tas. 2 Another Amyntas, son of Antiochus (there seem to
have been several Macedonians named Amyntas), fled for

safety into Asia: 3 probably others, who felt themselves to

be objects of suspicion, did the like since by the Mace-
donian custom, not merely a person convicted of high
treason, but all his kindred along with him, were put to

death.*

By unequivocal manifestations of energy and address,
and by despatching rivals or dangerous malcon- c

j. A i j ii TI c L'& i i_- Sentiment
tents, Alexander thus speedily fortified his at Athens

position on the throne at home. But from the n * e

foreign dependents of Macedonia Greeks, Philip

1

Ourtius, vi. 9, 17. vi. 10, 24. sister Kynna in marriage to Langa-
Arrian mentioned this Amyntas rus prince of the Agrianes (Arrian,
son of Perdikkas (as well as the Exp. Al. M. i. 5, 7). Langarus died

fact of his having been pat to of sickness soon after; so that this

death by Alexander before the marriage never took place. But
Asiatic expedition), in the lost when the promise was made, Kynna
work ta (xsTa "AXsav8po'( see Pho- must have been a widow. Her

tins, cod. 92. p. 220. But Arrian, husband Amyntas must therefore

in his account of Alexander's ex- have been put to death daring the

pedition, (foes not mention the fact
; first months of Alexander's reign,

which shows that his silence is not ' See Chap. XC. ; Diod. xvii. 2;
to be assumed as a conclusive Curtius. vii. 1, 6

; Justin, ix. 7. xi.

reason for discrediting allegations 2. xii. 6; Plutarch, Alexand. 10;
of others. Pausanias, viii. 7, 5.

Compare Polyoenus, viii. 60; and '
Arrian, i. 17, 10 ; Plutarch, Alex.

Plutarch, Fort. Alex. Magn. p. 327. 20; Curtius, iii. 28, 18.

It was during his expedition into *
Curtius, vi. 42, 20. Compare

Thrace and Illyria, about eight with this custom, a passage in the

months after his accession, that Ajax of SophoklSs, v. 725.

Alexander promised to give his
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language Thracians, and Illyrians the like acknowledg-
sthenes ment was not so easily obtained. Most of them
inclination were disposed to throw off the yoke; yet none

Macedonia, dared to take the initiative of moving, and the
but no suddenness of Philip's death found them alto-

gether unprepared for combination. By that

event the Greeks were discharged from all engagement,
since the vote of the confederacy had elected him person-
ally as Imperator. They were now at liberty, in BO far

as there was any liberty at all in the proceeding, to elect

any one else, or to abstain from re-electing at all, and even
to let the confederacy expire. Now it was only under
constraint and intimidation, as was well known both in

Greece and in Macedonia, that they had conferred this

dignity even on Philip, who had earned it by splendid ex-

ploits, and had proved himself the ablest captain and poli-
tician of the age. They were by no means inclined to

transfer it to a youth like Alexander, until he had shown
himself capable of bringing the like coercion to bear, and

extorting the same submission. The wish to break loose

from Macedonia, widely spread throughout the Grecian

cities, found open expression from Demosthenes and others

in the assembly at Athens. That orator (if we are to

believe his rival .^Eschines), having received private in-

telligence of the assassination of Philip, through certain

spies of Charidemus, before it was publicly known to

others, pretended to have had it revealed to him in a dream

by the gods. Appearing in the assembly with his gayest
attire, he congratulated his countrymen on the death of

their greatest enemy, and pronounced high encomiums on
the brave tyrannicide of Pausanias, which he would prob-
ably compare to that of Harmodius and Aristogeiton.

'

He depreciated the abilities of Alexander, calling him
Margites (the name of a silly character in one of the
Homeric poems), and intimating that he would be too
much distracted with embarrassments and ceremonial
duties at home, to have leisure for a foreign march. 2

Such, according to ^schines, was the language of Demo-
sthenes on the first news of Philip's death. We cannot
doubt that the public of Athens, as well as Demosthenes,

1 JEgchinSs adv. Ktesiphont. c. 29. * TEschinSs adv. Ktesiph. p. 547.

p. 469. c. 78. p. 603; Plutarch, De- c. 60.

mosth. 22.
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felt great joy at an event which seemed to open to them
fresh chances of freedom, and that the motion for a sacri-

fice of thanksgiving,
' in spite ofPhokion's opposition, was

readily adopted. But though themanifestation of sentiment
at Athens was thus anti-Macedonian, exhibiting aversion

to the renewal of that obedience which had been recently

promised to Philip, Demosthenes did not go so far as to

declare any positive hostility.
2 He tried to open com-

munication with the Persians in Asia Minor, and also,

if we may believe Diodorus, with the Macedonian command-
er in Asia Minor, Attalus. But neither of the two missions
was successful. Attalus sent his letter to Alexander; while
the Persian king,

3
probably relieved by the death of Philip

from immediate fear of the Macedonian power, despatched
a peremptory refusal to Athens, intimating that he would
furnish no more money.

4

Not merely in Athens, but in other Grecian states

also, the death of Philip excited aspirations for B 336

freedom. The Lacedaemonians, who, though (Autumn),

unsupported, had stood out inflexibly against Discontent

any obedience to him, were now on the watch
j^,.

6^6 '

for new allies; while the Arcadians, Argeians, positive

and Eleians, manifested sentiments adverse to movonient-

Macedonia. The Ambrakiots expelled the garrison placed
by Philip in their city; the ^Etolians passed a vote to assist

in restoring those Acarnanian exiles whom he had ban-
ished. 5 On the other hand, the Thessalians manifested

unshaken adherence to Macedonia. But the Macedonian

garrison at Thebes, and the macedonising Thebans who
now governed that city,

6 were probably the main obstacles

1

Plutarch, Phokion, 16. wards, near the time when Alex-
* We gather thin from JEschincs ander crossed into Asia (Arrian,

adv. Ktesiph. p. 551. c. 52. . 14, 11). The first letter must
* Diodorus (xvii. 5) mentions this have been sent shortly after Philip's

communication of Demosthenes to death, when Darius was publicly

Attalus; wldch, however, I cannot boasting of having procured the

but think improbable. Probably deed, and before he had yet learnt

Charidemus was the organ of the to fear Alexander. Compare Dio-

communications. dor. xvii. 7.

1 This letter from Darius is di- 5 Diodor. xvii. 3.

stinctly alluded to, and even a 6 Diodorus (xvii. 3) says that the

sentence cited from it, by .ZEschines Thebans passed a vote to expel
adv. Ktesiph. p. 633, 634. c. 88. We tl.e Macedonian garrison in the

know that Darius wrote in very K^dmeia. But I have little hesi-

different language not long after- tatiou in rejecting this statement.

VOL. XI. Z
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to any combined manifestation in favour of Hellenic au-

tonomy.
Apprised of these impulses prevalent throughout the

Grecian world, Alexander felt the necessity of

checking them by a demonstration immediate,
(October). &g wejj ag intimidating. His energy and rapid-

Alexander i*v f proceedings speedily overawed all those

intoGreece, who had speculated on his youth, or had adopted

of
b
Athens? tte ePitbets applied to him by Demosthenes.

Having surmounted, in a shorter time than was

supposed possible, the difficulties of his newly-acquired

position at home, he marched into Greece at the head of

a formidable army, seemingly about two months after the

death of Philip. He was favourably received by the Thes-

salians, who passed a vote constituting Alexander head of

Greece in place of his father Philip; which vote was speed-

ily confirmed by the Amphiktyonic assembly, convoked
at Thermopylae. Alexander next advanced to Thebes, and
from thence over the isthmus of Corinth into Peloponnesus.
The details of his march we do not know; but his great
force, probably not inferior to that which had conquered
at Chseroneia, spread terror everywhere, silencing all ex-

cept his partisans. Nowhere was the alarm greater than
at Athens. The Athenians, recollecting both the speeches
of their orators and the votes of their assembly, offensive

at least, if not hostile, to the Macedonians trembled lest

the march of Alexander should be directed against their

city, and accordingly made preparation for standing a siege.
All citizens were enjoined to bring in their families and

properties from the country, insomuch that the space with-

in the walls was full both of fugitives and of cattle. ' At
the same time, the assembly adopted, on the motion ofDe-

mades, a resolution of apology and full submission to Alex-
ander : they not only recognized him as chief of Greece,
but conferred upon him divine honours, in terms even more

emphatic than those bestowed on Philip.
2 The mover,

with other legates, carried the resolution to Alexander,
whom they found at Thebes, and who accepted their sub-

We may be sure that the presence red, this was done by the anti-

of the Macedonian garrison was Macedonian party, who then got
connected with the predominance back from exile.

in the city of a party favourable ' Demadis Fragment. Onep trj<

to Macedonia. In the ensuing year, u)exaetiac, p. 180.

when the resistance really occur- * Arrian. i. 1, 4.
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mission. A young speaker named Pytheas is said to have
opposed the vote in the Athenian assembly. 1 "Whether
Demosthenes did the like or whether, under the feeling
of disappointed anticipations and overwhelming Macedon-
jan force, he condemned himself to silence, we cannot

say. That he did not go with Demades on the mission to

Alexander, seems a matter of course, though he is said to

have been appointed by public vote to do so, and to have
declined the duty. He accompanied the legation as far as
Mount Kithaeron, on the frontier, and then returned to
Athens. 2 "We read with astonisEment that JEschines and
his other enemies denounced this step as a cowardly deser-
tion. No envoy could be so odious to Alexander, or so

likely to provoke refusal for the proposition which he car-

ried, as Demosthenes. To employ him in such a mission
would have been absurd; except for the purpose probably
intended by his enemies, that he might be either detained

by the conqueror as an expiatory victim,
3 or sent back as

a pardoned and humiliated prisoner.
After displaying his force in various portions of Pe-

loponnesus, Alexander returned to Corinth,
where he convened deputies from the Grecian *Autu

3

mn).
cities generally. The list of those cities which .I?.! , i ,. -i , Alexander
obeyed the summons is not before us, but prob- is chosen

ably it included nearly all the cities of Central *m
^g

ator

Greece. We know only that the Lacedsemoni- Greeks in

ans continued to stand aloof, refusing all con- ^
e

n
co

^
ven"

currence. Alexander asked from the assembled Corinth

deputies the same appointment which the victo- continued
T>t.'v i. j i i i i i i refusal of

nous irhihp had required and obtained two years concur-

before the hegemony or headship of the Greeks ,

ence bv
11 A- i f j.1. e i- Sparta.

collectively for the purpose of prosecuting

1
Plutarch, Reipub. Ger. Prcecept. This decree, naming Demosthenes

p. 804. among the envoys, is likely enough
1 JEschines adv. Ktesiph. p. 564. to have been passed chiefly by the

c. 50; Deinarchus cont. Demos th. votes of his enemies. It was al-

p. 57; Diodor. xvii. 4; Plutarch, ways open to an Athenian citizen

Demosth. c. 23 (Plutarch confounds to accept or decline such an ap
the proceedings of this year with pointment.
those of the succeeding year).

* Several years afterwards, De-

Demades, in the fragment of his mades himself was put to death

oration remaining to us, makes no by Antipater, to whom he had
allusion to this proceeding of De- been sent as envoy from Athens
inos thanes. ( Diodor. xviii. 48).

z 2
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war against Persia. 1 To the request of a prince at the

head of an irresistible army, one answer only was admiss-

ible. He was nominated Imperator with full powers, by
land and sea. Overawed by the presence and sentiment
of Macedonian force, all acquiesced in this vote except the

Lacedaemonians.
The convention sanctioned by Alexander was probably

. the same as that settled by and with his father

of the vote Philip. Its grand and significant feature was,
thus passed that it recognised Hellas as a confederacy under
privileges ,1 ir i

guaranteed the Macedonian prince as imperator, or execu-

tive head and arm. It crowned him with a legal
sanction as keeper of the peace within Greece,

and conqueror abroad in the name of Greece_. Of its other

conditions, some are made known to us by subsequent com-

plaints; such conditions as, being equitable and tutelary
towards the members generally, the Macedonian chief found
it inconvenient to observe, and speedily began to violate.

Each Hellenic city was pronounced, by the first article of

the convention, to be free and autonomous. In each, the

existing political constitution was recognised as it stood;
all other cities were forbidden to interfere with it, or to

second any attack by its hostile exiles. 2 No new despot
was to be established; no dispossessed despot was to be
restored. 3 Each city became bound to discourage in every
other, as far as possible, all illegal violence such as polit-
ical executions, confiscation, spoliation, re-division of land

or abolition of debts, factious manumission of slaves, &c. 4

1 Arrian, i. 1, 2. a'tTCiv nap' autibv held to comprehend all the extra-

TJJV r)Y e l
xcwav TTJ? eni to'j Ilspoat Peloponnesian cities, which seems

oTpaisiat, qvttva <l>iXiiut(}J7J8'/je3o<JO(v
not prohable.

xoi otT^oavTa Xafklv itapo navtcuv,
" Demosthenes (or Pseudo-Demo-

~Xr;v Aox8i|iovi(Dv, Ac. sthenes), Orat. xvii. De Foedere

Arrian speaks as if this request Alexandrine, p. 213, 214. entri-mi
had been addressed only to the yj ouvflr,xT) eOBbc '' p/t> MUoWpWK
Greeks within Peloponnesus; more- eivai xal a'!>Tov6|AGU<; tO'j<"E).Xriva$
over he mentions no assembly at 'EaTiYop YSYPH|J.SVOV, siv TIVS; i<is

Corinth, which is noticed (though roXireia? TBS nap' ixaoToi? ouaa?,
with some confusion) by Diodorus, ?TE TOO? pxou<; TO!K ~spi tfj; elp^vr,?

Justin, and Plutarch. Cities out tb(xvuoav , xaiaXuoujoi, itoXsjiiou?
of Peloponnesus, as well as within eivott r.aoi TOI? TJ] eip/jvr)? fisTt-

it, must have been included
;
unless j^oosiv

we suppose that the resolution of ' Demosthen. Orat. de Foedere
the Amphiktyonic assembly, which 'Alex. p. 213.

had been previously passed, was ' Demosth. ib. p. 216.
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To each was guaranteed freedom of navigation; maritime

capture was prohibited, on pain of enmity from all. l Each
was forbidden to send armed vessels into the harbour of

any other, or to build vessels or engage seamen there. 2 By
each, an oath was taken to observe these conditions, to

declare war against all who violated them, and to keep
them inscribed on a commemorative column. Provision
seems to have been made for admitting any additional city

3

on its subsequent application, though it might not have
been a party to the original contract. Moreover, it appears
that a standing military force, under Macedonian orders,
was provided to enforce observance of the convention; and
that the synod of deputies was contemplated as likely to

meet periodically.
4

Such was the convention, in so far as we know its

terms, agreed to by the Grecian deputies at B 336
Corinth with Alexander; but with Alexander (Autumn),
at the head of an irresistible army. He Authority

1 Demosth. ib. p. 217. iat\ yap
Sigitou 4v Tat? ouvflrjxaii;, TTJV flaXoT-

iav itXetv TOUI; [iexe^ovTa? TTJS slpV]-

vT)?, xa'i fxT)8sva xwXoeiv OUTO'J; (xT)8e

xaraYsiv rcXoiov (irj8ev6? TO'JTOJV sav

8s TH itapot TauTa irotfl, rcoXefuov
elvai jcaoi ToT{ tj etivr? leti-

xai TOU<; ewl

ojiux; sv tat? xotvui-

* Demosth. ih. p. 218, 219. Boh-

necke, in his instructive comments
on this convention (Forschungen
auf dem Gebiete der Attischen

Bedner, p. 623), has treated the

prohibition here mentioned as if

it were one specially binding the

Macedonians not to sail with armed

ships into the Peirssus. This un-

doubtedly is the particular case

on which the orator insists ;
but I

conceive it to have been only a

particular case under a general

prohibitory rule.
5
Arrian, ii. 1, 7; ii. 2, 4. De-

mosth. de Feed. Alex. p. 213. Ten-

edos, Mitylene, Antissa, and Eresus,
can hardly have been members of

the convention when first sworn.

Demosth. Orat. de Feed. Alex.

p. 215. ioTi Yap if TaT; ouvO^xott?

e7u|j.eXeio8ai too? uuveS psuovia?

(xrjSs ffufail itapa TOU? xsifxvou^ tat:

niXesi vo(jiou<; ..... Oi Ss TOOOOTOV

Slouai TOUTCDV TI xwXusiv, (OUTS xaf

<JOYxaTaoxsuat>juiv, Ac. (p. 216).

The persons designated by oi 8s,

and denounced throughout this

oration generally, are, Alexander
or the Macedonian officers and
soldiers.

A passage in Deinarchus cont.

Demosth. p. 14, leads to the sup-

position, that a standing Macedo-
nian force was kept at Corinth,

occupying the Isthmus. The The-
baus declared against Macedonia
(in August or September 336 B.C.),
and proceeding to besiege the Ma-
cedonian garrison in the Kadmeia,
sent envoys to entreat aid from
the Arcadians. "These envoys (says

Deinarchus) got with difficulty by
sea to the Arcadians" ol xara Od-

Xaasav (i6Xi? <x9ixovTO icpo; exsi-

vou?. Whence should this difficulty

arise, except from a Macedonian

occupation of Corinth?
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claimed by proclaimed it as the "publicstatute ofthe Greeks,"
*

under'the* constituting a paramount obligation, of which
convention he was the enforcer, binding on all, and author-

tio^of
d
the

ising him to treat all transgressors as rebels,

leading It was set forth as counterpart of, and substitute

states"
1

f r
>

*ke convention of Antalkidas, which we
shall presently see the officers of Darius trying

to revive against him the headship of Persia against
that of Macedonia. Such is the melancholy degradation of

the Grecian world, that its cities have no alternative except
to choose between these two foreign potentates or to

invite the help of Darius, the most distant and least

dangerous, whose headship could hardly be more than

nominal, against a neighbour sure to be domineering and

compressive, and likely enough to be tyrannical. Of the

once powerful Hellenic chiefs and competitors Sparta,

Athens, Thebes under each of whom the Grecian world
had been upheld as an independent and self- determining
aggregate, admitting the free play of native sentiment and
character under circumstances more or less advantageous

the two last are now confounded as common units (one
even held under garrison) among the subject allies of

Alexander; while Sparta preserves only the dignity of an
isolated independence.

It appears that during the nine months which succeeded

B.C. S36-335 the swearing of the convention, Alexander and

(Winter
his officers (after his return to Macedonia) were

spring). active, both by armed force and by mission of
Encroach- envoys, in procuring new adhesions and in

tyranny
n
of remodelling the governments of various cities

the Mace- suitably to their own views. Complaints of such

officers in aggressions were raised in the public assembly
Greece of Athens, the only place in Greece where any
of

I

tue
aintB

liberty of discussion still survived. An oration,
orators at pronounced by Demosthenes, Hyperides, or one
Athena. Qf fae contemporary anti-Macedonian politicians

1 Arrian, i. 16, 10. itapa ra xoivg (Aara T& 'EXX^viov), except such as

86avTot TGI? "EXXrjaiv. After the had taken service before that vote

death of Darius, Alexander pro- was passed, and except the Sino-

nounced that the Grecian merce- peane, whom Alexander considered

naries who had been serving with as subjects of Persia and not par-
that prince, were highly criminal takers, TOO xotvou td>v 'EXXigvcov
for having contravened the general (Arrian, iii. 23, 16; iii. 24, 8, 9).

vote of the Greeks (napi T 66y-
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(about the spring or early summer of 335 B.C.),
1
imparts

to us some idea both of the Macedonian interventions

steadily going on, and of the unavailing remonstrances
raised against them by individual Athenian citizens. At
the time of this oration, such remonstrances had already
been often repeated. They were always met by the

macedonizing Athenians with peremptory declarations

that the convention must be observed. But in reply, the

remonstrants urged, that it was unfair to call upon Athens
for strict observance of the convention, while the Macedon-
ians and their partisans in the various cities were perpetually

violating it for their own profit. Alexander and his officers

(affirms this orator) had never once laid down their arms
since the convention was settled. They had been perpetually
tampering with the governments of the various cities, to

promote their own partisans to power. 2 In Messene, Sikyon,
and Pellene, they had subverted the popular constitutions,
banished many citizens, and established friends of their

own as despots. The Macedonian force, destined as a public

guarantee to enforce the observance of the convention, had
been employed only to overrule its best conditions, and to

arm the hands of factious partisans.
3 Thus Alexander, in

his capacity of Imperator, disregarding all the restraints

of the convention, acted as chief despot for the maintenance
of subordinate despots in the separate cities.* Even at

1 This is the oration rcept TU>V rcpoc mosth.), Orat. De Fcedere Alex. p.

'AXeav8pov ouvQujxcuv already more 216. Outo) (xiv toivOv pa8iu>s TOC 8itV<x

than once alluded to above. Though sitigvsYxe 6 Maxe8u>v, &<nt oiSi xate-

standing among the Demosthenic 6eto ittbitOTS, <iXV iti xotl vov nepiip-

works, it is supposed by Libauius ^etat xa8' 8oov oiva-cat, Ac.

as well as by most modern critics * Demosth. ib. p. 214, 215.

not to be the production of Demo- Demosth. (or Pseudo-Demosth.)
sthenSs upon internal grounds of Orat. De Itedere Alex. p. 212, 214,

style, -which are certainly forcible. 215, 220, where the orator speaks
Libanius says that it bears much of Alexander as the tupovvoi; of

resemblance to the style of Hype- Greece.

rides. At any rate, there seems no The orator argues (p. 213) that

reason to doubt that it is a genuine the Macedonians had recognised

oration of one of the contemporary despotism as contrary to the con-

orators. I agree with BShnecke vention, in so far as to expel the

(Forschungen, p. 629) in thinking despots from the towns of Antissa

that it must have been delivered and Eresus in Lesbos. But probably
a few months after the convention these despots were in correspond-

with Alexander, before the taking ence with the Persians on the

of Thebes. opposite mainland, or with Mem-
" Demosthenfts (or Pseudo-De- non.
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Athens, this imperial authority had rescinded sentences

of the Dikastery, and compelled the adoption of measures

contrary to the laws and constitution 1
.

At sea, the wrongful aggressions of Alexander or his

. officers had been not less manifest than on land.

of"the
tl

con- The convention, guaranteeing to all cities the
vention at

right of free navigation, distinctly forbade each

Mace-
y

to take or detain vessels belonging to any other.
donian Nevertheless the Macedonians had seized, in

the Hellespont, all the merchantmen coming
out with cargoes from the Euxine, and carried them into

Tenedos,where they were detained, undervarious fraudulent

pretences, in spite of remonstrances from the proprietors
and cities whose supply of corn was thus intercepted.

Among these sufferers, Athens stood conspicuous; since

consumers of imported corn, ship-owners, and merchants,
were more numerous there than elsewhere. The Athenians,

addressing complaints and remonstrances without effect,

became at length so incensed, and perhaps uneasy about
their provisions, that they passed a decree to equip and

despatch 100 triremes, appointing Menestheus (son of

Iphikrates) admiral. By this strenuous manifestation, the

Macedonians were induced to release the detained vessels.

Had the detention been prolonged, the Athenian fleet

would have sailed to extort redress by force; so that, as

Athens was more than a match for Macedon on sea, the
maritime empire of the latter would have been overthrown,
while even on land much encouragement would have been

given to malcontents against it. 2 Another incident had

1 Demosth. (or Pseudo-Demosth.) .... p. 218. "Ecu? yap 5v efj TU>V

Orat. De Foedere Alex. p. 215. TOO? xata SoXaosav xal (xovoi? dvot|A<pia-

8' ISioo? 0(ia? vojxoui; avaYxa^ooai PTJTTJTIO; elvat xupioi? (the Atheni-

Xosiv, TOO? IAEV xExpijAEvou? ii TO!? ans), TO!? Y8 web Y) v TCP^ Tt &*<*?-

JixaoTTjpioi? d^isvTsc, sTspa 8s itajx- x '-"1
!) Suvojiei iotl itpofioXa? 4tpa?

nX^fJT) TOtaoTa f)iaO>|Avoi itapavo- lo)(UpOTpa? eupiaQoti, Ac.

(xeiv .... We know that Alexander caused
2 Demostb. ib. p. 217. el; TO^TO a squadron of ships to sail round

Yap ujtepo'jiiai; -qXflov, loots el Tsvs- to and up the Danube from Byzan-

detained may have come

^IOTOV eiroirjOiV auToy? a^aipsft^vai loaded -with a supply of corn, and
8ixalwc TTJV xaTa ftaXaaaav T)Y I

JI-OV ' 0[V that the detention of the corn-ships
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occurred, less grave than this, yet still dwelt upon by the

orator as an infringement of the convention, and as an
insult to the Athenians. Though an express article of the

convention prohibited armed ships of one city from entering
the harbour of another, still a Macedonian trireme had
been sent into Peirseus to ask permission that smaller

vessels might be built there for Macedonian account. This
was offensive to a large proportion of Athenians, not only
as violating the convention, but as a manifest step towards

employing the nautical equipments and seamen of Athens
for the augmentation of the Macedonian navy.

*

"Let those speakers who are perpetually admonishing
us to observe the convention (the orator con- L
tends), prevail on the imperial chief to set the of "he corn-

example of observing it on his part. I too impress Pl
a
.

ini?g
,, ,., 9 r m , Athenians

upon you the like observance. To a democracy they

nothing is more essential than scrupulous regard insist
.

onlv
j. , . T> i ii j.- -Tir- 011 strict

to equity and justice.
2 J3ut the convention itself observance

enjoins all its members to make war against
of tl

.

ie con -

transgressors ;
and pursuant to this article, you Boldness of

ought to make war against Macedon. 3 Be their lan -

assured that all Greeks will see that the war is
e

neither directed against them nor brought on by your
fault. 4 At this juncture, such a step for the maintenance
of your own freedom as well as Hellenic freedom generally,
will be not less opportune and advantageous than it is

just.
5 The time is coming for shaking off your disgraceful

submission to others, and your oblivion of our own past
dignity.

6 If you encourage me, I am prepared to make a

may have been intended to facilitate xai OTpoTsueo9ai in' OIUTOV airavTO.

this operation. Compare p. 214. init.

Demosth. (or Pseudo-Demosth.) * Demosth. ib. p. 217. ou8si<; O|AIV

Orat. Be Foedere Alex. p. 219. kftai\iozi. TCOTS ttuv'EXX^vojv UK dpa
1 Demosth. ib. p. 211. oijxai Y&P tapefiijti TI TU>V xoiv^j ojjioXoYTjQsv-

ouSev OUTID tot? 8rj(ioxpoTou(j.4vot? TIOV, dXXi xot X"P 1^ eousiv OTI (xovoi

icpiitsiv, UK tspl t& isov xat TO 8l- eTiXsfacre TOU TOUTO itotoovTa?, Ac.

xotov oitouSat^etv.
* Demosth. ib. p. 214. vovi 8', 01'

I give here the main sense, with- el? TOUTO Sixaiov ajxa xal 6 xaipoi;
out binding myself to the exact xal t6 o6(A(pspov ouv8s8p<i|A7ix6v, dX-

phrases. \ot 5pa TIVO ^pivov dvafisveiTS TTJC
'Demosth. ib. p. 213. xal yap I8la? iXsoOspia? ajxa xal trj<; TWV oX-

fiti itpouY^TPa7tTal &v TaT o'jv9^xat, Xu>v 'EXX^vuw dvTiXapsoSoi;

7toX^|xiov eivai, TOV ixeiva airep'AXeS-
6 Demosth. ib. p. 220. el dpa ITOTS

M8po? itoiouvTa, dtitoot Toiq T^? Eipi^- 8st icouootaQai alaypilK iTspoi? dxo-

VTJI; xovvwvouori, xol Trjv x^pav OUTOU, Xoofloiivca? ,
dXXd

(xifjS' dva(xvy]59^vai
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formal motion To declare war against the violators of

the convention, as the convention itself directs." l

A formal motion for declaring war would have brought
upon the mover a prosecution under the Graphe Parano-
mon. Accordingly, though intimating clearly that he

thought the actual juncture (what it was we do not know)
suitable, he declined to incur such responsibility without

seeing beforehand a manifestation of public sentiment

sufficient to give him hopes of a favourable verdict from
the Dikastery. The motion was probably not made. But
a speech so bold, even though not followed up by a motion,
is in itself significant of the state of feeling in Greece,

during the months immediately following the Alexandrine
convention. This harangue is only one among many
delivered in the Athenian assembly, complaining of

Macedonian supremacy as exercised under the convention.

It is plain that the acts of Macedonian officers were such

as to furnish ample ground for complaint; and the detention

of all the trading ships coming out of the Euxine, shows
us that even the subsistence of Athens and the islands

had become more or less endangered. Though the Athen-
ians resorted to no armed interference, their assembly at

least afforded a theatre where public protest could be
raised and public sympathy manifested.

It is probable too that at this time Demosthenes and

Encourage- the other anti-Macedonian speakers were en-
men * 8 held

couragedbyassurancesandsubsidiesfromPersia.
Persia to Though the death of Philip, and the accession
the Greeks. of an untried youth of twenty, had led Darius
to believe for the moment that all danger of Asiatic in-

vasion was passed, yet his apprehensions were now revived

by Alexander's manifested energy, and by the renewal of

the Grecian league under his supremacy.
2 It was appa-

rently during the spring of 335 B.C., that Darius sent money
to sustain the anti-Macedonian party at Athens and else-

where. .^Eschines affirms, and Deinarchus afterwards re-

peats (both ofthem orators hostile to Demosthenes) That
about this time, Darius sent to Athens 300 talents which
the Athenian people refused, but which Demosthenes took,

|Ai)Se|j,ia{ <piXoTi|xlc TU)V e ap^aio- Orat. De Foedere Alex. 4ov oo-j xe-

taTOU xotl itXeloTou xai jjioXiaTa rcdv- Xeu7]Te, Ypt"J, xaQdnep al auvflrjxoti

TU)v dvOptbitujv i)|xTv &Jtapxooau>v. xeXeuouat, oXe|xetv TOI<; icafpepj)-
Pamosth. (or Pseudo-Demosth.) x6iv. *

Diodorus, xvii. 7.
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reserving however 70 talents out of the sum for his own
private purse: Thatpublic inquiry was afterwards instituted

on the subject. Yet nothing is alleged as having been made
out;

' at least Demosthenes was neithercondemned, nor even

brought (as far as appears) to any formal trial. Out of such
data we can elicit no specific fact. But they warrant the

general conclusion, that Darius, or the satraps in Asia

Minor, sent money to Athens in the spring of 335 B.C., and
letters or emissaries to excite hostilities against Alexander.

That Demosthenes, and probably other leading orators,
received such remittances from Persia, is no Corre-

evidence of that personal corruption which is spondence

imputed to them by their enemies. It is noway athoa^
'

proved that Demosthenes applied the money to with Persia
m J justi-ms own private purposes. To receive and ex- fiabie and

pend it in trying to organize combinations for politic,

the enfranchisement of Greece, was a proceeding which he
would avow as not only legitimate, but patriotic. It was
aid obtained from one foreign prince to enable Hellas to

throw off the worse dominion of another. At this moment,
the political interest of Persia coincided with that of all

Greeks who aspired to freedom. Darius had no chance of

becoming master of Greece; but his own security prescribed
to him to protect her from being made an appendage of

the Macedonian kingdom, and his means of doing so were
at this moment ample, had they been efficaciously put forth.

Now the purpose of a Greek patriot would be to preserve
the integrity and autonomy of the Hellenic world against
all foreign interference. To invoke the aid of Persia

against Hellenic enemies as Sparta had done both in

the Peloponnesian war and at the peace of Antalkidas,
and as Thebes and Athens had followed her example in

doing afterwards was an unwarrantable proceeding: but
to invoke the same aid against the dominion of another

1 JEschinds adv. Ktesiph. p. 634; into Greece, for ths purpose of

Deinarchus adr. Demosth. e. 11-19. exciting war against him. Alexan-

p. 9-14. It is JEschines who states der states that the Lacedaemonians
that the 300 talents were sent to accepted the money, but that all

the Athenian people, and refused the other Grecian cities refused it

by them. (Arrian, ii. 14, 9). There is no
Three years later, after the battle reason to doubt these facts

;
but I

of Issus, Alexander in his letter find nothing identifying the precise
to Darius accuses that prince of point of time to which Alexander

having sent both letters and money alludes.
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foreigner, at once nearer and more formidable, was open
to no blame on the score either of patriotism or policy.
Demosthenes had vainly urged his countrymen to act with

energy against Philip, at a time when1

they might by their

own efforts have upheld the existing autonomy both for

Athens and for Greece generally. He now seconded or

invited Darius, at a time when Greece single-handed had
become incompetent to the struggle against Alexander,
the common enemy both of Grecian liberty and of the

Persian empire. Unfortunately for Athens as well as for

himself, Darius, with full means of resistance in his hands,

played his game against Alexander even with more stupi-

dity and improvidence than Athens had played hers against

Philip.
While such were the aggressions ofMacedonian officers

B.O. 335 in the exercise of their new imperial authority,
(Spring). throughout Greece and the islands and such
March of the growing manifestations of repugnance to it
Alexander , ._, ,

,
, ,

r &
, ,

into Thrace, at Athens Alexander had returned home to
He forces

push the preparations for his Persian campaign.
o^e^Mount He did not however think it prudent to trans-
Haemus.

p0rt his main force into Asia, until he had made
his power and personal ascendency felt by the Macedonian

dependencies, westward, northward, and north-eastward of

Pella Illyrians, Paeonians, and Thracians. Under these

general names were comprised a number 1 of distinct tribes,
or nations, warlike and for the most part predatory. Hav-

ing remained unconquered until the victories of Philip,

they were not kept in subjection even by him without dif-

ficulty: nor were they at all likely to obey his youthful
successor, until they had seen some sensible evidence of

his personal energy.

Accordingly, in the spring, Alexander put himself at

the head of a large force, and marched in an easterly di-

rection from Amphipolis,through the narrow Sapsean pass
between Philippiandthe sea. 2 In ten days' marcn he
reached the difficult mountain path over which alone he

1 Strabo speaks of the Thracian Arrian, i. 1, 6; Appian, Bell. Civil.

i9v) as twenty-two in number, iv. 87, 105, 106. Appian gives (iv.

capable of sending out 200,000 103) a good general description of

foot, and 15,000 horse (Strabo, vii. the almost impassable and track -

Fragm. Vatic. 48). less country to the north and north-
1
Strabo, vii. p. 831 (Fragm.) ;

east of Philippi.
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could cross Mount Haemus (Balkan). Here he found a

body of the free Thracians and of armed merchants of the

country assembled to oppose his progress, posted on the

high ground with waggons in their front, which it was their

purpose to roll down the steep declivity against the ad-

vancing ranks of the Macedonians. Alexander eluded this

danger by ordering his soldiers either to open their ranks,
so as to let the waggons go through freely or where there

was no room for such loose array, to throw themselves on
the ground with their shields closely packed together and

slanting over their bodies; so that the waggons, dashing
down the steep and coming against the shields, were carried

off the ground, and made to bound over the bodies on tho

space below. All the waggons rolled down without killing
a single man. The Thracians, badly armed, were then

easily dispersed by the Macedonian attack, with the loss

of 1 500 men killed, and all their women and children made
prisoners.

1 The captives and plunder were sent back
under an escort to be sold at the seaports.

Having thus forced the mountain road, Alexander led

his army over the chain of Mount Haemus, and His v ictory
marched againstthe Triballi; apowerful Thracian over the

tribe, extending (as far as can be determined)
^

from the plain of Kossovo in modern Servia northward to-

wards the Danube, whom Philip had conquered, yet not
without considerable resistance and even occasional defeat.

Their prince Syrmus had already retired with the women
and children of the tribe into an island of the Danube called

Peuke, where many other Thracians had also sought shelter.

The main force of the Triballi took post in woody ground on
the banks of the riverLyginus, about three days' march from
the Danube. Being tempted, however, by an annoyance from
the Macedonian light-armed, to emerge from their covered

position into the open plain, they were here attacked by
Alexander with his cavalry and infantry, in close combat,
and completely defeated. Three thousand of them were

1
Arrian, i. 1, 12, 17. The precise roads, passable by an army, cross-

locality of that steep road whereby ing this chain from north, to south

Alexander crossed the Balkan, can- (see chap. i. of that work). But
not be determined. Baron von whether Alexander passed by ar.y

Moltke, in his account of the Bus- one of these four, or by some oilier

sian campaign in Bulgaria (1828- road still more to the west, we
1829), gives an enumeration of four cannot tell.
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slain, but the rest mostly eluded pursuit by means of the

wood, so that they lost few prisoners. The loss of the
Macedonians was only eleven horsemen and forty foot slain,

according to the statement of Ptolemy, son of Lagus, then
one of Alexander's confidential officers, and afterwards
founder of the dynasty of Greco-Egyptian kings.

*

Three days' march, from the scene of action, brought
He crosses Alexander to the Danube, where he found some
theDanube, armed ships which had been previously ordered

Get
e

,

tS

and
e

*o sail (probably with stores of provision) from
returns Byzantium round by the Euxine and up the

river. He first employed these ships in trying
to land a body of troops on the island of Peuke

;
but his

attempt was frustrated by the steep banks, the rapid stream,
and the resolute front of the defenders on shore. To compen-
sate for this disappointment, Alexander resolved to make a

display of his strength by crossing theDanube and attacking
the Getae

; tribes, chiefly horsemen armed with bows, 2 ana-

logous to the Thracians in habits and language. They occu-

pied the left bank of the river, from which their town was
about four miles distant. The terror of the Macedonian
successes had brought together a body of 4000 Getae, visible

from the opposite shore, to resist any crossing. Accord-

ingly Alexander got together a quantity of the rude boats

(hollowed out of a single trunk) employed for transport on
the river, and caused the tent-skins of the army to be stuffed

with hay in order to support rafts. He then put himself

on shipboard during the night, and contrived to carry across

the river a body of 4000 infantry, and 1500 cavalry, landing
on a part of the bank where there was high standing wheat
and no enemy's post. The Getee, intimidated not less by
this successful passage than by the excellent array of Alex-
ander's army, hardly stayed to sustain a charge of cavalry,
but hastened to abandon their poorly fortified town and
retire farther away from the river. Entering the town
without resistance, he destroyed it, carried away such move-
ables as he found, and then returned to the river without

delay. Before he quitted the northern bank, he offered

sacrifice to Zeus the Preserver to Herakles and to the

God Ister (Danube) himself, whom he thanked for having
shown himself not impassable.

3 On the very same day, he

1
Arrian, i. 2. Strabo, vil. p. 303.

'
Arrian, i. 4, 2-7.
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recrossed the river to his camp; after an empty demon-
stration of force, intended to prove that he could do what
neither his father nor any Grecian army had ever yet done,
and what every one deemed impossible crossing the great-
est of all known rivers without a bridge and in the face

of an enemy.
1 Neither the point where Alexan-

der crossed the Danube, nor the

situation of the island called

Penke, nor the identity of the

river Lyginus, nor the part of

Mount H;emus which Alexander
forced his way over can be de-

termined. The data given by Ar-

rian are too brief and too meagre,
to make out with assurance any
part of his march after he crossed

the Nestus. The facts reported by
the historian represent only a small

portion of what Alexander really
did in the expedition.

It seems clear however that the

main purpose of Alexander was to

attack and humble the Triballi.

Their locality is known generally
as the region where the modern
Servia joins Bulgaria. They reach-

ed eastward (in the times of

Thucydides, ii. 96) as far as the

river Oskius or Isker, which crosses

the chain of Haemus from south
to north, passes by the modern
city of Sophia, and falls into the

Danube. Now Alexander, in order

to conduct his army from the
eastern bank of the river Nestus,
near its mouth, to the country of
the Triballi, would naturally pass

through Philippopolis, which city

appears to have been founded by
his father Philip, and therefore

probably had a regular road of

communication to the maritime

regions. (See Stephanus Byz. v.

$iXtmc&ftoXi;.) Alexander would
cross Mount Hsemus, then, some-
where north-west of Philippopolis.
We read in the year 376 B.C. (Dio-
dor. zv. 36) of an invasion of Ab-
ddra by the Triballi; which shows

that there was a road, not unfit for

an army, from their territory to

the eastern side pf the mouth of

the river Nestus, where Abdera was
situated. This was the road which
Alexander is likely to have fol-

lowed. But he must probably have
made a considerable circuit to the

eastward; for the route which Paul
Lucas describes himself as having
taken direct from Philippopolis to

Drama, can hardly have been fit

for an army.
The river Lyginus may perhaps

be the modern Isker, but this is

not certain. The island called

PeukS is still more perplexing.
Strabo speaks of it as if it were
near the mouth of the Danube (vii.

p. 301-306). But it seems impos-
sible that either the range of the

Triballi, or the march of Alexan-

der, can have extended so far east*

ward. Since Strabo (as well as

Arrian) copied Alexander's march
from Ptolemy, whose authority is

very good, we are compelled to

suppose that there was a second
island called PeukS higher up the

river.

The geography of Thrace is so

little known, that we cannot

wonder at our inability to identify
these places. We are acquainted,
and that but imperfectly, with the

two high roads, both starting from

Byzantium or Constantinople. 1.

The one (called the King's Road,
from having been in part the march
ofXerxes in his invasion of Greece,

Livy, xxxix. 27
; Herod, vii. 115)

crossing the Hebrus and the Nestus,

touching the northern coast of the

.ffigean Sea at Neapolis, a li-tle
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Embassy
of Gauls to
Alexander.
His self-

conceit.

The terror spread by Alexander's military operations
was so great, that not only the Triballi, but the other

autonomous Thracians around, sent envoys tendering
presents or tribute, and soliciting peace. Alexander grant-
ed their request. His mind being bent upon war with

Asia, he was satisfied with having intimidated these tribes

so as to deter them from rising during his absence. "What
conditions he imposed, we do not know, but he accepted
the presents.

l

While these applications from the Thracians were
under debate, envoys arrived from a tribe of

Gauls occupying a distant mountainous region
westward towards the Ionic Gulf. Though
strangers to Alexander, they had heard so much
of the recent exploits, that they came with

demands to be admitted to his friendship. They were dis-

tinguished both for tall stature and for boastful language.
Alexander readily exchanged with them assurances of

quesnel in 1847, under scientific

mission from the French govern-
ment. The brief, but interesting

account, composed by M. Viqucs-
nel of this rugged and impractic-
able district, is contained in the

"Archives des Missions Scientil-

ques et Litteraires" for 1850, pub-
lished at Paris. Unfortunately, the

map intended to accompany that

account has not yet been prepared;
but the published data, as far as

they go, have been employed by
Kiepert in, constructing his recent

map of Turkey in Europe; the best

map of these regions now existing,

though still very imperfect. The
illustrations (Erlauterungen) an-

nexed by Kiepert to his map of

Turkey, show the defective data

on which the chartography of this

country is founded. Until the sur-

vey of M. Viquesnel, the higher

part of the course of the Strymon,
and nearly all the course of the

Nestus, may be said to have been

wholly unknown.
1
Arrir.ri,i.4,5; Slrabo, vii p. 301.

south ofPhilippi; then crossing
the Strymon at Amphipolis, and

stretching through Pella across

Inner Macedonia and Illyria to

Dyrrhachium (the Via Egnatia). 2.

The other, taking a more northerly

course, passing along the upper
valley of the Hebrus from Adri-

anople to Philippopolis, then

through Sardica (Sophia) and
Naissus (Nisch), to the Danube,
near Belgrade; being the high road

now followed from Constantinople
to Belgrade.
But apart from these two roads,

scarcely anything whatever is

known of the country. Especially
the mountainous region of Rho-

dopfi, bounded on the west by the

Strymon, on the north and east by
the Hebrus, and on the south by
the .ffigean, is a Terra Incognita,
except the few Grecian colonies
on the coast. Very few travellers

have passed along or described the

southern or King's Road, while the

region in the interior, apart from
the high road, was absolutely un-

explored until the visit of M. Vi-
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alliance. Entertaining them at a feast, he asked, in the

course of conversation, what it was that they were most
afraid of, among human contingencies? They replied,
that they feared no man, nor any danger, except only, lest

the heaven should fall upon them. Their answer disap-

pointed Alexander, who had expected that they would
name him, as the person of whom they were most afraid

;

so prodigious was his conceit of his own exploits. He
observed to his friends that these Gauls were swaggerers.
Yet if we attend to the sentiment rather than the language,
we shall see that such an epithet applies with equal or

greater propriety to Alexander himself. The anecdote is

chiefly interesting as it proves at how early an age the

exorbitant self-esteem, which we shall hereafter find him

manifesting, began. That after the battle of Issus he
should fancy himself superhuman, we can hardly be aston-

ished; but he was as yet only in the first year of his reign,
and had accomplished nothingbeyond hismarch into Thrace
and his victory over the Triballi.

After arranging these matters, he marched in a south-

westerly direction into the territory of theAgri-JJ.LJ.I.TI -L j ii Victories or
anes ana the other Jrseonians, between the rivers Alexander

Strymon and Axius in the highest portion of over Klei~

1 -f-f i j. i i_ j j? tus and the
their course. Here he was met by a body of niyrians.

Agrianes under their prince Langarus, who had

already contracted a personal friendship for him at Pella
before Philip's death. News came that the Illyrian Klei-

tus, son of Bardylis, who had been subdued by Philip,
had revolted at Pelion (a strong post south of lake Lychni-
dus, on the west side of the chain of Skardus and Pindus,
near the place where that chain is broken by the cleft

called the Klissura of Tzangon or Devol ') and that the
western Illyrians, called Taulantii, under their prince
Glaukias, were on the march to assist him. Accordingly
Alexander proceeded thither forthwith, leaving Langarus
to deal withthe Illyrian tribe Autariatae, who hadthreatened
to oppose his progress. He marched along the bank and

up the course of the Erigon, from a point near where it

joins the Axius. 2 On approaching Pelion, he found the

1 For the situation of Pelion, p. 810-324.

compare Livy, xxxi. 33, 34, and the Assuming Alexander to have
remarks of Colonel Iieake,Travels been in the territory of the Tri-
in Northern Greece, vol. iii. ch. 28, balli, the modern Servia, he would

VOL. XI. 2 A
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Illyrians posted in front of the town and on the heights
around, awaiting the arrival of Grlaukias their promised
ally. While Alexander was making his dispositions for

attack, they offered their sacrifices to the gods ;
the victims

being three boys, three girls, and three black rams. At
first they stepped boldly forward to meet him, but before

coming to close quarters, they turned and fled into the

town with such haste that the slain victims were left

lying on the spot.
l Having thus driven in the defenders,

Alexander was preparing to draw a wall of circumvallation

round the Pelion, when he was interrupted by the arrival

of Grlaukias with so large a force as to compel him to

abandon the project. A body of cavalry, sent out from
the Macedonian camp under Philotas to forage, were in

danger of being cut off by Grlaukias, and were only rescued

by the arrival of Alexander himself with a reinforcement.

In the face of this superior force, it was necessary to bring
off the Macedonian army, through a narrow line of road

along the river Eordaikus, where in some places there was

only room for four abreast, with hill or marsh everywhere
around. By a series of bold and skilful manoeuvres, and

by effective employment of his battering-train or project-
ile machines to protect the rear-guard, Alexander com-

pletely baffled the enemy, and brought off his army without
loss. 2 Moreover these Illyrians, who had not known how
to make use of such advantages of position, abandoned
themselves to disorder as soon as their enemy had retreat-

ed, neglecting all precautions for the safety of their camp.
Apprised of this carelessness, Alexander made a forced

in this march follow mainly the west. If he then followed the course

road which is now frequented of the Erigon, he would pass
between Belgrade and Bitolia; through tlie portions of Macedonia

through the plain ofKossovo, Pri- then called Deuriopia and Pelago-
stina, Katschanik (rounding on the nia: he would go between the ridges
north-eastern side the Ljubatrin, the of mountains, through which the

north-eastern promontory termi- Erigon breaks, called Nidje on the

nating the chain of Skardus), Usch- south, and Babuna on the north,

kub, Kuprili, along the higher He would pass afterwards to Flo-
course of the Axius or Vardar until rina, and not to Bitolia.

the point where the Erigon or See Kiepert's map of these regions
Tscherna joins that river below a portion of his recent map of

Kuprili. Here he would be among Turkey in Europe- and Griesbach's
the Piconians and Agrianes, on the description of the general track.

cast and the Dardani and Auta- '

Arrian, i. 5, 12.

riatse, seemingly on the north and *
Arrian, i. 6, 3-18.
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night-march back, at the head of his Agrianian division

and light troops supported by the remaining army. He
surprised the Illyrians in their camp before daylight. The
success of this attack against a sleeping and unguarded
army was so complete, that the Illyrians fled at once with-

out resistance. Many were slain or taken prisoners; the

rest, throwing away their arms, hurried away homeward,
pursued by Alexander for a considerable distance. The
Illyrian prince Kleitus was forced to evacuate Pelion,
which place he burned, and then retired into the territory
of Glaukias. *

Just as Alexander had completed this victory over
Kleitus and the Taulantian auxiliaries, and be-

fore he had returned home, news reached him (August).
of a menacing character. The Thebans had
declared themselves independent of him, and were besieging
his garrison in the Kadmeia.

Of this event, alike important and disastrous to those
who stood forward, the immediate antecedents The The-

are very imperfectly known to us. It has al- ^8

e ^j-

ready been remarked that the vote of submission independ-
on the part of the Greeks to Alexander as Im-

|nce^

perator, during the preceding autumn, had been M^Tce-
8

passed only under the intimidation of a present
donia.

Macedonian force. Though the Spartans alone had courage
to proclaim their dissent, the Athenians, Arcadians, JEiio-

lians, and others, were well known, even to Alexander him-

self, as ready to do the like on any serious reverse to the

Macedonian arms. 2 Moreover the energy and ability dis-

played by Alexander had taught the Persian king that
all danger to himself was not removed by the death of

Philip, and induced him either to send, or to promise, pe-

cuniary aid to the anti-Macedonian Greeks. We have

already noticed the manifestation of anti-Macedonian sen-

timent at Athens proclaimed by several of the most
eminent orators Demosthenes, Lykurgus, Hyperides, and

others; as well as by active military men like Charidemus
and Ephialtes,

3 who probably spoke out more boldly when
Alexander was absent on the Danube. In other cities,

the same sentiment doubtless found advocates, though less

distinguished ;
but at Thebes, where it could not be openly

1
Arrian, i. 6. 19-22. *

Arrian, i. 7, 5.

'
^lian, V. H. xii. 57.

2 A 2
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proclaimed, it prevailed with the greatest force. 1 The
Thebans suffered an oppression from which most of the

other cities were free the presence of a Macedonian garri-
son in their citadel; just as they had endured, fifty years
before, the curb of a Spartan garrison after the fraud of

Phoebidas and Leontiades. In this case, as in the former,
the effect was to arm the macedonising leaders with abso-

lute power over their fellow-citizens, and to inflict upon
the latter not merely the public mischief of extinguishing
all free speech, but also multiplied individual insults and

injuries, prompted by the lust and rapacity of rulers, for-

eign as well as domestic. 2 A number of Theban citizens,

among them the freest and boldest spirits, were in exile

at Athens, receiving from the public indeed nothing beyond
a safe home, but secretly encouraged to hope for better

things by Demosthenes and the other anti-Macedonian
leaders. 3 In like manner fifty years before, it was at

Athens, and from private Athenian citizens, that the The-
bans Pelopidas and Mellon had found that sympathy which
enabled them to organise their daring conspiracy for re-

scuing Thebes from the Spartans. That enterprise, ad-

mired throughout Greece as alike adventurous, skilful,

and heroic, was the model present to the imagination of

the Theban exiles, to be copied if any tolerable opportunity
occurred.

Such was the feeling in Greece, during the long
B o 335

absence of Alexander on his march into Thrace

The are
anc^ I^yr^a i

a period of four or five months,
encouraged ending at August 335 B.C. Not only was
by Alex- Alexander thus long absent, but he sent home
ander's ,. ,. i- n
long ab- no reports ot his proceedings. Couriers were

1 Demade-, urcJp TTJI; SioSsxaetiai;, jxivoi, oySi TYJV BouXeiav 6ito-

8. 14. 6rj[)aTot 8e ItAficrov tljjov 8tff- (xevetv, 068 s TO? uf)psi(6pav
(toy TTJV Ttbv MaxsSovtuv tppoupav, u'f' ta el? t a iXe&Qepa oibjia-ra

^? ou fxovov to? ^elpac ouvE8e9r)aov, 7ivOfi.iva;.
dXXa xal TTJV itapprjoiav atp^pTjvro Pee Demadds itspl Trj 5u)8sxaETio?,

2 The Thebans, in getting forth e. 13, the speech of Cleadas, Justin,
their complaints to the Arcadians, xi. 4; and (Deinarchua cont. De-
stated ?TI 06 TTJV rcpos TO>!K "EXXrj- mosth. s. 20) compare Livy, xxxix.

va ^iXiav 6j)3Toi SiaXuaai pouX6|is- 27 about the working of the Mace-

voi, Tot; itpdcyjAaoiv sitaiieaTTjaav, 068' donian garrison at Maroneia, in

ivavTiov twv 'EXX^vcuv o68ev itpaEov- the time of Philip son of Deme-

Tt, dXXo tot nap" OIITOK On6 trius.

TWV Maxe86viov 4v T^ it6Xti * Demadfis nepl T^; 8(u8sxaeTia,

fivojieva <pepeiv OUXETI Suvd- Fragm. ad fin.
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likely enough to be intercepted among the "n *"

t. j t-i. e mi. 3 'e Thrace,
mountains and robbers of Thrace; and even if ana by

they reached Pella, their despatches were not reports of

publicly read, as such communications would
have been read to the Athenian assembly. Accordingly
we are not surprised to hear that rumours arose of his

having been defeated and slain. Among these reports,
both multiplied and confident, one was even certified by a
liar who pretended to have just arrived from Thrace, to

have been an eye-witness of the fact, and to have been
himself wounded in the action against the Triballi, where
Alexander had perished.

l This welcome news, not fabri-

cated, but too hastily credited, by Demosthenes and Ly-
kurgus,

2 was announced to the Athenian assembly. In

spite of doubts expressed by Demades and Phokion, it was
believed not only by the Athenians and the Theban exiles

there present, but also by the Arcadians, Eleians, JStolians

and other Greeks. For a considerable time, through the

absence of Alexander, it remained uncontradicted, which
increased the confidence in its truth.

It was upon the full belief in this rumour, of Alexan-
der's defeat and death, that the Grecian cities The The-

proceeded. The event severed by itself their ban exiles

connexion with Macedonia. There was neither Athens get
son nor adult brother to succeed to the throne: possession

so that not merely the foreign ascendency, but
even the intestine unity, of Macedonia, was likely to be

*
Arrian, i. 7, 3. Kai fop xal no- rex ceciderit, se quoque vulnera-

Xoc 6 Xoyos (of the death of Alex- turn diceret."

ander) xai itapa noXXcov s<poita, oti Compare Tacitus, Histor. i. 34.

te }(p6vov drtijv o&x ftXiyov xai STI "Vix dum egresso Pisone, occisum

0'j8|iiaaYTXio7:ap'a6ToO atpix7o,<Sc. in castris Othonem, vagus primum
1 Demades itepi T>J<: SooSsxastias, et incertus rumor, mox, ut in

ad fin. Tjvixa A^ixoaQsvT)? xai Au- magnis mendaciis, interfuisse se

xoOpyo; tip (J-sv XOY<J> napa-caTToixsvoi quidam, et vidisse affirmabant, cre-

TOU; Maxefidva; s-nxiov 4v TpipiXXoti;, dula faraa inter gaudentes et in-

IAO^OV 8' o6x 6paTov kni TOU p^jjiaTO? curiosos .... Obvius in palatio

<6xp6v TOV 'AXs$av8pov KposSrjxav. .. . Julius Atticus, speculator, cruen-

sae 8e uTUfvov xal ngpiXoicov i^pasxo-* turn gladium ostentans, occisum

elvai
|xrj suvsuSoxouvTa, Ac. A se Othonem exclamavit."

Justin, xi. 2. "Bemosthenem It is stated that Alexander was

oratorem, qui Macedouum deletas really wounded in the head by a

oinnes cum rege copias a Triballis stone, in the action with the Illy-

affirmaverit, producto in concionem rians (Plutarch, Fortun. Alex. p.

auctore, qui in eo praelio, in quo 327).
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broken up. In regard to Athens, Arcadia, Elis, .lEtolia,

&c., the anti-Macedonian sentiment was doubtless vehe-

mently manifested, but no special action was called for.

It was otherwise in regard to Thebes. Phoenix, Prochy-
tes, and other Theban exiles at Athens, immediately laid

their plan for liberating their city and expelling the Mace-
donian garrison from the Kadmeia. Assisted with arms
and money by Demosthenes and other Athenian citizens,
and invited by their partisans at Thebes, they suddenly
entered that city in arms. Though unable to carry the
Kadmeia by surprise, they seized in the city, and put to

death, Amyntas, a principal Macedonian officer, with Ti-

molaus, one of the leading macedonizing Thebans. 1 They
then immediately convoked a general assembly of the

Thebans, to whom they earnestly appealed for a vigorous
effort to expel the Macedonians, and reconquer the ancient

freedom of the city. Expatiating upon the misdeeds of

the garrison and upon the oppressions of those Thebans
who governed by means of the garrison, they proclaimed
that the happy moment of liberation had now arrived,

through the recent death of Alexander. They doubtless

recalled the memory of Pelopidas, and the glorious enter-

prise, cherished by all Theban patriots, whereby he had
rescued the city from Spartan occupation, forty-six years
before. To this appeal the Thebans cordially responded.
The assembly passed a vote, declaring severance from

Macedonia, and autonomy of Thebe's and naming as

Boeotarchs some of the returned exiles, with others of the
same party, for the purpose of energetic measures against
the garrison in the Kadmeia. 2

Unfortunately for Thebes, none of these new Boeot-

They be- archs were men of the stamp of Epaminondas,
siege the

probably not even of Pelopidas. Yet their
Macedo- * , ',. , ,. ., , r , , ,, . .

nians in scheme, though irom its melancholy result it is

meia^and generaMy denounced as insane, really promised
entreat aid better at first than that of the anti-Spartan con-
from other

spirators in 380 B.C. The Kadmeia was instantly
Favourable summoned; hopes being perhaps indulged, that

shTwn'to-
8 *^e ^ace(lonian commander would surrender it

wards with as little resistance as the Spartan harmost
them, but ha(j done. But such hopes were not realized.

aid.
P 8

Philip had probably caused the citadel to
1
Arrian, i. 7, 1; compare Dei- p. 53.

narchus cont. Demosthenes, s. 75. *
Arrian, i. 7, 3-17.
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be both strengthened and provisioned. The garrison
defied the Theban leaders, who did not feel themselves

strong enough to give orders for an assault, as Pelopidas
in his time was prepared to do, if surrender had oeen
denied. l They contented themselves with drawing and

guarding a double line of circumvallation round the Kad-
meia, so as to prevent both sallies from within and supplies
from without. 2 They then sent envoys in the melancholy
equipment of suppliants, to the Arcadians and others, re-

presenting that their recent movement was directed, not

against Hellenic union, but against Macedonian oppression
and outrage, which pressed upon them with intolerable

bitterness. As Greeks and freemen they entreated aid to

rescue them from such a calamity. They obtained much
favourable sympathy, with some promise and even half-

performance. Many of the leading orators at Athens De-

mosthenes, Lykurgus, Hyperides, and others together
with the military men Charidemus and Ephialtes strongly

urged their countrymen to declare in favour of Thebes and
send aid against the Kadmeia. But the citizens generally,

following Demades and Phokion, waited to be better

assured both of Alexander's death and of its consequences,
before they would incur the hazard of open hostility

against Macedonia, though they seem to have declared

sympathy with the Theban revolution. 3 Demosthenes
farther went as envoy into Peloponnesus, while the Mace-
donian Antipater also sent round urgent applications to

the Peloponnesian cities, requiring their contingents, as

members of the confederacy under Alexander, to act

against Thebes. The eloquence of Demosthenes, backed

by his money, or by Persian money administered through
him, prevailed on the Peloponnesians to refuse compliance
with Antipater, and to send no contingents against Thebes.

4

The Eleians and JEtolians held out general assurances

favourable to the revolution at Thebes, while the Arcadians

1 Xenoph. Hellen. v. 4, 11. See of Athens some years afterwards,
Ch. LXXVII. of this History. awarding a statue and other honours

3
Arrian, i. 7, 14. to Demosthenes, these proceedings

3 Diodor. xvii. 8. in Peloponnesus are enumerated
Deinarohus cont. Demosth. p. among his titles to public gratitude

14. B. 19. xot! 'ApxoSiov 7jx6vTtov el? *l u> exuAuae IIsXoitovvTjstoui;

la9|Aov, xal TTJV fiev irapa 'AvTutdtTpoo eici 8>$a 'AXeav8pijj f)oT)9TJjai, y.prr

itpsopEiavanpaxTOvaTtOdtsiXavTUJVj&c. aata 806; xai a&T& upespeooa;, Ac.

In the vote passed by the people (Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator, p. 850.)
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even went so far as to send out some troops to second it,

though they did not advance beyond the isthmus. l

Here was a crisis in Grecian affairs, opening new
Chances of possibilities for the recovery of freedom. Had
Thebes and ^he Arcadians and other Greeks lent decisive

not 'unfa"' aid to Thebes had Athens acted even with as
vourabie. much energy as she did twelve years afterwards

during the Lamian war, occupying Thermopylae with an

army and a fleet the gates of Greece might well have
been barred against a new Macedonian force, even with

Alexander alive and at its head. That the struggle of

Thebes was not regarded at the time, even by macedonising
Greeks, as hopeless, is shown by the subsequent obser-

vations both of jEschines and Deinarchus at Athens.
jEschines (delivering five years afterwards his oration

against Ktesiphon) accuses Demosthenes of having by his

perverse backwardness brought about the ruin of Thebes.
The foreign mercenaries forming part of the garrison of

the Kadmeia were ready (^Eschines affirms) to deliver up
that fortress, on receiving five talents: the Arcadian

generals would have brought up their troops to the aid of

Thebes, if nine or ten talents had been paid to them

having repudiated the solicitations of Antipater. Demo-
sthenes (say these two orators) having in his possession
300 talents from the Persian king, to instigate anti-Mace-
donian movements in Greece, was supplicated by the

Theban envoys to furnish money for these purposes, but
refused the request, kept the money for himself, and thus

prevented both the surrender of the Kadmeia and the
onward march of the Arcadians. 2 The charge here ad-

vanced against Demosthenes appears utterly incredible.

To suppose that anti-Macedonian movements counted for

so little in his eyes, is an hypothesis belied by his whole

history. But the fact that such allegations were made by
^Eschines only five years afterwards, proves the reports
and the feelings of the time that the chances of success-

ful resistance to Macedonia on the part of the Thebans
were not deemed unfavourable. And when the Athen-

ians, following the counsels of Demades and Phokion,
refused to aid Thebes or occupy Thermopylae they

1
Arrian, i. 10, 2; JEschines adv. Deinarch. adv. Demosth. p. 15, 16.

Ktesiphont. p. 634. s. 19-22.
1 JEBohinftB adv. Ktesiph. p. 634

;
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perhaps consulted the safety of Athens separately, but

they receded from the generous and Pan-hellenic patriotism
which had animated their ancestors against Xerxes and
Mardonius. *

The Thebans, though left in this ungenerous isolation,

pressed the blockade of the Kadmeia, and would presently
have reduced the Macedonian garrison, had they not been

surprised by the awestriking event ofAlexander arriving
in person at Onchestus in Bceotia, at the head of his

victorious army. The first news of his being alive was
furnished by his arrival at Onchestus. No one could at

first believe the fact. The Theban leaders contended that

it was another Alexander, the son of Aeropus, at the head
of a Macedonian army of relief. 2

In this incident we may note two features, which
characterized Alexander to the end of his life; Ba jd

matchless celerity of movement, and no less march and

remarkable favour of fortune. Had news of the
"jr"^

C
o|
d

Theban rising first reached him while on the Alexander

Danube or among the distant Triballi, or with his
,

1 i .L-L T.O? ij. j array before
even embarrassed in the difficult region round Thebes.

Pelion. he could hardly by any effort have J
11

?
%ood

'
. . it *r j *

T- i. -L fortune as
arrived in time to save the Jvadmeia. >ut ne to the time

learnt it just when he had vanquished Kleitus * hearing

and Glaukias, so that his hands were perfectly
free and also when he was in a position peculiarly near

and convenient for a straight march into Greece without

1 See Herod, viii. 143. Demosthe- riana and Phliasians, for looking
nes in his orations frequently in- only how they can get through
sists on the different rank and and keep themselves in being. But

position of Athens, as compared for Lacediemonians, it is impossible
with those of the smaller Grecian to aim simply at preservation and
states and on the higher and more nothing beyond by any means,
arduous obligations consequent whatever they may be. If we can-

thereupon. This is one grand point not preserve ourselves with honour,
of distinction between his policy we ought to prefer a glorious death."

and that of Phokion. See a striking (Isokrates, Orat. vi. Archid. s. 106.)

passage in the speech De Corona, The backward and narrow policy,
p. 245. s. 77; and Orat. De Republ. which Isokratgs here proclaims as

Ordinand. p. 167. s. 37. fit for Epidaurus and Phlius, but
Isokrates holds the same Ian- not for Sparta is precisely what

guage touching the obligations of Phokion always recommended for

Sparta, in the speech which he Athens, even while Philip's power
puts into the mouth of Archidamus. was yet nascent and unsettled.

"No one will quarrel with Epidau- 2
Arrian, i. 7, 9.
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going back to Pella. From the pass of Tschangon (or of

the river Devol), near which Alexander's last victories

were gained, his road lay southward, following downwards
in part the higher course of the river Haliakmon, through
Upper Macedonia or the regions called Eordsea and

Elymeia which lay on his left, while the heights of Pindus
and the upper course of the river Aous, occupied by the

Epirots called Tymphsei and Parausei, were on the right.
On the seventh day of march, crossing the lower ridges
of the Cambunian mountains (which separate Olympus
from Pindus and Upper Macedonia from Thessaly), Alexan-
der reached the Thessalian town of Pelinna. Six days more

brought him to the Bceotian Onchestus. l He was already
within Thermopylae, before any Greeks were aware that

he was in march, or even that he was alive. The question
about occupying Thermopylae by a Grecian force was thus

set aside. The difficulty of forcing that pass, and the

necessity of forestalling Athens in it by stratagem or

celerity, was present to the mind of Alexander, as it had
been to that of Philip in his expedition of 346 B.C. against
the Phokians.

His arrival, in itself a most formidable event, told

with double force on the Greeks from its extreme sud-

denness. We can hardly doubt that both Athenians and
Thebans had communications at Pella that they looked

upon any Macedonian invasion as likely to come from
thence and that they expected Alexander himself

(assuming him to be still living, contrary to their belief)
back in his capital before he began any new enterprise.

Upon this hypothesis in itself probable, and such as

would have been realised if Alexander had not already
advanced so far southward at the moment when he received

tke news 2
they would at least have known beforehand

of his approach, and would have had the option of a
defensive combination open. As ithappened, his unexpected
appearance in the heart of Greece precluded all combina-

tions, and checked all idea of resistance.

1
Arrian, i. 7, 6. See respecting * Diodorus (xvii. 9) incorrectly

this region, Colonel Leake's Tra- says that Alexander came back un-
vels in Northern Greece, ch. vi. p. expectedly from Thrace. Had this

300-304; ch. xxviii. p. 803-305. &c.
;

been the fact, he would have come
and for Alexander's line of march, by Pella.

the map at the end of the volume.
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Two days after his arrival in Boeotia, he marched his

army round Thebes, so as to encamp on the
giege of

south side of the city; whereby he both inter- Thebes,

cepted the communication of the Thebans with
t

>

ion
l

of
ia"

Athens, and exhibited his force more visibly to Alexander,

the garrison in the Kadmeia. The Thebans, JJWtt'e
though alone and without hope of succour, Thebans to

maintained their courage unshaken. Alexander resist -

deferred the attack for a day or two, in hopes that they
would submit; he wished to avoid an assault which might
cost the lives of many of his soldiers, whom he required
for his Asiatic schemes. He even made public proclama-
tion,

1 demanding the surrender of the anti- Macedonian
leaders Phoenix and Prochytes, but offering to any other
Theban who chose to quit the city, permission to come
and join him on the terms of the convention sworn in the

preceding autumn. A general assembly being convened,
the macedonising Thebans enforced the prudence of
submission to an irresistible force. But the leaders recently
returned from exile, who had headed the rising, warmly
opposed this proposition, contending for resistance to the

death. In them, such resolution may not be wonderful,
since (as Arrian 2

remarks) they had gone too far to hope
for lenity. As it appears however that the mass of citizens

deliberately adopted the same resolution, in spite of strong
persuasion to the contrary,

3 we see plainly that they had

already felt the bitterness of- Macedonian dominion, and
that sooner than endure a renewal of it, sure to be yet
worse, coupled with the dishonour of surrendering their

leaders they had made up their minds to perish with the
freedom of their city. At a time when the sentiment of

Hellas as an autonomous system was passing away, and
when Grecian courage was degenerating into a mere
instrument for the aggrandisement of Macedonian chiefs,
these countrymen of Epaminondas and Pelopidas set an

example of devoted self-sacrifice in the cause of Grecian

liberty, not less honourable than that of Leonidas at

Thermopylae, and only less esteemed because it proved
infructuous.

1 Diodor. xvii. 9; Plutarch, Alex- * Anian, i. 7, 16.

and. 11. Diodor. xvii. 9.
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In reply to theproclamation of Alexander, the Thebans

Capture of niade from their walls a counter-proclamation,
Thebes by demanding the surrender of his officers Anti-

Mass
U
acre of pater and Philotas, and inviting every one to join

the popuia- them, who desired, in concert with the Persian

king and the Thebans, to liberate the Greeks
and put down the despot of Hellas. l Such a haughty de-

fiance and retort incensed Alexander to the quick. He
brought up his battering engines and prepared everything
for storming the town. Of the murderous assault which

followed, we find different accounts, not agreeing with each

other, yet not wholly irreconcileable. It appears that the

Thebans had erected, probably in connexion with their

operations against the Kadmeia, an outwork defended by
a double palisade. Their walls were guarded by the least

effective soldiers, metics and liberated slaves; while their

best troops were bold enough to go forth in front of the

gates and give battle. Alexander divided his army into

three divisions; one under Perdikkas and Amyntas, against
the outwork a second, destined to combat the Thebans
who sallied out and a third, held in reserve. Between
the second of these three divisions, and the Thebans in

front of the gutes, the battle was so obstinately contested,
that success at one time seemed doubtful, and Alexander was
forced to order up his reserve. The first Macedonian! success

was gainedbyPerdikkas,
2

who,aidedby the division ofAmyn-

1 Diodor. xvii. 9. n6vcj> tibv 4X6vtu>v ?y-<s-^)(9eTo7,
1 The attack of Perdikkas was Arr. i. 9, 9): the bloodshed and pil-

represented by Ptolemy, from whom lage were committed by the vindic-

Arrian copies (i. 8, 1), not only as tive sentiment of the Boeotian

being the first and only attack allies.

made by the Macedonian army on Diodorus had before him a very
Thebes, but also as made by Per- different account. He affirms that
dikkas without orders from Alex- Alexander both combined and

ander, who was forced to support ordered the assault that the The-
it in order to preserve Perdikkas bans behaved like bold and des-
from being overwhelmed by the perate men, resisting obstinately
Thebans. According to Ptolemy and for a long time that the
and Arrian, therefore, the storming slaughterafterwards wascommitted
of Thebes took place both without by the general body of the assail-

the orders, and against the wishes, ants
;

the Bceotian allies being
of Alexander; the capture more- doubtlessconspicuous among them,
over was effected rapidly with little Diodorus gives this account at
trouble to the besieging army (Y) some length, and with his custo-
oXoojis Si" 6Xiyou T xai 06 'Jv mary rhetorical amplifications.
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tas and also by the Agrianian regiment and the bowmen,
carried the first of the two outworks, as well as a postern

gate which had been left unguarded. His troops also

stormed the second outwork, though he himselfwas severely
wounded and borne away to the camp. Here the Theban de-

fenders fledback into the city, along the hollowwaywhich led

to the temple of Herakles, pursued by the light troops in ad-

vance of the rest. Upon these men, however, the Thebans

presently turned, repelling them with the loss of Eurybotas

Plutarch and Justin are more brief;
but coincide in the same general

view, and not in that of Arrian.

Polyoenus again (iv. 3, 12) gives

something different from all.

To me it appears that the narra-

tive of Diodorus is (in its basis,

and striking off rhetorical ampli-

fications) more credible than that

of Arrian. Admitting the attack

made by Perdikkas, I conceive it

to have been a portion of the gen-
eral plan of Alexander. I cannot
think it probable that Perdikkas

attacked without orders, or that

Thebes was captured with little

resistance. It was captured by one

assault (JEschiiies adv. Ktesiph. p.

524), but by an assault well com-
bined and stoutly contested not

by one begun without preparation
or order, and successful after

hardly any resistance. Alexander,
after having offered what he thought
liberal terms, was not the man to

shrink from carrying his point by
force ;

nor would the Thebans
have refused those terms, unless

their minds had been made up for

strenuous and desperate defence,
without hope of ultimate success.

What authority Diodorus follow-

ed, we do not know. He may
have followed Kleitarchus, a con-

temporary and an ^Kolian, who
must have had good means of in-

formation respecting such an event
as the capture of Thebes (see Geier,
Alexandri M. Historiarum Scrip-
tores cetate suppares, Lips. 1844,

p. 6-152; and Vossius, De Histori-

cis Grsecis, i. x. p. 90, ed. "Wester-

inann). I have due respect for the

authority of Ptolemy, but I cannot

go along with Geier and other

critics who set aside all other

witnesses, even contemporary, re-

specting Alexander, as worthy of

little credit, unless where such
witnesses are confirmed by Ptolemy
or Aristobulus. "We must remem-
ber that Ptolemy did not compose
his book until after he became king
of Egypt, in 306 B.C.; nor indeed
until after the battle of Ipsus in

301, according to Geier (p. 1) ;
at

least twenty-nine years after the

sack of Thebes. Moreover, Pto-

lemy was not ashamed of what
Geier calls (p. 11) the "pious fraud"

of announcing, that two speaking
serpents conducted the army of

Alexander to the holy precinct of

Zeus Ammon (Arrian, iii. 3).

Lastly, it will be seen that the

depositions which are found in

other historians, but not in Pto-

lemy and Aristobulus, relate prin-

cipally to matters discreditable to

Alexander. That Ptolemy and
Aristobulus forgot or omitted, is

in my judgement far more prob-

able, than that other historians

invented. Admiring biographers
would easily excuse themselves
for refusing to proclaim to the

world such acts as the massacre of

the Branchidae, or the dragging of

the wounded Batis at Gaza.
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their commanding officer and seventy men slain. In pur-

suing these bowmen, the ranks of the Thebans became
somewhat disordered, so that they were unable to resist

the steady charge of the Macedonian guards and heavy in-

fantry coming up in support. They were broken, and

pushed back into the city; their rout being rendered still

more complete by a sally of the Macedonian garrison out

of the Kadmeia. The assailants being victorious on this

side, the Thebans who weremaintaining the combat without
the gates were compelled to retreat, and the advancing
Macedonians forced their way into the town along with
them. "Within the town, however, the fighting still conti-

nued
;
the Thebans resisting in organised bodies as long

as they could; and when broken, still resisting even single-
handed. None of the military population sued for mercy;
most of them were slain in the streets; but a few cavalry
and infantry cut their way out into the plain and escaped.
The fight now degenerated into a carnage. The Macedo-
nians with their Paeonian contingents were incensed with
the obstinate resistance

;
while various Greeks serving as

auxiliaries Phokians, Orchomenians, Thespians, Platseans,
had to avenge ancient and grievous injuries endured from

Thebes. Such furious feelings were satiated by an indis-

criminate massacre of all who came in their way, without
distinction of age or sex old men, women, and children,
in houses and even in temples. This wholesale slaughter
was accompanied of course by all the plunder and manifold

outrage with which victorious assailants usually reward
themselves. l

More than five hundred Macedonians are asserted to

Thebes is have been slain, and six thousand Thebans.

T
a
heban

the
Thirty thousand captives were collected. 2 The

captives final destiny of these captives, and of Thebes

slave's"- the ^self, was submitted by Alexander to the Or-

territory chomenians, Platseans, Phokians, and other
distributed Grecian auxiliaries in the assault. He must

neighbour- have known well beforehand what the sentence
ing cities. of guch judges would be. They pronounced,
that the city of Thebes should be razed to the ground:
that the Kadmeia alone should be maintained, as a military

1

Arrian, i. 8; Diodor. xvii. 12, 13. (Alexand. 11) agree in giving the
7 Diodorns (xvii.H) and Plutarch totals of 6000 and 30,000.
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post with Macedonian garrison : that the Theban territory
should be distributed among the allies themselves: that

Orchomenus and Plataea should be rebuilt and fortified:

that all the captive Thebans, men, women, and children,
should be sold as slaves excepting only priests and

priestesses, and such as were connected by recognised ties

of hospitality with Philip or Alexander, or such as had been

proxeni of the Macedonians: that the Thebans who had

escaped should be proclaimed outlaws, liable to arrest and

death, wherever they were found; and that every Grecian

city should be interdicted from harbouring them. 1

This overwhelming sentence, in spite of an appeal
for lenity by a Theban 2 named Kleadas, was The Kad _

passed by the Grecian auxiliaries of Alexander, meia is

and executed by Alexander himself, who made
g

pled

but one addition to the excepting clauses. He Macedonian

left the house of Pindar standing, and spared
m

*g

i

t

tary

the descendants of the poet. "With these reser- Retribution

ves, Thebes was effaced from the earth. The H ? the

rm i -L I'A.- i J.T_
Thebans

Theban territory was partitioned among the fromOrcho-

reconstituted cities of Orchomenus and Platsea.
pj

e

a"^
and

Nothing, except the Macedonian military post
at the Kadmeia, remained to mark the place where the

chief of the Boeotian confederacy had once stood. The

captives were all sold, and are said to have yielded 440

talents
; large prices being offered by bidders from feelings

of hostility towards the city.
3 Diodorus tells us that this

sentence was passed by the general synod of Greeks. But
we are not called upon to believe that this synod, sub-

servient though it was sure to be when called upon to

deliberate under the armed'force of Alexander, could be

brought to sanction such a ruin upon one of the first and
most ancient Hellenic cities. For we learn from Arrian
that the question was discussed and settled only by the

Grecian auxiliaries who had taken part with Alexander; 4

and that the sentence therefore represents the bitter anti-

pathies of the Orchoinenians, Platteans, &c. Without

doubt, these cities had sustained harsh and cruel treatment

'
Arrian, i. 9

;
Diodor. xvii. 14. tenditur."

1
Justin, xi. 4.

*
Arrian, i. 9, 13. Tot? 8s [ASTI-

3 Diodor. xvii. 14; Justin, xi. 4: uyc/Ooi TOO IpYou SuixjAOf/OK, cite 87]

"pretium non ex ementium com- xai STte-ps'jisv 'A).sav6po? Ta naii

inodo, sed ex inimicorum odio ex- ti? Qi.?^ 6ia9sivai, ioo;, Ac.
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from Thebes. In so far as they were concerned, the retri-

bution upon the Thebans was merited. Those persons,

however, who (as Arrian tells us) pronounced the cata-

strophe to be a divine judgement upon Thebes for having
joined Xerxes against Greece

J a century and a half before,
must have forgotten that not only the Orchomenians,

but even Alexander of Macedon, the namesake and pre-
decessor of the destroying conqueror, had served in the

army of Xerxes along with the Thebans.
Arrian vainly endeavours to transfer from Alexander

Sentiments to the minor Boeotian towns the odium of this
of Aiexan- cruel destruction, unparalleled in Grecian

time "and
*

history (as he himself says), when we look to

afterwards, the magnitude of the city; yet surpassed in the

the
P
de-
mg

aggregate by the subversion under the arms of
struction Philip, of no less than thirty-two free Chalkidic

Thebes.
citieg> thirteen years before. The known

antipathy of these Boeotians was invoked by Alexander
to colour an infliction which satisfied at once his sentiment,

by destroying an enemy who defied him and his policy,

by serving as a terrific example to keep down other

Greeks. 2 But though such were the views which governed
him at the moment, he came afterwards to look back upon
the proceeding with shame and sorrow. The shock to

Hellenic feeling, when a city was subverted, arose not

merely from the violent extinction of life, property, liberty,
and social or political institutions but also from the ob-

literation of legends and the suppression of religious

observances, thus wronging and provoking the local Gods
and heroes. "We shall presently find Alexander himself

sacrificing at Ilium, 3 in order to appease the wrath of

1
Arrian, i. 9, 10. He informs us T<H t<Juv su(x(jLot)ru>v eYx '-1

',!
xacllv '

(i. 9, 12) that there were many pre-
*
Arrian, i. 11, 13. To illustrate

vious portents which foreshadowed farther the feeling of the Greeks,
this ruin: Diodorus (xvii. 10), on respecting the wrath of the Gods
the contrary, enumerates many pre- arising from the discontinuance of

vious signs, all tending to en- worship where it had been long
courage the Thebans. continued I transcribe a passage

2
Plutarch, Alex. 11.

TJ (xev 1:6X1; from Colonel Sleeman's work re-

TjXto xoci 6iap7tau6tiaa xaT3xatpY], TO specting the Hindoos, whose re-

|xev ZXov irpoaSoxrjaavTo; auiou too? ligious feelings are on so many
'EXXrjvac itdBei TT)Xixo6t<|i iv.TtXoYsv- points analogous to those of th

ta? xai itT^avTocc diTpspi^aeiv, aXXux; Hellenes:
-i xai xaXXu>iuas(i4vou y_7.pi*aOii "Human sacrifices were certainly
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Priam, still subsisting and efficacious, against himself and
his race, as being descended from Neoptolemus the slayer
of Priam. By his harsh treatment of Thebes, he incurred

the displeasure of Dionysus, the god of wine, said to have

been born in that city, and one of the principal figures in

Theban legend. It was to inspirations of the offended

Dionysus that Alexander believed himself to owe that

ungovernable drunken passion under which he afterwards

killed Kleitus, as well as the refusal of his Macedonian
soldiers to follow him farther into India. l If Alexander
in after days thus repented of his own act, we may be sure

that the like repugnance was felt still more strongly by
others; and we can understand the sentiment under which,
a few years after his decease, the Macedonian Kassander,
son of Antipater, restored the destroyed city.

At the time, however, the effect produced by the

destruction of Thebes was one of unmitigated Extreme

terror throughout the Grecian cities. All of terror

them sought to make their peace with the con- throughout

queror. The Arcadian contingent not only
Greece -

11 f XI_TJ_I i Sympathy
returned home from the Isthmus, but even con- Of the

demned their leaders to death. The Eleians ^ e

"j
ans

recalled their chief macedonising citizens out the Theban

of exile into ascendency at home. Each tribe exiles.

of JEtolians sent envoys to Alexander, entreating for-

offered in the city of Saugor during
the whole Mahratta government,
up to the year 1800 when they
were put a stop to by the local

governor, Assa Sahib, a very hu-

mane man. I once heard a learned

Brahmin priest say, that he thought
the decline of his (Assa Sahib's)

family and government arose from
this innovation. 'There is (said

he) no sin in not offering human
sacrifices to the Gods, where none
have been offered ; but where the

Gods have been accustomed to them,

they are very naturally annoyed
when the rite is abolished, and visit

the place and people with all kinds

of calamity.'
1 The priest did not

seem to think that there was any-

thing singular in this mode of

reasoning: perhaps three Brahmin

priests out of four would have
reasoned in the same manner."

(Sleeman, Rambles and Recollec-

tions of an Indian Official, vol. i.

ch. xv. p. 130.)
1
Plutarch, Alex. 13: compare

Justin, xi. 4; and Isokrates ad

Philipp. (Or. v. s. 35), where he
recommends Thebes to Philip on
the ground of pre-eminent worship
towards Herakles.

It deserves notice, that while

Alexander himself repented of the

destruction of Thebes, the mace-

donising orator at Athens describes

it as a just, though deplorable

penalty, brought by the Thebaus

upon themselves by reckless in-

sanity of conduct (.aSschines adv.

Ktesiph. p. 624)

2 B
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giveness for their manifestations against him. At Athens,
we read with surprise, that on the very day when Thebes
was assaulted and taken, the great festival of Eleusinian

Demeter, with its multitudinous procession of votaries

from Athens to Eleusis, was actually taking place, at a

distance of two days' march from the besieged city. Most
Theban fugitives who contrived to escape, fled to Attica
as the nearest place of refuge, communicating to the Athen-
ians their own distress and terror. The festival was forth-

with suspended. Every one hurried within the walls of

Athens, 1

carrying with him his moveable property into a
state of security. Under the general alarm prevalent,
that the conqueror would march directly into Attica, and
under the hurry of preparation for defence, the persons
both most alarmed and most in real danger were, of course,

Demosthenes, Lykurgus, Charidemus, and those others who
had been loudest in speech against Macedonia, and had
tried to prevail on the Athenians to espouse openly the

cause of Thebes. Yet notwithstanding such terror of con-

sequences to themselves, the Athenians afforded shelter

and sympathy to the miserable Theban fugitives. They
continued to do this even when they must have known
that they were contravening the edict of proscription just
sanctioned by Alexander.

Shortly afterwards, envoys arrived from that monarch

Alexander with a menacing letter, formally demanding the
demands surrender of eight or ten leading citizens of

rencier'of Athens Demosthenes, Lykurgus, Hyperides,
the chief Polyeuktus, Mcerokles, Diotimus, 2

Ephialtes,

donian
ao< "

and Charidemus. Of these the first four were
leaders at eminent orators, the last two military men; all

Mernorabie strenuous advocates of an anti-Macedonian
debate at

policy. Alexander in his letter denounced the

Th'^del ^en as the causes of the battle of Chseroneia, of
mand the offensive resolutions which had been adopted

'efuaed -

at Athens after the death of Philip, and even of

1

Arrian, i. 10, 4. Diotimus, except that Demosthenes
* The name of Diotimus is men- (De Corona, p. 264) alludes to him

tioned by Arrian (i. 10, 6), but not along with Charidemus, as having
by Plutarch; who names Demon received an expression of gratitude
instead of him (Plutarch; Demosth. from the people, in requital for a

c. 23), and Kallisthones instead of present of shields which he had

Hyperides. We knownothing about made. He is mentioned also, along
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the recent hostile proceedings of the Thebans.i This
momentous summons, involving the right of free speech
and public debate at Athens, was submitted to the

assembly. A similar demand had just been made upon
the Thebans, and the consequences of refusal were to be
read no less plainly in the destruction of their city than in

the threats of the conqueror. That even under such trying
circumstances, neither orators nor people failed in courage
we know as a general fact; though we have not the ad-

vantage (as Livy had in his time) of reading the speeches
made in the debate. 2 Demosthenes, insisting that the fate

of the citizens generally could not be severed from that of
the specific victims, is said to have recounted in the course
of his speech, the old fable of the wolf requiring the

sheep to make over to him their protecting dogs, as a con-

dition ofpeace and then devouring the unprotected sheep
forthwith. He, and those demanded along with him,
claimed the protection of the people, in whose cause alone

they had incurred the wrath of the conqueror. Phokion
on the other hand silent at first, and rising only under
constraint by special calls from the popular voice con-

tended that there was not force enough to resist Alexander,
and that the persons in question must be given up. He
even made appeal to themselves individually, reminding
them of the self-devotion of the daughters of Erechtheus,
memorable in Attic legend and calling on them to sur-

render themselves voluntarily for the purpose of averting
public calamity. He added, that he (Phokion) would

rejoice to offer up either himself, or his best friend, if by
such sacrifice he could save the city.

3 Lykurgus, one of

the orators whose extradition was required, answered this

speech of Phokion with vehemence and bitterness
;
and the

public sentiment went along with him, indignantly repudi-

ating Phokion's advice. By a resolute patriotism highly

with Charidemus and others, in the versus quern Athenis, in civitate

third of the Demosthenic epistles, fracta Macedonum armis, cernente

p. 1482. turn maxirae prope fumantea The-
1
Arrian, i. 10, 6; Plutarch, Vit. barum ruinas, concionari libere

X. Orat. p. 847. e^Tt K'JTOV (De- ansi sint homines, id quod ex

mosthenes) assiXiuv el
(xi) Sobjaav. monumentis orationum patet," Ac,

Diodor. xvii. 16; Plutarch, Demosth. 'Plutarch, Phokion, 9-17; Dio-
23. dor. xvii. 15.

2
Livy, ix. 18. "(Alexander), ad-

2 B 2
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honourable at this trying juncture, it was decreed that

the persons demanded should not be surrendered. 1

On the motion of Demades, an embassy was sent to

. Alexander, deprecating his wrath against the
Embassy of . ,

r
. . i ,, V . j- i

ten, and engaging to punish them by judicial

sentence, if any crime could be proved against
them. Demades, who is said to have received

from Demosthenes a bribe of five talents, under-

took this mission. But Alexander was at first

inexorable; refusing even to hear the envoys,
and persisting in his requisition. It was only

by the intervention of a second embassy, headed

by Phokion, that a remission of terms was ob-

tained. Alexander was persuaded to withdraw
his requisition, and to be satisfied with the

banishment of Charidemus and Ephialtes, the two anti-

Macedonian military leaders. Both of them accordingly,
and seemingly other Athenians with them, passed into

Asia, where they took service under Darius. 2

It was indeed no part of Alexander's plan to under-

the Athe-
nians to
Alexander.
He is per-
suaded to

acquiesce
in the

refusal,
and to be
satisfied
with the
banishment
of Chari-
demus and
Ephialtes.

' Diodor. xvii. 15. '0 6s 8-^fioi;

TOUTOV [iev (Phokion) TOI<; Sopufioic

eji^ 3^6 ) itpoadvTU)? axoucov -out, X6-

TOO.
2
Arrian, i. 10, 8; Diodor. xvii.

15; Plutarch, Phokion, 17; Justin,
xi. 4; Deinarchus cont. Demosth.

p. 26.

Arrian states that the visit of

Demades with nine other Athenian

envoys to Alexander, occurred

prior to the demand of Alexander
for the extradition of the ten

citizens. He (Arrian) affirms that

immediately on hearing the capture
of Thebes, the Athenians passed
a vote, on the motion of Demades,
to send ten envoys, for the purpose
of expressing satisfaction that

Alexander had come safely from
the Illyrians, and that he had

punished the Thebans for their

revolt. Alexander (according to

Arrian) received this mission cour-

teously, but replied by sending a

letter to the Athenian people, in-

sisting on the surrender of the ten

citizens.

Now both Diodorus and Plutarch

represent the mission of Demades
as posterior to the demand made
by Alexander for the ten citizens ;

and that it was intended to meet
and deprecate that demand.
In my judgement, Arrian's tale

is the less credible of the two. I

think it highly improbable that

the Athenians would by public
vote express satisfaction that Alex-
ander had punished the Thebans
for their revolt. If the macedon-

ising party at Athens was strong

enough to carry so ignominious
a vote, they would also have been

strong enough to carry the sub-

sequent proposition of Phokion
that the ten citizens demanded
should be surrendered. The fact,

that the Athenians afforded willing
shelter to the Theban fugitives, is

a farther reason for disbelieving
this alleged vote.
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take a siege of Athens, which might prove long and difficult,

since the Athenians had a superior naval force, with the

sea open to them, and the chance of effective support from
Persia. When therefore he saw that his demand for the

ten orators would be firmly resisted, considerations of

policy gradually overcame his wrath, and induced him to

relax.

Phokion returned to Athens as the bearer of Alexan-
der's concessions, thus relieving the Athenians
from extreme anxiety and peril. His influence I f'"en

]
.

e

i
j

c i
r

j. ,. of Phokion
already great and ot long standing, since lor in obtain-

years past he had been perpetually re-elected ing these

l -U vtt. t,'l j.u 4.
mllder

general became greater than ever, while that terms his

of Demosthenes and the other anti-Macedonian increased

orators must have been lowered. It was no at
C

lthens.
y

mean advantage to Alexander, victorious as he

was, to secure the incorruptible Phokion as leader of the

macedonising party at Athens. His projects against Persia
were mainly exposed to failure from the possibility of

opposition being raised against him in Greece by the

agency of Persian money and ships. To keep Athens
out of such combinations, he had to rely upon the perT

sonal influence and party of Phokion, whom he knew to

have always dissuaded her from resistance to the ever-

growing aggrandisement of his father Philip. In his con-

versation with Phokion on the intended Asiatic expedition,
Alexander took some pains to flatter the pride of Athens

by describing her as second only to himself, and as entitled

to the headship of Greece, in case anything should happen
to him. 1 Such compliments were suitable to be repeated
in the Athenian assembly: indeed the Macedonian prince
might naturally prefer the idea of Athenian headship to

that of Spartan, seeing that Sparta stood aloof from him,
an open recusant.

The animosity of Alexander being appeased, Athens
resumed her position as a member of the con-

federacy under his imperial authority. Without (Autumn),

visiting Attica, he now marched to the Isthmus Alexander
of Corinth, where he probably received from at r int!l

G- , j i ,- obedience
recian cities deputations deprecating O f the

his displeasure, and proclaiming their submis- Grecian

sion to his imperial authority. He alsoprob- interview
1
Plutarch, Phokion, 17; Plutarch, Alexand. 13.
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with the akty presided at a meeting of the Grecian

philosopher synod, where he would dictate the contingents
Diogenes,

required for his intended Asiatic expedition
in the ensuing spring. To the universal deference and
submission which greeted him, one exception was found

the Cynic philosopher Diogenes, who resided at Corinth,
satisfied with a tub for shelter, and with the coarsest

and most self-denying existence. Alexander approached
him with a numerous suite, and asked him if he wished
for anything; upon which Diogenes is said to have re-

plied, "Nothing, except that you would stand a little

out of my sunshine." Both the philosopher and his

reply provoked laughter from the bystanders, but Alex-
ander himself was so impressed with the independent
and self-sufficing character manifested, that he exclaimed,

"If I were not Alexander, I would be Diogenes."
l

Having visited the oracle of Delphi, and received

or extorted from the priestess
2 an answer bearing fa-

vourable promise for his Asiatic schemes, he returned
to Macedonia before the winter. The most important
permanent effect of his stay in Greece was the recon-

B.O. 335-334 stitution of Boeotia; that is, the destruction of
(Winter). Thebes, and the reconstitution of Orchomenus,

Re-consti- Thespise, and Platsea, dividing between them the

Orchcune- Theban territory; all guarded and controlled by
nus and a Macedonian garrison in the Kadmeia. It would

Betu*n'of have been interesting to learn some details about
Alexander this process of destruction and restitution of the

1 a '

Boeotian towns
;
a process not only calling forth

strong manifestations of sentiment, but also involving im-

portant and difficult questions to settle. Butunfortunatelywe
are not permitted to know anything beyond the general fact.

Alexander left Greece for Pella in the autumn of 335

B.C., and never saw it again.
It appears, that during this summer, while he was

B o 336 occupied in his Illyrian and Theban operations,

Military
*ne Macedonian force under Parmenio in Asia

operations had had to contend against a Persian army, of
f
p?rni

e
". Greek mercenaries, commanded by Memnon the

nio in Asia -OI.T -r i < ini-i
Minor Khodian. Jrarmemo, marching into J&olis, be-
against sieged and took Grynium; after which he at-
Memnon. y n .._.. ,

J
,, , , _,

tacked Pitane, but was compelled by JVlemnon
'
Plutarch, Alex. H. *

Plutarch, Alex. 14.
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to raise the siege. Memnon even gained a victory over
the Macedonian force under Kallas in the Troad, com-

pelling them to retire to Rhoeteum. But he failed in an

attempt to surprise Kyzikus, and was obliged to content

himself with plundering the adjoining territory.
1 It is

affirmed that Darius was engaged this summer in making
large preparations, naval as well as military, to resist the

intended expedition of Alexander. Yet all that we hear of

what was actually done implies nothing beyond a moder-
ate force.

1 Diodor. xvi. 7.
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CHAPTER XCII.

ASIATIC CAMPAIGNS OF ALEXANDER.

A YBAE, and some months had sufficed for Alexander to
make a first display of his energy and military

B.C. 335-334. , .,, j ,. j
J

, . rf J

skill, destined tor achievements yet greater;
and to crush the growing aspirations for freedom among
Greeks on the south, as well as among Thracians on the

north, of Macedonia. The ensuing winter was employed
in completing his preparations ;

so that early in the spring
of 334 B.C., his army destined for the conquest of Asia was
mustered between Pella and Amphipolis, while his fleet

was at hand to lend support.
The whole of Alexander's remaining life from his

D . crossing the Hellespont in March or April 334

Alexander's B.C. to his death at Bahylon in June 323 B.C.,
reign the eleven years and two or three months was
history of j A -j A. -TJ.
Greece is passed in Asia, amidst unceasing military oper-

?j
a*ly a

ations, and ever-multiplied conquests. He
never lived to revisit Macedonia; but his achieve-

ments were on so transcendent a scale, his acquisitions
of territory so unmeasured, and his thirst for farther ag-

grandisement still so insatiate, that Macedonia sinks into

insignificance in the list of his possessions. Much more
do the Grecian cities dwindle into outlying appendages
of a newly-grown Oriental empire. During all these eleven

years, the history of Greece is almost a blank, except here

and there a few scattered events. It is only at the death

of Alexander that the Grecian cities again awaken into

active movement.
The Asiatic conquests of Alexander do not belong

directly and literally to the province of an
To what , . .' ., .-,

J
rnl v- j i

extent the historian of Greece. They were achieved by
Asiatic pro- armies of which the general, the principal offi-
jects of , L xi IT nr
Alexander cers, and most part ot the soldiers, were Jiiace-

beiongedto donian. The Greeks who served with him were

history. only auxiliaries, along with the Thracians and
Pseonians. Though more numerous than all
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the other auxiliaries, they did not constitute, like the Ten
Thousand Greeks in the army of the younger Cyrus, the
force on which he mainly relied for victory. His chief-

secretary, Eumenes of Kardia, was a Greek, and prob-
ably most of the civil and intellectual functions connect-

ed with the service were also performed by Greeks.

Many Greeks also served in the army of Persia against
him, and composed indeed a larger proportion of the

real force (disregarding mere numbers) in the army of

Darius than in that of Alexander. Hence the expedition
becomes indirectly incorporated with the stream of Gre
cian history by the powerful auxiliary agency of Greeks
on both sides and still more, by its connexion with pre-
vious projects, dreams, and legends long antecedent to the

aggrandisement of Macedon as well as by the character
which Alexander thought fit to assume. To take revenge
on Persia for the invasion of Greece by Xerxes, and to

liberate the Asiatic Greeks, had been the scheme of the

Spartan Agesilaus, and of the Phersean Jason; with hopes
grounded on the memorable expedition and safe return
of the Ten Thousand. It had been recommended by the

rhetor Isokrates, first to the combined force of Greece,
while yet Grecian cities were free, under the joint head-

ship of Athens and Sparta next, to Philip of Macedon
as the chief of united Greece, when his victorious arms
had extorted a recognition of headship, setting aside

both Athens and Sparta. The enterprising ambition of

Philip was well pleased to be nominated chief of Greece
for the execution of this project. From him it passed
to his yet more ambitious son.

Though really a scheme of Macedonian appetite and for

Macedonian aggrandisement, the expedition Pan l

against Asia thus becomes thrust into the series lenic pre-

of Grecian events, under the Pan-hellenio pre-
tences set

tence of retaliation for the long-past insults of ander. The
Xerxes. I call it a pretence, because it had real feeling

ceased to be a real Hellenic feeling, and served Greeks was
now two different purposes : first, to ennoble averse to

,i j j. i ii /> * i j 1 bis success.
the undertaking in the eyes ot Alexander him-

self, whose mind was very accessible to religious and le-

gendary sentiment, and who willingly identified himself
with Agamemnon or Achilles, immortalised as executors

of the collective vengeance of Greece for Asiatic insult
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next, to assist in keeping the Greeks quiet during his ab-

sence. He was himself aware that the real sympathies
of the Greeks were rather adverse than favourable to his

success.

Apart from this body of extinct sentiment, ostenta-

Analogy of tiously rekindled for Alexander's purposes, the
Aiexan- position of the Greeks in reference to his Asia-

tio'n

8

teethe ^ic conquests was very much the same as that
Greeks of the German contingents, especially those of

SPimp*^* ^e Confederation of the Ehine, who served in

ror Napo- the grand army with which the Emperor Napo-
aSSbSui? leon Evaded Eussia in 1812. They had no
tion of the public interest in the victory of the invader,

which could end only by reducing them to still

greater prostration. They were likely to adhere to their

leader as long as his power continued unimpaired, but no

longer. Yet Napoleon thought himself entitled to reckon

upon them as if they had been Frenchmen, and to denounce
the Germans in the service of Eussia as traitors who had
forfeited the allegiance which they owed to him. We find

him drawing the same pointed distinction between the

Eussian and the German prisoners taken, as Alexander
made between Asiatic and Grecian prisoners. These Gre-
cian prisoners the Macedonian prince reproached as guilty
of treason against the proclaimed statute of collective Hel-

las, whereby he had been declared general and the Persian

king a public enemy. l

1
Arrian, i. 16, 10

;
i. 29, 9, about gerode, a German officer in the

the Grecian prisoners taken at the Russian service, with his aide-de-

victory of the Granikus Sorouc 6s camp a native Russian, Narishkin,
O&TUJV

ot'ijrjxaXiUTOUS eXafic, TO'JTOO? became prisoner of the French.
8* 8^&a? ev ite8ai, eU MsxsSoviav He was brought to Napoleon

<ii:e7Cc(jL'|/v epYa^ea&ai, 8~i itapa TO "At the sight of that German gen-

xoivfj SoEaiiTa tot<:E}.Xr,ary,EXXT)vs; eral, all the secret resentments

8v7e;, evavtta tfl 'EXXdoi urcsp TU>V of Napoleon took fire. '"Who are

Pappipu>v e|X3)rovTO. Also iii. 23, 15, you (he exclaimed)? a man with-

about the Grecian soldiers serving out country ! "When I was at war
with the Persians, and made pris- with the Austrians, I found you
oners in Hyrkania 'A8ixsi-( yip in their ranks. Austria has become

(xtfiXo (said Alexander) -roiis a~pa- my ally, and you have entered

tsuofisvou? EV3vTia 75 'EXXaSi jrapo into the Russian service. You
toi? flap3poi; itapa fa SoyfJi^Ta Tiiuv have been one of the warmest in-

'EXXi^voov. stigators of the present war. Never-
Toward the end of October 1812, theless, you are a native of tho

near Moscow, General Winzin- Confederation of the Rhine : you
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Hellas, as a political aggregate, has now ceased to

exist, except in so far as Alexander employs the Greece an
name for his own purposes. Its component appendage,

members are annexed as appendages, doubtless aMelppen-
of considerable value, to the Macedonian king- dage, to

dom. Fourteen years before Alexander's ac-

cession, Demosthenes, while instigating the Athenians to

uphold Olynthus against Philip, had told them' "The
Macedonian power, considered as an appendage, is of no
mean value

;
but by itself, it is weak and full of embarrass-

ments." Inverting the position of the parties, these words

represent exactly what Greece herself had become, in re-

ference to Macedonia and Persia, at the time of Alexan-
der's accession. Had the Persians played their game with
tolerable prudence and vigour, his success would have been
measured by the degree to which he could appropriate
Grecian force to himself, and withhold it from his enemy.

Alexander's memorable and illustrious manifestations,
on which we are now entering, are those, not of Extraordi-
the ruler or politician, but of the general and nary mm-
the soldier. In this character his appearance mentlTanT"
forms a sort of historical epoch. It is not mere- capacity of

ly in soldierlike qualities in the most forward
Alexander -

and even adventurous bravery in indefatigable personal
activity, and in endurance as to hardship and fatigue,
that he stands preeminent; though these qualities alone,
when found in a king, act so powerfully on those under his

command, that they suffice to produce great achievements,
even when combined with generalship not surpassing
the average of his age. But in generalship, Alexander
was yet more above the level of his contemporaries. His

are my subject. You are not an he was liberated by the Cossacks

ordinary enemy: you are a rebel: during his passage into France:
I have a right to bring you to trial, but the language of Napoleon ex-
Gens d'armes, seize this man!' presses just the same sentiment
Then addressing the aide-de-camp as that of Alexander towards the
of Winzingerode, Napoleon said, captive Greeks.
'As for you, Count Narishkin, I ' Demosth. Olynth. ii. p. 14.

have nothing to reproach you with: "OXux; JXEV 7<ip j MaxsStwxrj Bo/sfjin
you are a Russian, you are doing xai

dpy_7j ev (xev rcpo 0815x7) JJL spsi
your duty.'" (Segur's Account of eati TI? ou ojjuxpd, otov UTtjjpfs itofl'

the Campaign in Russia, book ix. UJMV eiu Ti|j.o9sou rcpo<; 'OXuvfliou?
ch. vi. p. 132.) .... aiiTT) SE xa8' OUTTJV dbflsvrj;
These threats against Winzin- xai 7toX>.d>v xaxd>v SUTI |A<JTIJ.

gerode were not realised, because
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strategic combinations, his employment of different descrip-
tions of force conspiring towards one end, his long-sighted

plans for the prosecution of campaigns, his constant fore-

sight and resource against new difficulties, together with

rapidity of movement even in the worst country all on a
scale of prodigious magnitude are without parallel in

ancient history. They carry the art of systematic and
scientific warfare to a degree of efficiency, such as even
successors trained in his school were unable to keep up
unimpaired.

AV'e must recollect however that Alexander found the

Macedonian military system built up by Philip,
Changes in iiji i j i -f A
Grecian and had only to apply and enlarge it. As trans-
warfare, mitted to him, it embodied the accumulated re-
antecedent 1, J 1 P C C
and contri- suit and matured fruit or a series ot successive
butory to improvements, applied by Grecian tacticians to
the military ,

. ... VT 11 T-V
'

organiza- the primitive Hellenic arrangements. Lmring
tion of the sixty years before the accession of Alexan-
Macedonia. -i ,1 , < i_ j i

der, the art ot war had been conspicuously pro-

gressive to the sad detriment of Grecian political freedom.

"Everything around us (says Demosthenes addressing the

people of Athens in 342 B.C.) has been in advance for some

years past nothing is like what it was formerly but no-

where is the alteration and enlargement more conspicuous
than in the affairs of war. Formerly, the Lacedaemonians
as well as other Greeks did nothing more than invade each
other's territory, during the four or five summer months,
with their native force of citizen hoplites: in winter they
stayed at home. But now we see Philip in constant action,
winter as well as summer, attacking all around him, not

merely with Macedonian hoplites, but with cavalry, light

infantry, bowmen, foreigners of all descriptions, and siege
batteries." 1

I have in several preceding chapters dwelt upon this

progressive change in the character of Grecian soldiership.
At Athens, and in most other parts of Greece, the burg-
hers had become averse to hard and active military ser-

vice. The use of arms had passed mainly to professional

soldiers, who, without any feeling of citizenship, served
wherever good pay was offered, and became immensely

1 I)erao8th. Philipp. iii. p. 123, said by the orator, not strictly

124; compare Olynth. ii. p. 22. I adhering to his words,

give here the substance of what is
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multiplied, to the detriment and danger of Grecian society.

Many of these mercenaries were lightly armed peltasts
served in combination with the hoplites.

2 Iphikrates

greatly improved and partly re-armed the peltasts ;
whom

he employed conjointly with hoplites so effectively as to

astonish his contemporaries.
3 His innovation was farther

developed by the great military genius of Epaminondas;
who not only made infantry and cavalry, light-armed and

heavy-armed, conspire to one scheme of operations, but
also completely altered the received principles of battle-

mancauvring, by concentrating an irresistible force of attack

on one point of the enemy's line, and keeping the rest of

his own line more on the defensive. Besides these import-
ant improvements, realised by generals in actual practice,

intelligent officers like Xenophon embodied the results of

their military experience in valuable published criticisms. 4

Such were the lessons which the Macedonian Philip learnt
and applied to the enslavement of those Greeks, especially

statements in a sense to which I

cannot subscribe. They think that

Iphikrates altered not only the

arming of peltasts, but also that

of hoplites; a supposition, which
I see nothing to justify.

4 Besides the many scattered re-

marks in the Anabasis, the Cyro-

paedia is full of discussion and
criticism on military phenomena.
It is remarkable to what an extent

Xenophon had present to his mind
all the exigences of war, and the

different ways of meeting them.

See as an example, Cyropsed. vi.

2; ii. 1.

The work on sieges, by .ffineas

(Poliorketica), is certainly anterior

to the military improvements of

Philip of Macedon; probably about
the beginning of his reign. See

the preface to it by Rustow and

KSchly, p. 8, in their edition of

Die Griechischen Kriegsschriftstel-

ler, Leipz. 1853. In this work, al-

lusion is made to several others,
now lost, by the same author

notpotay.rjaa-ixT) fH^Xo;, IIoptaTiXT)

[H^Xo;, 2tpXT07Is8UTlX^, &C.

>
Isokrates, in several of his dis-

courses, notes the gradual increase

of these mercenaries men without

regular means of subsistence, or

fixed residence, or civic obliga-
tions. Or. iv. (Panegyr.), s. 195;

Or. v. (Philippus), s. 112-142; Or.

viii. (De Pace), a. 31-56.
* Xenoph. Magist. Equit. ix. 4.

OI8a 8' syu) xcu Aaxs8ai(j.ovioic TO

Ii:itix6v dtpSajxevov euSoxtfisiv, 4icet

?s-;ou? iititea? itpoasXotpov xai ev ~T
&).Xai; rcoXsai rcavraxou ra evixa

or, (I) l&SoXl|iAUVT.
Compare Demosth. Philippic, i. p.

46; Xenoph. Hellenic, iv. 4, 14;

Isokratfis, Orat. vii. (Areopagit.),
s. 93.

1 For an explanation of the im-

proved arming of peltasts intro-

duced by Iphikrates, see Chap.
IiXXV. of this History. Respect-

ing these improvements, the state-

ments both of Diodorus (xv. 44)

and of Nepos are obscure. MM.
Rustow and Kochly (in their valu-

able work, Geschichte des Griechi-

schen Kriegswesens, Aarau. 1S52,

B. ii. p. 164) have interpreted the
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of the Thebans, from whom they were derived. In his

youth, as a hostage at Thebes, he had probably conversed

with Epaminondas, and must certainly have become fami-

liar with the Theban military arrangements. He had every
motive, not merely from ambition of conquest, but even
from the necessities of defence, to turn them to account

;

and he brought to the task military genius and aptitude of

the highest order. In arms, in evolutions, in engines, in

regimenting, in war-office arrangements, he introduced

important novelties; bequeathing to his successors the

Macedonian military system, which, with improvements by
his son, lasted until the conquest of the country by Home,
near two centuries afterwards.

The military force of Macedonia, in the times anterior

Macedon- * Philip, appears to have consisted, like that

ian military of Thessaly, in a well-armed and well -mounted

before
1011

cavalry, formed from the substantial proprietors
Philip. of the country and in a numerous assemblage

firm
d
ca-
nd of peltasts or light infantry (somewhat analo-

yairy: poor gous to the Thessalian Penestae): these latter
infantry. were the rural population, shepherds or culti-

vators, who tended sheep and cattle, or tilled the earth,

among the spacious mountains and valleys of Upper
Macedonia. The Grecian towns near the coast, and the

few Macedonian towns in the interior, had citizen-hoplites
better armed; but foot service was not in honour among
the natives, and the Macedonian infantry in their general
character were hardly more than a rabble. At the period
of Philip's accession, they were armed with nothing better
than rusty swords and wicker shields, noway sufficient to

make head against the inroads of their Thracian and

Illyrian neighbours; before whom they were constantly
compelled to flee for refuge up to the mountains. 1 Their
condition was that of poor herdsmen, half-naked or covered

1 See the striking speech ad- -ci xal TpvpotXXois xai TOII; opopoic
dressed by Alexander to the dis- 6pa$t, yXapoSac (AEV ujjuv avti TU>V

contented Macedonian soldiers, a StaOspiov (popstv iScoxe, xaTrjctys Si
few months before his death, at ix tibv 6pu>-< s<; T<X itsSia, aiO|j.a-/ou
Opis or Susa (Arrian, vii. 9). xaTaaTr,aa<; TOI? rpoayu>poi(; TUJV fiap-
.... OiXiitito? yip 7tapaXa3ii>v paptov, UK (XT) )ru>pitov ITI 6yypoTr,Ti

&[/.? itXav^ta? xcri airopou^, EN Sitp'js- riaTeyovToti; [xaXXovJ] T^J olxsia apSTrj

pai? -TOO; noXXous vefxov-as dvdt TO jibCsoSai ....
opi) itpo^ata caro 6Xiya, xai o-ep In the version of the same speech

-

i; 'D.Xopiot; given by Curtius (x. 10, 23), we
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only with hides, and eating from wooden platters; not
much different from that of the population of Upper
Macedonia three centuries before, when first visited by
Perdikkas the ancestor of the Macedonian kings, and when
the wife of the native prince baked bread with her own
hands. On the other hand, though the Macedonian infant-

ry was thus indifferent, the cavalry of the country was

excellent, both in the Peloponnesian war, and in the war
carried on by Sparta against Olynthus more than twenty
years afterwards. 2 These horsemen, like the Thessalians,

charged incompact order, carrying as their principal weap-
on of offence, not javelins to be hurled, but the short

thrusting-pike for close combat.
Thus defective was the military organization which

Philip found. Under his auspices it was cast philip re .

altogether anew. The poor and hardy Landwehr arms and

ofMacedonia, constantly on the defensive against g^the"
1 "

predatory neighbours, formed an excellent ma- infantry.

terial for soldiers, and proved not intractable ^"niwf"
to the innovations of a warlike prince. They pike or

were placed under constant training in the re-
sanssa -

fular
rank and file of heavy infantry: they were moreover

rought to adopt a new description of arm, not only in

itself very difficult to manage, but also comparatively
useless to the soldier when fighting singlehanded, and only
available by a body of men in close order, trained to move
or stand together. The new weapon, of which we first

hear the name in the army of Philip, was the sarissa the

Macedonian pike or lance. The sarissa was used both by
the infantry of his phalanx, and by particular regiments
of his cavalry; in both cases it was long, though that of

the phalanx was much the longer of the two. The regiments
of cavalry called Sarissophori or Lancers were a sort of

light-horse, carrying a long lance, and distinguished from
the heavier cavalry intended for the shock of hand combat,
who carried the xyston or short pike. The sarissa of this

find, "Modo sub Philippo seminu- army of Brasidas and Perdikkas,
dis, amicula ex purpura sordent, where the Macedonian foot are

aurum et argentum oculi ferre non described as diXXo? SjjuXoi; tu>v potp-

possunt : lignea enim vasa deside- pdpcov 1:0X65.

rant, et ex cratibus scuta rubigi- Herodot. viii. 137.

nemque gladiorum," &c. * Thucyd. ii. 100; Xenoph. Hel-

Compare the description given len. v. 2, 40-42.

by Thucydides, iv. 124, of the
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cavalry may have been fourteen feet in length, as long as

the Cossack pike now is; that of the infantry in phalanx
was not less than twenty-one feet long. This dimension is

so prodigious and so unwieldy, that we should hardly be-

lieve it, if it did not come attested by the distinct assertion

of an historian like Polybius.
The extraordinary reach of the sarissa or pike consti-

Macedon- tuted the prominent attribute and force of the
ian phalanx Macedonian phalanx. The phalangites were
arme^d and drawn up in tiles generally of sixteen deep, each
arrayed. called a Lochus; with an interval of three feet

between each two soldiers from front to rear. In front stood
the lochage, a man of superior strength, and of tried mili-

tary experience. The second and third men in the file, as

well as the rearmost man who brought up the whole, were
also picked soldiers, receiving larger pay than the rest.

Now the sarissa, when in horizontal position, was held with
both hands (distinguished in this respect from the pike of

the Grecian hoplite, which occupied only one hand, the other

being required for the shield), and so held that it projected
fifteen feet before the body of the pikeman; while the hin-

der portion of six feet was so weighted as to make the

pressure convenient in such division. Hence, the sarissa

of the man standing second in the file, projected twelve
feet beyond the front rank; that of the third man, nine

feet; those of the fourth and fifth ranks respectively six

feet and three feet. There was thus presented a quintuple
series of pikes by each file to meet an advancing enemy.
Of these five, the three first would be decidedly of greater
projection, and even the fourth of not less projection, than
the pikes of Grecian hoplites coming up as enemies to the

charge. The ranks behind the fifth, while serving to sus-

tain and press onward the front, did not carry the sarissa

in a horizontal position, but slanted it over the shoulders
of those before them, so as to break the force of any darts

or arrows which might be shot over head from the rear
ranks of the enemy.

l

The phalangite (soldier of the phalanx) was farther
it was ori- provided with a short sword, a circular shield

destined to
^ ra^her more than two feet in diameter, a

contend breast-piece, leggings, and a kausia or broad-
1 Respecting the length of the pike of the Macedonian phalanx,

see Appendix to this Chapter.
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brimmed hat the head-covering common in the against the

Macedonian army. But the long pikes were in
{^"litei

truth the main weapons of defence as well as of organised*"

offence. They were destined to contend against ^n̂ *
inl"

the charge of Grecian hoplites with the one-

handed pike and heavy shield
; especially against the most

formidable manifestation of that force, the deep Theban
column organised by Epaminondas. This was what Philip
had to deal with, at his accession, as the irresistible infantry
of Greece, bearing down every thing before it by thrust

of pike and propulsion of shield. He provided the means
of vanquishing it, by training his poor Macedonian infantry
to the systematic use of the long two-handed pike. The
Theban column, charging a phalanx so armed, found them-

selves unable to break into the array of protended pikes,
or to come to push of shield. We are told that at the battle

of Chaeroneia, the front rank Theban soldiers, the chosen

men of the city, all perished on the ground; and this is not

wonderful, when we conceive them as rushing, by their own

courage as well as by the pressure upon them from behind,

upon a wall of pikes double the length of their own. We
must look at Philip's phalanx with reference to the ene-

mies before him, not with reference to the later Roman
organization, which Polybius brings into comparison. It

answered perfectly the purposes of Philip, who wanted it

mainly to stand the shock in front, thus overpowering
Grecian hoplites in their own mode of attack. Now Poly-
bius informs us, that the phalanx was never once beaten,
in front and on ground suitable for it; and wherever the

ground was fit for hoplites, it was also fit for the phalanx.
The inconveniences of Philip's array, and of the long pikes,
arose from the incapacity of the phalanx to change its front

or keep its order on unequal ground; but such inconveni-

ences were hardly less felt by Grecian hoplites.
l

The Macedonian phalanx, denominated the Pezetseri 2

or Foot Companions of the King, comprised the
Re imentg

general body of native infantry, as distinguished and aivi-

i'rom special corps d'armee. The largest division 8ions of

1 The impression of admiration, bius (Polybius, Fragm. xxix. 6, 11;
and even terror, with which the Livy, xliv. 49).

Boman general Paulus Emilius was 2 Harpokration and Photius, v.

seized, on first seeing the Macedo- ITs!U-atpoi,Demost. Olynth.ii. p. 23
;

nian phalanx in hattle array at Arrian, ir. 23, 1. tu>v itssTalpu

Pydna has he en recorded hy Poly- xaXoup.JvcuvTasTasii;,andii. 23, 2,&c.

VOL. XT. 2 C
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the phalanx of it which we find mentioned under Alexander,
armed

y "

and which appears under the command of a
infantry. general of division, is called a Taxis. How
many of these Taxeis there were in all, we do not know;
the original Asiatic army of Alexander (apart from what
he left at home) included six ofthem, coinciding apparently
with the provincial allotments of the country: Orestse,

Lynkestae, Elimiotse, Tymphsei, &C. 1 The writers on
tactics give us a systematic scale of distribution (ascending
from the lowest unit, the Lochus of sixteen men, hy suc-

cessive multiples of two, up to the quadruple phalanx of

16,384 men) as pervading the Macedonian army. Among
these divisions, that which stands out as most fundamental
and constant, is the Syntagma, which contained sixteen

Lochi. Forming thus a square of sixteen men in front

and depth, or 256 men, it was at the same time a distinct

aggregate or permanent battalion, having attached to it four

supernumeraries, an ensign, a rear-man, a herald, and an
attendant or orderly.

2 Two of these Syntagmas composed
a body of 512 men, called a Pentakosiarchy, which in Phi-

lip's time is said to have been the ordinary regiment, act-

ing together under a separate command; but several of

these were doubled by Alexander when he reorganized his

army at Susa, 3 so as to form regiments of 1024 men, each

under his Chiliarch, and each comprising four Syntagmas

Since we knowfromDemosthenSs to a select few, was by degrees
that the pezeteeri date from the time extended to the corps generally.
of Philip, it is probable that the '

Arrian, i. 14, 3; iii. 16, 19; Dio-

passage of Anaximenes (as cited dor. xvii. 67. Compare the note of

byHarpokrationandPhotiua)which Schmieder on the above passage of
refers them to Alexander, has as- Arrian; also Droysen, Geschichte

cribedtothesonwhatreallybelongs Alexanders des Grossen, p. 93, 96,
to the father. The term ixaipot, in and the elaborate note of Mutzell
reference to the kings of Macedo- on Curtius, v. 2, 3. p. 400.

nia, first appears in Plutarch, Pelo- The passage of Arrian (his de-

pidas, 27, in reference to Ptolemy, scription of Alexander's army ar-

before the time of Philip: see Otto rayed at the Granikus) is confused,
Abel,MakedonienvorK6nigPhilip, and seems erroneous in some words
p. 129 (the passage of JElian referred of the text; yet it may be held to

to by him seems of little moment), justify the supposition of six taxeis
The term Companions or Comrades of pezeteeri in Alexander's phalanx
had under Philip a meaning purely on that day. There seem also to be

military, designating foreigners as six taxeis at ArbSla (iii. 11, 16).

well as Macedonians serving in his Arrian, Tactic, c. 10; TEliuu,

army: gee Theopompus, Frag. 249. Tactic, c. 9.

The term, originally applied only
*
Curtius, y. 2, 3.
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All this systematic distribution of the Macedonian military
force when at home, appears to have been arranged by the

genius of Philip. On actual foreign service, no numerical

precision could be observed; a regiment or a division could

not always contain the same fixed number of men. But as

to the array, a depth of sixteen, for the files of the phalan-

gites, appears to have been regarded as important and

characteristic,
1 perhaps essential to impart a feeling of

confidence to the troops. It was a depth much greater
than was common with Grecian hoplites, and never sur-

passed by any Greeks except the Thebans.
But the phalanx, though an essential item, was yet

only one among many, in the varied military or- i^ght in-

ganization introduced by Philip. It was neither fantry
of^

intended, nor fit, to act alone
; being clumsy in

Hypas"-

8"

changing front to protect itself either in flank pistre, or

or rear, and unable to adapt itself to uneven

ground. There was another description of infantry orga-
nized by Philip called the Hypaspists shield-bearers or

Guards; 2
originally few in number, and employed for per-

sonal defence of the prince but afterwards enlarged
into several distinct corps d'armfa. These Hypaspists or

Guards were light infantry of the line
;

3 they were hoplites,

keeping regular array and intended for close combat, but
more lightly armed, and more fit for diversities of circum-

stance and position than the phalanx. They seem to have

fought with the one-handed pike and shield, like the

Greeks; and not to have carried the two-handed phalan-

gite pike or sarissa. They occupied a sort ofintermediate

place between the heavy infantry of the phalanx properly
so called and the peltasts and light troops generally.
Alexander in his later campaigns had them distributed into

Chiliarchies (how the distribution stood earlier, we have

1 This is to be seen in the arrange- vii. 11, 5. vii. 23, 48).
ments made by Alexander a short i The proper meaning of Orcceoiti-

time before his death, when he in-
<jT l, as guards or personal attend-

corporated Macedonian and Persian ants on t}, e princej appears in
soldiers in the same lochus; the

Arrian, i. 6, 8; vii. 8, 6.

normal depth of sixteen -was re- Neoptolemus, asdpxiomzaitioTT]?to
tained

;
all the front ranks or pri- Alexander, carried the shield and

vileged men being Macedonians, lance of the latter on formal occa-
The Macedonians were much hurt gions (Plutarch, Eumenes, 1).
at seeing their native regimental , Arri ^ 4 4 u 2Q 6
array shared with Asiatics (Arrian,

202
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no distinct information), at least three in number, and

probably more. l We find them employed by him in for-

ward and aggressive movements ;
first his light troops and

cavalry begin the attack; next the hypaspists come to fol-

low it up; lastly, the phalanx is brought up to support
them. The hypaspists are used also for assault of walled

places, and for rapid night marches. 2 What was the total

number of them we do not know. 3

Besides the phalanx, and the hypaspists or Guards,

Light the Macedonian army, as employed by Philip
tr

e
P
r

S

li
anc* Alexander, included a numerous assemblage

mostly
y

of desultory or irregular troops, partly native
foreigners. Macedonians, partly foreigners, Thracians, Pseo-

nians, &c. They were of different descriptions; peltasts,

darters, and bowmen. The best of them appear to have
been the Agrianes, a Paeonian tribe expert in the use of

the javelin. All of them were kept in vigorous movement

by Alexander, on the flanks and in front of his heavy in-

fantry, or intermingled with his cavalry, as well as for

pursuit after the enemy was defeated.

Lastly, the cavalry in Alexander's army was also

Macedon- admirable at least equal, and seemingly even
ian cavalry superior in efficiency, to his best infantry.

4 I

celleifce have already mentioned that cavalry was the
how regi- choice native force of Macedonia, long before

the reign of Philip ; by whom it had been ex-

tended and improved. 8 The heavy cavalry, wholly or

chiefly composed of native Macedonians, was known by
the denomination of the Companions. There was besides

a new and lighter variety of cavalry, apparently introduced

1

Arrian, iv. 30, 11; v. 23, 11. times exercitus parti," 4o.
*
Arrian, ii. 20, 6; ii. 23, 6; iii. We are told that Philip, after

18, 8. his expedition against the Scythi-
3 Droysen and Schmieder give the ans about three years before his

numberofhypaspistsinAlexander's death, exacted and sent into Mace-
army at Issus, as 6000. That this donia 20,000 chosen mares

,
in

opinion rests on no sufficient evi- order to improve the breed of Ma-
dence, has been shown by Miitzell cedonian horses. The regal haras
(ad Curtium, v. 2, 3. p. 399). But were in the neighbourhood of Pella
that the number of hypnspists left (Justin, ix. 2; Strabo, xvi. p. 752,

by Philip at his death was 6009 in which passage of Strabo, the

aeems not improbable. details apply to the haras of Se-leu-
4 See Arrian, v. U, 1; v. 16, 4; kus Nikator at Apameia, not to

Curtius, vi. 9, 22. "Eqnitatui, op- that of Philip at Pella).
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by Philip, and called the Sarissophori, or Lancers, used
like Cossacks for advanced posts or scouring the country.
The sarissa which they carried was probably much shorter
than that of the phalanx; but it was long, if compared
with the xyston or thrusting-pike used by the heavy cavalry
for the shock of close combat. Arrian, in describing the

army of Alexander at Arbela, enumerates eight distinct

squadrons of this heavy cavalry or cavalry of the Com-
panions; but the total number included in the Macedonian

army at Alexander's accession, is not known. Among the

squadrons, several at least (if not all) were named after

particular towns or districts of the country Bottigea, Am-
phipolis, Apollonia, Anthemus, &C.;

1 there was one or

more, distinguished as the Royal Squadron the Agema
or leading body of cavalry at the head of which Alexan-
der generally charged, himself among the foremost of the
actual combatants. 2

The distribution of the cavalry into squadrons was
that which Alexander found at his accession

;
but he altered

it, when he remodelled the arrangements of his army (in
330 B.C.) at Susa, so as to subdivide the squadron into

two Lochi, and to establish the Lochus for the elementary
division of cavalry, as it had always been of infantry.

3

His reforms went thus to cut down the primary body of

cavalry from the squadron to the half-squadron or Lochus,
while they tended to bring the infantry together into larger
bodies from cohorts of 500 each to cohorts of 1000 men
each.

Among the Hypaspists or Guards, also, we find an

Agema or chosen cohort which was called upon oftener

than the rest to begin the fight. A still more select corps

1
Arrian, i. 2, 8, 9 (where we also it ; nor can I think it safe to as-

find mentioned TOO? EX TTJ;
fivtoSsv sume, as they do, that Alexander

MocxsScmai; titir^ot?) ;
i. 12, 12; ii. 9, carried over with him to Asia, just

6; iii. 11, 12. half of the Macedonian entire force.

About the IITTIEIS aotpioootpopot, see 2
Arrian, iii. 11, 11; iii. 13, 1; iii.

i. 13, 1. 18, 8. In the first of these passages,
It is possible that there may have we have Uat [SaatXtxai in the plural

been sixteen squadrons of heavy (iii. 11, 12). It seems too that the

cavalry, and eight squadrons of the different iXou alternated with each

Sarissophori, each squadron from other in the foremost position, or

180 to 250 men as Kiistow and YJYefiovia, for particular days (Ar-

Kochly conceive (p. 243). But there rian, i. 14, 9).

is no sufficient evidence to prove 3
Arrian, iii. 16, 19.
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The select
Macedon-
ian Body-
Guards.
The Royal
Pages.

were, the Body -Guards; a small company of tried and
confidential men, individually known to Alex-

ander, always attached to his person, and acting
as adjutants or as commanders for special service.

These Body-Guards appear to have been chosen

persons promoted out of the Royal Youths
or Pages; an institution first established by Philip, and

evincing the pains taken by him to bring the leading
Macedonians into military organization as well as into

dependence on his own person. The Royal Youths, sons

of the chief persons throughout Macedonia, were taken

by Philip into service, and kept in permanent residence

around him for purposes of domestic attendance and com-

panionship. They maintained perpetual guard of his palace,

alternating among themselves the hours of daily and nightly
watch: they received his horse from the grooms, assisted

him to mount, and accompanied him if he went to the

chase: they introduced persons who came to solicit inter-

views, and admitted his mistresses by night through a

special door. They enjoyed the privilege of sitting down
to dinner with him, as well as that of never being flogged

except by his special order. 1 The precise number of the

1
Arrian, iv. 13, 1. 'Ex <I>iXliticoo

Jli ^87) xaBEerdfjxi?, TU>V v tdXei Maxe-

86vtov TOO? itaiSas, 8001 4? ijXixiav

4(j.eipaxljavTo, xataXdYeaflai e; Qspa-
itsiav TOO paatXico?. Ti 8s Ttspl TTJV

&XX7)-; 8laiTotv too CTibjjLOTOi; Siaxovsi-

oQai paciXsi, xoci xoi[Mbp.evov 9uXa<j-

oew, TOUTOK; iiuSTETpaicTO' xal drcoTe

eeX'i'vot paotXeos, TOO? tjtirou? itapa
TU>V tnitoxoniov SE^OJASVOI evteivot itp<is-

iJYOv , xal ovepaXov OUTOI pot(ji).a

TOV IlEpaixov Tpo-ov, xal trjt; snl

O^pqt cfiXoTi(ila; paoiXst xoivtuvol

^aav, &c.

Curtius, viii. 6, 1. "Mos erat prin-

cipibus Macedonum adultos liberos

regibus tradere, ad munia haud
multum servilibus ministeriis ab-

horrentia. Excubabant servatis

noctium vicibua proximi foribus

ejus adis, In qiii rex acquiescebat.
Per hos pellices introducebantur,
alio aditu quam quern armati ob-
sidebant. lidem acceptos ab aga-

sonibus equos, quum rex ascensurus

esset, admovebant; comitabantur-

que et venantem, et in praeliis,

omnibus artibus studiorum libera-

lium exculti. Prsecipuus honor

habebatur, quod licebat sedentibus

vesci cum rege. Castigandi eos

verberibus nullius potestas prseter

ipsum erat. Hiec cohors velut se-

minarium ducum praefectorumque
apud Macedonas fuit: hinc habuera

posteri reges, quorum stirpibus post
multas abates Romani opes ado-

merunt." Compare Curtius v. 6, 42;
and uElian, V. H. xiv. 49.

This information is interesting,
as an illustration of Macedonian
manners and customs, which are

very little known to us. In the

last hours of the Macedonian mon-

archy, after the defeat at Pydna
(168 B.C.), the pueri regii followed

the defeated king Perseus to the

sanctuary at Samothrace, and never
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company we do not know; but it must have been not

small, since fifty of these youths were brought out from
Macedonia at once by Amyntas to join Alexander, and to

be added to the company at Babylon.
1 At the same time

the mortality among them was probably considerable;

since, in accompanying Alexander, they endured even more
than the prodigious fatigues which he imposed upon him-

self. 2 The training in this corps was a preparation first

for becoming Body-Guards of Alexander, next, for ap-

pointment to the great and important military commands.

Accordingly, it had been the first stage of advancement to

most of the Diadochi, or great officers of Alexander, who
after his death carved kingdoms for themselves out of

his conquests.
It was thus that the native Macedonian force was

enlarged and diversified by Philip, including at _,

his death: 1. Thephalanx, Foot-campanions, or auxiliaries

general mass ofheavy infantry, drilled to the use rG
j?

oia
^

of the long two-handed pike or sarissa 2. The ThessaHan

Hypaspists, or lighter-armed corps of foot- cavalry7r
j
r

.

J
ml_

.
, rwomans

guards 3. The companions, or heavy cavalry, iiiyrians

the ancient indigenous force consisting of the
Jhracians,

more opulent or substantial Macedonians 4. The

lighter cavalry, lancers, or Sarissophori. With these were

joined foreign auxiliaries of great value. The Thessalians,
whom Philip had partly subjugated and partly gained over,
furnished him with a body of heavy cavalry not inferior to

the native Macedonian. From various parts of Greece he
derived hoplites, volunteers taken into his pay, armed with
the full-sized shield and one-handed pike. From the war-
like tribes of Thracians, Pseonians, Iiiyrians, &c., whom he
had subdued around him, he levied contingents of light

troops of various descriptions,peltasts, bowmen, darters, &c.,
all excellent in their way, and eminently serviceable to his

combinations, in conjunction with the heavier masses. Last-

ly , Philip had completed his military arrangements by

quitted him until the moment when Euripides, to be flogged (Aristotle,
he surrendered himself to the Bo- Folit. v. 8, 13).

mans (Livy, xlv. 6). i

Qurtius, v. 6, 42; Diodor. xvii.
An au illustration of the scour- 55.

ging, applied as a punishment to i iffe rea<i this about the youth-
these young Macedonians of rank, fui Philippus, brother of Lysima-
see the case of Dekamnichus, chus (Curtius, viii. 2, 36).
handed over by king Archelaus to
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organising what may be called an effective siege-train for

sieges as well as for battles; a stock of projectile and batter-

ing machines, superior to anything at that time extant. We
find this artillery used by Alexander in the very first year
of his reign, in his campaign against the Illyrians.

l Even in

his most distant Indian marches, he either carried it with

him, or had the means of constructing new engines for the
occasion. There was no part of his military equipment
more essential to his conquests. The victorious sieges of

Alexander are among his most memorable exploits.
To all this large, multifarious and systematised array

of actual force, are to be added the civil estab-

lishments, the depots, magazines of arms, pro-
v*si n f r remounts, drill officers and adjutants,

&c., indispensable for maintaining it in constant

training and efficiency. At the time of Philip's accession,
Pella was an unimportant place;

2 at his death, it was not

only strong as a fortification and place of deposit for regal
treasure, but also the permanent centre, war-office, and

training quarters, of the greatest military force then known.
The military registers as well as the traditions of Macedo-
nian discipline were preserved there until the fall of the

monarchy. 3
Philip had employed his life in organising this

powerful instrument of dominion. His revenues, large as

they were, both from mines and from tributary conquests,
had been exhausted in the work, so that he had left at his

decease a debt of 500 talents. But his son Alexander found
the instrument ready-made, with excellent officers, and
trained veterans for the front ranks of his phalanx.

4

This scientific organisation of military force, on a large
Macedon- scale and with all the varieties of arming and
ian apti- equipment made to cooperate for one end, is the

purely great fact of Macedonian history. Nothing of

miiitar
7"" *^e same kind an^ magnitude had ever before

pride stood been seen. The Macedonians, like Epirots and
to them in

^Etolians, had no other aptitude or marking qua-
natjouai lity except those of soldiership. Their rude and
sentiment, scattered tribes manifest no definite political

1
Arrian, i. 6, 17. mcnts of Seleukus Nikator at Apa-

' Demosthendg, De Corona, p. 247. meia in Syria, and those of Philip

Livy, xlii.61; xliv. 46, also the at Pella in Macedonia.

comparison in Strabo, xvi. p. 752,
4
Justin, xi. 6. About the debt

between the military establish- of 500 talents left by Philip, see
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institutions and little sentiment of national brotherhood;
their union was mainly that of occasional fellowship in arms
under the king as chief. Philip the son of Amyntas was
the first to organise this military union into a system per-

manently and efficaciously operative, achieving by means
of it conquests such as to create in the Macedonians acommon
pride of superiority in arms, which served as substitute for

political institutions or nationality. Such pride was still

farther exalted by the really superhuman career of Alex-
ander. The Macedonian kingdom was nothing but a well-

combined military machine, illustrating the irresistible su-

periority of the rudest men, trained in arms and conducted

by an ablegeneral, not merely over undisciplined multitudes,
but also over free, courageous, and disciplined citizenship,
with highly gifted intelligence.

During the winter of 335-334 B.C., after the destruction

of Thebes and the return of Alexander from
B o 334

Greece to Pella, his final preparations were ,
j c ii A j.- j-i- mi nr Measures of

made tor the Asiatic expedition. The Mace- Alexander
donian army, with the auxiliary contingents previous to
-i ,- , P

*
,-,.

J
i_ -P, . his depar-

destined for this enterprise, were brought to- ture for

gether early in the spring. Antipater, one of
-^

si *-

the oldest and ablest officers of Philip, was ie?t 'as*

6 '

appointed to act as viceroy of Macedonia during vice-roy at

the king's absence. A military force, stated at

12,000 infantry and 1500 cavalry,
1 was left with him to

keep down the cities of Greece, to resist aggressions from
the Persian fleet, and to repress discontents at home.
Such discontents were likely to be instigated by leading
Macedonians or pretenders to the throne, especially as

Alexander had no direct heir: and we are told that Anti-

pater and Parmenio advised postponement of the expedi-
tion until the young king could leave behind him an heir

of his own lineage.
2 Alexander overruled these represen-

tations, yet he did not disdain to lessen the perils at home
by putting to death such men as he principally feared or

mistrusted, especially the kinsmen of Philip's last wife

Kleopatra.
3 Of the dependent tribes around, the most

the words of Alexander, Arrian,vii.
' Diodor. xvii. 17.

9, 10. Diodorus affirms (xvi. 8) that * Diodor. xvii. 16.

Philip's annual return from the 3
Justin, xi. 5. "Proficiscens ad

gold mines was 10CO talents
;

a Persicum bellum omnes novercse

total not much to be trusted. suse cognates, quos Philippus in
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energetic chiefs accompanied his army into Asia, either by
their own preference or at his requisition. After these pre-
cautions, the tranquillity of Macedonia was entrusted to

the prudence and fidelity of Antipater, which were still

farther ensured by the fact that three of his sons accom-

panied the king's army and person.
> Though unpopular

in his deportment,
2 Antipater discharged the duties of his

very responsible position with zeal and ability; notwith-

standing the dangerous enmity of Olympias, against whom
he sent many complaints to Alexander when in Asia, while
she on her side wrote frequent but unavailing letters with a

view to ruin him in the esteem of her son. After a long
period of unabated confidence, Alexander began during
the last years of his life to dislike and mistrust Antipater.
He always treated Olympias with the greatest respect;

trying however to restrain her from meddling with politi-
cal affairs, and complaining sometimes of her imperious
exigences and violence. 3

excelsiorem dignitatis locum pro-
vehens imperils praefecerat, inter-

fecit. Sed nee suis, qui apti regno
videbantur, pepercit; ne qua mat e-

ria seditionis procul se agente in

Macedonia remaneret." Compare
also xii. 6, -where the Pausanias

mentioned as having been put to

death by Alexander is not the as-

sassin of Philip. Pausanias was a

common Macedonian name (see

Diodor. xvi. 93).

I see no reason for distrusting
the general fact here asserted by
Justin. We know from Arrian (who
mentioned the fact incidentally in

his work TO (xeTo 'AX4av6pov, though
he says nothing about it in hia

account of the expedition of Alex-

ander see Photius, Cod. 92. p. 220)

that Alexander put to death, in

the early period of his reign, his

first cousin and brother-in-law

Amyntas. Much less would he

scruple to kill the friends or re-

latives of Kleopatra. Neither Alex-
ander nor Antipater would account
such proceeding anything else than
a reasonable measure of prudential

policy. By the Macedonian com-
mon law, when a man was found

guilty of treason, all his relatives

were condemned to die along with

him (Curtius, vi. 11, 20).

Plutarch (De Fort un a Alex. Magn.
p. 342) has a general allusion to

these precautionary executions or-

dered by Alexander. Fortune (ho

says) imposed upon Alexander 8si-

vrjv itf,6s avSpae 6|xo<p6Xou xol juy-

YVI(; 8ia spovou xal aiS^pou xalitupoc

dvafxTjv ajiOvT)?, aTepwfaTatov TeXo;

ijrouaav.
1 Kassander commanded a corps

ofThracians and Peeonians: lollas

and Pbilippus were attached to the

king's person (Arrian, vii. 27, 2;

Justin, xii. 14; Diodor. xvii. 17).
*
Justin, xvi. 1, 14. "Antipatrum

amariorem semper ministrum

regni, quamipsos reges, fuisse,"&c.

Plutarch, Alexand. 25-39; Ar-

rian, vii. 12, 12. He was wont to

say, that his mother exacted from
him a heavy house rent for his do-

micile of ten months.

Kleopatra also (sister of Alexan-
der and daughter of Olym^ias)
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The army intended for Asia, having been assembled
at Pella, was conducted by Alexander himself

first to Amphipolis, where it crossed the Stry- (April).

mon; next along the road near the coast to the March of

river Nestus and to the towns of Abdera and to the"

Maroneia; then through Thrace across the rivers Heiie-

Hebrus and Melas
; lastly, through the Thracian passage

Chersonese to Sestos. Here it was met by his across to

fleet consisting of 160 triremes, with a number
of trading vessels besides,

l made up in large proportions
from contingents furnished by Athens and Grecian cities. 2

The passage of the whole army infantry, cavalry, and

machines, on ships, across the strait from Sestos in Europe
to Abydos in Asia was superintended by Parmenio, and

accomplished without either difficulty or resistance. But
Alexander himself, separating from the army at Sestos,
went down to Elseus at the southern extremity of the

Chersonese. Here stood the chapel and sacred precinct
of the hero Protesilaus, who was slain by Hektor; having
been the first Greek (according to the legend of the Trojan
war) who touched the shore of Troy. Alexander, whose

imagination was then full ofHomeric reminiscences, offered

sacrifice to the hero, praying that his own disembarkation

might terminate more auspiciously.
He then sailed across in the admiral's trireme, steering

with his own hand, to the landing-place near visit of

Ilium called the Harbour of the Achseans. At Alexander

mid-channel of the strait, he sacrificed a bull,
*

with libations out of a golden goblet, to Poseidon and the

Nereids. Himself too in full armour, he was the first (like

Protesilaus) to tread the Asiatic shore; but he found no

enemy like Hektor to meet him. From hence, mounting
the hill on which Ilium was placed, he sacrificed to the

patron-goddess Athene; and deposited in her temple his

own panoply, taking in exchange some of the arms said to

have been worn by the heroes in the Trojan war, which he
caused to be carried by guards along with him in his

exercised considerable influence ia court to her (Memnon, Heracl. c,

the government. Dionysius, despot 4. ap. Photium, Cod. 224).

ofthePonticHerakleia, maintained > Arrian, i. 11, 9.

himself against opposition in his l The Athenians furnished twenty
government, during Alexander's ships of war, Diodor. xvii. 22.

life, mainly by paying assiduous
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subsequent battles. Among other real or supposed monu-
ments of this interesting legend, the Ilians showed to him
the residence of Priam with its altar of Zeus Herkeios,
where that unhappy old king was alleged to have been slain

by Neoptolemus. Numbering Neoptolemus among his

ancestors, Alexander felt himself to be the object of

Priam's yet unappeased wrath; and accordingly offered

sacrifice to him at the same altar, for the purpose of ex-

piation and reconciliation. On the tomb and monumental
column of Achilles, father of Neoptolemus, he not only

placed a decorative garland, but also went through the

customary ceremony of anointing himself with oil and

running naked up to it: exclaiming how much he envied

the lot of Achilles, who had been blest during life with a

faithful friend, and after death with a great poet to

celebrate his exploits. Lastly, to commemorate his

crossing, Alexander erected permanent altars in honour
of Zeus, Athene, and Herakles; both on the point of

Europe which his army had quitted, and on that of Asia
where it had landed. l

The proceedings of Alexander, on the ever-memorable

Analogy of site of Ilium, are interesting as they reveal one

t

1

th
ander 8^e ^ kis imposing character the vein of

Greek legendary sympathy and religious sentiment
heroes. wherein alone consisted his analogy with the

1
Arrian, i. 11; Plutarch Alexand. p. 742, ed. Olearius 8p6(xoi; 8'

15; Justin, xi. 6. The ceremony Of eppu9[xio|j.svot<; auvrjXdXa^ov, dvaxo-

running up to the column ofAchilles Xouvtsi; TOV 'Ay_iXXea, Ac., and the

still subsisted in the time of Pin- pages preceding and following),
tarch aXt'^a|isvOc; Xlita xal (XSTO Diksearchus (Fragm. 19, ed.Didot,

T<I>v4Taipu)vauvavot8 p<r|A(b vfupLVO;, ap. Athenteum, ziii. p. 603) had

ffxcp i4oc iff T t V) &c. The words treated in a special work about the

here seem to imply that this mo- sacrifices offered to AthSne at Ilium
numental column was placed on (IIspl rrj? ev 'IXitu Qooia;) hy Alex-
an eminence, and that it was used ander, and hy many others hefore

as a goal for runners to run up to him
; by Xerx8s (Herodot. vii. 43),

in matches at the festivals. Philo- who offered up 1000 oxen by Min-

stratus, five centuries after Alex- darus (Xenoph. Hellen. i. 1,4, &c.).

ander, conveys a vivid picture of In describing the proceedings of

the numerous legendary and reli- Alexander at Ilium, Dikaearchus

gious associations connected with appears to have dwelt much on
the plain of Troy and with the the warm sympathy which that

tomb of Protesilaus at Elteus, and prince exhibited for the affection

of the many rites and ceremonies between Achilles and Patroklus'-

performed there even in his time which sympathy Diktcarchus illu-

(Philostrat. Heroica, xix. 14, 15. stratedby characterisingAlexander
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Greeks. The young Macedonian prince had nothing of

that sense of correlative right and obligation which char-

acterised the free Greeks of the city community. But he
was in many points a reproduction of the heroic Greeks, l

his warlike ancestors in legend, Achilles and Neoptolemus,
and others of that JEakid race, unparalleled in the attri-

butes of force a man of violent impulse in all directions,
sometimes generous, often vindictive ardent in his indi-

vidual affections both of love and hatred, but devoured

especially by an inextinguishable pugnacity, appetite for

conquest, and thirst for establishing at all cost his superior-

ity of force over others "Jura negat sibi nata, nihil non

arrogat armis" taking pride, not simply in victorious

generalship and direction of the arms of soldiers, but also

in the personal forwardness of an Homeric chief, the

foremost to encounter both danger and hardship. To
dispositions resembling those of Achilles, Alexander in-

deed added one attribute of a far higher order. As a

general, he surpassed his age in provident and even long-

sighted combinations. With all his exuberant courage
and sanguine temper, nothing was ever omitted in the way
of systematic military precaution. Thus much he borrowed,

though with many improvements of his own, from Grecian

intelligence as applied to soldiership. But the character
and dispositions, which he took with him to Asia, had the

features, both striking and repulsive, of Achilles, rather
than those of Agesilaus or Epaminondas.

The army, when reviewed on the Asiatic Review and

shore after its crossing, presented a total of the Mace-

30,000 infantry, and 4500 cavalry, thus distri- donian
1,1 * * J ' army m
buted: Asia.

INTANTBT.
Macedonian phalanx and hypaspists ......... 12,000

Allies .................. 7,000
Mercenaries ................ 5,000

Under the command of Parmenio ........ . . 24,000
Odryssians, Triballi (both Thracians), and Illyrians . . 6,000
Agrianes and archers ............... 1,000

Total Infantry ....... . 30,000

^xixavu),:, and by recount-
"AXxrjv (xJv Tap ISioxev

'

ing his public admiration for the
Aiaxl8T)3i,

eunuch Bagoas: compare Curtius, Noov 8' 'A|j!u9aovt8ai<;, itXoirrov 5
1

x. i. 25-about Bag6as.
ijtop

.

'ArpetS^aiv.
Plutarch

, Fort. Al M. ii. p 334. Hesiod R nt> 223 ed .

B^J^TOxdX^, 8atoUrriT41H<
Marktscheffel.)

TauTTjv eyw; Tsyviqv rcpoyoviXTiv dn'

Alaxi$u>v &o.
' kike Achilles, Alexander was dig-
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CAVALRY.
Macedonian heavy under Philotas son of Parmenio . . 1,500
Thessaliau (also heavy) under Kallas 1,600
Miscellaneous Grecian under Eripyius 600
Thracian and Pseonian (light) under Kassander . . . . 900

Total cavalry 4,500

Such seems the most trustworthy enumeration of Alex-
ander's first invading army. There were however other

accounts, the highest of which stated as much as 43,000 in-

fantry with 4000 cavalry.
J Besides these troops, also, there

must have been an effective train of projectile machines and

engines, for battles and sieges, which we shall soon find in

operation. As to money, the military chest of Alexander,
exhausted in part by profuse donatives to his Macedonian

officers,
2 was as poorly furnished as that of Napoleon Buo-

naparte on first entering Italy for his brilliant campaign
of 1796. According to Aristobulus, he had with him only
seventy talents; according to another authority, no more
than the means of maintaining his army for thirty days.
Nor had he even been able to bring together his auxiliaries,
or complete the outfit of his army, without incurring a debt
of 800 talents, in addition to that of 500 talents contracted

by his father Philip.
3 Though Plutarch * wonders at the

smallnessof the force with which Alexander contemplated

6000" (Ex. Al. i. 11, 4). AnaximenJs
alleged 43,000 infantry, with 5600

cavalry. Kallisthenes (ap. Poly-
bium, xii. 19) stated 40,000 infantry,
with 4500 cavalry. Justin (xi. 6)

gives 32,000 infantry, with 4600

cavalry.

My statement in the text follows
Di od or us,who stand s distinguished,
by recounting not merely the total,
but the component items besides.
In regard to the total of infantry,
he agrees with Ptolemy and Ari-

stobulus: as to cavalry, his state-

ment is a mean between the two.
1
Plutarch, Alexand. 15.

*
Arrian, vii. 9, 10 the speech

which he puts in the mouth of Alex-
ander himself and Curtius, x. 2, 24.

Onesikritus stated that Alexander
owed at this time a debt of 200

talents (Plutarch, Alex. 15).
4
Plutarch, Port. Alex. M. i. p.

327; Justin, xi. 6.

tinguished for swiftness of foot

(Plutarch, Fort. Al. M. i. p. 331).
1 Diodor. xvii. 17. Plutarch (Alex-

and. 16) says that the highest
numbers which he had read of,

were, 43,000 infantry with 5000

cavalry: the lowest numbers, 30,000

infantry with 4000 cavalryCassuming
the correction of Sintenis, TSTpaxu-

)riXiou in place of itsvTocxiayOlouc
to be well founded, as it probably
is compare Plutarch, Fort. Alex.
M. i. p. 327).

According to Plutarch (Fort. Al.

M. p. 327), both Ptolemy and Ari-

stobulus stated the number of in-

fantry to be 30,000; but Ptolemy
gave the cavalry as50 :0,Aristobulus,
as only 4000. Nevertheless Arrian
who professes to follow ma:nly

Ptolemy and Aristobulus whenever

they agree states the number of

infantry as "not much more than

80,000; the cavalry as more than
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the execution of such great projects, yet the fact is, that in

infantry he was far above any force which the Persians had
to oppose him; J not to speak of comparative discipline and

organisation, surpassing even that of the Grecian merce-

naries, who formed the only good infantry in the Persian

service; while his cavalry, though inferior as to number,
was superior in quality and in the shock of close combat.

Most of the officers exercising important command
in Alexander's army were native Macedonians.

ohiefMaoe-
His intimate personal friend Hephsestion, as well donian

as his body-guards Leonnatus and Lysimachus,
omoer8<

were natives ofPella: Ptolemy thesonofLagus, andPithon,
were Eordians from Upper Macedonia; Kraterus andPer-

dikkas, from thedistrict ofUpper Macedonia called Orestis;
2

Antipater with his son Kassander, Kleitus son of Dropides,
Parmenio with his two sonsPhilotas andNikanor, Seleukus,
Koenus, Amyntas, Philippus (these two last names were
borne by more than one person), Antigonus, Neoptolemus,

3

Meleager, Peukestes, &c., all these seem to have beennative
Macedonians. All or most ofthem had been trained to war,
under Philip, in whose service Parmenio and Antipater
especially, had occupied a high rank.

Of the many Greeks in Alexander's service, we hear
offew in important station. Medius, aThessalian Greeks in

from Larissa,was among his familiar companions;
Alexander's

but the ablest and most distinguished of all was EumenSs of

Eumenes, a native of Kardia in the Thracian Kardia.

Chersonese. Eumenes, combining an excellent Grecian edu-

cation with bodily activity and enterprise, had attracted

when a young man the notice of Philip, and had been

appointed as his secretary. After discharging these duties

for seven years until the death of Philip, he was continued

by Alexander in the post of chief secretary during the whole
of that king's life. 4 He conducted most of Alexander's

correspondence, and the daily record of his proceedings,
which was kept under the name of the Royal Ephemerides.

1
Arrian, i. 13, 4. compare Justin, xv. 8,

*
Arrian, vi. 28, 6; Arrian, In- Neoptolemus belonged, like

dica, 18
; Justin, xv. 34. Porphyry Alexander himself, to the .SEakid

(Fragrn.ap.Synoellum,Frag.Histor. gens (Arrian, ii. 27, 9).

Grseo. vol. iii. p. 695698) speaks Plutarch, Eumeues, c. 1
; Cor-

of Lysimachus as aThessalian from nelius Nepos, Eumen. o. 1.

Kranon; but this must be a mistake:
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But though his special duties were thus of a civil character,
he was not less eminent as an officer in the field. Occasion-

ally entrusted with high military command, he received

from Alexander signal recompenses and tokens of esteem.

In spite of these great qualities or perhaps in consequence
of them he was the object of marked jealousy and dislike l

on the part of the Macedonians, from Hephsestion the

friend, and Neoptolemus the chief armour-bearer, of Alex-

ander, down to the principal soldiers of the phalanx. Neo-

ptolemus despised Eumenes as an unwarlike penman. The
contemptuous pride with which Macedonians had now come
to look down on Greeks, is a notable characteristic of the

victorious army of Alexander, as well as a new feature in

history; retorting the ancient Hellenic sentiment, in

which Demosthenes, a few years before, had indulged towards
the Macedonians. 2

Though Alexander had been allowed to land in Asia

Persian unopposed, an army was already assembled under
forces the Persian satraps within a few days' march of

Memnon
and

Abydos. Since the reconquest of Egypt and
the Bho- Phenicia, about eight or nine years before, by

the Persian king Ochus, the power of that empire
had been restored to a point equal to any anterior epoch
since the repulse of Xerxes from Greece. The Persian

successes in Egypt had been achieved mainly by the arms
of Greek mercenaries, under the conduct and through the

craft of the Hhodian general Mentor; who, being seconded

by the preponderant influence of the eunuch Bagoas, con-

fidential minister ofOchus, obtained not onlyample presents,
but also the appointment of military commander on the

Hellespont and the Asiatic seaboard. 3 He procured the

recall of his brother Memnon, who with his brother-in-law

Artabazushad been obliged to leave Asia from unsuccessful

revolt against the Persians, and had found shelter with

1
Arrian, vii. 13, 1; Plutarch, itpirepov irplaoQai.

Earn. 2, 8, 8, 10. Compare this with the excla-
1 Demosth. Philip, iii. p. 119, mationa of the Macedonian soldiers

respecting Philip 06 jx6vov ob% (called Argyraspides) against their

"EXXijvo? ivro? , o68s itpooV)xo-no distinguished chief Euraenes, call-

ouSev -ot "EXXiqaiv, oXX' ou8s f$ap- ing him Xsp
1

povT)aiTT]<; 6Xe9pOi; (Plu-

Pdpou ivTEofiev ?9sv naXov elitslv, tarch,Eumenes, 18).

dXX" iXeGpou Maxe8ovO, 59ev *
See, in reference to these in-

oi8' ovSpaitoSov orcouSaiov ouSiv ^v cidents, Chap. XC.
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Philip.
! He farther subdued, by force or by fraud, various

Greek and Asiatic chieftains on the Asiatic coast; among
them, the distinguished Herraeias, friend of Aristotle, and
master of the strong post of Atarneus. 3 These successes

of Mentor seem to have occurred about 343 B.C. He, and
hisbrotherMemnon after him, upheld vigorously the author-

ity of the Persian king in the regions near the Hellespont.
It was probably by them that troops were sent across the

strait both to rescue the besieged town of Perinthus from

Philip, and to act against that prince in other parts of

Thrace;3 that an Asiatic chief, who was intriguing to faci-

litate Philip's intended invasion of Asia, was seized and sent

prisoner to the Persian court; and that envoys from Athens,

soliciting aid against Philip, were forwarded to the same

place.
4

Ochus, though successful in regaining the full extent

of Persian dominion, was a sanguinary tyrant, succession

who shed by wholesale the blood of his family of the Per-

and courtiers. About the year 338 B.C., he died !i
a
ochus-

n

poisoned by the eunuch Bagoas, who placed upon Darius Co-

the throne Arses, one of the king's sons, killing
all the rest. After two years, however, Bagoas conceived
mistrust of Arses, and put him to death also, together with
all his children: thus leaving no direct descendant of the

regal family alive. He then exalted to the throne one of his

friends named Darius Codomannus (descended from one of

the brothers of Artaxerxes Mnemon), who had acquired
glory, in a recent war against the Kadusians, by killing in

single combat a formidable champion of the enemy's army.
Presently, however, Bagoas attempted to poison Darius
also

;
but the latter, detecting the snare, forced him to drink

the deadly draught himself. 5 In spite of such murders and

1 Diodor. xvi. 62
j Curtius, vi. 4,

* Letter of Alexander, addressed

26; vi. 5,2. Curtius mentions also to Darius after the battle of Issus

Manapis, another Persian exile, apnd Arrian. ii. 14, 7. Other troops
who had fled from Ochus to Philip, sent by the Persians into Thrace

1 Diodor. xvi. 62. About the (besides those despatched to the

strength of the fortress of Atarneus, relief of Perinthus), are here al-

see Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 2, 11; luded to.

Diodor. xiii. 65. It had been held Demosthen&s, Philippic, iv. p
in defiance of the Persians, even 139, 140; EpistolaPhilippi apud De-
before the time of Hermeias mosthen. p. 160.

Compare also Isokrates, Or. iv. 5 Diodor. xvii. 5; Justin, x. 3;

CPanegyr.) s. 167. Curtius, x. 6, 22.

VOL. XI. 2 D
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change in the line of succession, which Alexander afterwards

reproached to Darius
,

* the authority of Darius seems to

have been recognised, without any material opposition,

throughout all the Persian empire.

Succeeding to the throne in the early part of B.C. 336,
when Philip was organising the projected inva-

lids"*" sion of Persia, and when the first Macedonian
Darius for division underParmenio and Attains was alreadydefence. , . A T\ j

making war in Asia Darius prepared measures
of defence at home, and tried to encourage anti-Macedonian
movements in Greece. 2 On the assassination of Philip by
Pausanias, the Persian king publicly proclaimed himself

(probably untruly) ashaving instigated the deed, and alluded

in contemptuous terms to the youthful Alexander.
3 Conceiv-

ing the danger from Macedonia to be past, he imprudently
slackened his efforts and withheld his supplies during the
first months of Alexander's reign, when the latter might
have been seriously embarrassed in Greece and in Europe by
the effective employment of Persian ships and money. But
the recent successes of Alexander in Thrace, Illyria, and

Bcsotia, satisfied Darius that the danger was not past, so that

he resumed his preparations for defence. The Phenician
fleet was ordered to be equipped; the satraps in Phrygia
and Lydia got together a considerable force, consisting in

part of Grecian mercenaries; while Memnon, on the sea-

board, was furnished with the means of taking 5000 ofthese

mercenaries under his separate command. 4

We cannot trace with any exactness the course of these
Operations events during the nineteen months between
of Memnon A1 -, . . j i_- i j- A -

before Alexander's accession and his landing m Asia

riv

a
i

ndelt ' 8
(August 336 B.C. to March or April 334 B.C.).

We learn generally that Memnon was active

und even aggressive on the north-eastern coast of the

jEgean. Marching northward from his own territory (the

region of Assus or Atarneus skirting the Gulf of Adra-

myttium 5
) across the range of Mount Ida, he came suddenly

upon the town of Kyzikus on the Propontis. He failed, how-

ever, though only by a little, in his attempt to surprise it,

'Arrian, ii. 14, 10. i, 17,9. tni TVjv ^tupav TTJV Msfivovos
1 Diodor. xvii. 7.

*
Arrian, ii. litsji'^sv which doubtless means

!4, 11. this region , conquered by Mentor
4 Diodor xvii. 7. from Hermeias of Atarneus.
5 Diodor. xvii. 7: compare Arrian,
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and was forced to content himself with a rich booty from
the district around. The Macedonian generals Parmenio
and Kallas had crossed into Asia with bodies of troops. Par-

menio, acting in JEolis, took Grynium, but was compelled
by Memnon to raise the siege of Pitane; while Kallas, in

the Troad, was attacked, defeated, and compelled to retire

to Bhceteium. 2

"We thus see that during the season preceding the land-

ing
of Alexander, the Persians were in consider-

able force, and Memnon both active and success- Of
P
th

r

ePe
ful even against the Macedonian generals, on the Bians at sea:

2i_ , c ,i_ I.-, mu -
i. i their im-

region north-east of the .^Egean. This may help prudence in

to explain that fatalimprudence, whereby thePer- letting
... j A i j -Ai. j. Alexander

sians permitted Alexander to carry over without cross the

opposition his grand army into Asia, in the spring Hellespont

of334 B.c.They possessed amplemeans ofguarding
the Hellespont, had they chosen to bring up their fleet,

which, comprising as it did the force of the Phenician

towns, was decidedly superior to any naval armament at

the disposal of Alexander. The Persian fleet actually came
into the JEgean a few weeks afterwards. Now Alexander's

designs, preparations, and even intended time of march,
must have been well known not merely to Memnon, but to

the Persian satraps in Asia Minor, who had got together
troops to oppose him. These satraps unfortunately supposed
themselves to be a match for him in the field, disregard-

ing the pronounced opinion of Memnon to the contrary,
and even overruling his prudent advice by mistrustful and
calumnious imputations.

At the time of Alexander's landing, a powerful Persian

force was already assembled near Zeleia in the Persian

Hellespontine Phrygia, undercommand ofArsites sembie^ in

the Phrygian satrap, supported by several other Phrygia,

leading Persians Spithridates (satrap of Lydia ^uss'and"
and Ionia), Pharnakes, Atizyes, Mithridates, others.

Bheomithres, Niphates, Petines, &c. Forty of these men
were of high rank (denominated kinsmen of Darius), and

distinguished for personal valour. The greater number of

the army consisted of cavalry, including Medes, Baktrians,

1 Diodor. xvii. 7; Polyaenus ,
v. of military operations near Mag-

34, 6. nesia, between Parmenio and Mem-
1 Diodor. xvii. 7. "We read also non (Polysenus, v. 34, 4).

2 D 2
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Hyrkanians, Kappadokians, Paphlagonians, &c. ' In cavalry

they greatly outnumbered Alexander; but their infantry
was much inferior in number, 2 composed however, in large

proportion, of Grecian mercenaries. The Persian total is

given by Arrian as 20,000cavalry, and nearly 20,000 merce-

nary foot; by Diodorus as 10,000 cavalry, and 100,000 in-

fantry; by Justin even at 600,000. The numbers ofArrian
are the more credible; in those of Diodorus the total of

infantry is certainly much above the truth that of ca-

valry probably below it.

Memnon, who was present with his sons and with his

own division, earnestly dissuaded the Persian

Memnon
f

leaders from hazarding a battle. Reminding
to avoid' them that the Macedonians were not only much

hfnd^andto superior in infantry, but also encouraged by
empi'oy the the leadership of Alexander he enforced the

aggressive necessity of employing their numerous cavalry
warfare in to destroy the forage and provisions, and if ne-

ana
C

Greece. cessary, even towns themselves in order to

render any considerable advance of the invading
force impracticable. While keeping strictly on the defensive

in Asia, he recommended that aggressive war should be
carried into Macedonia; that the fleet should be brought
up, a powerful land-force put aboard, and strenuous efforts

made, not only to attack the vulnerable points of Alex-
ander at home, but also to encourage active hostility

against him from the Greeks and other neighbours.
3

Had his plan been energetically executed by Persian
arms and money, we can hardly doubt that Antipater in

1 Diodor. xvii. 18, 19; Arrian, i. retreat and destruction of the

12, 14; i. 16, 5. country; which, if adopted alone,
1
Arrian, i. 12, 16 ;

i. 13, 4. could hardly have been reckoned

Compare the policy recommend- upon for success, in starving out
ed by Memnon, as set forth in Alexander, and might reasonably
Arrian (i. 12, 16), and in Diodorus he called in question by the Per-

(xvii. 18). The superiority of Dio- sian generals. Moreover, we should
dorus is here incontestable. He form but a poor idea ofMemnon's
proclaims distinctly both the de- ability ,

if in this emergency he
fensive and the offensive side of neglected to avail himself of the

Memnon s policy; which, when irresistible Persian fleet,

taken together, form a scheme of I notice the rather this point of

operations no less effective than superiority of Diodorus, because

prudent. But Arrian omits all no- recent critics have manifested a

tice of the offensive policy ,
and tendency to place too exclusive a

mentions only the defensive the confidence in Arrian , and to dis-
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Macedonia would speedily have found himself pressed by
serious dangers and embarrassments, and that Alexander
would have been forced to come back and protect his own
dominions; perhaps prevented by the Persian fleet from

bringing back his whole army. At any rate, his schemes of

Asiatic invasion must for the time have been suspended.
But hewas rescued from this dilemma by the igno- Arsites re-

rance, pride, and pecuniary interests of the Per- Jects Mem-

sian leaders. Unable to appreciate Alexander's vic'e^and"

military supei'iority, and conscious at the same determines

time of their own personal bravery, they re-
to fight *

pudiated the proposition of retreat as dishonourable, in-

sinuating that Memnoh desired to prolong the war in order
to exalt his own importance in the eyes of Darius. This
sentiment of military dignity was farther strengthened by
the fact, that the Persian military leaders, deriving all their

revenues from the land, would have been impoverished by
destroying the landed produce. Arsites, in whose territory
the army stood, and upon whom the scheme would first take

effect, haughtily announced that he would notpermit a single
house in it to be burnt. 1 Occupying the same satrapy as

Pharnabazus had possessed sixty years before, he felt that
he would be reduced to the same straits as Pharnabazus
under the pressure of Agesilaus "of not being able to

procure a dinner in his own country."
2 The proposition of

Memnon was rejected, and it was resolved to await the ar-

rival of Alexander on the banks of the river Grranikus.

This unimportant stream, commemorated in the Iliad,
and immortalised by its association with the name of

Alexander, takes its rise from one of the heights of Mount
Ida near Skepsis,

3 and flows northward into the Propontis,
which it reaches at a point somewhat east of the Greek town
of Parium. It is of no great depth: near the point where
the Persians encamped, it seems to have been fordable in

creditalmostallallegationsrespect- set up as the only trustworthy

ing Alexander except such as witness.

Arrian either certifies or coun- '
Arrian, i. 12, 18.

tenances. Arrian is a very valu- * Xenophon, Hellenic, iv. 1. 83.

able historian ; he has the merit *
Strabo, xii. p. 602. The rivers

of giving us plain narrative without Skamander, JEsepus, and Granikus,

rhetoric, which contrasts favour- all rise from the same height, called

ably both with Diodorus and with Kotylus. This comes from Deme-
C.irHns; but he must not be trius, a native of Skepsis.
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many places; but its right bank was somewhat high and

steep, thus offering obstruction to an enemy's

jjjan/take attack. The Persians, marching forward from

post on the Zeleia, took up a position near the eastern side

"u"
Granl"

f *ke Granikus, where the last declivities of

Mount Ida descend into the plain of Adrasteia,
a Greek city, situated between Priapus and Parium. 1

MeanwhileAlexander marched onward towards thispo-

Aiexander sition, from Arisbe (where he had reviewed his

reaches the army) on the first day to Perkote, on the se-

a
J

n
r

d
n
re
kUi" cond to the river Praktius, on the third to Her-

soives to motus; receiving on his way the spontaneous

passage'at
surrender of the town of Priapus. Aware that

once, in the enemy was not far distant, he threw out in

dTssnasion* advance a body of scouts under Amyntas, con-
of Parme- sisting of four squadrons of light cavalry and one

of the heavy Macedonian (Companion) cavalry.
From Hermotus (the fourth day from Arisbe) he marched
towards the Granikus, in careful order, with his main pha-
lanx in double files, his cavalry on each wing, and the bag-

gage in the rear. On approaching the river, he made his

dispositions for immediate attack, though Parmenio advised

waiting until the next morning. Knowing well, like Memnon
on the other side, that the chances of a pitched battle were
all against the Persians, he resolved to leave them no op-

portunity of decamping during the night.
In Alexander's array, the phalanx or heavy infantry

Disposition
formed the central body. The six Taxeis or divi-

of the two sions, of which it consisted, were commanded

(reckoning from right to left) by Perdikkas,
Kcenus, Amyntas son of Andromenes, Philippus, Meleager,
andKraterus. 2 Immediately on the rightof the phalanx, were
the hypaspistse, or light infantry, under Nikanor son of
Parmenio then the light horse or lancers, the Paeonians,

' Diodor. xvii. 18, 19. Ot P<ipPpOt, words ISTS ercl TO (isaov TTJ? o[/Lit4a7i<

rrjv &7t(bpeiav xaTet>.7]|A|Aevoi ,
Ac. Toeu> seem to prove that there

"prima congressio in campis Adra- were three -rotate of the phalanx
stiig fuit." Justin, xi. 6; compare (Kraterus,Meleager, and Philippus)

Strabo, xiii. p. 687, 588. included in the left half of the
1 Arrian

, i. 14, 3. The text of army and three others (Perdikkas,
Arrian is not clear. The name of Koenus, and Amyntas) in the right
Kraterus occurs twice. Various half; while the words itrt Si, i]

explanations are proposed. The KpaTipou TOU 'AXtEitSpoa appear
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and the Apolloniate squadron of Companion-cavalry com-
manded by the Ilarch Sokrates, all under Amyntas son of

Arrhibseus lastly the full body of Companion-cavalry, the

bowmen and the Agrianian darters, all under Philotas

(son of Parmenio), whose division formed the extreme

right. The left flank of the phalanx was in like manner

protected by three distinct divisions of cavalry or lighter

troops first, by the Thracians, under Agathon next, by
the cavalry of the allies, under Philippus son of Mene-
laus lastly, by the Thessalian cavalry, under Kallas, whose
division formed the extreme left. Alexander himself took
the command of the right, giving that of the left to Par-

menio; by right and left are meant the two halves of the

army, each of them including three Taxeis or divisions of

the phalanx with the cavalry on its flank for there was
no recognized centre under a distinct command. On the

other side of the Granikus, the Persian cavalry lined the

bank. The Medes and Baktrians were on their right, under
Rheomithres the Paphlagonians and Hyrkanians in the

centre, under Arsites and Spithridates on the left were
Memnon and Arsamenes with their divisions. 2 The Persian

infantry, both Asiatic and Grecian, were kept back in

reserve
;
the cavalry alone being relied upon to dispute the

passage of the river.

In this array, both parties remained for some time,

watching each other in anxious silence. 3 There Battle of the

being no firing or smoke, as with modern Granikus.

armies, all the details on each side were clearly visible

,$o the other; so that the Persians easily recognized
Alexander himself on the Macedonian right from the

splendour of his armour and military costume, as well

as from the respectful demeanour of those around him.

Their principal leaders accordingly thronged to their own

wrongly inserted. There is no good ther this total includes all then
reason for admitting two distin- present in the field, or only the

guished officers, each named Era- Companion -cavalry we cannot
terus. The name of Philippus and determine (Plutarch, Alex. 16).

his T<X$U is repeated twice; once * Diodor. xvii. 19.

in counting from the right of the '
Arrian, i. 14, 8. Xpovov JJLSV STJ

Ttxcsi;, once again in counting ojArpoTspa Ta aTpaT6|AaTa, ETC' axpou
from the left. TOO noTajj-ou e'iEotuJTs? ,

uno TOU TO
1 Plutarch states that Alexander (iiXXov oxvstv rjjuyiav ftfof xal otvi

struck into the river with thirteen
rjv iroXXyj if' ixotTspwv.

squadrons (TXi) of cavalry. "Whe-
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left, which they reinforced with the main strength of their

cavalry, in order to oppose him personally. Presently he
addressed a few words of encouragement to the troops,
and gave the order for advance. He directed the first

attack to be made by the squadron of Companion-cavalry
whose turn it was on that day to take the lead (the

squadrons of Apollonia, of which Sokrates was captain
commanded on this day by Ptolemseus son of Philippus)

supported by the light horse or Lancers, the Pseonian dart-

ers (infantry), and one division of regularly armed infantry,

seemingly hypaspistge.
* He then himself entered the river,

at the head of the right half of the army, cavalry and in-

fantry, which advanced under sound of trumpets and with
the usual war-shouts. As the occasional depths of water

prevented a straightforward march with one uniform line,

the Macedonians slanted their course suitably to the ford-

able spaces ; keeping their front extended so as to approach
the opposite bank as much as possible in line, and not in

separate columnswith flanks exposed to the Persian cavalry.
2

Not merely the right under Alexander, but also the left

under Parmenio, advanced and crossed in the same move-
ment and under the like precautions.

The foremost detachment under Ptolemy and Amyntas,
on reaching the opposite bank, encountered a strenuous

resistance, concentrated as it was here upon one point.

They found Memnon and his sons with the best of the
Persian cavalry immediately in their front; some on the

summit of the bank, from whence they hurled down their

javelins others down at the water's edge, so as to come to

closer quarters. The Macedonians tried every effort to make

good their landing, and push theirway bymain force through
1
Arrian, i. 14, 9. toy? itpo8po|AOO<; Apparently ,

this passage Xorjv
iititea? mean the same cavalry as del JtopotTewtov TTJV TOIV, ^ itapsiXxs
those who are called (in i. 14, 2) TO peufxa is to be interpreted by

oapiaaocpdpou? iititeac, under Amyii- the phrase which follows, descri-

tas son of Arrhibseus. bing the purpose to be accom-

plished.
*
Arrian, i. 14, 10. AUTO; 6= (Alex- I cannot think that the words

ander) ayu^ TO Se'iov xepac .... imply a movement en echelon
,
as

epipaivsi is TOV itopov, XO;YJV del Rttstow and Kochly contend (Ge-

napoTUvtuv TYJV Taiv
ij itapsTXxe TO schichte des Griechischen Kriegs-

peujiot, Tva 6rj PLTJ exfJalvovTi OOT(J> wesens, p. 271) nor a crossing of

oi lljpaai XOCTOC xspn ffpOBxlxtoiiV] the river against the stream, to

dXXo xol auTot, ti>c dvuaTov, T^J
break the force of the current, as

<pdXYT' 7rpOff|At!jig it0t. is the opinion of others.
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the Persian horse, but in vain. Having both lower ground
and insecure footing, they could make no impression, but
were thrust back with some loss, and retired upon the main

body which Alexander was now bringing across. On his

approaching the shore, the same struggle was renewed
around his person with increased fervour on both sides.

He was himself among the foremost, and all near him were
animated by his example. The horsemen on both sides be-

came jammed together, and the contest was one of physical
force and pressure by man and horse; but the Macedonians
had a great advantage in being accustomed to the use of
the strong close-fighting pike, while the Persian weapon
was the missile javelin. At length the resistance was sur-

mounted, and Alexander, with those around him, gradually

thrusting back the defenders, made good their way up the

high bank to the level ground. At other points the resist-

ance was not equally vigorous. The left and centre of the

Macedonians, crossing at the same time on all practicable

spaces along the whole line, overpowered the Persians sta-

tioned on the slope, and got up to the level ground with

comparative facility.
1 Indeed no cavalry could possibly

stand on the bank to offer opposition to the phalanx with
its array of long pikes, wherever this could reach the ascent

in any continuous front. The easy crossing of the Mace-
donians at other points helped to constrain those Persians,
who were contending with Alexander himself on the slope,
to recede to the level ground above.

Here again, as at the water's edge, Alexander was fore-

most in personal conflict. His pike having been Cavalry

broken, he turned to a soldier near him Aretis, p**"^^
one of the horseguards who generally aided him danger of

in mountinghishorse andasked for another. But !"*?
Ae*

B

'

this man, havingbroken his pike also, showed the saved by

fragment to Alexander, requesting him to ask Kieitus.

some one else; upon which the Corinthian Demaratus, one
ofthe Companion-cavalry close at hand, gave him hisweapon
instead. Thus armed anew, Alexander spurred his horse

1
Arrian, i. 15, 5. Kai Ttepl OUTO-* Arrian's description of the battle

(Alexander himself) Siw.oT^xei ha cl before been. Dwelling almost

(ia^Tj xopTepa, xai ev TO'!>TO> aXXai exclusively upon the personal pre-
iiC aXXait; tu>v T<XSU>V TOI? MaxsSoai sence and achievements of Alex-

Sisfiaivov 06 xaXeirI> *j8r). ander, he had said little even

These words deserve attention, about the right half of the army
'hecause they show how incomplete and nothing at all about the left
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forward against Mithridates (son-in-law of Darius), who
was bringing up a column of cavalry to attack him, but was
himself considerably in advance of it. Alexander thrust his

pike into the face of Mithridates, and laid him prostrate
on the ground: he then turned to another of the Persian

leaders, Rhoesakes, who struck him a blow on the head with
his scimitar, knocked off a portion of his helmet, but did

not penetrate beyond. Alexander avenged this blow by
thrusting Rhcesakes through the body with his pike.

* Mean-
while a third Persian leader, Spithridates, was actually
close behind Alexander, with hand and scimitar uplifted to

cut him down. At this critical moment, Kleitus son of

Dropides one of the ancient officers of Philip, high in the

Macedonian service struck with full force at the uplifted
arm of Spithridates and severed it from the body, thus pre-

serving Alexander's life. Other leading Persians, kinsmen
of Spithridates, rushed desperately on Alexander, who re-

ceived many blows on his armour, and was in much danger.
But the efforts of his companions near were redoubled, both

to defend his person and to second his adventurous daring.
It was on that point that the Persian cavalry was first

broken. On the left of the Macedonian line, the Thessalian

cavalry also fought with vigour and success;
2 and the light-

armed foot, intermingled with Alexander's cavalry generally,
did great damage to the enemy. The rout of the Persian

cavalry, once begun, speedily became general. They fled in

all directions, pursued by the Macedonians.
ButAlexander and his officers soon checked this ardour

of pursuit, calling back their cavalry to complete his victory.
The Persian infantry, Asiatics as well as Greeks, had re-

mained without movement or orders, looking on the cavalry
battle which had just disastrously terminated. To them
Alexander immediately turned his attention. 3 He brought
up his phalanx and hypaspistse to attack them in front,
while his cavalry assailed on all sides their unprotected

half of it under Parmenio. We xvi. 20; Plutarch, Alex. 16. These
discover from these words that all authors differ in the details. I fol-

the TOEH of the phalanx (not only low Arrian.

the three in Alexander's half, but * Diodor. xvii. 21.

also the three in Parmenio's half) Arrian, i. 16, 1. Plutarch says

passed the river nearly at the same that the infantry, on seeing the

time, and for the most part with cavalry routed, demanded to capitu-
little or no resistance. late on terms with Alexander; but

1
Arrian, i. 15, 612; Diode* U> seoms hardly probable.
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flanks and rear; he himself charged with the cavalry,
and had a horse killed under him. His infantry complete
alone was more numerous than they, so that victory of

against such odds the result could hardly be
Dest^u'ctfoJ*

doubtful. The greater part of these merce- of the Gre-

naries, after a valiant resistance, were cut to
ry'on'Vhe*"

pieces on the field. We are told thatnone escaped, side of the

except 2000 made prisoners, and some who re-
Persian8-

mained concealed in the field among the dead bodies. 1

In this complete and signal defeat, the loss of the
Persian cavalry was not very serious in mere LOBg of the
number for only 1000 of them were slain. But Persians

the slaughter of the leading Persians, who had "h'eTr'iead"'

exposed themselves with extreme bravery in the ing men

personal conflict againstAlexander, was terrible.
s

There were slain not only Mithridates, Rhoesakes, Spithri-
dates, whose names have been already mentioned, but also

Pharnakes, brother-in-law of Darius, Mithrobarzanes satrap
of Kappadokia, Atizyes, Niphates, Petines and others; all

Persians of rank and consequence. Arsites, the satrap of

Phrygia, whose rashness had mainly caused the rejection of

Memnon's advice, escaped from the field, but died shortly
afterwards by his own hand, from anguish and humiliation. 2

The Persian or Perso-Grecian infantry, though probably
more ofthem individually escaped than is implied in Arrian's

account, was as a body irretrievably ruined. No force was
either left in the field, or could be afterwards re-assembled

in Asia Minor.

The loss on the side of Alexander is said to have been

very small. Twenty-five of the Companion- small loss

cavalry, belonging to the division under Ptolemy of theMace-
j A i j.1- J2 c i donians.

and Amyntas, were slam in the first unsuccessful

attempt to pass the river. Of the other cavalry, sixty in all

were slain; of the infantry, thirty. This is given to us as

the entire loss on the side of Alexander. 3 It is only the

number of killed; that of the wounded is not stated; but

assuming it to be ten times the number of killed, the total

of both together will be 1265. 4 If this be correct, the

1 Arrian, i. 16, 4; Diodor. xvii. and that more than 20,000 men were

21. Diodorus says that on the part made prisoners,

of the Persians more than 10,000
*
Arrian, i. 16, 6, 6.

foot were killed, with 2000 cavalry ;

'
Arrian, i. 16, 7, 8.

4
Arrian, in describing another
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resistance of the Persian cavalry, except near that point
where Alexander himself and the Persian chiefs came into

conflict, cannot have been either serious or long protracted.
But when we add farther the contest with the infantry, the

smallness of the total assigned for Macedonian killed and
wounded will appear still more surprising. The total of the

Persian infantry is stated at nearly 20,000, most part of

them Greek mercenaries. Of these only 2000 were made

prisoners; nearly all the rest (according to Arrian) were
slain. Now the Greek mercenaries were well armed, and
not likely to let themselves be slain with impunity ;

more-
over Plutarch expressly affirms that they resisted with

desperate valour, and that most of the Macedonian loss was
incurred in the conflict against them. It is not easy there-

fore to comprehend how the total number of slain can be

brought within the statement of Arrian. >

After the victory, Alexander manifested the greatest

A] ,
,

solicitude for his wounded soldiers, whom he

kindness to visited and consoled in person. Of the twenty-
his wound- ve Companions slain, he caused brazen statues,

diers, and by Lysippus, to be erected atDium in Macedonia,
severe where they were still standing in the time of
treatment A m J.T. i j.- r 11 J.-L

of the Gre- Arrian. To the surviving relatives ot all the
cian pri- slain he also granted immunity from taxation and

from personal service. The dead bodies were

honourably buried, those of the enemy as well as of his own
soldiers. The two thousand Greeks in the Persian service

who had become his prisoners, were put in chains, and trans-

ported to Macedonia there to work as slaves; to which treat-

ment Alexander condemned them on the ground that they
had taken arms on behalf of the foreigner against Greece,
in contravention of the general vote passed by the synod
at Corinth. At the same time, he sent to Athens three

hundred panoplies selected from the spoil, to be dedicated
to Athene in the acropolis with this inscription "Alex-

battle, considers that the propor- and. 16. Aristobulus (apud Flu

tion of twelve to one, between tarcli. I. c.) said that there wero
wounded and Jellied, is above what slain among the companions of

could have wen expected (v. 24, Alexander (Twvirepltov 'AXiav8pov)
8). Riistow and Kochly (p. 273) thirty-four persons, of whom nine-

state that in modern battles
, the were infantry. This coincides witli

ordinary proportion of wounded Arrian's statement about the twen-
to killed is from 8: 1 to 10: 1. ty-five companions of the cavalry,

1

Arrian, i. 1C, 8; Plutarch, Alex- slain.
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ander, son of Philip, and the Greeks except the Lacedae-
monians (present these offerings), out of the spoils of the

foreigners inhabiting Asia." ' Though the vote to which
Alexander appealed represented no existing Grecian as-

piration, and granted only a sanction which could not be

safely refused, yet he found satisfaction in clothing his own
self-aggrandising impulse under the name of a supposed
Panhellenic purpose: which was at the same time useful as

strengthening his hold upon the Greeks, who were the only
persons competent, either as officers or soldiers, to uphold
the Persian empire against him. His conquests were the
extinction of genuine Hellenism, though they diffused an
exterior varnish of it, and especially the Greek language,
over much of the Oriental world. True Grecian interests

lay more on the side of Darius than of Alexander.
The battle of the Granikus, brought on by Arsites and

the other satraps contrary to the advice of Mem- TT . ..,
i if n c i-o. i J.L.

Unskilful-
non, was moreover so unskilfully fought by them, ness of the

that the gallantry of their infantry, the most Persian

formidable corps of Greeks that had ever been inim'ense

in the Persian service, was rendered of little
'^j

use. The battle, properly speaking, was fought b^
only by the Persian cavalry;

2 the infantry was ander's vie-

left to be surrounded and destroyed afterwards.

No victory could be more decisive or terror-striking
than that of Alexander. There remained no force in the

field to oppose him. The impression made by so great a

public catastrophe was enhanced by two accompanying
circumstances; first, by the number of Persian grandees
who perished, realising almost the wailings of Atosa, Xer-

xes, and the Chorus, in the Persse of .JDschylus,
3 after the

battle of Salamis next, by the chivalrous and successful

prowess of Alexander himself, who, emulating the Homeric

Achilles, not only rushed foremost into the meUe, but
killed two of these grandees with his own hand. Such ex-

ploits, impressive even when we read of them now, must at

the moment when they occurred have acted most powerfully
upon the imagination of contemporaries.

1
Arrian, i. 16, 10, 11. Attic month Thargelion : probably

1 Arrian usually calls the battle the beginning of May (Plutarch,

of the Granikus an
ticiro[Aa)(t<x (i. Camillas, 19).

17, 10, and elsewhere).
'
.ffischylus, Pers. 950 seqq.

The battle was fought in the
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Several of the neighbouring Mysian mountaineers,
Terror and though mutinous subjects towards Persia, came
submission downto make submissionto him, and were permit-

tics'toAiex- ted to occupy theirlands under the same tributeas
ander. Snr- they had paid before. The inhabitants of the

'e
d
8

e

trong neighbouring Grecian city ofZeleia, whose troops
fortress of had served with the Persians, surrendered and

obtained their pardon; Alexander admitting the

plea that they had served only under constraint. He then

sentParmenio to attack Daskylium, the stronghold and chief

residence of the satrap of Phrygia. Even this place was
evacuated by the garrison and surrendered, doubtless with
a considerable treasure therein. The whole satrapy of

Phrygia thus fell into Alexander's power and was ap-

pointed to be administered by Kallas for his behalf, levy-

ing the same amount of tribute as had been paid before. '

He himself then marched, with his main force, in a southerly
direction towards Sardis the chief town of Lydia, and the

main station of the Persians in Asia Minor. The citadel

of Sardis situated on a lofty and steep rock projecting
from Mount Tmolus, fortified by a triple wall with an ade-

quate garrison was accounted impregnable, and at any
rate could hardly have been taken by anything less than a

long blockade, 2 which would have allowed time for the ar-

rival of the fleet and the operations of Memnon. Yet such

was the terror which now accompanied the Macedonian con-

queror, that when he arrived within eight miles ofSardis, he
met not only a deputation of the chief citizens, but also the

Persian governor of the citadel, Mithrines. The town, cita-

del, garrison, and treasure were delivered up to him with-

out a blow. Fortunately for Alexander, there was not in

Asia any Persian governor of courage and fidelity such
as had been displayed by Maskames and Boges after the

repulse of Xerxes from Greece. 3 Alexander treated Mi-
thrines with courtesy and honour, granted freedom to the

Sardians and to the other Lydians generally, with the use

of their own Lydian laws. The betrayal of Sardis by Mith-

rines was a signal good fortune to Alexander. On going up
1 Arrian, i. 17, 1, 2. 216), and was taken at last only
* About the almost impregnable by the extreme carelessness of the

fortifications and position of Sardis, defenders; even then, the citadel

see Polybius ,
vii. 1518; Herod. was still held.

i. 84. It held out for nearly two Herodot. vii. 106, 107.

years against Antiochus III. (B.C.
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to the citadel, he contemplated with astonishment its pro-
digious strength; congratulating himself on so easy an

acquisition, and giving directions to build there a temple
of Olympian Zeus, on the spot where the old palace of the

kings of Lydia had been situated. He named Fausanias

governor of the citadel, with a garrison of Peloponnesians
from Argos; Asander, satrap of the country; and Nikas,
collector of tribute. 1 The freedom granted to the Ly-
dians, whatever it may have amounted to, did not exoner-
ate them from paying the usual tribute.

From Sardis, he ordered Kallas, the new satrap of

Hellespontine Phrygia and Alexander son of

Aeropus, who had been promoted in place of ^om s'ar^is

Kallas to the command of the Thessalian cavalry to the coast.

to attack Atarneus and the district belonging Epifesus.

'

to Memnon, on the Asiatic coast opposite Lesbos.
Meanwhile he himself directed his march to Ephesus, which
he reached on the fourth day. Both atEphesus and at Miletus

the two principal strongholds of the Persians on the

coast, as Sardis was in the interior the sudden catastrophe
at the Granikus had struck unspeakable terror. Hegesi-
stratus, governor of the Persian garrison (Greek merce-

naries) at Miletus, sent letters to Alexander offering to

surrender the town on his approach; while the garrison at

Ephesus, with the Macedonian exile Amyntas, got on board
two triremes in the harbour and fled. It appears that there
had been recently a political revolution in the town, con-

ducted by Syrphax and other leaders, who had established
an oligarchical government. These men, banishing their

political opponents, had committed depredations on the

temple of Artemis, overthrown the statue of Philip of
Macedou dedicated therein, and destroyed the sepulchre of

Heropythus the liberator in the agora.
2 Some of the party,

though abandoned by their garrison, were still trying to

invoke aid from Memnon, who however was yet at a dis-

tance. Alexander entered the town without resistance,
restored the exiles, established a democratical constitution,

1 Arrian, 1. 17, 59 ; Diodor. xvii. Heropythus was, or under what cir-

21. cumstanccs he had liberated Ephe-
1 Arrian, i. 17, 12. Respecting BUS. It would have been interesting

these commotions at Ephesus, to know these facts, as illustrating
which had preceded the expedition the condition of the Asiatic Greeks

of Alexander, we hare no infor- previous to Alexander's invasion.

ination: nor are we told who
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and directed that the tribute heretofore paid to the Per-
sians should now be paid to the Ephesian Artemis. Syr-

phax and his family sought refuge in the temple, -from

whence they were dragged by the people and stoned to

death. More of the same party would have been despatch-
ed, had not the popular vengeance been restrained by
Alexander; who displayed an honourable and prudent mo-
deration. l

Thus master of Ephesus, Alexander found himself in

communicationwith his fleet, under the command
the first re- of Nikanor; and received propositions of sur-
sistance at render from the two neighbouring inland cities,
Miletus. -.r . 1 m 11 m .1 -a.-

Magnesia and Tralleis. To occupy these cities,

he despatched Parmenio with 5000 foot (half ofthem Mace-

donians) and 200 of the Companion-cavalry; while he at

the same time sent Antimachus with an equal force in a

northerly direction, to liberate the various cities of -<Eolic

and Ionic Greeks. This officer was instructed to put down
in each of them the ruling oligarchy, which acted with a

mercenary garrison as an instrument ofPersian Supremacy
to place the government in the hands of the citizens

and to abolish all payment of tribute. He himself after

taking part in a solemn festival and procession to the temple
of Ephesian Artemis, with his whole army in battle-array
marched southward towards Miletus; his fleet under

Nikanor proceeding thither by sea. 2 He expected probably
to enter Miletus with as little resistance as Ephesus. But
his .hopes were disappointed: Hegesistratus, commander
of the garrison in that town, though under the immediate
terror of the defeat at the Granikus he had written to offer

submission, had now altered his tone, and determined to

hold out. The formidable Persian fleet,
3 four hundred sail

of Phenician and Cyprian ships of war with well-trained

seamen, was approaching.
This naval force, which a few weeks earlier would

Near ap- have prevented Alexander from crossing into
proach of..* rpij^i i i c
the Persian Asia, now afforded the only hope ot arresting
fleet. Mem- ^e rapidity and ease of his conquests. What
nonismade 111 i i i ii -n ec.

command- steps had been taken by the Persian omcers
6

f the
1

p
e

r
s ^nce *^e defeat at the Granikus, we do not hear,

dans?
"

Many of them had fled, along with Memnon, to

1
Arrian, i. 17, 1013. Arrian, i. 18, 6, 6.

1
Arrian, 1. 18, 1013.
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Miletus;
1 and they were probably disposed, under the pre-

sent desperate circumstances, to accept the command of
Memnou as their only hope of safety, though they had de-

spised his counsel on the day of the battle. Whether the

towns inMemnon's principality of Atarneus had attempted
any resistance against the Macedonians, we do not know.
His interests however were so closely identified with those
of Persia, that he had sent up his wife and children as host-

ages, to induce Darius to entrust him with the supreme
conduct of the war. Orders to this effect were presently
sent down by that prince;

2 but at the first arrival of the

fleet, it seems not to have been under the command ofMem-
non, who was however probably on board.

It came too late to aid in the defence of Miletus. Three

days before its arrival, Nikanor the Macedonian The Mace,

admiral, with his fleet of one hundred and sixty o^
a

e

* eet

ships, had occupied the island of Lade, which the harbour

commanded the harbour of that city. Alexander of Miletus,

found the outer portion of Miletus evacuated, out the "per-

and took it without resistance. He was making slang.

,
. , , ,, ., j i j Alexander

preparations to besiege the inner city, and had declines

already transported 4000 troops across to the "aval corn-

island of Lade, when the powerful Persian fleet debate with

came in sight, but found itself excluded from Parmenio.

Miletus, and obliged to take moorings under the neighbour-
ing promontory of Mykale. Unwilling to abandon without
a battle the command of the sea, Parmenio advised Alex-
ander to fight this fleet, offering himself to share the hazard
aboard. But Alexander disapproved the proposition, affirm-

ing that his fleet was inferior not less in skill than in

numbers
;
that the high training of the Macedonians would

tell for nothing on shipboard; and that a naval defeat would
be the signal for insurrection in Greece. Besides debating
such prudential reasons, Alexander and Parmenio also

differed about the religious promise of the case. On the

sea-shore, near the stern of the Macedonian ships, Par-
menio had seen an eagle, which filled him with confidence

that the ships would prove victorious. But Alexander con-

tended that this interpretation was incorrect. Though the

eagle doubtless promised to him victory, yet it had been
seen on land and therefore his victories would be on
land : hence the result signified was, that he would over-

Diodor. xvii. 22. Diodor. xvii. 23.

VOL. XI. 2
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come the Persian fleet, by means of land operations.
* This

part of the debate, between two practical military men of

ability, is notthe least interesting of the whole; illustrating as
it does, not only the religious susceptibilities of the age, but
also the pliancy of the interpretative process, lending itself

equally wellto inferences totally opposite. The difference be-
tween a sagacious and a dullwitted prophet, accommodating
ambiguous omens to useful or mischievous conclusions, was
one of very material importance in the ancient world.

Alexander now prepared vigorously to assault Mi-

Aiexander letus, repudiating with disdain an offer brought
besieges to him by a Milesian citizen named Grlaukippus
Capture' of that the city should be neutral and open to
the city. him as weu as to the Persians. His fleet under
Nikanor occupied the harbour, blocked up its narrow mouth

against the Persians, and made threatening demonstrations
from the water's edge; while he himself brought up his

battering-engines against the walls, shook or overthrew
them in several places, and then stormed the city. The Mi-

lesians, with the Grecian mercenary garrison, made a brave

defence, but were overpowered by the impetuosity of the

assault. A large number of them were slain, and there was
no way of escape except by jumping into little boats, or

swimming off upon the hollow of the shield. Even of these

fugitives, most part were killed by the seamen of the Mace-
donian triremes; but a division of 300 Grecian mercenaries

got on to an isolated rock near the mouth of the harbour,
and there prepared to sell their lives dearly. Alexander, as

soon as his soldiers were thoroughlymasters of the city, went
himself on shipboard to attack the mercenaries on the rock,

taking with him ladders in order to effect a landing upon
it. But when he saw that they were resolved on a desperate
defence, he preferred admitting them to terms of capitu-
lation, and received them into his own service. 2 To the sur-

viving Milesian citizens he granted the condition ofa free city,
while hecausedalltheremainingprisonerstobesoldas slaves.

The powerful Persian fleet, from the neighbouring
ThePewian promontory of Mykale, was compelled to witness,
fleet retires without being able to prevent, the capture of
to Halikar- ,,., *\, ..,' , TT !
nassus. Miletus, and was presently withdrawn to Hah-

di8band
der karnassus. At the same time Alexander came

his own to the resolution of disbanding his own fleet;
fleet.

which, while costing more than he could then
'
Arrian, i. 18, 015; i. 20, 2. Arrian, i. 19; Diodor. xvii. 22.
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afford, was nevertheless unfit to cope with the enemy in

open sea. He calculated that by concentrating all his efforts

on land operations, especially against the cities on the coast,
he should exclude the Persian fleet from all effective hold
on Asia Minor, and ensure that country to himself. He
therefore paid off all the ships, retaining only a moderate

squadron for the purposes of transport.
*

Before this time, probably, the whole Asiatic coast

northward of Miletus including the Ionic and March of

.^Eolic cities and the principality of Memnon t^Haiikar-
had either accepted willingly the dominion of nassus.

Alexander, or had been reduced by his detach- **%**
nients. Accordingly he now directed his march joins him.

southward of Miletus, towards Karia, and especially towards

Halikarnassus, the principal city of that territory. On
entering Karia, he was met by Ada, a member of the

Karian princely family, who tendered to him her town of

Alinda and her other possessions, adopting him as her son,
andentreating his protection. Not many years earlier, under
Mausolus und Artemisia, the powerful princes of this family
had been formidable to all the Grecian islands. It was the

custom of Karia that brothers and sisters of the reigning
family intermarried with each other: Mausolus and his wife

Artemisia were succeeded by Idrieus and his wife Ada, all

four being brothers and sisters, sons and daughters of Heka-
tomnus. On the death ofldrieus, his widowAda was expelled
from Halikarnassus and other parts of Karia by her surviving
brother Pixodarus; though she still retained some strong
towns, which proved a welcome addition to the conquests
of Alexander. Pixodarus, on the contrary, who had given
his daughter in marriage to a leading Persian named Oron-

tobates, warmly espoused the Persian cause, and made Hali-

karnassus a capital point of resistance against the invader. 2

But it was not by him alone that this city was defended.

The Persian fleet had repaired thither from Mi- strong gar-

letus; Memnon, now invested by Darius with son, and

supreme command on the Asiatic coast and the fensive

1
Arrian, i. 20, 1 4; Diodor. xvii. only have exposed them to be

22. At the same time, the statement captured by the Persian fleet.

of Diodorus can hardly be correct "We shall see that Alexander

(xvii. 24), that Alexander sent hia reorganised his entire fleet daring

battering engines from Miletus to the ensuing year.

Halikarnassus by sea. This would * Arrian
,

i. 23, 11, 12; Diodor.

xvii. 24; Strabo xiv. p. 657.

2 E 2
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preparation, JEgean, was there in person. There was not onlyat Halikar- ^ . i , A .., r ., * .- i ,

J

nassus. Orontobates with many other Asiatics, but also

a large garrison of mercenary Greeks, commanded by
Ephialtes, a brave Athenian exile. The city, strong both

by nature and by art, with a surrounding ditch forty-five
feet broad and twenty-two feet deep,

1 had oeen still farther

strengthened under the prolonged superintendence of Mem-
non; 2

lastly, there were two citadels, a fortified harbour
with its entrance fronting the south, abundant magazines of

arms, and good provision of defensive engines. The siege
of Halikarnassus was the most arduous enterprise which
Alexander had yet undertaken. Instead of attacking it by
land and sea at once, as at Miletus, he could make his ap-

proaches only from the land, while the defenders were

powerfully aided from seaward by the Persian ships with
their numerous crews.

His first efforts, directed against the gate on the north

Siege of or northeast of the city, which led towards My-
Haiikar- lasa, were interrupted by frequent sallies and

Bravery of discharges from the engines on the walls. After
the gam- a few days thus spent without much avail, he

Epinait^s
8*

Passe(i w^h a large section of his army to the
the Athe- western side of the town, towards the outlying

portion of the projecting tongue of land, on which
Halikarnassus and Myndus (the latter farther westward)
were situated. While making demonstrations on this side of

Halikarnassus, he at the same time attempted a nightattack
on Myndus, but was obliged to retire after some hours of

fruitless effort. He then confined himself to the siege of

Halikarnassus. His soldiers, protected from missiles by
moveable penthouses (called Tortoises), gradually filled up
the wide and deep ditch round the town, so as to open a

level road for his engines (rolling towers of wood) to come

up close to the walls. The engines being brought up close,
the work of demolition was successfully prosecuted; not-

withstanding vigorous sallies from the garrison, repulsed,

though not without loss and difficulty, by the Macedonians.

Presently the shock of the battering-engines had over-

thrown two towers of the city-wall, together with two inter-

mediate breadths of wall; and a third tower was beginning

1
Arrian, i. 20, 13. M|J.vu>v te O&T&; itp<bv dx n

*
Arrian, i. 20, 5. 6u.wxvta tauTa napecjxeuixei, &0.
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to totter. The besieged were employed in erecting an inner

wall of brick to cover the open space, and a wooden tower
of the greatheightof 1 50 feet for the purpose of casting pro-

jectiles.
* It appears that Alexander waited for the full

demolition of the third tower, before he thought the breach
wide enough to be stormed; but an assault was prematurely
brought on by two adventurous soldiers from the division

of Perdikkas. 2 These men, elate with wine, rushed up
singlehanded to attack the Mylasean gate, and slew tke

foremost of the defenders who came out to oppose them,
until at length, reinforcements arriving successively on both

sides, a general combat took place at a short distance from
the wall. In the end, the Macedonians were victorious,
and drove the besieged back into the city. Such was
the confusion, that the city might .then have been assaulted

and taken, had measures been prepared for it beforehand.

The third tower was speedily overthrown; nevertheless,
before this could be accomplished, the besieged had already
completed their half-moon within, against which accord-

ingly, on the next day, Alexander pushed forward his en-

gines. In this advanced position, however, being as it were
within the circle of the city-wall, the Macedonians were

exposed to discharges not only from engines in their front,
but also from the towers yet standing on each side of them.

Moreover, at night, a fresh sally was made with so much
impetuosity, that some of the covering wicker-work of the

engines, and even the main woodwork of one of them, was
burnt. It was not without difficulty that Philotas and

Hellanikus, the officers on guard, preserved the remainder;
nor were the besieged finally driven in, until Alexander
himself appeared with reinforcements. 3 Though his troops
had been victors in these successive combats, yet he could

not carry off his dead, who lay close to the walls, without

soliciting a truce for burial. Such request usually counted
as a confession of defeat: nevertheless Alexander solicited

the truce, which was granted by Memnon, in spite of the

contrary opinion of Ephialtes.
4

'Compare Arrian, 1. 21, 7, 8; Perdikkas , though Diodorus says
Diodor. xvii. 25, 26. that it occurred at night, which

1 Both Arrian (i. 21, 5) and Bio- cannot well be true,

dorus (xvii. 25) mention this pro-
*
Arrian, i. 21, 7 12.

Deeding of the two soldiers of 4 Diodor. xvii. 25.
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After a few days of interval, for burying his dead arid

Desperate repairing the engines, Alexander recommenced
f
1
!^

of attack upon the half-moon. under his own personal
Ephialtes A ii i j -J.V-
at first sue- superintendence. Among the leaders within, a con-
cessfui, but victiongained ground thattheplacecouldnotlong
repulsed , , T ? -n i io_. n t j
he himself hold out. Ephialtes especially, resolved not to sur-
is slain. vive the capture, and seeing that the only chance
of preservation consisted in destroying the besieging en-

gines, obtained permission from Memnon to put himself at

the head of a last desperate sally.
1 He took immediately

near him 2000 chosen troops, half to encounter the enemy,
half with torches to burn the engines. At daybreak, all

the gates being suddenly and simultaneously thrown open,

sallying parties rushed out from each against the besiegers;
the engines from within supporting them by multiplied

discharges of missiles. Ephialtes with his division, march-

ing straight against the Macedonians on guard at the main

point of attack, assailed them impetuously, while his torch-

bearers tried to set the engines on fire. Himself distin-

guishedno less for personal strength than for valour, he occu-

pied the front rank, and was so well seconded by the courage
and good array of his soldiers charging in deep column,
that for a time he gained advantage. Some of the engines
were successfully fired, and the advanced guard of the Mace-
donian troops, consisting of young troops, gave way and fled.

They were rallied partly by the efforts of Alexander, but

The last desperate struggle of The fact here mentioned by Dio-

the besieged, is, what stands de- dorus
,

that Ephialtes drove back
scribed in 1. 23 of Arrian, and in the young Macedonian guard, and
xvii. 26, 27 of Diodorus ; though that the battle was restored only
the two descriptions are very differ- by the extraordinary efforts of the

ent. Arrian does not name Ephi- old guard is one of much interest

altes at Halikarnassus. He follows which I see no reason for mis-
the Macedonian authors, Ptolemy trusting, though Arrian says no-
and Aristobulus; who probably thing about it. Curtius (v. 2

; viii.

dwelt only on Memnon and the 1) makes allusion to it on a sub-
Persians as their real enemies, sequent occasion, naming Athar-

treating the Greeks in general as rias: the part of his work in which
a portion of the hostile force. On it ought to have been narrated is

the other hand, Diodorus and Cur- lost. On this
,

as on other occa-
tius appear to have followed, in sions, Arrian slurs over the partial
great part, Grecian authors; in reverses, obstructions, and losses,
whose view, eminent Athenian of Alexander's career. His author-
exiles

, like Ephialtes and Chari- ities probably did so before him.

demus, counted for much more.
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still more by the older Macedonian soldiers, companions in

all Philip's campaigns ; who, standing exempt from night-
watches, were encamped more in the rear. These veterans,

among whom one Atnarrias was the most conspicuous, up-
braiding the cowardice of their comrades, cast themselves
into their accustomed phalanx-array, and thus both with-
stood and repulsed the charge of the victorious enemy.
Ephialtes, foremost among the combatants, was slain, the
rest were driven back to the city, and the burning engines
were saved with some damage. During this same time, an
obstinate conflict had also taken place at the gate called

Tripylon, where the besieged had made another sally, over
a narrow bridge thrown across the ditch. Here the Mace-
donians were under the command of Ptolemy (not the son
of Lagus), one of the king's body-guards. He, with two or
three other conspicuous officers, perished in the severe

struggle which ensued, but the sallying party were at length
repulsed and driven into the city.

2 The loss of the besieged
was severe, in trying to get again within the walls, under

vigorous pursuit from the Macedonians.

By this last, unsuccessful effort, the defensive force of

Halikarnassus was broken. Memnon and Oronto-

bates, satisfied that no longer defence of the f ?dto
18

townwas practicable, took advantage of the night abandon

to set fire to their wooden projectile engines and nâ gu g

ar~

towers, as well as to their magazines of arms, and with-

with the houses near the exterior wall, while
garrison by

they carried away the troops, stores, and inhabit- sea, retain-

ants, partly to the citadel called Salmakis
Jnf Citadel,

partly to the neighbouring islet called Arkon- Alexander

nesus partly to the island of Kos. 3 Though thus ^n
r

a
8

g

"
u
a

8

H '

evacuating the town, however, they still kept good
garrisons well provisioned in the two citadels belonging to it.

The conflagration, stimulated by a strong wind, spreadwidely.
It was only extinguished by the orders of Alexander, when
he entered the town, and put to death all those whom he

found with firebrands. He directed that the Halikarnassians

1 Diodor. xvi. 27; Curtius, v. 1; au-x9pots94v:e<; xocl ouvaoriaavTs?,

viii. 2 . . . . oi Y"p rcpsafiuTaTOi t&i utsaTTjootv TOO? Soxoimai; TJSrj VJVIXT)-

MaxESoviov, 8ia (xev TYJV rjXixlav xsvai ....

oito>,e),u(xvoi Ttbv xiv8u-<iov ,
auve- J

Arrian, i. 22, 6.

cTpaTeu(ASvoi SE QiXUTttp .... TOI?
*
Arrian, 1. 23, 3, 4; Diodor. xvii.

(JLSV <puYofiay_oost vetutepotc iuxpil>s 27.

cbviiSiaa-i tr)v avavSpiav ,
aitot 8e
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found in the houses should be spared, but that the city itself

should be demolished. He assigned the whole of Karia to

Ada, as a principality, doubtless under condition of tribute.

As the citadels still occupied by the enemy were strong

enough to require a long siege, he did not think it necessary
to remain in person for the purpose of reducing them; but

surrounding them with a wall of blockade, he left Ptolemy
and 3000 men to guard it. 1

Having concluded the siege of Halikarnassus, Alex-

B.C. 384-333 ander sent back his artillery to Tralles, ordering
(Winter). Parmenio, with a large portion of the cavalry,
the allied infantry, and the baggage waggons, to Sardis.

The ensuing winter months he employed in the con-

B.O. 334-333 quest of Lykia, Pamphylia, and Pisidia. All this

(Winter), southern coast of Asia llinor is mountainous;
winter the range of Mount Taurus descending nearly to

of'Aiejf-
11

*"ke sea so as ^ leave little or no intervening
ander along breadth of plain. In spite of great strength of

em coast" situation, such was the terror of Alexander's

of Asia arms, that all the Lykian towns Hyparna, Tel-
Minor,

missus, Pinara, Xanthus, Patara, and thirty others

submitted to him without a blow. 2 One alone among
them, called Marmareis, resisted to desperation.

3 On reach-

ing the territory called Hilyas, the Phrygian frontier of

Lykia, Alexander received the surrender of the Greek
maritime city, Phaselis. He assisted the Phaselites in de-

stroying a mountain fort erected and garrisoned against them

by the neighbouring Pisidian mountaineers and paid a

public compliment to the sepulchre of their deceased towns-

man, the rhetorician Theodektes. 4

After this brief halt at Phaselis Alexander directed

his course to Perge in Pamphylia. The ordinary mountain

road, by which he sent most of his army, was so difficult as

to require some leveling by Thracian light troops sent in

advance for the purpose. But the king himself, with a
select detachment, took a road more difficult still, called

Klimax, under the mountains by the brink of the sea.

When the wind blew from the south, this road was covered

by such a depth of water as to be impracticable; for some
time before he reached the spot, the wind had blown strong

1
Arrian, i. 23, 11

; Diodor. xvii. ' Diodor. xvii. 28.

7; Strabo, xiv. p. 657. '
Arrian.i. 24, 11; Plutarch, Alex-

*
Arrian, i. 24, 69. and. 17.
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from the south but as he came near, the special provi-
dence of the Gods (so he and his friends conceived it)

brought on a change to the north, so that the sea receded
and left an available passage , though his soldiers had the
water up to their waists. * From Perge he marched on to

Side, receiving on his way envoys from Aspendus, who
offered to surrender their city, but deprecated the entrance
of a garrison; which they were allowed to buy off by pro-
mising fifty talents in money, together with the horses
which they were bringing up as tribute for the Persian

king. Having left a garrison at Side
,
he advanced onward

to a strong place called Syllium, defended by brave natives

with a body of mercenaries to aid them. These men held

out, and even repulsed a first assault; which Alexander
could not stay to repeat, being apprised that the Aspen-
dians had refused to execute the conditions imposed, and
had put their city in a state of defence. Returning rapidly,
he constrained them to submission, and then marched back
to Perge; from whence he directed his course towards the

greater Phrygia,
2 through the difficult mountains, and

almost indomitable population, of Pisidia.

After remaining in thePisidian mountains long enough
to reduce several towns or strong posts, Alexan- Alexander

der proceeded northward into Phrygia, passing his" wTntVr

by the salt lake called Askanius to the steep and campaign

impregnable fortress of Kelsenae
, garrisoned by capture"^

1000 Karians, and 100 mercenary Greeks. These Keisenaj.

men, having no hope of relief from the Persians, offered

to deliver up the fortress, unless such relief should arrive

before the sixtieth day.
3 Alexander accepted the proposi-

tions, remained ten days at Kelsense, and left there Anti-

gonus (afterwards the most powerful among his successors)
as satrap of Phrygia, with 1500 men. He then inarched

northward to Gordium on the river Sangarius, where Par-

menio was directed to meet him, and where his winter-

campaign was concluded. 4

1 Arrian ,
i. 26, 4. oux avsu TOO this special favour from the Gods

Oiiou, UK aUTot TZ xal ot
<i[j.<p'

OUTOV as some of his panegyrists boasted

iSjYjfOovTO, Ac. Strabo, xiv. p. 666; for him.

Curtius, v. 3, 22. *
Arrian, i. 27, 18.

Plutarch's -words (Alexand. 17)
*
Curtius, iii. 1, 8.

must be taken to mean that Alex- *
Arrian, i. 29, 15.

ander did not boast so much of
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APPENDIX.
ON THE LENGTH OF THE MACEDONIAN

SARIS SA OR PIKE.

THB statements here given about the length of the sarissa carried by
the phalangite, are taken from Polybius ,

whose description is on all

points both clear and consistent with itself. "The sarissa (he says) is

sixteen cubits long, according to the original theory; and fourteen

cubits, as adapted to actual practice"
1 TO 8e TUJV oapioacuv piftiloz

eoTi, XOCTOI (ASM TTJV s "PX*! 1- &ii68*aiv, ixxaiSsxa 7iT)y_u>v, xoia 8e tfjy

dpjtoYTJv TTJV irpo? TT)V dXr^eiav, SsxaTsaodpuiv. TOUTIUV 8i TOIK Tsaoapsi;

dipatpsi TO fxsto^u Taiv XSP'V 8iasT7j|j.a, xol TO xaTomv OT;Xwu.a TJ)

itpopoXijt (xviii. 12).

The difference here indicated by Polybius between the length in

theory ,
and that in practice , may probably be understood to mean,

that the phalangites, when in exercise, used pikes of the greater length;
when on service, of the smaller: just as the Roman soldiers were
trained in their exercises to use arms heavier than they employed
against an enemy.
Of the later Tactic writers, Leo (Tact. vi. 39) and Constantine Por-

phyrogenitus, repeat the double measurement of the sarissa as given

by Polybius. Arrian (Tact. c. 12) and Polysenus (ii. 29, 2) state its

length at sixteen cubits -ZElian (Tact. c. 14) gives fourteen cubits.

All these authors follow either Polybius, or some other authority
concurrent with him. None of them contradict him, though none state

the case so clearly as he does.

Messrs. Riistow and Kochly (Gesch. des Griech. Kriegswesens, p. 238),

authors of the best work that I know respecting ancient military matters,

reject the authority of Polybius as it here stands. They maintain that

the passage must be corrupt, and that Polybius must have meant to

say that the sarissa was sixteen feet in length not sixteen cubits.

I cannot subscribe to their opinion, nor do I think that their criticism

on Polybius is a just one.

First they reason as if Polybius had said that the sarissa of actual

service was sixteen cubits long. Computing the weight of such a weap-
on from the thickness required in the shaft, they pronounce that it

would be unmanageable. But Polybius gives the actual length as only

fourteen cubits: a very material difference. If we accept the hypothesis
of these authors that corruption of the text has made us read cubits

where we ought to have read feet, it will follow that the length of
the sarissa, as given by Polybius , would be fourteen feet, not sixteen

feet. Now this length is not sufficient to justify various passages in

which its prodigious length is set forth.

Next, they impute to Polybius a contradiction in saying that the Ro-
man soldier occupied a space of three feet, equal to that occupied
by a Macedonian soldier and yet that in the fight, he had two Mace-
donian soldiers and ten pikes, opposed to him (xviii. 13). But there

is here no contradiction at all: for Polybius expressly says that the

Roman, though occupying three feet when the legion was drawn up
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in order, required, when fighting, an expansion of the ranks and an
increased interval to the extent of three feet behind him and on each
eide of him (yiXotojxot xal StioTaaiv aXXr^Xcov 4/stv Strati TOO? dv?pa;

iX4xi TOv rptU 68a< xott' 4icioTdT7)v xai napaotitTjv) in order to allow
fall play for his sword and shield. It is therefore perfectly true that

each Roman soldier, when actually marching up to attack the phalanx
occupied as much ground as two phalangites, and had ten pikes to

deal with.

Farther, it is impossible to suppose that Folybius, in speaking of

cubits, really meant feet: because (cap. 12) he speaks of three feet as

the interval 'between each rank in the file, and these three feet, are

clearly made equal to two cubits. His computation will not come right,

if in place of cubits you substitute feet.

We must therefore take the assertion of Folybius as we find it; that

the pike of the phalangite was fourteen cubits or twenty-one feet in

length. Now Polybius had every means of being well informed on such

a point. He was above thirty years of age at the time of the last war
of the Romans against the Macedonian king Perseus, in which war he

himself served. He was intimately acquainted with Scipio, the son of

Faulus Emilius, who gained the battle of Fydna. Lastly, he had paid

great attention to tactics , and had even written an express work on
the subject.

It might indeed be imagined, that the statement of Folybius, though
true as to his own time, was not true as to the time of Philip and
Alexander. But there is nothing to countenance such a suspicion
which moreover is expressly disclaimed by Riistow and Kb'chly.
Doubtless twenty-one feet is a prodigious length, unmanageable ex-

cept by men properly trained
,
and inconvenient for all evolutions.

But these are just the terms under which the pike of the phalangite
is always spoken of. Bo Livy, xxxi. 39, "Erant pleraque silvestria

circa, incommoda phalangi maxime Macedonum
; qua:, nisi ubi prcelon-

gis hastis velut vallum ante clypeos objecit (quod ut fiat, libero cam-

po opus est) nullius admodum usus eat." Compare also Livy, xliv.

40, 41, where, among other intimations of the immense length of the

pike, we find, "Si carptim aggrediendo, circumagere immolilem longi-
tudine et gravitate hastam cogas , confusa strue implicatur;" also

xxxiii. 8, 9.

Xenophon tells us that the Ten Thousand Greeks in their retreat

had to fight their way across the territory of the Chalybes, who carried

a pike fifteen cubits long, together with a short sword: he does not

mention a shield, but they wore greaves and helmets (Anab. iv. 7, 15).

This is a length greater than what Polybius ascribes to the pike of

the Macedonian phalangite. The Mosynoeki defended their citadel "with

pikes so long and thick that a man could hardly carry them" (Anabas.
v. 4, 25). In the Iliad, when the Trojans are pressing bard upon the

Greek ships, and seeking to set them on tire, Ajax is described as

planting himself upon the poop, and keeping off the assailants with a

thrusting - pike of twenty -two cubits or thirty -three feet in length

(SuuTov voupia^ov ev itaXijwgjtv ButoxaisixooticTj^u, Iliad, xv. 678). The

spear of Hektor is ten cubits, or eleven cubits, in length intended

to be hurled (Iliad, vi. 319; viii. 494) the reading is not settled, whether
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The Swiss infantry, and the German Landsknochte, in the sixteenth

century, were in many respects a reproduction of the Macedonian pha-
lanx: close ranks, deep files, long pikes, and the three or four first

ranks composed of the strongest and bravest men in the regiment-
either officers, or picked soldiers receiving double pay. The length
and impenetrable array of their pikes enabled them to resist the charge
of the heavy cavalry or men at arms : they were irresistible in front,
unless an enemy cpuld find means to break in among the pikes, which
was sometimes, though rarely, done. Their great confidence was in the

length of the pike Macchiavelli says of them (Ritratti dell 1

Alemagna,
Opere, t. iv. p. 159; and Dell' Arte della Guerra, p. 232 236), "Dicono
tenere tale ordine, che non e possibile entrare tra loro, ne accostarseli,

quanto e la picca lunga. Sono ottime genti in campagna, a far gior-
nata: ma per espugnare terre non vagliono, e poco nel difenderlo : ed
universalmente

, dove non possano tenera 1'ordine loro della milizta

non vagliano."
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CHAPTER XCin.

SECOND AND THIRD ASIATIC CAMPAIGNS OP ALEX-
ANDERBATTLE OP ISSUS SIEGE OF TYKE.

IT? was about February or March 333 B.C., when Alexan-
der reached Gordium; where he appears to have B g 888
halted for some time, giving to the troops who

' ' '

had been with him in Pisidia a repose doubtless cut^the
6*

needful. While at Gordium, he performed the Gordian

memorable exploit familiarly known as the cut-

ting of the Gordian knot. There was preserved in the
citadel an ancient waggon of rude structure, said by the

legend to have once belonged to the peasant Gordius and
his son Midas the primitive rustic kings of Phrygia, de-

signated as such by the Gods, and chosen by the people.
The cord (composed of fibres from the bark of the cornel

tree), attaching the yoke of this waggon to the pole, was
so twisted and entangled as to form a knot of singular

complexity, which no one had ever been able to untie.

An oracle had pronounced, that to the person who should
untie it the empire of Asia was destined. When Alexan-
der went up to see this ancient relic, the surrounding
multitude, Phrygian as well as Macedonian, were full of

expectation that the conqueror of the Granikus and of

Halikarnassus would overcome the difficulties of the knot
and acquire the promised empire. But Alexander, on

inspecting the knot, was as much perplexed as others had
been before him, until at length ,

in a fit of impatience, he
drew his sword and severed the cord in two. By every one

this was accepted as a solution of the problem, thus making
good his title to the empire of Asia; a belief which the

Gods ratified by a storm of thunder and lightning during
the ensuing night.

1

1
Arrian, ii. 3; Curtius, iii. 2, 17; Plutarch, Alex. 18; Justin, xi. 7.
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At Gordium, Alexander was visited by envoys from
He refuaes Athens, entreating the liberation of the Athe-
the Hbera- nian prisoners taken at the Granikus, who were
tion of the .

, j .1 -- j
Athenian now at work chained in the Macedonian mines,
prisoners. But he refused this prayer until a more con-

venient season. Aware that the Greeks were held attached
to him only by their fears, and that, if opportunity occurred,
a large fraction of them would take part with the Persians,
he did not think it prudent to relax his hold upon their

conduct. l

Such opportunity seemed now not unlikely to occur.

B.C. ass. Memnon, excluded from efficacious action on the

Progress of
continent since the loss of Halikarnassus, was

Memnon employed among the islands of the./Egean (dur-

Pers'an
ing the &Tai half f 333 B'0 with the Purpose

fleet they of carrying war into Greece and Macedonia.

CMosInd Invested with the most ample command, he had
a large part a large Phenician fleet and a considerable body
the^be-

8""
fGrrecian mercenaries, together with his nephew

siege Mity- Pharnabazus and the Persian Autophradates.
ls
,
n*- Death

Having acquired the important island of Chios,ofMemnon. r
.

'

Capture of through the cooperation of a part 01 its mhab-
Mityiene.

itants, he next landed on Lesbos, where four out of

the five cities, either from fear or preference, declared in

his favour; while Mitylene, the greatest of the five, already

occupied by a Macedonian garrison, stood out against
him. Memnon accordingly disembarked his troops and
commenced the blockade of the city both by sea and land,

surrounding it with a double palisade wall from sea to sea.

In the midst of this operation he died of sickness; but his

nephew Pharnabazus, to whom he had consigned the

command provisionally, until the pleasure of Darius could
be known, prosecuted his measures vigorously, and brought
the city to a capitulation. Itwas stipulated that the garrison
introduced by Alexander should be dismissed; that the

column, recording alliance with him, should be demolished;
that the Mityleneans should become allies of Darius, upon
the terms of the old convention called by the name of

Antalkidas; and that the citizens in banishment should be

recalled, with restitution of half their property. But Phar-

nabazus, as soon as admitted, violated the capitulation at

once. He not only extorted contributions, but introduced

1
Arrian, i. 29, 8.
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a garrison under Lykomedes, and established a returned
exile named Diogenes as despot.

' Such breach of faith

was ill-calculated to assist the farther extension of Persian
influence in Greece.

Had the Persian fleet been equally active a year earlier,
Alexander's army could never have landed in Hopes
Asia. Nevertheless, the acquisitions of Chios

Q^",?* b
in

and Lesbos, late as they were in coming, were the* Persian

highly important as promising future progress, fleet, but-IT j.i r\ ij i j L j. .i j mined by
beveral of the (Jyclades islands sent to tender the death of

their adhesion to the Persian cause; the fleet Memnon.

was expected in Eubcea, and the Spartans began to count

upon aid for an anti-Macedonian movement. 2 But all these

hopes were destroyed
;

by the unexpected decease of

Memnon.
It was not merely the superior ability ofMemnon, but

also his established reputation both with Greeks Memnon's
and Persians, which rendered his death a fatal death a

blow to the interests of Darius. The Persians mischief to

had with them other Greek officers brave and Darius,

able probably some not unfit to execute the full Mem-
nonian schemes. But none of them had gone through the

same experience in the art of exercising command among
Orientals none of them had acquired the confidence of

Darius to the same extent, so as to be invested with the

real guidance of operations, and upheld against court-

calumnies. Though Alexander had now become master of

Asia Minor, yet the Persians had ample means, if effective-

ly used, of defending all that yet remained, and even of

seriously disturbing him at home. But with Memnon
vanished the last chance of employing these means with
wisdom or energy. The full value of his loss was better

appreciated by the intelligent enemy whom he opposed,
than by the feeble master whom he served. The death of

Memnon, lessening the efficiency of the Persians at sea,

allowed full leisure to re -organize the Macedonian fleet,
3

and to employ the undivided land-force for farther inland

conquest.
4

1
Arrian, ii. 1, 49. (Alexander) satis gnarns ,

cuncta
s Diodor. xvii. 29. in expedite fore, si nihil ab eo
3
Arrian, ii. 2, 6; Curtius, iii. 3, moveretnr."

19
;

iii. 4, 8. "Nondum enim Mem- * Diodor. xvi. SI.

nonem vita excessisse cognoverat
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If Alexander was a gainer in respect to his owu oper-
ations by the death of this eminent Rhodian, he

DariusV* was ye^ more a gainer by the change of policy
plan caused which that event induced Darius to adopt. The

event" He Pers iari king resolved to renounce the defensive

resolves to schemes of Memnon, and to take the 'offensive

offensive against the Macedonians on land. His troops,
oniand.Hia already summoned from the various parts of the
immense

^ empire, had partially arrived, and were still com-

ing in. 1 Their numbers became greater and

greater, amounting at length to a vast and multitudinous

host, the total of which is given by some as 600,000 men
by others as 400,000 infantry and 100,000 cavalry.

The spectacle of this showy and imposing mass, in every
variety of arms, costume, and language, filled the mind of

Darius with confidence; especially as there were among
them between 20,000 and 30,000 Grecian mercenaries. The
Persian courtiers, themselves elate and sanguine, stimulated
and exaggerated the same feeling in the king himself, who
became confirmed in his persuasion that his enemies could
never resist him. From Sogdiana, Baktria, and India, the

contingents had not yet had time to arrive; but most of

those between the Persian Gulf and the Caspian sea had
come in Persians, Medes, Armenians, Derbikes, Barka-

nians, Hyrkanians, Kardakes, &c.; all ofwhom, mustered in

the plains of Mesopotamia, are said to have been counted,
like the troops of Xerxes in the plain of Doriskus, by paling
off a space capable of containing exactly 10,000 men, and

passing all the soldiers through it in succession. 2 Neither
Darius himself, nor any of those around him, had ever before
seen so overwhelming a manifestation of the Persian im-

perial force. Toan Oriental eye, incapable ofappreciating the

real conditions of military preponderance, accustomed

only to the gross and visible computation of numbers and

physical strength, the king who marched forth at the
head of such an army appeared like a God on earth, certain

to trample down all before just as most Greeks had
conceived respecting Xerxes, 3 and by stronger reason

1 Diodor. xvii. 30, 31. Diodorus must have been sent out before,

represents the Persian king as 2
Curtiua, iii. 2.

having 'begun to issue letters of ' Herodot. vii. 56 and the collo-

convocation for the troops, after quy between Xerxes anclDemaratug
he heard the death of Memnon

;
vii. 103, 104 where the language

which cannot be true. The letters put by Herodotus into the mouth
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Xerxes respecting himself, a century and a half before.

Because all this turned out a ruinous mistake, the descrip-
tion of the feeling, given in Curtius and Diodorus/s often
mistrusted as baseless rhetoric. Yet it is in reality the

self-suggested illusion of untaught men, as opposed to

trained and scientific judgement.
But though such was the persuasion of Orientals, it

found no response in the bosom of an intelligent Free speech
Athenian. Among the Greeks now near Darius, ?n,

d &
., . ,, .

5 ., /-., .j i , .
'
judgement

was the Athenian exile Charidemus; who having O f Chari-

incurred the implacable enmity of Alexander, f
6mu

|' t

He

had been forced to quit Athens after the Mace- death by
donian capture of Thebes, and had fled together

Darius,

with Ephialtes to the Persians. Darius, elate with the

apparent omnipotence of his army under review, and hear-

ing but one voice of devoted concurrence from the courtiers

around him, asked the opinion of Charidemus, in full

expectation of receiving an affirmative reply. So completely
were the hopes of Charidemus bound up with the success

of Darius, that he would not suppress his convictions,
however unpalatable, at a moment when there was yet a

possibility that they might prove useful. He replied (with
the same frankness as Demaratus had once employed to-

wards Xerxes), that the vast multitude now before him
were unfit to cope with the comparatively small number
of the invaders. He advised Darius to place no reliance

on Asiatics, but to employ his immense treasures in sub-

sidizing an increased army of Grecian mercenaries. He
tendered his own hearty services either to assist or to

command. To Darius, what he said was alike surprising
and offensive; in the Persian courtiers, it provoked intoler-

able wrath. Intoxicated as they all were with the spectacle
of their immense muster, it seemed to them a combination
of insult with absurdity, to pronounce Asiatics worthless as

compared with Macedonians, and to teach the king that his

empire could be defended by none but Greeks. They
denounced Charidemus as a traitor who wished to acquire
the king's confidence in order to betray him to Alexander.

Darius, himself stung with the reply, and still farther

of XerxSa is natural and instruct- Asiatic multitude Xenophon,
ive. On the other hand, the superior Anabas. 1. 7, 4. Compare the blunt

penetration of Cyrus the younger language of the Arcadian Antio-

expresses supreme contempt for chus Xen. Hellen. vii. 1, 33
j
and

the military inefficiency of an Cyrojjzed. viii. 8, 20.
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exasperated by the clamours of his courtiers, seized with
his own hands the girdle of Charidemus, and consigned hin<

to the guards for execution. "You will discover too late

(exclaimed the Athenian) the truth of what I have said.

My avenger will soon be upon you."
*

Filled as he now was with certain anticipations of
Darius success and glory, Darius resolved to assume in

Memnon^ person the command of his army, and march
plans, just down to overwhelm Alexander. From this

when.
e

he
me moment, his land-army became the really import-

had the best ant and aggressive force, with which he himself

positions
was ^ ac^' Herein we note his distinct aband-

for ex- onment of the plans of Memnon the turning-

them
D
with point ofhis future fortune. He abandoned them,

effect. too, at the precise moment when they might have
been most safely and completely executed. Forat the time of

the battle of the Granikus, when Memnon's counsel was

originally given, the defensive part of it was not easy to

act upon; since the Persians had no very strong or command-

ing position. But now, in the spring of 333 B.C., they had
a Tine of defence as good as they could possibly desire;

advantages, indeed, scarcely to be paralleled elsewhere.

In the first place, there was the line of Mount Taurus,

barring the entrance of Alexander into Kilikia; a line of

defence (as will presently appear) nearly inexpugnable.
Next, even if Alexander had succeeded in forcing this line

and mastering Kilikia, there would yet remain the narrow
road between Mount Amanus and the sea, called the
Amanian Gates, and the Gates of Kilikia and Assyria
and after that

,
the passes over Mount Amanus itself all

indispensable for Alexander to pass through, and capable of

being held, with proper precautions, against the strongest
force of attack. A better opportunity for executing the

defensive part of Memnon's scheme could not present itself;

and he himself must doubtless have reckoned that such

advantages would not be thrown away.
The momentous change of policy, on the part of the

Darius Persian king, was manifested by the order which
recalls the he sent to the fleet after receiving intelligence

mercenaries ^ *ne death ofMemnon. Confirming the appoint-
from the ment of Phai'iiabazus (made provisionally by the
eet<

dying Memnon) as admiral, he at the same time

1

Curtius, iii. 2, 10-20; Diodor. xvii. 30.
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despatched Thymodes (son of Mentor and nephew of Mem-
non) to bring away from the fleet the Grecian mercenaries
who served aboard, to be incorporated with the main
Persian army. 1 Here was a clear proof that the main stress

of offensive operations was henceforward to be transferred
from the sea to the land.

It is the more important to note such desertion of

policy, on the part of Darius, as the critical ,"
. ,

r
,i /> -rt t i Criticism of

turning-point in the Greco-Persian drama be- Arrian on
cause Arrian and the other historians leave it Daring's

out of sight, and set before us little except
p

secondary points in the case. Thus, for example, they
condemn the imprudence of Darius, for coming to fight
Alexander within the narrow space near Issus, instead of

waiting for him on the spacious plains beyond Mount
Amanus. Now, unquestionably, granting that a general
battle was inevitable

,
this step augmented the chances in

favour of the Macedonians. But is was a step upon which
no material consequences turned; for the Persian army
under Darius was hardly less unfit for a pitched battle in

the open plain; as was afterwards proved at Arbela. The
real imprudence the neglect of the Memnonian warning
consisted in fighting the battle at all. Mountains and
defiles were the real strength of the Persians, to be held as

posts of defence against the invader. If Darius erred, it

was not so much in relinquishing the open plain of Sochi,
as in originally preferring that plain with a pitched battle,

to the strong lines of defence offered by Taurus and Amanus.
The narrative of Arrian, exact perhaps in what it

affirms, is not only brief and incomplete, but even omits

on various occasions to put in relief the really important
and determining points.

While halting at Gordium, Alexander was joined by
those newly-married Macedonians whom he had B c 333

sent home to winter, and who now came back (Summer),

with reinforcements to the number of 3000 March of

infantry and 300 cavalry, together with 200 Thes-
A

.

1 e

m
:ander

salian cavalry, and 150 Eleians. 2 As soon as his Gordium

troops had been sufficiently rested, he marched ^^
(probably about the latter half of May) towards ia

<

and

Paphlagonia and Kappadokia. AtAnkyra he was ***
met by a deputation from thePaphlagonians, who

1

Arrian, ii. 2, 1; ii. 13, 3. Curtius, iii. 3, 1. * Ariian, i. 29, 6.

2 F 2
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submitted themselves to his discretion, only entreating that

he would not conduct his army into their country. Accept-
ing these terms, he placed them under the government of

Kallas, his satrap of Hellespontine Phrygia. Advancing
farther, he subdued the whole of Kappadokia, even to a

considerable extent beyond the Halys, leaving therein

Sabiktas as satrap.
*

Having established security in his rear, Alexander

B.C. 333. marched southward towards Mount Taurus. He
He' arrives

reacned a post called the Camp of Cyrus, at the

at the line northern foot of that mountain
,
near the pass

Taurus'
*

Tauri-pylse, or Kilikian Gates
,
which forms the

difficulties regular communication between Kappadokia on
of the pass, the north side, andKilikia on the south, of this

great chain. The long road ascending and descending was

generally narrow, winding, and rugged, sometimes between
two steep and high banks; and it included, near its southern

termination, one spot particularly obstructed and difficult.

From ancient times, down to the present, the main road
from Asia Minor into Kilikia and Syria has run through
this pass. During the Roman empire, it must doubtless

have received many improvements, so as to render the

traffic comparatively easier. Yet the description given of

it by modern travellers represents it to be as difficult as

any road ever traversed by an army.
2
Seventy years before

Alexander, it had been traversed by the younger Cyrus
with the 10,000 Greeks, in his march up to attack his

brother Artaxerxes
;
and Xenophon, 3 who thenwent through

it, pronounces it absolutely impracticable for an army, if

opposed by any occupying force. So thoroughly persuaded
was Cyrus himself of this fact, that he had prepared a fleet,

1

Arrian, ii. 4, 2; Curtius, iii. 1, undefended, so that Ibrahim Pacha
22

; Plutarch, Alex. 18. passed from Tarsus along it

2
Respecting this pass, see Chap, without opposition. The Turkish

LXIX. of the present History, troops occupied the easternmost

There are now two passes over pass, but defended themselves bad-

Taurus, from Erekli on the north ly, so that the passage was forced

side of the mountain one the by the Egyptians (Histoire de la

easternmost,' descending upon Ada- Guerre de Mehemed AH, par Ca-

na in Kilikia the other, the dalvene et Barrault, p. 243).

westernmost, upon Tarsus. In the Alexander crossed Taurus by the

war (1832) between the Turks and easternmost of the two passes.
Ibrahim Pacha, the Turkish com- Xenoph. Anabas. i. 2, 21; Dio-
mander left the westernmost pass dor. xiv. 20.
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in case he found the pass occupied, to land troops by sea
in Kilikia in the rear of the defenders; and great indeed
was his astonishment to discover that the habitual reck-
lessness of Persian management had left the defile un-

guarded. The narrowest part, while hardly sufficient to

contain four armed men abreast, was shut in by precipitous
rocks on each side. l Here, if anywhere, was the spot in

which the defensive policy of Memnon might have been
made sure. To Alexander, inferior as he was by sea, the
resource employed by the younger Cyrus was not open.

YetArsames, the Persian satrap commanding at Tarsus
in Kilikia , having received seemingly from his

B c 333
master no instructions, or worse than none, acted
as if ignorant of the existence of his enterprising Arsames,

enemy north of Mount Taurus. On the first the Persian

approach of Alexander, the few Persian soldiers Alexander

occupying the pass fled without striking a blow, passes

being seemingly unprepared for any enemy more Taurus
formidable than mountain-robbers. Alexander without the

thus became master of this almost insuperable am^e.^He
1"

barrier without the loss of a man. 2 On the en- enters

suing day he marched his whole army over it into

Kilikia, and arriving in a few hours at Tarsus, found the

town already evacuated by Arsames. 3

At Tarsus Alexander made a long halt; much longer
than he intended. Either from excessive fatigue, B 333
or from bathing while hot in the chilly water of (Summer).
the river Kydnus, he was seized with a violent Dangerous

fever, which presently increased to so dangerous
illness

^>f
a pitch that his life was despaired of. Amidst His'confi-*

the grief and alarm with which this misfortune denceintne

filled the army, none of the physicians would Phfnppu's,
venture to administer remedies, from fear of wh cures

being held responsible for what threatened to be

>
Ourtius, iii. 4, 11.

'
Arrian, ii. 4, 3-8; Curtins , iii.

Curtius, iii. 4, 11. "Conteinpla-
4 ' Curtius a sc bes to Arsames the

tus locorum situm (Alexander),
>tention of executing Wbat had

non alias dicitur magis admiratus
been "commended by Memnon be-

esse felicitatem suam," Ac.
fore the tattle of the Granikus -
to desolate the country in order

SeePlutarch, Demetnus, 47, where to check Alexander, 8 advance . But
Agathokles (son of Lysmachus) th, cftn hardl be the fjght jntet.

holds the hne of Taurus against pretationofthe p roCeeding.Arrian' B
Demetnus Poliorketes.

account geems more rea8onable .
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a fatalresult. l One alone among them, anAkarnanian named

Philippus, long known and trusted by Alexander, engaged
to cure him by a violent purgative draught. Alexander
directed him to prepare it

;
but before the time for taking

it arrived, he received a confidential letter from Parmenio,

entreating him to beware ofPhilippus, who had been bribed

by Darius to poison him. After reading the letter, he put
it under his pillow. Presently came Philippus with the

medicine, which Alexander accepted and swallowed with-

out remark, at the same time giving Philippus the letter

to read, and watching the expression of his countenance.
The look, words, and gestures of the physician were such
as completely to reassure him. Philippus, indignantly repu-
diating the calumny, repeated his full confidence in the medi-

cine, and pledged himself to abide the result. At first it

operated so violently as to make Alexander seemingly worse,
and even to bring him to death's door ; but after a certain

interval, its healing effects became manifest. The fever was

subdued, and Alexander was pronounced out of danger, to

the delight of the whole army.
2 A reasonable time sufficed

to restore him to his former health and vigour.
It was his first operation, after recovery, to send for-

Operations ward Parmenio, atthehead oftheGreeks,Thessa-

ander
e

in" Hans, and Thracians, in his army, for the purpose
Kiiikia. of clearing the forward route and of securing the

pass called the Gates of Kiiikia and Syria.
3 This narrow

road, bounded by the range of Mount Amanus on the east

and by the sea on the west, had been once barred by a
double cross-wall with gates for passage, marking the

original boundaries of Kiiikia and Syria. The Gates, about
six days' march beyond Tarsus, 4 were found guarded, but

1 When Hephsestion died of fever continued for four years to con-

at Ekbatana, nine years after- trast the generous confidence which

wards, Alexander caused the phy- he here displayed towards Philip-
sician who had attended him to pus, with his cruel prejudgement
be crucified (Plutarch, Alexand. and torture of Phildtas four years
72

; Arrian, vii. 14). afterwards.
1 This interesting anecdote is re- *

Arrian, ii. 6, 1; Diodor. xvii.

counted, with more or less of rhe- 32; Curtius, iii. 7, 6.

toric and amplification, in all the * Cyrus the younger was five days
historians Arrian, ii. 4; Diodor. in marching from Tarsus to lasus,

xvii. 31; Plutarch, Alexand. 19; and one day more from Issus to

Curtius, iii. 5; Justin, xi. 8. the Gates of Kiiikia and Syria,
It is one mark of the difference Xeiioph. Anab. i. 4, 1; Chap. LXIX

produced in the character of Alex- of this History,
ander

, by superhuman successes
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the guard fled with little resistance. At the same time,
Alexander himself, conducting the Macedonian troops in a

south-westerly direction from Tarsus, employed some time
in mastering and regulating the towns of Anchialus and

Soli, as well as the Kilikian mountaineers. Then, returning
to Tarsus, and recommencing his forward march, he ad-

vanced with the infantry and with his chosen squadron of

cavalry, first to Magarsus near the mouth of the river Pyra-
mus, next to Mallus; the general hody of cavalry, under Phi-

lotas, being sent by a more direct route across the Aleian

plain. Mallus, sacred to the prophet Amphilochus as patron-
nero, was said to be a colony from Argos; on both these

grounds Alexander was disposed to treat it with peculiar
respect. He offered solemn sacrifice to Amphilochus, exempt-
ed Mallus from tribute, and appeased some troublesome
discord among the citizens. l

It was at Mallus that he received his first distinct

communication respecting Darius and the main
Persian army; which was said to be encamped at

B ' c< 3o3 '

Sochi in Syria, on the eastern side of Mount Alexander
Amanus about two days' march from the moun- out of

tain pass now called Beylan. That pass, travers- ^Ju^
ing the Amanian range, forms the continuance issus, to

of the main road from Asia Minor into Syria, ^yan"

after having passed first over Taurus, and next

through the difficult point of ground above specified (call-
ed the Gates of Kilikia and Syria), between Mount
Amanus andthe sea. Assembling his principal officers, Alex-
ander communicated to them the position of Darius, now

encamped in a spacious plain with prodigious superiority
of numbers, especially of cavalry. Though the locality was
thus rather favourable to the enemy, yet the Macedonians,
full of hopes and courage, called upon Alexander to lead

them forthwith against him. Accordingly Alexander, well

pleased with their alacrity, began his forward march on

the following morning. He passed through Issus, where
he left some sick and wounded under a moderate guard
then through the Gates of Kilikia and Syria. At the second

day's march from those Gates, he reached the seaport

Myriandi'us, the first town of Syria or Phenicia. 2

Here, having been detained in his camp one day by a

dreadful storm, he received intelligence which altogether

1

Arrian, ii. 5, It. 7
Arrian, ii. 6.
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changed his plans. The Persian army had been marched

away from Sochi, and was now in Kilikia, following in his

rear. It had already got possession of Issus.

Darius had marched out of the interior his vast and

M h f
miscellaneous host, stated at 600,000 men. His

Darius from mother, his wife, his harem, his children, his per-
the interior sorial attendants of every description, accom-
to the east- . ,

,
. ., f

c
,

. !

era side of pamed mm, to witness what was anticipated as
Mount a certain triumph. All the apparatus of ostenta-
Amanus. ,. ,

, .-,
r
-f. ,

,
~

immense tion and luxury was provided in abundance, tor
numbers of the king and for his Persian grandees. The bag-his array: r , , , .,

groat gage was enormous : of gold and silver alone, we
wealth and are told that there was enough to furnish load

to it; tke"* for 600 mules and 300 camels. 1 A temporary
treasure

bridge being thrown over the Euphrates, five

gage i^
8"

days were required to enable the whole army to
sent to Da- cross. 2 Much of the treasure and baggage, how-

ever, was not allowed to follow the army to

the vicinity of Mount Amanus, but was sent under a guard
to Damascus in Syria.

At the head of such an overwhelming host, Darius was

B c 833 eager to bring on at once a general battle. It

, was not sufficient for him simply to keep back
Position of , . * "

Darius on an enemy, whom, when once in presence, he cal-
the plain culated on crushing altogether. Accordingly, he
eastward of , -, \ j.

Mount had given no orders (as we have just seen) to

Heathrow
defend the line of the Taurus; he had admitted

open the Alexander unopposed into Kilikia, and he in-
mountain tended to let him enter in like manner through
let" Aiex- the remaining strong passes first, the Gates of
ander come Kilikia and Syria, between Mount Amanus and

and
>t

flght a the sea next, the pass, now calledBeylan, across

pitched Amanus itself. He both expected and wished that

his enemy should come into the plain to fight,
there to be trodden down by the countless horsemen of

Persia.

But such anticipation was not at once realized. The
impatience movements of Alexander, hitherto so rapid and

the delay of unremitting, seemed suspended. We have already
Alexander noticed the dangerous fever which threatened his

i"crosses life* occasioning not only a long halt, but much
Mount uneasiness among the Macedonian army. All

1

Curtius, Hi. 3, 24. Curtius, iii. 7, 1.
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was doubtless reported to the Persians, with
abundant exaggerations; and when Alexander, A
immediately after recovery, instead of marching *" the

e j a. j it. AJ f xi_ doBlea of
forward towards them, turned away from them Kilikia.

to subdue the western portion of Kilikia, this again was con-

strued by Darius as an evidence of hesitation and fear. It

is even asserted that Parmenio wished to await the attack
of the Persians in Kilikia, and that Alexander at first con-
sented to do so. * At any rate, Darius, after a certain inter-

val, contracted the persuasion, and was assured by his Asia-
tic councillors and courtiers, that the Macedonians, though
audacious and triumphant against frontier satraps, now
hung back intimidated by the approaching majesty and full

muster of the empire, and that they would not stand to

resist his attack. Under this impression Darius resolved

upon an advance into Kilikia with all his army. Thymodes
indeed, and other intelligent Grecian advisers together
with the Macedonian exile Amyntas deprecated his new
resolution, entreating him to persevere in his original pur-
pose. They pledged themselves that Alexander would come
forth to attack him wherever he was, and that too, speedily.

They dwelt on the imprudence of fighting in the narrow
defiles of Kilikia, where his numbers, and especially his

vast cavalry, would be useless. Their advice, however, was
not only disregarded by Darius, but denounced by the Per-
sian councillors as traitorous. 2 Even some of the Greeks in

the camp shared, and transmitted in their letters to Athens,
the blind confidence of the monarch. The order was forth-

with given for the whole army to quit the plains of Syria
and march across Mount Amanus into Kilikia. 3 To cross,

by any pass, over such a range as that of Mount Amanus,
with a numerous army, heavy baggage, and ostentatious

train (including all the suite necessary for the regal family),
must have been a work of no inconsiderable time; and the

1 Curtius, iii. 7, 8. showingthese letters, and boasting
2 From .ZEschin&s (cont. Ktesi- of the good news which was at

phont. p. 552) it seems that Demo- hand. Josephus (Ant. Jud. xi. 8,

sthenfis, and the anti-Macedonian 3) also reports the confident anti-

statesmen at Athens, received cipations of Persian success, enter-

letters at this moment written in tained by Samballat at Samaria,

high spirits, intimating that Alex- as well as by all the Asiatics

ander was "caught and pinned up" around.

in Kilikia. Demosthenes (if we 3
Arrian, ii. 6; Curtius, iii. 8, 2;

may believe JEschines) went about Diodor. xvii. 32.
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only two passes over this mountain were,both ofthem, narrow
and easily defensible. 1 Darius followed the northernmost of

the two, which brought him into the rear of the enemy.
Thus at the same time that the Macedonians were

He arrives marching southward to cross Mount Amanus by
in Alex- the southern pass, and attack Darius in the

tear^and plain Darius was coming over into Kilikia by
captures the northern pass to drive them before him back

into Macedonia. 2
Reaching Issus, seemingly about

two days after they had left it, he became master of their sick

and wounded left in the town. With odious brutality, his

grandees impelled him to inflict upon these poor men either

death or amputation of hands and arms. 3 He then marched
forward along the same road by the shore of the Gulf
which had already been followed by Alexander and en-

camped on the banks of the river Pinarus.
The fugitives from Issus hastened to inform Alexan-

Eetum of der, whom they overtook at Myriandrus. So
Alexander astonished was he that he refused to believe the

riandruJf news until it had been confirmed by some officers

his address whom he sent northward along the coast of the
is army.

Q.uj jn a sma\\ galley, and to whom the vast

Persian multitude on the shore was distinctly visible. Then,

assembling the chief officers, he communicated to them the

near approach of the enemy, expatiating on the favour-

able auspices under which a battle would now take place.
4

His address was hailed with acclamation by his hearers,
who demanded only to be led against the enemy.

5

1

Cicero, Epist. ad Famil. xv. 4. Gates of Kilikia and Syria, while

See the instructive commentary of he himself marched backward to

Miitzell ad Curtium, iii. 8. p. 103, Soli and Anchialus. He and Par-

104. I have given, in an Appendix menio must have been separated
to this Volume a Plan of the at this time by a distance not less

ground near Issus, together with than eight days of ordinary march,

some explanatory comments. If, during this interval, Darius had
1 Plutarch (Alexand. 20) states arrived at Issus, he would have

this general fact correctly; but he been just between them, and would
is mistaken in saying that the two have cut them off one from tho

armies missed one another in the other. It was Alexander's good
night, Ac. luck that so grave an embarrassment

1
Arrian, ii. 7, 2

;
Curtius

, iii. 8, did not occur.

14. I have mentioned, a few pages
*
Arrian, ii. 7. 8.

back, that about a fortnight before Arrian, ii. 7; Curtius, iii. 10;

Alexander had sent Parmenio for- Diodor. xvii. 33.

ward from Tarsus to secure the
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His distance from the Persian position may have been
about eighteen miles. 1 By an evening march, p gion of

after supper, he reached at midnight the narrow the Mace-

defile (between Mount Amanus and the sea) arm^south
called the Gates of Kilikia and Syria, through of the river

which he had marched two days before. Again
J

master of that important position, he rested there the last

portion of the night, and advanced forward at daybreak
northward towards Darius. At first the breadth of practi-
cable road was so confined as to admit only a narrow
column of march, with the cavalry following the infantry;

presently it widened, enabling Alexander to enlarge his

front by bringing up successively the divisions of the

phalanx. On approaching near to the river Pinarus (which
flowed across the pass), he adopted his order of battle.

On the extreme right he placed the hypaspists, or light
division of hoplites; next (reckoning from right to left),
five Taxeis or divisions of the phalanx, under Kcenus,
Pecdikkas, Meleager, Ptolemy, and Amyntas. Of these

three last or left divisions, Kraterus had the general
command; himself subject to the orders of Parmenio, who
commanded the entire left half of the army. The breadth
of plain between the mountains on the right, and the sea

on the left, is said to have been not more than fourteen

stadia, or somewhat more than one English mile and a

half. 2 From fear of being outflanked by the superior
numbers of the Persians, he gave strict orders to Parmenio
to keep close to the sea. His Macedonian cavalry, the

Companions, together with the Thessalians, were placed
on his right flank; as were also the Agrianes, and the prin-

cipal portion of the light infantry. The Peloponnesian
and allied cavalry, with the Thracian and Kretan light

infantry, were sent on the left flank to Parmenio. 3

Darius, informed that Alexander was approaching,

1 Kallisthengs called the distance ly in a condition to appreciate the

100 stadia (ap. Polyb. xii. 19). This goodness of the criticism; which
seems likely to be under the truth, in some points is certainly over-

Polybius criticises severely the strained.

description given by Kallisthenes * Kallisthenes ap. Polybium,
of the march of Alexander. Not xii. 17.

having before us the words of J
Arrian, ii. 8, 4 13.

Kallisthenes himself, we are hard-
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Position of resolved to fight where he was encamped, behind
the Persian the riverPinarus. He, however, threw across the

of'the
1

^- river a force of 30,000 cavalry, and 20,000 in-
narus.

fantry, to ensure the undisturbed formation of

his main force behind the river. 1 He composed his phalanx,
or main line of battle, of 90,000 hoplites; 30,000 Greek hop-
lites in the centre, and 30,000 Asiatics armed as hoplites

(called Kardakes), on each side of these Greeks. These men
not distributed into separate divisions, but grouped in one

body or multitude 2 filled the breadth between the moun-
tains and the sea. On the mountains to his left, he placed a

body of 20,000 men, intended to act against the right flank

and rear of Alexander. But for the great numerical mass
of his vast host, he could find no room to act; accordingly

they remained useless in the rear of his Greek and Asiatic

hoplites ; yet not formed into any body of reserve, or kept
disposable for assisting in case of need. When his line was

thoroughly formed, he recalled to the right bank of the

Pinarus the 30,000 cavalry and 20,000 infantry which he
had sent across as a protecting force. A part of this cavalry

1 CompareKallisthenes ap.Polyb.
xii. 17 ; and Arrian, ii. 8, 8. Con-

sidering how narrow the space

was, such numerous bodies as these

30,000 horse and 20,000 foot must
have found little facility in moving.
Kallisthenfis did not notice them,
as far as we can collect from Po-

lybius.
1 Arrian

,
ii. 8, 9. Toao'J-coO; fip

e ii t
<p
a ). a Y f o <; aitXrjs eSsjreTO TO

ytoplov, tva eTaooovro.

The depth of this single phalanx
is not given, nor do we know the

exact width of the ground which
it occupied. Assuming a depth of

sixteen, and one pace in breadth

to each soldier, 4000 men would
stand in the breadth of a stadium
of 250 paces ;

and therefore 80,000
men in a breadth of twenty stadia

(see the calculation of Biistow
and Kochly (p. 280) about the Ma-
cedonian line). Assuming a depth
of twenty-six, 6500 men would stand
in the breadth of the stadium, and

therefore 90,000 in a total breadth
of 14 stadia which is that given by
Kallisthenes. But there must have
been intervals left, greater or less,

we know not how many; the cover-

ing detachments, which had been
thrown out before the river Pinarus,
must have found some means of

passing through to the rear, when
recalled.

Mr. Kinneir states that the

breadth between MountAmanus and
the sea varies between one mile
and a half (English) and three

miles. The fourteen stadia of Kal-

listhenes are equivalent to nearly
one English mile and three-quart-
ers.

Neither in ancient nor in mod-
ern times have Oriental armies

ever been trained
, by native offi-

cers, to regularity of march or

array see Malcolm, Hist, of Per-

sia, ch. xxiii. vol. ii. p. 498; Vol-

ney, Travels in Egypt and Syria,
vol. i. p. 124.
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were sent to his extreme left wing, but the mountain ground
was found unsuitable for them to act, so that they were
forced to cross to the right wing, where accordingly the

great mass of the Persian cavalry became assembled. Da-
rius himself in his chariot was in the centre of the line,
behind the Grecian hoplites. In the front of his whole line

ran the river or rivulet Pinarus; the banks of which, in

many parts naturally steep, he obstructed in some places
by embankments. 1

As soon as Alexander, by the retirement of the Persian

covering detachment, was enabled to perceive Battle of

the final dispositions of Darius, he made some issus.

alteration in his own, transferring his Thessalian cavalry
by a rear movement from his right to his left wing, and

bringing forward the lancer-cavalry or sarrissophori, as

well as the light infantry, Paeonians and archers, to the
front of his right. The Agrianians, together with some

cavalry and another body of archers, were detached from
the general line to form an oblique front against the 20,000
Persians posted on the hill to outflank him. As these 20,000
men came near enough to threaten his flank, Alexander
directed the Agrianians to attack them, and to drive them
farther away on the hills. They manifested so little firmness,
and gave way so easily, that he felt no dread of any serious

aggressive movement from them. He therefore contented
himself with holding back in reserve against them a body
of 300 heavy cavalry; while he placed the Agrianians and
the rest on the right of his main line, in order to make his

front equal to that of his enemies. 2

Having thus formed his array, after giving the troops a

certain halt after their march, he advanced at a very slow pace,
anxious to maintain his own front even, and anticipating
that the enemy might cross the Pinarus to meet him. But
as they did not move, he continued his advance, preserving

1 Arrian, ii. 10, 2. Kallisthengs 90,000 hoplites, not including ca-

appears to have reckoned the mer- valry (Polyb. xii. 18).

cenaries composing the Persian *
Arrian, ii. 9; Kallisthen6s ap.

phalanx at 80,000 and the cavalry Polyb. xii. 17. The slackness of

at 30,000. He does not seem to this Persian corps on the flank,

have taken account of the Karda- and the ease with which Alexander
kes. Yet Polybius in his criticism drove them back a material point
tries to make out that there was in reference to the battle are

not room for an array of even noticed also by Curtius
, iii. 9, 11.

0,000; while Arrian enumerates
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the uniformity of the front, until he arrived within

bowshot, when he himself, at the head of his cavalry, hyp-

aspists, and divisions of the phalanx on the right, accelerated

his pace, crossed the river at a quick step, and fell upon
the Kardakes or Asiatic hoplites on the Persian left. Tin-

prepared for the suddenness and vehemence of this attack,
these Kardakes scarcely resisted a moment, but gave way
as soon as they came to close quarters, and fled, vigorously

pressed by the Macedonian right. Darius, who was in his

chariot in the centre, perceived that this untoward desertion

exposed his person from the left flank. Seized with panic,
he caused his chariot to be turned round, and fled with all

speed among the foremost fugitives.
l He kept to his chariot

as long as the ground permitted, but quitted it on reaching
some rugged ravines, and mounted on horseback to make
sure of escape; in such terror that he cast away his bow,
his shield, and his regal mantle. He does not seem to have

given a single order, nor to have made the smallest effort

1
Arrian, ii. 11, 6. eu9u;, UK eix^v

ETil TOO opfxoiTO?, ouv TO!? npibtoi;

IrpeyYS, &c.

This simple statement of Arrian

is far more credible than the highly

wrought details given by Diodorus

(xvii. 34) and Curtius (iii. 11, 9)

about a direct charge of Alex-
ander upon the chariot of Darius

and a murderous combat imme-

diately round that chariot, in which
the horses became wounded and

unmanageable , so as to be on the

point of overturning It. Chare's even
went so far as to affirm that Alex-
ander had come into personal con-

flict with Darius, from whom he
had received his wound in the thigh

(Plutarch, Alex. 20). Plutarch had
seen the letter addressed by Alex-
a.ider to Antipater, simply inti-

mating that he had received a

slight wound in the thigh.
In respect to this point, as to so

many others, Diodorus and Curtius

have copied the same authority.
Kallisthenes (ap. Polyb. xii. 22)

stated that Alexander had laid his

plan of attack with a view to bear

upon the person of Darius, which
is not improbable (compareXenoph.
Anab. i. 8, 22) ,

and was in fact

realized, since the first successful

charge of the Macedonians came
so near to Darius, as to alarm him
for the safety of his own person.
To the question put by Polybius
How did Alexander know in what

part of the army Darius was? we

may reply, that the chariot and per-

son of Darius would doubtless be

conspicuous : moreover, the Persian

kings were habitually in the centre

and Cyrus the younger, at the

battle of Kunaxa
,

directed the

attack to be made exactly against
the person of his brother Arta-
xerxes.

After the battle ofKunaxa, Arta-
xerxes assumed to himself the
honour of having slain Cyrus with
his own hand, and put to death

those who had really done the

deed because they boasted of it

(Plutarch, Artax. 16).
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to repair a first misfortune. The flight of the king was the

signal for all who observed it to flee also
;
so that the vast

host in the rear were quickly to be seen trampling one
another down, in their efforts to get through the difficult

ground out of the reach of the enemy. Darius was himself

not merely the centre of union for all the miscellaneous

contingents composing the army, but also the sole com-

mander; so that after his flight there was no one left to give

any general order.

This great battle we might rather say, that which

ought to have been a great battle was thus Alarm and
lost, through the giving way of the Asiatic hop- immediate

lites on the Persian left, and the immediate flight ^ g]
^ ^

of Darius, within a few minutes after its defeat of

commencement. But the centre and right of the t
l
ie Per"

Persians, not yet apprised of these misfortunes,
behaved with gallantry. When Alexander made his rapid
dash forward with the right, under his own immediate

command, the phalanx in his left centre (which was under
Kraterus and Parmenio) either did not receive the same

accelerating order, or found itself both retarded and disor-

dered by greater steepness in the banks of the Pinarus. Here
it was charged by the Grecian mercenaries, the best troops
in the Persian service. The combat which took place was

obstinate, and the Macedonian loss not inconsiderable; the

general of division, Ptolemy son of Seleukus, with 120 of

the front-rank men or choice phalangites, being slain. But

presently Alexander, having completed the rout on the

enemies' left, brought back his victorious troops from the

pursuit, attacked the Grecian mercenaries in flank, and

gave decisive superiority to their enemies. These Grecian
mercenaries were beaten and forced to retire. On finding that

Darius himself had fled, they got away from the field as well

as they could, yet seemingly in good order. There is even
reason to suppose that a part of them forced their way up
the mountains or through the Macedonian line, and made
their escape southward. 1

1 This is the supposition of Mr. on the Cilician and Syrian Gates,

Williams, and it appears to me Journal of the Geograph. Society,

probable, though Mr. Ainsworth 1838, p. 194.] These Greeks, being
calls it in question, in consequence merely fugitives with arms in their

of the difficulties of the ground hands -with neither cavalry nor

southward of Myriandrus towards baggage could make their way
the sea. [See Mr. Ainsworth's Essay over very difficult ground.
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Meanwhile on the Persian right, towards the sea, the

heavy-armed Persian cavalry had shown much bravery.

They were bold enough to cross thePinarus ] and vigorously
to charge the Thessalians; with whom they maintained a
close contest, until the news spread that Darius had dis-

appeared, and that the left of the army was routed. They
then turned their backs and fled, sustaining terrible damage
from their enemies in the retreat. Of the Kardakes on the

right flank of the Grecian hoplites in the Persian line, we
hear nothing, nor of the Macedonian infantry opposed to

them. Perhaps these Kardakes came little into action, since

the cavalry on their part of the field were so severely engaged.
At any rate they took part in the general flight of the Per-

sians, as soon as Darius was known to have left the field. 2

The rout of the Persians being completed, Alexander

began a vigorous pursuit. The destruction and
vigorous , <=>

, ,
*

, ,

and de- slaughter ot the fugitives were prodigious,
structive Amidst so small a breadth of practicable ground,
pursuit by , ,. . , s*ni 111 i

Alex- narrowed sometimes into a defile and broken by
ander frequent watercourses, their vast numbers found
capture of -, , -, ji j \
the mother no room, and trod one another down. As many
and wife of

perished in this way as by the sword of the con-

querors ;
insomuch thatPtolemy (afterwards king

of Egypt, the companion and historian of Alexander) re-

counts that he himselfin the pursuit came to a ravine choked

up with dead bodies, of which he made a bridge to pass
over it. 3 The pursuit was continued as long as the light
of a November day allowed; but the battle had not

begun till a late hour. The camp of Darius was taken, to-

gether with his mother, his wife, his sister, his infant son,
and two daughters. His chariot, his shield, and his bow
also fell into the power of the conquerors; and a sum of

3000 talents in money was found, though much of the trea-

sure had been sent to Damascus. The total loss of the

1

Arrian, ii. 11, 3; Curtius
,

iii. cisms of Polybius are not to be

11, 13. Kallisthengs stated the accepted -without reserve. He rea-

same tiling as Arrian that this sons as if the Macedonian phalanx
Persian cavalry had crossed the could not cross the Pinarus con-

Pinarus
,
and charged the Thessa- verting a difficulty into an irapos-

lians with bravery. Polybius cen- sibility (xii. 22).

sures him for it, as if he had affirm- *
Arrian, ii. 11

; Curtius, iii. 11.

ed something false and absurd 3
Arrian, ii. 11, 11; KallisthenCs

(xii. 18). This shows that the criti- ap. Polyb. xii. 20.
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Persians is said to have amounted to 10,000 horse and
100,000 foot; among the slain moreoverwere several eminent
Persian grandees Arsames, Rheomithres, and Atizyes,
who had commanded at the Granikus Sabakes, satrap of

Egypt. Of the Macedonians we are told that 300 foot and
150 norse were killed. Alexander himself was slightly
wounded in the thigh by a sword, i

The mother, wife, and family of Darius, who became

captives, were treated by Alexander's order with
the utmost consideration and respect. "When treatment*

Alexander returned at night from the pursuit,
f the r gi

he found the Persian regal tent reserved and prTs'onen

Erepared
for him. In an inner compartment of it by AI-

e heard the tears and wailings of women. He
was informed that the mourners were the mother and wife
of Darius, who had learnt that the bow and shield of Darius
had been taken, and were giving loose to their grief under
the belief that Darius himself was killed. Alexander imme-

diately sent Leonnatus to assure them that Darius was still

living, and to promise further that they shouldbe allowed to

preserve the regal title and state his war against Darius

being undertaken not from any feelings of hatred, but as a
fair contest for the empire of Asia. 2 Besides this anecdote,
which depends on good authority, many others, uncertified

or untrue, were recounted about his kind behaviour to these

princesses; and Alexander himself, shortly after the battle,

seems to have heard fictions about it, which he thought it

necessary to contradict in a letter. It is certain (from the

extract now remaining of this letter) that he never saw,
nor ever entertained the idea of seeing, the captive wife of

Darius, said to be the most beautiful woman in Asia; more-

over he even declined to hear encomiums upon her beauty.
8

How this vast host of fugitives got out of the narrow

' Arrian, ii. 11; Diodor. xvii. 86. xvii. 36; Curtius, ill. 11, 24; iii. 12,

Curtius (iii. 11, 27) says that the 17.

Macedonians lost thirty-two foot 'Plutarch, Alex. 22. ifu> fop
and one hundred and fifty horse, (Alexander) o&x '"" 4u>paxib fiv

killed; \srith504menwounded; e6ps9*l7)v T^JV Aapsloo fuvomea yj

Justin states, 130 foot, and 160 fte^ooXsujjivoi: ISeiv, a.\\' ouSe t<I>v

horse (xi, 9). XEYOVTCOV itepi tij<; eu[iop<pl<x< ct&tJjc
1
Arrian, ii. 12, 8 from Ptolemy ttpoo8e6gY|x4vo; TOV Xofov.

and Aristobulus. Compare Diodor.

VOL. xi. 2 a
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Complete limits of Kilikia, or how many of them quitted
dispersion that country by the same pass over Mount Ama-
si

f

an
h
army- nus as tnat by which they had entered it we

Darius re- cannot make out. It is probable that many, and

Euphrates-
Darius himself among the number, made their

escape of escape across the mountain by various sub-

Grecian
10 "

ordinate roads and by-paths ; which, though unfit

meree- for a regular army with baggage, would be found
nanes. a Welc0me resource by scattered companies.
Darius managed to get together 4000 of the fugitives,
with whom he hastened to Thapsakus, and there recrossed
the Euphrates. The only remnant of force, still in a

position of defence after the battle, consisted of 8000 of

the Grecian mercenaries under Amyntas and Thymodes.
These men, fighting their way out of Kilikia (seemingly
towards the south, by or near Myriandrus), marched to

Tripolis on the coast of Phenicia, where they still found
the same vessels in which they had themselves been brought
from the armament of Lesbos. Seizing sufficient means
of transport, and destroying the rest to prevent pursuit,

they immediately crossed over to Cyprus, and from thence
to Egypt.

1 With this single exception, the enormous Per-
sian host disappears with the battle of Issus. We hear
of no attempt to rally or re-form, nor of any fresh Persian
force afoot until two years afterwards. The booty acquired

by the victors was immense, not merely in gold and silver,

but also in captives for the slave-merchant. On the mor-
row of the battle, Alexander offered a solemn sacrifice of

thanksgiving, with three altars erected on the banks of the

Pinarus; while he at the same time buried the dead, con-

soled the wounded, and rewarded or complimented all who
had distinguished themselves. 2

No victory recorded in history was ever more complete
Prodigious in itself, or more far-stretching in its conse-
eftect pro- quences, than that of Issus. Not only was the

the
e

victory Persian force destroyed or dispersed, but the
of issus. efforts of Darius for recovery were paralysed by

1 Arrian, ii. 13,2, 3; Diodor. xvii. 27; Diodor. xyii. 40. The "Arse

48. Curtiua says that these Greeks Alexandra, in radicibus Amani,"

got away by by-paths across the are mentioned by Cicero (ad Famil.

mountains (Amanus) which may xv, 4). When commanding in Ki-

be true (Curtius, iii. 11, 19). likia
,
he encamped there with his

*
Arrian, ii. 12, 1

; Curtius, iii. 12, army four days.
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the capture of his family. Portions of the dissipated army
of IDSUS may be traced, re-appearing in different places for

operations of detail, but we shall find no farther resistance
to Alexander, during almost two years, except from the
brave freemen of two fortified cities. Everywhere an over-

whelming sentiment of admiration and terror was spread
abroad, towards the force, skill, or good fortune of Alexan-

der, by whichever name it might be called together with

contempt for the real value of a Persian army, in spite of
so much imposing pomp and numerical show; a contempt
not new to intelligent Greeks, but now communicated even
to vulgar minds oy the recent unparalleled catastrophe.
Both as general and as soldier, indeed, the consummate ex-

cellence of Alexander stood conspicuous, not less than the

signal deficiency of Darius. The fault in the latter, upon
which most remark is usually made, was, that of fighting
the battle, not in an open plain, but in a narrow valley,

whereby his superiority of number was rendered unpro-
fitable. But this (as I have already observed) was only one

among many mistakes, and by no means the most serious.

The result would have been the same, had the battle been

fought in the plains to the eastward of Mount Amanus.

Superior numbers are of little avail on any ground, unless

there be a general who knows how to make use of them;
unless they be distributed into separate divisions ready to

combine for offensive action on many points at once, or at

any rate to lend support to each other in defence, so that

a defeat of one fraction is not a defeat of the whole. The
faith of Darius in simple multitude was altogether blind

and childish;i nay, that faith, though overweening before-

hand, disappeared at once when he found his enemies did

not run away, but faced him boldly as was seen by his

attitude on the banks of the Pinarus, where he stood to be

attacked instead of executing his threat of treading down
the handful opposed to him. 2 But it was not merely as a

general, that Darius acted in such a manner as to render

the loss of the battle certain. Had his dispositions been

ever so skilful, his personal cowardice, in quitting the field

1 Bee this faith put forward in SijXoi; eYiveto (Darius) toTs &p<p'

the speech of Xerxes Herodot. 'AXs^o^Spov T^J Y^H-H 88ou).u>|xsvoc

vii. 48: compare the speech of (a remarkable expression borrowed

Aehsemenes, vii. 236. from Thucydides, ir. 84). Compare
* Arrian, ii. 10, 2. xal Tay-cip to? Arrian, ii. 6, 7.

2 G 2
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and thinking only of his own safety, would have sufficed

to nullify their effect. Though the Persian grandees are

generally conspicuous for personal courage, yet we shall

find Darius hereafter again exhibiting the like melancholy
timidity, and the like incompetence for using numbers with

effect, at the battle of Arbela, though fought in a spacious

plain chosen by himself.

Happy was it for Memnon that he did not live to see

B.C. 333. the renunciation of his schemes, and the ruin
(Antnmn). consequent upon it! The fleet in the JEgean,
E
r̂ ects

which had been transferred at his death to

?nG?eece Pharnabazus, though weakened by the loss of

b
5

ti

h
f

those mercenaries whom Darius had recalled to

issus. Anti- Issus, and disheartened by a serious defeat which
Mace- the Persian Orontobates had received from the

project* Macedonians in Karia,2 was nevertheless not in-
crushed, active in trying to organize an anti-Macedonian
manifestation in Greece. While Pharnabazus was at the

island of Siphnos with his 100 triremes, he was visited by
the Lacedaemonian king Agis, who pressed him to embark
for Peloponnesus as large a force as he could spare, to

second a movement projected by the Spartans. But such

aggressive plans were at once crushed by the terror-striking
news of the battle of Issus. Apprehending a revolt in the

island of Chios, as the result of this news, Pharnabazus

immediately sailed thither with a large detachment. Agis,

obtaining nothing more than a subsidy of thirty talents and
a squadron of tentriremes, was obliged to renounce his

projects in Peloponnesus, and to content himself with

directing some operations in Krete, to be conducted by his

brother Agesilaus ;
while he himself remained among the

islands, and ultimately accompanied the Persian Autophra-
dates to Halikarnassus. 3 It appears, however, that he
afterwards went to conduct the operations in Krete, and
that he had considerable success in that island, bringing
several Kretan towns to join the Persians. 4 On the whole,

1 Immediately before the battle the reply); if he is the son of

of Kunaxa, Cyrus the younger Darius and Pary satis, and my bro-

was asked by some of the Grecian ther, I shall not obtain the crown

officers, whether he thought that without fighting 1" Personal co-

big brother Artaxerxes (who bad wardice, in a king of Persia at the

as yet made no resistance) would head of his army, seemed iucon-

fight "To be sure he will (was ceivable (Xenopb. Anab. i. 7, 9).
*
Arrian, ii. 5, 8.

a Arrian ii. 13, 48. Diodor. xvii. 48.
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however, the victory of Issus overawed all free spirit

throughout Greece, and formed a guarantee to Alexander
for at least a temporary quiescence. The philo-Macedonian
synod, assembled at Corinth during the period of the Isth-

mian festival, manifested their joy by sending to him an

embassy of congratulation and a wreath of gold.*
With little delay after his victory, Alexander marched

through Kcele-Syria to the Phenician coast, B 833

detaching Parmenio in his way to attack Damas- (Winter),

cus, whither Darius, before the battle, had sent Capture of

most part of his treasure with many confidential Damascus
/* T ( i i by the Ma-

omcers, Persian women of rank, and envoys, oedonians

Though the place might have held out a consider- ^ith Per-

able siege, it was surrendered without resistance treasure

by the treason or cowardice of the governor;
and priaon-

who made a feint of trying to convey away the
***'

treasure, but took care that it should fall into the hands of
the enemy. 2 There was captured a large treasure with a

prodigious number and variety of attendants and ministers

of luxury, belonging to the court and the grandees.
3 More-

over the prisoners made were so numerous, that most of

the great Persian families had to deplore the loss of some

relative, male or female. There were among them the widow
and daughters ofking Ochus, the predecessor ofDarius the

daughter of Darius's brother Oxathres the wives ofArta-

bazus, and of Pharnabazus the three daughters of Mentor,
and Barsine, widow of the deceased Memnon with her child,
sent up by Memnon to serve as an hostage for his fidelity.

There were also several eminent Grecian exiles, Theban,
Lacedaemonian and Athenian, who had fled to Darius, and
whom he had thought fit to send to Damascus, instead of

allowing them to use their pikes with the army at Issus.

The Theban and Athenian exiles were at once released by
Alexander; the Lacedaemonians were for the time put under

1 Diodor. xvii. 48
; Curtins, iv. 6, confirm the statement of Curtius,

11. Curtius seems to mention this that this treasure was captured by
vote later, but it must evidently Parmenio, not in the town, but

have been passed at the first Isth- in the hands of fugitives -who were

mian festival after the battle of conveying it away from the town.

Issus. 3 A fragment of the letter from
Parmenio to Alexander is pre-

*
Arrian, ii. 11, 13; Curtius, iii. served, giving a detailed list of

13. The words of Arrian (ii. 15, 1) the articles of booty (Athenseus
onioto xo(xt5avTO es AsjAaoxov xiii. p. 607).
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arrest, but not detained long. Among the Athenian exiles

was a person of noble name and parentage Iphikrates,
son of the great Athenian officer of that name. * The captive

Iphikrates, not only received his liberty, but was induced

by courteous and honourable treatment to remain with
Alexander. He died however shortly afterwards from sick-

ness, and his ashes were then collected, by order of Alex-

ander, to be sent to his family at Athens.
I have already stated in a former chapter 2 that the

Capture elderIphikrates had beenadopted by Alexander's
and treat- grandfather into the regal family of Macedonia,nient of the c

,, . ir.ti-.ii J
-r, i -i i , i

Athenian as the saviour of their throne. Probably this

Iphikrates.
was the circumstance which determined the

relative superior favour shown to the son, rather than
position of any sentiment either towards Athens or towards

Macedo
*n

the military genius of the father. The difference
nians. of position, between Iphikrates the father and

Iphikrates the son, is one among the painful evidences of

the downward march ofHellenism. The father, a distinguish-
ed officer moving amidst a circle of freemen, sustaining

by arms the security and dignity of his own fellow-citizens,
and even interfering for the rescue of the Macedonian regal

family; the son, condemned to witness the degradation of

his native city by Macedonian arms, and deprived of all

other means of reviving or rescuing her, except such as

could be found in the service of an Oriental prince, whose

stupidity and cowardice threw away at once his own security
and the freedom of Greece.

Master ofDamascus and of Koele-Syria, Alexander ad-

B.O. 333-332. vanced onward to Phenicia. The first Phenician
(Winter), town which he approached was Marathus, on the

ir^phenicla
main^an(i opposite the islet of Aradus, forming,

Aradus, along with that islet and some other neighbour-
Bybiu8,and jng towns, the domain of the Aradian princeSidon open ~ m) i i/.

r
their gates derostratus. That prince was himself now serv-
to him. jng with his naval contingent among the Persian
fleet in the .2Egean; but his son Strato, acting as viceroy at

'Arrian, ii. 16,6; Curtius, iii. Chaps. LXXVII. , LXXIX.; and

13, 1316. There is some discre- JEschines, Fals. Leg. p. 263. o. 13.

pancy between the two (compare Alexander himself had consented

Arrian, Hi. 24, 7) as to the names to be adopted by Ada princess of

of the Lacedaemonian envoys. Karia as her son (Arrian, i. 23, 12).
1 See above, in this History,
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home, despatched to Alexander his homage with a golden
wreath, and made over to him at once Aradus with the

neighbouring towns included in its domain. The example
of Strato was followed, first by the inhabitants of Bybms,
the next Phenician city in a southerly direction; next, by
the great city of Sidon, the queen and parent of all Pheni-
cian prosperity. The Sidonians even sent envoys to meet
him and invite his approach. 1 Their sentiments were un-
favourable to the Persians, from remembrance of the bloody
and perfidious proceeding which (about eighteen years
before) had marked the recapture of their city by the armies
of Ochus. 2

Nevertheless, the naval contingents both of

Byblus and of Sidon (as well as that of Aradus), were at

this moment sailing in the -<Egean with the Persian admiral

Autophradates, and formed a large proportion of his entire

fleet, s

While Alexander was still at Marathus, however, pre-
vious to his onward march, he received bothenvoys Letter of

and a letter from Darius, asking for the restitu- Da
jjC

?
t

8
.

n
tion of his mother, wife, and children and peace an^

tendering friendship and alliance, as from one the 'ti*t-
. . T-V /> j i j i tion of the

king to another. Darius farther attempted to regai cap-

show, that the Macedonian Philip had begun the Uve*'
L

j. T> A u i A i j L. J Haughty
wrong against Persia that Alexander had con- reply of

tinued it and that he himself (Darius) had acted Alexander,

merely in self-defence. In reply, Alexander wrote a letter,

wherein he set forth his own case against Darius, proclaim-

ing himself the appointed leader of the Greeks, to avenge
the ancient invasion of Greece by Xerxes. He then alleged
various complaints against Darius, whom he accused of

having instigated the assassination of Philip as well as the

hostilities of the anti-Macedonian cities in Greece. "Now
(continued he), by the grace of the Gods, I have been

victorious, first over your satraps, next over yourself. I

have taken care of all who submit to me, and made them
satisfied with their lot. Come yourself to me also, as to the

master of all Asia. Come without fear of suffering harm;
ask me, and you shall receive back your mother and wife,

and anything else which you please. When next you write

to me, however, address me not as an equal, but as lord of

Asia and of all that belongs to you; otherwise I shall deal

Arrian, ii. 14, 11; ii. 16, 8. Arrian, ii. 15, 8; ii. 20,1. Cur-
2 Diodor. xvi. 45. tius, iv. 1, 6-10.
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with you as a wrong-doer. If you intend to contest the

kingdom with me, stand and fight for it, and do not run

away. I shall march forward against you, wherever you
may be." 1

This memorable correspondence, which led to no result,,

is of importance only as it marks the character ofAlexander^
with whom fighting and conquering were both the business

and the luxury of life, and to whom all assumption of

equality and independence with himself, even on the part
of other kings every thing short of submission and
obedience appeared in the light of wrong and insult to be

avenged. The recital of comparative injuries, on each side,
was mere unmeaning pretence. The real and only question
was (as Alexander himself had put it in his message to
the captive Sisygambis

2
) which of the two should be master

of Asia.

The decision of this question, already sufficiently ad-

importance vanced on the morrow after the battle of Issus,
of the was placed almost beyond doubt by the rapid
voluntary J

. A i j
surrender and unopposed successes of Alexander among
of the Phe- most of the Phenician cities. The last hopes of

towns to Persia now turned chiefly upon the sentiments
Alexander. of these Phenicians. The greater part of the
Persian fleet in the .JSgean was composed of Phenician

triremes, partly from the coast of Syria, partly from the
island of Cyprus. If the Phenician towns made submission
to Alexander, it was certain that their ships and seamen
would either return home spontaneously or be recalled;
thus depriving the Persian quiver of its best remaining
arrow. Butifthe Phenician towns held out resolutely against

him, one and all, so as to put him under the necessity
of besieging them in succession each lending aid to the
rest by sea, with superiority of naval force, and more than
one of them being situated upon islets the obstacles to

be overcome would have been so multiplied, that even Alex-
ander's energy and ability might hardly nave proved sufficient

for them: at any rate, he would have had hard work before
him for perhaps two years, opening the door to many new

1 Arrian
,

ii. 14; Curtius, iv. 1, ing great sums of money and large

10; Diodor. xvii. 39. I give the cessions of territory, in exchange-
substance of this correspondence for the restitution of the captives,
from Arrian. Both Curtius and Arrian says nothing of the kind.
Diodorus represent Darius as offer- l

Arrian, ii. 12, fl.
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accidents and efforts. It was therefore a signal good fortune

to Alexander when the prince of the islet of Aradus spon-
taneously surrendered to him that difficult city, and when
the example was followed by the still greater city of Sidon.
The Phenicians, taking them generally, had no positive tie

to the Persians; neither had they much confederate attach-

ment one towards the other, although as separate communi-
ties they were brave and enterprising. Among the Sidon ians,
there was even a prevalent feeling of aversion to the Per-

sians, from the cause above mentioned. Hence the prince
of Aradus, upon whom Alexander's march first came, had
little certainty ofaid from his neighbours, if he resolved to

hold out; and still less disposition to hold out single-handed,
after the battle oflssus had proclaimed the irresistible

force of Alexander not less than the impotence of Persia.

One after another, all these important Phenician seaports,
except Tyre, fell into the hands of Alexander without

striking a blow. At Sidon, the reigning prince Strato, re-

-puted as philo-Persian, was deposed, and a person named

Abdalonymus of the reigning family, yet poor in circum-

stances was appointed in his room. >

With his usual rapidity, Alexander marched onward
towards Tyre; the most powerful among the Alexander

Phenician cities, though apparently less ancient *PPea
., ci- i

r
i i i i_ before Tyre

than Sidon. Jiiven on the march, he was met by readiness

a deputation from Tyre, composed of the most .

f the Ty-

eminent men in the city, and headed by the son surrender,
of the Tyrian prince Azemilchus, who was him- ye

.jjf*t
self absent commanding the Tyrian contingent in point re-

the Persian fleet. These men brought large pre- served he

v c ii.
- J determines

sents and supplies for the Macedonian army, to- to besiege

gether with a golden wreath of honour; announ- the citv -

cing formally that the Tyrians were prepared to do whatever
Alexander commanded. 2 In reply, he commended the dis-

positions of the city, accepted the presents, and desired the

deputation to communicate at home, that he wished to enter

Tyre and offer sacrifice to Herakles. The Phenician God
Melkart was supposed identical with the Grecian Herakles,

1
Curtius, iv. 1,20-25; Justin, xi. l

Arrian, ii. 15, 9. to? EyvuixbTiov

10. Diodorns (xvii. 47) tells the Tupitov -piaisw, ?,TI &-i eitaTfsXiQ

story as if it had occurred at Tyre, 'AXe$av8po;. Compare Curtius, iv.

and not at Sidon; which is highly 2, 3.

improbable.
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and was thus ancestor of the Macedonian kings. His temple
at Tyre was of the most venerable antiquity; moreover the

injunction, to sacrifice there, is said to have been conveyed
to Alexander in an oracle. 1 The Tyrians at home, after

deliberating on this message, sent out an answer declining
to comply, and intimating that they would not admit within

their walls either Macedonians or Persians; but that as to

all other points, they would obey Alexander's orders. 2

They added that his wish to sacrifice to Herakles might be

accomplished without entering their city, since there was

inPalsetyrus (on the mainland over against the islet of Tyre,

separated from it only by the narrow strait) a temple of

that God yet more ancient and venerable than their own. 3

Incensed at this qualified adhesion, in which he took note

only of the point refused, Alexander dismissed the envoys
with angry menaces, and immediately resolved on taking

Tyre by force. 4

Those who (like Diodorus) treat such refusal on the

Exorbitant part of the Tyrians as foolish wilfulness,
5 have

disposi- not fully considered how much the demand in-

coTduet
1

of eluded. When Alexander made a solemn sacri-
Aiexander. fice to Artemis at Ephesus, he marched to her

temple with his whole force armed and in battle array.
6 We

cannot doubt that his sacrifice at Tyre to Herakles his an-

cestral Hero, whose especial attribute was force would
have been celebrated with an array equally formidable, as

in fact it was, after the town had been taken. 7 The Tyrians
were thus required to admit within their walls an irresistible

military force; which might indeed be withdrawn after the

sacrifice was completed, but which might also remain, either

1 Curtius . lit suprd.) adds these *
Arrian, ii. 16, 11.

motives: Arrian inserts nothing '
Cartius, iv. 2, 4; Justin, xi. 10.

beyond the simple request. The This item, both prudent and prob-
statement of Curtius represents able, in the reply of the Tyrians
what is likely to have been the is not noticed by Arrian.

real fact and the real feeling of * Arrian. ii. 16, 11. TOO? |/.ev icpea-
Alexander. f)sic npo; ipY*)

1
* ftwioo) ditiitetx'j<sv Ac.

It is certainly true that Curtius Curtius, iv. 2, 6. "Non tenuitiram,
overloads his narrative -with rhe- cujus alioqui potens non erat," &c.

torical and dramatic amplification; Diodorus, xvii. 40. Oi 8= TOpioi
but it is not less true that Arrian 3ouXo(j.Evou TOU paoi) EUK T<j>'Hpa:c).ei
falls into the opposite extreme TIJ> TuptujQucicu, ^poitsteoTipov Sisxiu-

squeezing out his narrative until Xuootv oi-ov TTJS eis TTJV noXu elaoSou.

little is left beyond the dry ske- 6
Arrian, i. 18, 4.

leton. ' Arrian ii. 24, 10.
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wholly or in part, as permanent garrison of an almost im-

pregnable position. They had not endured such treatment
from Persia, nor were they disposed to endure it from a
new master. It was in fact, hazarding their all; submitting
at once to a fate which might be as bad as could befall them
after a successful siege. On the other hand, when we reflect

that the Tyrians promised every thing short of submission
to military occupation, we see that Alexander, had he been
.iO inclined, could have obtained from them all that was

really essential to his purpose, without necessity of be-

siegingthe town. The greatvalue of the Phenician cities con-

sisted in their fleet, which now acted with the Persians, and

gave to them the command of the sea. Had Alexander

required that this fleet should be withdrawn from the

Persians and placed in his service, there can be no doubt
that he would have obtained it readily. The Tyrians had
no motive to devote themselves for Persia, nor did they

probably (as Arrian supposes) attempt to trim between the

two belligerents, as if the contest was still undecided. 2 Yet
rather than hand over their city to the chances of a Mace-
donian soldiery, they resolved to brave the hazards of a

siege. The pride of Alexander, impatient of opposition
even to his most extreme demands, prompted him to take

a step politically unprofitable, in order to make display of

his power, by degrading and crushing, with or without a

siege, one of the most ancient, spirited, wealthy, and in-

telligent communities of the ancient world.

Tyre was situated on an islet nearly half a mile from
the mainland; 3 the channel between the two He pre-

being shallow towards the land, but reaching a Par? to

depth of eighteen feet in the part adjoining the
Tyre*

city. The islet was completely surrounded by situation of

prodigious walls, the loftiest portion of which, on

1 This is the view expressed hy warrants. They did not refuse the

Alexander himself, in his address- imperium of Alexander , though
es to the army, inviting them to they declined compliance with one

undertake the siege ofTyre (Arrian, extreme demand.

ii. 17, 8-8). Ptolemy I. (son ofLagus) after-

1
Arrian, ii. 16, 12. Cnrtius says wards made himself master of Jeru-

(ir. 2, 2), "Tyros facilius societatem salem, hy entering the town on

Alexandri acceptura videhatur, the Sahbath , under pretence of

quam imperium.
n This is repre- offering sacrifice (Josephus, Antiq.

seuting the pretensions of the Jud. xii. 1).

Tyrians as greater than the fact '
Curtius, iv. 2, 7, 8. The site of
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the side fronting the mainland, reached aheightofnotless
than 150 feet, with corresponding solidity and base. ' Be-
sides these external fortifications, there was a brave and nu-
merous population within, aided by a good stock of arms, ma-

chines, ships, provisions, and otherthings essential to defence.

It was not without reason, therefore, that the Tyrians,
Chances of when driven to their last resource, entertained
the Tyrians hopes of holding out even against the formid-

soiution
8"

&ble arm f Alexander as he then stood; they
not unrea- might have held out successfully, for he had as

b e*

yet no fleet, and they could defy any attack
made simply from land. The question turned upon the
Phenician and Cyprian ships, which were for the most part
(the Tynan among them) in the JSgean under the Persian
admiral. Alexander master as he was of Aradus, Byblus,
Sidon, and all the Phenician cities except Tyre calculated

that the seamen belonging to these cities would follow their

countrymen at home and bring away their ships to join him.
He hoped also, as the victorious potentate, to draw to him-
self the willing adhesion of the Cyprian cities. This could

hardly have failed to happen, if he had treated the Tyrians
with decent consideration; but it was no longer certain,
now that he had made them his enemies.

What passed among the Persian fleet under Autophra-
dates in the ^Egean, when they were informed, first that
Alexander was master of the other Phenician cities next,
that he was commencing the siege of Tyre we know very
imperfectly. The Tyrian prince Azemilchus brought home
his ships for the defence of his own city;

3 the Sidonian
and Aradian ships also went home, no longer serving

against a power to whom their own cities had submitted ;

but the Cyprians hesitated longer before they declared

themselves. If Darius, or even Autophradates without Da-

rius, instead of abandoning Tyre altogether (as they ac-

tually did) had energetically aided the resistance which it

offered to Alexander, as the interests of Persia dictated

the Cypriot ships might not improbably have been re-

Tyre at the present day presents Azemilchus was with Auto-

nothing In the leat conformable phradates when Alexander declared

to the description of Alexander's hostility against Tyre (Arrian , ii.

time. 15, 10) ; he was in Tyre when it
'
Arrian, ii. 18, 3j ii. 21, 4; ii. was captured (Arrian, ii. 24, 8).

22, 8.
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twined on that side in the struggle. Lastly, the Tyrians
might indulge a hope, that their Fhenician brethren, if

ready to serve Alexander against Persia, would be nowise

hearty as his instruments for crushing a kindred city. These

contingeiices, though ultimately they all turned out in favour
of Alexander, were in the beginning sufficiently promising
to justify the intrepid resolution of the Tyrians; who were
farther encouraged by promises of aid from the powerful
fleets of their colony Carthage. To that city, whose de-

puties were then within their walls for some religious
solemnities, they sent many of their wives and children.*

Alexander began the siege of Tyre without any fleet;
the Sidonian and Aradian ships not having yet Alexander

come. It was his first task to construct a solid construct!

mole two hundred feet broad, reaching across across the

the half mile of channel between the mainland tra *

and the islet. He pressed into his service labour- Tyr^and
ing hands by thousands from the neighbourhood ;

}

he
d
ma l

J
he had stones in abundance from Palaetyrus, and project is

wood from the forests in Lebanon. But the work, defeated,

though prosecuted with ardour and perseverance, under

pressing instigations from Alexander, was tedious and toil-

some, even near the mainland, where the Tyrians could do
little to impede it; and became far more tedious as it ad-

vanced into the sea, so as to be exposed to their obstruction,
as well as to damage from winds and waves. The Tyrian
triremes and small boats perpetually annoyed the workmen,
and destroyed parts of the work, in spite of all the protec-
tion devised by the Macedonians, who planted two towers
in front of their advancing mole, and discharged projectiles
from engines provided for the purpose. At length, by un-

remitting efforts the mole was pushed forward until it came

nearly across the channel to the city-wall; when suddenly,
on a day of strong wind, the Tyrians sent forth a fireship
loaded with combustibles, which they drove against the

1
Curtius, IT. 9, 10; Airian, ii. ing of deputies, which he would

21, 8; Diodor. xvii. 40, 41. Curtius hardly have omitted to do had

(iv. 2, 15) says that Alexander sent he found it stated in his authorities,

envoys to the Tyrians to invite since it tends to justify the pro-

them to peace; that the Tyrians ceedings of Alexander. Moreover

not only refuged the propositions, it is not conformable to Alex-

but put the deputies to death, con- ander's temperament, after what had

trary to the law of nations. Arrian passed between him and the

mentions nothing about this send- Tyrians.
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front of the mole and set fire to the two towers. At the
same time, the full naval force of the city, ships and little

boats, was sent forth to land men at once on all parts of
the mole. So successful was this attack, that all the Mace-
donian engines were burnt, the outer woodwork which

kept the mole together was torn up in many places, and
a large part of the structure came to pieces.

l

Alexander had thus not only to construct fresh en-

gines, but also to begin the mole nearly anew.

ofTh
e

e
nder He resolved to give it greater breadth and

princes of strength, for the purpose of carrying more

Alexander towers abreast in front, and for better defence
he gets against lateral attacks. But it had now become

nurfn
O
phe

l

-

e
P^"11 * him, that while the Tyrians were masters

nician and of the sea, no efforts by land alone would enable

fleet.

ian him * *a^e ^e town. Leaving Perdikkas and
Kraterus therefore to reconstruct the mole and

build new engines, he himself repaired to Sidon, for the pur-

pose of assembling as large a fleet as he could. He got to-

gether triremes from various quarters two from Rhodes,
ten from the seaports in Lykia, three from Soli and Mallus.

But his principal forcewas obtainedbyputting in requisition
the ships ofthe Phenician towns, Sidon, Byblus, and Aradus,
now subject to him. These ships, eighty in number, had left

the Persian admiral and come to Sidon, there awaiting his

orders; while not long afterwards,the princes ofCyprus came
thither also, tendering to him theirpowerful fleet of 1 20 ships
of war. 2 He was now master ofa fleet of 200 sail, comprising
the most part, and the best part, of the Persian navy. This

was the consummation of Macedonian triumph the last

real and effective weapon wrested from the grasp of Persia.

The prognostic afforded by the eagle near the ships at

Miletus, as interpreted by Alexander, had now been ful-

filled; since by successful operations on land, he had con-

quered and brought into his power a superior fleet. 3

1
Arrian, ii. 18, 19; Diodor. xvii. and Cyprians for their adherence

22; Curtius, iy. 3, 6, 7. and past service in the Persian
7
Arrian, ii. 20, 14 ; Curtius, iv. fleet , considering that they had

2, 14. It evinces how strongly acted under compulsion.
Arrian looks at everything from Arrian i. 18, 15. In the siege
Alexander's point of view

,
when of Tyre (four centuries earlier) by

we find him telling us
,
that the the Assyrian monarch Salmaneser,

monarch forgave the Fhenicians Sidon and other Phenician towns
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, Having directed these ships to complete their equip-
ments and training, with Macedonians as soldiers He appears
on board, Alexander put himself at the head of before Tyre

some light troops for an expedition of eleven merons
UU

days against the Arabian mountaineers on Liba- flet. and

nus, whom he dispersed or put down, though not theVace
1*

without some personal exposure and hazard. On br ie -

returning to Sidon, he found Kleander arrived with a rein-

forcement of 4000 Grecian hoplites, welcome auxiliaries for

prosecuting the siege. Then, going aboard his fleet in the
harbour of Sidon, he sailed with it in good battle order to

Tyre, hoping that the Tyrians would come out and fight. But
they kept within, struck with surprise and consternation;

having not before known that their fellow-Phenicians were
now among the besiegers. Alexander, having ascertained
that the Tyrians would not accept a sea-fight, immediately
caused their two harbours to be blocked up and watched;
that on the north, towards Sidon, by the Cyprians that
on the south, towards Egypt, by the Phenicians. 2

From this time forward the doom of Tyre was certain.

The Tyrians could no longer offer obstruction Capture of

to the mole, which was completed across the ^orm
y

channel and brought up to the town. Engines desperate

were planted upon it to batter the walls; move- of^e Pli-
able towers were rolled up to take them by zens.

assault; attack was also made from seaward. Yet though
reduced altogether to the defensive, the Tyrians still dis-

played obstinate bravery, and exhausted all the resources

of ingenuity in repelling the besiegers. So gigantic was the

strength of the wall fronting the mole, and even that of

the northern side fronting Sidon, that none of Alexander's

engines could make any breach in it; but on the south side

towards Egypt he was more successful. A large breach

having been made in this south wall, he assaulted it with
two ships manned by the hypaspists and the soldiers of his

phalanx: he himself commanded in one and Admetus in the

other. At the same time he caused the town to be menaced
all round, at every approachable point, for the purpose of

distracting the attention of the defenders. Himselfand his

bad lent their ships to the besieger
'

Arrian, ii. 20, 5
; Plutarch, Alex-

(Menander apud Joseph. Antiq. ander, 24.

Jud. ix. 14, 2).
*
Arrian, ii. 20, 916.
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two ships having been rowed close up to the breach in the

south wall, boarding bridges were thrown out from each

deck, upon which he and Admetus rushed forward with
their respective storming parties. Admetus got upon the

wall, but was there slain; Alexander also was among the

first to mount, and the two parties got such a footing on
the wall as to operpower all resistance. At the same time

his ships also forced their way into the two harbours, so

that Tyre came on all sides into his power.
1

Though the walls were now lost, and resistance had
become desperate, the gallant defenders did not lose their

courage. They barricaded the streets, and concentrated
their strength especially at a defensible post called the

Agenorion, or chapel of Agenor. Here the battle again
raged furiously until they were overpowered by the Mace-

donians, incensed with the long toils of the previous siege,
as well as by the slaughter of some of their prisoners, whom
the Tyrians had killed publicly on the battlements. All

who took shelter in the temple of Herakles were spared
by Alexander, from respect to the sanctuary: among the

number were the prince Azemilchus, a few leading Tyriaus,
the Carthaginian envoys, and some children of both sexes.

The Sidonians also, displaying a tardy sentiment of kindred,
and making partial amends for the share which they had
taken in the capture, preserved some lives from the sword
of the conqueror.

2 But the greater number of the adult

. . freemen perished with arms in their hands; while

maies^aooo 2000 of them who survived either from disabling
in number, W0unds, or from the fatigue of the slaughterers,
hanged by ln i_ j ir * i

order of were hanged on the sea-shore by order ot Alex-
Aiexander. ander. 3 The females, the children, and the slaves,

mainlng were sold to the slave-merchant. The number
captives sold {s 8a{^ to have been about 30,000: a total

rather small, as we must assume slaves to be in-

cluded; but we are told that many had been previously
sent away to Carthage.

1 Arrian,ii. 23, 24; Ourtiug, IT. (xv. 46). It Is not mentioned by
4, 11; Diodor. xvii. 46. Arrian, and perhaps may not have

*
Curtius, Iv. 4, 16. found a place in Ptolemy or Ari-

1 This is mentioned both by Cur- stobulus
;
but I see no ground for

tius (iv. 4, 17) and by Diodorus disbelieving it.
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Thus master of Tyre, Alexander marched into the city
and consummated his much-desired sacrifice to B-0 332<

Herakles. His whole force, land and naval, fully Juiy-Ang.

armed and arrayed, took part in the procession. Duration of

A more costly hecatomb had never been offered ** *****

to that God, when we consider that it had been months,

purchased by all the toils of an unnecessary
Sacrifice *

j i. AT. j.- j.- p J.L c j Alexander
siege, and by the extirpation of these free and to Hera-

high-spirited citizens, his former worshippers.
kl8s -

"What the loss of the Macedonians had been, we cannot say.
The number of their slain is stated by Arrian at 400,

1 which
must be greatly beneath the truth; for the courage and
skill of the besieged had prolonged the siege to the prodi-
gious period of seven months, though Alexander had left

no means untried to accomplish it sooner. 2

Towards the close of the siege of Tyre, Alexander
received and rejected a second proposition from Darius,

offering 10,000 talents, with the cession of all the territory
westward of the Euphrates, as ransom for his mother and
wife, and proposing that Alexander should become his son-
in-law as well as his ally. "If I were Alexander second

(said Parmenio) I should accept such terms, letter from

instead of plunging into farther peril." "So Bander,
would I (replied Alexander) if I were Parmenio; who re-

but since I am Alexander, I must return a dif- Snccmdi-
ferent answer." His answer to Darius was to tionai sub-

this effect: "I want neither your money nor mis9lon-

your cession. All your money and territory are already
mine, and you are tendering to me a part in place of the

whole. If I choose to marry your daughter, I shall marry
her whether you give her to me or not. Come hither to

me, if you wish to obtain from me any act of friendship."
3

Alexander might spare the submissive and the prostrate;
but he could not brook an equal or a competitor, and his

1
Arrian, iv. 24, 9

; Diodorus, xvii. the naked simplicity of Arrian,
46. than in the pomp of Curtius. 1'lu-

* The resuscitating force of com- tarch (Alexand. 29) both abridges
mercial industry is seen by the fact and softens it. Diodorus also gives
that in spite of this total destruc- the answer differently (xvii. 54)

tion, Tyre again rose to be a weal- and represents the embassy as

thy and flourishing city (Strabo, coming somewhat later in time,
xvi. p. 757). after Alexander's return from

J
Arrian, ii. 25, 5; Curtius, iv. 5. Egypt.

The answer is more insolent in

VOL. XI. 2 H
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language towards them was that of brutal insolence. Of
course this was the last message sent by Darius, who now
saw, if he had not before seen, that he had no chance open
except by the renewal of war.

Being thus entire master of Syria, Phenicia, and Pa-

lestine, and having accepted the voluntary sub-

donianfufet mission of the Jews, Alexander marched forward
overpowers to conquer Egypt. He had determined, before

and be-
1Sn> he undertook any farther expedition into the

comes interior of the Persian empire, to make himself

the* ligean master of all the coast-lands which kept open
with the the communications of the Persians with Greece,

so as to secure his rear against any serious hostil-

ity. His great fear was, of Grecian soldiers or cities raised

against him by Persian gold ;

* and Egypt was the last re-

maining possession of the Persians, which gave them the
means of acting upon Greece. Those means were indeed
now prodigiously curtailed by the feeble condition of the

Persian fleet in the JEgean, unable to contend with the

increasing fleet of the Macedonian admirals Hegelochus
and Amphoterus, now numbering 160 sail. 2 During the

summer of 332 B.C., while Alexander was prosecuting the

siege of Tyre, these admirals recovered all the important
acquisitions Chios, Lesbos, and Tenedos which had been
made by Memnon for the Persian interests. The inhabit-

ants of Tenedos invited them and ensured their success;
those of Chios attempted to do the same, but were coerced

by Pharnabazus, who retained the city by means of his

insular partisans, Apollonides and others, with a military
force. The Macedonian admirals laid siege to the town,
and were presently enabled to carry it by their friends

within. Pharnabazus was here captured with his entire

force; twelve triremes thoroughlyarmed and manned, thirty

store-ships, several privateers, and 3000 Grecian mercena-
ries. Aristonikus, philo-Persian despot of Methymna
arriving at Chios shortly afterwards, but ignorant of the

capture was entrapped into the harbour and made prison-
er. There remained only Mitylene, which was held for

the Persians by the Athenian Chares, with a garrison of

2000 men: who however, seeing no hope of holding out

against the Macedonians, consented to evacuate the city on
condition of a free departure. The Persians were thus ex-

1
Arrian, ii. 17, 4. z Curtius. iv. 5, 14.
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j>elled
from the sea, from all footing among the Grecian

islands, and from the vicinity of Greece and Macedonia. 1

These successes were in full progress, when Alexander
himself directed his march from Tyre to Egypt, March of

stopping in his way to besiege Gaza. This con- Alexander

siderable town, the last before entering on the
Egypt!!

desert track between Syria and Egypt, was situ- siege of

ated between one and two miles from the sea.
aza<

It was built upon a lofty artificial mound, and encircled

with a high wall; but its main defence was derived from
the deep sand immediately around it, as well as from the
mud and quicksand on its coast. It was defended by a
brave man, the eunuch Batis, with a strong garrison of

Arabs, and abundant provision of every kind. Confiding
in the strength of the place, Batis refused to admit Alexan-
der. Moreover his judgement was confirmed by the Mace-
donian engineers themselves, who, when Alexander first

surveyed the walls, pronounced it to be impregnable, chiefly
from the height of its supporting mound. But Alexander
could not endure the thought of tacitly confessing his in-

ability to take Gaza. The more difficult the enterprise, the

greater was the charm for him, and the greater would be
the astonishment produced all around when he should be
seen to have triumphed. 2

He began by erecting a mound south of the city, close

by the wall for the purpose of bringing up his battering

engines. This external mound was completed, and the

engines had begun to batter the wall, when a well-planned

sally by the garrison overthrew the assailants His first

and destroyed the engines. The timely aid of assaults

Alexander himselfwith hishypaspists, protected woundedl
their retreat; but he himself, after escaping a he erects

/. , i i A i j an immense
snare from a pretended Arabian deserter, re- m OUnd
ceived a severe wound through the shield and round the

the breastplate into the shoulder, by a dart
*

discharged from a catapult; as the prophet Aristander

1 Curtius , iv. 6, 1422; Arrian, TUJ uapoXoY"> eiti (AST1 > x0^ T V-'h

iii. 2, 4 -8. iXetv alaypov stvai ol , XYO|AMOV i

7 Arrian, ii. 26, 5. Ot 8s |j.rjy_avo-
ts TO'!> "EXXTjvac xat Aapeiov.

noiol fvwW diteSelxvuvTO, aitopov About the fidelity and obstinate

tT'vai pia 4).eiv TO TSI-/O?, 8ia C'}/o; defensive courage ,
shown more

TOU xb|x'aTOs' aXX' 'AXsSa-<8pto eSoxsi than once by the inhabitants of

aipsrsov etvat, Jou> a-op<i)Tipov sx- Gaza see Polybius, xvi. 40.

nXi^siv Y"P T0'^ JtoXsjjiloo? TO Ipyov

2 H2
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had predicted giving assurance at the same time, that

Gaza would fall into his hands. 1 During the treatment of

his wound, he ordered the engines employed at Tyre to be

brought up by sea; and caused his mound to be carried

around the whole circumference of the town, so as to render
it approachable from every point. This Herculean work,
the description of which we read with astonishment, was
250 feet high all round, and two stadia (1240 feet) broad; 2

the loose sand around could hardly have been suitable, so

that materials must have been brought up from a distance.

The undertaking was at length completed ;
in what length

of time we do not know, but it must have been consider-

able though doubtless thousands of labourers would be

pressed in from the circumjacent country.
3

Gaza was now attacked at all points by battering-

Gaza is rams, by mines, and by projectile engines with
taken by variousmissiles. Presently thewallswere breach-

a
t

8iege

a
of

r
ec^ ^n several places, though the defenders were

two unremitting in their efforts to repair the dam-
months,

aged parts. Alexander attempted three distinct

general assaults; but in all three he was repulsed by the

bravery of the Gazseans. At length, after still farther

breaching of the wall, he renewed for the fourth time his

attempt to storm. The entire Macedonian phalanx being
brought up to attack at different points, the greatest emu-
lation reigned among the officers. The -5Cakid Neoptolemus
was first to mount the wall; but the other divisions mani-
fested hardly less ardour, and the town was at length taken.

Its gallant defenders resisted with unabated spirit to the

last; and all fell in their posts, the incensed soldiery being
no way disposed to give quarter.

One prisoner alone was reserved for special treatment

The gar- the prince or governor himself, the eunuch
ri

.
s
1

on
,

a
.
re

Batis; who, having manifested the greatest ener-
all slain, j r j j
except the gy and valour, was taken severely wounded, yet

1

Arrian, ii. 26, 27; Curtius
,
iv. different portions of the walled

,
12 18; Plutarch, Alexand. 25. circuit. Yet if this had been intend-
1
Arrian, ii. 27, 5.

)r
tl>

[x
a )riuvvivat ed, Arrian would surely have said'

iv xoxXtp itavToftsv TTJ? ^iXsux. ^tbjxotTa in the plural, not xd)|xa.
It is certainly possible, as Droysen * Diodorus (xvii. 48) states the

remarks (Gesch. Alex, des Grossen whole duration of the siege as

p. 199), that itavToQs-/ is not to be two months. This seems rather

interpreted with literal strictness, under than over the probable truth,

but only as meaning in many
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still alive. In this condition he was brought by
Leonnatus and Philotas into the presence of Btiwho
Alexander, who cast upon him looks of ven- b con>

geance and fury. The Macedonian prince had un- aarVrefj*

dertaken the siege mainly in order to prove to wound d -

the world that he could overcome difficulties insuperable
to others. But he had incurred so much loss, spent so much
time and labour, and undergone so many repulses before
he succeeded, that the palm of honour belonged rather to

the minority vanquished than to the multitude of victors.

To such disappointment, which would sting Alexander in

the tenderest point, is to be added the fact, that he had
himself incurred great personal risk, received a severe

wound, besides his narrow escape from the dagger of the

pretended Arabian deserter. Here was ample ground for

violent anger; which was moreover still farther exasperated
by the appearance of Batis an eunuch a black man
tall and robust, but at the same time fat and lumpish and
doubtless at the moment covered with blood and dirt.

Such visible circumstances, repulsive to eyes familiar with
Grecian gymnastics, contributed to kindle the wrath of
Alexander to its highest pitch. After the siege of Tyre,
his indignation had been satiated by the hanging of the
2000 surviving combatants; here, to discharge the pressure
of a still stronger feeling, there remained only the single

captive, upon whom therefore he resolved to inflict a pun-
ishment as novel as it was cruel. He directed the feet of

Batis to be bored, and brazen rings to be passed Wrath of

through them; after which the naked body of fji""
4"

this brave man, yet surviving, was tied with Batis,

cords to the tail of a chariot driven by Alexan- ^O
g 8 ^*

der himself, and dragged at full speed amidst be tied to a

the triumphant jeers and shouts of the army. ^nd'drag-
Herein Alexander, emulous even from childhood ged round

of the exploits of his legendary ancestor Achilles,
the town -

1
Curtius, iv. 6, 2530; Dionys. probably find anything about it

Hal. De Comp. Verbor. p. 123125 in Ptolemy or Aristobnlus. There

with the citation there given are assignable reasons why they
from Hegesias of Magnesia. Dio- should pass it over in silence, as

dorus (xvii. 48, 49) simply men- disgraceful to Alexander. But
tiona Gaza in two sentences, but Arrian, at the same time, gays

gives no details of any kind. nothing inconsistent with or con-

Arrian says nothing about the tradicting the statement of Curtius

treatment of Batis, nor did he while he himself recognizes bow
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copied the ignominious treatment described in the Iliad as

inflicted on the dead body of Hektor. 1

This proceeding of Alexander, the product of Homeric
reminiscences operating upon an infuriated and vindictive

temperament, stands out in respect of barbarity from all

that we read respecting the treatment of conquered towns
in antiquity. His remaining measures were conformable

to received usage. The wives and children of the Gazseans

were sold into slavery. New inhabitants were admitted

fromthe neighbourhood, and a garrison was placed there to

hold the town for the Macedonians. 2

The two sieges of Tyre and Gaza, which occupied both

together nine months, 3 were the hardest fighting

(Autumn), that Alexander had ever encountered, or in fact

Alexander ever did encounter throughout his life. After
enters sucn toils, the march to Egypt, which he now

occupies^* commenced (October 332 B.C.), was an affair of
without

holiday and triumph. Mazakes, the satrap of
ice'

Egypt, having few Persian troops and a disaf-

fected native population, was noway disposed to resist the

approaching conqueror. Seven days' march brought Alex-
ander and his army from Gaza to Pelusium, the frontier

fortress of Egypt, commanding the eastern branch of the

Nile, whither his fleet, under the command of Hephaestion,
had come also. Here he found not only open gates and
a submissive governor, but also crowds of Egyptians
assembled to welcome him. 4 He placed a garrison in

Pelusium, sent his fleet up the river to Memphis, and
marched himself to the same place by land. The satrap
Mazakes surrendered himself, with all the treasure in

the city, 800 talents in amount, and much precious fur-

niture. HereAlexander reposed some time, offering splendid

emulous Alexander was of the not diminish his credibility as a

proceedings of Achilles (vii. 14, 7). witness.

The passage describing this scene,
'
Arrian, vii. 14, 7.

cited from the lost author Hege- *
Arrian, ii. 27, 11. About the

ias by Dionysius of Halikarnassus, circumstances and siege of Gaza,
as an example of bad rhythm and see the work of Stark, Gaza und

taste, has the merit of bringing die Philistaische Kiiste, p. 242.

out the details respecting the per- Leip. 1852.

on of Batis, which were well cal- * Diodor. xvii. 48; Josephus, An-
culated to disgust and aggravate tiq. xi. 4.

the wrath of Alexander. The bad Arrian, iii. 1, 3; Curtius, iv. 7,

taste of Hegesias as a writer does 1, 2
;
Diodor. xvii. 49.
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sacrifices to the Gods generally, and especially to the

Egyptian God Apis; to which he added gymnastic and
musical matches, sending to Greece for the most distin-

guished artists.

From Memphis, he descended the westernmost branch
of the Nile to Kanopus at its mouth, from whence He d*tr-
he sailed westerly along the shore to look at

J?

ine
*,
on

the island of Pharos, celebrated in Homer, and Alex-
"'

the lake Mareotis. Reckoning Egypt now as a andrU.

portion of his empire, and considering that the business
of keeping down an unquiet population, as well as of col-

lecting a Targe revenue, would have to be performed by
his extraneous land and sea force, he saw the necessity of

withdrawing the seat of government from Memphis, where
both the Persians and the natives had maintained it, and
of founding a new city of his own on the seaboard

,
conve-

nient for communication with Greece and Macedonia. His

imagination, susceptible to all Homeric impressions and
influenced by a dream, first fixed upon the isle of Pharos
as a suitable place for his intended city. Perceiving soon,

however, that this little isle was inadequate by itself, he
included it as part of a larger city to be founded on the

adjacent mainland. The Gods were consulted, and encour-

aging responses were obtained
; upon which Alexander him-

self marked out the circuit of the walls, the direction of

the principal streets, and the sites of numerous temples to

Grecian Gods as well as Egyptian.
2 It was thus that the

first stone was laid of the mighty, populous, and busy
Alexandria; which however the founder himself never lived

to see, and wherein he was only destined to repose as a

corpse. The site of the place between the sea and the Lak-e

Mareotis, was found airy and healthy, as well as convenient

for shipping and commerce. The protecting island of Pha-
ros gave the means of forming two good harbours for ships

coming by sea, on a coast harbourless elsewhere; while the

Lake Mareotis, communicating by various canals with the

river Nile
,
received with facility the exportable produce

from the interior. 3 As soon as houses were ready,

1
Curtius, iv. 8, 14 ; Plutarch, thors however speak of the salu-

Aloxand. 26. brity of Alexandria less favour
*
Arrian, Hi. 1, 8; Curtius, iv. 8, ahly than Strabo : see St. Croix,

3 6
;
Diodor. xvii. 62. Examen des Hist. d'Alexandre, p.

1
Strabo, xvii. p. 793. Other au- 287.
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commencement was made by the intendant Kleomenes,.

transporting to them in mass the population of the neigh-

bouring town of Kanopus, and probably of other towns,

besides. >

Alexandria became afterwards the capital of the Ptole-

maic princes. It acquired immense grandeur and popu-
lation during their rule of two centuries and a half, when
their enormous revenues were spent greatly in its improve-
ment and decoration. But we cannot reasonably ascribe

to Alexander himself any prescience of such an imposing
future. He intended it as a place from which he could

conveniently rule Egypt, considered as a portion of his ex-

tensive empire all round the ^Egean; and had Egypt re-

mained thus a fraction, instead of becoming a substantive

imperial whole, Alexandria would probably not have risen

beyond mediocrity.
2

The other most notable incident, which distinguished
His visit to the four or five months' stay of Alexander in
the temple Egypt, was his march through the sandy desert

of Ammon. to the temple of Zeus Ammon. This is chiefly
The oracle memorable as it marks his increasing self-adora-

him^t'o'be ti n and inflation above the limits of humanity,
the son of His achievements during the last three years

had so transcended the expectations of every one,
himself included the Grods had given to him such inces-

sant good fortune, and so paralysed or put down his ene-

mies that the hypothesis of a superhuman personality
seemed the natural explanation of such a superhuman
career. 3 He had to look back to the heroic legends, and
to his ancestors Perseus and Herakles, to find a worthy
prototype.

4
Conceiving himself to be (like them) the son

of Zeus, with only a nominal human parentage, he resolved
to go and ascertain the fact by questioning the infallible

oracle of Zeus Ammon. His march of several days, through
a sandy desert always fatiguing, sometimes perilous,
was distinguished by manifest evidences of the favour of

1 Pseudo - Aristotle (Economic, magistratuum," &c. Compare Poly-
ii. 82. bius ap. Strabon. xvii. p. 797.

* Arrianiii 5,4-9. Tacitus (Annal. * Diodor. xvii. 51. TSX|A7Jpja 8' tbe-

i. 11) says about Egypt under the ofiat TTJ< TOO 6eoii Yev"sa) T^
Romans "provinciam aditu diffiei-

(iSYsQtx; TU>V iv TOtt? irpoEeai xatopQio-
lem, annonee fecundam

, supersti- (xariov (answer of the priest of
tione et lascivia discordem et mo- Ammon to Alexander),
bilem

,
insciam legum , ignaram Arrian, iii. 3, 2.
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the Gods. Unexpected rain fell just when the thirsty sol-

diers required water. When the guides lost their track,
from shifting of the sand, on a sudden two speaking ser-

pents, or two ravens, appeared preceding the march and

indicating the right direction. Such were the statements
made by Ptolemy, Aristobulus, and KalliBthenes, com-

panions and contemporaries; while Arrian, four centuries

afterwards, announces his positive conviction that there
was a divine intervention on behalf of Alexander, though
he cannot satisfy himself about the details. 1 The priest
of Zeus Ammon addressed Alexander, as being the son of
the God, and farther assured him that his career would be
one of uninterrupted victory, until he was taken away to

the Gods; while his friends also, who consulted the oracle

for their own satisfaction, received for answer that the

rendering of divine honours to him would be acceptable to

Zeus. After profuse sacrifices and presents, Alexander

quitted the oracle, with a full and sincere faith that he

really was the son of Zeus Ammon; which faith was farther

confirmed by declarations transmitted to him from other

oracles that of Erythrse in Ionia, and of Branchidae near
lliletus. 2 Though he did not directly order himself to be
addressed as the son of Zeus, he was pleased with those

who volunteered such a
recognition,

and augry with scep-
tics or scoffers, who disbelieved the oracle of Ammon.
Plutarch thinks that this was a mere political manoeuvre
of Alexander, for the purpose of overawing the non -Hel-
lenic population over whom he was enlarging his empire.

3

But it seems rather to have been a genuine faith, a simple

exaggeration of that exorbitant vanity which from the

beginning reigned so largely in his bosom. He was indeed

aware that it was repugnant to the leading Macedonians in

many ways, but especially as a deliberate insult to the

memory of Philip. This is the theme always touched upon
in moments of dissatisfaction. To Parmenio, to Philotas,

1
Arrian, ill. 3, 12. Kai Sti piv 27; Kallisthenes ap. Strabon. xvii.

9eI6v TI SuvercaXapsv '!>T<, ix* p. 814.

loy uploa<j9ai, STI xai TO eix6 Kallisthenfis, Fragm. xvi. ap.

Taoifl Ixti- TO 8' atpsxe? TOO Xoyou Alex. Magn. Histor. Scriptor. ed.

d^jiXovto oi aXXfl xai aXXfl UJtep Geier. p. 257; Strabo
,
xvii. p. 814.

outou i^rf(i\a^ni.tio\.
*
Plutarch, Alexand. 28. Arrian

Compare Curtius, iv. 7, 1215; hints at the same explanation (vii.

Diodor. xvii. 49 61; Plutarch. Alex. 29, 6).
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toKleitus, and other principal officers, the insolence of the

king, in disclaiming Philip and putting himself above the

level of humanity, appeared highly offensive. Discontents
on this subject among the Macedonian officers, though con-

demned to silence by fear and admiration of Alexander,
became serious, and will be found reappearing hereafter. 1

The last month of Alexander's stay in Egypt was

passed at Memphis. While nominating various

(January)-
fficers f r ^ue permanent administration of the

Arran e- country, he also received a visit of Hegelochus
mentsmade his admiral, who brought as prisoners Aristo-

ander
le

at~
nikus of Methymna, and other despots of the

Memphis various Grecian cities. Alexander ordered them

~fiaonei
^ ^e nanded over to their respective cities, to

brought be dealt with as the citizens pleased; all except

JE^an
3" *ke Chian Apollonides, who was sent to Ele-

phantine in the south of Egypt for detention. In
most of the cities, the despots had incurred such violent

hatred, that when delivered up, they were tortured and put
to death. 2 Pharnabazus also had been among the prison-

ers, but had found means to escape from his guards when
the fleet touched at Kos. 3

In the early spring, after receiving reinforcements of

Greeks and Thracians, Alexander marched into Phenicia.

It was there that he regulated the affairs of Phenicia,

Syria, and Greece, prior to his intended expedition into

the interior against Darius. He punished the inhabitants

of Samaria, who had revolted and burnt alive the Mace-

B.O. 331. donian prefect Andromachus. 4 In addition to

(Febru- all the business transacted, Alexander made

March). costly presents to the Tyrian Herakles, and

He pro-
offered splendid sacrifices to other Gods. Choice

ceeds to festivals with tragedy were also celebrated, ana-

messag'~~ logous to the Dionysia at Athens, with the best
from actors and chorists contending for the prize.

Splendid.
^ne princes of Cyprus vied with each other in

festival*. doing honour to the son of Zeus Ammon; each

ment88ent undertaking the duty of choregus, getting up at

to Anti- his own cost a drama with distinguished chorus
pater> and actors, and striving to obtain the prize from

1
Curtius, iv. 10, 3 "fastidio esse vi. 9, 18

;
vi. 11, 23.

patriam, abdicari Philippum pa- 2
Curtius, iv. 8, 11.

trem, coelura vanis cogitationibus
'
Arrian, iii, 2, 8, 9.

petere." Arrian, iii. 26, 1; Curtius,
*
Curtius, iv. 8, 10.
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pre-appointed judges as was practised among the ten
tribes at Athens. >

In the midst of these religious and festive exhibitions,
Alexander was collect ing magazines for his march B0 M1
into the interior. 2 He had already sent forward (Jane-

a detachment to Thapsakus, the usual ford of the ^u1 *)-

Euphrates, to throw oridges over the river. The He marches

Persian Mazeeus was on guard on the other side, Euphrates
with a small force of 3000 men, 2000 of them Bosses u

Greeks; not sufficient to hinder the bridges from ^pposiuon

being built, but only to hinder them from being
at Thp-

carried completelyover to the left bank. After
8

eleven days of march from Phenicia, Alexander and his

whole army reached Thapsakus. Mazaeus, on the other

side, as soon as he saw the main army arrive, withdrew his

small force without delay, and retreated to the Tigris; so
that the two bridges were completed, and Alexander crossed
forthwith. 3

Once over the Euphrates, Alexander had the option
of marching down the left bank of that river to March

Babylon, the chief city of the Persian empire, across from

and the natural place to find Darius.* But this
t

6
ef?*

h'

march (as we know from Xenophon, who made the Tigris,

it with the Ten Thousand Greeks) would be one rf""h
d
e

er

of extreme suffering and through a desert coun- Tigris

try where no provisions were to be got. More- jnnereh
over, Mazseus in retreating had taken a north- without'

easterly direction towards the upper part of the re8lst*noe -

Tigris; and some prisoners reported that Darius with his

main army was behind the Tigris, intending to defend the

passage of that river against Alexander. The Tigris ap-

pears not to be fordable below Nineveh (Mosul). Accord-

ingly he directed his march, first nearly northward, having

1 Plutarch, Aleiand. 29; Arrian, This is the explanation of Arrian's

(. e. remark, iii. 7, 6 where he assigns
* Arrian iii. 6, 12. the reason why Alexander, after
* Arrian iii. 7, 16; Curtius, iy. passing the Euphrates at Thapsa-

9, 18 "undccimis castris pervenit kus, did not take the straight road

ad Euphraten." towards Babylon. Cyrus the young-
* So Alexander considers Babylon er marched directly to Babylon

<Arrian, iii. 17, 3-10) itpoytopTiodv- to attack Artaxerxes. Susa, Ekba-

touv uv T^J 6u-(i|/.si eiti Baf)uXu>vd tana, aud Persepolis were more

TO xal AapsTov TOY tc *wi distant, and less exposed to an

Bap'Aduvos aToXov HOiTjaojAsSa ,
&c. enemy from the west.
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the Euphrates on his left hand; next eastward across

Northern Mesopotamia, having the Armenian mountains
on his left hand. On reaching the ford of the Tigris ,

he

found it absolutely undefended. Not a single enemy being
in sight, he forded the river as soon as possible, with all his

infantry, cavalry, and baggage. The difficulties and perils
of crossing were extreme, from the depth of the water,
above their breasts, the rapidity of the current, and the

slippery footing.
1 A resolute and vigilant enemy might have

rendered the passage almost impossible. But the good for-

tune of Alexander was not less conspicuous in what his

enemies left undone, than in what they actually did. 2

After this fatiguing passage, Alexander rested for two

B.C. 33i. days. During the night an eclipse of the moon
(Sept. 20). occurred, nearly total; which spread conster-

Eciipse of nation among the army, combined with com-

Aiex'aiider pl^ts against his overweening insolence, and

approaches mistrust as to the unknown regions on which
*

arm f they were entering. Alexander
,
while offering

Darius in solemn sacrifices to Sun, Moon, and Earth, com-
position. bated the prevailing depression by declarations

from his own prophet Aristander and from Egyptian astro-

logers, who proclaimed that Helios favoured the Greeks,
and Selene the Persians; hence the eclipse of the moon

portended victory to the Macedonians and victory too

(so Aristander promised), before the next new moon.

Having thus reassured the soldiers, Alexander marched for

four days in a south-easterly direction through the terri-

tory called Aturia, with the Tigris on his right hand, and
the Gordyene or Kurd mountains on his left. Encountering
a small advanced guard of the Persians, he here learnt from

prisoners that Darius with his main host was not far off. 3

Nearly two years had elapsed since the ruinous defeat

of Issus. What Darius had been doing during this long
interval, and especially during the first half of it, we are

B o 331
unable to say. We hear only of one proceeding

(Se'p-

'

on his part his missions, twice repeated, to
tember). Alexander, tendering or entreating peace, with

1
Arrian, iii. 7, 8; Diodor. xvii. by Curtiua (iv. 14, 10). Both these

55; Curtius, iv. 9, 1724. "Magna great defences were abandoned.
munimenta regni Tigris atque Eu- 2 Curtius , iv. 9, 23

; Plutarch,
phrates erant ," is a part of the Alexand. 39.

speech put into the mouth of Da- '
Arrian, iii. 7, 12; iii. 8, 3. Cur-

rius before the battle of Arbela, tius, iv. 10, 1118.
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the especial view of recovering his captive fam- inaction of

ily. Nothing else does he appear to have done. *!
arlu*

K, o
. , , i

r
e it. iinoe the

either to retrieve the losses of the past, or to defeat *t

avert the perils of the future; nothing, to save I"-
his fleet from passing into the hands of the conqueror;

nothing, to relieve either Tyre or Gaza, the sieges of which

collectively occupied Alexander for near ten months. The

disgraceful flight of Darius at Issus had already lost him
the confidence of several of his most valuable servants. The
Macedonian exile Amyntas, a brave and energetic man,
with the best of the Grecian mercenaries, gave up the Per-
sian cause as lost,

1 and tried to setup for himself, in which

attempt he failed and perished in Egypt. The satrap of

Egypt, penetrated with contempt for the timidity of his

master, was induced, by that reason as well as by others, to

throw open the country to Alexander. 5 Having incurred

so deplorable a loss, as well in reputation as in territory,
Darius had the strongest motives to redeem it by augment-
ed vigour.

But he was paralysed by the fact, that his mother, his

wife, and several of his children, had fallen into

the hands of the conqueror. Among the count- effect^cfn
less advantages growing out of the victory of him pro-

Issus, this acquisition was not the least. It placed ê

cc
ĉ /

Darius in the condition of one who had given tMtyofiiig

hostages for good behaviour to his enemy.
The ?*r and

Persian kings were often in the habit of exact-

ing from satraps or generals the deposit of their wives and

families, as a pledge for fidelity; and Darius himself had
received this guarantee from Memnon, as a condition of

entrusting him with the Persian fleet. 3 Bound by the like

chains himself, towards one who had now become his supe-

rior,Darius was afraid to act with energy, lest success should

bring down evil upon his captive family. By allowingAlex-

ander to subdue unopposed all the territory west of the

Euphrates, he hoped to be allowed to retain his empire

eastward, and to ransom back his family at an enormous

'Arrian, ii. 13
; Curtius, IT. 1, satrap of Egypt) xal AoptTov ?ti

3730 "cum in illo statu rerum aiojrpa <pof^j iipufe, &o.

id quemque, quod ocoupasset, ha- Diodor. xvii. 23. Compare Xe-

biturum arbitraretnr" (Amyntas). nophon, Anabasis, i. 4, 9
;
Herodot.

1
Arrian, iii. 1,3. t^v Te ev 'Itraq) vii. 10.

(.d^v Swu? ouvsjir) nsitua(x8vo? (the
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price. Such propositions did satisfy Parmenio, and would

probably have satisfied even Philip ,
had Philip been the

victor. The insatiate nature of Alexander had not yet been

fully proved. It was only when the latter contemptuously
rejected everything short of surrender at discretion, that

Darius began to take measures east of the Euphrates for

defending what yet remained.

The conduct of Alexander towards the regal hostages
honourable as it was to his sentiment, evinced at

the same time that he knew their value as a sub-

ject of political negotiation.
* It was essential

that he should treat them with the full deference
due to their rank, if he desired to keep up their

price as hostages in the eyes of Darius as well

aThostages. as of his own army. He carried them along with
his army, from the coast of Syria, over the bridge

of the Euphrates, and even through the waters of the Tigris.
To them, this must have proved a severe toil; and in tact,

the queen Statira became so worn out that she died shortly
after crossing the Tigris;

2 to him also, it must have been

Good treat-

ment of the

captive
females by
Alexander
necessary

to keep up
their value

1 The praise bestowed upon the

continence of Alexander, for refu-

sing to visit Statira the wife of

Darius, is exaggerated even to ab-

surdity.
In regard to women

,
Alexander

was by temperament cold, the op-

posite of his father Philip. During
his youth, his development was so

tardy ,
that there was even a sur-

mise of some physical disability

(Hieronymus ap. Athense. x. p. 435).

As to the most beautiful persons,
of both sexes, he had only to

refuse the numerous tenders made
to him by those who sought to

gain his favour (Plutarch ,
Alex.

22). Moreover, after the capture
of Damascus, he did select for him-

self, from among the female cap-

tives, Barsine
,

the widow of his

illustrious rival Memnon; daughter
of Artabazus, a beautiful woman
of engaging manners, and above
all , distinguished, by having
received Hellenic education, from
the simply Oriental harem of Darius

(Plutarch, Alex. 21). In adopting
the widow of Memnon as his

mistress, Alexander may probably
have had present to his imagina-
tion the example of his legendary
ancestor Neoptolemus, whose ten-

der relations with AndromachS,
widow of his enemy Hektor, would
not be forgotten by any reader

of Euripides. Alexander had by
Parsing a son called Herakles.

Lastly, Alexander was 60 absorb-

ed by ambition, so overcharged
with the duties and difficulties of

command, which he always per-
formed himself, and so continu-

ally engaged in fatiguing bodily

effort, that he had little leisure

left for indulgence; such leisure

as he had
,
he preferred devoting

to wineparties with the society
and conversation of his officers.

1 Curtius
,

iv. 10, 19. "Itineris

coutinui labore animique aegritu-

dine fatigata," &o.

Curtius and Justin mention a

third embassy sent by Darius (im-
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an onerous obligation, since he not only sought to ensure
to them all their accustomed pomp, hut must have assigned
a considerable guard to watch them, at a moment when he
was marching into an unknown country, and required all

his military resources to be disposable. Simply for safe

detention, the hostages would have been better guarded
and might have been treated with still greater ceremony,
in a city or a fortress. But Alexander probably wished to

have them near him, in case of the possible contingency of

serious reverses to his army on the eastern side of the

Tigris. Assuming such a misfortune to happen, the sur-

render of them might ensure a safe retreat under circum-
stances otherwise fatal to its accomplishment.

Being at length convinced that Alexander would not
be satisfied with any prize short of the entire imraenge
Persian empire, Darius summoned all his forces army coi-

to defend what he still retained. He brought 02^1^
together a host said to be superior in number to the plains

that which had been defeated at Issus. ' Con- ^1^.'
tingents arrived from the farthest extremities of near

the vastPersian territory from the Caspian sea,
Arb61a-

the rivers Oxus and Indus, the Persian Gulf, and the Red
Sea. The plains eastward of the Tigris, about the latitude

of the modern town of Mosul, between that river and the

Gordyene mountains (Zagros), were fixed upon for the

muster of this prodigious multitude; partly conducted by
Darius himself from Babylon, partly arriving there by
different routes from the north, east, and south. Arbela

a considerable town about twenty miles east of the Great
Zab river, still known under the name of Erbil, as a cara-

van station on the ordinary road between Erzeroum and

Bagdad was fixed on as the muster-place or head -quart-

ers, where the chief magazines were collected and the

heavy baggage lodged, and near which the troops were first

assembled and exercised. 2

But the spot predetermined for a pitched battle was,
the neighbourhood of Gaugamela near the river Bumodus,

mediately after having heard of this kind
;
and the third seems by

the death and honourable obse- no means probable.

quies of Statira) to Alexander, ask- '
Arriau, iii. 7, 7.

ing for peace. The other authors *
Diodorus, xvii. 63; Curtius, ir.

allude only to two tentatives of 9, 9.
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He fixes the about thirty miles west of Arbela, towards
spot for the Tigris, and about as much south-east of
encamping tr i j i i i -it. i_i_-

and await- Mosul a spacious and level plain, with nothing
ing the more than a few undulating slopes, and without
attack of T , , 11 j i. j r
Alexander any trees. It was by nature well adapted for

in a level
drawing up a numerous army, especially for the

&auga
6ai

free mancBuvres ofcavalry, andtherush ofscythed
meia. chariots

; moreover, the Persian officers had been
careful beforehand to level artificially such of the slopes as

they thought inconvenient. 1 There seemed every thing
in the ground to favour the operation both of the vast total,
and the special forces, ofDarius; who fancied that his defeat

atlssus had been occasioned altogether by his having adven-
tured himself in the narrow defiles of Kilikia and that on

open and level ground his superior numbers must be

triumphant. He was even anxious that Alexander should
come and attack him on the plain. Hence the undefended

passage of the Tigris.
For thosewho looked only to numbers, the host assembled

H . . at Arbela might well inspire confidence; for it

ment
e
and

P~

is said to have consisted of 1,000,000 ofinfan-

atio
P
n

r~ try 2 40
>
000 cavalry 200 scythed chariots

better and fifteen elephants; of which animals we now
arms read for the first time in a field of battle. But

scythed besides the numbers, Darius had provided for
chariots hjs troops more effective arms; instead of mere

javelins, strong swords and short thrusting pikes,
such as the Macedonian cavalry wielded so admirably in

close combat together with shields for the infantry and

breastplates for the horsemen. 3 He counted much also on
the terrific charge of the chariots, each of which had a pole
projecting before the horses and terminating in a sharp

1

Arrian, iii. 9, 12. Kal yap *al foot, 200,000 horse, and 200 scythed
Joa av(i>[iaXa aitou 4? titicaoiav, chariots. Justin (xi. 12) gives400,000
TsuTd te ex rcoXXoo ol Ilspjat TOI foot and 100,000 horse. Plutarch

ft 8p(xaoiv siteXouvsiv eCmofij 1:6710115- (Alex. 31) talks generally of a

xeaav xott Tfl iitTttp iTC7taoi(x. million of men. Curtius states the
1 This is the total given by army to have been almost twice

Arrian as what he found set forth as large as that which had fought

(eXeysto), probably the best infor- in Kilikia (iv. 9, 3); he gives the

ination which Ptolemy and Ari- total as 200,000 foot, and 45,000
stobulus could procure (Arrian, horse (iv. 12, 13).

iii. 8, 8).
3 Diodor. xvii. 63; Curtius, iv.

Diodorus (xvii. 53) says 800,COO 92.
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point, together with three sword-blades stretching from the

yoke on each side, and scythes also laterally from the naves
of the wheels. '

Informed of the approach of Alexander, about the
time when the Macedonian army first reached ^^
the Tigris, Darius moved from Arbela, where (*ep-

his baggage and treasure were left crossed by
t*mber>-

bridges the river Lykus or Great Zab, an oper-
Po

?
it
l!
on

1

x- i_- v. j & j 11, *nd battle
ation which occupied five days and marched to array of

take post on the prepared ground near Gauga-
Dariu -

mela. His battle array was formed of the Baktrians
on the extreme left, under command of Bessus the satrap
of Baktria; next, the Dahae and Arachoti, under command
of Barsaentes, satrap ofArachosia; then the native Per-

sians, horse and foot alternating, the Susians, under
Oxathres, and the Kadusians. On the extreme right were
the contingents of Syria both east and west of the Eu-

phrates, under Mazaeus; then the Medes, under Atropates;
next, the Parthians, Sakse, Tapyrians, and Hyrkanians, all

cavalry, under Phrataphernes ;
then the Albanians and the

Sakesinse. Darius himself was in the centre, with the
choice troops of the army near and around him the Per-
sian select Horse -guards, called the king's kinsmen the
Persian foot-guards, carrying pikes with a golden apple at
the butt-end a regiment of Karians, or descendants of

Karians, who had been abstracted from their homes and

planted as colonists in the interior of the empire the con-

tingent of Mardi, good archers and lastly, the mercenary
Greeks, of number unknown, in whom Darius placed his

greatest confidence.

Such was the first or main line of the Persians. In
the rear of it stood deep masses of Babylonians inhabit-

ants of Sittake down to the Persian Gulf Uxians. from
the territory adjoining Susiana to the east and others in

unknown multitude. In front of it were posted the scythed
chariots, with small advanced bodies of cavalry Scythians
and Baktrians on the left, with one hundred chariots

Armenians and Kappadokians on the right, with fifty more
and the remaining fifty chariots in front of the centre. 2

1 Ciirtius, iv. 9, 8; Diodor. xvii. which these chariots were armed
8. Notwithstanding the instruct- is not clear on all points,

ive note of Mutzell upon this * The Persian battle order here

passage of Curtius , the mode in given by Arrian (iii. 11), is taken

VOL. XI. 2 I
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Alexander had advanced within about seven miles of

B.C. SSL the Persian army, and four days' march since

(Sep. his crossing the Tigris when he first learnt
tember). from Persian prisoners how near his enemies

nar^'move-
were - He at once halted, established on the

ments of spot a camp with ditch and stockade, and re-
Aiexander maine(j there for four days, in order that the
discussions ,.. i . AJ.I i . c n
with soldiers might repose. On the night of the

anTother
f urth day, he moved forward, yet leaving under

officers. guard in the camp the baggage, the prisoners,
His careful an(j the ineffectives. He began his march, over

noitring in a range of low elevations which divided him from
person. the enemy, hoping to approach and attack them
at daybreak. But his progress was so retarded , that day
broke, and the two armies first came in sight, when he was
still on the descending slope of the ground, more than three

miles distant. On seeing the enemy, he halted, and called

together his principal officers, to consult whether he should
not prosecute his march and commence the attack forth-

with, i Though most of them pronounced for the affirm-

ative, yet Parmenio contended that this course would be

rash; that the ground before them, with all its difficulties,

natural or artificial, was unknown, and that the enemy's

position, which they now saw for the first time, ought to

be carefully reconnoitred. Adopting this latter view,
Alexander halted for the day; yet still retaining his battle

order, and forming a new entrenched camp, to which the

baggage and the prisoners were now brought forward from
the preceding day's encampment. 2 He himself spent the

from Aristobulus , who affirmed having joined Darius (iii. 8) ;
the

that it was so set down in the Kossscans, by Diodorus (xvii. 69);

official scheme of the battle, drawn the Sogdiani, Massagetie, Belitse,

up by the Persian officers
,
and Kossicans, Gortyee, Phrygians, and

afterwards captured with the bag- Kataonians, by Curtius (iv. 12).

gage of Darius. Though thus au- '
Arrian, iii. 9, 6 7.

thentic as far as it goes, it is not *
Arrian, iii. 9, 28. It is not

complete, even as to names while expressly mentioned by Arrian

it says nothing about numbers or that the baggage, &c., was brought
depth or extent of front. Several forward from the first camp to the

names, of various contingents second. But we see that such must
stated to have been present in the have been the fact, from what hap-

field, are not placed in the official pened during the battle. Alex-
return thus the Sogdiani, the ander's baggage, which was plun-

Arians, and the Indian mountain- dered by a body of Persian ca-

eers are mentioned by Arrian as valry, cannot have been BO far iu
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day, with an escort of cavalry and light troops, in recon-

noitring both the intermediate ground and the enemy, who
did not interrupt him, in spite of their immense superiority
in cavalry. Parmenio, with Polysperchon and others, ad-
vised him to attack the enemy in the night; which pro-
mised some advantages, since Persian armies were notori-

ously unmanageable by night,
1 and since their camp had

no defence. But on the other hand, the plan involved so

many disadvantages and perils, thatAlexander rejected it;

declaring with an emphasis intentionally enhanced, since

he spoke in the hearing of many others that he disdained
the meanness of stealing a victory; that he both would con-

quer, and could, Darius fairly and in open daylight.
2

Having then addressed to his officers a few brief encourage-
ments, which met with enthusiastic response, he dismissed
them to their evening meal and repose.

On the next morning, he marshalled his army, con-

sisting of 40,000 foot, and 7000 horse, in two TT ? mi & i- j Disposi-
lines. 3 The first or main line was composed, on tions of

the right, of the eight squadrons of Companion- Alexander
i i -i.il -A L i_ i 11 f r the

cavalry, each with its separate captain, but all attack-

under the command of Philotas son ofParmenio. array of the

Next (proceeding from right to left) came the

Agema or chosen band of the Hypaspistae then the re-

maining Hypaspistse, under Nikanor then the phalanx

properly so called, distributed into six divisions, under the

command of Kcenus, Perdikkas, Meleager, Polysperchon,
Simmias, and Kraterus, respectively.* Next on the left of

the phalanx, were arranged the allied Grecian cavalry,
Lokriau and Phokian, Phthiot, Malians, andPeloponnesians ;

after whom, at the extreme left, came theThessalians under

Philippus among the best cavalry in the army, hardly

the rear of the army as the break of day ;
he then halted the

distance of the first camp would whole day and night within sight

require. This coincides also with of thoir position ;
and naturally

Curtius, iv. 13, 35. The words brought up his baggage, having

eYvu) arcoXeiTisiv (Arr. iii. 9, 2), in- no motive to leave it BO far in the

dicate the contemplation of a pur- rear.

pose which was not accomplished ' Xenoph. Anabas. iii. 4, 86.

ti>; ajx' TJJJ^P? rpoj|j.t?7i TOI iro).e-
7
Arrian, iii. 10, 3; Curtius, IT.

(jLioi? (iii. 9, 3). Instead of "coming IS, 410.
into conflict" with the enemy *

Arrian, iii. 12, 19.
at break of day Alexander only 4

Arrian, iii. 11; Diodor. xvii. 67;

arrived within sight of th"in at Curtius, iv. 13, 2H 30.

2i 2
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inferior to the Macedonian Companions. As in the two
former battles, Alexander himself took the command of the

right half of the army, confiding the left to Parmenio.
Behind this main line, was placed a second or body of

reserve, intended to guard against attacks in the flanks and

rear, -which the superior numbers of the Persians rendered

probable. For this purpose, Alexander reserved, on the

right, the light cavalry or Lancers the Paeonians, under
Aretes and Aristo half the Agrianes, under Attains the

Macedonian archers, under Brison and the mercenaries of

old service, under Kleander; on the left, various bodies of

Thracian and allied cavalry, under their separate officers.

All these different regiments were held ready to repel
attack either in flank or rear. In front of the main line

were some advanced squadrons of cavalry and light troops
Grecian cavalry, under Menidas on the right, and under

Andromachus on the left a brigade of darters under Ba-

lakrus, together with Agrianian darters, and some bowmen.

Lastly, the Thracian infantry were left to guard the camp
and the baggage.

'

Forewarned by a deserter, Alexander avoided the

places where iron spikes had been planted to

ArWia.
'

damage the Macedonian cavalry.
2 He himself,

at the head of the Royal Squadron, on the ex-

treme right, led the march obliquely in that direction,

keeping his right somewhat in advance. As he neared the

enemy, he saw Darius himself with the Persian left centre

immediately opposed to him Persian guards, Indians, Al-

banians, and Karians. Alexander went on inclining to the

right ,
and Darius stretching his front towards the left to

counteract this movement, but still greatly outflanking the
Macedonians to the left. Alexander had now got so far to

his right, that he was almost beyond the ground levelled

by Darius for the operations of his chariots in front. To
check any farther movement in this direction, the Baktrian
1000 horse and the Scythians in front of the Persian left,

were ordered to make a circuit and attack the Macedonian

right flank. Alexander detached against them his regi-
ment of cavalry underMenidas, and the action thus began.

3

1 Arrian, iii. 12, 2 6; Ourtius,
*
Curtius, iv. 13, 86; Polysenus,

IT. 13, 3032; Diodor. xvii. 57. iv. 3, 17.

Arrian, iii. 13, 15.
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The Baktrian horse, perceiving the advance of Meni-

das, turned from their circuitous movement to attack him,
and at first drove him back until he was supported by the
other advanced detachments Paeonians and Grecian ca-

valry. The Baktrians, defeated in their turn, were sup-
ported by the satrap Bessus with the main body of Bak-
trians and Scythians in the left portion of Darius's line.

The action was here for some time warmly contested, with
some loss to the Greeks; who at length however, by a more

compact order against enemies whose fighting was broken
and desultory, succeeded in pushing them out of their place
in the line, and thus making a partial opening in it.

While this conflict was still going on, Darius had
ordered his scythed chariots to charge, and his main line

to follow them, calculating on the disorder which he ex-

pected that they would occasion. But the chariots were
found of little service. The horses were terrified, checked,
or wounded, by the Macedonian archers and darters in

front; who even found means to seize the reins, pull down
the drivers, and kill the horses. Of the hundred chariots

in Darius's front, intended to bear down the Macedonian
ranks by simultaneous pressure along their whole line,

many were altogether stopped or disabled; some turned

right round, the horses refusing to face the protended
pikes, or being scared with the noise of pike and shield

struck together; some which reached the Macedonian line,

were let through without mischief by the soldiers opening
their ranks; a few only inflicted wounds or damage. 1

As soon as the chariots were thus disposed of, and the

Persian main force laid open as advancing be- Cowardice

hind them, Alexander gave orders to the troops l ^""the"
of his main line, who had hitherto been perfectly example of

1 Arrian iii. 13, 9. rius) ante se falcatos currus habe-
1 About the chariots, Arrian, ill. bat, quos signo dato universes in

13, 11; Curtius, iv. 15, 14; Diodor. hostem effudit" (iv. 14, 8).

xvii. 57, 68. The scythed chariots of Artaxer-

Arrian mentions distinctly only xes
,
at the battle of Kunaxa, did

those chariots which were launch- no mischief (Xenoph. Anab. 1. 8,

ed on Darius'e left immediately 10-20). At the battle of Magnesia,

opposite to Alexander. But it is gained by the Romans (B.C. 190)

plain that the chariots along the over the Syrian king Antiochus,

whole line must have been let off his chariots were not only driven

at one and the same signal which back, but spread disorder among
vc may understand as implied in his own troops (Appian. Beb.Syriao.

the words of Curtius "Ipse (Da- 33).
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flight de- silent,
1 to raise the war-shout and charge at a

feat of the quick pace; at the same time directing Aretes
Persians. with the Pseonians to repel the assailants on his

right flank. He himself, discontinuing his slanting move-
ment to the right, turned towards the Persian line, and

dashed, at the head of all the Companion-cavalry, into that

partial opening in it, which had been made by the flank

movement of the Baktrians. Having by this opening got
partly within the line, he pushed straight towards the per-
son of Darius

;
his cavalry engaging in the closest hand-

combat, and thrusting with their short pikes at the faces

of the Persians. Here, as at the Granikus, the latter were

discomposed hy this mode of fighting accustomed as they
were to rely on the use of missiles, with rapid wheeling of

the horse for renewed attack. 2 They were unable to pre-
vent Alexander and his cavalry from gaining ground and

approaching nearer to Darius; while at the same time, the

Macedonian phalanx in front, with its compact order and

long protended pikes, pressed upon the Persian line op-

posed to it. For a short interval, the combat here was close

and obstinate; and it might have been much prolonged
since the best troops ofDarius's army Greeks, Karians,
Persian guards, regal kinsmen, &c., were here posted,
had the king's courage been equal to that of his soldiers.

But here, even worse than at Issus, the flight of the army
began with Darius himself. It had been the recommen-
dation of Cyrus the younger, in attacking the army of his

brother Artaxerxes at Kunaxa, to aim the main blow at

the spot where his brother was in person since he well

knew that victory there was victory everywhere. Having
already once followed this scheme successfully at Issus,
Alexander repeated it with still more signal success at

Arbela. Darius, who had been long in fear, from the time
when he first beheld his formidable enemy on the neigh-

bouring hills, became still more alarmed when he saw the

scythed chariots prove a failure, and when the Mace-

1 Bee the remarkable passage in similar direction from Phormio to

the address of Alexander to his the Athenians.

soldiers, previous to the hattle,
z
Arrian, iii. 15, 4. O&TS ixovTiajjiip

about the necessity of absolute ITI, OUTS s^eXiyfioi? Tuiv'iTnttov, Yjitsp

silence until the moment came for ircroiAa^tas Sixr), iypumo about the

the terrific war-shout (Arrian , iii. Persian cavalry when driven to

9, 14): compare Thucyd. ii. 89 a despair.
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donians, suddenly breaking out from absolute silence into
an universal war-cry, came to close quarters with his troops,
pressing towards and menacing the conspicuous chariot on
which he stood. l The sight and hearing of this terrific

melt!e, combined with the prestige already attaching to
Alexander's name, completely overthrew the courage and

self-possession of Darius. He caused his chariot to be
turned round, and himself set the example of flight.

"

From this moment, the battle, though it had lasted so

short a time, was irreparably lost. The king's flight, followed
of course immediately by that of the numerous attendants
around him, spread dismay among all his troops, leaving
them neither centre of command, nor chief to fight for.

The best soldiers in his army, being those immediately
around him, were under these circumstances the first to

give way. The fierce onset of Alexander with the Com-

panion-cavalry, and the unremitting pressure of the pha-
lanx in front, were obstructed by little else than a mass of
disordered fugitives. During the same time, Aretes with

1
Arrian, iii. li, 3. ffft 8p6|*<j) t the conduct of Darius, which are

xal aXaXa7u.i{> UK eitl aoiov Aapsiov not to be reconciled with Arrian,
Diodor. rvii. 60. Alexander (XETCI and which are decidedly less cred-

iffi 33iXixj) lXr) xai TUJV aXXa>v TU>V ible than Arrian's narrative. The

tKi<pavE9TaTU>v titititov en' afttbv fact that the two kings were here

^Xau.e TOV Aapeiov. (at as Issus) near, and probably
1
Arrian, iii. li, 3. Kal -/pivov visible, to each other, has served

fxiv Tivi AXlyov i> /ipi'.v f, !

J-'X r
)

ns Das '8 'or much embroidery.

ifi-tt'o. C? 8e oi it iititsic oi a|xtp' The statement that Darius, stand-

'AXE^avSpov xal auto; 'A/s;3v2po; ing on his chariot, hurled his

eopcuatio? svixii/TO, u>9i<rp,0l{ Ts spear against the advancing Mace-

)rpu)(/.evoi, xal tc.T SUJTOII; TB itpi-
donians and that Alexander also

oiOTta TIUV IIcpsiLv xinTOvte, ^ tt hurled his spear at Darius, but

^paXafS <) MaxsSovtxr), nuxv^) xal missing him, killed the charioteer

tai; cjapiajan 7tppixuta, E|Api3X.Tlxtv is picturesque and Homeric, but

fjoy] autol<;, xal navia 6(xou Ta has no air of reality. Curtius and

Seivd xat naXai ^Sr) (popsptjj Diodorus tell us that this fall of

"; VTI Aa ps Uu EtpalvsTO, r pI)T o ; the charioteer was mistaken for the

a it 6? E^i3Tpi'i7<; e'-fiuyiv. At fall of the king, and struck the

Issus, Arrian states that "Darius Persian army with consternation,
fled along with the first" (ii. 11, causing them forthwith to take

6) ;
at Arbela here , he states that flight, and thus ultimately forcing

"Darius was the first to turn and Darius to flee also (Diodor. xvii.

flee;" an expression yet stronger 60; Curt. iv. 15, 26 32). But tb.it

and more distinct. Curtius and is noway probable; since the real

Diodorus, who seem here as else- fight then going on was close, and
where to follow generally the same with hand-weapons.

authorities, give details, respecting
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hisPseonians had defeated the Baktrians on the right flank,
*

so that Alexander was free to pursue the routed main

body, which he did most energetically. The cloud of dust
raised by the dense multitude is said to have been so thick,
that nothing could be clearly seen, nor could the pursuers
distinguish the track taken by Darius himself. Amidst
this darkness, the cries and noises from all sides were only
the more impressive ; especially the sound from the whips
of the charioteers, pushing their horses to full speed.

2 It

was the dust alone which saved Darius himself from being
overtaken by the pursuing cavalry.

"While Alexander was thus fully successful on his right

Combat on an^ centre, the scene on his left under Par-
the Persian menio was different. Mazseus, who commanded
tween

b
Ma- *ne Persian right, after launching his scythed

zseus and chariots (which may possibly have done more
Parmenio.

damage than those launched on the Persian left,

though we have no direct information about them), followed
it up by vigorously charging the Grecian and Thessalian
horse in his front, and also by sending round a detachment
of cavalry to attack them on their left flank. 3 Here the
battle was obstinately contested, and success for some time
doubtful. Even after the flight of Darius, Parmenio found
himself so much pressed, that he sent a message to Alex-
ander. Alexander, though full of mortification at relin-

quishing the pursuit, checked his troops, and brought them
back to the assistance of his left, by the shortest course
across the field of battle. The two left divisions of the

phalanx, under Simmias and Kraterus, had already stopped
short in the pursuit, on receiving the like message from

Parmenio; leaving the other four divisions to follow the
advanced movement of Alexander. 4 Hence there arose a

1
Arrian, iii. 14, 4. 4 Arrian ,

iii. 14, 6. He speaks
2 Diodor. xvii. 60; Carting, iv. directly here only of the rat? un-

15, 32, 33. The cloud of dust, and der the command of Simmias
;
but

the noise of the whips, are specified it is plain that what he says must
both by Diodorns and Curtius. be understood of the tdti com-

*
Cnrtius, iv. 16,1; Diodorus, xvii. nianded by Kraterus also. Of the-

69, 60; Arrian, iii. 14, 11. The two six Totei<; or divisions of the pha-
flrst authors are here superior to lanx, that of Kraterus stood at

Arrian, who scarcely mentions at the extreme left that of Simmias
all this vigorous charge of Mazaeus (who commanded on this day the

though he alludes to the effects Tax of Amyntas son of Andro-

produced by it. menes) next to it (iii. 11, 16). If
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gap in the midst of the phalanx, between the four right
divisions, and the two left; into which gap a brigade of
Indian and Persian cavalry darted, galloping through the
midst of the Macedonian line to get into the rear and attack
the baggage.

' At first this movement was successful, the

guard was found unprepared, and the Persian prisoners
rose at once to set themselves free; though Sisygambis,
whom these prisoners were above measure anxious to

liberate, refused to accept their aid, either from mistrust
of their foi'ce, or gratitude for the good treatment received
from Alexander. 2 But while these assailants were engaged
in plundering the baggage, they were attacked in the rear

by the troops forming the second Macedonian line, who
though at first taken by surprise, had now had time to face

about and reach the camp. Many of the Persian brigade
were thus slain, the rest got off as they could, s

Mazseus maintained for a certain time fair equality,
on his own side of the battle, even after the flight of
Darius. But when, to the paralysing effect of that fact in

itself, there was added the spectacle of its disastrous effects

on the left half of the Persian army, neither he nor his sol-

diers could persevere with unabated vigour in a useless

combat. The Thessalian and Grecian horse, on the other

hand, animated by the turn of fortune in their favour, press-
ed their enemies with redoubled energy, and at length
drove them to flight; so that Parmenio was victor, on nis

own side and with his own forces, before the succours from
Alexander reached him.*

therefore the tai< of Simmias was in the phalanx ,
and traversed the

kept back from pursuit, on account Macedonian lines,

of the pressure upon the general
'
Arrian, iii. 14, 10. Curtius re-

Macedonian left (iii. 14, 6) & presents this brigade as having

fortiori, the tdSic of Kraterns must been driven off by Aret&s and a

have been kept back in like man- detachment sent expressly by Alex-
ner. ander himself. Diodorus describes

1
Arrian, iii. 14, 7. it as if it had not been defeated

1
Curtius, iv. 15, 911; Binder, at all, but had ridden back to

xvii. 59. Curtius and Diodorug Mazeeus after plundering the bag-

represent the brigade of cavalry, gage. Neither of these accounts

who plundered the camp and re- is so probable as that of Arrian.

scued the prisoners, to have been * Diodor. xvii. 60. '0 [Iapafiu>M
sent round by Mazeeus from the |t6Xi<; iTpi'J/atTO T<m Pp-
Persian right; while Arrian states, (iapoui;, (xiXvoTa xata7tXaYf<Tse tfl

more probably , that they got XSTO TOV Aapetov <puf fr Curtius, iv.

through tho break accidentally left 16, 47. "Interim adMazseum I'ama
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In conducting those succours, on his way back from
the pursuit, Alexander traversed the whole field of battle,

and thus met face to face some of the best Persian and
Parthian cavalry, who were among the last to retire. The
battle was already lost, and they were seeking only to es-

cape. As they could not turn back, and had no chance for

their lives except by forcing their way through his Com-

panion-cavalry, the combat here was desperate and mur-

derous; all at close quarters, cut and thrust with hand

weapons on both sides, contrary to the Persian custom.

Sixty of the Macedonian cavalry were slain; and a still

greater number, including Hephsestion, Kcenus, and Meni-

das, were wounded, and Alexander himself encountered

great personal danger. He is said to have been victorious;

yet probably most of these brave men forced their way
through and escaped, though leaving many of their number
on the field. '

Having rejoined his left, and ascertained that it was not

Flight of only out f danger, but victorious, Alexander
the Per- resumed his pursuit of the flying Persians, in

e^feVetic" whidi Parmenio now took part.
2 The host of

pursuit by Darius was only a multitude of disorderly
Alexander,

fugitives, horse and foot mingled together. The

greater part of them had taken no share in the battle.

Here, as at Issus, they remained crowded in stationary and

unprofitable masses, ready to catch the contagion of terror

and to swell the number of runaways, so soon as the com-

paratively small proportion of real combatants in the front

had been beaten. On recommencing the pursuit, Alexander

pushed forward with such celerity, that numbers of the

fugitives were slain or taken, especially at the passage of

the river Lykus; 3 where he was obliged to halt for a while,
since his men as well as their horses were exhausted. At
midnight, he again pushed forward, with such cavalry as

superati regis pervenerat. Itaque '
Arrian, iii. 15, 10. Curtius (iv.

quanquam validior erat
,

tainen 16, 1218) gives aggravated details

fortuna partium territus, perculsis about the sufferings of the fugi-

languidius instabat." Arrian, iv. tives in passing the river Lykus
14, 11; iv. 15, 8. which are protably founded on

'Arrian, iii. 15,6. Curtius also fact. But he makes the mistake
alludes to this combat

;
but with of supposing that Alexander had

many particulars very different got as far as this river in his first

from Arrian (iv. 16, 1925). pursuit, from which he was called
*
Arrian, iii. 15, 9. back to assist Parmenio.
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could follow him, to Arbela, in hopes of capturing the

person of Darius. In this he was disappointed,

though he reached Arbela the next day. Darius Darlm? in

had merely passed through it. leaving an unde- <>

f j j j. -AT. !- i i_- u i j. Capture of
t untied town, with his bow, shield, chariot, a the Persian

large treasure, and rich equipage, as prey to the "camp, and
S J

-.I , of Arbela.
victor. Parraemo had also occupied without
resistance the Persian camp near the field of battle, cap-
turing the baggage, the camels, and the elephants.

l

To state any thing like positive numbers of slain or

prisoners, is impossible. According to Arrian, T
nnn ,\ni\ T> t IjOSS in the
300,000 Persians were slain, and many more battle.

taken prisoners. Diodorus puts the slain at Compiete-

90,000, Curtius at 40,000. The Macedonian kill-
""p?/.

ed were, according to Arrian, not more than Entire and

100 according to Curtius, 300 : Diodorus states dTsp^rsion
6

the slain at 500, besides a great number of of the Per-

wouuded.2 The estimate of Arrian is obviously
8

too great on one side, and too small on the other; but what-
ever may be the numerical truth, it is certain that the

prodigious army of Darius was all either killed, taken, or

dispersed at the battle of Arbela. No attempt to form a

subsequent army ever succeeded: we read of nothing
stronger than divisions or detachments. The miscellaneous

contingents of this once mighty empire, such at least

among them as survived, dispersed to their respective
homes and could never be again mustered in mass.

The defeat of Arbela was in fact the death-blow of

the Persian empire. It converted Alexander causes of
into the Great King, and Darius into nothing the defeat

better than a fugitive pretender. Among all i^of**
4"

the causes of the defeat here as at Issus the Darius,

most prominent and indisputable was the ^a^of'hin
cowardice of Darius himself. Under a king de- immense

ficient not merely in the virtues of a general, but
numbers -

even in those of a private soldier, and who nevertheless

insisted on commanding in person nothing short of ruin

could ensue. To those brave Persians whom he dragged
into ruin along with him and who knew the real facts, he
must have appeared as the betrayer of the empire. "We

1
Arrian, iii. 15, 14; Curtius, v. *

Arrian, iii. 16, 16; Curtius, iy.

1, 10. 16, 27
;
Diodor. xvii. 61.
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shall have to recall this state of sentiment, when we
describe hereafter the conspiracy formed by the Baktrian

satrap Bessus. Nevertheless, even if Darius had behaved
with unimpeachable courage, there is little reason to be-

lieve, that the defeat of Arbela, much less that of Issus,
could have been converted into a victory. Mere immensity
of number, even with immensity of space, was of no effi-

cacy without skill as well as bravery in the commander.
Three-fourths of the Persian army were mere spectators
who did nothing, and produced absolutely no effect. The
flank movement against Alexander's right, instead of being
made by some unemployed division, was so carried into

effect, as to distract the Baktrian troops from their place
in the front line, and thus to create a fatal break, of which
Alexander availed himself for his own formidable charge
in front. In spite of amplitude of space the condition

wanting at Issus, the attacks of the Persians on Alex-

ander's flanks and rear were feeble and inefficient. After

all, Darius relied mainly upon his front line of battle,

strengthened by the scythe chariots; these latter being
found unprofitable, there remained only the direct conflict,

wherein the strong point of the Macedonians resided.

On the other hand, in so far as we can follow the dis-

denerai- positions of Alexander, they appear the most
hip of signal example recorded in antiquity, of military
Alexander.

gen jug an(j sagaci us combination. He had really
as great an available force as his enemies, because every

company in his army was turned to account, either in actual

combat, or in reserve against definite and reasonable con-

tingences. All his successes, and this most of all, were

fairly earned by his own genius and indefatigable effort,

combined with the admirable organization of his army.
But his good fortune was no less conspicuous in the un-

ceasing faults committed by his enemies. Except during
the short period of Memnon's command, the Persian king
exhibited nothing but ignorant rashness alternating with

disgraceful apathy; turning to no account his vast real

power of resistance in detail keeping back his treasures

to become the booty of the victor suffering the cities

which stoutly held out to perish unassisted and com-

mitting the whole fate of the empire, on two successive

occasions, to that very hazard which Alexander most
desired.
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The decisive character of the victory was manifested
at once by the surrender of the two great capitals of the

Persian empire Babylon and Susa. To Babylon, Alex-
ander marched in person; to Susa, he sent Philoxenus. As
he approached Babylon, the satrap Mazaeus met him with
the Keys of the city; Bagophanes, collector of B-0 831

the revenue, decorated the road of march with (Oot.-Nov.)

altars, sacrifices, and scattered flowers
;
while the Surrender

general Babylonian population and their Chal-
| d

B
8

n

daean priests poured forth in crowds with accla- the two

maiions and presents. Susa was yielded to
eapttais of

Philoxenus with the same readiness, as Babylon Persia.

to Alexander. The sum of treasure acquired
A
n
1

t*rs
ndep

at Babylon was great; sufficient to furnish a Babylon,

large donative to the troops 600 drachms per J"""
man to the Macedonian cavalry, 500 to the acquired in

foreign cavalry, 200 to the Macedonian infantry,
both Places -

and something less to the foreign infantry.
2 But the trea-

sure found and appropriated at Susa was yet greater. It

is stated at 50,000 talents* (=about 11,500>000/. sterling),
a sum which we might have deemed incredible, if we did

not find it greatly exceeded by what is subsequently re-

ported about the treasures in Persepolis. Of this Susian
treasure four-fifths are said to have been in uncoined gold
and silver, the remainder in golden Darics; 4 the untouched
accumulations of several pi-eceding kings, who had hus-
banded them against a season of unforeseen urgency. A
moderate portion of this immense wealth, employed by
Darius three years earlier to push the operations of his

fleet, subsidize able Grecian officers, and organize anti-

Macedonian resistance would have preserved both his life

and his crown.
Alexander rested his troops for more than thirty days

amidst the luxurious indulgences of Babylon. B.C. 331.

He gratified the feelings of the population and
{j^,

V
D _~

the Chaldsean priests by solemn sacrifices to camber).

'

Arrian, Hi. 16, 6-11; Dlodor.
I have taken them M Attlc ta'

xvii. 64; Curtius, v. 1, 17-20.
lents

' if they were *!glnM> *"
. , _.. , lents, the value of them would be
*
Curfcus, v. 1, 46; Diodor. xvii.

grflater |a thfl proportlon of flve

to three.
Arrian states this total of 50,000 4

Curtius, v. 2, 11
; Diodor. xvli.

talents (.iii. 16, 12). 6G
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Alexander Belus, as well as by directing that the temple
acts as king of that God, and the other temples destroyed in

and
P
nond- the preceding century by Xerxes, should be

nates sa- rebuilt. 1

Treating the Persian empire now as

marches^ an established conquest, he nominated the vari-

Susa. He ous satraps. He confirmed the Persian Mazseus

thHivi-
8

in the satrapy of Babylon, but put along with
sions of him two Greeks as assistants and guarantees
his army.

Apollodorus of Amphipolis, as commander of

the military force Asklepiodorus as collector of the re-

venue. He rewarded the Persian traitor Mithrines, who
had surrendered at his approach the strong citadel of

Sardis, with the satrapy of Armenia. To that of Syria
and Phenicia, he appointed Menes, who took with him 3000

talents, to be remitted to Antipater for levying new troops

against the Lacedaemonians in Peloponnesus.
2 The march

of Alexander from Babylon to Susa occupied twenty days;
an easy route through a country abundantly supplied. At
Susa he was joined by Amyntas son of Andromenes, with
a large reinforcement of about 15,000 men Macedonians,
Greeks, and Thracians. There were both cavalry and in-

fantry and what is not the least remarkable, fifty Mace-
donian youths of noble family, soliciting admission into

Alexander's corps of pages.
3 The incorporation of these

new-comers into the army afforded him the opportunity for

remodelling on several points the organization of his differ-

ent divisions, the smaller as well as the larger.
4

After some delay at Susa and after confirming the

B.C. 331-330. Persian Abulites, who had surrendered the city,
(Winter.) in his satrapy, yet not without two Grecian offi-

Aiexander cers as guarantees, one commanding the military
marches

force, the other governor of the citadel Alex-

1 Arrian
, iii. 16, 69 : compare Susa and carried farther daring

Strabo. xvi. p. 738. the next year at Ekbatana, see
2
Arrian, iii. 16, 16; Curtius, v. Riistow and Kb'chly, Griechisohes

1, 44; Diodor. xvii. 64. Curtius and Kriegswesen, p. 252 seq.

Diodorus do not exactly coincide One among the changes now
with Arrian

; but the discrepancy made was, that the divisions of
here is not very important. cavalry which

, having hitherto
*
Curtius, v. 1,42: compare Bio- coincided with various local di-

dor. xvii. 65 ; Arrian, iii. 16, 18. strictg or towns in Macedonia, had
4
Arrian, iii. 16, 20; Curtius, v. been officered accordingly were

2, 6
; Diodor. xvii. 65. Respecting redistributed and mingled together

this reorganization, begun now at (Curtius, v. 2, 6).
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ander crossed the river Eulaeus or Pasitigris, into Persii

and directed his march to the south-east towards P'op' - >>

-r, . , . ... conquers
Persis proper, the ancient heart or primitive the refract-

seat from whence the original Persian conquerors J^ 11*"'

had issued.* Between Susa and Persis lay a teVme'diaYe

mountainous region occupied by the TJxii rude mountains,

but warlike shepherds, to whom the Great King himself

had always been obliged to pay a tribute whenever he went
from Susa to Persepolis, being unable with his inefficient

military organization to overcome the difficulties of such
a pass held by an enemy. The Uxii now demanded the like

tribute from Alexander, who replied by inviting them to

meet him at their pass and receive it. Meanwhile a new
and little frequented mountain track had been made known
to him, over which he conducted in person a detachment
of troops so rapidly and secretly as to surprise the moun-
taineers in their own villages. He thus not only opened
the usual mountain pass for the transit of his main army,
but so cut to pieces and humiliated the Uxii, that they
were forced to sue for pardon. Alexander was at first dis-

posed to extirpate or expel them; but at length, at the re-

quest of the captive Sisygambis, permitted them to remain
as subjects of the satrap of Susa, imposing a tribute of

sheep, horses, and cattle, the only payment which their

poverty allowed. a

1 Arrian , ill. 17, 1. "Apa? 84 4x Susa (Erdkunde, part ix. book iil.

Sooacjuv, xai 8tapa<; tiv IIa<mlYp7]v "West-Asien, p. 291320.)
itoTd(x6v, ijipdXXei el t^v O&ljUov t

Arrian, iii. 17; Curtius, v. 8,

p) v- 6 12; Diodor. xvii. 67; Strabo, scy.

The Persian Susa was situated p. 729. It would seem that the
between two rivers; the Choaspes road taken by Alexander in this

(now Kherkha) on the west
;

the march, was that described by Kinn-
Eulseus or Pasitigris, now Karun, eir, through Bebahan and Kala-Sefld
on the east ; both rivers distin- to Schiraz (Geographical Memoir
guished for excellent water. The of the Persian Empire, p. 72).
Eulreus appears to have been call- Nothing can exceed the difficulties

ed Pasitigris in the lower part of of the territory for military oper-
its course Pliny , H. N. xxxi. 21. ation.

"Parthorum reges ex Ohoaspe et NO certainty is attainable, how-
Eulaso tantum bibunt." ever, respecting the ancient geo-
Ritter baa given an elaborate graphy ofthese regions. Mr. Long's

exposition respecting these two Map of Ancient Persia shows how
rivers and the site of the Persian little can be made out.
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But bad as the Uxian pass had been, there remained
D
a*

C

caiied
ano^ner still worse called the Susian or Persian

t'he'susian gates,
l in the mountains which surrounded the

Gates, on
plain of Persepoiis, the centre ofPersis proper.the way to \ . , A r

,

'
f ,. . . *, , r .

Persepoiis. Ariobarzanes, satrap of the province, held this
Ari

A
ba

h"
Pass i

a narrow defile walled across, with moun-

satrap re- tain positions on both sides, from whence the de-
pulses fenders, while out of reach themselves, could

wif find's*' shower down missiles upon an approaching ene-
means to my. After four days ofmarch, Alexanderreached

pawl/and on the fifth day the Susian Gates; which, inex-

conquer it. pugnable as they seemed, he attacked on the

ensuing morning. In spite of all the courage of his sol-

diers, however, he sustained loss without damaging his

enemy, and was obliged to return to his camp. He was in-

formed that there was no other track by which this diffi-

cult pass could be turned; but there was a long circuitous

march of many days whereby it might be evaded, and an-

other entrance found into the plain of Persepoiis. To recede
from any enterprise as impracticable, was a humiliation

which Alexander had never yet endured. On farther in-

quiry, a Lykian captive, who had been for many years tend-

ing sheep as a slave on the mountains, acquainted him
with the existence of a track known only to himself, whereby
he might come on the flank of Ariobarzanes. Leaving
Kraterus in command of the camp ,

with orders to attack

the pass in front, when he should hear the trumpet give

signal Alexander marched forth at night at the head of

a light detachment, under the guidance of the Lykian.
He had to surmount incredible hardship and difficulty
the more so as it was mid:winter, and the mountain was
covered with snow

; yet such were the efforts of his soldiers

and the rapidity of his movements, that he surprised all

the Persian outposts, and came upon Ariobarzanes alto-

gether unprepared. Attacked as they were at the same
time by Kraterus also, the troops of the satrap were forced

to abandon the Gates, and were for the most part cut to

1 See the instructive notes of sian Gates to have been near Kala-

Mutzell on Qnintus Curtius, v.10, Send, west of the plain of Merdasht

3; and v. 12, 17, discussing the or Persepoiis. Herein he dissents

topography of this region, in so from Bitter, apparently on good
far as it is known from modern grounds, as far as an opinion can.

travellers. He supposes the Su- be formed.
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pieces. Many perished in their
flight among the rocks and

precipices; the satrap himself being one of a few that es-

caped.
*

Though the citadel of Persepolis is described as one
of the strongest of fortresses,

2
yet after this un- Alexander

expected conquest of a pass hitherto deemed persepoiis.

inexpugnable, few had courage to think of holding it against
Alexander. Nevertheless Ariobarzanes, hastening thither

from the conquered pass, still strove to organise a defence,
and at least to carry off" the regal treasure, which some in

the town were already preparing to pillage. But Tiri-

dates, commander of the garrison, fearing the wrath of the

conqueror, resisted this, and despatched a message entreat-

ing Alexander to hastenhismarch. AccordinglyAlexander,
at the head of his cavalry, set forth with the utmost speed,
and arrived in time to detain and appropriate the whole.

Ariobarzanes, in a vain attempt to resist, was slain with
all his companions. Persepolis and Pasargadse the two

peculiar capitals of the Persian race, the latter memorable
as containing the sepulchre of Cyrus the Great both fell

into the hands of the conqueror.
3

On approaching Persepolis, the compassion of the

army was powerfully moved by the sight of about
800 Grecian captives, all of them mutilated in (January),
some frightful and distressing way, by loss of Mutilated

legs, arms, eyes, ears, or some other bodily Grecian

members. Mutilationwas a punishment common-
caPtlves -

ly inflicted in that age by Oriental governors even by such
as were not accounted cruel. Thus Xenophon, in eulogizing
the rigid justice of Cyrus the younger, remarks that in

the public roads of his satrapy, men were often seen who
had been deprived of their arms or legs, or otherwise muti-

lated, by penal authority.
4 Many of these maimed captives

1 Arrian, iii. 8, 114; Curtius, lation, by cutting off the hand or

T. 4, 1020; Diodor. xvii. 68. the foot, is the prescribed remedy
* Diodor. xvii. 71. for all higher degrees of the

Arrian ,
iii. 18, 16

; Curtius, v. offence" (Mill, History of British

4, 5; Diodor. xvii. 69. India, book iii. ch. 6. p. 447).
4 Xenoph. Anabas. i. 9, 13. Simi- "Tippoo Saib used to cut off the

lar habits have always prevailed right hands and noses of the Brit-

among Orientals. "The most atro- ish camp-followers that fell into

cious part of the Mahomedan sys- his hands" (Elphinstone , Hist, of

tern of punishment is that which India, vol. i. p. 380. ch. xi).

regards theft aud robbery. Muti- A recent traveller notices the
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at Persepolis were old, and had lived for years in their

unfortunate condition. They had been brought up from
various Greek cities by order of some of the preceding
Persian kings; but on what pretences they had been thus

cruelly dealt with we are not informed. Alexander, moved
to tears at such a spectacle, offered to restore them to their

respectivehomes, with a comfortable provision for the future.
Butmost ofthem felt soashamed of returningto their homes,
that they entreated to be allowed to remain all together
in Persis, with lands assigned to them, and with depend-
ent cultivators to raise produce for them. Alexander grant-
ed their request in the fullest measure, conferring besides

upon each an ample donation of money, clothing and cattle. *

The sight of these mutilated Greeks was well calcula-

immense ted to excite not merely sympathy for them, but
wealth, and rage against the Persians, in the bosoms of all

inonumentB spectators. Alexander seized this opportunity,
of every as well for satiating the anger and cupidity of

muiateTYn his soldiers, as for manifesting himself in his

Persepoiis. self-assumed character of avenger of Greece

against the Persians, to punish the wrongs done by Xerxe's

a century and a half before. He was now amidst the na-

tive tribes and seats of the Persians, the descendants of

those rude warriors who, under the first Cyrus, had over-

many mutilated persons , female ready mentioned the mutilation of

as well as male , who are to be the Macedonian invalids, taken at

seen in the northern part of Scinde Issus by Darius.

(Burton, Scenes in Scinde, vol. ii. Probably these Greek captives

p. 281). were mingled with a number of
1 Diodor. zvii. 69; Curtius, v. 6; other captives, Asiatics and others,

Justin ,
xi. 14. Arrian does not who had been treated in the same

mention these mutilated captives ;
manner. None but the Greek cap-

but I see no reason to mistrust tives would be likely to show them-
the deposition of the three authors selves to Alexander and his army,
by whom it is certified. Curtius because none but they would cal-

talks of 4000 captives; the other culate on obtaining sympathy
two mention 800. Diodorus calls from an army of Macedonians and
them *EXXr)v* bito t<i>v rcpoTepov Greeks. It would have been inter-

PI jiXiwv aviata-rdi YeyovoTS?, ixTtx- esting to know who these captives
xoaioi ftiv a^eSov TOV dpi9)x6v 3vT;, were, or how they came to be
T<xT 5" ijXixlaii; ol uXeTatot (tev thus cruelly used. The two per-

YeyipaxdTEs, Tjxpu>TJjpioo(xivoi 8itfiv- sons among them, named by Cur-

TEC, Ac. Some dvopitaatoi ~pos fla- tius as spokesmen in the interview

oiXia 8ta aospiav are noticed in Xe- with Alexander, are Euktetnon,
noph. Mem. iv. 2, 33 : compare He- a Kymsean and Thecctetua, an
rodot. iii. 93; iv. 204. I have al- Athenian.
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spread "Western Asia from the Indus to the -53gean. In
this their home the Persian kings had accumulated their
national edifices, their regal sepulchres, the inscriptions
commemorative of their religious or legendary sentiment,
with many trophies and acquisitions arising out of their

conquests. For the purposes of the Great King's empire,
Babylon, or Susa, or Ekbatana, were more central and
convenient residences

;
but Persepolis was still regarded

as the heart of Persian nationality. It was the chief maga-
zine, 1 hough not the only one, of those annual accumulations
from the imperial revenue, which each king successively
increased, and which none seems to have ever diminished.

Moreover, the Persian grandees and officers, who held the
lucrative satrapies and posts of the empire, were continually
sending wealth home to Persis, for themselves or their

relatives. We may therefore reasonably believe what we
find asserted, that Persepolis possessed at this time more
wealth, public and private, than any place within the range
of Grecian or Macedonian knowledge. J

Convening his principal officers, Alexander denounced

Persepolis as the most hostile of all Asiatic Alexander

cities, the home of those impious invaders of carries

Greece, whom he had come to attack. He pro- *^J
*
&.

claimed his intention of abandoning it to be plun- sures and

dered, as well as of burning the citadel. In this ^ a

resolution he persisted, notwithstanding the poiis to be

remonstrance ofParmenio,who reminded him that an^burnt
the act would be a mere injury to himself by ruin- by the

ing his own property, and that the Asiatics would 80ldiers-

construe it as evidence of an intention to retire speedily,
without founding any permanent dominion in the count-

ry.
2 After appropriating the regal treasure to the alleged

amount of 120,000 talents in gold and silver (=2 7,60 0,0 OO/.

sterling)
3 Alexander set fire to the citadel. A host of

mules, with 5000 camels, were sent for from Mesopotamia
1 Diodor. xvii. 70. itXouotu>T<iti)t Strabo that there were different

o&97]( T(Lv tab TOY ijXiov, Ac, Cur- statements as to the amount. Such

tius, y. 6, 2, 3. overwhelming figures deserve no
1
Arrian, Hi. 18, 18 ; Diodor. xvii. confidence upon any evidence short

70; Curtius, v. 6, 1; Strabo, xv. p. of an' official return. At the same

731. time, we ought to expect a very
* This amount is given both by great sum, considering the long

Diodorus (xvii. 71) and by Curtius series of years thathadbeen spentin

(v. 6, 9). "We see however from amassiugit. Alexander's own letters

2 K 2
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and elsewhere, to carry off this prodigious treasure; the

whole of which was conveyed out of Persis proper, partly to

betaken along withAlexander himselfin his ulterior marches,
partly to be lodged in Susa and Ekbatana. Six thousand
talents more, found in Pasargadse, were added to the spoil.

l

(Plutarch, Alex. 37) stated that

enough was carried away to load

10,000 mule carts and 5000 camels.

To explain the fact of a large

accumulated treasure in the Per-

sian capitals, it must be remarked
that what we are accustomed to

consider as expenses of government,
were not defrayed out of the regal
treasure. The military force, speak-

ing generally ,
was not paid by

the Great King, but summoned by
requisition from the provinces,

upon which the coat of maintaining
the soldiers fell ,

over and above

the ordinary tribute. The king's
numerous servants and attendants

received no pay in money, but in

kind; provisions for maintaining
the court with its retinue were
furnished by the provinces, over

and above the tribute. See Hero-
dot. i. 192; and iii. 91 and. a good
passage of Heeren

, setting forth

the small public disbursements out

of the regal treasure, in his account
of the internal constitution of the

ancient Persian Empire (Ideen
fiber die Politik und den Verkehr
der Yolker der alten "Welt, part i.

Abth. 1. p. 611619).

Respecting modern Persia, Jau-

bert remarks (Voyage en Armenie
et en Perse, Paris, 1821, p. 272.

ch. SO) "Si les sommes que 1'on

verse dans le tr6sor du Shah ne

sont pas exorbitantes
, compara-

tivement a 1'fitendue et a la popu-
lation de la Perse, elles n'en sor-

tent pas non plus que pour des

defenses indispensables qui n'en

absorbent pas la moiti6. Tje reste

est convert! en lingots ,
en pier-

reries, et en divers objets d'une

grande valeur et d'un transport

facile en cas d'<5v6nement : ce qui
doit suffire pour empScher qu'on
ne trouve exag6r6s les rapports
que tous les voyageurs ont faits

de la magnificence de la cour de
Perse. Les Perses sont assez clair-

voyans pour pe'ne'trer les motifs
rfiels qui portent Futteh Ali Shah
a the'sauriser."

When Nadir-Shah conquered the

Mogul Emperor Mahomed
,

and
entered Delhi in 1739, the impe-
rial treasure and effects which fell

into his hands is said to have
amounted to 32,000,0001. sterling,
besides heavy contributions levied

on the inhabitants (Mill, History
of British India, vol. ii. B. iii, ch.

4, p. 403). Eunjeet Sing left at

his death (1839) a treasure of

8,000,OOOZ. sterling; with jewels
and other effects to several mil-

lions more [The Punjaub, by Col.

Steinbach, p. 16. London, 1845.]

Mr. Mill remarks, in another place
that "in Hindostan , gold, silver,
and gems are most commonly hoard-

ed, and not devoted to produc-
tion" (vol. i. p. 264. B. U. ch. 6).

Herodotus (iii. 96) tells us that

the gold and silver brought to the

Persian regal treasure was poured
in a melted state into earthen ves-

sels ;
when it cooled

,
the earthen

vessel was withdrawn, and the
solid metallic mass left standing; a

portion of it was cut off when oc-

casion required for disbursements.

This practice warrants the suppo-
sition that a large portion of it

was habitually accumulated, and
not expended.

1 Arrian,iii. 18, 17. He does not

give the amount
,
which I tran-

scribe from Curtius, v. 6, 10.
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The persons and property of the inhabitants were abandon-

ed to the licence of the soldiers, who obtained an immense

booty, not merely in gold and silver, but also in rich cloth-

ing, furniture, and ostentatious ornaments of every kind.

The male inhabitants were slain, the females dragged into

servitude; except such as obtained safety by flight, or

burned themselves with their property in their own houses.

Among the soldiers themselves, much angry scrambling
took place for the possession of precious articles, not with-

out occasional bloodshed. 2 As soon as their ferocity and

cupidity hadbeen satiated, Alexander arrested the massacre.

His encouragement and sanction of it was not a burst of

transient fury,provoked by unexpected length of resistance,
such as the hanging of the 2000 Tyrians and the dragging
of Batis at Gaza but a deliberate proceeding, intended

partly as a recompense and gratification to the soldiery,
but still more as an imposing manifestation of retributive

vengeance against the descendants of the ancient Persian
invaders. In his own letters seen by Plutarch, Alexander
described the massacre of the native Persians as having
been ordered by him on grounds of state policy.

3

Diodor. xvii. 70. Oi Maxe86vt

iit^esov, too? (Jiev av5pn itiivTa? <fo-

veoovTE?, TO<; 8e xT^att;8tapndC<me,
&o. Curtius, Y. 6, 6.

* Diodor. xvii. 70, 71 ;
Ourtius

T. 6, 3 7. These two authors con-

cur in the main features of the

massacre and plunder in Persepolis

permitted to the soldiers by Alex-

ander. Arrian does not mention
it: he mentions only the delibe-

rate resolution of Alexander to

burn the palace or citadel, out of

revenge on the Persian name. And
such feeling, assuming it to exist,

would also naturally dictate the

general licence to plunder and

massacre. Himself entertaining
such vindictive feeling, and regard-

ing it as legitimate, Alexander
would either presume it to exist,

or love to kindle it, in his sol-

diers
; by whom indeed the licence

to plunder would be sufficiently

welcomed ,
with or without any

antecedent sentiment of vengeance.
The story (told by Diodorus,

Curtius, and Plutarch, Alex. 38)

tbat Alexander, in the drunken-
ness of a banquet , was first insti-

gated by the courtezan Thais to

get fire to the palace of Persepolis,
and accompanied her to begin the

conflagration with his own band

may perhaps be so far true, that

he really showed himself in the
scene and helped in the burning.
But tbat his resolution to burn
was deliberately taken, and even
maintained against the opposition
of esteemed officers, is established

on the authority of Arrian.
*
Plutarch, Alexand. 37. <t>6/ov

uiv ouv ivTouQa noXov TUJV AXiaxo-

p.viu/ YsvsaOat ouveneoi' f p o <p
e i

TOUTO XoaiTtXtiv ixfXeuev
diroaw atTea 8 a i to&? av6p<i>-
icou?' vO(ju3|ia-ro<; SE eOpsiv wXiJQo?
Saov it 2ou90ic, TT]V ok aXXijv xatot-
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As it was now winter or very early spring, he suffered

B0 330
his main army to enjoy amonth or more ofrepose

(Winter- at or near Persepolis. But he himself, at the
Spring). head of a rapidly moving division traversed the
Alexander interior ofPersis proper; conquering orreceiving

troops,

1

and into submission the various towns and villages.
l

employs The greatest resistance which he experienced
conquering^was offered by the rude and warlike tribe called
the rest of the Mardi

;
but worse than any enemy was the

severity of the season and the rugged destitution

of a frozen country. Neither physical difficulties, how-

ever, nor human enemies, could arrest the march of

Alexander. He returned from his expedition, complete
master of Persis; and in the spring, quitted that pro-
vince with his whole army, to follow Darius into Media.

He left only a garrison of 3000 Macedonians at Perse-

polis, preserving to Tiridates, who had surrendered to him
the place, the title of satrap.

2

Darius was now a fugitive, with the mere title of

king, and with a simple body-guard rather than
Darius a r\ i A 1*11 rj. O.T. j r ,

fugitive in an army. On leaving Arbela alter the defeat,
Media. he had struck in an easterly direction across

the mountains into Media; having only a few attendants

round him, and thinking himself too happy to preserve
his own life from an indefatigable pursuer.

3 He calculated

that once across these mountains, Alexander would leave

him for a time unmolested, in haste to march southward
for the purpose of appropriating the great and real prizes
of the campaign Babylon, Susa, and Persepolis. The last

struggles of this ill-starred prince will be recounted in

another chapter.

axeuTjv xal T&X itXou-rov 4xxo|Mo9jvai Diod. xvii. 73; Curtius
,

v. 6,

<pr)oi (uipioic ipixotc (euYeei, x l 1220.

itevTaxtu)riXlai xajx^Xotc. That ev- Curtius, v. 6, 11.

TOtuQoe means Persepolis, is shown , ^rr jan jjj u i 4
by the immediately following com-

parison with the treasure found at

But
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